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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Application to Become a Bank Holding Company  
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank 
or Bank Holding Company—FR Y-3 
 

 

The Toronto-Dominion Bank  
Corporate Title of Applicant 

66 Wellington Street West  
Street Address 

Toronto, Canada       M5K 1A2  
City    State   Zip Code 

 
Foreign Bank  
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust) 

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to: 

☐ (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, (‘‘BHC Act’’—12 U.S.C. §1842), under ‘‘Procedures for 

other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y; 

☒ (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y; or 

☒ (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y. 

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or 
otherwise to control:  

 

First Horizon Corporation  
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company 

165 Madison Avenue  
Street Address 

Memphis    TN   38103  
City    State   Zip Code 

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of 
this submission? 

☒ Yes 

 ☒ As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying 

  the request for confidential treatment is included. 

 ☒ The information for which confidential treatment is being  

  sought is separately bound and labeled “Confidential.” 

☐ No 

 

 

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications 
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to 
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa 
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management  and Budget, 
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503. 
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

V " Application to Become a Bank Holding Company
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank
or Bank Holding Company-FR Y-3

The Toronto-Dominion Bank
Corporate Title of Applicant

66 Wellington Street West
Street Address

Toronto, Canada M5K 1A2
City State Zip Code

Foreign Bank
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust)

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to:

E (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, ("BHC Act"-1 2 U.S.C. §1842), under "Procedures for
other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y;

N (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y; or

0 (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y.

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or
otherwise to control:

First Horizon Corporation
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company

165 Madison Avenue
Street Address

Memphis TN 38103
City State Zip Code

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of
this submission?

0 Yes

As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying
the request for confidential treatment is included.

The information for which confidential treatment is being
sought is separately bound and labeled "Confidential."

0 No

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management and Budget,
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503.
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Name, title, address, telephone number, and facsimile number of person(s) to whom inquiries concerning this application may be directed: 

 
Kashif Zaman  
Name 
 

 
Adam Cohen  
Name 
 

Vice President (M&A and Treasury) 
Title 
 

Partner, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP  
Title 
 

66 Wellington Street West  
Street Address 
 

90 G Street NW  
Street Address 
 

Toronto, Canada      M5K 1A2  
City   State   Zip Code 
 

Washington  DC   20001  
City   State   Zip Code 
 

(416) 963-2585  
Area Code / Phone Number 
 

(202) 636-5578  
Area Code / Phone Number 
 

  
Area Code / FAX Number 
 

(202) 636-5502  
Area Code / FAX Number 
 

  
  

Certification  

  

I certify that the information contained in this application has been 
examined carefully by me and is true, correct, and complete, and 
is current as of the date of this submission to the best of my 
knowledge and belief. I acknowledge that any misrepresentation 
or omission of a material fact constitutes fraud in the inducement 
and may subject me to legal sanctions provided by 18 U.S.C. 
§1001 and §1007. 
 
I also certify, with respect to any information pertaining to an ind- 
ividual and submitted to the Board in (or in connection with) this 
application, that the applicant has the authority, on behalf of the 
individual, to provide such information to the Board and to consent 
or to object to public release of such information. I certify that the 
applicant and the involved individual consent to public release of 
any such information, except to the extent set forth in a written 
request by the applicant or the individual, submitted in accordance 
with the Instructions to this form and the Board’s Rules Regarding 

Availability of Information (12 C.F.R. Part 261), requesting confi- 
dential treatment for the information. 
 
I acknowledge that approval of this application is in the discretion 
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the 
“Federal Reserve”). Actions or communications, whether oral, 
written, or electronic, by the Federal Reserve or its employees in 
connection with this filing, including approval if granted, do not 
constitute a contract, either express or implied, or any other 
obligation binding upon the agency, the United States or any other 
entity of the United States, or any officer or employee of the United 
States. Such actions or communications will not affect the ability 
of the Federal Reserve to exercise its supervisory, regulatory, or 
examination powers under applicable laws and regulations. I 
further acknowledge that the foregoing may not be waived or 
modified by any employee or agency of the Federal Reserve or of 
the United States. 

  
  
 

 

Signed this  day of March  2022    

      Day  Month    Year Signature of Chief Executive Officer or Designee 

  

  

 BARBARA HOOPER      SEVP, Treasury, Corporate Development, Strategic 
Sourcing & Real Estate 
 

 Print or Type Name Title 
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Name, title, address, telephone number, and facsimile number of person(s) to whom inquiries concerning this application may be directed:

Kashif Zaman Adam Cohen
Name Name

Vice President (M&A and Treasury) Partner, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
Title Title

66 Wellington Street West 90 G Street NW
Street Address Street Address

Toronto, Canada M5K 1A2 Washington DC 20001
City State Zip Code City State Zip Code

(416) 963-2585 (202) 636-5578
Area Code / Phone Number Area Code / Phone Number

(202) 636-5502
Area Code / FAX Number Area Code / FAX Number

Certification
I certify that the information contained in this application has been Availability of Information (12 C.F.R. Part 261), requesting confi-
examined carefully by me and is true, correct, and complete, and dential treatment for the information.
is current as of the date of this submission to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I acknowledge that any misrepresentation I acknowledge that approval of this application is in the discretion
or omission of a material fact constitutes fraud in the inducement of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the
and may subject me to legal sanctions provided by 18 U.S.C. "Federal Reserve). Actions or communications, whether oral,
§1001 and §1007. written, or electronic, by the Federal Reserve or its employees in

connection with this filing, including approval if granted, do not
I also certify, with respect to any information pertaining to an ind- constitute a contract, either express or implied, or any other
ividual and submitted to the Board in (or in connection with) this obligation binding upon the agency, the United States or any other
application, that the applicant has the authority, on behalf of the entity ofthe United States, orany officer oremployee ofthe United
individual, to provide such information to the Board and to consent States. Such actions or communications will not affect the ability
or to object to public release of such information. I certify that the of the Federal Reserve to exercise its supervisory, regulatory, or
applicant and the involved individual consent to public release of examination powers under applicable laws and regulations. I
any such information, except to the extent set forth in a written further acknowledge that the foregoing may not be waived or
request by the applicant or the individual, submitted in accordance modified by any employee or agency of the Federal Reserve or of
with the Instructions to this form and the Board's Rules Regarding the United States.

Signed this 21st day of March 2022
Day Month Year Signature of Chief Executive Officer or Designee

BARBARA HOOPER SEVP, Treasur Cororate Develo ment Strate ic
Sourcin w & Real Estate

Print or Type Name Title
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Application to Become a Bank Holding Company  
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank 
or Bank Holding Company—FR Y-3 
 

 

TD Group US Holdings LLC  
Corporate Title of Applicant 

251 Little Falls Drive  
Street Address 

Wilmington    DE   19808  
City    State   Zip Code 

 
Limited Liability Company  
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust) 

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to: 

☐ (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, (‘‘BHC Act’’—12 U.S.C. §1842), under ‘‘Procedures for 

other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y; 

☒ (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y; or 

☒ (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y. 

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or 
otherwise to control:  

 

First Horizon Corporation  
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company 

165 Madison Avenue  
Street Address 

Memphis    TN   38103  
City    State   Zip Code 

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of 
this submission? 

☒ Yes 

 ☒ As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying 

  the request for confidential treatment is included. 

 ☒ The information for which confidential treatment is being  

  sought is separately bound and labeled “Confidential.” 

☐ No 

 

 

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications 
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to 
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa 
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management  and Budget, 
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503. 
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

V " Application to Become a Bank Holding Company
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank
or Bank Holding Company-FR Y-3

TD Group US Holdings LLC
Corporate Title of Applicant

251 Little Falls Drive
Street Address

Wilmington DE 19808
City State Zip Code

Limited Liability Company
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust)

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to:

E (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, ("BHC Act"-1 2 U.S.C. §1842), under "Procedures for
other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y;

N (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y; or

0 (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y.

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or
otherwise to control:

First Horizon Corporation
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company

165 Madison Avenue
Street Address

Memphis TN 38103
City State Zip Code

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of
this submission?

0 Yes

As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying
the request for confidential treatment is included.

The information for which confidential treatment is being
sought is separately bound and labeled "Confidential."

0 No

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management and Budget,
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503.
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Name, title, address, telephone number, and facsimile number of person(s) to whom inquiries concerning this application may be directed:

Kashif Zaman Adam Cohen
Name Name

Vice President (M&A and Treasury) Partner, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
Title Title

66 Wellington Street West 90 G Street NW
Street Address Street Address

Toronto, Canada M5K 1A2 Washington DC 20001
city State Zip Code City State Zip Code

(416) 963-2585 (202) 636-5578
Area Code / Phone Number Area Code / Phone Number

(202) 636-5502
Area Code / FAX Number Area Code / FAX Number

Certification

I certify that the information contained in this application has been Availability of Information (12 C.F,R. Part 261), requesting confi-
examined carefully by me and is true, correct, and complete, and dential treatment for the information.
is current as of the date of this submission to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I acknowledge that any misrepresentation I acknowledge that approval of this application is in the discretion
or omission of a material fact constitutes fraud in the inducement of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the
and may subject me to legal sanctions provided by 18 U.S.C. Federal Reserve"). Actions or communications, whether oral,
§1001 and §1007. written, or electronic, by the Federal Reserve or its employees in

connection with this filing, including approval if granted, do not
I also certify, with respect to any information pertaining to an ind- constitute a contract, either express or implied, or any other
ividual and submitted to the Board in (or in connection with) this obligation binding upon the agency, the United States or any other

application, that the applicant has the authority, on behalf of the entity of the United States, or any officer or employee of the United
individual, to provide such information to the Board and to consent States. Such actions or communications will not affect the ability
or to object to public release of such information. I certify that the of the Federal Reserve to exercise its supervisory, regulatory, or

applicant and the involved individual consent to public release of examination powers under applicable laws and regulations. I
any such information, except to the extent set forth in a written further acknowledge that the foregoing may not be waived or
request by the applicant or the individual, submitted in accordance modified by any employee or agency of the Federal Reserve or of

with the Instructions to this form and the Board's Rules Regarding

Signed this 21st day of March 2022
Day Month Year Signature ofTChief Executive Officer or Designee

_______kfpci_l." 4 o;o ,'Ctjs
Print or Type Name Title
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

Application to Become a Bank Holding Company  
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank 
or Bank Holding Company—FR Y-3 
 

 

TD Bank US Holding Company  
Corporate Title of Applicant 

1701 Route 70 East  
Street Address 

Cherry Hill    NJ   08034  
City    State   Zip Code 

 
Corporation  
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust) 

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to: 

☐ (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, (‘‘BHC Act’’—12 U.S.C. §1842), under ‘‘Procedures for 

other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y; 

☒ (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y; or 

☒ (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under ‘‘Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals’’ as described in section 225.15 of 

Regulation Y. 

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or 
otherwise to control:  

 

First Horizon Corporation  
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company 

165 Madison Avenue  
Street Address 

Memphis    TN   38103  
City    State   Zip Code 

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of 
this submission? 

☒ Yes 

 ☒ As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying 

  the request for confidential treatment is included. 

 ☒ The information for which confidential treatment is being  

  sought is separately bound and labeled “Confidential.” 

☐ No 

 

 

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications 
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to 
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa 
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management  and Budget, 
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503. 
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Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

V " Application to Become a Bank Holding Company
and/or Acquire an Additional Bank
or Bank Holding Company-FR Y-3

TD Bank US Holding Company
Corporate Title of Applicant

1701 Route 70 East
Street Address

Cherry Hill NJ 08034
City State Zip Code

Corporation
(Type of organization, such as corporation, partnership, business trust, association, or trust)

Hereby applies to the Board pursuant to:

E (1) Section 3(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended, ("BHC Act"-1 2 U.S.C. §1842), under "Procedures for
other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of Regulation Y;

N (2) Section 3(a)(3) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y; or

0 (3) Section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, under "Procedures for other bank acquisition proposals" as described in section 225.15 of
Regulation Y.

for prior approval of the acquisition of direct or indirect ownership, control, or power to vote at least 100% of a class of voting shares or
otherwise to control:

First Horizon Corporation
Corporate Title of Bank or Bank Holding Company

165 Madison Avenue
Street Address

Memphis TN 38103
City State Zip Code

Does applicant request confidential treatment for any portion of
this submission?

0 Yes

As required by the General Instructions, a letter justifying
the request for confidential treatment is included.

The information for which confidential treatment is being
sought is separately bound and labeled "Confidential."

0 No

Public reporting burden for this collection of information for applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 53 hours per response while applications
filed pursuant to section 3(a)(3) or section 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act are estimated to average 63.5 hours per response, including the time to gather and maintain data in the required form, to
review instructions and to complete the information collection. The Federal Reserve may not conduct or sponsor, and an organization is not required to respond to, a collection of informa
tion unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden to: Secretary, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20551; and to the Office of Management and Budget,
Paperwork Reduction Project (7100-0121), Washington, DC 20503.
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Name, title, address, telephone number, and facsimile number of person(s) to whom inquiries concerning this application may be directed:

Kashif Zaman Adam Cohen
Name Name

Vice President (M&A and Treasury) Partner, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP
Title Title

66 Wellington Street West 90 G Street NW
Street Address Street Address

Toronto, Canada M5K 1A2 Washington DC 20001
City State Zip Code City State Zip Code

(416) 963-2585 (202) 636-5578
Area Code / Phone Number Area Code / Phone Number

(202) 636-5502
Area Code/ FAX Number Area Code/ FAX Number

Certification
I certify that the information contained in this application has been Availability of Information (12 C.F.R. Part 261), requesting confi-
examined carefully by me and is true, correct, and complete, and dential treatment for the information.
is current as of the date of this submission to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I acknowledge that any misrepresentation I acknowledge that approval of this application is in the discretion
or omission of a material fact constitutes fraud in the inducement of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (the
and may subject me to legal sanctions provided by 18 U.S.C. "Federal Reserve"). Actions or communications, whether oral,
§1001 and §1007. written, or electronic, by the Federal Reserve or its employees in

connection with this filing, including approval if granted, do not
I also certify, with respect to any information pertaining to an ind- constitute a contract, either express or implied, or any other
ividual and submitted to the Board in (or in connection with) this obligation binding upon the agency, the United States or any other
application, that the applicant has the authority, on behalf of the entity of the United States, or any officer or employee of the United
individual, to provide such information to the Board and to consent States. Such actions or communications will not affect the ability
or to object to public release of such information. I certify that the of the Federal Reserve to exercise its supervisory, regulatory, or
applicant and the involved individual consent to public release of examination powers under applicable laws and regulations. I
any such information, except to the extent set forth in a written further acknowledge that the foregoing may not be waived or
request by the applicant or the individual, submitted in accordance modified by any employee or agency of the Federal Reserve or of
with the Instructions to this form and the Board's Rules Regarding the United States.

Signed this he B G s day of March 2022
Day Month Year Signature of Chief Executive Offi r o eignee

Print or Type Name Title Reev o
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Transaction Overview 

This application (together with accompanying information on Form FR Y-3, the 
“Application”) is respectfully submitted by The Toronto-Dominion Bank (“TDB”) and its 
subsidiary bank holding companies, TD Group US Holdings LLC (“TDGUS”) and TD Bank US 
Holding Company (“TDBUSH” and, together with TDB and TDGUS, “TD” or the “Applicant”) 
to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (“Board”) and the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Philadelphia (“Reserve Bank”), pursuant to Sections 3(a)(2), 3(a)(3) and 3(a)(5) of the Bank 
Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended (the “BHC Act”), and Sections 225.11 and 225.15 of 
Regulation Y thereunder, for the Board’s approval of the following:  

 The merger of Falcon Holdings Acquisition Co. (“Merger Sub”), a Delaware 
corporation and a direct wholly-owned subsidiary of TDBUSH, with and into First 
Horizon Corporation (“FHN”), with FHN as the surviving corporation (the “Parent 
Merger”) and the indirect acquisition by TDBUSH, TDGUS and TDB of control of 
FHN’s sole insured depository institution subsidiary, First Horizon Bank, resulting 
from the Parent Merger; 

 Following the effective date of the Parent Merger, at TDB’s election, the merger of 
FHN with and into TDBUSH, with TDBUSH as the surviving corporation (the 
“Second Step Merger”), and the resulting direct acquisition by TDBUSH of control 
of First Horizon Bank; and 

 Following the effective date of the Parent Merger, and in the event that the Bank 
Merger (as defined below) were to occur prior to the Second Step Merger, the 
acquisition of shares of TD Bank, National Association by FHN pursuant to the 
Bank Merger (the “Bank Share Acquisition”).1  

                                                 
1 TD currently expects that it will elect to complete the Second Step Merger within several weeks of the completion 

of the Parent Merger, and that the Bank Merger will be consummated promptly following the Second Step 
Merger.  In such event, First Horizon Bank would be a direct subsidiary bank of First Horizon Corporation 
immediately prior to the completion of the Second Step Merger, and a direct subsidiary bank of TDBUSH 
immediately following the completion of the Second Step Merger. Also in such event, the Bank Share Acquisition 
would not occur.  

In the alternative, TD may elect to effect the Bank Merger prior to the completion of the Second Step Merger 
and/or not to effect the Second Step Merger.  In such event, First Horizon Corporation would be expected to 
remain a bank holding company immediately prior to the completion of the Second Step Merger based on the 
presumptions of control set forth in 12 C.F.R. § 225.32, and the Bank Share Acquisition would occur upon 
completion of the Bank Merger.  In either event, TD would nevertheless expect that the Bank Merger will be 
consummated shortly following the Parent Merger.  

TD requests approval for each of these transactions to preserve its ability to effect either alternative provided for 
under the Parent Merger Agreement and Bank Merger Agreement.  Solely with respect to the Bank Share 
Acquisition, TD requests that First Horizon Corporation, as a subsidiary of TDBUSH following the Parent 
Merger, be considered an “applicant” for purposes of this request.  TD also notes that both the Second Step 
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The Parent Merger will be effected pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated 
February 27, 2022, among TDB, TDBUSH, Merger Sub and FHN (the “Parent Merger 
Agreement”), a copy of which is provided as Public Exhibit 1.  Following the consummation of 
the Parent Merger, TD intends to merge First Horizon Bank with and into TD Bank, National 
Association (“TDBNA”), a direct wholly-owned national bank subsidiary of TDBUSH, with 
TDBNA as the surviving entity (the “Bank Merger” and, together with the Parent Merger, the 
Second Step Merger and the Bank Share Acquisition, the “Proposed Transaction”), subject to 
receipt of applicable regulatory approvals, including by Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (the “OCC”) for the Bank Merger under the Bank Merger Act.  The Bank Merger will 
be effected pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated February 27, 2022 (the “Bank 
Merger Agreement”), a copy of which is provided as Confidential Exhibit 1, and, as discussed 
below, may occur either before or after the Second Step Merger, at TDB’s election. 

A diagram of the Applicant’s simplified organizational structure before and after the 
Proposed Transaction is included as Public Exhibit 2. 

The Applicant currently expects that the Second Step Merger will be completed within 
several weeks of the completion of the Parent Merger, and that the Bank Merger will be 
consummated promptly following the Second Step Merger, such that TD will not operate First 
Horizon Bank as a separate subsidiary for more than a brief period of time.2 

B. Key Public Benefits 

The Applicant believes that the Proposed Transaction will create a unique opportunity to 
provide enhanced services to the customers and communities of both banks through a deepened 
and expanded East Coast, Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast footprint, and access to TD’s strong 
consumer product suite and legendary service model.  The combined organization will be 
positioned to provide customers with leading digital capabilities, longer store hours, and easy-to-
access account opening, as well as provide other public benefits, including those summarized 
below. 

                                                 
Merger and the Bank Share Acquisition would constitute internal corporate reorganizations, as described further 
below. Nevertheless, TD requests approval for each of these transactions in the event that the Board were to 
determine not to waive the BHC Act application requirements for such transactions.  

In particular, the Second Step Merger (in the event that it occurs prior to the Bank Merger) would involve the 
merger of holding companies (FHN and TDBUSH) that are subsidiaries of TDGUS at the time of the Second Step 
Merger.  

In addition, the Bank Share Acquisition would involve the acquisition of shares of a subsidiary bank (i.e., 
TDBNA following the Bank Merger) by a commonly controlled subsidiary holding company (i.e., FHN) resulting 
from the acquisition by FHN (as the surviving corporation in the Parent Merger) of shares of TDBNA upon 
completion of the Bank Merger in exchange for the shares in First Horizon Bank held by FHN immediately prior 
to the Bank Merger, in the event that the Second Step Merger (which may, at TDB’s election, occur prior to or 
after the Bank Merger) were to occur after the Bank Merger.  

2 As described in note 1, in the alternative, TD may elect to effect the Bank Merger prior to the completion of the 
Second Step Merger and/or not to effect the Second Step Merger.  In either event, TD would nevertheless expect 
that the Bank Merger will be consummated shortly following the Parent Merger, such that TD will not operate 
First Horizon Bank as a separate subsidiary for more than a brief period of time. 
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and expanded East Coast, Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast footprint, and access to TD's strong
consumer product suite and legendary service model. The combined organization will be
positioned to provide customers with leading digital capabilities, longer store hours, and easy-to-
access account opening, as well as provide other public benefits, including those summarized
below.

Merger and the Bank Share Acquisition would constitute internal corporate reorganizations, as described further
below. Nevertheless, TD requests approval for each of these transactions in the event that the Board were to
determine not to waive the BHC Act application requirements for such transactions.

In particular, the Second Step Merger (in the event that it occurs prior to the Bank Merger) would involve the
merger of holding companies (FHN and TDBUSH) that are subsidiaries of TDGUS at the time of the Second Step
Merger.

In addition, the Bank Share Acquisition would involve the acquisition of shares of a subsidiary bank (i.e.,
TDBNA following the Bank Merger) by a commonly controlled subsidiary holding company (i.e., FHN) resulting
from the acquisition by FHN (as the surviving corporation in the Parent Merger) of shares of TDBNA upon
completion of the Bank Merger in exchange for the shares in First Horizon Bank held by FHN immediately prior
to the Bank Merger, in the event that the Second Step Merger (which may, at TDB's election, occur prior to or
after the Bank Merger) were to occur after the Bank Merger.

2 As described in note 1, in the alternative, TD may elect to effect the Bank Merger prior to the completion of the
Second Step Merger and/or not to effect the Second Step Merger. In either event, TD would nevertheless expect
that the Bank Merger will be consummated shortly following the Parent Merger, such that TD will not operate
First Horizon Bank as a separate subsidiary for more than a brief period of time.
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 Introducing Applicant’s Differentiated Customer-Centric Brand in New Markets:  
The greater scale and market coverage resulting from the Proposed Transaction 
will increase competition in the Southeast markets into which the Applicant 
would enter as a result of the Proposed Transaction, while resulting in very 
limited overlapping branch bank operations (with the resulting organization 
holding no more than 6% of state-wide deposits in any state with overlapping 
branches).  Further, the Proposed Transaction would help meet the evolving needs 
of customers, including through the Applicant’s legendary customer service 
model as America’s Most Convenient Bank®.  Through the Applicant’s expanded 
East Coast, Mid-Atlantic and Southeast branch network, FHN customers would 
enjoy improved digital and mobile products, extended branch hours and enhanced 
service capabilities together with the Applicant’s “Unexpectedly Human” 
interactions across all of its channels.  The Applicant’s extensive branch and 
ATM network provide the longest hours in its markets and “Always-On” 
customer service (including through call center and 24-hour online and mobile 
support).  Moreover, the Applicant’s “OneTD” model (which eliminates banking 
silos and provides a one-stop shopping experience for all consumer and business 
customers) provides the feel and customer-oriented approach of a local 
community bank, supported by the technology and resources of a top-ten U.S. 
banking organization.  The Applicant also recently implemented customer-
oriented enhancements to its overdraft policies to better support its customers’ 
long-term financial well-being, which enhancements would benefit FHN’s 
customers following consummation of the Proposed Transaction. 

 Strong Community Partner:  The Proposed Transaction will also provide greater 
opportunities for the combined organization to invest in the growth of the 
communities it serves, which has long been the highest priority for TD as 
reflected in the “Outstanding” overall CRA rating of TDBNA received in its most 
recent CRA performance evaluation (as well as in two of its last three CRA 
performance evaluations).  The Applicant and FHN are both strong corporate 
citizens, with well-established reputations for serving all segments of their 
communities, including by prioritizing affordable and inclusive financial access, 
promoting diversity and inclusion, addressing systemic racism and fostering the 
economic empowerment of disadvantaged communities, and supporting 
sustainable practices and environmental stewardship.  In particular, TD and FHN 
are committed to maintaining their excellent record of serving low-income 
communities and supporting minority-led institutions.  TD proudly invests in its 
communities and has deep community engagement, supported by its local 
leadership model.   

The Applicant also launched the TD Ready Commitment in 2018 to work towards 
a more inclusive and sustainable tomorrow and, in so doing, act as a positive 
change agent across its footprint by connecting, enriching and supporting the 
communities which it serves.  As part of the TD Ready Commitment, TD has 
targeted a total of approximately $750 million in community giving by 2030 and a 
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total of approximately $75 billion toward low-carbon initiatives through lending, 
financing, asset management and internal corporate programs by 2030.3   

 Commitment to Local Communities:  The Proposed Transaction represents an 
opportunity for the Applicant to launch the growth of its footprint contiguously 
into attractive Southeastern markets and provides the foundation for the 
Applicant’s further expansion into Texas and Georgia.  To that end, the Applicant 
has announced that, in connection with the Proposed Transaction, it expects there 
to be no merger-related branch closures.  

 Commitment to Employees:  TD has also announced that it plans to retain all First 
Horizon Bank client-facing bankers, who have a demonstrated record of serving 
FHN’s customers.  Further, in connection with the Proposed Transaction, FHN 
has announced that it will be raising its minimum wage to $18 per hour to match 
TD’s minimum wage, effective April 10, 2022. 

 Robust Financial Strength Without Increasing Systemic Risk or Reducing 
Competition:  The Applicant’s financial strength, business model, credit culture 
and focus on efficiency have enabled it to deliver solid financial performance 
even in challenging economic environments.  The Proposed Transaction will 
result in a combined company with a strong and resilient capital base and liquidity 
position, with greater financial resources to invest in customer product 
enhancements and technology for client experience improvements, as well as 
long-term investments in the communities and customers of both organizations.  
At the same time, the Proposed Transaction will not result in any significant 
increase in systemic risk to the U.S. financial system, since the combination of the 
Applicant’s and FHN’s conservative regional bank business models will not 
significantly change the Applicant’s systemic risk profile.  In addition, the 
Proposed Transaction will not have adverse competitive effects or result in 
decreased competition in the limited number of markets in which the Applicant 
and FHN have overlapping branch operations.  To the contrary, the Proposed 
Transaction would promote competition by creating a stronger and more 
competitive combined institution with greater financial resources to invest in 
customer product enhancements and technology for client experience 
improvements and to make long-term investments in the communities and 
customers of both organizations. 

 Sophisticated Technology and Digital Banking Capabilities:  TD understands that 
customer behavior has evolved greatly, as more customers are migrating quickly 
to online and digital-based products and services.  The Proposed Transaction will 
help meet these evolving needs of customers of both FHN and the Applicant by 
providing greater access to the Applicant’s existing and developing suite of digital 
banking tools. For example, the Applicant offers robust, scalable digital 
capabilities, including mobile deposit, card lock/unlock features, password 

                                                 
3 All dollar amounts presented in this Application are expressed in U.S. dollars except as otherwise indicated. 
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security services and curbside debit card delivery.  The Proposed Transaction will 
provide the combined bank with greater financial resources to invest in customer 
product enhancements and technology for further client experience 
improvements. 

Additional information regarding the Proposed Transaction is provided below.  For the 
reasons set forth in this Application, TD believes that the Proposed Transaction satisfies all of 
the criteria that the Board is required to consider under Section 3 of the BHC Act and applicable 
regulations in order to approve this Application on a timely basis.  

II. PARTIES TO THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

A. TD and its Subsidiaries 

1. TDB 

TDB is a Schedule I bank under the Bank Act (Canada), and a financial holding company 
under the BHC Act with $1.4 trillion in global assets at January 31, 2022.  TDB also maintains a 
federally-licensed branch located in New York (the “New York Branch”) that, among other 
things, supports U.S. Wholesale Banking activities. 

TDGUS was established on July 1, 2015 and was designated as TDB’s intermediate 
holding company for purposes of the Board’s Regulation YY on July 1, 2016.  As of December 
31, 2021, TDGUS held $524.4 billion in total consolidated assets.  In addition to its U.S. retail 
banking operations, TDGUS is the parent holding company of certain other nonbank 
subsidiaries, including TD Securities (USA) LLC, which operates as a broker-dealer in U.S. 
debt, corporate debt, equity and money market securities and acts as principal and an agent in the 
underwriting, distribution and private placement of debt and equity securities and other financial 
instruments. 

On October 6, 2020, TDGUS acquired an approximately 13.5% stake in The Charles 
Schwab Corporation (“Schwab”) following the completion of Schwab’s acquisition of TD 
Ameritrade Holding Corporation, of which TDGUS was an approximate 43% shareholder.  
TDGUS’ ownership position in Schwab consists of approximately 9.9% of Schwab’s outstanding 
voting common shares with the remainder in Schwab non-voting common shares.   

TDB’s other U.S. bank holding company, TDBUSH, is a direct wholly-owned subsidiary 
of TDGUS and serves as the direct parent bank holding company of TD’s two U.S. bank 
subsidiaries, TDBNA and TD Bank USA, National Association (“TDBUSA”).  As of December 
31, 2021, TDBNA and TDBUSA held a combined $453.4 billion in assets and a combined 
$396.4 billion in U.S. deposits.  

Each of TDGUS and TDBUSH has elected to be treated as a financial holding company 
under the BHC Act.  
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things, supports U.S. Wholesale Banking activities.

TDGUS was established on July 1, 2015 and was designated as TDB's intermediate
holding company for purposes of the Board's Regulation YY on July 1, 2016. As of December
31, 2021, TDGUS held $524.4 billion in total consolidated assets. In addition to its U.S. retail
banking operations, TDGUS is the parent holding company of certain other nonbank
subsidiaries, including TD Securities (USA) LLC, which operates as a broker-dealer in U.S.
debt, corporate debt, equity and money market securities and acts as principal and an agent in the
underwriting, distribution and private placement of debt and equity securities and other financial
instruments.

On October 6, 2020, TDGUS acquired an approximately 13.5% stake in The Charles
Schwab Corporation ("Schwab") following the completion of Schwab's acquisition of TD
Ameritrade Holding Corporation, of which TDGUS was an approximate 43% shareholder.
TDGUS' ownership position in Schwab consists of approximately 9.9% of Schwab's outstanding
voting common shares with the remainder in Schwab non-voting common shares.

TDB's other U.S. bank holding company, TDBUSH, is a direct wholly-owned subsidiary
of TDGUS and serves as the direct parent bank holding company of TD's two U.S. bank
subsidiaries, TDBNA and TD Bank USA, National Association ("TDBUSA"). As of December
31, 2021, TDBNA and TDBUSA held a combined $453.4 billion in assets and a combined
$396.4 billion in U.S. deposits.

Each of TDGUS and TDBUSH has elected to be treated as a financial holding company
under the BHC Act.
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2. TD Bank, National Association 

TDBNA is a national bank with its main office located in Wilmington, Delaware, a direct 
wholly-owned subsidiary of TDBUSH and an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of TDGUS.4  
TDBNA, which traces its roots in the United States to 1852, with the opening of the Portland 
Savings Bank, is one of two indirect bank subsidiaries of TDGUS, the U.S. intermediate holding 
company of TDB for purposes of the Board’s Regulation YY.  With a network of approximately 
1,150 branches throughout the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, Metro D.C., the Carolinas, and Florida, 
TDBNA and its subsidiaries provide a broad range of retail, commercial, and small business 
banking products and services.   

TDBNA provides a broad range of services including real-estate, commercial and 
consumer loans; deposit products and services; as well as trust and financial advisory services to 
personal, business, corporate, and institutional clients.  TDBNA provides banking products and 
services to individual and business customers through six core business lines.    

TDBNA’s “Consumer Deposits Products and Payments” business line offers a large 
variety of checking and savings products, along with money market accounts and certificates of 
deposits, to individual customers.  It’s “Residential Lending” business line provides various 
mortgage and home equity lending products. The “Credit Card & Unsecured Lending” business 
line provides branded credit cards and personal unsecured loans, and also manages the bank's 
Retail Card Services sales financing business.  Through its “Corporate Products & Services” 
business line, TDBNA provides deposit services to three non-retail customer segments: small 
businesses, commercial customers and governments.   

TDBNA’s “Commercial Lending – Regional” business line sells and manages credit and 
ancillary products for regionally based commercial banking customers.  In addition, its 
“Commercial and Specialty Banking” business line handles the needs of U.S. commercial 
customers with special borrowing needs in discrete lending categories: Large Corporate, Middle 
Market, Healthcare, Corporate Real Estate, Asset Based Lending, Equipment Finance and Dealer 
Commercial Services.  Through its “TD Auto Finance” business line, TDBNA offers indirect 
retail automotive and dealer floorplan financing through a network of auto dealers throughout the 
U.S.5 

                                                 
4 TDBUSA, the second indirect bank subsidiary of TDGUS, is also a national bank with its main office located in 

Wilmington, Delaware.  TDBUSA was originally chartered as Waterhouse National Bank to provide financial 
services to Waterhouse Group’s brokerage service customers, and was purchased by TD in 1996.  TDBUSA does 
not directly offer retail products and does not maintain a traditional branch network.  TDBUSA’s principal 
activities are offering money market deposit services for the benefit of TD Ameritrade’s brokerage customers, and 
providing credit card services to retail customers under separate agreements with Target and Nordstrom. 
TDBUSA is the issuer and owner of the credit card accounts and related receivables that are offered to Target and 
Nordstrom customers.  As of December 31, 2021, TDBUSA had total assets of approximately $29.7 billion and 
total U.S. deposits of approximately $25.6 billion. 

5 TDBNA’s former operating subsidiary for the TD Auto Finance business, TD Auto Finance LLC, was merged 
with and into TDBNA on December 31, 2021. Since such merger, TDBNA has continued to conduct its auto 
finance business directly. 
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Wilmington, Delaware. TDBUSA was originally chartered as Waterhouse National Bank to provide financial
services to Waterhouse Group's brokerage service customers, and was purchased by TD in 1996. TDBUSA does
not directly offer retail products and does not maintain a traditional branch network. TDBUSA's principal
activities are offering money market deposit services for the benefit of TD Ameritrade's brokerage customers, and
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At December 31, 2021, TDBNA had total assets of $423.6 billion and total deposits of 
$370.8 billion. For a list of TDBNA’s main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 3.   

B. First Horizon Corp. and its Subsidiaries 

1. FHN 

FHN is a Tennessee corporation, incorporated in 1968, and headquartered in Memphis, 
Tennessee.  FHN is a bank holding company under the Bank Holding Company Act, and a 
financial holding company under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and its common stock is listed on 
the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “FHN.”  At December 31, 2021, FHN had total 
consolidated assets of approximately $89.1 billion.  FHN provides diversified financial services 
primarily through its principal subsidiary, First Horizon Bank, a Tennessee banking corporation 
headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee.   

In addition to First Horizon Bank and First Horizon Bank’s subsidiaries, FHN’s 
subsidiaries include Lenders Title Company; American Abstract & Title Company; Asset 
Exchange, Inc.; and United Title of Louisiana, Inc., each of which is engaged in activities that are 
financial in nature.  In addition, FHN’s other non-bank subsidiaries include IBERIA Asset 
Management, Inc.; IBERIA CDE, LLC; First Horizon Ventures, Inc.; Martin & Company Inc.; 
CB Trustee, LLC; and First Horizon Community Development Fund, LLC, each of which are 
engaged in activities that are closely related to banking.  FHN also owns various statutory trusts 
established solely for the purpose of issuing capital securities, Liberty Bancorp Denning LLC, 840 
Denning LLC, and First Horizon Merger Sub, LLC, each of which is engaged in holding property 
used by, furnishing services to or performing services for FHN or First Horizon Bank.  A list and 
description of the subsidiaries and other equity investments of FHN, including the subsidiaries of 
First Horizon Bank and other equity investments, which will become indirect subsidiaries and 
other equity investments of the Applicant as a result of the Proposed Transaction, is provided in 
Confidential Exhibit 2. 

In July 2020, FHN closed its merger of equals with IBERIABANK Corporation 
(“IBKC”).  IBKC was the parent company of IBERIABANK based in Lafayette, Louisiana.  At 
year-end 2019, IBKC had $31.7 billion of total assets—nearly 75% of FHN’s size at that time—
and operated over 190 banking centers in 11 states: Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina, and New York.  IBKC’s 
largest concentrations of banking centers were in Louisiana and Florida.  After closing, FHN’s 
board expanded to 17 directors, of which nine are from legacy First Horizon and eight are from 
legacy IBKC.  IBKC shareholders collectively were issued 243 million FHN common shares (on 
a net basis), or 44% of FHN’s common shares outstanding at year-end 2020. 

Also in July 2020, FHN purchased 30 branches in North Carolina (20), Virginia (8), and 
Georgia (2) from SunTrust Bank (now Truist Bank).  Along with the branch facilities, FHN 
acquired $0.4 billion of related loans and assumed $2.2 billion of deposits. 

At December 31, 2021, TDBNA had total assets of $423.6 billion and total deposits of
$370.8 billion. For a list of TDBNA's main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 3.

B. First Horizon Corp. and its Subsidiaries

1. FHN

FHN is a Tennessee corporation, incorporated in 1968, and headquartered in Memphis,
Tennessee. FHN is a bank holding company under the Bank Holding Company Act, and a
financial holding company under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and its common stock is listed on
the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "FHN." At December 31, 2021, FHN had total
consolidated assets of approximately $89.1 billion. FHN provides diversified financial services
primarily through its principal subsidiary, First Horizon Bank, a Tennessee banking corporation
headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee.

In addition to First Horizon Bank and First Horizon Bank's subsidiaries, FHN's
subsidiaries include Lenders Title Company; American Abstract & Title Company; Asset
Exchange, Inc.; and United Title of Louisiana, Inc., each of which is engaged in activities that are
financial in nature. In addition, FHN's other non-bank subsidiaries include IBERIA Asset
Management, Inc.; IBERIA CDE, LLC; First Horizon Ventures, Inc.; Martin & Company Inc.;
CB Trustee, LLC; and First Horizon Community Development Fund, LLC, each of which are
engaged in activities that are closely related to banking. FHN also owns various statutory trusts
established solely for the purpose of issuing capital securities, Liberty Bancorp Denning LLC, 840
Denning LLC, and First Horizon Merger Sub, LLC, each of which is engaged in holding property
used by, furnishing services to or performing services for FHN or First Horizon Bank. A list and
description of the subsidiaries and other equity investments of FHN, including the subsidiaries of
First Horizon Bank and other equity investments, which will become indirect subsidiaries and
other equity investments of the Applicant as a result of the Proposed Transaction, is provided in
Confidential Exhibit 2.

In July 2020, FHN closed its merger of equals with IBERIABANK Corporation
("IBKC"). IBKC was the parent company of IBERIABANK based in Lafayette, Louisiana. At
year-end 2019, IBKC had $31.7 billion of total assets-nearly 75% of FHN's size at that time-
and operated over 190 banking centers in 11 states: Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina, and New York. IBKC's
largest concentrations of banking centers were in Louisiana and Florida. After closing, FHN's
board expanded to 17 directors, of which nine are from legacy First Horizon and eight are from
legacy IBKC. IBKC shareholders collectively were issued 243 million FHN common shares (on
a net basis), or 44% of FHN's common shares outstanding at year-end 2020.

Also in July 2020, FHN purchased 30 branches in North Carolina (20), Virginia (8), and
Georgia (2) from SunTrust Bank (now Truist Bank). Along with the branch facilities, FHN
acquired $0.4 billion of related loans and assumed $2.2 billion of deposits.
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2. First Horizon Bank 

First Horizon Bank, which was founded in 1864, is a Tennessee state-chartered member 
bank headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee and a direct subsidiary of FHN.   

First Horizon Bank’s principal divisions and subsidiaries operate under the brands of First 
Horizon Bank, First Horizon Advisors, and FHN Financial.  Prior to February 21, 2022, First 
Horizon Bank also operated under the brand IBERIABANK  First Horizon Bank offers regional 
banking, mortgage lending, title insurance, specialized commercial lending, commercial leasing 
and equipment financing, brokerage, wealth management and capital market services through the 
First Horizon family of companies.  The First Horizon Advisors brand identifies wealth 
management products and services offered through First Horizon Bank’s Trust Division as well as 
through separate subsidiaries that provide broker-dealer and investment management services and 
solicit insurance products as agent.  FHN Financial, which operates partly through a division of 
First Horizon Bank and partly through subsidiaries, is an industry leader in fixed income sales, 
trading, and strategies for institutional clients in the U.S. and abroad.   

First Horizon Bank operates primarily in the southeastern U.S., with approximately 420 
banking offices across its twelve-state footprint of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and 
Virginia.  FHN Financial has 29 offices in 16 states across the U.S.  In addition, FHN has 30 title 
services offices in three states and 15 stand-alone mortgage lending offices in nine states.  

Through its Regional Banking segment, First Horizon Bank offers financial products and 
services, including traditional lending and deposit taking, to consumer and commercial clients 
primarily in the southern U.S. and other selected markets.  Regional Banking also provides 
investment, wealth management, financial planning, trust and asset management services for 
consumer clients. 

First Horizon Bank’s Specialty Banking segment consists of lines of business that deliver 
product offerings and services with specialized industry knowledge. Specialty Banking’s lines of 
business include asset-based lending, mortgage warehouse lending, commercial real estate, 
franchise finance, correspondent banking, equipment finance, mortgage, and title insurance.  In 
addition to traditional lending and deposit taking, Specialty Banking also delivers treasury 
management solutions, loan syndications, international banking and SBA lending.  Additionally, 
Specialty Banking has a line of business focused on fixed income securities sales, trading, 
underwriting, and strategies for institutional clients in the U.S. and abroad, as well as loan sales, 
portfolio advisory services, and derivative sales. 

In addition, First Horizon Bank provides, through its Corporate segment, corporate 
support functions including risk management, audit, accounting, finance, executive office, and 
corporate communications.  Shared support services such as human resources, properties, 
technology, credit risk and bank operations are allocated to the activities of Regional Banking, 
Specialty Banking and Corporate.  Additionally, the Corporate segment includes centralized 
management of capital and funding to support the business activities of First Horizon Bank 
including management of wholesale funding, liquidity, and capital management and allocation.  
The Corporate segment also includes the revenue and expense associated with run-off businesses 

2. First Horizon Bank

First Horizon Bank, which was founded in 1864, is a Tennessee state-chartered member
bank headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee and a direct subsidiary of FHN.

First Horizon Bank's principal divisions and subsidiaries operate under the brands of First
Horizon Bank, First Horizon Advisors, and FHN Financial. Prior to February 21, 2022, First
Horizon Bank also operated under the brand IBERIABANK First Horizon Bank offers regional
banking, mortgage lending, title insurance, specialized commercial lending, commercial leasing
and equipment financing, brokerage, wealth management and capital market services through the
First Horizon family of companies. The First Horizon Advisors brand identifies wealth
management products and services offered through First Horizon Bank's Trust Division as well as
through separate subsidiaries that provide broker-dealer and investment management services and
solicit insurance products as agent. FHN Financial, which operates partly through a division of
First Horizon Bank and partly through subsidiaries, is an industry leader in fixed income sales,
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First Horizon Bank operates primarily in the southeastern U.S., with approximately 420
banking offices across its twelve-state footprint of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and
Virginia. FHN Financial has 29 offices in 16 states across the U.S. In addition, FHN has 30 title
services offices in three states and 15 stand-alone mortgage lending offices in nine states.

Through its Regional Banking segment, First Horizon Bank offers financial products and
services, including traditional lending and deposit taking, to consumer and commercial clients
primarily in the southern U.S. and other selected markets. Regional Banking also provides
investment, wealth management, financial planning, trust and asset management services for
consumer clients.

First Horizon Bank's Specialty Banking segment consists of lines of business that deliver
product offerings and services with specialized industry knowledge. Specialty Banking's lines of
business include asset-based lending, mortgage warehouse lending, commercial real estate,
franchise finance, correspondent banking, equipment finance, mortgage, and title insurance. In
addition to traditional lending and deposit taking, Specialty Banking also delivers treasury
management solutions, loan syndications, international banking and SBA lending. Additionally,
Specialty Banking has a line of business focused on fixed income securities sales, trading,
underwriting, and strategies for institutional clients in the U.S. and abroad, as well as loan sales,
portfolio advisory services, and derivative sales.

In addition, First Horizon Bank provides, through its Corporate segment, corporate
support functions including risk management, audit, accounting, finance, executive office, and
corporate communications. Shared support services such as human resources, properties,
technology, credit risk and bank operations are allocated to the activities of Regional Banking,
Specialty Banking and Corporate. Additionally, the Corporate segment includes centralized
management of capital and funding to support the business activities of First Horizon Bank
including management of wholesale funding, liquidity, and capital management and allocation.
The Corporate segment also includes the revenue and expense associated with run-off businesses
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such as pre-2009 mortgage banking elements, run-off consumer and trust preferred loan 
portfolios, and other exited businesses. 

First Horizon Bank is a government securities dealer. The FHN Financial division of First 
Horizon Bank is registered with the SEC as a municipal securities dealer and the FHN Financial 
Municipal Advisors division of First Horizon Bank is registered with the SEC as a municipal 
adviser.  

First Horizon Bank has approximately 50 wholly-owned active subsidiaries, including the 
following financial subsidiaries under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act and the Board’s Regulation 
H: FHIS, Inc.; FHN Financial Securities Corp.; First Horizon Advisors, Inc.; First Horizon 
Insurance Agency, Inc.; and First Horizon Insurance Services, Inc.   

At December 31, 2021, First Horizon Bank had total assets of $89 billion and total 
deposits of $76 billion.  For a list of First Horizon Bank’s main office and branches, please see 
Public Exhibit 4. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

The Proposed Transaction will provide TD with greater scale as well as an increased 
presence in a number of high-growth Southeastern markets that complement TD’s current East 
Coast and Mid-Atlantic U.S. operations.  TD intends to serve existing First Horizon Bank 
customers through a more expansive branch network and an extended array of products and 
services.  After conducting extensive due diligence on First Horizon Bank, TD has concluded 
that the combination of their complementary businesses will result in a stronger banking 
organization better able to serve customers and communities.   

The following is a summary of the Proposed Transaction, including the terms of the 
Parent Merger Agreement.   

A. The Parent Merger 

Under the Parent Merger Agreement, Merger Sub will, on the terms and subject to the 
conditions set forth therein, merge with and into FHN, with FHN surviving the merger and 
continuing its corporate existence as a Tennessee corporation, and with the separate corporate 
existence of Merger Sub ceasing thereupon. 

In the Parent Merger, each share of FHN common stock issued and outstanding as of the 
effective time of the Parent Merger (other than shares owned by FHN as treasury stock or owned 
by FHN, TDB or TDGUS in a non-fiduciary or non-agency capacity and not as a result of debts 
previously contracted) will be automatically converted into the right to receive an amount in cash 
equal to $25.00.  In the event that the effective time of the Parent Merger occurs more than nine 
months after the date of the Parent Merger Agreement, the per-share merger consideration will 
be increased by an additional amount of cash equal to $0.0017808 per day (equivalent to an 
annualized rate of 2.6% of the per share cash merger consideration) from the end of such nine-
month period to the day immediately prior to the closing date of the Parent Merger.  
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portfolios, and other exited businesses.

First Horizon Bank is a government securities dealer. The FHN Financial division of First
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presence in a number of high-growth Southeastern markets that complement TD's current East
Coast and Mid-Atlantic U.S. operations. TD intends to serve existing First Horizon Bank
customers through a more expansive branch network and an extended array of products and
services. After conducting extensive due diligence on First Horizon Bank, TD has concluded
that the combination of their complementary businesses will result in a stronger banking
organization better able to serve customers and communities.

The following is a summary of the Proposed Transaction, including the terms of the
Parent Merger Agreement.

A. The Parent Merger

Under the Parent Merger Agreement, Merger Sub will, on the terms and subject to the
conditions set forth therein, merge with and into FHN, with FHN surviving the merger and
continuing its corporate existence as a Tennessee corporation, and with the separate corporate
existence of Merger Sub ceasing thereupon.

In the Parent Merger, each share of FHN common stock issued and outstanding as of the
effective time of the Parent Merger (other than shares owned by FHN as treasury stock or owned
by FHN, TDB or TDGUS in a non-fiduciary or non-agency capacity and not as a result of debts
previously contracted) will be automatically converted into the right to receive an amount in cash
equal to $25.00. In the event that the effective time of the Parent Merger occurs more than nine
months after the date of the Parent Merger Agreement, the per-share merger consideration will
be increased by an additional amount of cash equal to $0.0017808 per day (equivalent to an
annualized rate of 2.6% of the per share cash merger consideration) from the end of such nine-
month period to the day immediately prior to the closing date of the Parent Merger.
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At the effective time of the Parent Merger, each share of the following series of FHN 
preferred stock (together, the “Existing FHN Preferred Stock”) will remain issued and 
outstanding:  

 FHN 6.625% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, 
Series B (“FHN Series B Preferred Stock”);  

 FHN 6.60% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series 
C (“FHN Series C Preferred Stock”);  

 FHN 6.100% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, 
Series D (“FHN Series D Preferred Stock”);  

 FHN Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series E (“FHN Series E 
Preferred Stock”); and  

 FHN Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series F (“FHN Series F 
Preferred Stock”).  

For information regarding the treatment of the Existing FHN Preferred Stock in the event 
of, and at the effective time of, the Second Step Merger, please see Part III.B below.  

In addition, at the effective time of the Parent Merger, each issued and outstanding share 
of FHN’s newly designated Perpetual Convertible Preferred Stock, Series G (the “FHN Series G 
Preferred Stock”), issued pursuant to the Securities Purchase Agreement as described in Part 
III.D below, will be automatically converted into such number of FHN common shares as have a 
value at the effective time of the Parent Merger equal to $100,000 (the per share subscription 
price paid for each share of FHN Series G Preferred Stock under the Securities Purchase 
Agreement). 

The total transaction value is estimated to be approximately $13.4 billion, based on the 
offer price of $25.00 per share of FHN common stock. 

The Parent Merger Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby (including the 
Parent Merger, the Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger) have been approved by the boards 
of directors of each of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, Merger Sub, and FHN.  The Parent Merger 
Agreement must also be approved by the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the 
shares of FHN common stock then outstanding and entitled to vote.  Resolutions of the boards of 
directors of TDB, TDBUSH and TDGUS related to the Parent Merger are provided in 
Confidential Exhibit 3.  Resolutions of the board of directors of FHN related to the Parent 
Merger are provided in Confidential Exhibit 4.   

1. Governance and Community Matters 

The Proposed Transaction will not result in any changes to the compositions of the 
boards of directors, or to the list of senior executive officers, of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, or 
TDBNA, except that Mr. D. Bryan Jordan, FHN’s President and Chief Executive Officer, is 
expected to join the boards of directors of each of TDBUSH and TDBNA (as well as TDBUSA) 

At the effective time of the Parent Merger, each share of the following series of FHN
preferred stock (together, the "Existing FHN Preferred Stock") will remain issued and
outstanding:

* FHN 6.625% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock,
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Preferred Stock"), issued pursuant to the Securities Purchase Agreement as described in Part
III.D below, will be automatically converted into such number of FHN common shares as have a
value at the effective time of the Parent Merger equal to $100,000 (the per share subscription
price paid for each share of FHN Series G Preferred Stock under the Securities Purchase
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The total transaction value is estimated to be approximately $13.4 billion, based on the
offer price of $25.00 per share of FHN common stock.

The Parent Merger Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby (including the
Parent Merger, the Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger) have been approved by the boards
of directors of each of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, Merger Sub, and FHN. The Parent Merger
Agreement must also be approved by the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the
shares of FHN common stock then outstanding and entitled to vote. Resolutions of the boards of
directors of TDB, TDBUSH and TDGUS related to the Parent Merger are provided in
Confidential Exhibit 3. Resolutions of the board of directors of FHN related to the Parent
Merger are provided in Confidential Exhibit 4.

1. Governance and Community Matters

The Proposed Transaction will not result in any changes to the compositions of the
boards of directors, or to the list of senior executive officers, of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, or
TDBNA, except that Mr. D. Bryan Jordan, FHN's President and Chief Executive Officer, is
expected to join the boards of directors of each of TDBUSH and TDBNA (as well as TDBUSA)
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as a director and chair following the Parent Merger.  Mr. Jordan will also join TDB as Vice Chair 
and as a member of TDB’s senior executive team. 

Pursuant to the Parent Merger Agreement, TDB intends to maintain significant business, 
employment and community engagement in the Memphis, Tennessee metro area following the 
Parent Merger. 

Prior to the effective time of the Parent Merger, FHN will establish a new charitable 
foundation (the “New Foundation”) focused on community support in the Memphis, Tennessee 
metro area and the other markets in which First Horizon Bank currently operates, subject to the 
guidelines and requirements set forth in Annex D to the Parent Merger Agreement.  FHN has 
committed, under the Parent Merger Agreement, to contribute $40,000,000 to the New 
Foundation on the closing date of (and immediately following) the Parent Merger. 

2. Conduct of Business of First Horizon Bank Pending the Parent Merger 

Pursuant to the Parent Merger Agreement, FHN has agreed, prior to the completion of the 
Parent Merger, that FHN shall, and shall cause each of its subsidiaries to (i) conduct its business 
in the ordinary course in all material respects, (ii) use reasonable best efforts to maintain and 
preserve intact its business organization, employees and advantageous business relationships, 
and (iii) not knowingly take any action that would reasonably be expected to prevent, materially 
impede or materially delay the consummation of the transactions on a timely basis.  The Parent 
Merger Agreement also contains other customary specific covenants with respect to the ordinary 
course conduct of business for FHN prior to the completion of the Parent Merger.   

TDB has agreed that it will not, and it will not permit its subsidiaries to, without the prior 
written consent of FHN, amend the constituent documents of TDB or any of its subsidiaries in a 
manner that would impair TDB’s or TDBUSH’s ability to perform its obligations under the 
Parent Merger Agreement or consummate the Proposed Transaction on a timely basis, or take 
any action that is intended or expected to result in any applicable closing conditions to the Parent 
Merger not being satisfied. 

In addition, TDB, TDBUSH and FHN have agreed that, prior to the completion of the 
Parent Merger, they and their respective subsidiaries will cooperate and use reasonable best 
efforts to take or cause to be taken all actions necessary, proper or advisable to consummate as 
promptly as practicable the Proposed Transaction, including in connection with obtaining any 
regulatory approvals required to complete the Proposed Transaction.   

3. Conditions to Completion of the Parent Merger 

The respective obligations of each of TDB, TDBUSH and FHN to complete the Parent 
Merger are conditioned upon the satisfaction or waiver of certain customary conditions, 
including the following: (i) the approval of the Parent Merger Agreement by the affirmative vote 
of a majority of all votes entitled to be cast by FHN common stockholders; (ii) the receipt of 
required regulatory approvals, including the approval of the Board for the Parent Merger, and 
the expiration of all waiting periods in respect thereof without the imposition of any “materially 
burdensome regulatory condition,” as defined in the Parent Merger Agreement; and (iii) the 
absence of any order, injunction, or other legal restraint preventing the completion of the Parent 
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Merger, Bank Merger or Second Step Merger, or making the consummation of the Parent 
Merger, Bank Merger or Second Step Merger illegal.   

Each party’s obligation to complete the Parent Merger is also subject to additional 
customary conditions, including: (i) subject to certain exceptions, the accuracy of the 
representations and warranties made by the other party as of the date of the Parent Merger 
Agreement and as of the closing date of the Parent Merger; and (ii) the performance in all 
material respects by the other party of the obligations in the Parent Merger Agreement required 
to be performed by it at or prior to the closing date of the Parent Merger. 

4. Termination 

The Parent Merger Agreement may be terminated at any time before the completion of 
the Parent Merger in any of the following circumstances: 

 by mutual written consent of TDB and FHN; 

 by either TDB or FHN if:  

o any governmental entity that must grant a required regulatory approval has 
denied such approval and this denial has become final and nonappealable 
or a governmental entity has issued a final nonappealable order enjoining 
or otherwise prohibiting the consummation of the transactions 
contemplated by the Parent Merger Agreement, unless the failure to obtain 
a requisite regulatory approval is due to the failure of the party seeking to 
terminate this Parent Merger Agreement to perform or observe the terms 
of the Parent Merger Agreement; 

o the Parent Merger has not been completed by February 27, 2023, (but 
neither TDB nor FHN may terminate the Parent Merger Agreement for 
this reason if its material breach of any representation, warranty or 
obligation under the Parent Merger Agreement has resulted in the failure 
of the Parent Merger to occur by that date), provided that this termination 
date may be extended until May 27, 2023 at the option of either TDB or 
FHN (if such party would otherwise be permitted to terminate the Parent 
Merger Agreement) if the required regulatory approvals have not been 
obtained;  

o there is a breach by the other party of the Parent Merger Agreement that 
would prevent satisfaction of the closing conditions and the breach cannot 
be cured prior to the Parent Merger Agreement termination date or is not 
cured within 45 days after receipt of written notice of the breach, but 
neither TDB nor FHN may terminate the Parent Merger Agreement for 
this reason if it itself is then in material breach of the Parent Merger 
Agreement; or 

o the requisite FHN shareholder approval for the Parent Merger Agreement 
is not obtained upon a vote thereon taken at the FHN special shareholder 
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meeting called for such purpose (including any adjournment or 
postponement thereof). 

 by TDB if: 

o the board of directors of FHN has failed to recommend that the 
shareholders of FHN approve the Parent Merger Agreement or has 
withdrawn, modified or qualified such recommendation in a manner 
adverse to TDB, or publicly disclosed that it has resolved to do so, or if 
FHN has taken or failed to take certain actions with respect to a 
competing acquisition proposal, or if FHN has willfully breached certain 
of its obligations under the no-solicitation covenant of the Parent Merger 
Agreement, or failed to call, give notice of, convene and hold a special 
meeting of shareholders to vote on approving the Parent Merger 
Agreement (an “FHN Shareholder Approval Breach”);6 or 

 by FHN if: 

o prior to the FHN shareholder approval being obtained, in order to enter 
into an alternative acquisition agreement with respect to a bona fide 
written proposal that FHN’s board of directors determines in good faith is 
more favorable from a financial point of view to FHN’s shareholders than 
the transactions contemplated by the Parent Merger Agreement and is 
reasonably likely to be timely consummated on its terms (a “Superior 
Proposal Termination”).7 

FHN will be required to pay TDB a termination fee of $435,500,000 (approximately 
3.25% of the total transaction equity value) in the event the Parent Merger Agreement is 
terminated (i) by TDB due to an FHN Shareholder Approval Breach, (ii) by FHN in connection 
with a Superior Proposal Termination, or (iii) by either party in certain circumstances following 
the receipt by FHN of an alternative acquisition proposal if FHN consummates, or enters into an 
agreement providing for, an alternative transaction within one year after the date of such 
termination (provided that in the event of such an alternative transaction, the termination fee 
payable to TDB will be reduced by an amount equal to the difference between (A) the aggregate 
proceeds to be received by TDB upon consummation of such alternative transaction with respect 
to the shares of FHN common stock resulting from the conversion of FHN Series G Preferred 
Stock held by TDB and (B) the Series G Subscription Price).   

                                                 
6 The Parent Merger Agreement also permitted TDB to terminate the Parent Merger Agreement if FHN failed to file 

the articles of amendment to the FHN charter setting forth the terms of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock (the 
“Series G Articles of Amendment”) with the Tennessee Secretary of State within five business days of the date of 
the Parent Merger Agreement.  However, FHN filed the Series G Articles of Amendment in accordance with the 
Parent Merger Agreement, such that this termination right is no longer applicable. 

7 The Parent Merger Agreement also permitted FHN to terminate the Parent Merger Agreement if TDB failed to pay 
to FHN the Series G Subscription Price under the Securities Purchase Agreement within five business days of the 
date that the Series G Articles of Amendment have become effective.  TDB paid the Series G Subscription Price 
to FHN in accordance with the Parent Merger Agreement, such that this termination right is no longer applicable. 
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to FHN in accordance with the Parent Merger Agreement, such that this termination right is no longer applicable.
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Under certain circumstances following termination of the Parent Merger Agreement, each 
of TDB and FHN may be required to reimburse the other party $25 million for fees and expenses 
incurred or accrued in connection with or related to the transactions contemplated by the Parent 
Merger Agreement. 

B. The Second Step Merger 

The Second Step Merger may, at TDB’s election, occur after the consummation of the 
Parent Merger, on a date following the consummation of the Parent Merger to be determined by 
TDB in its sole discretion.  At the effective time of the Second Step Merger, each issued and 
outstanding share of FHN’s common stock will be cancelled and retired, and each issued and 
outstanding share of TDBUSH’s stock will remain unchanged and outstanding.    

In addition, at the effective time of the Second Step Merger: 

 each issued and outstanding share of FHN Series B Preferred Stock will be 
automatically converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares 
of TDBUSH having powers, preferences and special rights that are not materially 
less favorable than the Series B Preferred Stock; 

 each issued and outstanding share of FHN Series C Preferred Stock will be 
automatically converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares 
of TDBUSH having powers, preferences and special rights that are not materially 
less favorable than the FHN Series C Preferred Stock;  

 each issued and outstanding share of FHN Series D Preferred Stock will be 
automatically converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares 
of TDBUSH having powers, preferences and special rights that are identical to the 
powers, preferences and special rights of the FHN Series D Preferred Stock;  

 each issued and outstanding share of FHN Series E Preferred Stock will be 
automatically converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares 
of TDBUSH having terms that are not materially less favorable than those of the 
FHN Series E Preferred Stock; and  

 each issued and outstanding share of FHN Series F Preferred Stock will be 
automatically converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares 
of TDBUSH having terms that are not materially less favorable than those of the 
FHN Series F Preferred Stock. 

The Second Step Merger may or may not occur, at TDB’s election. 

C. The Bank Merger 

Pursuant to the terms of the Parent Merger Agreement, TDBNA and First Horizon Bank 
have entered into the Bank Merger Agreement, pursuant to which First Horizon Bank will be 
merged (conditioned on the prior consummation of the Parent Merger as well as receipt of all 
required regulatory approvals) with and into TDBNA, with TDBNA surviving the merger and 
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continuing its corporate existence as a national bank, and with the separate corporate existence of 
First Horizon Bank ceasing thereupon.  The Applicant currently expects that the Second Step 
Merger will be completed within several weeks of the completion of the Parent Merger, and that 
the Bank Merger will be consummated promptly following the Second Step Merger, such that 
TD will not operate First Horizon Bank as a separate subsidiary for more than a brief period of 
time.8   

At the effective time of the Bank Merger, (i) if the Bank Merger occurs after the Second 
Step Merger, the issued and outstanding shares of common stock of First Horizon Bank held by 
TDBUSH immediately prior to the effective time of the Bank Merger will be converted into a 
number of newly-issued shares of common stock of TDBNA as is agreed by TDBUSH and 
TDBNA prior to the effective time of the Bank Merger, or (ii) if the Bank Merger occurs prior to 
the Second Step Merger, the issued and outstanding shares of common stock of First Horizon 
Bank held by FHN immediately prior to the effective time of the Bank Merger will be converted 
into a number of newly-issued shares of common stock of TDBNA having a fair market value 
(based on the aggregate tangible book value of TDBNA as of the most recent fiscal quarter end, 
calculated on a pro forma basis giving effect to the Bank Merger) equal to the fair market value 
of First Horizon Bank (based on the tangible book value of First Horizon Bank as of the most 
recent fiscal quarter end), representing the Bank Share Acquisition.  Each issued and outstanding 
share of the TDBNA’s common stock will remain unchanged and outstanding. 

Following the Bank Merger, the directors and officers of TDBNA, in each case then 
serving immediately prior to the effective time of the Bank Merger, will continue to serve as the 
directors and officers, respectively, of TDBNA.  In addition, Mr. D. Bryan Jordan, FHN’s 
President and Chief Executive Officer, is expected to join the board of directors of TDBNA as a 
director and chair following the Parent Merger. 

The Bank Merger Agreement has been approved by the boards of directors of each of 
TDBNA and First Horizon Bank, as well as by TDBUSH, as the sole stockholder of TDBNA 
and by FHN, as the sole stockholder of First Horizon Bank.  Resolutions of the board of directors 
of TDBNA related to the Bank Merger, and the written consent of TDBUSH as sole stockholder 
of TDBNA, are included in Confidential Exhibit 3.  Resolutions of the board of directors of FHN 
and First Horizon Bank related to the Bank Merger are included in Confidential Exhibit 4. 

In connection with the Parent Merger, TDBNA will submit an application to the OCC 
pursuant to the Bank Merger Act. 

D. The Securities Purchase 

Concurrently with the entry into the Parent Merger Agreement, TDB and FHN have 
entered into a securities purchase agreement (the “Securities Purchase Agreement”) pursuant to 
which TDB has acquired 4,935.694 shares of FHN Series G Preferred Stock, a newly designated 
series of FHN preferred stock having the terms set forth in the Series G Articles of Amendment 

                                                 
8 For additional discussion regarding the timing of the Second Step Merger and Bank Merger, please see note 1, 

supra. 
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supra.
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(the “Securities Purchase”), in a private placement for an aggregate purchase price of 
$493,569,400 (the “Series G Subscription Price”).   

TD understands from FHN that the proceeds from the Securities Purchase will be used by 
FHN to support its ongoing growth, including to fund an employee performance and incentive 
pool in connection with retention-related RSUs issued by FHN, which will be time-vested and 
broadly distributed across all FHN associates, including customer-facing bankers, technology 
and operations employees, front-line branch staff and executive leaders.  This employee-
retention related use of proceeds by FHN will support TD’s keen interest in investing in FHN’s 
strong management team and employee culture.  Ultimately, however, FHN will retain complete 
discretion over its use of the Securities Purchase proceeds, with TDB having no ability to direct 
FHN’s management in this regard. 

The FHN Series G Preferred Stock does not have any voting power except that the 
approval of two-thirds of the outstanding shares of non-voting stock of FHN, voting separately 
as a class, will be required to authorize the issuance of additional shares of FHN Series G 
Preferred Stock or classes of senior securities, amend a provision of the FHN charter or bylaws 
in a manner that significantly and adversely affects the rights or preferences of the FHN Series G 
Preferred Stock, or consummate a transaction that would result in the FHN Series G Preferred 
Stock not remaining outstanding or being exchanged for new preference securities having terms 
that are materially less favorable than those of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock.  These limited 
voting rights of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock are consistent with the voting rights that are 
permissible for “nonvoting securities” under 12 C.F.R. § 225.2(q)(2).  

The FHN Series G Preferred Stock is perpetual and has no maturity date, and is not 
subject to any mandatory redemption, sinking fund or other similar provisions.  The FHN Series 
G Preferred Stock is redeemable by FHN, at its option, on or after the fifth anniversary of the 
FHN Series G Preferred Stock’s issuance, or at any time within 90 days following the occurrence 
of an event that results in a more-than-insubstantial risk that FHN will not be entitled to treat the 
FHN Series G Preferred Stock as Tier 1 capital.   

Upon the termination of the Parent Merger Agreement or completion of the Parent 
Merger, the FHN Series G Preferred Stock will convert into shares of FHN common stock at a 
specified conversion rate.  In the event that the Parent Merger Agreement is terminated due to 
the failure to receive a requisite regulatory approval, a legal restraint that relates to a requisite 
regulatory approval, or a breach of the Parent Merger Agreement which results in or materially 
contributes to the failure to receive a requisite regulatory approval, the FHN Series G Preferred 
Stock will convert into approximately 19.7 million shares of FHN common stock.  In all other 
cases, including upon completion of the Parent Merger or if the requisite FHN shareholder 
approval for the Parent Merger Agreement is not obtained, the FHN Series G Preferred Stock 
will convert into approximately 27.5 million shares of FHN common stock.9   

                                                 
9 TDB expects to contribute the shares of FHN common stock into which the FHN Series G Preferred Stock would 

be converted on or prior to completion of the Parent Merger to TDBUSH, such that TDBUSH would be the direct 
owner of 100% of FHN’s common stock following completion of the Parent Merger.  
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approval of two-thirds of the outstanding shares of non-voting stock of FHN, voting separately
as a class, will be required to authorize the issuance of additional shares of FHN Series G
Preferred Stock or classes of senior securities, amend a provision of the FHN charter or bylaws
in a manner that significantly and adversely affects the rights or preferences of the FHN Series G
Preferred Stock, or consummate a transaction that would result in the FHN Series G Preferred
Stock not remaining outstanding or being exchanged for new preference securities having terms
that are materially less favorable than those of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock. These limited
voting rights of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock are consistent with the voting rights that are
permissible for "nonvoting securities" under 12 C.F.R. § 225.2(q)(2).

The FHN Series G Preferred Stock is perpetual and has no maturity date, and is not
subject to any mandatory redemption, sinking fund or other similar provisions. The FHN Series
G Preferred Stock is redeemable by FHN, at its option, on or after the fifth anniversary of the
FHN Series G Preferred Stock's issuance, or at any time within 90 days following the occurrence
of an event that results in a more-than-insubstantial risk that FHN will not be entitled to treat the
FHN Series G Preferred Stock as Tier 1 capital.

Upon the termination of the Parent Merger Agreement or completion of the Parent
Merger, the FHN Series G Preferred Stock will convert into shares of FHN common stock at a
specified conversion rate. In the event that the Parent Merger Agreement is terminated due to
the failure to receive a requisite regulatory approval, a legal restraint that relates to a requisite
regulatory approval, or a breach of the Parent Merger Agreement which results in or materially
contributes to the failure to receive a requisite regulatory approval, the FHN Series G Preferred
Stock will convert into approximately 19.7 million shares of FHN common stock. In all other
cases, including upon completion of the Parent Merger or if the requisite FHN shareholder
approval for the Parent Merger Agreement is not obtained, the FHN Series G Preferred Stock
will convert into approximately 27.5 million shares of FHN common stock.9

9 TDB expects to contribute the shares of FHN common stock into which the FHN Series G Preferred Stock would
be converted on or prior to completion of the Parent Merger to TDBUSH, such that TDBUSH would be the direct
owner of 100% of FHN's common stock following completion of the Parent Merger.
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In each case, the maximum number of shares of FHN common stock into which shares of 
FHN Series G Preferred Stock may be converted will be equal to the number of shares of FHN 
common stock that would constitute 4.9% of the total issued and outstanding FHN common 
stock (taking into account the shares of FHN common stock resulting from such conversion).  In 
addition, the amount of FHN Series G Preferred Stock acquired by TDB pursuant to the 
Securities Purchase Agreement represents approximately 5.5% of the total equity of FHN as of 
the date of this Application.  

Under the Series G Articles of Amendment, holders of FHN Series G Preferred Stock 
will not be entitled to receive any dividends in respect of such shares, except that holders of FHN 
Series G Preferred Stock may be entitled to receive a participating dividend in certain 
circumstances if the Parent Merger Agreement is terminated but the FHN Series G Preferred 
Stock has not converted into shares of FHN common stock and the FHN board of directors 
declares a dividend on FHN common stock.  In the event a participating dividend is payable, 
such participating dividend will have the same record and payment date, and be the same kind 
and amount, as the dividend on FHN common stock declared by the FHN board of directors 
(taking into account the number of shares of FHN common stock that would be issued upon 
conversion of the FHN Series G Preferred Stock).  

A copy of the Securities Purchase Agreement is provided in Confidential Exhibit 5, and a 
copy of the Series G Articles of Amendment is provided as Public Exhibit 5. 

E. Regulatory Approvals and Notices 

Following is a summary of the regulatory approvals and notices that the parties have 
determined will be required to be obtained or made in order to consummate the Proposed 
Transaction:   

1. Board Approval Under Section 3 of the BHC Act 

By this Application, the Applicant requests that the Board grant prior approval pursuant 
to Section 3(a) of the BHC Act and Section 225.11 of Regulation Y for the Applicant to effect 
the Parent Merger, Second Step Merger (if applicable) and Bank Share Acquisition (if 
applicable).10   

2. Federal Reserve Notification Under Section 4 of the BHC Act 

TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH intend to acquire the following current subsidiaries of FHN 
pursuant to financial holding company authority under Section 4(k) of the BHC Act, and will 
comply with the post-closing notice procedures of Section 4(k) of the BHC Act and Section 225.87 
of Regulation Y with respect thereto: 

                                                 
10 As discussed in note 1, supra, the Applicant notes that the Second Step Merger and Bank Share Acquisition would 

be internal corporate reorganization transactions following the Parent Merger. 
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E. Regulatory Approvals and Notices

Following is a summary of the regulatory approvals and notices that the parties have
determined will be required to be obtained or made in order to consummate the Proposed
Transaction:

1. Board Approval Under Section 3 of the BHC Act

By this Application, the Applicant requests that the Board grant prior approval pursuant
to Section 3(a) of the BHC Act and Section 225.11 of Regulation Y for the Applicant to effect
the Parent Merger, Second Step Merger (if applicable) and Bank Share Acquisition (if
applicable).10

2. Federal Reserve Notification Under Section 4 of the BHC Act

TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH intend to acquire the following current subsidiaries of FHN
pursuant to financial holding company authority under Section 4(k) of the BHC Act, and will
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of Regulation Y with respect thereto:

10 As discussed in note 1, supra, the Applicant notes that the Second Step Merger and Bank Share Acquisition would
be internal corporate reorganization transactions following the Parent Merger.
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 Lenders Title Company and its subsidiaries, United Title of Louisiana, Inc., 
United Title & Abstract, LLC, Asset Exchange Inc. and American Abstract and 
Title Company; 

 IBERIA Asset Management, Inc.; 

 IBERIA CDE, LLC;  

 First Horizon Ventures, Inc.; 

 Martin & Company Inc.;  

 CB Trustee, LLC; and 

 First Horizon Community Development Fund, LLC. 

TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH intend to acquire the other current direct subsidiaries of 
FHN—including various statutory trusts established solely for the purpose of issuing capital 
securities,11 Liberty Bancorp Denning LLC (which serves as the managing partner and 51% equity 
owner of 840 Denning LLC), 840 Denning LLC (which owns real property leased by First Horizon 
Bank), and First Horizon Merger Sub, LLC (which was formed solely for the purpose of 
facilitating transactions by FHN)—pursuant to Section 4(c)(1) of the BHC Act and Section 
225.22(b) of Regulation Y, which do not require the Federal Reserve’s prior approval. 

In addition, TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH intend to acquire indirect control of First Horizon 
Bank’s current non-bank subsidiaries, each of which conducts activities permissible to be 
conducted by TDBNA pursuant OCC regulations, which does not require the Federal Reserve’s 
prior approval pursuant to Section 225.22(e) of Regulation Y. 

For additional information regarding the nonbank subsidiaries and other equity investments 
of FHN and First Horizon Bank expected to be acquired in the Proposed Transaction, please refer 
to Confidential Exhibit 2. 

3. OCC Approval Under the Bank Merger Act 

Under the Bank Merger Act, TDBNA is required to obtain the prior approval of the OCC 
in order to effect the Bank Merger.  A separate application for approval of the Bank Merger 
under the Bank Merger Act is being submitted to the OCC in connection with this Application. 

4. Tennessee Department of Financial Institutions Approval 

TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH will apply to the Tennessee Department of Financial 
Institutions for prior approval under Section 0180-15-.03(1) of the Tennessee Rules and 

                                                 
11 Such statutory trusts include TIBFL Statutory Trust III, FNB United Statutory Trust I, FNB United Statutory Trust 

II, Greene County Capital Trust II, Southern Community Capital Trust III, Omni (LA) Statutory Trust II, Capital 
Bank Statutory Trust III, Civitas Statutory Trust I, and Greenbank Capital Trust I. 
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225.22(b) of Regulation Y, which do not require the Federal Reserve's prior approval.
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Bank's current non-bank subsidiaries, each of which conducts activities permissible to be
conducted by TDBNA pursuant OCC regulations, which does not require the Federal Reserve's
prior approval pursuant to Section 225.22(e) of Regulation Y.

For additional information regarding the nonbank subsidiaries and other equity investments
of FHN and First Horizon Bank expected to be acquired in the Proposed Transaction, please refer
to Confidential Exhibit 2.

3. OCC Approval Under the Bank Merger Act

Under the Bank Merger Act, TDBNA is required to obtain the prior approval of the OCC
in order to effect the Bank Merger. A separate application for approval of the Bank Merger
under the Bank Merger Act is being submitted to the OCC in connection with this Application.

4. Tennessee Department of Financial Institutions Approval

TD, TDGUS and TDBUSH will apply to the Tennessee Department of Financial
Institutions for prior approval under Section 0180-15-.03(1) of the Tennessee Rules and

" Such statutory trusts include TIBFL Statutory Trust 111, FNB United Statutory Trust 1, FNB United Statutory Trust
11, Greene County Capital Trust 11, Southern Community Capital Trust 111, Omni (LA) Statutory Trust 11, Capital
Bank Statutory Trust 111, Civitas Statutory Trust 1, and Greenbank Capital Trust 1.
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Regulations to effect the Parent Merger and thereby indirectly acquire a Tennessee state-
chartered financial institution. 

5. Canadian Approvals and Filings 

TDB is required to obtain the approval of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions 
(Canada) pursuant to s. 468(6) of the Bank Act (Canada) for the Proposed Transaction.  In 
addition, TDB is required to obtain the non-objection from the Canadian securities commissions 
under Section 11.9(1)(a) of National Instrument 31-103 - Registration Requirements, 
Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations in respect of the deemed acquisition, for the 
first time, by TDB subsidiaries of 10% or more of the voting securities of FHN and its 
subsidiaries.  TDB is also required to obtain approval from the Ontario District Council of the 
Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”) under IIROC dealer member 
rule 2206(1) to permit TDB to form and maintain an interest in new “associates”, and must 
provide notice to IIROC under IIROC dealer member rule 2215(2) to permit TDB to own an 
interest in new entities that do not carry on “securities related business.” 

6. Certain Other Non-Banking Filings 

Certain other filings will be made in respect of the Proposed Transaction, including 
filings with various state agencies relating to interstate branching, filings under the Hart-Scott-
Rodino Act and certain filings in respect of the indirect acquisition by TDGUS of certain of First 
Horizon Bank’s subsidiaries (including First Horizon Advisors, Inc. and FHN Financial 
Securities Corp.) including filings for change-of-control approval or non-objection with the 
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and to comply with requirements of certain state 
insurance and securities authorities.   

IV. STATUTORY AND REGULATORY CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL 

In rendering a decision on an application filed under Section 3 of the BHC Act and 
Section 225.11 of Regulation Y, the Board is required to consider (i) the effect of a proposed 
transaction on competition; (ii) the financial and managerial resources of the applicant, its bank 
subsidiaries, the target, and the combined company; (iii) the convenience and needs of the 
community; (iv) compliance with the applicable criteria of the Community Reinvestment Act of 
1977 (the “CRA”); (v) the anti-money laundering efforts of First Horizon Bank and the acquiring 
bank; (vi) compliance with interstate banking related requirements, including under the Riegle-
Neal Interstate Branching and Efficiency Act of 1994 (the “Riegle-Neal Act”); and (vii) the risk 
to the stability of the U.S. banking or financial system.12  TD respectfully submits that the 
Proposed Transaction satisfies each of these criteria and is consistent with approval.  

A. Competition 

The Proposed Transaction would not have adverse competitive effects or result in 
decreased competition within the United States.  On a nationwide basis, at December 31, 2021, 
TDGUS had total deposits of $393.9 billion, representing 2.2% of total nationwide deposits, and 

                                                 
12  See 12 U.S.C. § 1842(c); 12 C.F.R. § 225.13.   
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1977 (the "CRA"); (v) the anti-money laundering efforts of First Horizon Bank and the acquiring
bank; (vi) compliance with interstate banking related requirements, including under the Riegle-
Neal Interstate Branching and Efficiency Act of 1994 (the "Riegle-Neal Act"); and (vii) the risk
to the stability of the U.S. banking or financial system. 12 TD respectfully submits that the
Proposed Transaction satisfies each of these criteria and is consistent with approval.

A. Competition

The Proposed Transaction would not have adverse competitive effects or result in
decreased competition within the United States. On a nationwide basis, at December 31, 2021,
TDGUS had total deposits of $393.9 billion, representing 2.2% of total nationwide deposits, and

12 See 12 U.S.C. § 1842(c); 12 C.F.R. § 225.13.
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FHN had total deposits of $74.9 billion, representing 0.4% of total nationwide deposits.13  On a 
pro forma basis, the combined organization will hold approximately $468.8 billion in total 
domestic deposits, accounting for less than 3% of total nationwide deposits. 

The Federal Reserve and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) generally analyze the 
competitive impact of a bank merger by calculating the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (“HHI”) for 
each relevant geographic market based on reported in-market deposits, with market analysis 
typically based on geographic banking markets as defined by the Federal Reserve.  The existing 
branch banking operations of the Applicant and First Horizon Bank overlap, in all cases to only a 
limited extent, in 16 Federal Reserve banking markets, located in the states of Florida, New 
York, North Carolina, and South Carolina.  A map illustrating the U.S. branch networks of the 
Applicant and FHN is provided in Public Exhibit 6. 

HHI calculations illustrating the impact of the Proposed Transaction on the relevant 
banking markets are included in Public Exhibit 7.  As set forth in Public Exhibit 7 and as 
discussed below, the resulting HHI and change in HHI after the Proposed Transaction would be 
well within the 1800/200 HHI “safe harbor” provided under the DOJ Bank Merger Competitive 
Review guidelines, and the pro forma deposit market share in the overlapping Federal Reserve 
banking markets would be well below 35%, in each case for all of the overlapping Federal 
Reserve banking markets when applying the Federal Reserve’s baseline deposit weighting 
assumptions, even before giving effect to competitive non-bank depository participants, such as 
thrifts and credit unions.   

Specifically, in none of the 16 overlapping Federal Reserve banking markets would the 
Proposed Transaction result in a pro forma deposit market share of 12% or more or an HHI 
increase of more than 30.  The pro forma deposit market share would be less than 10% in 13 of 
these 16 overlapping Federal Reserve banking markets, and would be approximately 5% or less in 
10 of these markets.14  In addition, the Proposed Transaction would result in a pro forma HHI total 
of less than 1800 in 13 of these 16 overlapping Federal Reserve banking markets.15   

The Proposed Transaction’s limited competitive impact is further evident when the 
geographic markets are based on counties.  In each of the 20 counties in which the existing 

                                                 
13 According to the FDIC’s “Statistics on Depository Institutions” database, FDIC-insured commercial banks and 

thrifts held $18,189 billion in domestic deposits, as of December 31, 2021. See FDIC Statistics at a Glance (as of 
December 31, 2021) available at https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-
glance/2021dec/industry.pdf.  

14 The combined organization’s pro forma deposit market shares would exceed 10% only in the Hickory, NC, 
Greenville, SC, and Naples Area, FL overlapping banking markets, with pro forma deposit market shares of 
11.98%, 10.86% and 10.13%, respectively. 

15 The Proposed Transaction would result in a total HHI in excess of 1800 only in the Charlotte, NC, Jacksonville 
Area, FL, and Columbia, SC banking markets.  The resulting total HHI in the Columbia, SC banking market 
would be 1902, only modestly above 1800, and the HHI increase would be only two points.   

 Although the current total HHIs in the Charlotte, NC and Jacksonville Area, FL banking markets approach or 
exceed 4,000, such concentrated total HHIs appear to be heavily skewed by centrally booked deposit of a few 
large bank competitors that, if excluded from the concentration analysis, would result in lower total HHI levels in 
these markets.  In both of these Federal Reserve banking markets, the Applicant and FHN have very small market 
shares and the Proposed Transaction would result in an HHI increase of less than one point. 
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branch banking operations of the Applicant and First Horizon Bank overlap, the Proposed 
Transaction would result in an HHI increase of less than 50 points and a pro forma deposit 
market share of approximately 10% or less.  

Following the Proposed Transaction, numerous strong competitors and other pro-
competitive forces would remain in each of the overlapping banking markets.  The combined 
organization would rank outside of the top three depository institutions by total deposit market 
share in all but one of the Federal Reserve banking markets in which the parties’ existing 
branches overlap (and in that market, the HHI would increase by 6 points to 985), and the 
Proposed Transaction would not result in the combined organization holding more than 6% of 
state-wide deposits in any state in which the parties’ existing branches overlap. 

Accordingly, the Proposed Transaction will not have adverse competitive effects or result 
in decreased competition within the overlapping banking markets.  Indeed, far from reducing 
competition, the Proposed Transaction promotes competition in the relevant markets because it 
will make the combined institution stronger and more competitive. The Proposed Transaction 
would allow the combined institution to compete more effectively against market leaders, as the 
Proposed Transaction will result in a combined company with a strong and resilient capital base 
and liquidity position, with greater financial resources to invest in customer product 
enhancements and technology for client experience improvements, as well as long-term 
investments in the communities and customers of both organizations.  The combined 
organization will be better equipped to be an effective competitor in the very competitive 
banking markets where the Applicant and FHN are located. 

B. Financial and Managerial Resources 

The Applicant and FHN have ample financial and managerial resources to successfully 
consummate the Proposed Transaction and integrate FHN and First Horizon Bank into the 
Applicant and TDBNA.   

TD, FHN and their respective subsidiary depository institutions each maintains a strong 
financial position.  The regulatory capital ratios of each of TDGUS, TDBUSH, TDBNA, FHN 
and First Horizon Bank exceed the numeric criteria established by the OCC and Federal Reserve, 
as applicable, for classification as a “well capitalized” institution, and each has sound earnings 
and asset quality.  The combined organization will continue to maintain this financial strength 
after consummation of the Proposed Transaction and, on a pro forma basis, the combined 
organization will continue to have regulatory capital ratios that exceed those required for “well 
capitalized” institutions.   

The Proposed Transaction is expected to enhance the Applicant’s financial position, as the 
combined organization will maintain the Applicant’s strong capital and liquidity position but with 
a more diversified geographic footprint and product offering.  The Proposed Transaction will also 
enable the Applicant to achieve higher earnings and profitability through cost savings and 
revenue-enhancing synergies, and the Applicant anticipates opportunities for revenue growth 
through customer product enhancements and a greater ability to deploy technology for client 
experience improvements.  For pro forma financial and regulatory capital information for the 
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combined organization reflecting the effects of the Proposed Transaction, please see Confidential 
Exhibit 6. 

With regard to management resources, the senior management of both TD and FHN are 
highly experienced with a strong record of leading and operating significant financial 
institutions, and the senior management of the combined organization are well known to the 
Board.  As discussed in Part III of this Preliminary Statement, the Applicant expects that the 
current members of its senior management will remain as officers of the combined 
organization following the Proposed Transaction.  The officers of TDB, TDGUS and 
TDBUSH, who will lead the management of the combined organization, are experienced and 
capable managers whose skills will contribute in a significant way to the financial and 
managerial strength of the combined organization following the consummation of the Proposed 
Transaction.  In addition, the members of the Applicant’s board of directors possess the 
necessary qualifications to provide effective oversight of the Applicant’s business and quality 
advice and counsel to the Applicant’s management.  Within the past two years, the Board has 
found both the Applicant and FHN to be well-managed and having directors and senior 
executive officers with the sufficient levels of experience and expertise to manage significant 
acquisitions.16   

The composition of the Applicant’s board of directors will not change as a result of the 
Proposed Transaction.  For background regarding the Applicant’s current officers and directors 
who will continue to lead the combined organization, please see Confidential Exhibit 7. 

1. Capital, Liquidity and Enhanced Prudential Standards 

Since January 1, 2020, the federal banking agencies’ capital and liquidity rules classify 
all banking organizations with $100 billion or more in total consolidated assets into one of four 
categories (Category I, II, III or IV), based on the banking organization’s asset size and risk 
profile, with the most stringent capital and liquidity requirements applicable to Category I firms 
and the least restrictive requirements applying to Category IV firms.  The classification of any 
subsidiary bank of a bank holding company generally follows that of its parent bank holding 
company. Based on this regulatory framework, TDGUS and TDBNA currently qualify as 
Category III organizations.  FHN, as a banking organization with less than $100 billion in total 
consolidated assets, does not currently qualify as a Category IV (or other higher category) 
organization.  Following completion of the Proposed Transaction, the combined organization 
will continue to qualify as a Category III organization. 

As a Category III firm, TDGUS is subject to the Board’s capital plan rule, capital stress 
testing requirements and CCAR process, and TDGUS and TDBNA, as Category III firms, are 
also subject to the Board’s and OCC’s company-run stress testing requirements, respectively.   

In June 2021, the Board released the results of its supervisory stress tests under the 
Board’s hypothetical severely adverse scenario, which included a severe global recession 
accompanied by a period of heightened stress in commercial real estate and corporate debt 

                                                 
16 See, e.g., The Toronto-Dominion Bank, FRB Order No. 2020-04 (September 30, 2020), First Horizon National 

Corporation, FRB Order No. 2020–01 (June 15, 2020). 
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As a Category III firm, TDGUS is subject to the Board's capital plan rule, capital stress
testing requirements and CCAR process, and TDGUS and TDBNA, as Category III firms, are
also subject to the Board's and OCC's company-run stress testing requirements, respectively.

In June 2021, the Board released the results of its supervisory stress tests under the
Board's hypothetical severely adverse scenario, which included a severe global recession
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16 See, e.g., The Toronto-Dominion Bank, FRB Order No. 2020-04 (September 30, 2020), First Horizon National
Corporation, FRB Order No. 2020-01 (June 15, 2020).
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markets.17  The Board projected that, in the severely adverse scenario, TDGUS’s Common 
Equity Tier 1 (“CET1”) capital ratio would decline from an actual 17.0% in the fourth quarter of 
2020 by only 1.8% to its minimum of 15.2%, before rising back to 15.3% at the end of the first 
quarter of 2023.  Even under these hypothetical severely adverse conditions, the CET1 and other 
capital ratios of TDGUS would remain significantly above the regulatory minimum levels, 
demonstrating the resiliency of its balance sheet and its strong credit risk and asset liability 
management practices.  Summary information relating to the supervisory stress test results of 
TDGUS is provided in Public Exhibit 8.  FHN is not subject to the Board’s supervisory stress 
testing requirements.  However, FHN and First Horizon Bank completed a company run stress 
test using the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) Resubmission scenarios 
published in February 2021.  Results of these tests indicate that both FHN and First Horizon 
Bank would be able to maintain capital well in excess of Basel III Adequately Capitalized 
standards under the hypothetical severe global recession of the 2021 CCAR Severely Adverse 
scenario.  A summary of those results is included in Public Exhibit 8. 

TDGUS and TDBNA also meet the Board’s and OCC’s minimum liquidity coverage 
ratio (the “LCR”) requirements (and accordingly maintain an adequate level of cash and high-
quality, unencumbered liquid assets to meet estimated liquidity needs in a short-term stress 
scenario, using prescribed liquidity inflow and outflow assumptions) as well as the recently 
implemented net stable funding ratio (the “NSFR”) requirements (and accordingly maintain a 
stable maturity structure of assets and liabilities over a one-year time horizon).  FHN is not 
currently subject to the LCR or NSFR requirements.  As Category III institutions with more than 
$75 billion in weighted short-term wholesale funding, TDGUS and TDBNA are subject to the 
full (100%) LCR and NSFR requirements.  As of December 31, 2021, TDGUS had weighted 
short-term wholesale funding for these purposes of $88.7 billion.   

TDGUS currently maintains a stable average LCR above the regulatory minimum of 
100%, and will continue to do so following consummation of the Proposed Transaction.  In this 

                                                 
17 The severely adverse scenario is characterized by a severe global recession accompanied by a period of 

heightened stress in commercial real estate (“CRE”) and corporate debt markets. Under the severely adverse 
scenario, the economic downturn is amplified by the prolonged continuation of remote work, which leads to larger 
commercial real estate price declines that, in turn, spill over to the corporate sector and affect investor sentiment. 
The developments in foreign economies reflect greater stress in emerging market economies, partly driven by 
building risks in the Chinese economy.  Also under the severely adverse scenario, the U.S. unemployment rate 
climbs to a peak of 10 percent in the third quarter of 2023, a 5.75% increase relative to its fourth-quarter 2021 
level.  Real GDP declines more than 3.5% from the fourth quarter of 2021 to its trough in the first quarter of 2023.  
The rising unemployment and the rapid decline in aggregate demand for goods and services lead to significantly 
reduced inflationary pressures.  CPI inflation falls from an annual rate of 8.25% at the end of 2021 to an annual 
rate of about 1.25% in the third quarter of 2022 and then gradually increases above 1.5% by the end of the 
scenario.  Short-term interest rates as measured by the 3-month Treasury rate remain near zero throughout the 
scenario.  Long-term interest rates as measured by the 10-year Treasury yield drop to 0.75% during the first 
quarter of 2022 and remain unchanged in the second and third quarters of 2022, after which they gradually rise to 
1.5% by the end of the scenario.  Because short-term interest rates are assumed to  remain near zero, the path of 
the yield curve slope, as defined by the difference between the 10-year Treasury yield and the 3-month Treasury 
rate, follows that of long-term interest rates.  Conditions in corporate bond markets deteriorate markedly. Asset 
prices drop sharply in the severely adverse scenario.  House prices and CRE prices also experience large declines. 
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regard, TDGUS has substantial liquidity resources, including a weighted average of $95.95 
billion of high-quality liquid assets in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

The combined organization, following consummation of the Proposed Transaction, will 
have approximately $603 billion in total consolidated assets, and therefore will remain well 
under the $700 billion total-asset threshold for classification as a Category II firm.  In addition, 
the combined organization would remain under the $75 billion cross-jurisdictional activity 
threshold for classification as a Category II firm.18  The Applicant further notes that in order to 
move into a new category of standards, the Board’s enhanced prudential standards rules require 
that a banking organization’s risk-based indicator levels exceed the applicable threshold for the 
more stringent category based on an average of the previous four quarters.19   

2. Risk Management 

TD 

The Applicant will apply its risk management framework to the combined organization 
upon consummation of the Proposed Transaction.  TD’s risk governance model includes a senior 
management committee structure that is designed to support transparent risk reporting and 
discussions.  TD’s overall risk and control oversight is provided by the TDB board of directors 
and its committees.  TDB’s CEO and senior executive team determine TD’s long-term direction 
which is then carried out by business segments within TD’s risk appetite.  TD’s Risk 
Management function, headed by the TDB Group Head and Chief Risk Officer, sets enterprise 
risk strategy and policy and provides independent oversight to support a comprehensive and 
proactive risk management approach.  The TDB Chief Risk Officer, who is also a member of 
TD’s Senior Executive Team, has unfettered access to the TDB board Risk Committee.   

TD has a subsidiary governance framework to support its overall risk governance 
structure, including boards of directors, and committees for various subsidiary entities where 
appropriate.  Within the U.S. Retail business segment, risk and control oversight is provided by a 
separate and distinct Board of Directors which includes a fully independent Board Risk 
Committee and Board Audit Committee.  The U.S. Chief Risk Officer has unfettered access to 
the Board Risk Committee. 

TD’s risk governance structure emphasizes and balances independent oversight with clear 
ownership for risk and control within each business segment. Under TD’s approach to risk 
governance, a “three lines of defense” model is employed, in which the first line of defense is the 
risk owner, the second line provides risk oversight, and the third line is internal audit.  Each 
business segment has a dedicated risk management function that reports directly to a senior risk 
executive who, in turn, reports to the TDB Chief Risk Officer. This structure supports an 
appropriate level of independent oversight while emphasizing accountability for risk within the 
business segment.  TD’s Compliance Department is responsible for fostering a culture of 
integrity, ethics, and compliance throughout TD; delivering independent regulatory compliance 

                                                 
18 Please see Confidential Exhibit 11 for information regarding the pro forma cross-jurisdictional claims and cross-

jurisdictional liabilities of the combined organization.   

19 84 FR 59230, 59248 (Nov. 1, 2019).  
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1 Please see Confidential Exhibit 11 for information regarding the pro forma cross-jurisdictional claims and cross-
jurisdictional liabilities of the combined organization.

19 84 FR 59230, 59248 (Nov. 1, 2019).
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and conduct risk management and oversight throughout TD; providing reliable and objective 
guidance and reporting to senior leadership and the board on the state of regulatory compliance 
and conduct risk, based on independent monitoring and testing conducted; and advising whether 
the Regulatory Compliance Management controls are sufficiently robust to achieve compliance 
with applicable regulatory requirements enterprise-wide.  TD’s Internal Audit function provides 
independent and objective assurance to the board regarding the reliability and effectiveness of 
key elements of TD’s risk management, internal control, and governance processes. 

TD’s Risk Management function’s primary objective is to support a comprehensive and 
proactive approach to risk management that promotes a strong risk culture.  TD’s Risk 
Management function works with the business segments and other corporate oversight functions 
to establish policies, standards, and limits that align with TD’s risk appetite and monitors and 
reports on existing and emerging risks and compliance with TD’s risk appetite.  TDB’s Chief 
Risk Officer leads and directs a diverse team of risk management professionals organized to 
oversee risks arising from each of TD’s major risk categories.  There is an established process in 
place for the identification and assessment of top and emerging risks.  In addition, TD has clear 
procedures governing when and how risk events and issues are brought to the attention of senior 
management and the Risk Committee. 

In support of a strong risk culture, TD applies the following principles in governing how 
it manages risk:  

 Enterprise-Wide in Scope:  Risk Management will span all areas of TD, including 
third-party alliances and joint venture undertakings to the extent they may impact 
TD, and all boundaries both geographic and regulatory.  

 Transparent and Effective Communication:  Matters relating to risk will be 
communicated and escalated in a timely, accurate, and forthright manner.  

 Enhanced Accountability:  Risks will be explicitly owned, understood, and 
actively managed by business management and all employees, individually and 
collectively.  

 Independent Oversight:  Risk policies, monitoring, and reporting will be 
established and conducted independently and objectively.  

 Integrated Risk and Control Culture:  Risk Management disciplines will be 
integrated into TD’s daily routines, decision-making, and strategy formulation.  

 Strategic Balance:  Risk will be managed to an acceptable level of exposure, 
recognizing the need to protect and grow shareholder value. 

TD’s comprehensive and proactive approach to risk management is comprised of four 
processes: risk identification and assessment, measurement, control, and monitoring and 
reporting.  
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 Risk Identification and Assessment:  Risk identification and assessment is focused 
on recognizing and understanding existing risks, risks that may arise from new or 
evolving business initiatives, aggregate risks, and non-traditional or emerging 
risks from the changing environment. TD’s objective is to establish and maintain 
integrated risk identification and assessment processes that enhance the 
understanding of risk interdependencies, consider how risk types intersect, and 
support the identification of emerging risk. To that end, TD’s Enterprise-Wide 
Stress Testing program enables senior management, TD’s board of directors, and 
its committees to identify and articulate enterprise-wide risks and understand 
potential vulnerabilities for TD.  

 Risk Measurement:  The ability to quantify risks is a key component of TD’s risk 
management process.  TD’s risk measurement process aligns with regulatory 
requirements such as capital adequacy, leverage ratios, liquidity measures, stress 
testing, and maximum credit exposure guidelines established by its regulators.  
Additionally, the Bank has a process in place to quantify risks to provide accurate 
and timely measurements of the risks it assumes.  In quantifying risk, TD uses 
various risk measurement methodologies, including Value-at-Risk analysis, 
scenario analysis, stress testing, and limits.  Other examples of risk measurements 
include credit exposures, PCL, peer comparisons, trending analysis, liquidity 
coverage, leverage ratios, capital adequacy metrics, and operational risk event 
notification metrics.  TD also requires business segments and corporate oversight 
functions to assess key risks and internal controls through a structured Risk and 
Control Self-Assessment program.  Internal and external risk events are 
monitored to assess whether TD’s internal controls are effective.  This allows TD 
to identify, escalate, and monitor significant risk issues as needed. 

 Risk Control:  TD’s risk control processes are established and communicated 
through Risk Committee and management approved policies, and associated 
management approved procedures, control limits, and delegated authorities which 
reflect its risk appetite and risk tolerances.  TD’s approach to risk control also 
includes risk and capital assessments to appropriately capture key risks in its 
measurement and management of capital adequacy. This involves the review, 
challenge, and endorsement by senior management committees of TD’s Internal 
Capital Adequacy Assessment Programs and related economic capital practices. 
TD’s performance is measured based on the allocation of risk-based capital to 
businesses and the cost charged against that capital.  

 Risk Monitoring and Reporting:  TD monitors and reports on risk levels on a 
regular basis against its risk appetite and Risk Management reports on its risk 
monitoring activities to senior management, TD’s board of directors and its 
committees, and appropriate executive and management committees.  
Complementing regular risk monitoring and reporting, ad hoc risk reporting is 
provided to senior management, the Risk Committee, and TD’s board of directors, 
as appropriate, for new and emerging risks or any significant changes to the 
Bank’s risk profile.  TD is developing methodologies and approaches for climate 
scenario analysis through participation in industry-wide working groups and is 
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working to embed the assessment of climate-related risks and opportunities into 
relevant TD processes.  

Stress testing is also an integral component of TD’s risk management framework and 
serves as a key component of TD’s capital, strategic and financial planning processes.  Internal 
stress testing at TD comprises an annual enterprise-wide stress test featuring a range of 
severities, prescribed regulatory stress tests in multiple jurisdictions for various legal entities, and 
various ad hoc stress tests.  The results of these stress tests enable management to assess the 
impact of geopolitical events and changes to economic and other market factors on TD’s 
financial condition and assist in the determination of capital targets, capital risk appetite limits 
and liquidity adequacy.   

These exercises also complement the identification and quantification of vulnerabilities, 
the monitoring of changes in risk profile, the establishment of risk appetite limits and the 
assessment of the impact of strategic business decisions and potential management actions.  TD 
utilizes a combination of quantitative modelling and qualitative approaches to estimate the 
impact on TD’s performance under hypothetical stress situations.  Stress testing engages senior 
management across the lines of business, Finance, TBSM, Economics, and Risk Management.  
Stress test results are reviewed, challenged and approved by senior management, governance 
councils and executive oversight committees.  TD’s Risk Committee also reviews, challenges 
and discusses results.   

FHN 

FHN has an enterprise-wide approach to risk governance, measurement, management, 
and reporting including an economic capital allocation process that is tied to risk profiles. 
Through an enterprise-wide risk governance structure and a statement of risk tolerance approved 
by the FHN board of directors, management continually evaluates FHN’s enterprise risk. 

FHN’s enterprise-wide risk governance structure begins with its board of directors. The 
FHN board of directors, working with the Executive & Risk Committee of the board of directors, 
establishes FHN’s risk tolerance by approving policies and limits that provide standards for the 
nature and the level of risk FHN is willing to assume.  The FHN board of directors regularly 
receives reports on management’s performance against FHN’s risk tolerance primarily through 
the board’s Executive & Risk and Audit Committees. 

To further support the risk governance provided by the FHN board of directors, FHN has 
established accountabilities, control processes, procedures, and a management governance 
structure designed to align risk management with risk-taking throughout FHN. The control 
procedures are aligned with FHN’s four components of risk governance: (1) Specific Risk 
Committees; (2) the Risk Management Organization; (3) Business Unit Risk Management; and 
(4) Independent Assurance Functions. 

 Specific Risk Committees:  The Board has delegated authority to the Chief 
Executive Officer to manage Business Strategy and Reputation Risk, and the 
general business affairs of FHN under the board of directors’ oversight.  The CEO 
utilizes the executive management team and the Management Risk Committee to 
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assessment of the impact of strategic business decisions and potential management actions. TD
utilizes a combination of quantitative modelling and qualitative approaches to estimate the
impact on TD's performance under hypothetical stress situations. Stress testing engages senior
management across the lines of business, Finance, TBSM, Economics, and Risk Management.
Stress test results are reviewed, challenged and approved by senior management, governance
councils and executive oversight committees. TD's Risk Committee also reviews, challenges
and discusses results.

FHN

FHN has an enterprise-wide approach to risk governance, measurement, management,
and reporting including an economic capital allocation process that is tied to risk profiles.
Through an enterprise-wide risk governance structure and a statement of risk tolerance approved
by the FHN board of directors, management continually evaluates FHN's enterprise risk.

FHN's enterprise-wide risk governance structure begins with its board of directors. The
FHN board of directors, working with the Executive & Risk Committee of the board of directors,
establishes FHN's risk tolerance by approving policies and limits that provide standards for the
nature and the level of risk FHN is willing to assume. The FHN board of directors regularly
receives reports on management's performance against FHN's risk tolerance primarily through
the board's Executive & Risk and Audit Committees.

To further support the risk governance provided by the FHN board of directors, FHN has
established accountabilities, control processes, procedures, and a management governance
structure designed to align risk management with risk-taking throughout FHN. The control
procedures are aligned with FHN's four components of risk governance: (1) Specific Risk
Committees; (2) the Risk Management Organization; (3) Business Unit Risk Management; and
(4) Independent Assurance Functions.

* Specific Risk Committees: The Board has delegated authority to the Chief
Executive Officer to manage Business Strategy and Reputation Risk, and the
general business affairs of FHN under the board of directors' oversight. The CEO
utilizes the executive management team and the Management Risk Committee to
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carry out these duties and to analyze existing and emerging strategic and 
reputation risks and determines the appropriate course of action.  The 
Management Risk Committee is comprised of the CEO and certain officers 
designated by the CEO. The Management Risk Committee is supported by a set 
of specific risk committees focused on unique risk types (e.g., liquidity, credit, 
operational, etc.). These risk committees provide a mechanism that assembles the 
necessary expertise and perspectives of the management team to discuss emerging 
risk issues, monitor FHN’s risk-taking activities, and evaluate specific 
transactions and exposures. These committees also monitor the direction and 
trend of risks relative to business strategies and market conditions and direct 
management to respond to risk issues. 

 The Risk Management Organization:  FHN’s risk management organization, led 
by the Chief Risk Officer and Chief Credit Officer, provides objective oversight 
of risk-taking activities. The risk management organization translates FHN’s 
overall risk tolerance into approved limits and formal policies and is supported by 
corporate staff functions, including the Corporate Secretary, Legal, Finance, 
Human Resources, and Technology.  Risk management also works with business 
units and functional experts to establish appropriate operating standards and 
monitor business practices in relation to those standards. Additionally, risk 
management proactively works with business units and senior management to 
focus management on key risks in FHN and emerging trends that may change 
FHN’s risk profile.  The Chief Risk Officer has overall responsibility and 
accountability for enterprise risk management and aggregate risk reporting. 

 Business Unit Risk Management:  FHN’s business units are responsible for 
identifying, acknowledging, quantifying, mitigating, and managing all risks 
arising within their respective units.  They determine and execute their business 
strategies, which puts them closest to the changing nature of risks and they are 
best able to take the needed actions to manage and mitigate those risks.  The 
business units are supported by the risk management organization that helps 
identify and consider risks when making business decisions.  Management 
processes, structure, and policies are designed to help ensure compliance with 
laws and regulations as well as provide organizational clarity for authority, 
decision-making, and accountability.  The risk governance structure supports and 
promotes the escalation of material items to executive management and the FHN 
board of directors. 

 Independent Assurance Functions:  Internal Audit, Credit Assurance Services 
(“CAS”), Compliance Testing and Model Validation provide an independent and 
objective assessment of the design and execution of FHN’s internal control 
system, including management processes, risk governance, and policies and 
procedures.  These groups’ activities are designed to provide reasonable assurance 
that risks are appropriately identified and communicated; resources are 
safeguarded; significant financial, managerial, and operating information is 
complete, accurate, and reliable; and employee actions are in compliance with 
FHN’s policies and applicable laws and regulations.  Internal Audit and CAS 
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The Risk Management Organization: FHN's risk management organization, led
by the Chief Risk Officer and Chief Credit Officer, provides objective oversight
of risk-taking activities. The risk management organization translates FHN's
overall risk tolerance into approved limits and formal policies and is supported by
corporate staff functions, including the Corporate Secretary, Legal, Finance,
Human Resources, and Technology. Risk management also works with business
units and functional experts to establish appropriate operating standards and
monitor business practices in relation to those standards. Additionally, risk
management proactively works with business units and senior management to
focus management on key risks in FHN and emerging trends that may change
FHN's risk profile. The Chief Risk Officer has overall responsibility and
accountability for enterprise risk management and aggregate risk reporting.

Business Unit Risk Management: FHN's business units are responsible for
identifying, acknowledging, quantifying, mitigating, and managing all risks
arising within their respective units. They determine and execute their business
strategies, which puts them closest to the changing nature of risks and they are
best able to take the needed actions to manage and mitigate those risks. The
business units are supported by the risk management organization that helps
identify and consider risks when making business decisions. Management
processes, structure, and policies are designed to help ensure compliance with
laws and regulations as well as provide organizational clarity for authority,
decision-making, and accountability. The risk governance structure supports and
promotes the escalation of material items to executive management and the FHN
board of directors.

Independent Assurance Functions: Internal Audit, Credit Assurance Services
("CAS"), Compliance Testing and Model Validation provide an independent and
objective assessment of the design and execution of FHN's internal control
system, including management processes, risk governance, and policies and
procedures. These groups' activities are designed to provide reasonable assurance
that risks are appropriately identified and communicated; resources are
safeguarded; significant financial, managerial, and operating information is
complete, accurate, and reliable; and employee actions are in compliance with
FHN's policies and applicable laws and regulations. Internal Audit and CAS
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report to the Chief Audit Executive, who is appointed by and reports to the Audit 
Committee of the FHN board of directors.  Internal Audit reports quarterly to the 
Audit Committee of the board of directors, while CAS reports quarterly to the 
Executive & Risk Committee of the FHN board of directors.  Compliance Testing 
and Model Validation reports to the Chief Risk Officer and reports annually to the 
Audit Committee of the FHN board of directors. 

3. Integration Planning 

The Applicant is an experienced acquirer, and will devote significant management 
resources to complete the Proposed Transaction and integrate FHN seamlessly with the 
Applicant’s operations and regulatory compliance infrastructure.  The Applicant plans to 
operate a disciplined transition process, focused on building enterprise-wide capabilities and 
managing risk.  Through this process, the Applicant intends to conduct an efficient integration 
of First Horizon Bank while being structured and diligent in its approach. 

Specifically, the Applicant expects to coordinate its integration efforts through a 
centralized integration management team (“IMT”), which will support a number of work 
stream team leaders from a variety of departments and functions involved throughout the 
process.  The IMT will manage the scope, schedules and budget for the integration. 
Additionally, the IMT will coordinate activities across all work streams and facilitate all 
program communications and updates.  Vertical and horizontal work streams will structure the 
technology and business integration areas to support the delivery of the integration objectives 
throughout all aspects and phases of the integration program, as well as create clear 
accountability for meeting the integration objectives.  

The teams involved in the integration efforts were also heavily involved in the due 
diligence efforts leading up to the announcement of the Proposed Transaction.  Because of this 
significant overlap between due diligence and integration teams, there will be an immediate 
transfer of knowledge throughout the broader integration team allowing for a seamless 
transition between the two project phases.  This knowledge and experience will be utilized to 
develop all of the target operating models for the combined company lines of business and 
work streams and identify the work stream projects that will be addressed in the integration 
process.  For a description of the due diligence conducted by the Applicant, please see 
Confidential Exhibit 8. 

Once the IMT structure and framework has been established, a number of work streams 
will be tasked with carrying out the integration effort.  These work streams include (but are not 
limited to) consumer & business banking, corporate & commercial banking, wealth & 
investment services, payment services, digital banking, finance, credit, risk, technology & 
operations, human resources, legal, compliance/AML and communications.   

In addition to the integration efforts focused on people, places, processes, policies and 
clients, the Applicant will also run a conversion team focused on systems and applications.  
Both teams run in parallel and there is great deal of cross-over among team members.  The 
conversion team will have a highly disciplined approach to ensure preparedness, and will be 
managed by the most experienced IT project managers at the Applicant.  Following 
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transfer of knowledge throughout the broader integration team allowing for a seamless
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work streams and identify the work stream projects that will be addressed in the integration
process. For a description of the due diligence conducted by the Applicant, please see
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Once the IMT structure and framework has been established, a number of work streams
will be tasked with carrying out the integration effort. These work streams include (but are not
limited to) consumer & business banking, corporate & commercial banking, wealth &
investment services, payment services, digital banking, finance, credit, risk, technology &
operations, human resources, legal, compliance/AML and communications.

In addition to the integration efforts focused on people, places, processes, policies and
clients, the Applicant will also run a conversion team focused on systems and applications.
Both teams run in parallel and there is great deal of cross-over among team members. The
conversion team will have a highly disciplined approach to ensure preparedness, and will be
managed by the most experienced IT project managers at the Applicant. Following
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announcement of the Proposed Transaction, the conversion team engaged with relevant 
vendors to coordinate potential conversion timelines. 

Following the completion of the Proposed Transaction but up until the technical 
conversion, legacy operations of TDBNA and First Horizon Bank will continue to run in 
parallel.  Testing for the technical conversion takes place through a mock-conversion weekend 
prior to live conversion.  The intent of this mock conversion is to mirror all aspects of the 
integration event management and other staffing models to confirm that the models and the 
technical conversion itself work.  Go/No-Go meetings, data validation, lessons learned and 
other integration review mechanisms will be practiced during the mock conversion to make it 
as realistic as possible.  The Applicant’s preparations for integration will have no impact on 
First Horizon Bank’s systems or ongoing operations prior to the completion of the Proposed 
Transaction. 

Through these detailed efforts, the Applicant will operate with the guiding principles of 
preserving or enhancing customer and team member experience and uniting organizational 
cultures and team member values to protect and leverage the employee talent of both 
organizations.  Each of these principles will be at the forefront of decision-making not only for 
the banks’ leadership, but also the IMT and supporting work streams.  This will enable the end 
goal of creating a combined bank representing a unified organization to customers.  Retaining, 
integrating and leveraging employee talent will be a key priority of integration efforts, as it is 
through its unique employee-driven culture that the Applicant maintains its strong record of 
customer service and experience.  The joint efforts of the HR and Communications work 
streams will work with customers and the employees throughout the integration process to 
address customer needs and concerns, and support talent retention and clearly communicate 
strategic team priorities.  This customer- and team-centric approach to integration efforts will 
provide a seamless transition for customers and employees to their new relationship with the 
combined organization, while minimizing disruption to products, services and operations. 

While the Applicant anticipates maintaining its policies and procedures following 
consummation of the Proposed Transaction (including risk management policies and 
procedures), the Applicant will continue to review its policies and procedures throughout the 
transition to ensure that any necessary improvements are adopted.   

4. Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion 

TD 

Diversity and inclusion (“D&I”) are an extension of TD’s purpose and central to creating 
and fostering a culture of care, where everyone is seen, included, appreciated and supported. TD 
aspires to create an environment where all employees have an opportunity to fulfil their potential 
and to participate in ways that make a difference.  TD knows that its colleagues can only do their 
best work and have the best experiences when they feel included, empowered and encouraged to 
be themselves.   

For TD, diversity and inclusion is a strategic priority, and TD has achieved progress in 
advancing D&I across its organization.  Recent events, including the pandemic and horrific 
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incidents of racism, have affected TD’s customers, colleagues and communities that TD serves.  
These events have reinforced the importance of diversity and inclusion as a core value and a 
business imperative for TD.  Since the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 and social unrest, 
there has been a heightened focus not just on diversity at TD, but on advancing TD’s culture of 
inclusion.   

For example, TD monitors representation of under-represented groups on a regular basis, 
with a focus on its workforce continuing to represent the diverse communities TD serves.  TD is 
committed to increasing minority executive representation across TD, and TD’s investments and 
strong working relationships with groups such as the Urban Leadership Forum in the U.S. will 
help support these efforts. 

TD values diversity and is committed to recruiting people with disabilities, women, 
veterans and members of the LGBTQ2+ and Black, Indigenous and People of Color (“BIPOC”) 
communities.  TD works to attract and develop next-generation professionals by offering paid 
internships, rotational programs and management associate programs.  TD’s Diversity Sourcing 
team focuses on attracting top talent from diverse communities in alignment with an enterprise-
wide talent acquisition strategy.  Recent initiatives to attract a diverse workforce included the 
following: 

 In 2021, TD successfully launched new cohorts of the Career Relaunch program 
designed to increase diversity in senior ranks. This program was created to recruit 
and nurture financial professionals who took an intentional career break for a 
range of reasons – to raise children, care for parents, serve in the military or tend 
to personal health. In addition, through its Women Advisor Strategy, TD 
implemented a wealth planning strategy supported by the recruitment of more 
women for senior investment advising roles and launched a mentorship program 
to help retain, grow and develop talent at TD.  

 TD has a specialized talent recruiter in the U.S. to connect LGBTQ2+ talent with 
career opportunities at TD, and TD executives and colleagues participate in panels 
on the LGBTQ2+ workplace experience at TD in business case competitions, in 
mentoring initiatives and in partnerships with student organizations.  

 TD works with Ascend, an organization that works to promote current and future 
business leaders from Pan-Asia, in the U.S..  TD’s work with Ascend helps TD 
build and develop a highly engaged pool of potential applicants.  

 TD has strong working relationships with groups such as Urban Leadership 
Forum in the U.S. to help TD reach its commitment to increasing Black 
representation within TD.  

 TD’s work with Specialisterne across TD’s North America footprint to employ 
professionals who identify with autism or other forms of neurodivergence has led 
to over 40 hires over the past four years.  In 2021, TD expanded the program into 
the U.S. by developing a pilot project within TD’s technology department.  
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 TD increased its focus on hiring veterans and creating an inclusive environment 
where its veteran colleagues can thrive.  TD boosted recruitment efforts in the 
U.S. by working with two national organizations – Hirepurpose and 
RecruitMilitary – in addition to its existing U.S. relationship with JobPath. 

In addition, TD developed an inclusive leadership strategy to reinforce the value of 
inclusion, and through a number of learning and development programs, to help TD’s managers 
to develop actionable strategies to engage and leverage the full potential of diverse teams and 
minimize negative consequences resulting from unintentional bias.  Some of the initiatives and 
programs that support a diverse and inclusive organization are listed below: 

 TD’s Inclusive Leadership curriculum has helped educate over 3,000 people 
managers about how to identify biases and non-inclusive behaviors.  In addition, 
TD’s inclusive leadership resource guide supports learning and development 
specialists in their efforts to build D&I messaging into business-specific training.  

 Through TD Thrive, a learning platform, TD provides a Diversity and Inclusion-
Lead Yourself-Thrive Pathway, that provides employees with the opportunity to 
enhance their understanding of D&I and to build the skills they need to learn and 
thrive today and in the future.  

 The second annual global D&I Summit – Better Together – invited colleagues 
from across the organization to participate in a virtual conversation with leaders 
on the topic of D&I. The event, attended by nearly 6,700 colleagues in 2020, 
underscored TD’s strong commitment to D&I, with employees, including TD’s 
Bank President and CEO and the Global Head of D&I, sharing their life 
experiences and providing insights to further strengthen inclusion at TD.  

 Annual festivities, colleague storytelling, learning opportunities and speaker 
events support key celebrations such as Pride Month, Autism Awareness Month, 
and Black History Month.  In 2020, TD transitioned to virtual platforms to 
maintain colleague engagement and connect as a community. 

In addition, TD has launched an employee resource portal which enables its colleagues to 
learn more about the impacts of racism, access resources on how to be anti-racist and determine 
how they could participate in virtual group experiences offered by Black-led and Black-focused 
organizations.  In September 2020, TD held a series of learning sessions to better understand 
Black communities in North America, bringing together colleagues from various parts of TD 
with esteemed Black leaders who are thought leaders in their fields.  These sessions unpacked 
issues, identified areas of opportunity and will help teams across TD develop future strategies 
and programs. 

In April 2021, TD hosted United: Addressing Anti-Asian Racism, where leaders and 
colleagues, shared their thoughts on the recent rise in violence and discrimination against the 
Asian community and their own experiences having uncomfortable conversations at TD.  In May 
2021, Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month in the U.S. was recognized and 
Colleagues across the enterprise came together for a Celebration of Pan-Asian Culture. 
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FHN 

FHN promotes diversity and inclusion by recognizing, embracing, and leveraging the 
diverse backgrounds, experiences and viewpoints of its team members.  For more than a decade, 
First Horizon Bank has had a dedicated team, integrated programs and proactive initiatives 
dedicated to diversity, equity and inclusion (“DEI”).  FHN has always and continues to recognize 
that success is achieved by having a diverse team working in an inclusive environment where 
equitable opportunities are available to all. DEI is not a stand-alone initiative, but is embedded in 
the daily operations of First Horizon Bank’s business and its corporate culture. 

At FHN, DEI is a business imperative.  FHN knows that leveraging the power of DEI 
through its four strategic priorities—workforce, workplace, marketplace and community—is 
critical to meeting its desired goal of building a culture that fosters innovation, maximizes 
business results and magnifies its impact.  FHN does not isolate diversity, equity and inclusion as 
a separate initiative; rather, the bank seeks to continuously incorporate these elements into its 
overall culture and all business efforts to drive enterprise-wide impact.  By leveraging each of 
these strategic pillars, and collaborating with teams within its organization, FHN’s culture fosters 
innovation and maximizes business results. 

 Workforce:  FHN is committed to continuous improvement in creating and 
sustaining a  diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce.  FHN is dedicated to the 
goal of meaningful DEI at every level of the organization, particularly at its four 
highest levels of leadership. 

 Workplace:  FHN recognizes that the success of DEI hinges on the way it is 
embedded into the fabric of its culture. FHN’s ultimate goal is to lead the way in 
searching for, and providing professional and personal growth opportunities to its 
associates, clients and partners. 

 Marketplace:  FHN is committed to growing its business by meeting the diverse 
needs of all its clients, represented by varied backgrounds and lifestyles. It is 
committed to assisting its clients in attaining greater economic self-reliance by 
helping them select the best products and services to meet their financial needs. 
Additionally, First Horizon Bank is dedicated to serving its communities by 
culturally expanding its supplier base and modeling superior corporate 
citizenship. 

 Community:  FHN is committed to serving clients, businesses and communities in 
all geographic markets where it has a presence. As a company and as individuals, 
FHN shares the hopes of its neighbors for a better place to live, learn, work, plan 
and serve. 

In 2020, FHN hired a Chief DEI Officer, who is responsible for cultivating and 
expanding FHN’s strategic leadership in developing and implementing programs and initiatives 
that advance the company’s DEI efforts.  This officer will be a leader, advisor, advocate, catalyst 
for change, and an institutional resource focused on infusing DEI into all programs and activities 
internally and externally. 

FHN

FHN promotes diversity and inclusion by recognizing, embracing, and leveraging the
diverse backgrounds, experiences and viewpoints of its team members. For more than a decade,
First Horizon Bank has had a dedicated team, integrated programs and proactive initiatives
dedicated to diversity, equity and inclusion ("DEI"). FHN has always and continues to recognize
that success is achieved by having a diverse team working in an inclusive environment where
equitable opportunities are available to all. DEI is not a stand-alone initiative, but is embedded in
the daily operations of First Horizon Bank's business and its corporate culture.

At FHN, DEI is a business imperative. FHN knows that leveraging the power of DEI
through its four strategic priorities-workforce, workplace, marketplace and community-is
critical to meeting its desired goal of building a culture that fosters innovation, maximizes
business results and magnifies its impact. FHN does not isolate diversity, equity and inclusion as
a separate initiative; rather, the bank seeks to continuously incorporate these elements into its
overall culture and all business efforts to drive enterprise-wide impact. By leveraging each of
these strategic pillars, and collaborating with teams within its organization, FHN's culture fosters
innovation and maximizes business results.

* Workforce: FHN is committed to continuous improvement in creating and
sustaining a diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce. FHN is dedicated to the
goal of meaningful DEI at every level of the organization, particularly at its four
highest levels of leadership.

* Workplace: FHN recognizes that the success of DEI hinges on the way it is
embedded into the fabric of its culture. FHN's ultimate goal is to lead the way in
searching for, and providing professional and personal growth opportunities to its
associates, clients and partners.

* Marketplace: FHN is committed to growing its business by meeting the diverse
needs of all its clients, represented by varied backgrounds and lifestyles. It is
committed to assisting its clients in attaining greater economic self-reliance by
helping them select the best products and services to meet their financial needs.
Additionally, First Horizon Bank is dedicated to serving its communities by
culturally expanding its supplier base and modeling superior corporate
citizenship.

* Community: FHN is committed to serving clients, businesses and communities in
all geographic markets where it has a presence. As a company and as individuals,
FHN shares the hopes of its neighbors for a better place to live, learn, work, plan
and serve.

In 2020, FHN hired a Chief DEI Officer, who is responsible for cultivating and
expanding FHN's strategic leadership in developing and implementing programs and initiatives
that advance the company's DEI efforts. This officer will be a leader, advisor, advocate, catalyst
for change, and an institutional resource focused on infusing DEI into all programs and activities
internally and externally.
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FHN uses its platform to foster a culture that deeply values diversity, equity and 
inclusion, and has no room for bias, racism or hatred.  For example, in June 2020 FHN hosted a 
virtual discussion panel on inclusion with civil rights pioneers and other valued partners.  FHN 
has also engaged in crucial conversation programs within its Associate Resource Groups 
(“ARGs”), and offered paid time-off to associates to enable them to serve FHN’s communities 
and learn more about the country’s history, as well as issues surrounding race and social 
injustice, in order to work together to continue creating an environment where everyone is 
treated with dignity and respect. 

FHN is committed to a workplace that not only represents a variety of workers from 
different backgrounds, but also provides the support they need to help them perform their best.  
FHN is committed to providing associates with the tools and resources to create a workplace 
where everyone feels safe, accepted and valued.  FHN has a dedicated webpage for associates 
that includes an ever-growing list of carefully curated DEI resources including articles, videos, 
webinars and podcasts on topics such as overcoming bias, women’s history, Black history, 
LGBTQ, pride, autism acceptance, financial education and Asian American and Pacific Islander 
heritage.  These resources are frequently updated and content evolves with the changing needs of 
its workforce. 

FHN has established a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Council comprised of associates 
from across the company who represent a wide range of business lines, associate levels and 
backgrounds. The group’s purpose is to discuss the company’s current strategic plan for 
emphasizing diversity, equity and inclusion throughout its organization.  The council is led by 
executive sponsors who serve as strategic leadership partners. 

In addition, FHN works hard to embed diversity, equity and inclusion into the fabric of 
its culture.  To better connect with other diverse colleagues, FHN uses ARGs to drive leader and 
associate engagement, foster support and provide networking opportunities.  First Horizon Bank 
celebrates and encourages the rich variety of voices and views that comprise the bank and 
contribute to its collective strength and company culture.  First Horizon Bank currently has 12 
chapters of the following seven ARGs:  

 Alliance & Allies:  Dedicated to the support of diversity, equity and inclusion for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender associates and their parents, families, 
friends and straight allies. 

 Bankers en Motion:  Provides a support system for inclusion, community outreach 
and professional development. 

 Diversity Networking Association:  A collaborative and diverse networking 
experience that affords members access to career and community-focused 
opportunities for networking experiences. 

 Gen Now:  Fosters professional development and engagement among associates to 
become future leaders and encourages innovation and inclusion in a 
multigenerational workforce. 

FHN uses its platform to foster a culture that deeply values diversity, equity and
inclusion, and has no room for bias, racism or hatred. For example, in June 2020 FHN hosted a
virtual discussion panel on inclusion with civil rights pioneers and other valued partners. FHN
has also engaged in crucial conversation programs within its Associate Resource Groups
("ARGs"), and offered paid time-off to associates to enable them to serve FHN's communities
and learn more about the country's history, as well as issues surrounding race and social
injustice, in order to work together to continue creating an environment where everyone is
treated with dignity and respect.

FHN is committed to a workplace that not only represents a variety of workers from
different backgrounds, but also provides the support they need to help them perform their best.
FHN is committed to providing associates with the tools and resources to create a workplace
where everyone feels safe, accepted and valued. FHN has a dedicated webpage for associates
that includes an ever-growing list of carefully curated DEI resources including articles, videos,
webinars and podcasts on topics such as overcoming bias, women's history, Black history,
LGBTQ, pride, autism acceptance, financial education and Asian American and Pacific Islander
heritage. These resources are frequently updated and content evolves with the changing needs of
its workforce.

FHN has established a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Council comprised of associates
from across the company who represent a wide range of business lines, associate levels and
backgrounds. The group's purpose is to discuss the company's current strategic plan for
emphasizing diversity, equity and inclusion throughout its organization. The council is led by
executive sponsors who serve as strategic leadership partners.

In addition, FHN works hard to embed diversity, equity and inclusion into the fabric of
its culture. To better connect with other diverse colleagues, FHN uses ARGs to drive leader and
associate engagement, foster support and provide networking opportunities. First Horizon Bank
celebrates and encourages the rich variety of voices and views that comprise the bank and
contribute to its collective strength and company culture. First Horizon Bank currently has 12
chapters of the following seven ARGs:

* Alliance & Allies: Dedicated to the support of diversity, equity and inclusion for
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender associates and their parents, families,
friends and straight allies.

* Bankers en Motion: Provides a support system for inclusion, community outreach
and professional development.

* Diversity Networking Association: A collaborative and diverse networking
experience that affords members access to career and community-focused
opportunities for networking experiences.

* Gen Now: Fosters professional development and engagement among associates to
become future leaders and encourages innovation and inclusion in a
multigenerational workforce.
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 Veterans Support Association:  Supports associate veterans, their families and 
veterans groups in its communities. 

 Women’s Initiative:  Promotes the success of women within FHN’s communities. 

 Working Parents and Caregivers:  Provides support, encouragement and guidance 
to associates who serve in the capacity of a caregiver. This includes, but is not 
limited to, caregivers for children, aging parents, siblings and individuals with 
health issues. 

FHN utilizes team members’ differences to anticipate and meet the needs of its customers 
and communities while leveraging the strengths that come from their diverse perspectives. For 
example, FHN became the first U.S. bank to become certified by KultureCity as Certified 
Sensory Inclusive.  The bank’s partnership with KultureCity in Alabama has educated and 
equipped its banking center associates to better serve those in the community with sensory 
sensitivities including those with dementia, PTSD and other similar conditions.  The certification 
process trained staff at all eight Birmingham banking centers on how to recognize guests with 
sensory needs and how to handle a sensory overload situation.  Sensory bags, equipped with 
noise canceling headphones, fidget tools, verbal cue cards and weighted lap pads are available to 
all guests who may feel overwhelmed by the environment. 

Demonstrating its commitment to diversity and inclusion, FHN is focused on increasing 
underrepresented talent in key business units, in leadership roles and in the bank’s top-tier salary 
levels. To further accelerate representation of multicultural talent in revenue-generating and 
client-interfacing roles, the bank implemented a Strategic Hiring Initiative. This initiative 
provides highly talented individuals with mentors, customized development plans and on-the-job 
experience to accelerate their progression and proficiency in their role.   

FHN has won numerous awards in recognition of its ongoing commitment to diversity 
and inclusion, including being included in the following recognitions : Bloomberg Gender-
Equality Index; Corporate Equality Index, Human Rights Campaign; Diversity Leader Profiles, 
Diversity Journal; Women of Excellence National Association for Female Executives, 100 Best 
Adoption-Friendly Workplaces in America, Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption; and Best 
Companies for Multicultural Women, Working Mother Magazine.  

C. Convenience and Needs of the Community 

TD and FHN each serve the needs of their communities through their respective branch 
networks and other channels, and the Proposed Transaction will bring substantial benefits to the 
customers and communities currently served.  TD and FHN believe that the Proposed 
Transaction will meet the convenience and needs of the community by providing customers of 
both banks an expanded branch and ATM network, as well as access to a wider variety of 
banking products and services.  In addition, the greater capital resources of the combined 
organization will enable the combined organization’s branches and operations to provide 
expanded banking services to customers and the community on a safe and sound basis, and the 
much greater scale of the combined organization will allow it to invest in technology to provide a 
differentiated customer experience.  

* Veterans Support Association: Supports associate veterans, their families and
veterans groups in its communities.

* Women 's Initiative: Promotes the success of women within FHN's communities.

* Working Parents and Carezivers: Provides support, encouragement and guidance
to associates who serve in the capacity of a caregiver. This includes, but is not
limited to, caregivers for children, aging parents, siblings and individuals with
health issues.

FHN utilizes team members' differences to anticipate and meet the needs of its customers
and communities while leveraging the strengths that come from their diverse perspectives. For
example, FHN became the first U.S. bank to become certified by KultureCity as Certified
Sensory Inclusive. The bank's partnership with KultureCity in Alabama has educated and
equipped its banking center associates to better serve those in the community with sensory
sensitivities including those with dementia, PTSD and other similar conditions. The certification
process trained staff at all eight Birmingham banking centers on how to recognize guests with
sensory needs and how to handle a sensory overload situation. Sensory bags, equipped with
noise canceling headphones, fidget tools, verbal cue cards and weighted lap pads are available to
all guests who may feel overwhelmed by the environment.

Demonstrating its commitment to diversity and inclusion, FHN is focused on increasing
underrepresented talent in key business units, in leadership roles and in the bank's top-tier salary
levels. To further accelerate representation of multicultural talent in revenue-generating and
client-interfacing roles, the bank implemented a Strategic Hiring Initiative. This initiative
provides highly talented individuals with mentors, customized development plans and on-the-job
experience to accelerate their progression and proficiency in their role.

FHN has won numerous awards in recognition of its ongoing commitment to diversity
and inclusion, including being included in the following recognitions : Bloomberg Gender-
Equality Index; Corporate Equality Index, Human Rights Campaign; Diversity Leader Profiles,
Diversity Journal; Women of Excellence National Association for Female Executives, 100 Best
Adoption-Friendly Workplaces in America, Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption; and Best
Companies for Multicultural Women, Working Mother Magazine.

C. Convenience and Needs of the Community

TD and FHN each serve the needs of their communities through their respective branch
networks and other channels, and the Proposed Transaction will bring substantial benefits to the
customers and communities currently served. TD and FHN believe that the Proposed
Transaction will meet the convenience and needs of the community by providing customers of
both banks an expanded branch and ATM network, as well as access to a wider variety of
banking products and services. In addition, the greater capital resources of the combined
organization will enable the combined organization's branches and operations to provide
expanded banking services to customers and the community on a safe and sound basis, and the
much greater scale of the combined organization will allow it to invest in technology to provide a
differentiated customer experience.
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Both TD and FHN offer a large number of banking services and products, and each 
product may have a number of features.  Deposit products of the two banks reflect varying 
combinations of interest rates, service charges, minimum balances and funds availability.  Loan 
products also involve different features.  TD is in the process of evaluating the loan and deposit 
products and services offered by TDBNA and First Horizon Bank to determine the differences 
between the two and what, if any, adjustments will be made.  No final decisions have been made 
but, in any event, the Applicant does not expect any material discontinuations in the categories of 
offered products or services or material increases in customer fees resulting from the Proposed 
Transaction.  For additional information, please see Confidential Exhibit 9. 

Based on the parties’ initial assessment, the business and core competencies of TD and 
FHN are highly complementary.  For example, TD offers the scale, product breadth and 
technology to penetrate consumer and business banking markets through its mobile banking, 
retail cards, auto finance loans, mortgage and home equity loans, complementing FHN’s large 
and loyal client base.  TD’s strong consumer product suite and legendary customer service 
model, including its leading digital capabilities, longer store hours, and easy-to-access account 
opening processes, will greatly benefit FHN’s customers.  The Proposed Transaction will 
combine TD’s and FHN’s strengths in commercial banking and specialty businesses (including 
FHN’s specialty banking strengths in asset-based lending, mortgage warehouse lending, 
commercial real estate, equipment finance, and fixed income) to build a leading national 
platform.  In addition, customers of both banks will have access to the combined organization’s 
expanded commercial loan capacity, as well as its larger capital base that will support greater 
commercial and community development lending and investment capacity.  Furthermore, 
customers of both banks will be well served by the compatibility of FHN’s and TD’s shared 
customer-focused operating philosophies and strong commitment to local communities.    

Geographically, the Proposed Transaction would enlarge and diversify the footprint of 
both banks, which will enable the combined organization to compete for top talent across the 
combined organization’s footprint and allow both banks’ current customers to enjoy an expanded 
network of branches and ATMs.   

Further, the combined organization will remain committed to providing convenient 
access to banking products and services to its communities, including to underbanked 
communities.  Both TD and FHN offer banking hours and services that do not vary in a way that 
inconveniences any portions of their assessment areas, which will continue following the 
Proposed Transaction.  TDBNA has made investments to increase deposit-taking ATMs 
throughout its CRA assessment areas to improve service and access, and to meet the convenience 
and needs of its customers. As of December 2020, TDBNA maintained 583 deposit-taking 
ATMs located in low- and moderate-income (“LMI”) geographies. 

TD and FHN also offer alternative systems for delivering retail banking services to 
enhance the convenience of such services to their respective communities.  TD and FHN both, 
for example, offer online and mobile banking, automated telephone banking, and live telephone-
banking.  The combined organization plans to offer these alternative delivery systems and 
products in both banks’ market areas following the closing of the Proposed Transaction. 

Both TD and FHN offer a large number of banking services and products, and each
product may have a number of features. Deposit products of the two banks reflect varying
combinations of interest rates, service charges, minimum balances and funds availability. Loan
products also involve different features. TD is in the process of evaluating the loan and deposit
products and services offered by TDBNA and First Horizon Bank to determine the differences
between the two and what, if any, adjustments will be made. No final decisions have been made
but, in any event, the Applicant does not expect any material discontinuations in the categories of
offered products or services or material increases in customer fees resulting from the Proposed
Transaction. For additional information, please see Confidential Exhibit 9.

Based on the parties' initial assessment, the business and core competencies of TD and
FHN are highly complementary. For example, TD offers the scale, product breadth and
technology to penetrate consumer and business banking markets through its mobile banking,
retail cards, auto finance loans, mortgage and home equity loans, complementing FHN's large
and loyal client base. TD's strong consumer product suite and legendary customer service
model, including its leading digital capabilities, longer store hours, and easy-to-access account
opening processes, will greatly benefit FHN's customers. The Proposed Transaction will
combine TD's and FHN's strengths in commercial banking and specialty businesses (including
FHN's specialty banking strengths in asset-based lending, mortgage warehouse lending,
commercial real estate, equipment finance, and fixed income) to build a leading national
platform. In addition, customers of both banks will have access to the combined organization's
expanded commercial loan capacity, as well as its larger capital base that will support greater
commercial and community development lending and investment capacity. Furthermore,
customers of both banks will be well served by the compatibility of FHN's and TD's shared
customer-focused operating philosophies and strong commitment to local communities.

Geographically, the Proposed Transaction would enlarge and diversify the footprint of
both banks, which will enable the combined organization to compete for top talent across the
combined organization's footprint and allow both banks' current customers to enjoy an expanded
network of branches and ATMs.

Further, the combined organization will remain committed to providing convenient
access to banking products and services to its communities, including to underbanked
communities. Both TD and FHN offer banking hours and services that do not vary in a way that
inconveniences any portions of their assessment areas, which will continue following the
Proposed Transaction. TDBNA has made investments to increase deposit-taking ATMs
throughout its CRA assessment areas to improve service and access, and to meet the convenience
and needs of its customers. As of December 2020, TDBNA maintained 583 deposit-taking
ATMs located in low- and moderate-income ("LMI") geographies.

TD and FHN also offer alternative systems for delivering retail banking services to
enhance the convenience of such services to their respective communities. TD and FHN both,
for example, offer online and mobile banking, automated telephone banking, and live telephone-
banking. The combined organization plans to offer these alternative delivery systems and
products in both banks' market areas following the closing of the Proposed Transaction.
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Importantly, and as discussed in detail below, TD and FHN are both strong corporate 
citizens, with well-established reputations for serving all segments of their communities, 
including by prioritizing affordable and inclusive financial access, promoting diversity and 
inclusion, addressing systemic racism and fostering the economic empowerment of 
disadvantaged communities, and supporting sustainable practices and environmental 
stewardship.  For example, in 2018, TD launched the TD Ready Commitment to work towards a 
more inclusive and sustainable tomorrow and, in so doing, act as a positive change agent across 
its footprint by connecting, enriching and supporting the communities which it serves.  As part of 
the TD Ready Commitment, TD has targeted a total of approximately $750 million in 
community giving by 2030 and a total of approximately $75 billion toward low-carbon 
initiatives through lending, financing, asset management and internal corporate programs by 
2030. 

The cultural synergies from the Proposed Transaction and the value that both banks place 
on corporate citizenship and social and environmental goals will promote the convenience and 
needs of the communities each bank serves as well as the broader U.S. society. 

1. Financial Education and Well-Being Offerings 

TD 

TD believes that it has an important role to play in helping people improve their 
confidence in their financial future by helping them build their financial knowledge.  TD works 
to embed financial health and education into its business practices and initiatives supporting its 
customers, colleagues, and the communities it serves.  TD is committed to delivering financial 
literacy and education, maintained through proprietary programs, and support of financial 
literacy programs offered by community-based organizations or governmental entities.  A key 
differentiator of TD’s financial education program is TD’s employees’ volunteerism to teach 
these lessons in person as a service to TD’s communities. 

In recent years TD has amplified its efforts to help people from all walks of life improve 
their money skills.  Understanding how to manage finances is key to achieving financial security.  
Financial tips and tools are available to all U.S. TD mobile app users through the “TD for Me” 
feature.  Similarly, employees can send customers SMS text messages directing them to financial 
education information relevant to the customer’s interest and needs.  By providing access to tools 
and programs, TD can help people feel confident about reaching their financial goals. 

In the U.S., TD has established the TD Bank Learning Center (“TDBLC”), powered by 
EVERFI, a digital education company.  TDBLC offers a variety of learning modules, including 
topics on mortgages, credit scores and reports, elder fraud prevention, identity theft and small 
business and delivers online, interactive financial education content in English and Spanish.  In 
April 2020 in response to COVID-19, TDBLC added new content, including modules on 
mortgage relief, budgeting and mindful living.  In TDBNA’s stores, employees use tablets to 
take customers to the Learning Center, combining just-in-time financial education with personal 
financial advice.  TD launched the service with non-profit partners, including the Centro 
Campesino Farmworker Center, Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation and YouthBuild 
Philadelphia Charter School. 

Importantly, and as discussed in detail below, TD and FHN are both strong corporate
citizens, with well-established reputations for serving all segments of their communities,
including by prioritizing affordable and inclusive financial access, promoting diversity and
inclusion, addressing systemic racism and fostering the economic empowerment of
disadvantaged communities, and supporting sustainable practices and environmental
stewardship. For example, in 2018, TD launched the TD Ready Commitment to work towards a
more inclusive and sustainable tomorrow and, in so doing, act as a positive change agent across
its footprint by connecting, enriching and supporting the communities which it serves. As part of
the TD Ready Commitment, TD has targeted a total of approximately $750 million in
community giving by 2030 and a total of approximately $75 billion toward low-carbon
initiatives through lending, financing, asset management and internal corporate programs by
2030.

The cultural synergies from the Proposed Transaction and the value that both banks place
on corporate citizenship and social and environmental goals will promote the convenience and
needs of the communities each bank serves as well as the broader U.S. society.

1. Financial Education and Well-Being Offerings

TD

TD believes that it has an important role to play in helping people improve their
confidence in their financial future by helping them build their financial knowledge. TD works
to embed financial health and education into its business practices and initiatives supporting its
customers, colleagues, and the communities it serves. TD is committed to delivering financial
literacy and education, maintained through proprietary programs, and support of financial
literacy programs offered by community-based organizations or governmental entities. A key
differentiator of TD's financial education program is TD's employees' volunteerism to teach
these lessons in person as a service to TD's communities.

In recent years TD has amplified its efforts to help people from all walks of life improve
their money skills. Understanding how to manage finances is key to achieving financial security.
Financial tips and tools are available to all U.S. TD mobile app users through the "TD for Me"
feature. Similarly, employees can send customers SMS text messages directing them to financial
education information relevant to the customer's interest and needs. By providing access to tools
and programs, TD can help people feel confident about reaching their financial goals.

In the U.S., TD has established the TD Bank Learning Center ("TDBLC"), powered by
EVERFI, a digital education company. TDBLC offers a variety of learning modules, including
topics on mortgages, credit scores and reports, elder fraud prevention, identity theft and small
business and delivers online, interactive financial education content in English and Spanish. In
April 2020 in response to COVID-19, TDBLC added new content, including modules on
mortgage relief, budgeting and mindful living. In TDBNA's stores, employees use tablets to
take customers to the Learning Center, combining just-in-time financial education with personal
financial advice. TD launched the service with non-profit partners, including the Centro
Campesino Farmworker Center, Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation and YouthBuild
Philadelphia Charter School.
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TD’s WOW!Zone, a proprietary comprehensive K-12 financial literacy program which 
meets the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics standards,  provides educators with a 
free, interactive program to introduce topics such as: the value of money, the difference between 
saving and spending, balancing a check book, planning a budget, and making investments. The 
WOW!Zone also includes a free virtual stock market game which allows users to begin with 
$100,000 of virtual money to trade on any of the more than 25,000 stocks and mutual funds 
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, Nasdaq, American Stock Exchange and other U.S. 
stock exchanges. Teachers, parents, and community group leaders can download the lesson plans 
and materials to teach directly to their audience independently or can take advantage of TD 
volunteers serving as in-person facilitators. Both options are completely free to teachers and 
community organizations in need of financial education materials.  TD’s volunteer instructors 
are available upon request to visit classrooms and provide instruction. 

TD also established its Tax Resource Center, which provides a one-stop experience for 
U.S. customers to gather resources and information on tax filing.  The online tax resource center 
provides educational content including an interactive guide, videos, calculators and tips, along 
with important dates plus reminders for customers regarding TDBNA tax documents.  Newly 
hired tellers receive financial education on budgeting and credit as part of their required training.  
Each month, TD employees can engage in a new financial topic, from retirement planning to 
managing joint finances with their significant other. 

In 2018, TD introduced its first Adaptive Financial Education program. This initiative 
provides individuals with diverse abilities an opportunity to gain practical banking skills and 
better understand their finances through access to personalized financial education and services.  
Through these tools, learners gain practical banking skills and access to the financial education 
and services needed for employment and independent living.  The curriculum includes five 
lessons covering various topics.  In 2019, this curriculum was made available on TD’s public 
website to allow parents, teacher, and community organizations to download the resources for 
use independently.  Customers and non-customers can also request a TD volunteer instructor to 
facilitate the lesson in person or virtually for their community group or organization. 

TDBNA supports “Change Machine,” an equity-based non-profit ecosystem of financial 
coaching and support strategies for social service organizations furthering financial education for 
unbanked and underbanked families.  With support from TDBNA, Change Machine expanded its 
CommunityBOOST platform, which uses cloud-based technology to increase access to financial 
education for all.  Through CommunityBOOST, thousands of social service organizations and 
public agencies delivered financial coaching in New Jersey, North Carolina and Florida.  More 
than 1,000 individuals used the platform in 2020 alone, and at least 85% of them noted an 
improvement in their saving habits. 

TDBNA continued its work with EVERFI to bring foundational financial skills to middle 
school students in Massachusetts, New Jersey and Florida through the TD Financial Scholars 
Program.  The program offered students lessons on money through its “Vault: Understanding 
Your Money” series. As schools moved to virtual learning, there was increased demand, and the 
program was able to engage more than 1,000 students in 50 schools. 

TD's WOW!Zone, a proprietary comprehensive K-12 financial literacy program which
meets the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics standards, provides educators with a
free, interactive program to introduce topics such as: the value of money, the difference between
saving and spending, balancing a check book, planning a budget, and making investments. The
WOW!Zone also includes a free virtual stock market game which allows users to begin with
$100,000 of virtual money to trade on any of the more than 25,000 stocks and mutual funds
listed on the New York Stock Exchange, Nasdaq, American Stock Exchange and other U.S.
stock exchanges. Teachers, parents, and community group leaders can download the lesson plans
and materials to teach directly to their audience independently or can take advantage of TD
volunteers serving as in-person facilitators. Both options are completely free to teachers and
community organizations in need of financial education materials. TD's volunteer instructors
are available upon request to visit classrooms and provide instruction.

TD also established its Tax Resource Center, which provides a one-stop experience for
U.S. customers to gather resources and information on tax filing. The online tax resource center
provides educational content including an interactive guide, videos, calculators and tips, along
with important dates plus reminders for customers regarding TDBNA tax documents. Newly
hired tellers receive financial education on budgeting and credit as part of their required training.
Each month, TD employees can engage in a new financial topic, from retirement planning to
managing joint finances with their significant other.

In 2018, TD introduced its first Adaptive Financial Education program. This initiative
provides individuals with diverse abilities an opportunity to gain practical banking skills and
better understand their finances through access to personalized financial education and services.
Through these tools, learners gain practical banking skills and access to the financial education
and services needed for employment and independent living. The curriculum includes five
lessons covering various topics. In 2019, this curriculum was made available on TD's public
website to allow parents, teacher, and community organizations to download the resources for
use independently. Customers and non-customers can also request a TD volunteer instructor to
facilitate the lesson in person or virtually for their community group or organization.

TDBNA supports "Change Machine," an equity-based non-profit ecosystem of financial
coaching and support strategies for social service organizations furthering financial education for
unbanked and underbanked families. With support from TDBNA, Change Machine expanded its
CommunityBOOST platform, which uses cloud-based technology to increase access to financial
education for all. Through CommunityBOOST, thousands of social service organizations and
public agencies delivered financial coaching in New Jersey, North Carolina and Florida. More
than 1,000 individuals used the platform in 2020 alone, and at least 85% of them noted an
improvement in their saving habits.

TDBNA continued its work with EVERFI to bring foundational financial skills to middle
school students in Massachusetts, New Jersey and Florida through the TD Financial Scholars
Program. The program offered students lessons on money through its "Vault: Understanding
Your Money" series. As schools moved to virtual learning, there was increased demand, and the
program was able to engage more than 1,000 students in 50 schools.
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Over the last three years, TD has partnered with the National Foundation for Credit 
Counseling (“NFCC”) to fund financial capability and credit counselling for small business 
owners across the U.S.  TD’s $3 million investment in NFCC’s “Sharpen Your Financial Focus” 
program for small business owners gives participants access to specialized financial education 
coaching, educational resources and financial products and services.  With TD’s support, the 
NFCC helped educate over 10,000 small business owners across 36 NFCC member agencies.  
TD and NFCC also collaborated to increase the capacity of institutions serving small business 
owners—i.e., “train the trainer”—so that communities can benefit from the program even after it 
ends. 

FHN 

FHN understands that effecting change requires providing the community education and 
opportunities for financial empowerment and advancement.  Through its participation in the 
Junior Achievements program, FHN brings Junior Achievements programs into the classroom to 
teach students (many of whom come from low-income families) about career readiness, financial 
literacy and entrepreneurial training, giving them practical steps needed to succeed.  Through 
these programs, students receive an introduction to the banking system and the economy, but 
they also learn how to follow the market and invest, gain inspiration to take the plunge into 
starting their own businesses and begin mapping out their career interests.  For example, in 2020, 
in additional to the First Horizon Foundation’s financial support of the Junior Achievements 
program, FHN staff donated approximately 140 hours of service in the form of financial literacy 
and board and committee participation  

Through its alliance with Operation HOPE, FHN offers free financial empowerment 
workshops at the bank’s HOPE Inside locations in Tennessee, Mississippi, North Carolina, South 
Carolina and Florida.  Programs include Banking for Beginners, How to Improve Your Credit 
Score and How to Start Your Own Small Business. The workshops help strengthen the financial 
foundation of its communities and elevate individuals and families through better access to 
financial products and services. 

 Banking for Beginners: The Banking on Our Future five-week program teaches 
students how to manage money with classes about budgeting, credit, saving and 
investing. 

 How to Improve Your Credit Score:  The 700 Credit Score Communities 
workshop help customers improve their credit score and, upon completion, 
customers can set up a private session with a financial coach to get one-on-one 
insights and learn more about money management skills. 

 How to Start Your Own Small Business:  Certain locations offer the Small 
Business Education Program, which focuses on business planning and learning 
how to be an entrepreneur. 

Since 2015, First Horizon Bank and HOPE have reduced client debt by more than $24 
million, increased client savings by more than $3.8 million and helped 466 clients start a new 
small business—a majority of which were started by women and minorities. 

Over the last three years, TD has partnered with the National Foundation for Credit
Counseling ("NFCC") to fund financial capability and credit counselling for small business
owners across the U.S. TD's $3 million investment in NFCC's "Sharpen Your Financial Focus"
program for small business owners gives participants access to specialized financial education
coaching, educational resources and financial products and services. With TD's support, the
NFCC helped educate over 10,000 small business owners across 36 NFCC member agencies.
TD and NFCC also collaborated to increase the capacity of institutions serving small business
owners-i.e., "train the trainer"-so that communities can benefit from the program even after it
ends.

FHN

FHN understands that effecting change requires providing the community education and
opportunities for financial empowerment and advancement. Through its participation in the
Junior Achievements program, FHN brings Junior Achievements programs into the classroom to
teach students (many of whom come from low-income families) about career readiness, financial
literacy and entrepreneurial training, giving them practical steps needed to succeed. Through
these programs, students receive an introduction to the banking system and the economy, but
they also learn how to follow the market and invest, gain inspiration to take the plunge into
starting their own businesses and begin mapping out their career interests. For example, in 2020,
in additional to the First Horizon Foundation's financial support of the Junior Achievements
program, FHN staff donated approximately 140 hours of service in the form of financial literacy
and board and committee participation

Through its alliance with Operation HOPE, FHN offers free financial empowerment
workshops at the bank's HOPE Inside locations in Tennessee, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Florida. Programs include Banking for Beginners, How to Improve Your Credit
Score and How to Start Your Own Small Business. The workshops help strengthen the financial
foundation of its communities and elevate individuals and families through better access to
financial products and services.

* Banking for Beginners: The Banking on Our Future five-week program teaches
students how to manage money with classes about budgeting, credit, saving and
investing.

* How to Improve Your Credit Score: The 700 Credit Score Communities
workshop help customers improve their credit score and, upon completion,
customers can set up a private session with a financial coach to get one-on-one
insights and learn more about money management skills.

* How to Start Your Own Small Business: Certain locations offer the Small
Business Education Program, which focuses on business planning and learning
how to be an entrepreneur.

Since 2015, First Horizon Bank and HOPE have reduced client debt by more than $24
million, increased client savings by more than $3.8 million and helped 466 clients start a new
small business-a majority of which were started by women and minorities.
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The First Horizon Foundation is the private charitable foundation of First Horizon 
National Corporation. Founded in 1993 to serve the communities in which First Horizon Bank 
operates, the Foundation has donated more than $100 million across the bank’s footprint.  The 
First Horizon Foundation supports organizations that are working to promote financial literacy 
and teach sound money habits to all ages in the communities it serves.  These include: 

 Rock the Street, Wall Street: A financial literacy program designed to spark high 
school girls’ interest in finance careers. Upon completion of the program, girls’ 
comprehension of financial concepts improves by an average of 97 percent. 

 The University of Tennessee: The University of Tennessee Extension’s Youth 
Consumer and Financial Education program, which teaches financial and 
budgeting skills to nearly 50,000 students annually across Tennessee. 

 Knoxville Area Urban League: The Knoxville Area Urban League’s 
Homeownership Center Homebuyer Education classes, Foreclosure Counseling, 
and Financial Fitness classes. Knoxville Area Urban League’s mission is to 
enable African Americans, other minority groups and the underserved to secure 
economic self-reliance, parity, power and civil rights. The organization regularly 
offers free and low-cost classes for community members. 

 Marbles Kids Museum: First Horizon Foundation provided a grant to expand the 
Raleigh museum’s financial literacy exhibit, which helps bring financial 
education to life for children of all ages in a bright, interactive setting. 

 Greensboro Children’s Museum: First Horizon’s contribution is helping update 
the museum’s ‘Smart Money’ program for elementary school-age children and 
integrate financial literacy programs throughout the museum’s exhibits. 

2. Inclusive Products and Services for Consumers 

TD 

In addition to providing convenient access to financial education, TD’s financial 
inclusion strategy seeks to provide individuals with access to useful and affordable financial 
products and services that meet their needs, delivered in a responsible and sustainable way.  For 
example, in September 2021, TD expanded its product offerings and introduced TD Essential 
Banking, a low-cost, no-overdraft-fee deposit account that meets the Bank On National Account 
Standards for low-cost accounts. The new product, which has no minimum daily balance 
requirements, is aligned with TD’s ongoing, bank-wide efforts to meet the needs of unbanked or 
underbanked customers, designed to meet the needs of more customers, in more communities, by 
providing additional account options, and is ideal for customers who want an everyday bank 
account without overdraft fees or non-sufficient funds fees and without any minimum daily 
balance requirements. TD’s goal for this new account offering is to help its customers establish a 
more secure, inclusive and sustainable financial future for themselves, their families, and their 
communities.   

The First Horizon Foundation is the private charitable foundation of First Horizon
National Corporation. Founded in 1993 to serve the communities in which First Horizon Bank
operates, the Foundation has donated more than $100 million across the bank's footprint. The
First Horizon Foundation supports organizations that are working to promote financial literacy
and teach sound money habits to all ages in the communities it serves. These include:

* Rock the Street, Wall Street: A financial literacy program designed to spark high
school girls' interest in finance careers. Upon completion of the program, girls'
comprehension of financial concepts improves by an average of 97 percent.

* The University of Tennessee: The University of Tennessee Extension's Youth
Consumer and Financial Education program, which teaches financial and
budgeting skills to nearly 50,000 students annually across Tennessee.

* Knoxville Area Urban League: The Knoxville Area Urban League's
Homeownership Center Homebuyer Education classes, Foreclosure Counseling,
and Financial Fitness classes. Knoxville Area Urban League's mission is to
enable African Americans, other minority groups and the underserved to secure
economic self-reliance, parity, power and civil rights. The organization regularly
offers free and low-cost classes for community members.

* Marbles Kids Museum: First Horizon Foundation provided a grant to expand the
Raleigh museum's financial literacy exhibit, which helps bring financial
education to life for children of all ages in a bright, interactive setting.

* Greensboro Children 's Museum: First Horizon's contribution is helping update
the museum's 'Smart Money' program for elementary school-age children and
integrate financial literacy programs throughout the museum's exhibits.

2. Inclusive Products and Services for Consumers

TD

In addition to providing convenient access to financial education, TD's financial
inclusion strategy seeks to provide individuals with access to useful and affordable financial
products and services that meet their needs, delivered in a responsible and sustainable way. For
example, in September 2021, TD expanded its product offerings and introduced TD Essential
Banking, a low-cost, no-overdraft-fee deposit account that meets the Bank On National Account
Standards for low-cost accounts. The new product, which has no minimum daily balance
requirements, is aligned with TD's ongoing, bank-wide efforts to meet the needs of unbanked or
underbanked customers, designed to meet the needs of more customers, in more communities, by
providing additional account options, and is ideal for customers who want an everyday bank
account without overdraft fees or non-sufficient funds fees and without any minimum daily
balance requirements. TD's goal for this new account offering is to help its customers establish a
more secure, inclusive and sustainable financial future for themselves, their families, and their
communities.
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In addition to the new account offering, TD announced enhancements to its bank-wide 
overdraft policies in June 2021 and February 2022, which will help all TD deposit account 
customers better manage their accounts, make informed financial choices, and avoid potential 
overdraft fees.  Most recently, TD announced that it will launch an updated $50 overdraft 
threshold, with customers being able to overdraw their account up to $50 before incurring an 
overdraft fee.  Other enhancements expected to be made throughout 2022 include providing 
customers who overdraw their account by more than $50 with 24 hours to cure and avoid an 
overdraft fee, eliminating the transfer fee for customers using savings overdraft protection 
services, and providing alerts and notifications so customers are informed and can take action 
when their account balances are low.  These recent enhancements are in addition to TDBNA’s 
long-standing “open access” model. TDBNA does not require a credit check to open checking 
accounts, which reduces barriers for underbanked populations.   

Other affordable retail banking products include the TD Simple Checking account offers 
no barriers to open the account and no credit check; no minimum opening deposit; no minimum 
balance requirement; low monthly maintenance fee; free instant issue debit card, and free access 
to online banking and statements, bill pay, and direct deposit.  For students and young adults 
ages 17 through 23, TD’s Convenience Checking account offers no minimum balance 
requirements and no monthly maintenance fees. For customers who are 60 years or older, 
TDBNA offers the TD 60 Plus Checking Account, allowing such customers to earn interest 
while keeping a lower minimum daily balance to avoid a monthly fee.  The TD 60 Plus Checking 
Account comes with free standard checks, money orders and official checks.  TDBNA opens 
personal accounts regardless of whether a person is unemployed or is or has been bankrupt, 
subject to required conditions.  All TD deposit products are offered with no credit checks; no 
minimum opening deposits; free instant issue debit card, and free access to online banking and 
statements, bill pay, and direct deposit. 

TDBNA also offers of a variety of affordable consumer loan products that help provide 
underserved communities with mainstream financial services and products, including the 
following:  

 The TD Cash Secured Credit Card, a credit card with a low deposit requirement 
(which was recently reduced from $500 to $300 for increased access) that allows 
customers who may not otherwise qualify for a credit card to build or rebuild their 
credit;  

 Home equity loans with a low minimum loan amount of $10,000, which offer a 
low fixed rate with terms from 5 to 30 years. 

 “Right Step,” TD’s LMI mortgage product, available to LMI customers or for 
properties located in LMI areas.  The Right Step mortgage product offers 
customers substantial savings (because mortgage insurance is not required), 
flexible options (with down payment as low as 3% for single family homes), and 
competitive fixed interest rates allowing stability and additional savings.  Right 
Step was enhanced in 2021 to further increase access with a lower FICO score 
requirement and expanded debt-to-income ratio and combined loan-to-value 
eligibility, and a $500 minimum down-payment requirement. 

In addition to the new account offering, TD announced enhancements to its bank-wide
overdraft policies in June 2021 and February 2022, which will help all TD deposit account
customers better manage their accounts, make informed financial choices, and avoid potential
overdraft fees. Most recently, TD announced that it will launch an updated $50 overdraft
threshold, with customers being able to overdraw their account up to $50 before incurring an
overdraft fee. Other enhancements expected to be made throughout 2022 include providing
customers who overdraw their account by more than $50 with 24 hours to cure and avoid an
overdraft fee, eliminating the transfer fee for customers using savings overdraft protection
services, and providing alerts and notifications so customers are informed and can take action
when their account balances are low. These recent enhancements are in addition to TDBNA's
long-standing "open access" model. TDBNA does not require a credit check to open checking
accounts, which reduces barriers for underbanked populations.

Other affordable retail banking products include the TD Simple Checking account offers
no barriers to open the account and no credit check; no minimum opening deposit; no minimum
balance requirement; low monthly maintenance fee; free instant issue debit card, and free access
to online banking and statements, bill pay, and direct deposit. For students and young adults
ages 17 through 23, TD's Convenience Checking account offers no minimum balance
requirements and no monthly maintenance fees. For customers who are 60 years or older,
TDBNA offers the TD 60 Plus Checking Account, allowing such customers to earn interest
while keeping a lower minimum daily balance to avoid a monthly fee. The TD 60 Plus Checking
Account comes with free standard checks, money orders and official checks. TDBNA opens
personal accounts regardless of whether a person is unemployed or is or has been bankrupt,
subject to required conditions. All TD deposit products are offered with no credit checks; no
minimum opening deposits; free instant issue debit card, and free access to online banking and
statements, bill pay, and direct deposit.

TDBNA also offers of a variety of affordable consumer loan products that help provide
underserved communities with mainstream financial services and products, including the
following:

* The TD Cash Secured Credit Card, a credit card with a low deposit requirement
(which was recently reduced from $500 to $300 for increased access) that allows
customers who may not otherwise qualify for a credit card to build or rebuild their
credit;

* Home equity loans with a low minimum loan amount of $10,000, which offer a
low fixed rate with terms from 5 to 30 years.

* "Right Step," TD's LMI mortgage product, available to LMI customers or for
properties located in LMI areas. The Right Step mortgage product offers
customers substantial savings (because mortgage insurance is not required),
flexible options (with down payment as low as 3% for single family homes), and
competitive fixed interest rates allowing stability and additional savings. Right
Step was enhanced in 2021 to further increase access with a lower FICO score
requirement and expanded debt-to-income ratio and combined loan-to-value
eligibility, and a $500 minimum down-payment requirement.
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 TDBNA also participates in the HomeReady loan program backed by Fannie 
Mae, which allows income-eligible borrowers to qualify for a home loan with as 
little as a 3% down payment.   

 In March 2022, TDBNA launched the Home Access Mortgage Product, which is 
specifically designed to increase homeownership opportunities in Black and 
Hispanic communities across several markets within TDBNA’s footprint.  The 
TD Home Access Mortgage provides prospective buyers with an affordable 
mortgage option, including a $5,000 lender credit that borrowers can use for 
closing costs or towards a down payment of a home purchase, and offers more 
flexibility with greater debt-to-income ratio allowances as well as credit 
parameters that increase accessibility. 

TDBNA also works to become a trusted business partner and help its small business 
customers achieve their business and personal goals.  TDBNA engages its small business 
customers by providing them convenient access to financial services and resources geared to 
meet their needs.  Through TDBNA’s digital and mobile tools, customers can manage their 
finances, learn new skills and apply for new solutions.  In mid-2018, TDBNA launched the 
Digital Application for Small Business for borrowing requests of up to $100,000, which allows 
customers to apply for loans when doing so is most convenient for the customer (even after 
business hours or on weekends). 

The platform proved to be invaluable to customers during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
when there was a dramatic shift in the summer months, with 74% of all customers applying 
online for loans.  The program has supported TD’s efforts to engage with LMI communities 
more effectively.  Digital engagement is another way to reach underserved communities and 
underscores TD’s commitment to bringing financial access and inclusion to all segments of 
society.  TDBNA also launched TD Online Accounting to provide a convenient, integrated 
payment and accounting experience for its small and closely held business customers to conduct 
banking and bookkeeping activities through TD’s Small Business Online Banking platform. 

As an SBA preferred lender, TDBNA was one of the SBA’s top participants in the 
Paycheck Protection Program.  TD built and launched a customized digital PPP application and 
rapidly trained and cross-trained employees to evaluate and process applications.  In November 
2021, TDBNA announced that it ranked No. 1 for the fifth consecutive year in total number of 
approved SBA loan units in its footprint for the SBA’ 2021 fiscal year.   

FHN 

First Horizon Bank’s loan products include personal lines of credit, personal loans, real 
estate lending products, mortgage loans, accounts receivable funding product, business 
equipment leasing, and credit cards. First Horizon Bank has introduced several loan and deposit 
products to better serve its customers.  Such loan products include affordable housing loans, 
small business loans, secured credit card products.  First Horizon Bank also offers digital 
banking platforms to provide financial services to small businesses. 

* TDBNA also participates in the HomeReady loan program backed by Fannie
Mae, which allows income-eligible borrowers to qualify for a home loan with as
little as a 3% down payment.

* In March 2022, TDBNA launched the Home Access Mortgage Product, which is
specifically designed to increase homeownership opportunities in Black and
Hispanic communities across several markets within TDBNA's footprint. The
TD Home Access Mortgage provides prospective buyers with an affordable
mortgage option, including a $5,000 lender credit that borrowers can use for
closing costs or towards a down payment of a home purchase, and offers more
flexibility with greater debt-to-income ratio allowances as well as credit
parameters that increase accessibility.

TDBNA also works to become a trusted business partner and help its small business
customers achieve their business and personal goals. TDBNA engages its small business
customers by providing them convenient access to financial services and resources geared to
meet their needs. Through TDBNA's digital and mobile tools, customers can manage their
finances, learn new skills and apply for new solutions. In mid-2018, TDBNA launched the
Digital Application for Small Business for borrowing requests of up to $100,000, which allows
customers to apply for loans when doing so is most convenient for the customer (even after
business hours or on weekends).

The platform proved to be invaluable to customers during the COVID-19 pandemic,
when there was a dramatic shift in the summer months, with 74% of all customers applying
online for loans. The program has supported TD's efforts to engage with LMI communities
more effectively. Digital engagement is another way to reach underserved communities and
underscores TD's commitment to bringing financial access and inclusion to all segments of
society. TDBNA also launched TD Online Accounting to provide a convenient, integrated
payment and accounting experience for its small and closely held business customers to conduct
banking and bookkeeping activities through TD's Small Business Online Banking platform.

As an SBA preferred lender, TDBNA was one of the SBA's top participants in the
Paycheck Protection Program. TD built and launched a customized digital PPP application and
rapidly trained and cross-trained employees to evaluate and process applications. In November
2021, TDBNA announced that it ranked No. 1 for the fifth consecutive year in total number of
approved SBA loan units in its footprint for the SBA' 2021 fiscal year.

FHN

First Horizon Bank's loan products include personal lines of credit, personal loans, real
estate lending products, mortgage loans, accounts receivable funding product, business
equipment leasing, and credit cards. First Horizon Bank has introduced several loan and deposit
products to better serve its customers. Such loan products include affordable housing loans,
small business loans, secured credit card products. First Horizon Bank also offers digital
banking platforms to provide financial services to small businesses.
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First Horizon Bank’s inclusive loan products include down payment assistance programs 
for consumers, a credit card and ready reserve line for early-life cycle business customers, and a 
digital lending portal for small business express lending. 

First Horizon Bank also provides a variety of deposit products for commercial and 
consumer customers including checking, savings, money market, and time deposit accounts. 
Other retail products and services include small   business digital banking services, wealth 
management; payroll processing products, online, mobile, and telephone banking; remote deposit 
services; person-to-person payments; night depositories for businesses; and foreign exchange.   

First Horizon Bank offers a range of innovative and flexible lending programs designed 
to support the bank’s commitment to financial inclusion and offering affordable financial 
products to the communities that need them most.  Some of these products include: 

 Affordable Housing Loans: First Horizon Bank offers loans under its Affordable 
Housing Program, which includes products with low down payment; long-term, 
fixed rate loans with low monthly payments; and no requirement that borrowers 
obtain private mortgage insurance. 

 Small Business Loans: First Horizon Banks partners with Operation Hope to 
provide access to business capital to qualifying graduates of the Entrepreneurial 
Training Program, including term loans, and credit products through small 
business visa credit card and secured visa (personal credit card). 

 Secured Credit Card:  First Horizon Bank’s secured credit card product provides 
customers access to credit, while allowing them to develop a solid history of 
credit payments that benefits their credit profile and increase their access to 
financial products in the future. 

 Access Checking: First Horizon Bank offers free digital banking with low fees 
that includes features such as free bill payment, checkless accounts, free debit 
card and free online statements. 

3. Response to Community Impacts of COVID-19 

TD 

COVID-19 has challenged TD and its customers and communities in many ways.  In the 
spring of 2020, TD introduced the TD Community Resilience Initiative, a comprehensive 
program that includes funding, employee engagement and on-going collaboration with 
organizations and community groups across TD’s operating footprint that are critical now and 
into the future, many of which were directly impacted by the effects of COVID-19.  TD’s 
philanthropy, people and business created a meaningful impact in supporting its communities 
through the COVID-19 pandemic, including through the following initiatives:  

 Immediate Contributions for Community Health Needs – Within the first few 
weeks of the pandemic, TD donated to the National Association of Community 

First Horizon Bank's inclusive loan products include down payment assistance programs
for consumers, a credit card and ready reserve line for early-life cycle business customers, and a
digital lending portal for small business express lending.

First Horizon Bank also provides a variety of deposit products for commercial and
consumer customers including checking, savings, money market, and time deposit accounts.
Other retail products and services include small business digital banking services, wealth
management; payroll processing products, online, mobile, and telephone banking; remote deposit
services; person-to-person payments; night depositories for businesses; and foreign exchange.

First Horizon Bank offers a range of innovative and flexible lending programs designed
to support the bank's commitment to financial inclusion and offering affordable financial
products to the communities that need them most. Some of these products include:

* Affordable Housing Loans: First Horizon Bank offers loans under its Affordable
Housing Program, which includes products with low down payment; long-term,
fixed rate loans with low monthly payments; and no requirement that borrowers
obtain private mortgage insurance.

* Small Business Loans: First Horizon Banks partners with Operation Hope to
provide access to business capital to qualifying graduates of the Entrepreneurial
Training Program, including term loans, and credit products through small
business visa credit card and secured visa (personal credit card).

* Secured Credit Card: First Horizon Bank's secured credit card product provides
customers access to credit, while allowing them to develop a solid history of
credit payments that benefits their credit profile and increase their access to
financial products in the future.

* Access Checking: First Horizon Bank offers free digital banking with low fees
that includes features such as free bill payment, checkless accounts, free debit
card and free online statements.

3. Response to Community Impacts of COVID-19

TD

COVID-19 has challenged TD and its customers and communities in many ways. In the
spring of 2020, TD introduced the TD Community Resilience Initiative, a comprehensive
program that includes funding, employee engagement and on-going collaboration with
organizations and community groups across TD's operating footprint that are critical now and
into the future, many of which were directly impacted by the effects of COVID-19. TD's
philanthropy, people and business created a meaningful impact in supporting its communities
through the COVID-19 pandemic, including through the following initiatives:

* Immediate Contributions for Community Health Needs - Within the first few
weeks of the pandemic, TD donated to the National Association of Community
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Health Centers in the United States, which helped get funding directly to health 
centers in need, which are often the first point of contact for members of the 
communities they serve.   

 Helped Non-Profits Navigate Initial and Ongoing Impacts of COVID-19 – TD 
supported over 500 organizations by honoring all existing funding commitments, 
offering flexibility to change or defer programming, supporting shifts to virtual 
programming and helping non-profits address immediate and long-term needs.  
TD also supported non-profits to stay operational at a time of increased need. 

 TD Ready Challenge – Through its annual “TD Ready Challenge,” TD has made 
one-time grants (ranging from $325,000 to $1 million for U.S. organizations) 
available to support innovative solutions that address pandemic recovery, with an 
emphasis on communities that are experiencing disproportionate impacts of 
COVID-19.   

 Evolved the TD Ready Commitment Network to Include Virtual and Contact-Free 
Opportunities – TD reimagined the colleague experience to offer an array of 
virtual and unique programs.  Opportunities included virtual volunteering and 
community leadership, colleague fundraising initiatives, virtual group experiences 
and online learning to help colleagues connect to their local communities during 
this exceptional time of need. 

 Launched TD COVID-19 Relief Colleague Fundraising Program – Over 3,000 
colleagues raised more than $1.8 million for COVID-19 relief through a North 
American colleague fundraising program. 

 Introduced TD Community Resilience Initiative Webinars – TD launched a series 
of webinars to help non-profit organizations navigate the uncertainties of COVID-
19.  Ten different webinars offered advice on a range of timely topics, including 
identifying support programs, managing finances during a crisis, economic 
outlooks and adjusted fundraising and revenue-generating methods. Over 3,000 
individuals attended these events. 

 Supported Non-Profits, such as Newark Working Kitchens – TD’s Social Impact 
and Small Business teams in the U.S. worked together to help provide startup 
funding to help keep local restaurants in Newark, New Jersey, afloat; reduce food 
insecurity in the community, and provide advice to small businesses on navigating 
available financial supports. 

In addition, TDBNA has secured funding approval for more than 130,000 applicants 
under the Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) to assist small- and medium-sized businesses 
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, helping to provide over $12 billion in funding.  TDBNA’s 
typical PPP customer profile is a small business owner with less than 10 employees on average 
who requested an average PPP loan size of less than $100,000.  TDBNA’s application and 
forgiveness portal are 100% digital, with both desktop and mobile capabilities and with ADA 

Health Centers in the United States, which helped get funding directly to health
centers in need, which are often the first point of contact for members of the
communities they serve.

* Helped Non-Profits Navigate Initial and Ongoing Impacts of CO VID-19 - TD
supported over 500 organizations by honoring all existing funding commitments,
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programming and helping non-profits address immediate and long-term needs.
TD also supported non-profits to stay operational at a time of increased need.

* TD Readv Challenge - Through its annual "TD Ready Challenge," TD has made
one-time grants (ranging from $325,000 to $1 million for U.S. organizations)
available to support innovative solutions that address pandemic recovery, with an
emphasis on communities that are experiencing disproportionate impacts of
COVID-19.

* Evolved the TD Readv Commitment Network to Include Virtual and Contact-Free
Opportunities - TD reimagined the colleague experience to offer an array of
virtual and unique programs. Opportunities included virtual volunteering and
community leadership, colleague fundraising initiatives, virtual group experiences
and online learning to help colleagues connect to their local communities during
this exceptional time of need.

* Launched TD COVID-19 Relief Colleague Fundraising Program - Over 3,000
colleagues raised more than $1.8 million for COVID- 19 relief through a North
American colleague fundraising program.

* Introduced TD Community Resilience Initiative Webinars - TD launched a series
of webinars to help non-profit organizations navigate the uncertainties of COVID-
19. Ten different webinars offered advice on a range of timely topics, including
identifying support programs, managing finances during a crisis, economic
outlooks and adjusted fundraising and revenue-generating methods. Over 3,000
individuals attended these events.

* Supported Non-Profits, such as Newark Working Kitchens - TD's Social Impact
and Small Business teams in the U.S. worked together to help provide startup
funding to help keep local restaurants in Newark, New Jersey, afloat; reduce food
insecurity in the community, and provide advice to small businesses on navigating
available financial supports.

In addition, TDBNA has secured funding approval for more than 130,000 applicants
under the Paycheck Protection Program ("PPP") to assist small- and medium-sized businesses
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, helping to provide over $12 billion in funding. TDBNA's
typical PPP customer profile is a small business owner with less than 10 employees on average
who requested an average PPP loan size of less than $100,000. TDBNA's application and
forgiveness portal are 100% digital, with both desktop and mobile capabilities and with ADA
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compatibility.  TDBNA also developed a Power of Attorney feature which allowed borrowers 
with physical disabilities or multiple disabilities to apply through an authorized signor. 

TD has provided support to over 400,000 U.S. customers and accounts through “TD 
Cares,” deferred payments on approximately $84 billion in loan balances and offered insurance 
customer relief programs that exceeded $88 million in premiums.  Through the TD Cares 
program, TD offered a number of financial assistance options, including:  

 TDBNA retail deposit customers were offered refunds of overdraft, monthly 
maintenance and non-TD ATM fees, as well as early access to retail Certificates 
of Deposit with no early withdrawal penalties. 

 TD offered its TD Bank Visa credit card customers and personal loan customers 
payment deferment options and late fee refunds, with no derogatory credit bureau 
reporting.  Throughout the pandemic, 299,000 accounts were assisted, totaling 
$766 million in balances. 

 Personal and TD Fit loans were offered payment deferment of 90 days (in some 
cases up to 120 days) and late fee refunds. 

 Home equity loan or line of credit and residential mortgage customers were 
offered payment deferment of up to 90 days, with the option to extend 
incrementally for up to 18 months, with no derogatory credit bureau reporting. 
During the life of the program, over 9,300 accounts were assisted through 
forbearance. Customers were also eligible for late fee refunds.  TDBNA waived 
$370,000 in late fees. 

 TD Auto Finance customers were offered payment extensions for three payment 
periods and late fee waivers, with no derogatory credit bureau reporting.  In 
addition, TDBNA waived the business-as-usual requirement that customers pay 
monthly accrued interest prior to going onto the extension. As a result, TD Auto 
Finance provided more than 165,000 payment extensions with outstanding 
balances totaling more than $4.4 billion. 

 TDBNA provided assistance options for small business deposit and merchant 
solutions customers including: refunds of monthly maintenance fees; refunds of 
overdraft and non-TD ATM fees; early access to business Certificates of Deposit 
with no early withdrawal penalties; and refunds of monthly service, inactive and 
minimum fees for Merchant Solutions customers. 

 Small Business loan customers were offered payment deferrals for either 3 or 6 
months, late fee waivers and deposit account overdraft charge waivers.  TDBNA 
deferred 3,336 loans totaling $473 million. 

TD also recognizes that the COVID-19 pandemic has presented challenges for its 
employees, both at and away from work.  Throughout the year, TD remained committed to its 
colleagues.  TD has supported its employees in a number of ways during the pandemic and is 

compatibility. TDBNA also developed a Power of Attorney feature which allowed borrowers
with physical disabilities or multiple disabilities to apply through an authorized signor.

TD has provided support to over 400,000 U.S. customers and accounts through "TD
Cares," deferred payments on approximately $84 billion in loan balances and offered insurance
customer relief programs that exceeded $88 million in premiums. Through the TD Cares
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* TDBNA retail deposit customers were offered refunds of overdraft, monthly
maintenance and non-TD ATM fees, as well as early access to retail Certificates
of Deposit with no early withdrawal penalties.

* TD offered its TD Bank Visa credit card customers and personal loan customers
payment deferment options and late fee refunds, with no derogatory credit bureau
reporting. Throughout the pandemic, 299,000 accounts were assisted, totaling
$766 million in balances.

* Personal and TD Fit loans were offered payment deferment of 90 days (in some
cases up to 120 days) and late fee refunds.

* Home equity loan or line of credit and residential mortgage customers were
offered payment deferment of up to 90 days, with the option to extend
incrementally for up to 18 months, with no derogatory credit bureau reporting.
During the life of the program, over 9,300 accounts were assisted through
forbearance. Customers were also eligible for late fee refunds. TDBNA waived
$370,000 in late fees.

* TD Auto Finance customers were offered payment extensions for three payment
periods and late fee waivers, with no derogatory credit bureau reporting. In
addition, TDBNA waived the business-as-usual requirement that customers pay
monthly accrued interest prior to going onto the extension. As a result, TD Auto
Finance provided more than 165,000 payment extensions with outstanding
balances totaling more than $4.4 billion.

* TDBNA provided assistance options for small business deposit and merchant
solutions customers including: refunds of monthly maintenance fees; refunds of
overdraft and non-TD ATM fees; early access to business Certificates of Deposit
with no early withdrawal penalties; and refunds of monthly service, inactive and
minimum fees for Merchant Solutions customers.

* Small Business loan customers were offered payment deferrals for either 3 or 6
months, late fee waivers and deposit account overdraft charge waivers. TDBNA
deferred 3,336 loans totaling $473 million.

TD also recognizes that the COVID-19 pandemic has presented challenges for its
employees, both at and away from work. Throughout the year, TD remained committed to its
colleagues. TD has supported its employees in a number of ways during the pandemic and is
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using employee feedback to inform its future workforce strategies and practices.  Highlights of 
TD’s COVID-19 response for employees have included:  

 Acknowledging the disruption and uncertainty caused by the pandemic and to 
help alleviate doubt during a stressful time, TD announced that there would be no 
job losses as a result of COVID-19 in 2020.   

 TD took immediate steps to protect those who worked at TD locations, branches 
and stores and invested in technology to keep us connected with each other and 
with those that TD serves.  TD moved thousands of employees to remote work in 
the space of a few weeks and implemented critical health and safety measures to 
protect those employees required to be in TD branches and stores.  At the height 
of the pandemic, TD also supported the redeployment of thousands of colleagues 
to new areas of TD.   

 In recognition of their front-line service, customer-facing employees required to 
work from a TD location in the U.S. received a recognition award of $1,500 
($500 per month in April–June) and three additional paid days off.  

 All non-executive full-time and part-time employees received a $500 Thank You 
award for the unparalleled resilience and determination they have shown in their 
work during the pandemic.  

 To keep its employees engaged, TD held virtual events, including celebrations 
related to Pride and Indigenous history and summits related to women in 
leadership, disability inclusion and veterans. 

 TD provided virtual health care to employees, allowing them 24/7 on-demand 
access to virtual medical consultations. 

 TD provided 10 paid personal days for employees affected by school 
closures/dependent care, introduced a TD Personal Leave of Absence to provide 
extended, unpaid leaves of absence for COVID-19-related reasons to employees 
who are not eligible for statutory leaves, and adapted short-term disability 
practices to meet the needs of employees who are ill or potentially ill with 
COVID-19. 

FHN 

Throughout the pandemic, FHN’s priority has been to protect the health of its associates 
and their families.  The bank’s business continuity plan guided it in implementing the necessary 
safety measures while ensuring it could continue to provide its clients and communities with the 
banking services they needed throughout the pandemic. 

FHN remained responsive to its clients, and its bankers were a key source of trust and 
advice during a period of great uncertainty.  FHN worked hard to understand and address the 
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various needs of its associates and provided critical information through a variety of channels 
including Town Hall meetings, webinars and a COVID-19 internal website.  The company also: 

 offered enhanced benefits, including more paid sick leave and covered backup 
dependent care expenses; 

 created a pandemic task force; 

 implemented its business continuity plan, including remote work policies; 

 provided additional time off with pay during 2020 in the event of illness or 
quarantine due to COVID-19; and 

 added COVID-19 vaccine education modules with wellness rewards. 

Despite the unprecedented situation, FHN had robust business continuity plans in place to 
provide continued service to its clients as an essential service.  FHN bankers, tellers and call 
center colleagues were fully equipped to provide clients with the information they needed to 
navigate the uncharted waters.    

In addition, FHN made additional important contributions to help its clients and 
communities fight the COVID-19 pandemic, including by: 

 processing PPP loans for existing and new to bank clients, including more than 
$4.2 billion in 2020 and more than $1.6 billion in 2021, which supported more 
than 500,000 employees of clients.  Approximately 23% of the PPP loans 
extended by First Horizon Bank in 2020 went to women-owned and minority-
owned businesses as well as businesses located in low-to moderate-income tracts, 
and $15 million of PPP-associated fees were donated to assist LMI communities.  
FHN also created a dedicated PPP-related email and ad campaign to LMI 
borrowers; 

 creating a $2.5 million relief fund for non-profits that benefitted more than 100 
non-profit organizations, and providing leadership to non-profits through 
fundraising efforts; 

 organizing food drives at banking centers to assist local food banks; and 

 providing relief to struggling clients through mortgage assistance, forbearance and 
deferment programs. 

Throughout the pandemic, the bank has worked with clients to discuss challenges and 
solutions, provide extensions of credit to clients, provide support for small businesses (including 
lending through the PPP), and provide lending and deposit assistance through deferrals and 
waived fees. 
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4. Addressing Wealth Gaps 

TD 

In 2020, TD witnessed horrific incidents of racism, with events that caused immense pain 
and suffering for Black communities and outrage across the globe and further exposed the deeply 
ingrained, long-standing, unresolved issues of racism. To address these challenges, TD is 
responding in part by working with community partners to identify opportunities to address the 
needs of the communities it serves.   

In June 2021, TD announced the establishment of a $105 million equity fund in support 
of minority-owned small businesses, demonstrating its continued commitment to combat racial 
inequities and provide opportunity in underserved communities.  TD’s equity fund will enable 
Specialized Small Business Investment Companies (“SSBICs”) and Community Development 
Financial Institutions (“CDFIs”) to provide small business loans and technical assistance, 
ensuring these businesses have the resources they need to scale and adapt long-term.   

Of this equity fund capital, $75 million will be funded through an SSBIC initiative.  
SSBICs provide financial assistance to disadvantaged businesses that are minority-owned, 
women-owned or are in areas of need.  In addition, $30 million will be specifically earmarked 
for Black- and Latinx-owned small businesses, funded through CDFIs, which are notably skilled 
in helping businesses in communities of color secure financing. 

The equity fund stems from a larger commitment made by TD in 2020 to advance racial 
equity for its Colleagues, Customers and Communities.  As part of that commitment, TD pledged 
to establish ways to better support minority-owned businesses.  Many of these businesses, 
particularly Black- and Latinx-owned, were already experiencing financial fragility due to 
underlying systemic challenges faced by underrepresented groups, a situation that was 
exacerbated during the pandemic. 

In June 2020, TD allocated $4 million for Black-led initiatives and organizations to help 
address the impacts of racism.  TD will continue to support organizations on the ground and in 
those communities that are making a difference.  In some cases, TD has reinforced its existing 
relationships with additional funding, while in others it has formed new relationships to advance 
specific goals such as increasing Black leadership and business opportunities.  In all cases, TD is 
supporting Black-led and Black-focused organizations driving initiatives that will directly benefit 
Black communities it serves.   

In the U.S., TD’s focus for this $4 million funding has been on direct support for 
organizations addressing important issues in Black communities related to COVID-19, as the 
current economic challenges have disproportionately impacted Black communities.  For 
example, TD has provided direct financial support to Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities, such as Delaware State University and Lincoln University.  Students at these and 
other institutions have seen campus jobs dry up, part-time work impacted, and even their on-
campus housing affected.  In 2020, TD’s existing relationships with Lincoln University and 
Delaware State allowed TD to quickly donate to their relief fund—providing immediate 
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emergency support for basic necessities, helping students stay enrolled in school and getting 
them the tech they needed to be successful in a virtual learning setting.   

Other ways in which TD has made efforts to address the impacts of racism include the 
following:  

 TD has supported the Black Doctor COVID-19 Consortium, a Philadelphia-based 
initiative created by a volunteer group of doctors, nurses and other medical 
professionals who offer mobile COVID-19 testing solutions to better reach 
vulnerable populations.  

 In the U.S., TD hired a Community Business Development Officer in New York 
City dedicated to serving diverse communities and focused on business 
development, customer advocacy and strategy development to enhance 
relationships and referrals within New York City’s diverse communities, and is 
expanding this role into other markets throughout 2022. 

 TD has established a customer taskforce comprised of a cross-functional team to 
build and execute the strategy required for us to achieve its goal of being the bank 
of choice for Black communities and minority-owned businesses in the U.S.  
Some of the key areas of focus for the taskforce include increasing emphasis on 
improving home ownership in under-served communities, providing financial 
literacy programs and earmarking capital to support small businesses.   

As of September 2021, TD has contributed a total of $17.5 million to address the 
immediate and longer-term impacts of racism and advance related goals, including $12.1 million 
in support of Black-led and Black-focused organizations.  Through these initiatives, TD is proud 
to continue to help drive progress toward a more inclusive, equitable tomorrow harnessing the 
scale of its business, philanthropy, and people. 

FHN 

FHN is committed to the considerable work necessary to preserve jobs, grow small 
businesses, and build thriving environments in the diverse communities across its footprint.  First 
Horizon Bank seeks to advance racial equity in its communities through diverse lending, grant-
making and partnerships, and resource offerings for clients across a spectrum of needs. 

FHN is also dedicated to assisting its customers across various backgrounds and lifestyles 
in attaining greater economic self-reliance.  FHN works diligently to acquire multicultural 
customers, vendors, and community partners.  For example, FHN engages, empowers, and 
enriches its female clients so that they may achieve financial independence.  Because of the 
record number of women in entrepreneurial and investment roles, FHN’s team is equipped to 
both understand and better serve this growing customer base. FHN is also committed to 
enhancing its diverse supplier base, including Minority-owned, Women-owned, Disadvantaged, 
and Veteran Business Enterprises.  First Horizon’s practice of including these diverse businesses 
in the sourcing process makes it more competitive by including fresh and various viewpoints in 
its business processes, while representing its customers, shareholders, and the communities in 
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which we operate. To foster more awareness on how to better serve its customers of color, FHN 
formed the Multicultural Customer Council.  This council is composed of diverse leaders across 
industries and serves to inform both its executive leadership and its strategy. 

The First Horizon Community Benefits Agreement (as described below in Part IV.D.2) 
includes commitments relating to mortgage and small business lending, community development 
lending and investments, philanthropy, and spending with minority-owned suppliers and 
marketing firms.  It also includes commitments to use innovative methods to increase the access 
to financial services in LMI communities.  FHN implements the First Horizon Community 
Benefits Agreement under the guidance of a corporate CRA advisory council, composed of 
community executives and consumer advocates from government, non-profit, and private 
organizations within First Horizon Bank’s AAs, and regional CRA advisory councils in 
Tennessee markets, North Carolina markets, South Carolina markets, and Florida markets. 

Evidencing its deep commitment to addressing wealth gaps and supporting community 
development, First Horizon has or is projected to meet or exceed all of the goals all of the targets 
in its community benefit plan.  For example, among the bank’s other achievements under its First 
Horizon Community Benefits Agreement, FHN between 2018 and 2021 devoted nearly 5% of 
the bank’s supplier spending to minority-owned businesses. 

5. Environmental and Sustainability Commitments 

TD 

TD has a long history of environmental leadership, and was the first major North 
American bank to become carbon neutral in 2010.  TD has also helped drive growth in the green, 
social and sustainability bond market, made significant progress on low-carbon lending, 
financing, asset management and internal corporate programs, and deployed millions in research 
and technological innovation.   

TD recognizes that climate change is a critical environmental and business challenge and 
will require significant effort over the long term to help economies transition successfully to a 
low-carbon future.  In November 2020, TD announced its global Climate Action Plan, which 
further strengthens TD’s commitment to environmental leadership and a more sustainable future 
for all stakeholders. 

As part of its 2020 global Climate Action Plan, TD established an ambitious target to 
achieve net-zero greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions associated with its operations and financing 
activities by 2050, aligned to the associated principles of the Paris Agreement.  By targeting net-
zero emissions by 2050, TD is helping to forge the path to a low-carbon future for its customers, 
colleagues and communities. In addition, in 2021 TD joined the United Nations-convened Net-
Zero Banking Alliance, a global initiative to address climate change. 

While long-term, ambitious goals are important to mobilize the action of many in the 
right direction, TD also recognizes that setting shorter-term targets is essential to help ensure 
incremental progress.  In 2021, TD announced an interim target to achieve an absolute reduction 
in Scope 1 and 2 operational GHG emissions by 25% relative to a 2019 baseline.  And in 2022, 
TD joined a select group of global banks in setting interim Scope 3 financed emissions targets, 
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focusing initially on two high-emitting sectors, where the broader economy stands to benefit 
most from decarbonization efforts.  To develop and promote universally accepted, science-based 
measurements of GHG emissions, TD continues to engage with governments, non-governmental 
organizations, businesses and other groups.  TD joined the Partnership for Carbon Accounting 
Financials because TD recognizes that global reporting standards will help improve reporting, 
decision-making and risk management. 

In connection with its TD Ready Commitment, TD has targeted a total of $100 billion 
(CAD) in low-carbon lending, financing, asset management and internal corporate programs by 
2030.  Since 2017, TD has contributed over $86 billion of its $100 billion commitment in total in 
low-carbon lending, financing, asset management and internal corporate programs by 2030.  In 
2021 alone, TD deployed a record $30 billion to support the low-carbon economy.  The natural 
capital value of this contribution is estimated at over $363.3 million (CAD), and the 
environmental impact of TD’s contributions to date is over 2.0 million tons of GHG emissions 
avoided (equivalent to the annual energy use of approximately 241,200 homes).  From an 
economic perspective, TD’s financing activities have supported more than 213,400 jobs.  TD is 
on track not only to reach its target in 2022, a full 8 years ahead of plan, but is also exploring 
ways to innovate and develop new targets that will further advance the low-carbon economy in 
North America. 

In 2020, TD issued an inaugural $500 million three-year sustainability bond under the 
Sustainable Bonds Framework to direct capital toward green and social projects to help build a 
more sustainable economy.  The proceeds from this bond are being used to finance and/or 
refinance loans, investments and internal or external projects that meet the Sustainable Bonds 
Framework’s criteria for being considered environmentally or socially responsible.  Examples of 
projects that meet the Framework’s criteria include green buildings, clean transportation, access 
to essential services (healthcare and education), affordable housing and other eligible categories 
as described in the Bank’s Sustainable Bonds Framework. In 2021, TD followed this offering 
with an inaugural green bond under the Sustainable Bonds Framework, with this debt offering 
being led by a syndicate of underwriters that included minority-, women-, and veteran-owned 
business enterprises. 

To better understand the resilience of TD’s credit, investment and insurance portfolios to 
climate-related impacts, in 2018, TD became the only financial institution to be engaged in all 
three of the UNEP FI TCFD pilot projects for banks, investors and insurers and TD has 
continued to be part of the banking pilot as well as other pilots regarding scenario analysis in 
banking, lending, investments and insurance portfolios.  TD is employing sustainable financing 
tools to address the global climate crisis, and TD Asset Management is increasingly integrating 
ESG into its investment decisions.  TD’s Advisory Board on Climate Change will develop and 
implement initiatives to address key climate change issues and identify opportunities for change 
that are of importance to TD Insurance and the insurance industry at large.  TD has also decided 
to not provide new project-specific financial services for activities that are directly related to the 
exploration, development or production of oil and gas within the Arctic Circle, recognizing the 
significance of this area for the health of the global climate system. 

Additional concrete steps that TD has taken toward environmental sustainability include: 
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continued to be part of the banking pilot as well as other pilots regarding scenario analysis in
banking, lending, investments and insurance portfolios. TD is employing sustainable financing
tools to address the global climate crisis, and TD Asset Management is increasingly integrating
ESG into its investment decisions. TD's Advisory Board on Climate Change will develop and
implement initiatives to address key climate change issues and identify opportunities for change
that are of importance to TD Insurance and the insurance industry at large. TD has also decided
to not provide new project-specific financial services for activities that are directly related to the
exploration, development or production of oil and gas within the Arctic Circle, recognizing the
significance of this area for the health of the global climate system.

Additional concrete steps that TD has taken toward environmental sustainability include:
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 TD has established an ESG Centre of Expertise to participate in the global efforts 
needed to enable the low-carbon economy.  

 TD is providing clients with advisory services and important transition and 
sustainability-focused financing globally through the newly formed Sustainable 
Finance and Corporate Transitions group within TD Securities.  

TD continues to integrate environmental and sustainability risk into its enterprise risk 
management process and escalate material environmental and sustainability risks to risk 
committees for additional review and due diligence.  TD is working toward embedding 
environmental and sustainability risks in all relevant enterprise risk management process and 
developing an enterprise-wide view to inform and evaluate its position on complex and evolving 
climate-related issues.  In 2021, TD developed a climate risk inventory to help identify the 
impacts climate change may have on TD, its assets and clients, as well as a heat-mapping 
framework to support physical and transition climate risk identification and assessment.  TD also 
established an ESG credit risk team responsible for identifying, assessing, and mitigating the 
impact of ESG and climate change-related risks on TD's credit portfolio. 

In 2019, TD established the Sustainable Finance Executive Council (“SFEC”) to develop 
an enterprise-wide strategy that mobilizes sustainable finance across the Bank.  The mandate of 
the council is to identify and address potential barriers to implementing the strategy within 
business lines, act as sustainable finance champions within business lines and develop a pipeline 
of environmental and social products, services and programs.  The SFEC works toward aligning 
the sustainable finance opportunities with TD’s enterprise-wide ESG strategy focused on 
environmental health and economic inclusion.  The council is chaired by TD’s Business Banking 
Group Head, and consists of twelve executive members who represent their respective business 
lines.  In addition to contributing toward and supporting the sustainable finance strategy, the 
SFEC members provide leadership oversight so that TD’s strategy is implemented successfully 
within their respective businesses. 

FHN 

FHN recognizes that change is needed at the global, national, regional and community 
levels to achieve long-term sustainability of people and the planet. The bank understands the 
important role it plays as a crucial part of the value chain.  As such, First Horizon Bank has 
accelerated its ESG efforts in alignment with its strategic plan and the expectations of its key 
stakeholders.  Having the right governance structure and leadership in place to ensure progress 
and accountability is also critical to its success.  A few recent highlights include: 

 Assigning ESG oversight to the Nominating and Corporate Governance 
Committee of the board of directors; 

 Providing regular updates on climate-related risks to the Executive and Risk 
Committee; 

 Identifying ESG as a key priority and delegating oversight to FHN’s Chief 
Communications Officer, who is a member of the executive management team; 

* TD has established an ESG Centre of Expertise to participate in the global efforts
needed to enable the low-carbon economy.

* TD is providing clients with advisory services and important transition and
sustainability-focused financing globally through the newly formed Sustainable
Finance and Corporate Transitions group within TD Securities.

TD continues to integrate environmental and sustainability risk into its enterprise risk
management process and escalate material environmental and sustainability risks to risk
committees for additional review and due diligence. TD is working toward embedding
environmental and sustainability risks in all relevant enterprise risk management process and
developing an enterprise-wide view to inform and evaluate its position on complex and evolving
climate-related issues. In 2021, TD developed a climate risk inventory to help identify the
impacts climate change may have on TD, its assets and clients, as well as a heat-mapping
framework to support physical and transition climate risk identification and assessment. TD also
established an ESG credit risk team responsible for identifying, assessing, and mitigating the
impact of ESG and climate change-related risks on TD's credit portfolio.

In 2019, TD established the Sustainable Finance Executive Council ("SFEC") to develop
an enterprise-wide strategy that mobilizes sustainable finance across the Bank. The mandate of
the council is to identify and address potential barriers to implementing the strategy within
business lines, act as sustainable finance champions within business lines and develop a pipeline
of environmental and social products, services and programs. The SFEC works toward aligning
the sustainable finance opportunities with TD's enterprise-wide ESG strategy focused on
environmental health and economic inclusion. The council is chaired by TD's Business Banking
Group Head, and consists of twelve executive members who represent their respective business
lines. In addition to contributing toward and supporting the sustainable finance strategy, the
SFEC members provide leadership oversight so that TD's strategy is implemented successfully
within their respective businesses.

FHN

FHN recognizes that change is needed at the global, national, regional and community
levels to achieve long-term sustainability of people and the planet. The bank understands the
important role it plays as a crucial part of the value chain. As such, First Horizon Bank has
accelerated its ESG efforts in alignment with its strategic plan and the expectations of its key
stakeholders. Having the right governance structure and leadership in place to ensure progress
and accountability is also critical to its success. A few recent highlights include:

* Assigning ESG oversight to the Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee of the board of directors;

* Providing regular updates on climate-related risks to the Executive and Risk
Committee;

* Identifying ESG as a key priority and delegating oversight to FHN's Chief
Communications Officer, who is a member of the executive management team;
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 Naming an ESG Officer of FHN;  

 Establishing a Corporate Social Responsibility Working Group with a number of 
supporting Task Forces to help operationalize FHN’s ESG priorities.  

First Horizon Bank’s ESG framework is organized by five interrelated pillars that guide 
its business and promotes the bank’s “Here for Good” message, including an “Environment” 
pillar (through which FHN is committed to operating responsibly and positively influencing its 
value chain).   

As conscious stewards of its environment, First Horizon Bank seeks to support 
organizations that are helping create and promote a more sustainable future.  For example, First 
Horizon’s Associate Relief Fund provides grants to help its associates recover from natural 
disasters, family deaths or other qualifying events.  In recent years, there has been an 
unprecedented number of natural disasters that affected First Horizon Bank’s footprint, including 
tornadoes in Tennessee and Alabama and several hurricanes along the Gulf Coast.  Through its 
Relief Fund, First Horizon Bank provided 81 grants to its associates in need. 

FHN’s Equipment Finance Division provides project financing and tax equity in the solar 
and wind renewable energy space.  The current project portfolio including commitments 
financed by FHN or in which FHN participated total $385 million and represent 39 projects 
totaling 2,616 megawatts of generating capacity.  The projects, which are located across the 
United States, produce enough clean energy to power approximately 525,000 average U.S. 
homes, providing a reduction of approximately four million tons of GHGs annually.  The 
renewable energy space is important to FHN and FHN is committed to building the business 
over the next few years, targeting an investment of $250 million annually between tax equity and 
project financing originations.  In March 2021, FHN hired an additional team member to lead its 
growth in renewable energy project financing. We plan to continue targeting utility scale and 
distributed generation facilities with utility, corporate and municipal, as well as community solar 
power purchasers under long-term power purchase agreements. 

First Horizon Bank also supports nonprofits through the First Horizon Foundation that 
aim to reduce the carbon footprint, create and/or preserve greenspaces and utilize clean energy, 
such as: 

 Land Trust for Tennessee: A leader in land conservation working to preserve the 
unique character of Tennessee's natural and historic landscapes and sites for 
future generations. Since its founding in 1999, the organization has protected 
125,000 acres in more than 70 Tennessee counties. 

 Wolf River Conservancy: An organization dedicated to the protection and 
enhancement of the Wolf River and its watershed as a sustainable natural 
resource. One of its largest projects has been the creation of the Wolf River 
Greenway, a paved pathway for bikers, runners and walkers that stretches 30+ 
miles across the heart of Memphis. 

* Naming an ESG Officer of FHN;

* Establishing a Corporate Social Responsibility Working Group with a number of
supporting Task Forces to help operationalize FHN's ESG priorities.

First Horizon Bank's ESG framework is organized by five interrelated pillars that guide
its business and promotes the bank's "Here for Good" message, including an "Environment"
pillar (through which FHN is committed to operating responsibly and positively influencing its
value chain).

As conscious stewards of its environment, First Horizon Bank seeks to support
organizations that are helping create and promote a more sustainable future. For example, First
Horizon's Associate Relief Fund provides grants to help its associates recover from natural
disasters, family deaths or other qualifying events. In recent years, there has been an
unprecedented number of natural disasters that affected First Horizon Bank's footprint, including
tornadoes in Tennessee and Alabama and several hurricanes along the Gulf Coast. Through its
Relief Fund, First Horizon Bank provided 81 grants to its associates in need.

FHN's Equipment Finance Division provides project financing and tax equity in the solar
and wind renewable energy space. The current project portfolio including commitments
financed by FHN or in which FHN participated total $385 million and represent 39 projects
totaling 2,616 megawatts of generating capacity. The projects, which are located across the
United States, produce enough clean energy to power approximately 525,000 average U.S.
homes, providing a reduction of approximately four million tons of GHGs annually. The
renewable energy space is important to FHN and FHN is committed to building the business
over the next few years, targeting an investment of $250 million annually between tax equity and
project financing originations. In March 2021, FHN hired an additional team member to lead its
growth in renewable energy project financing. We plan to continue targeting utility scale and
distributed generation facilities with utility, corporate and municipal, as well as community solar
power purchasers under long-term power purchase agreements.

First Horizon Bank also supports nonprofits through the First Horizon Foundation that
aim to reduce the carbon footprint, create and/or preserve greenspaces and utilize clean energy,
such as:

* Land Trust for Tennessee: A leader in land conservation working to preserve the
unique character of Tennessee's natural and historic landscapes and sites for
future generations. Since its founding in 1999, the organization has protected
125,000 acres in more than 70 Tennessee counties.

* WolfRiver Conservancy: An organization dedicated to the protection and
enhancement of the Wolf River and its watershed as a sustainable natural
resource. One of its largest projects has been the creation of the Wolf River
Greenway, a paved pathway for bikers, runners and walkers that stretches 30+
miles across the heart of Memphis.
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 Legacy Parks Foundation: A nonprofit working to ensure that East Tennessee 
enjoys exceptional recreational opportunities, natural beauty and open spaces, and 
that those assets exist for generations to come. Since 2007, Legacy Parks has 
helped conserve 1,000 acres of forest and farmland, and added over 500 acres of 
parkland in Knox County. 

 Greensboro Downtown Parks: A nonprofit organization in partnership with 
Center City Park, LeBauer Park and the city of Greensboro, North Carolina that 
focuses on the public activation, maintenance and overall vitality of the city’s 
downtown parks. 

In April 2021, FHN laid out an environmental roadmap, which was presented to the 
Executive and Risk Committee of its board of directors, to help ensure that FHN is focused on 
climate-related risks and opportunities.  FHN’s environmental roadmap includes: 

 Governance and oversight of environmental matters at FHN; 

 Alignment with “Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures” (“TCFD”) 
framework; 

 Assessing FHN environmental-related impacts; 

 Evaluating client-related environmental risk; and 

 Supporting environmental transition for FHN and clients.  

FHN intends to continue to engage with trusted advisors, climate scientists and 
organizations to help it gain a better understanding of, and make progress in, areas that have the 
most environmental impact.  FHN is also keeping a close eye on regulatory and trade group 
momentum and other changes that factor into the planning and execution of its ESG strategy.  

FHN has also taken active steps to work towards reducing its own carbon footprint 
through design and construction, property management, resource use and equipment efficiency. 
For example, in 2020, the 130,000 square-foot, 2000 International Operations Center in 
Birmingham, Alabama, came online which utilized demountable walls extensively and LED 
lighting throughout to create an efficient workspace for back-office operations.  

Each year FHN performs small capital improvement projects which greatly improve 
efficiency. In 2020, FHN performed more than 90 HVAC replacement projects at various sites 
investing more than $1.6 million in higher efficiency HVAC systems in an effort to reduce 
energy usage and eliminate systems with refrigerants harmful to the environment, and performed 
more than 80 lighting upgrade projects at various sites investing nearly $1 million in higher 
efficiency lighting inside and outside of banking centers and offices. These lighting projects 
reduce energy usage, provide better lighting in the work environment for staff and improve site 
lighting and safety for clients and staff.  In the 2021 budget, FHN included more than 240 
HVAC and lighting upgrade projects totaling more than $4 million in efficiency investments for 
the bank.  

* Legacy Parks Foundation: A nonprofit working to ensure that East Tennessee
enjoys exceptional recreational opportunities, natural beauty and open spaces, and
that those assets exist for generations to come. Since 2007, Legacy Parks has
helped conserve 1,000 acres of forest and farmland, and added over 500 acres of
parkland in Knox County.

* Greensboro Downtown Parks: A nonprofit organization in partnership with
Center City Park, LeBauer Park and the city of Greensboro, North Carolina that
focuses on the public activation, maintenance and overall vitality of the city's
downtown parks.

In April 2021, FHN laid out an environmental roadmap, which was presented to the
Executive and Risk Committee of its board of directors, to help ensure that FHN is focused on
climate-related risks and opportunities. FHN's environmental roadmap includes:

* Governance and oversight of environmental matters at FHN;

* Alignment with "Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures" ("TCFD")
framework;

* Assessing FHN environmental-related impacts;

* Evaluating client-related environmental risk; and

* Supporting environmental transition for FHN and clients.

FHN intends to continue to engage with trusted advisors, climate scientists and
organizations to help it gain a better understanding of, and make progress in, areas that have the
most environmental impact. FHN is also keeping a close eye on regulatory and trade group
momentum and other changes that factor into the planning and execution of its ESG strategy.

FHN has also taken active steps to work towards reducing its own carbon footprint
through design and construction, property management, resource use and equipment efficiency.
For example, in 2020, the 130,000 square-foot, 2000 International Operations Center in
Birmingham, Alabama, came online which utilized demountable walls extensively and LED
lighting throughout to create an efficient workspace for back-office operations.

Each year FHN performs small capital improvement projects which greatly improve
efficiency. In 2020, FHN performed more than 90 HVAC replacement projects at various sites
investing more than $1.6 million in higher efficiency HVAC systems in an effort to reduce
energy usage and eliminate systems with refrigerants harmful to the environment, and performed
more than 80 lighting upgrade projects at various sites investing nearly $1 million in higher
efficiency lighting inside and outside of banking centers and offices. These lighting projects
reduce energy usage, provide better lighting in the work environment for staff and improve site
lighting and safety for clients and staff. In the 2021 budget, FHN included more than 240
HVAC and lighting upgrade projects totaling more than $4 million in efficiency investments for
the bank.
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6. Fair Lending and Consumer Protection Compliance 

TD and FHN currently operate under compliance management programs with risk 
frameworks that includes policies and procedures, training materials, internal controls, 
monitoring, complaint management and corrective action to detect, prevent and correct potential 
violations of consumer protection laws.  

TD 

TD recognizes the important role banks play in enriching the lives of its communities, 
including by providing fair and equal access to credit to individuals and small businesses. TD is 
committed to the spirit and letter of federal and state fair lending laws designed to promote fair 
and equal access to credit, and has established robust strategies and controls across the first, and 
third second lines of defense in furtherance of fair lending commitments. 

In the U.S., TDBNA’s Fair and Responsible Banking Policy supports its mission to 
mitigate risk to the consumer. This policy is approved annually by the board of directors and 
articulates the Bank's commitment to treat all consumers fairly, without regard to race, ethnicity, 
sex, and other factors prohibited by fair lending laws and/or Bank policy. The Fair and 
Responsible Banking Policy also asserts TDBNA’s commitment to provide financial products 
and services using clear and concise information and to maintain a compliance management 
system suitable for the size and risk profile of Bank activities.  The Fair and Responsible 
Banking Policy focuses on key areas where TDBNA monitors its effectiveness for its customers, 
including with regard to accepting applications, marketing and advertising, developing and 
delivering products and services, operations, third-party service providers, loan decision 
processes, pricing processes, servicing and loss mitigation, and compliance with consumer 
protection laws including laws that prohibit redlining and reverse redlining and model 
development and usage. 

TDBNA’s Fair and Responsible Banking program encompasses the three lines of defense 
and includes policies and procedures, training for employees and the board of directors, 
monitoring and testing, as well as vendor management and complaint monitoring to cover full 
product lifecycles. Each line of business maintains preventive and detective controls to confirm 
adherence to the Fair Banking Program. 

TDBNA’s Fair and Responsible Banking program includes clear governance structures 
and procedures to escalate fair lending matters to senior management and the TDBNA board of 
directors. An executive-level Fair Lending Management Committee comprised of business, 
legal, and compliance executives actively oversees the fair lending programs across consumer 
product segments, including small business. In addition, TDBNA’s Chief Compliance Officer 
provides regular updates to the Enterprise Risk Management Committee and the Audit 
Committee of the board of directors on the overall compliance program including the Fair and 
Responsible Banking Program. 

First line business and governance teams administer business line controls, monitoring 
and testing to address fair banking and compliance risk.  First line staff are fully trained on the 
Fair and Responsible Banking policy and receive annual training updates. Consumer business 

6. Fair Lending and Consumer Protection Compliance

TD and FHN currently operate under compliance management programs with risk
frameworks that includes policies and procedures, training materials, internal controls,
monitoring, complaint management and corrective action to detect, prevent and correct potential
violations of consumer protection laws.

TD

TD recognizes the important role banks play in enriching the lives of its communities,
including by providing fair and equal access to credit to individuals and small businesses. TD is
committed to the spirit and letter of federal and state fair lending laws designed to promote fair
and equal access to credit, and has established robust strategies and controls across the first, and
third second lines of defense in furtherance of fair lending commitments.

In the U.S., TDBNA's Fair and Responsible Banking Policy supports its mission to
mitigate risk to the consumer. This policy is approved annually by the board of directors and
articulates the Bank's commitment to treat all consumers fairly, without regard to race, ethnicity,
sex, and other factors prohibited by fair lending laws and/or Bank policy. The Fair and
Responsible Banking Policy also asserts TDBNA's commitment to provide financial products
and services using clear and concise information and to maintain a compliance management
system suitable for the size and risk profile of Bank activities. The Fair and Responsible
Banking Policy focuses on key areas where TDBNA monitors its effectiveness for its customers,
including with regard to accepting applications, marketing and advertising, developing and
delivering products and services, operations, third-party service providers, loan decision
processes, pricing processes, servicing and loss mitigation, and compliance with consumer
protection laws including laws that prohibit redlining and reverse redlining and model
development and usage.

TDBNA's Fair and Responsible Banking program encompasses the three lines of defense
and includes policies and procedures, training for employees and the board of directors,
monitoring and testing, as well as vendor management and complaint monitoring to cover full
product lifecycles. Each line of business maintains preventive and detective controls to confirm
adherence to the Fair Banking Program.

TDBNA's Fair and Responsible Banking program includes clear governance structures
and procedures to escalate fair lending matters to senior management and the TDBNA board of
directors. An executive-level Fair Lending Management Committee comprised of business,
legal, and compliance executives actively oversees the fair lending programs across consumer
product segments, including small business. In addition, TDBNA's Chief Compliance Officer
provides regular updates to the Enterprise Risk Management Committee and the Audit
Committee of the board of directors on the overall compliance program including the Fair and
Responsible Banking Program.

First line business and governance teams administer business line controls, monitoring
and testing to address fair banking and compliance risk. First line staff are fully trained on the
Fair and Responsible Banking policy and receive annual training updates. Consumer business
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segments maintain policies, procedures, and monitoring schedules to confirm products and 
services are provided fairly, transparently, and without regard to prohibited basis. Policies cover 
the full credit lifecycle from marketing, through originations, servicing, collections, recovery, 
and charge off. Employee incentive programs for credit products are developed so they are 
consistent with TD's Fair Lending Policy and Conduct Risk Management policies and are 
reviewed and challenged by Compliance and the Conduct Risk Management Committee in 
accordance with its mandate. 

Within the second line of defense, the Fair Banking team executes a robust fair lending 
program which begins with a risk assessment process of all first-line consumer business 
segments, including small business. The Fair Banking team develops an annual schedule for 
monitoring and testing fair lending compliance, which includes both qualitative reviews of fair 
lending controls and statistical analysis of portfolio performance from a fair lending perspective. 
The second line Fair Banking team employs statisticians and data scientists who test annually for 
fair lending risk areas, including marketing, underwriting, and pricing. 

To the extent that any potential issues may be identified, such matters are communicated 
to business and compliance management for prompt corrective action. The second-line fair 
lending program also actively monitors complaints for allegations of discrimination and other 
unfair practices. Fair Banking Compliance reviews all credit risk and marketing policies and 
strategies, and marketing strategies, consumer impact models, such as credit risk models, prior to 
implementation.  

TD’s Enterprise Testing Centre, within its Corporate Transformation & Operations 
group, delivers compliance testing via full-scope and limited-scope testing engagements of 
business lines to assess their compliance with applicable laws, rules, regulations, policies and 
procedures (including testing of Fair Lending laws, rules, and regulations).  ETC’s annual plan, 
engagement scope, and findings are subject to risk oversight and approval of TD’s U.S. 
compliance function.  The testing results of engagements are shared with both TD’s first and 
second lines of defense.  For approved findings raised as a result of ETC testing engagements, 
the ETC performs validation testing to determine if remediation plans completed by business 
lines were sufficient to resolve the finding. 

TDBNA’s Internal Audit function, as the third line of defense, is responsible for 
independently evaluating the effectiveness of the Fair and Responsible Banking program across 
the first and second lines of defense. Internal Audit findings may inform whether any corrective 
action is required to be taken and future monitoring and testing activities.  In addition, Internal 
Audit will monitor remediation efforts to the extent required. The Internal Audit function reports 
its findings to senior management and the Audit Committee of the board of directors.   

In 2021, TDBNA moved beyond the traditional risk mitigation approach to fair lending to 
embrace a strategic planning approach within the first lines of business to address barriers to 
entry faced by traditionally underserved communities.  TDBNA’s business strategic planning 
process was updated to specifically consider and articulate approaches for reaching underserved 
communities, including through strategic plans developed by TDBNA’s first line businesses 
under the advisement of its second of defense. While continuing to monitor for fair lending risk, 

segments maintain policies, procedures, and monitoring schedules to confirm products and
services are provided fairly, transparently, and without regard to prohibited basis. Policies cover
the full credit lifecycle from marketing, through originations, servicing, collections, recovery,
and charge off. Employee incentive programs for credit products are developed so they are
consistent with TD's Fair Lending Policy and Conduct Risk Management policies and are
reviewed and challenged by Compliance and the Conduct Risk Management Committee in
accordance with its mandate.

Within the second line of defense, the Fair Banking team executes a robust fair lending
program which begins with a risk assessment process of all first-line consumer business
segments, including small business. The Fair Banking team develops an annual schedule for
monitoring and testing fair lending compliance, which includes both qualitative reviews of fair
lending controls and statistical analysis of portfolio performance from a fair lending perspective.
The second line Fair Banking team employs statisticians and data scientists who test annually for
fair lending risk areas, including marketing, underwriting, and pricing.

To the extent that any potential issues may be identified, such matters are communicated
to business and compliance management for prompt corrective action. The second-line fair
lending program also actively monitors complaints for allegations of discrimination and other
unfair practices. Fair Banking Compliance reviews all credit risk and marketing policies and
strategies, and marketing strategies, consumer impact models, such as credit risk models, prior to
implementation.

TD's Enterprise Testing Centre, within its Corporate Transformation & Operations
group, delivers compliance testing via full-scope and limited-scope testing engagements of
business lines to assess their compliance with applicable laws, rules, regulations, policies and
procedures (including testing of Fair Lending laws, rules, and regulations). ETC's annual plan,
engagement scope, and findings are subject to risk oversight and approval of TD's U.S.
compliance function. The testing results of engagements are shared with both TD's first and
second lines of defense. For approved findings raised as a result of ETC testing engagements,
the ETC performs validation testing to determine if remediation plans completed by business
lines were sufficient to resolve the finding.

TDBNA's Internal Audit function, as the third line of defense, is responsible for
independently evaluating the effectiveness of the Fair and Responsible Banking program across
the first and second lines of defense. Internal Audit findings may inform whether any corrective
action is required to be taken and future monitoring and testing activities. In addition, Internal
Audit will monitor remediation efforts to the extent required. The Internal Audit function reports
its findings to senior management and the Audit Committee of the board of directors.

In 2021, TDBNA moved beyond the traditional risk mitigation approach to fair lending to
embrace a strategic planning approach within the first lines of business to address barriers to
entry faced by traditionally underserved communities. TDBNA's business strategic planning
process was updated to specifically consider and articulate approaches for reaching underserved
communities, including through strategic plans developed by TDBNA's first line businesses
under the advisement of its second of defense. While continuing to monitor for fair lending risk,
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TDBNA is also seeking to pursue more proactive strategies to further fair treatment and access to 
credit across its footprint. 

TDBNA also maintains a Conduct Risk Management Policy, which establishes the 
requirements for managing conduct risk across TDBNA to reinforce proper business conduct and 
market conduct practices and promote a culture of integrity at TD and mitigate risk to the 
customer.  TD also employs a “three lines of defense” model to Conduct Risk management that 
emphasizes and balances strong independent oversight with clear accountabilities for, and 
ownership of, Conduct Risk within TD.  First line businesses are required to establish, 
implement, and maintain procedures and controls, as appropriate, to mitigate and manage 
conduct risks applicable to their business activities and operations. The second line of defense 
provides objective guidance and independent review of the first line’s identification, 
management, measurement, and monitoring of conduct risk in day-to-day activities, operations, 
products, and services, while the third line of defense assesses the effectiveness of the first and 
second lines of defense in fulfilling their mandates and managing conduct risk in accordance 
with their risk-based audit plan. 

FHN 

First Horizon Bank’s long-standing fair lending policies are designed to prevent 
discriminatory lending practices and to ensure compliance with all applicable federal, state, and 
local fair lending laws and regulations. First Horizon Bank understands the importance of fair 
lending to its clients, its business, and the communities it serves, and is strongly committed to 
making its credit products and services available to prospective and existing clients on a fair and 
equitable basis.  To help reinforce First Horizon Bank’s commitment, annual fair lending 
training is provided to all First Horizon Bank employees and directors.    

First Horizon Bank’s Fair Lending Program is designed to provide a framework to 
integrate the elements of First Horizon Bank’s Fair and Responsible Banking Policy, which is 
presented to the First Horizon Bank board of directors annually for approval, into daily 
operations.  The Fair Lending Program requires that each First Horizon Bank employee must 
treat all applicants and borrowers in a consistent, nondiscriminatory manner, without regard to 
any basis prohibited by law.  The Fair Lending Program applies to all First Horizon Bank 
consumer and commercial business lines, as well as areas responsible for product development, 
marketing, credit risk, pricing, origination processes, and servicing practices (such as First 
Horizon Bank’s collections, loss mitigation, and foreclosure functions).  

The Fair Lending Program supports First Horizon Bank’s overall Compliance Risk 
Management Program, and includes risk assessments, training, monitoring and reporting, 
marketing, customer complaint response, and self-evaluation components.  First Horizon Bank’s 
Fair Lending Compliance Officer (“FLCO”) is responsible for providing bi-monthly updates to 
First Horizon Bank’s Compliance Risk Working Group, as well as providing an annual fair 
lending assessment to the Compliance Risk Working Group and First Horizon Bank’s Chief 
Compliance Officer.   The Chief Compliance Officer provides regular reporting on the status of 
compliance with fair lending requirements to First Horizon Bank’s Operational Risk Committee, 
which operates under the Executive Risk Committee in First Horizon Bank’s governance 
structure.  

TDBNA is also seeking to pursue more proactive strategies to further fair treatment and access to
credit across its footprint.

TDBNA also maintains a Conduct Risk Management Policy, which establishes the
requirements for managing conduct risk across TDBNA to reinforce proper business conduct and
market conduct practices and promote a culture of integrity at TD and mitigate risk to the
customer. TD also employs a "three lines of defense" model to Conduct Risk management that
emphasizes and balances strong independent oversight with clear accountabilities for, and
ownership of, Conduct Risk within TD. First line businesses are required to establish,
implement, and maintain procedures and controls, as appropriate, to mitigate and manage
conduct risks applicable to their business activities and operations. The second line of defense
provides objective guidance and independent review of the first line's identification,
management, measurement, and monitoring of conduct risk in day-to-day activities, operations,
products, and services, while the third line of defense assesses the effectiveness of the first and
second lines of defense in fulfilling their mandates and managing conduct risk in accordance
with their risk-based audit plan.

FHN

First Horizon Bank's long-standing fair lending policies are designed to prevent
discriminatory lending practices and to ensure compliance with all applicable federal, state, and
local fair lending laws and regulations. First Horizon Bank understands the importance of fair
lending to its clients, its business, and the communities it serves, and is strongly committed to
making its credit products and services available to prospective and existing clients on a fair and
equitable basis. To help reinforce First Horizon Bank's commitment, annual fair lending
training is provided to all First Horizon Bank employees and directors.

First Horizon Bank's Fair Lending Program is designed to provide a framework to
integrate the elements of First Horizon Bank's Fair and Responsible Banking Policy, which is
presented to the First Horizon Bank board of directors annually for approval, into daily
operations. The Fair Lending Program requires that each First Horizon Bank employee must
treat all applicants and borrowers in a consistent, nondiscriminatory manner, without regard to
any basis prohibited by law. The Fair Lending Program applies to all First Horizon Bank
consumer and commercial business lines, as well as areas responsible for product development,
marketing, credit risk, pricing, origination processes, and servicing practices (such as First
Horizon Bank's collections, loss mitigation, and foreclosure functions).

The Fair Lending Program supports First Horizon Bank's overall Compliance Risk
Management Program, and includes risk assessments, training, monitoring and reporting,
marketing, customer complaint response, and self-evaluation components. First Horizon Bank's
Fair Lending Compliance Officer ("FLCO") is responsible for providing bi-monthly updates to
First Horizon Bank's Compliance Risk Working Group, as well as providing an annual fair
lending assessment to the Compliance Risk Working Group and First Horizon Bank's Chief
Compliance Officer. The Chief Compliance Officer provides regular reporting on the status of
compliance with fair lending requirements to First Horizon Bank's Operational Risk Committee,
which operates under the Executive Risk Committee in First Horizon Bank's governance
structure.
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First Horizon Bank’s Fair Lending Program uses a three-lines-of-defense model to ensure 
compliance with the requirements of fair lending laws and regulations.  Under the first line of 
defense (consisting of First Horizon Bank’s lines of business), each business line must maintain 
preventive and detective controls to ensure adherence to the Fair Lending Program.   

First Horizon Bank advertises credit products in a nondiscriminatory manner to all 
segments of the population with clear and conspicuous disclosure of all material product terms, 
conditions, and fees.  Advertising and solicitation programs are designed to promote equal access 
to products and services on a consistent basis.  Advertisements and marketing materials do not 
use words, symbols, models, or other forms of communications that would suggest a preference 
for, or to exclude or discourage applicants on, a prohibited basis.   

First Horizon Bank business lines have policies and procedures in place to ensure that 
customer sales practices are consistent with First Horizon Bank’s Fair and Responsible Banking 
Policy and Fair Lending Program. In particular, all applicants and prospective applicants must be 
treated equally and fairly without regard to any prohibited basis.  Business lines must ensure that 
no applicants are discouraged on a prohibited basis from pursuing an application.  Potential 
clients must receive information regarding all products and services available to them in order to 
make informed decisions that best fit their particular needs, and potential applicants must receive 
product information and quality of assistance on a fair and consistent basis. 

First Horizon Bank’s credit policies and procedures are required to be consistent with 
First Horizon Bank’s Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program and ensure 
that all credit requests are evaluated without regard to any prohibited basis. Each Business Line 
must implement procedures to ensure that credit policies are consistently followed.  In addition, 
all loans must be priced consistent with First Horizon Bank’s pricing policies, fair lending laws, 
the Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program, with proper documentation 
maintained regarding the process for establishing or changing the pricing charged to clients for 
credit products and services.  

First Horizon Bank’s servicing practices are subject to written policies and procedures 
that ensure accounts are serviced in a non-discriminatory manner (including with respect to 
account maintenance, payment processing, credit reporting, collection practices, lien releases, 
responses to customer disputes, and foreclosure and loss mitigation practices).  First Horizon 
Bank’s incentive programs related to the referral, sale, origination, or servicing of credit products 
must be designed to promote sound business practices consistent with fair lending concepts. 
Each business line must also ensure that the data necessary for accurate and complete fair 
lending analysis and reporting is properly collected and maintained. 

First Horizon Bank’s second line of defense—its Compliance Department—is required to 
review and approve new or substantially modified policies, procedures, or controls, products or 
services, credit underwriting standards, pricing policies or tools, and incentive compensation 
practices prior to business line implementation to ensure continued compliance with First 
Horizon Bank’s Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program.   

First Horizon Bank’s FLCO has primary responsibility for developing and overseeing the 
fair lending risk assessment process, with input from the lines of business.  The FLCO is also 
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First Horizon Bank's Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program and ensure
that all credit requests are evaluated without regard to any prohibited basis. Each Business Line
must implement procedures to ensure that credit policies are consistently followed. In addition,
all loans must be priced consistent with First Horizon Bank's pricing policies, fair lending laws,
the Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program, with proper documentation
maintained regarding the process for establishing or changing the pricing charged to clients for
credit products and services.

First Horizon Bank's servicing practices are subject to written policies and procedures
that ensure accounts are serviced in a non-discriminatory manner (including with respect to
account maintenance, payment processing, credit reporting, collection practices, lien releases,
responses to customer disputes, and foreclosure and loss mitigation practices). First Horizon
Bank's incentive programs related to the referral, sale, origination, or servicing of credit products
must be designed to promote sound business practices consistent with fair lending concepts.
Each business line must also ensure that the data necessary for accurate and complete fair
lending analysis and reporting is properly collected and maintained.

First Horizon Bank's second line of defense-its Compliance Department-is required to
review and approve new or substantially modified policies, procedures, or controls, products or
services, credit underwriting standards, pricing policies or tools, and incentive compensation
practices prior to business line implementation to ensure continued compliance with First
Horizon Bank's Fair and Responsible Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program.

First Horizon Bank's FLCO has primary responsibility for developing and overseeing the
fair lending risk assessment process, with input from the lines of business. The FLCO is also
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responsible for administering a comprehensive fair lending monitoring plan.  The plan is 
assessed annually and adjusted based on results of the fair lending risk assessment, changes in 
business activity, results of prior fair lending reviews, Internal Audit and Credit Assurance 
Services reviews, and changes in applicable laws and regulations.  The monitoring plan also 
includes a quantitative detective control program.  

Monitoring and testing is conducted by First Horizon Bank’s Compliance Testing 
function.  Compliance Testing evaluates whether there are any gaps in the various policies and 
procedures and tests the quality of risk management.  The results of the reviews provide 
information on the overall performance of the Fair Lending Program and provide management 
with information to minimize potential compliance violations. Compliance Testing reports 
findings to senior management and the Compliance Risk Working Group.   

First Horizon Bank’s Internal Audit function, as its third line of defense, is responsible 
for independently evaluating the effectiveness of First Horizon Bank’s Fair and Responsible 
Banking Policy and Fair Lending Program, and the effectiveness of the first and second lines of 
defense. Internal Audit findings may inform whether any corrective action is required to be taken 
and future monitoring and testing activities.  In addition, Internal Audit will monitor remediation 
efforts to the extent required. The Internal Audit function reports its findings to First Horizon 
Bank’s senior management and/or the Audit Committee of the board of directors.   

7. Convenience and Needs of the Communities Following the Proposed 
Transaction 

For the foregoing reasons, the Proposed Transaction will advance the convenience and 
needs of the communities to be served by the combined organization, while allowing the 
combined organization to strengthen its community relationships and positively contribute to the 
communities currently served by both banks.   

Following the Proposed Transaction, the combined organization will continue the 
legacies of both banks in fostering a diverse and inclusive culture and business.  This 
commitment to inclusion will improve the combined organization’s ability to be innovative, 
enhance its ability to serve a broader group of customers, support efforts in building strong ties 
to its communities, and build strength within the company.  In addition, continuing to embrace 
each bank’s commitment to diversity will enable the combined organization to maintain its 
strengths as a lender, an employer and a provider of services to its customers. 

D. Community Reinvestment Act Performance 

As demonstrated by their respective records under the CRA, both TD and FHN take their 
responsibilities under the CRA very seriously and are committed to serving the needs of their 
communities, particularly the needs of LMI individuals and LMI communities.  

1. TD CRA Performance Record 

TDBNA has a long history supporting the needs of its local communities, which is 
foundational to the overall TD Framework and also in accordance with CRA.  TDBNA 
recognizes the importance of working with and supporting all of its communities, including the 
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As demonstrated by their respective records under the CRA, both TD and FHN take their
responsibilities under the CRA very seriously and are committed to serving the needs of their
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LMI communities it serves. A key tenet of the TD Framework is TDBNA’s purpose to enrich the 
lives of its customers, communities and colleagues. The TD Framework and guiding principles 
also establish the consumer-centric culture that drives TD’s intrinsic support for meeting 
community needs. 

TDBNA recognizes its critical role in deploying its resources—including its people and 
capital—across its footprint to strengthen the economic and social well-being of individuals, 
families, businesses, and communities.  TDBNA approaches this responsibility with a broad 
array of convenient, affordable and accessible financial products and services, as well as 
significant investments in local community projects, programs and initiatives.  TDBNA’s 
compliance with the CRA is an important consideration in its strategic and business planning 
processes, including ongoing evaluation of its retail and commercial products and services.  
TDBNA’s commitment is reinforced through a compliance management system that drives 
executive and board level oversight on community impact and individual accountability.  

In addition to investing in the economic development of communities, TDBNA 
encourages and supports the generous commitment of its employee's time, expertise and 
donations to their local communities. 

In its most recent CRA performance evaluation dated April 2, 2018 (the “2018 CRA 
Evaluation”), TDBNA received an overall rating of “Outstanding.”20   For its most recent CRA 
performance evaluation, TDBNA’s performance level for each of the lending and investment 
tests was rated “Outstanding,” while its performance level for the service test was rated “High 
Satisfactory.”  For each state or multistate metropolitan statistical area (“MSA”), TDBNA 
received a rating of at least “High Satisfactory.”21 

                                                 
20 A copy of Applicant’s most recent CRA evaluation is available here: 

https://www.occ.gov/static/cra/craeval/apr19/24096.pdf. 

21 In its most recent CRA performance evaluation dated September 17, 2020, the Applicant’s other subsidiary 
depository institution, TDBUSA, also received an overall rating of “Outstanding.”  TDBUSA is a limited purpose 
bank for purposes of the CRA.  While TDBUSA’s only assessment area consists of a portion of the Philadelphia-
Camden-Wilmington PA-NJ-DE-MD multi-state MSA, the OCC also considered qualified investments, 
community development loans and services outside of the assessment area (including in the surrounding Northeast 
regional area) in evaluating TDBUSA’s CRA performance.  In its performance evaluation, the OCC noted that 
TDBUSA demonstrates a high level of community development lending, community development services and 
qualified investment activity, as well as occasional use of “innovative or complex qualified investments, 
community development loans, or community development services.”  The OCC determined that TDBUSA 
coordinates with various organizations to understand the needs of LMI communities and demonstrates “excellent” 
responsiveness to credit and community development needs in its assessment area.  In particular, OCC examiner’s 
highlighted that TDBUSA demonstrates a high level of qualified investments, community development loans, and 
community development services, including, investments consisting of Low-Income Housing Tax Credits 
(LIHTC), a New Market Tax Credit (NMTC), and a mortgage-backed security (MBS) that supports affordable 
housing.   

 Examiners also found that TDBUSA employed innovative or complex qualified investments and community 
development loans, and also that it coordinated with various organizations to accommodate the needs of low- and 
moderate-income communities. For example, TDBUSA bank officers engage in roles in organizations promoting 
community development by serving on the boards and advisory councils of multiple organizations. These 
organizations fulfill the needs of low- to moderate-income individuals, such as affordable housing, financial and 
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The OCC’s rating for TDBNA’s most recent CRA evaluation was based on several key 
factors, including that TDBNA had a good level of lending activity, good distribution of loans by 
income level of the geographic community and by income level of the borrower, as well as 
excellent levels of community development lending and qualified investment activity.  The OCC 
also noted that TDBNA’s qualified investment activity demonstrated excellent responsiveness to 
the needs of its communities, and that TDBNA’s branches and alternative delivery systems were 
effective and responsive in helping the bank provide services across the communities in which it 
operates.  In addition, the OCC noted that TDBNA’s community development services were 
effective and responsive in helping the bank address community needs, particularly in support of 
financial education including homebuyer and financial literacy education for adults and youth, 
and financial education for small business owners.  

Community Lending 

With respect to community lending activity, TDBNA is focused on LMI households and 
communities and expanded its products that are responsive to the community needs, including its 
home mortgage products, small business loans, economic development loans and loans for 
affordable housing.   

For home mortgage products, TDBNA works with many state and local agencies that 
offer down payment assistance for LMI borrowers.  TDBNA also offers a proprietary “Right 
Step” mortgage loan for eligible LMI borrowers, which offers a reduced down-payment as low 
as 3% and does not require private mortgage insurance.  TDBNA recently enhanced the Right 
Step mortgage to further increase access with a lower FICO score requirement and expanded 
debt-to-income ratio and combined loan-to-value eligibility, and a $500 minimum down-
payment requirement.  In addition, TDBNA recently reduced the home equity minimum loan 
amount from $25,000 to $10,000 to offer an affordable, fixed-rate option. 

To increase access to credit for small businesses, TDBNA's core small business loan 
products have been optimized for small business customers. TDBNA fully leverages Small 
Business Administration (SBA) products (7a and Express Loans) in the credit center and they are 
embedded into the Bank's core underwriting function.  TDBNA also works with Ascendus 
(formerly Accion), a nationwide non-profit organization, by referring potential clients to 
Ascendus to meet their credit needs when TDBNA small business loan products are not able to 
provide the correct fit. 

In addition to its affordable products, TDBNA is investing in the development of a 
diverse mortgage sales force to serve its communities.. TDBNA is expanding the number of 
community mortgage loan officers, who are focused on first-time homebuyers, and mortgage 
loan officers in key markets across TDBNA’s footprint to ensure that its salesforce reflects the 
market segments that TDBNA serves.  TDBNA continues to invest in training programs for its 
community and mortgage loan officers, creating responsible, knowledgeable subject matter 

                                                 
homebuyer education programs, economic development, and the provision of services targeted to low- and 
moderate-income individuals and families. 

 A copy of TDBUSA’s most recent CRA evaluation is available here: 
https://www.occ.gov/static/cra/craeval/Jan21/22611.pdf  
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home mortgage products, small business loans, economic development loans and loans for
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offer down payment assistance for LMI borrowers. TDBNA also offers a proprietary "Right
Step" mortgage loan for eligible LMI borrowers, which offers a reduced down-payment as low
as 3% and does not require private mortgage insurance. TDBNA recently enhanced the Right
Step mortgage to further increase access with a lower FICO score requirement and expanded
debt-to-income ratio and combined loan-to-value eligibility, and a $500 minimum down-
payment requirement. In addition, TDBNA recently reduced the home equity minimum loan
amount from $25,000 to $10,000 to offer an affordable, fixed-rate option.

To increase access to credit for small businesses, TDBNA's core small business loan
products have been optimized for small business customers. TDBNA fully leverages Small
Business Administration (SBA) products (7a and Express Loans) in the credit center and they are
embedded into the Bank's core underwriting function. TDBNA also works with Ascendus
(formerly Accion), a nationwide non-profit organization, by referring potential clients to
Ascendus to meet their credit needs when TDBNA small business loan products are not able to
provide the correct fit.

In addition to its affordable products, TDBNA is investing in the development of a
diverse mortgage sales force to serve its communities.. TDBNA is expanding the number of
community mortgage loan officers, who are focused on first-time homebuyers, and mortgage
loan officers in key markets across TDBNA's footprint to ensure that its salesforce reflects the
market segments that TDBNA serves. TDBNA continues to invest in training programs for its
community and mortgage loan officers, creating responsible, knowledgeable subject matter

homebuyer education programs, economic development, and the provision of services targeted to low- and
moderate-income individuals and families.

A copy of TDBUSA's most recent CRA evaluation is available here:
https://www.occ.gov/static/cra/craeval/Jan21/22611.pdf
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experts.   TDBNA also creates and fosters strategic partnerships with minority trade 
organizations—such as the National Association of Real Estate Brokers, the National 
Association of Hispanic Real Estate Professionals, and the Asian Real Estate Association of 
America—to advance shared goals. 

Community Investment 

TDBNA invests in the communities it serves by, among other ways, providing grants and 
donations, making low-income housing and New Markets tax credit financing, investing in 
multi-family affordable housing and area economic development bonds, purchasing CRA-
qualified Fannie Mae mortgage-backed securities, and providing equity-equivalent investments 
to local non-profit organizations serving identified community needs.  TDBNA continually 
reviews opportunities to deploy capital that can lead to successful economic development, job 
creation, community revitalization and support for the development or retention of affordable 
housing.  TDBNA is a leader in community development investments through two dedicated 
groups within the bank:  the Community Capital Group (“CCG”) and the TD Charitable 
Foundation (the “Foundation”). 

CCG is responsible for the management and supervision of CRA investment functions for 
TDBNA.  In carrying out its duties, CCG strives to make investments that create positive long-
term impact in revitalizing communities and neighborhoods in market areas served by TDBNA, 
while at the same time providing a very safe and competitive return.  These duties include 
originating, underwriting, closing, managing and ultimately the divesting of four distinct 
investment products on behalf of TDBNA. The CRA equity investment products include, among 
others: 

 Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (“LIHTCs”), including state credit investments 
and Historic Tax Credits (“HTCs”);   

 New Market Tax Credits; and 

 Equity investments in venture capital and mezzanine funds through small business 
investment companies. 

The Foundation’s mission is to support, respect and improve the quality of life in the 
diverse communities where TDBNA does business.  TDBNA’s philanthropy is centered around 
its corporate citizenship platform, the TD Ready Commitment, which actively promotes 
inclusivity, economic vitality, environmental well-being and health, and enabling people of all 
backgrounds to succeed in a rapidly changing world.  As part of the TD Ready Commitment, 
TDBNA targets community giving in four critical areas: Financial Security, a more Vibrant 
Planet, Connected Communities and Better Health.  Special consideration for funding is also 
given to programs which support LMI individuals by providing services which improve the 
quality of life.  The Foundation makes regional grants to non-profits to help sustain needed 
programming in the communities that TDBNA serves. Since its inception in 2002, the 
Foundation has made more than $167.3 million in charitable donations. 
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Through the Foundation, TDBNA conducts a “Housing for Everyone” annual grant 
competition that supports the development and preservation of affordable housing.  At the end of 
the annual competition, 25 non-profit community development organizations throughout 
TDBNA’s footprint are awarded $125,000 grants, for an annual total of $3.125 million.  The 
grants support housing projects submitted by the 25 winning organizations that focus on 
addressing the needs of families and individuals seeking housing assistance.  Since its inception, 
the Housing for Everyone program has provided 422 grants totaling over $25 million. 

In addition, examples of signature TD Ready Commitment grants which have also 
supported TDBNA’s community development or CRA objectives since the 2018 CRA 
Evaluation include: 

 Ascendus (formerly known as Accion East): Ascendus provides necessary small 
business technical assistance to bolster its several COVID-19 pandemic relief 
funds in partnership with the Small Business Administration. Recognizing the 
disproportionate need facing small business owners as they sought federal relief 
during shelter-in-place restrictions, Ascendus focuses on industries that employ 
Black and Brown communities including childcare centers, hair salons and 
barbershops, and restaurants/catering businesses. By leveraging low interest rates 
and favorable repayment terms, Ascendus serves Black-owned businesses when 
they need it most. Ascendus regularly partners with members of TD’s Community 
Development team to provide financial education classes to its members. Since 
2018, TDBNA has provided $900,000 in grant support. 

 EVERFI: Partners with TDBNA since 2017, EVERFI works in Massachusetts, 
New Jersey, and Florida to provide digital and live-financial education 
opportunities for middle school children. Using age appropriate content as part of 
the Vault: Understanding Your Money series, EVERFI teaches children about 
savings goals, managing cash flow, and establishes positive attitudes towards 
money. As schools migrated to an entirely virtual format, EVERFI saw the 
demand for the Vault program increase and were still able to engage more than 
1,000 students in 50 schools across TDBNA’s footprint. 

 Grameen America: Under its Relief and Recovery Fund, Grameen America will 
use $700,000 of support from the TD Charitable Foundation to provide direct 
relief to 500 small businesses across TDBNA’s U.S. Footprint.  Grameen will 
provide loans to its existing 50,000 membership, more than 90% of whom are 
Latina and Black women.  Due to the size of the investment, Grameen America 
partnered with Community Development to create a bi-lingual series of small 
business and personal financial education webinars for their members using the 
existing TD curriculum.  Since 2017, the TD Charitable Foundation, in 
partnership with Grameen America, has provided $1 million in support to Latina 
and Black women business owners. 

 One Journey: One Journey is an American non-profit working to improve the 
experience for refugees and other displaced people that connects them to their 
new communities. Using events, stories and festivals, One Journey helps provide 

Through the Foundation, TDBNA conducts a "Housing for Everyone" annual grant
competition that supports the development and preservation of affordable housing. At the end of
the annual competition, 25 non-profit community development organizations throughout
TDBNA's footprint are awarded $125,000 grants, for an annual total of $3.125 million. The
grants support housing projects submitted by the 25 winning organizations that focus on
addressing the needs of families and individuals seeking housing assistance. Since its inception,
the Housing for Everyone program has provided 422 grants totaling over $25 million.

In addition, examples of signature TD Ready Commitment grants which have also
supported TDBNA's community development or CRA objectives since the 2018 CRA
Evaluation include:

* Ascendus (formerly known as Accion East): Ascendus provides necessary small
business technical assistance to bolster its several COVID-19 pandemic relief
funds in partnership with the Small Business Administration. Recognizing the
disproportionate need facing small business owners as they sought federal relief
during shelter-in-place restrictions, Ascendus focuses on industries that employ
Black and Brown communities including childcare centers, hair salons and
barbershops, and restaurants/catering businesses. By leveraging low interest rates
and favorable repayment terms, Ascendus serves Black-owned businesses when
they need it most. Ascendus regularly partners with members of TD's Community
Development team to provide financial education classes to its members. Since
2018, TDBNA has provided $900,000 in grant support.

* EVERFI: Partners with TDBNA since 2017, EVERFI works in Massachusetts,
New Jersey, and Florida to provide digital and live-financial education
opportunities for middle school children. Using age appropriate content as part of
the Vault: Understanding Your Money series, EVERFI teaches children about
savings goals, managing cash flow, and establishes positive attitudes towards
money. As schools migrated to an entirely virtual format, EVERFI saw the
demand for the Vault program increase and were still able to engage more than
1,000 students in 50 schools across TDBNA's footprint.

* Grameen America: Under its Relief and Recovery Fund, Grameen America will
use $700,000 of support from the TD Charitable Foundation to provide direct
relief to 500 small businesses across TDBNA's U.S. Footprint. Grameen will
provide loans to its existing 50,000 membership, more than 90% of whom are
Latina and Black women. Due to the size of the investment, Grameen America
partnered with Community Development to create a bi-lingual series of small
business and personal financial education webinars for their members using the
existing TD curriculum. Since 2017, the TD Charitable Foundation, in
partnership with Grameen America, has provided $1 million in support to Latina
and Black women business owners.

* One Journev: One Journey is an American non-profit working to improve the
experience for refugees and other displaced people that connects them to their
new communities. Using events, stories and festivals, One Journey helps provide
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hope and resilience to refugees while breaking down silos. Through support from 
the TD Charitable Foundation, One Journey helps create local connections that 
drive community members to take action in support of refugees and other 
displaced people. 

 READ 718: TD is proud to support READ 718, a Brooklyn based not-for-profit 
organization dedicated to building strong, confident readers. READ 718 is an 
evidence-based literacy program for children in grades 3-6 reading below current 
grade level. The program aims to get children up to proficient reading levels 
through six weeks of one-to-one instruction. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
READ 718 evolved its operations to continue supporting 100 students already in 
the program, with local community members and school staff offering online 
tutoring. In the two years of involvement from TD, READ 718 has helped more 
than 200 children increase their reading proficiency. 

Community Service  

TDBNA provides numerous services to reach all of its communities and has a long 
history of actively encouraging its employees to volunteer in the communities where they live 
and work.  It also encourages serving in leadership positions serving LMI individuals and 
families, LMI geographies, and small businesses.  Through TD's Ready Commitment Network, 
employees who volunteer 40 or more hours annually at registered charitable organizations are 
eligible to earn a donation of $500 for any of the organizations they volunteer with.  In addition, 
employees are eligible for a Quarterly Community Volunteer Leader Award celebrating those 
who epitomize TDBNA’s immense commitment to volunteerism. Every year, one of these 
awardees are selected to receive the CEO Leadership Award and receive a $5,000 donation to an 
eligible organization of their choice. 

In response to the pandemic, all in-person events were replaced with virtual volunteer 
events. These changes allowed for more flexible volunteer opportunities for employees, while 
still benefitting the communities and organizations TDBNA supports.  Usage is increasing due to 
employees adapting to and using the new platform, and renewed planning for in-person 
opportunities when possible again. 

In addition to general volunteerism, TDBNA encourages employees to serve in a 
leadership capacity within the non-profit community.  Some of the boards of directors on which 
employees participate in a leadership capacity are: 

 ASCENDUS, formerly Accion East, which empowers LMI business owners with 
access to capital and financial education; 

 National Community Reinvestment Coalition and its member organizations; 

 Philadelphia Local Initiative Support Coalition, one of over 35 local offices of the 
nation’s largest community development organization; 

hope and resilience to refugees while breaking down silos. Through support from
the TD Charitable Foundation, One Journey helps create local connections that
drive community members to take action in support of refugees and other
displaced people.

* READ 718: TD is proud to support READ 718, a Brooklyn based not-for-profit
organization dedicated to building strong, confident readers. READ 718 is an
evidence-based literacy program for children in grades 3-6 reading below current
grade level. The program aims to get children up to proficient reading levels
through six weeks of one-to-one instruction. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic,
READ 718 evolved its operations to continue supporting 100 students already in
the program, with local community members and school staff offering online
tutoring. In the two years of involvement from TD, READ 718 has helped more
than 200 children increase their reading proficiency.

Community Service

TDBNA provides numerous services to reach all of its communities and has a long
history of actively encouraging its employees to volunteer in the communities where they live
and work. It also encourages serving in leadership positions serving LMI individuals and
families, LMI geographies, and small businesses. Through TD's Ready Commitment Network,
employees who volunteer 40 or more hours annually at registered charitable organizations are
eligible to earn a donation of $500 for any of the organizations they volunteer with. In addition,
employees are eligible for a Quarterly Community Volunteer Leader Award celebrating those
who epitomize TDBNA's immense commitment to volunteerism. Every year, one of these
awardees are selected to receive the CEO Leadership Award and receive a $5,000 donation to an
eligible organization of their choice.

In response to the pandemic, all in-person events were replaced with virtual volunteer
events. These changes allowed for more flexible volunteer opportunities for employees, while
still benefitting the communities and organizations TDBNA supports. Usage is increasing due to
employees adapting to and using the new platform, and renewed planning for in-person
opportunities when possible again.

In addition to general volunteerism, TDBNA encourages employees to serve in a
leadership capacity within the non-profit community. Some of the boards of directors on which
employees participate in a leadership capacity are:

* ASCENDUS, formerly Accion East, which empowers LMI business owners with
access to capital and financial education;

* National Community Reinvestment Coalition and its member organizations;

* Philadelphia Local Initiative Support Coalition, one of over 35 local offices of the
nation's largest community development organization;
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 Mass Housing & Investment Corporation, a leading private investor and lender 
providing innovative financing for affordable housing and community 
development throughout New England; 

 National Alliance of Community Economic Development Associations, whose 
mission is to lead the community development field and its partners in shaping 
and influencing strategies that advance community prosperity; 

 The Housing and Community Development Network of New Jersey, a statewide 
association of over 250 non-profit housing and community development 
corporations, individuals, professional organizations, and prominent New Jersey 
corporations that support the creation of housing choices and economic 
opportunities for low- and moderate-income community residents.  

With respect to community retail services, TDBNA offers alternative delivery channels 
and an array of competitive retail banking products to meet the needs of LMI individuals and 
unbanked individuals and families.  In fact, the OCC has noted that the Applicant’s “willingness 
to open checking accounts without a credit check distinguishes it from many of its large bank 
competitors.”  For example, TDBNA offers “Essential Banking” and “Simple Checking” with 
features such as no required credit check, no minimum opening deposit requirement, no 
minimum balance requirement, no or low monthly maintenance fees and a free instant-issue 
debit card. These features are also available on TDBNA’s “Convenience Checking" accounts for 
customers aged 17 to 23.  

TDBNA also plays an active role in the communities it serves, including through a bank-
wide volunteer donation program which the OCC has commended for “exhibiting management’s 
commitment to promoting employee volunteerism.”  TDBNA has also provided disaster relief 
assistance to communities impacted by Hurricanes Irma, Maria and Matthew and most recently 
to communities impacted in Ukraine (including by providing grants, deploying mobile banking 
centers, and waiving certain customer fees), and has demonstrated an expansive commitment to 
financial literacy and education, maintained through proprietary programs, and support of 
financial literacy programs offered by community-based organizations and governmental 
entities.  

Additional Activities  

TDBNA’s Community Development Managers engage with community organizations at 
a local level to better understand community needs and to determine whether and how TDBNA 
products and services are meeting the needs of LMI households and small businesses.  From 
2018 to 2020, TDBNA’s Community Development Managers engaged with over 200 
organizations from Maine to Florida.  Organizations included housing agencies, CDFIs, 
community service groups, and educational institutes to name a few. TDBNA’s Community 
Development Managers engaged with community-based organizations in a variety of ways 
including onsite visits, meetings held at local community centers such as a YMCA, industry 
conferences, phone calls, emails, and during the latter half of the exam period through virtual 
meetings.  The following critical issues were consistently identified across TDBNA’s assessment 
areas:  

* Mass Housing & Investment Corporation, a leading private investor and lender
providing innovative financing for affordable housing and community
development throughout New England;

* National Alliance of Community Economic Development Associations, whose
mission is to lead the community development field and its partners in shaping
and influencing strategies that advance community prosperity;

* The Housing and Community Development Network of New Jersey, a statewide
association of over 250 non-profit housing and community development
corporations, individuals, professional organizations, and prominent New Jersey
corporations that support the creation of housing choices and economic
opportunities for low- and moderate-income community residents.

With respect to community retail services, TDBNA offers alternative delivery channels
and an array of competitive retail banking products to meet the needs of LMI individuals and
unbanked individuals and families. In fact, the OCC has noted that the Applicant's "willingness
to open checking accounts without a credit check distinguishes it from many of its large bank
competitors." For example, TDBNA offers "Essential Banking" and "Simple Checking" with
features such as no required credit check, no minimum opening deposit requirement, no
minimum balance requirement, no or low monthly maintenance fees and a free instant-issue
debit card. These features are also available on TDBNA's "Convenience Checking" accounts for
customers aged 17 to 23.

TDBNA also plays an active role in the communities it serves, including through a bank-
wide volunteer donation program which the OCC has commended for "exhibiting management's
commitment to promoting employee volunteerism." TDBNA has also provided disaster relief
assistance to communities impacted by Hurricanes Irma, Maria and Matthew and most recently
to communities impacted in Ukraine (including by providing grants, deploying mobile banking
centers, and waiving certain customer fees), and has demonstrated an expansive commitment to
financial literacy and education, maintained through proprietary programs, and support of
financial literacy programs offered by community-based organizations and governmental
entities.

Additional Activities

TDBNA's Community Development Managers engage with community organizations at
a local level to better understand community needs and to determine whether and how TDBNA
products and services are meeting the needs of LMI households and small businesses. From
2018 to 2020, TDBNA's Community Development Managers engaged with over 200
organizations from Maine to Florida. Organizations included housing agencies, CDFIs,
community service groups, and educational institutes to name a few. TDBNA's Community
Development Managers engaged with community-based organizations in a variety of ways
including onsite visits, meetings held at local community centers such as a YMCA, industry
conferences, phone calls, emails, and during the latter half of the exam period through virtual
meetings. The following critical issues were consistently identified across TDBNA's assessment
areas:
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 Access to capital for small businesses 

 Affordable housing 

 Financial literacy/financial health  

With respect to community outreach activities, TDBNA customer-facing retail and 
commercial employees have direct interaction with consumers and businesses to build an 
understanding of local needs.  In addition, TDBNA employs eleven Community Development 
Managers located across its footprint, including five Regional Community Development 
Managers, who are aligned with the market centers that make up the TD footprint.  All 
Community Development Managers have extensive experience in connecting with local 
community-based organizations and government officials to assist business lines and corporate 
segments understand local needs and identify opportunities for consideration, as well as in 
assisting community-based organizations in understanding TDBNA’s CRA Program. 

Community Development Managers regularly meet with community-based organizations 
to keep current on the challenges within local communities and seek out opportunities to bring 
TDBNA’s resources to the community to include capital, grants, volunteerism and participating 
in a variety of financial literacy venues.  TDBNA’s Community Development Managers also 
hold regular Community Development Action Committee meetings, headed by TDBNA’s 
Regional President and attended by all Senior Managers for the applicable market, within each of 
the bank’s markets, which provide opportunities to discuss any local community activity and 
needs, review the market’s CRA performance, discuss outreach activity and set action plans for 
any follow up.  TDBNA also employs a Community Relations team responsible for identifying 
community service needs.   

Additionally, community relation programs are designed to drive social value in areas 
such as literacy, better health, environment, culture, and consumer segments such as veterans and 
individuals with unique abilities.  Through the community relations programs, TDBNA’s 
employees are encouraged to actively volunteer in their local communities, including leadership 
opportunities. 

TDBNA is also party to a Community Development Agreement with New Jersey Citizen 
Action and the Housing and Community Development Network of New Jersey (the “TD 
Community Development Agreement”).  For a copy of the TD Community Development 
Agreement, please see Confidential Exhibit 10.   

2. First Horizon Bank CRA Performance Record 

First Horizon Bank strives to be an integral partner in the communities it serves, and is 
committed to strengthening the economic health of its communities and improving the lives of 
individuals in its communities.  Through its community outreach, affordable product and service 
offerings, bank initiatives, community partners and financing programs, First Horizon Bank 
helps to create a sustainable dynamic for positive change, development and growth in its 
communities. 

* Access to capital for small businesses

* Affordable housing

* Financial literacy/financial health

With respect to community outreach activities, TDBNA customer-facing retail and
commercial employees have direct interaction with consumers and businesses to build an
understanding of local needs. In addition, TDBNA employs eleven Community Development
Managers located across its footprint, including five Regional Community Development
Managers, who are aligned with the market centers that make up the TD footprint. All
Community Development Managers have extensive experience in connecting with local
community-based organizations and government officials to assist business lines and corporate
segments understand local needs and identify opportunities for consideration, as well as in
assisting community-based organizations in understanding TDBNA's CRA Program.

Community Development Managers regularly meet with community-based organizations
to keep current on the challenges within local communities and seek out opportunities to bring
TDBNA's resources to the community to include capital, grants, volunteerism and participating
in a variety of financial literacy venues. TDBNA's Community Development Managers also
hold regular Community Development Action Committee meetings, headed by TDBNA's
Regional President and attended by all Senior Managers for the applicable market, within each of
the bank's markets, which provide opportunities to discuss any local community activity and
needs, review the market's CRA performance, discuss outreach activity and set action plans for
any follow up. TDBNA also employs a Community Relations team responsible for identifying
community service needs.

Additionally, community relation programs are designed to drive social value in areas
such as literacy, better health, environment, culture, and consumer segments such as veterans and
individuals with unique abilities. Through the community relations programs, TDBNA's
employees are encouraged to actively volunteer in their local communities, including leadership
opportunities.

TDBNA is also party to a Community Development Agreement with New Jersey Citizen
Action and the Housing and Community Development Network of New Jersey (the "TD
Community Development Agreement"). For a copy of the TD Community Development
Agreement, please see Confidential Exhibit 10.

2. First Horizon Bank CRA Performance Record

First Horizon Bank strives to be an integral partner in the communities it serves, and is
committed to strengthening the economic health of its communities and improving the lives of
individuals in its communities. Through its community outreach, affordable product and service
offerings, bank initiatives, community partners and financing programs, First Horizon Bank
helps to create a sustainable dynamic for positive change, development and growth in its
communities.
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In its most recent CRA performance evaluation dated November 30, 2020 (the “First 
Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation”),22 First Horizon Bank’s performance rating for each of the 
lending and service tests was rated “High Satisfactory” and its performance rating for the 
investment test was rated “Outstanding.”  First Horizon Bank’s overall CRA performance rating 
was rated “Satisfactory.”  In the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation, the Federal Reserve Bank 
of St. Louis evaluated First Horizon Bank’s CRA activities in each of its 22 assessment areas 
(“AAs”), and received a rating for five states (Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida, South 
Carolina and Texas) and three multistate MSAs and combined statistical areas (“CSAs”) 
(Memphis Multistate MSA, Chattanooga Multistate CSA and Charlotte Multistate MSA).  For 
each of these states and MSAs, First Horizon Bank received a rating of “Satisfactory.”   

With respect to the lending test, the Federal Reserve assigned First Horizon Bank a “High 
Satisfactory” overall rating, noting that First Horizon Bank’s lending levels reflect good 
responsiveness to the credit needs of its assessment areas (with a high percentage of loans made 
within the bank’s assessment areas).  The Federal Reserve noted that First Horizon Bank’s 
distribution of loans by borrower’s income/revenue profile reflects adequate penetration among 
customers of different income levels and businesses of different sizes, and its geographic 
distribution of loans reflects good penetration throughout the bank’s assessment areas.  The 
Federal Reserve identified First Horizon Bank as “a leader in making community development 
loans,” noting that First Horizon Bank “makes extensive use of innovative and/or flexible 
lending products in meeting the credit needs of its assessment areas.” 

With respect to product innovation and flexibility, the Federal Reserve highlighted in the 
First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation the following notable innovative and flexible products 
offered by First Horizon Bank during the review period (among others): (i) First Horizon Bank’s 
participation as a PPP lender and its efforts in offering payment accommodations, such as loan 
forbearance, to consumer and commercial borrowers impacted by the pandemic); (ii) First 
Tennessee Affordable Mortgage Program, a legacy First Horizon Bank affordable mortgage 
program which provides assistance to eligible home-buyers purchasing a primary residence that 
are considered LMI, and/or where the subject property is in an LMI geography; (iii) 
IBERIABANK Home Start Mortgage, a portfolio CRA loan product that assists LMI borrowers 
and borrowers with properties in LMI census tracts through mortgage financing or refinancing of 
an owner‐occupied residential property; (iv) CRA Home Ready, an internally developed product 
derives from Fannie Mae’s Home Ready Mortgage; (v) CRA Home Possible Advantage, an 
internally developed product derives from Freddie Mac’s Home Possible Advantage Mortgage; 
(vi) IBERIABANK Subsidy Program Grant, an internally developed down payment assistance 
grant for consumers who are considered LMI, and/or where the subject property is in an LMI 
geography; and (vii) First Responder Grant Program, an internal down payment assistance grant, 
introduced in 2018 prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, is considered for first responders, such as 
firefighters, police, military personnel, teachers, and healthcare workers. 

With respect to the investment test, the Federal Reserve assigned First Horizon Bank an 
“Outstanding” overall rating, noting that First Horizon Bank makes an excellent level of 
community development investments and grants and is often in a leadership position. For its 

                                                 
22 A copy of First Horizon Bank’s most recent CRA evaluation is available here: 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/apps/CRAPubWeb/CRA/DownloadPDF/485559_20201130. 
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investment test was rated "Outstanding." First Horizon Bank's overall CRA performance rating
was rated "Satisfactory." In the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation, the Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis evaluated First Horizon Bank's CRA activities in each of its 22 assessment areas
("AAs"), and received a rating for five states (Tennessee, North Carolina, Florida, South
Carolina and Texas) and three multistate MSAs and combined statistical areas ("CSAs")
(Memphis Multistate MSA, Chattanooga Multistate CSA and Charlotte Multistate MSA). For
each of these states and MSAs, First Horizon Bank received a rating of "Satisfactory."

With respect to the lending test, the Federal Reserve assigned First Horizon Bank a "High
Satisfactory" overall rating, noting that First Horizon Bank's lending levels reflect good
responsiveness to the credit needs of its assessment areas (with a high percentage of loans made
within the bank's assessment areas). The Federal Reserve noted that First Horizon Bank's
distribution of loans by borrower's income/revenue profile reflects adequate penetration among
customers of different income levels and businesses of different sizes, and its geographic
distribution of loans reflects good penetration throughout the bank's assessment areas. The
Federal Reserve identified First Horizon Bank as "a leader in making community development
loans," noting that First Horizon Bank "makes extensive use of innovative and/or flexible
lending products in meeting the credit needs of its assessment areas."

With respect to product innovation and flexibility, the Federal Reserve highlighted in the
First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation the following notable innovative and flexible products
offered by First Horizon Bank during the review period (among others): (i) First Horizon Bank's
participation as a PPP lender and its efforts in offering payment accommodations, such as loan
forbearance, to consumer and commercial borrowers impacted by the pandemic); (ii) First
Tennessee Affordable Mortgage Program, a legacy First Horizon Bank affordable mortgage
program which provides assistance to eligible home-buyers purchasing a primary residence that
are considered LMI, and/or where the subject property is in an LMI geography; (iii)
IBERIABANK Home Start Mortgage, a portfolio CRA loan product that assists LMI borrowers
and borrowers with properties in LMI census tracts through mortgage financing or refinancing of
an owner-occupied residential property; (iv) CRA Home Ready, an internally developed product
derives from Fannie Mae's Home Ready Mortgage; (v) CRA Home Possible Advantage, an
internally developed product derives from Freddie Mac's Home Possible Advantage Mortgage;
(vi) IBERIABANK Subsidy Program Grant, an internally developed down payment assistance
grant for consumers who are considered LMI, and/or where the subject property is in an LMI
geography; and (vii) First Responder Grant Program, an internal down payment assistance grant,
introduced in 2018 prior to the COVID- 19 pandemic, is considered for first responders, such as
firefighters, police, military personnel, teachers, and healthcare workers.

With respect to the investment test, the Federal Reserve assigned First Horizon Bank an
"Outstanding" overall rating, noting that First Horizon Bank makes an excellent level of
community development investments and grants and is often in a leadership position. For its

22 A copy of First Horizon Bank's most recent CRA evaluation is available here:
https://www.federalreserve.gov/apps/CRAPubWeb/CRA/DownloadPDF/485559_20201130.
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most recent CRA performance evaluation, First Horizon Bank made total investments and grants 
of $619.6 million and total donations of $28.4 million, which the Federal Reserve recognized as 
significantly exceeding the total investments ($135.5 million) made by First Horizon Bank at its 
previous CRA evaluation.  First Horizon Bank’s investment and grant activity consisted of 
mortgage-backed securities; low-income housing tax credits to aid in constructing, acquiring, or 
rehabilitating substantial multifamily affordable housing developments; equity investments and 
equity equivalents in minority depository institutions and CDFIs that serve the LMI population; 
limited partnership interest in a fund used to construct affordable multifamily housing for LMI 
households; a bond to improve public infrastructure in moderate-income geographies; as well as 
a new market tax credit. In addition to these totals, First Horizon Bank also made $84.1 million 
in investments and $1.9 million in donations benefitting areas outside of its rated areas. 

Related to COVID-19, the Federal Reserve recognized that First Horizon Bank 
contributed $2.3 million to community development organizations and food banks throughout its 
assessment areas that was directly tied to the pandemic. At the beginning of the pandemic, bank 
staff met with community organizations and assessment area subject matter experts to identify 
areas and organizations in the most need. These donations were used to assist LMI residents 
experiencing hardships pertaining to the pandemic, including food, shelter, financial assistance, 
and other community services. 

With respect to the service test, the Federal Reserve assigned First Horizon Bank a “High 
Satisfactory” overall rating, noting that the bank’s delivery systems are “reasonably accessible to 
the bank’s assessment areas, and the bank’s record of opening and closing branches has 
improved the accessibility of its service delivery systems.”  Moreover, the Federal Reserve 
recognized that First Horizon Bank’s website, telephone banking, and mobile application allow 
for full-service functionality, along with its Allpoint and Presto! partnerships that grant 
customers access to a nationwide network of surcharge-free standalone ATMs, in and outside of 
its geographic footprint. The Federal Reserve noted that, in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, First Horizon Bank promptly adjusted a number of in-person delivery systems, such 
as offering many services through the drive-through that normally require entrance to the lobby, 
and offering fully virtual mortgage closings in light of the public health landscape. Furthermore, 
the bank kept its lobbies open at most locations throughout the pandemic to best serve its 
customers. 

The Federal Reserve further observed that First Horizon Bank provides a relatively high 
level of community development services. During the review period, 5,014 community 
development services, accounting for 17,424 hours, were provided to various organizations 
throughout the bank’s assessment areas, which the Federal Reserve recognized represented a 
“significant increase in overall community development services provided, compared to the 
bank’s previous evaluation.”  The Federal Reserve found that First Horizon Bank’s hours and 
services do not vary in a way that inconveniences certain portions of the assessment area, 
particularly LMI geographies and individuals, and that First Horizon Bank’s business hours and 
banking services are relatively consistent throughout assessment areas, with drive-through 
facilities, extended hours on Fridays, and Saturday lobby hours offered at numerous branch 
locations, including those in LMI census tracts. Finally, the Federal Reserve found that First 
Horizon Bank offers the same suite of products throughout its entire branch network. 
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Since the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation, First Horizon Bank has continued its 
commitment to meeting the needs of the communities in its AAs, including the needs of LMI 
neighborhoods and consumers, consistent with safe and sound operations.  In April 2018, First 
Horizon Bank publicly announced a five-year, $3.95 billion community benefits agreement with 
the National Community Reinvestment Coalition (“NCRC”) and its community-based members 
across the Southeast (the “First Horizon Community Benefits Agreement”).  The First Horizon 
Community Benefits Agreement describes First Horizon Bank’s commitments to its communities 
for the five-year period ending December 31, 2022.  The Community Benefits Agreement was 
developed with significant feedback from and in collaboration with the NCRC and its members, 
First Horizon Bank’s corporate and regional advisory CRA councils, and other internal and 
external sources.  The Community Benefits Agreement includes commitments relating to 
mortgage and small business lending, community development lending and investments, 
philanthropy, and spending with minority-owned suppliers and marketing firms.  It also includes 
commitments to use innovative methods to increase the access to financial services in LMI 
communities.  First Horizon Bank implements the Community Benefits Agreement under the 
guidance of a corporate CRA advisory council, composed of community executives and consumer 
advocates from government, non-profit, and private organizations within First Horizon Bank’s 
AAs, and regional CRA advisory councils in Tennessee markets, North Carolina markets, South 
Carolina markets, and Florida markets. 

The five-year commitment under the First Horizon Community Benefits Agreement 
includes the following priorities and targets: 

 Increasing Home Ownership: Fund $515 million in home purchase and 
rehabilitation mortgage lending to low- to moderate-income individuals and 
communities and to people of color and communities. 

 Building Small Business: Fund $1.9 billion in small business lending to 
businesses in low- to moderate-income areas and businesses with less than $1 
million in gross annual revenue. 

 Fostering Community Development: Fund $1.5 billion in community development 
and multi-family lending and investments. 

 Strengthening Communities: Fund $40 million in grants and philanthropy, 
including supporting workforce development, small business, housing counseling, 
Community Development Corporations (CDC), Community Development 
Financial Institutions (CDFI), and funding financial literacy and education 
programs for youth, adults and small business entrepreneurs. 

 Supporting Supplier Diversity:  Devote three to six percent of the bank’s supplier 
spending to minority-owned businesses.  

A copy of the First Horizon Community Benefits Agreement is attached as Public 
Exhibit 9.  As First Horizon Bank nears the end of the commitment period under its 2018 
Community Benefits Agreement, it has experienced tremendous success in fulfilling its 
commitments under its Community Benefits Agreement.  Through 2021, First Horizon Bank has 
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completed its mortgage and small business staffing and product innovation commitments, and is 
on target to significantly exceed its mortgage and small business lending commitments, under the 
First Horizon Community Benefits Agreement.  In addition, through 2021 First Horizon Bank is 
on target to significantly exceed its community development lending and investment 
commitments, as well as its philanthropic giving commitments, under the First Horizon 
Community Benefits Agreement.   

The following are examples of First Horizon Bank’s continuing commitment to its 
community since the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation: 

Community Lending   

Since the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation, First Horizon Bank has continued to build 
upon its successful history of community lending in its CRA assessment areas.  Noteworthy 
examples of First Horizon Bank’s community lending activities since the First Horizon Bank 
CRA Evaluation include: 

 Nearly doubling a warehouse line of credit commitment to a federally chartered, 
public purpose, tribal-owned agency, which has a mission of increasing affordable 
and sustainable homeownership opportunities for individuals who would not 
otherwise be able to purchase a home without down payment assistance, with the 
commitment used to fund the purchase of first-lien FHA mortgage loans, on a 
correspondent basis, from mortgage bankers in support of affordable housing 
needs in the First Horizon Bank region.  

 In Manatee County, Florida, providing a construction loan to finance the 
construction of a 199-unit rent restricted multifamily family-oriented project in a 
moderate-income tract, in support of a municipal redevelopment plan.  

 In Memphis, Tennessee, providing capital commitments to a Memphis Medical 
District Loan Fund to support district revitalization by funding the development 
of new market rate and affordable rental housing in addition to mixed-use 
projects. 

 Providing commitments to a LIHTC loan pool and participating in three 
construction loans, providing financing for the development of 208 units of 
affordable housing targeted to LMI households in Florida, as well as several other 
community development loans financing other tax credit projects.  

 Providing a loan to finance the construction of capital improvements for a New 
Orleans, Louisiana high school in a distressed low-income area, which provides 
educational services to children in grades 8 through 12 who are from LMI 
families. 
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Community Investment 

First Horizon Bank has continued to demonstrate a commitment to both the letter and the 
spirit of the CRA through its community investment activities since the First Horizon Bank CRA 
Evaluation.  Noteworthy examples of First Horizon Bank’s community investment activities 
since the First Horizon Bank CRA Evaluation include: 

 Providing equity commitments to purchase LIHTCs awarded to a project in 
Raleigh, NC supporting the construction of a 188-unit low-income housing 
project targeted to family households whose income ranges from 50% to 70% of 
the area median income level to address the strong demand for affordable housing 
in the Raleigh-Durham area.  

 Serving as tax credit investor in both LIHTCs and HTCs to provide equity capital 
for a major renovation to an existing 65-unit senior affordable housing property 
located in New Iberia, Louisiana. 

 Providing a significant equity commitment to finance a 219-unit LIHTC project in 
Memphis, Tennessee, which is targeted to LMI individuals and responsive to the 
need for affordable housing in Memphis. 

 Providing significant equity capital to a LIHTC project in Jellico, Tennessee for 
renovations to a property in need of substantial rehabilitation, resulting in 123 
one-bedroom units which are income and rent restricted to households earning an 
income at or below 60% of the area median income. 

 Investing in two minority depository institutions, each headquartered in First 
Horizon Bank’s footprint, providing additional capital to the minority depository 
institutions in support of their provision of banking services and products that are 
targeted to and benefit LMI individuals, African Americans, other minorities and 
underserved communities. 

First Horizon Bank has also continued its strong tradition of corporate contributions, grant-
making and philanthropic giving, including through the First Horizon Foundation. 

Community Service  

First Horizon Bank’s commitment to community service continues to be a top priority for 
the bank, and First Horizon Bank’s employee volunteers have continued to positively impact the 
bank’s local communities by regularly devoting their time and expertise to their communities.  In 
2021, nearly 500 First Horizon associates volunteered with approximately 450 organizations 
totaling over 10,000 hours of CRA-eligible service.  Of those CRA-eligible service hours, 
approximately 60% were attributable to board positions being held by First Horizon Bank 
associates, and another nearly 20% were attributable to financial literacy education efforts.  
Organizations with which First Horizon Bank dedicated significant volunteer time included 
United Way organizations across First Horizon Bank’s footprint, Junior Achievement, and Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters. 
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3. IBERIABANK CRA Performance Record 

Because the Federal Reserve’s review of First Horizon Bank in the 2020 First Horizon 
Bank CRA Evaluation was “focused on the pre-merger-of-equals legacy First Horizon Bank 
geographical footprint given the recency of the merger” at the time of the First Horizon Bank 
CRA Evaluation, the Applicant further notes that prior to its merger with First Horizon Bank, 
IBERIABANK had also received an overall CRA performance rating of “Satisfactory” in its 
most recent performance evaluation by the Federal Reserve, dated as of May 10, 2017.23   

IBERIABANK’s overall performance level for each of the lending, investment, and 
service tests was rated “High Satisfactory   

With respect to the lending test, the Federal Reserve assigned IBERIABANK a rating of 
“High Satisfactory,” noting that “the overall geographic distribution of small business lending 
reflects good penetration in low- and moderate-income geographies.”  The Federal Reserve also 
noted that IBERIABANK’s lending was “responsive to credit needs in all states” in its footprint.  
IBERIABANK made a high level of community development loans during the evaluation period 
for a variety of purposes, including the financing of affordable housing for LMI individuals, 
promoting economic development by financing small businesses that resulted in job creation 
and/or retention, revitalizing and/or stabilizing targeted LMI census tracts or other qualified 
geographies, and community services targeted to LMI individuals.  The Federal Reserve also 
highlighted IBERIABANK’s community development loans with the purpose of helping 
communities recover from the effects of natural disasters.   

With respect to the investment test, the Federal Reserve assigned IBERIABANK a “High 
Satisfactory” overall rating, noting that IBERIABANK made “a significant level of qualified 
community development investments in response to assessment area community development 
needs.”  The Federal Reserve also noted that IBERIABANK made investments for community 
services targeted to LMI individuals or communities and made several investments to promote 
economic development and commercial revitalization.  The Federal Reserve noted that 
IBERIABANK’s contributions exhibited responsiveness to a number of other community 
development needs, such as support for economic development, primarily through contributions 
to nonprofit organizations and event sponsorships that provide small business capacity building 
programs and access to capital. 

With respect to the service test, the Federal Reserve assigned IBERIABANK a “High 
Satisfactory” overall rating, noting that IBERIABANK “is a leader in providing community 
development services in the bank’s assessment areas.”  The Federal Reserve also noted that, 
beyond traditional retail branches and alternative retail delivery, IBERIABANK participated in a 
variety of retail programs designed to benefit lower-income customers and small businesses.   

With respect to community development services, the Federal Reserve noted that 
IBERIABANK employees had “extensive involvement” with organizations and activities that 
promote or facilitate affordable housing for LMI individuals, community services targeted to 

                                                 
23 A copy of IBERIABANK’s most recent CRA evaluation, prior to its merger with First Horizon Bank, is available 

here: https://www.federalreserve.gov/apps/CRAPubWeb/CRA/DownloadPDF/808176_20170510  
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LMI individuals, economic development by financing small businesses or small farms, and 
revitalization/stabilization of LMI and distressed/underserved areas.  In addition to board and 
committee leadership, the Board noted that IBERIABANK’s community outreach efforts 
included financial education for LMI individuals.   

In 2017, IBERIABANK announced a five-year community benefits plan aimed at 
improving lending, investments, and services in LMI communities, through which it continued to 
build on its extensive legacy of serving the needs of its communities prior to its merger with First 
Horizon Bank. 

4. CRA and Consumer Protection Compliance Following the Bank Merger 

Following the Proposed Transaction, TDBNA will leverage the CRA and consumer 
protection compliance strengths of both banks to create a strong and comprehensive combined 
compliance program.   

TDBNA and First Horizon Bank have demonstrated a commitment to serving the needs 
of their communities. Each of TDBNA and First Horizon Bank have received an overall rating of 
at least “Satisfactory” for their most recent CRA performance evaluation (and TDBNA has 
received an overall rating of “Outstanding” for three of its last four CRA performance 
evaluations).  TDBNA will be committed to continuing to serve the existing programs under the 
CRA of each bank.  TDBNA and First Horizon Bank believe the synergies between the existing 
CRA programs of TDBNA and First Horizon Bank will be of benefit to the communities in the 
combined footprint with TDBNA being well positioned to continue providing services to LMI 
communities served.   

TDBNA intends to integrate the CRA program of First Horizon Bank into that of 
TDBNA to build a CRA program for the combined organization that represents the already 
strong CRA records of each bank.  At TDBNA, the Community Lending and Development 
Department is responsible for the development, communication and monitoring of the CRA 
Program in alignment with the TDBNA’s objectives, including coordination of the TDBNA’s 
community outreach program.  The Retail and Commercial business lines provide input to the 
CRA Program and strive to achieve lending, investment and service targets established to 
achieve the TDBNA’s CRA Program objectives.  The TD Charitable Foundation, the Bank's 
charitable giving arm, oversees the administration of grant-making activities.  As a second line of 
defense, TD’s U.S. Consumer Banking CRA Compliance has accountability for oversight and 
monitoring of the CRA Program, and data submissions, including Home Mortgage Disclosure 
Act and CRA loan data, to the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council as required to 
evaluate TDBNA’s lending performance.    

TDBNA’s existing CRA program is overseen by board and management oversight.  
TDBNA’s CRA and CRA Sunshine Policy is approved by the Audit Committee of the TDBUSH 
Board of Directors, and establishes TDBNA’s commitment to, and approach for, establishing 
and maintaining a compliance management oversight process for the CRA Program that is 
aligned with TDBNA’s objectives, as well as the requirements and guidance provided in the 
CRA.  TDBNA maintains a CRA Oversight Committee, a management committee co-chaired by 
the U.S. Chief Compliance Officer and the Head of U.S. Consumer Product Management.  The 
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committee is comprised of executive management representing the TDBNA’s business lines and 
corporate segments with accountability for delivery of CRA qualified products and services.  In 
addition, TDBNA maintains a CRA Investment Committee, a management committee comprised 
of executive management from commercial business lines and corporate segments responsible 
for the oversight of the TDBNA’s CRA investment portfolio. 

The anticipated CRA assessment areas of TDBNA are expected to include all current 
assessment areas of both TDBNA and First Horizon Bank.  For a list of First Horizon Bank’s 
current CRA assessment areas that, together with TDBNA’s existing CRA assessment areas, are 
expected to be CRA assessment areas of TDBNA following the Bank Merger, please see Public 
Exhibit 10. 

TDBNA similarly intends to evaluate and integrate the Compliance, Fair Lending and 
UDAAP programs of First Horizon Bank into those of TDBNA and, adopting best practices 
from each bank’s processes, policies and procedures.  TDBNA will continue the strong 
commitment to compliance demonstrated by TDBNA and First Horizon Bank and will further 
enhance the already strong program of each bank commensurate with TDBNA’s size, 
complexity and risk profile. 

Moreover, TDBNA intends to leverage its robust community outreach framework to 
coordinate a constructive dialogue with community groups and organizations regarding the ways 
that Proposed Transaction is expected to benefit the communities served by both parties, as well 
as the ways in which the combined organization can continue to build on the extensive legacies 
of both banks in serving the needs of their respective communities.  

Accordingly, following the Proposed Transaction, and particularly in light of the 
similarly community- and customer-centric cultures of TDBNA and First Horizon Bank, 
TDBNA will remain committed to the communities in which it operates while executing a strong 
CRA and consumer protection compliance program in accordance with sound business practices 
and regulatory requirements. 

E. Anti-Money Laundering and Sanctions Compliance 

Under Section 3(c)(6) of the BHC Act, the Board must consider in every application 
under Section 3 of the BHC Act “the effectiveness of the company or companies in combating 
money laundering activities.”24  Both TD and FHN have comprehensive anti-money laundering 
and sanctions programs that are reasonably designed to ensure compliance with the Bank Secrecy 
Act of 1970, as amended by the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, and all applicable regulations and 
regulatory guidance, as well as compliance with requirements administered by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury (“OFAC”). In addition, each bank 
has qualified, dedicated personnel who are responsible for administering such programs.  During 
the due diligence process, the AML team members from TD used a risk based approach to review 
and assess key risks related to AML.  Both programs are currently designed to meet the five 
pillars requirements and will be further enhanced in the Proposed Transaction.   

                                                 
24  12 U.S.C. § 1842(c)(6). 
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24 12 U.S.C. § 1842(c)(6).
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TD 

TDGUS, together with its subsidiaries, including TDBNA, is committed to conducting 
business in accordance with the highest operating standards. This includes compliance with 
applicable laws and regulations.  As it pertains to Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) and Anti-
Terrorist Financing (“ATF”), TDGUS is committed to detecting and deterring persons engaged in 
money laundering or terrorist financing from using TD products or services.  

TDGUS is equally committed to compliance with economic sanctions laws and 
regulations.  This commitment is formalized through the establishment of a Bank Secrecy Act 
(“BSA”)/AML/ATF and Sanctions risk and compliance management program (collectively, the 
“AML Program”) designed to detect and report suspected money laundering and terrorist 
financing and activity prohibited by sanctions.  

The TDGUS Board of Directors has confirmed a BSA Officer who is responsible to senior 
management and the board of directors for establishing and maintaining the Program, which 
establishes requirements and minimum standards across U.S. businesses to support TD in 
achieving its strategic objectives.  In addition, the TDGUS AML Office is responsible for 
regulatory compliance with AML/ATF, Sanctions, and anti-bribery/anti-corruption regulatory 
compliance and broader prudential risk management across TDGUS.  The AML Program aligns 
with enterprise AML policies so that the money laundering, terrorist financing, economic 
sanctions, and bribery and corruption risks are appropriately identified and mitigated.  The BSA 
Officer has unfettered access, and reports regularly, to the appropriate Board committees and 
senior management on the overall effectiveness of the AML Program. 

In accordance with legislative, regulatory and procedural requirements, the TDGUS AML 
Program sets out requirements that include: (i) board and senior management oversight of the 
Program; (ii) documented policies and procedures that address both enterprise policy and 
applicable AML/ATF and Sanctions regulatory requirements; (iii) identification of customers; (iv) 
customer and transaction record keeping; (v) ongoing monitoring to detect and report suspicious 
transactions or activities; (vi) customer and transaction screening against terrorist and other 
sanctions watch-lists; (vii) regulatory reporting of prescribed transactions, including cash 
transactions, international electronic funds transfers, as well as terrorist and other frozen property 
and rejected transactions; (viii) ongoing training for employees, directors and those who act on 
behalf of TD; (ix) assessment of money laundering, terrorist financing and sanctions risks; and (x) 
independent testing of control effectiveness.  

TDGUS’ AML Program is routinely evaluated, updated and enhanced in order to reflect 
changes to business activities, and applicable supervisory standards and legal requirements. 

FHN 

First Horizon Bank has a written BSA/AML and OFAC compliance framework that is 
designed to comply with all applicable laws and regulations and to meet all five pillars of an 
effective BSA/AML/OFAC compliance program. First Horizon Bank has internal policies, 
procedures, and controls; conducts annual training for all associates as well as targeted training 
programs for certain individuals as warranted; employs a designated BSA Compliance Officer; 

TD

TDGUS, together with its subsidiaries, including TDBNA, is committed to conducting
business in accordance with the highest operating standards. This includes compliance with
applicable laws and regulations. As it pertains to Anti-Money Laundering ("AML") and Anti-
Terrorist Financing ("ATF"), TDGUS is committed to detecting and deterring persons engaged in
money laundering or terrorist financing from using TD products or services.

TDGUS is equally committed to compliance with economic sanctions laws and
regulations. This commitment is formalized through the establishment of a Bank Secrecy Act
("BSA")/AML/ATF and Sanctions risk and compliance management program (collectively, the
"AML Program") designed to detect and report suspected money laundering and terrorist
financing and activity prohibited by sanctions.

The TDGUS Board of Directors has confirmed a BSA Officer who is responsible to senior
management and the board of directors for establishing and maintaining the Program, which
establishes requirements and minimum standards across U.S. businesses to support TD in
achieving its strategic objectives. In addition, the TDGUS AML Office is responsible for
regulatory compliance with AML/ATF, Sanctions, and anti-bribery/anti-corruption regulatory
compliance and broader prudential risk management across TDGUS. The AML Program aligns
with enterprise AML policies so that the money laundering, terrorist financing, economic
sanctions, and bribery and corruption risks are appropriately identified and mitigated. The BSA
Officer has unfettered access, and reports regularly, to the appropriate Board committees and
senior management on the overall effectiveness of the AML Program.

In accordance with legislative, regulatory and procedural requirements, the TDGUS AML
Program sets out requirements that include: (i) board and senior management oversight of the
Program; (ii) documented policies and procedures that address both enterprise policy and
applicable AML/ATF and Sanctions regulatory requirements; (iii) identification of customers; (iv)
customer and transaction record keeping; (v) ongoing monitoring to detect and report suspicious
transactions or activities; (vi) customer and transaction screening against terrorist and other
sanctions watch-lists; (vii) regulatory reporting of prescribed transactions, including cash
transactions, international electronic funds transfers, as well as terrorist and other frozen property
and rejected transactions; (viii) ongoing training for employees, directors and those who act on
behalf of TD; (ix) assessment of money laundering, terrorist financing and sanctions risks; and (x)
independent testing of control effectiveness.

TDGUS' AML Program is routinely evaluated, updated and enhanced in order to reflect
changes to business activities, and applicable supervisory standards and legal requirements.

FHN

First Horizon Bank has a written BSA/AML and OFAC compliance framework that is
designed to comply with all applicable laws and regulations and to meet all five pillars of an
effective BSA/AML/OFAC compliance program. First Horizon Bank has internal policies,
procedures, and controls; conducts annual training for all associates as well as targeted training
programs for certain individuals as warranted; employs a designated BSA Compliance Officer;
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and has an annual independent testing and review of its framework carried out by First Horizon 
Bank’s Compliance Testing Team and its Internal Audit function. 

Risk Assessments are completed annually.  The risk assessments are comprehensive and 
address all banking products, services, customers, and geographic areas. Management employs an 
enterprise-wide approach with the overall rating based on the roll-up of component assessments. 
The scope of each component assessment covers the 12 months of the previous year.  The written 
risk assessment methodology incorporates a process for determining the inherent risk of products, 
services, customers, and geographic areas utilizing a scale of low, medium, and high along with a 
numeric score for the quality of controls.  Residual risk is appropriately determined by evaluating 
impact, probability, and control quality. 

First Horizon Bank’s Customer Due Diligence, Enhanced Due Diligence, and Beneficial 
Ownership (“CDD/EDD/BO”) functions are commensurate for its size, risk, and complexity. 
Management has established acceptable CDD/EDD/BO policies and procedures and developed 
appropriate risk-based processes to obtain and analyze information at account opening and on an 
ongoing basis.  First Horizon Bank’s customer risk-rating system establishes risk-rating scores 
based on pre-defined risk factors, including custom risk factors for transactional activity involving 
cash, automated clearinghouse and wire transfers. High-risk customers receive enhanced due 
diligence reviews on an annual basis. 

Through automated systems and manual processes, First Horizon Bank maintains 
satisfactory processes to identify suspicious activities. The BSA/AML Department operates 
automated rules in its suspicious activity monitoring system and uses manual processes to 
supplement these rules. The automated rules include coverage of structuring, transaction activity 
above certain thresholds, flows of funds, historical deviations in the system, and transfers to or 
from high-risk geographies. Manual processes include reports monitored by the BSA Department 
and additional reports contained within the various lines of business. 

First Horizon Bank’s BSA/AML policies and procedures document processes to identify 
and report suspicious activity. The procedures address the recordkeeping requirements for 
recording, maintaining, and recalling information regarding suspicious activity. The system 
controls include an adequate quality control program, with the BSA Operations Manager 
performing quality control reviews.  

First Horizon Bank has a designated BSA Officer appointed by the Executive and Risk 
Committee of the board of directors. The BSA Officer reports to Chief Compliance Officer, who 
in turn reports to Chief Risk Officer.  The Chief Compliance Officer provides regular reporting on 
the status of compliance with BSA/AML requirements to the Operational Risk Committee, which 
operates under the Management Risk Committee in First Horizon Bank’s governance structure. 

First Horizon Bank’ second and third line of defense is responsible for the independent 
testing of First Horizon Bank’s BSA/AML/OFAC compliance program. 

The second line of defense, Compliance Testing, is responsible for ensuring that First 
Horizon Bank achieves compliance with applicable BSA/AML/OFAC laws and regulations.  
Compliance Testing has a robust testing schedule which includes the review of high-risk 
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automated rules in its suspicious activity monitoring system and uses manual processes to
supplement these rules. The automated rules include coverage of structuring, transaction activity
above certain thresholds, flows of funds, historical deviations in the system, and transfers to or
from high-risk geographies. Manual processes include reports monitored by the BSA Department
and additional reports contained within the various lines of business.

First Horizon Bank's BSA/AML policies and procedures document processes to identify
and report suspicious activity. The procedures address the recordkeeping requirements for
recording, maintaining, and recalling information regarding suspicious activity. The system
controls include an adequate quality control program, with the BSA Operations Manager
performing quality control reviews.

First Horizon Bank has a designated BSA Officer appointed by the Executive and Risk
Committee of the board of directors. The BSA Officer reports to Chief Compliance Officer, who
in turn reports to Chief Risk Officer. The Chief Compliance Officer provides regular reporting on
the status of compliance with BSA/AML requirements to the Operational Risk Committee, which
operates under the Management Risk Committee in First Horizon Bank's governance structure.

First Horizon Bank' second and third line of defense is responsible for the independent
testing of First Horizon Bank's BSA/AML/OFAC compliance program.

The second line of defense, Compliance Testing, is responsible for ensuring that First
Horizon Bank achieves compliance with applicable BSA/AML/OFAC laws and regulations.
Compliance Testing has a robust testing schedule which includes the review of high-risk
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processes within the BSA/AML/OFAC program. The Compliance Testing function documents 
the test results in formal reports, which are issued to BSA/AML management, senior 
management, the Compliance Risk Working Group, and the Executive Risk Management 
Committee.  

First Horizon Bank’s third line of defense, Internal Audit, is responsible for an annual 
review of First Horizon Bank’s BSA/AML/OFAC compliance program. Internal Audit’s audit 
schedule is approved by the Audit Committee of the board of directors, and any findings 
identified during an audit are reported to senior management and/or the Audit Committee of the 
board of directors.   

First Horizon Bank provides annual enterprise-wide training, new hire training, job 
specific training to various business lines, and training to senior/executive management and the 
board of directors.  First Horizon Bank has controls in place to maintain a 100% completion rate. 

First Horizon Bank also maintains a risk-based OFAC compliance program with screening 
processes and controls reasonably designed to provide ongoing compliance with OFAC 
regulations. Management completes an annual OFAC Risk Assessment in conjunction with First 
Horizon Bank’s enterprise wide BSA/AML Risk Assessment. Internal controls include screening 
for new customer relationships, higher risk transaction activity, automatic screening of ACHs and 
wire transfers, and regular company-wide database scrubs. First Horizon Bank uses several 
automated software systems to identify and prevent prohibited transaction. 

Following First Horizon Bank’s merger of equals with IBERIABANK, First Horizon 
Bank successfully ran two parallel BSA/AML programs until system conversion, at which point 
the legacy BSA/AML programs were successfully integrated into a single comprehensive 
BSA/AML program.  First Horizon Bank has also recently undertaken a number of BSA/AML 
program enhancements such as automating its beneficial ownership collection process, enhancing 
its client onboarding process and upgrading its system used for suspicious activity monitoring and 
customer risk rating (with a target implementation date in the third quarter of 2022).   

While the Applicant anticipates maintaining its policies and procedures following 
consummation of the Proposed Transaction (including AML and Sanctions policies and 
procedures), the Applicant will continue to review its policies and procedures to ensure a 
consolidated AML and Sanctions compliance program that is appropriate for the risk profile of 
the combined organization.    

F. Interstate Banking and Deposit Cap Analysis 

Section 3(d) of the BHC Act, as amended by the Riegle-Neal Act and the Dodd-Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (the “Dodd-Frank Act”), generally 
provides that the Board may approve an application by a bank holding company that is “well 
capitalized and well managed” to acquire control of a bank “located” in a state other than the 
“home state” of such bank holding company, without regard to whether the transaction is 
prohibited under the law of any state.  For purposes of Section 3(d), an acquiring bank holding 
company’s “home state” is the state in which, as of the later of July 1, 1966, and the date it 
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regulations. Management completes an annual OFAC Risk Assessment in conjunction with First
Horizon Bank's enterprise wide BSA/AML Risk Assessment. Internal controls include screening
for new customer relationships, higher risk transaction activity, automatic screening of ACHs and
wire transfers, and regular company-wide database scrubs. First Horizon Bank uses several
automated software systems to identify and prevent prohibited transaction.

Following First Horizon Bank's merger of equals with IBERIABANK, First Horizon
Bank successfully ran two parallel BSA/AML programs until system conversion, at which point
the legacy BSA/AML programs were successfully integrated into a single comprehensive
BSA/AML program. First Horizon Bank has also recently undertaken a number of BSA/AML
program enhancements such as automating its beneficial ownership collection process, enhancing
its client onboarding process and upgrading its system used for suspicious activity monitoring and
customer risk rating (with a target implementation date in the third quarter of 2022).

While the Applicant anticipates maintaining its policies and procedures following
consummation of the Proposed Transaction (including AML and Sanctions policies and
procedures), the Applicant will continue to review its policies and procedures to ensure a
consolidated AML and Sanctions compliance program that is appropriate for the risk profile of
the combined organization.

F. Interstate Banking and Deposit Cap Analysis

Section 3(d) of the BHC Act, as amended by the Riegle-Neal Act and the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (the "Dodd-Frank Act"), generally
provides that the Board may approve an application by a bank holding company that is "well
capitalized and well managed" to acquire control of a bank "located" in a state other than the
"home state" of such bank holding company, without regard to whether the transaction is
prohibited under the law of any state. For purposes of Section 3(d), an acquiring bank holding
company's "home state" is the state in which, as of the later of July 1, 1966, and the date it
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became a bank holding company, the total deposits of its banking subsidiaries were largest.25  In 
addition, for purposes of Section 3(d), the Board considers a target bank to be “located” in the 
states in which the bank is chartered or headquartered or operates a branch.26  Under these 
standards, for purposes of Section 3(d), the “home state” of TD is Delaware and First Horizon 
Bank is “located” in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.27   

TD is “well capitalized” and “well managed” for Section 3(d) purposes.  As evidenced in 
the current and pro forma risk-adjusted regulatory capital information provided with this 
Application, TD is and will continue to be well capitalized for purposes of the BHC Act and 
Section 225.2(r) of Regulation Y.  Furthermore, TD believes that it has a strong management 
team, the quality and competence of which is reflected in its strong capital ratios, risk 
management and governance programs and overall revenue-generating capability and financial 
condition.  

As discussed below, the Proposed Transaction also meets other requirements of Section 
3(d) relating to the age of the target bank, concentration limits, and community reinvestment 
compliance.   

1. Age of the Target Bank 

The Board is required to respect a host-state law prohibition on interstate acquisitions of 
banks that are less than five years old.  The minimum age requirement for interstate acquisitions 
in each of Georgia and Tennessee is three years.28  The minimum age requirement for interstate 
acquisitions in each of Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, and South 
Carolina is five years.29  Florida, North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia do not have a minimum 
age requirement for interstate acquisitions.  In any event, First Horizon Bank has been in 
existence for more than five years, with its original charter having been granted by the OCC in 
1864. 

                                                 
25 See 12 C.F.R. § 208.7(b)(3)(iii).   

26 See 12 U.S.C. § 1841(o)(4)-(7).   

27 See Order Approving Merger of Bank Holding Companies, Firstar Corporation, 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 236 (April 
2001) at note 5.   

28 O.C.G.A. § 7-1-628.3(a)(2); O.C.G.A. § 7-1-622; Tenn. Code Ann. § 45-2-1302; Tenn. Code Ann. § 45-2-1303; 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 45-2-1403(a)(2); Tenn. Code Ann. § 45-2-1403(a)(1).  

29 See Code of Ala. § 5-13B-23(c); Code of Ala. § 5-13B-6(d); A.C.A. § 23-45-102(18)(A); A.C.A. § 23-48-505(a); 
A.C.A. § 23-48-503(a)(3); A.C.A. § 23-48-502(a); A.C.A. § 23-48-903; La. R.S. § 6:532(11); La. R.S. § 
6:536(C); La. R.S. § 6:521(B); La. R.S. § 6:532(11); La. R.S. § 6:535(C); Miss. Code Ann. § 81-7-8(1); Miss. 
Code Ann. § 81-23-9(2); Miss. Code Ann. § 81-23-5(k); N.Y. Banking Law § 142-a(1); S.C. Code Ann. § 34-25-
240(c); S.C. Code Ann. § 34-25-50(c).  
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2. Concentration Limits 

a. Nationwide Concentration Limit 

Section 3(d) of the BHC Act prohibits the Board from approving an interstate transaction 
that would result in the acquirer holding more than 10% of the total amount of deposits of 
insured depository institutions in the United States (“nationwide deposits”).  TD will clearly not 
approach this level following consummation of the Proposed Transaction.  At December 31, 
2021, TDGUS had total deposits of $393.9 billion and FHN had total deposits of $74.9 billion. 
On a pro forma basis, the combined organization will hold approximately $468.8 billion in total 
domestic deposits, accounting for less than 3% of nationwide deposits.30  Accordingly, the 
Proposed Transaction will clearly comply with the 10% nationwide concentration limit. 

b. State Concentration Limit 

The Board may not approve a transaction if (i) immediately prior to the transaction, the 
applicant controls any insured depository institution or any branch thereof in the home state of 
any bank to be acquired or in any host state in which any such bank maintains a branch; and (ii) 
the applicant, upon consummation, would control 30% or more of the total amount of deposits of 
insured depository institutions in any such state.   

For the states in which the First Horizon Bank has a branch, this restriction is not 
applicable to Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee or Texas because 
neither the Applicant nor any bank affiliate of the Applicant has a branch in any of those states.  
With regard to Florida, New York, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia, the combined 
organization will hold less than 6% of total insured depository institution deposits in each such 
state.  Accordingly, the Proposed Transaction will clearly comply with the 30% statewide 
concentration limit.  

                                                 
30 According to the FDIC’s “Statistics on Depository Institutions” database, FDIC-insured commercial banks and 

thrifts held $18,189 billion in domestic deposits, as of December 31, 2021. See FDIC Statistics at a Glance (as of 
December 31, 2021) available at https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-
glance/2021dec/industry.pdf.  

The Applicant also notes that the combined company would not exceed the cap imposed under Section 622 of the 
Dodd-Frank Act, which prohibits a merger or acquisition between banking organizations if the transaction would 
result in the combined company controlling more than 10% of the aggregate consolidated liabilities of all financial 
companies. On June 17, 2021, the Board stated that the aggregate financial sector liabilities for purposes of 
Section 622 of the Dodd-Frank Act was equal to $ 21,787,962,476,000 for the period from July 1, 2021 through 
June 30, 2022. See Announcement of Financial Sector Liabilities, 86 Fed. Reg. 32267 (June 17, 2021).  On a pro 
forma basis, following consummation of the Proposed Transaction, the total liabilities of the combined TDGUS 
organization would amount to $536.2 billion, or approximately 2.5% of the aggregate U.S. financial sector 
liabilities.  In addition, on a pro forma basis, the total liabilities of TDB’s combined U.S. operations (including the 
total liabilities of the New York Branch of approximately $46.3 billion, based on its most recent report on Form 
FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.7% of the aggregate U.S. financial sector liabilities.   
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organization would amount to $536.2 billion, or approximately 2.5% of the aggregate U.S. financial sector
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The Board is also required to respect nondiscriminatory state deposit caps.  Upon 
consummation, the combined company will not hold deposits in excess of any applicable state 
law regarding deposit concentration.31 

3. Community Reinvestment Act Compliance 

The Board also considers certain CRA related matters, including the record of 
compliance under applicable state community reinvestment laws.  As discussed in Part IV.D. of 
this Preliminary Statement (Community Reinvestment Act Performance), TD and FHN have 
very strong records in this regard.   

G. Financial Stability Considerations 

Pursuant to Section 3(c)(7) of the BHC Act, as added by Section 604(d) of the Dodd-
Frank Act, the Board must consider in every application under Section 3 of the BHC Act the 
extent to which the proposed acquisition would result in greater or more concentrated risks to the 
stability of the United States banking or financial system (the “Financial Stability Standard”).32  

The Board has not issued or proposed regulations defining how it would take financial 
stability considerations into account in reviewing a Section 3 application.  However, in many 
approval orders, the Board has delineated a set of metrics that capture the systemic “footprint” of 
the resulting firm and the incremental effect of the transaction on the systemic footprint of the 
acquiring firm.33  These metrics include: (i) the size of the resulting banking organization; (ii) the 
availability of substitute providers for any critical products and services offered by the resulting 
firm; (iii) the interconnectedness of the resulting firm with the banking or financial system; (iv) 
the extent to which the resulting firm contributes to the complexity of the financial system; and 
(v) the extent of the cross-border activities of the resulting firm. 

In reviewing financial stability considerations regarding a proposed transaction, the 
Board has also stated that it will consider “whether the proposed transaction would provide any 
stability benefits and whether enhanced prudential standards applicable to the combined 

                                                 
31 See Fla. Stat. § 658.2953(5)(b) (applying a 30% state deposit cap); S.C. Code Ann. § 34-25-240(b) and S.C. Code 

Ann. § 34-25-50(a) (applying a 30% state deposit cap). New York, North Carolina and Virginia do not have state 
statutory deposit caps. 

32 12 U.S.C. § 1842(c)(7).  Notably, Section 3(c)(7) of the BHC Act instructs the Board to consider the extent to 
which a proposed transaction “would result” in greater or more concentrated risks to the stability, rather than to 
consider any hypothetical or speculative financial stability risks that could result from a transaction. Cf. 12 U.S.C. 
§ 5462(9) (providing the Financial Stability Oversight Council designation authority in cases where a failure or 
disruption “could create, or increase, the risk of significant liquidity or credit problems spreading among financial 
institutions or markets and thereby threaten the stability of the financial system of the United States”) (emphasis 
added). 

33 See Capital One Financial Corporation, FRB Order No. 2012-2 (Feb. 14, 2012) (the “Capital One Order”).  See, 
e.g., Huntington Bancshares Incorporated, FRB Order No. 2021-07 (May 25, 2021); The PNC Financial Services 
Group, Inc., FRB Order No. 2021-04 (May 14, 2021); Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020); 
BB&T Corporation, FRB Order 2019-16 (November 19, 2019); Royal Bank of Canada, FRB Order No. 2015-28 
(Oct. 7, 2015); CIT Group, Inc., FRB Order No. 2015-20 (July 19, 2015); BB&T Corporation, FRB Order No. 
2015-18 (July 7, 2015).   

The Board is also required to respect nondiscriminatory state deposit caps. Upon
consummation, the combined company will not hold deposits in excess of any applicable state
law regarding deposit concentration. 3 1

3. Community Reinvestment Act Compliance

The Board also considers certain CRA related matters, including the record of
compliance under applicable state community reinvestment laws. As discussed in Part IV.D. of
this Preliminary Statement (Community Reinvestment Act Performance), TD and FHN have
very strong records in this regard.

G. Financial Stability Considerations

Pursuant to Section 3(c)(7) of the BHC Act, as added by Section 604(d) of the Dodd-
Frank Act, the Board must consider in every application under Section 3 of the BHC Act the
extent to which the proposed acquisition would result in greater or more concentrated risks to the
stability of the United States banking or financial system (the "Financial Stability Standard").3 2

The Board has not issued or proposed regulations defining how it would take financial
stability considerations into account in reviewing a Section 3 application. However, in many
approval orders, the Board has delineated a set of metrics that capture the systemic "footprint" of
the resulting firm and the incremental effect of the transaction on the systemic footprint of the
acquiring firm.3 3 These metrics include: (i) the size of the resulting banking organization; (ii) the
availability of substitute providers for any critical products and services offered by the resulting
firm; (iii) the interconnectedness of the resulting firm with the banking or financial system; (iv)
the extent to which the resulting firm contributes to the complexity of the financial system; and
(v) the extent of the cross-border activities of the resulting firm.

In reviewing financial stability considerations regarding a proposed transaction, the
Board has also stated that it will consider "whether the proposed transaction would provide any
stability benefits and whether enhanced prudential standards applicable to the combined

31 See Fla. Stat. § 658.2953(5)(b) (applying a 30% state deposit cap); S.C. Code Ann. § 34-25-240(b) and S.C. Code
Ann. § 34-25-50(a) (applying a 30% state deposit cap). New York, North Carolina and Virginia do not have state
statutory deposit caps.

32 12 U.S.C. § 1842(c)(7). Notably, Section 3(c)(7) of the BHC Act instructs the Board to consider the extent to
which a proposed transaction "would result" in greater or more concentrated risks to the stability, rather than to
consider any hypothetical or speculative financial stability risks that could result from a transaction. Cf 12 U.S.C.
§ 5462(9) (providing the Financial Stability Oversight Council designation authority in cases where a failure or
disruption "could create, or increase, the risk of significant liquidity or credit problems spreading among financial
institutions or markets and thereby threaten the stability of the financial system of the United States") (emphasis
added).

33 See Capital One Financial Corporation, FRB Order No. 2012-2 (Feb. 14, 2012) (the "Capital One Order"). See,
e.g., Huntington Bancshares Incorporated, FRB Order No. 2021-07 (May 25, 2021); The PNC Financial Services
Group, Inc., FRB Order No. 2021-04 (May 14, 2021); Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020);
BB&T Corporation, FRB Order 2019-16 (November 19, 2019); Royal Bank of Canada, FRB Order No. 2015-28
(Oct. 7, 2015); CIT Group, Inc., FRB Order No. 2015-20 (July 19, 2015); BB&T Corporation, FRB Order No.
2015-18 (July 7, 2015).
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organization would offset any potential risks” resulting from the proposed transaction.34  The 
Board has previously noted that diversification of revenue and funding sources resulting from a 
combination, as well as the application of the Board’s tailored regulatory and supervisory 
frameworks to the resulting combined organization, can serve as “financial-stability-enhancing 
features” of the transactions.35 

The following analysis of the Board’s systemic risk factors demonstrates that the 
Proposed Transaction would not result in greater or more concentrated risks to the stability of the 
U.S. financial system.  Moreover, the Proposed Transaction would not result in any significant 
increase in any of the metrics used by federal banking agencies to evaluate the systemic footprint 
of the combined organization.  

1. Size 

When considering the size of a resulting organization for purposes of the Financial 
Stability Standard, the analysis may be informed by the asset size of the institutions as well as 
other aspects of the BHC Act’s requirements, including the 10% national deposit cap for certain 
interstate acquisitions36 and the 10% national liabilities cap.37  Although the Proposed 
Transaction will increase the size of the Applicant’s operations, the size of the resulting 
organization following consummation of the Proposed Transaction does not significantly 
increase the risk that the Applicant poses to the U.S. financial system, and would not approach 
either the national deposit cap or the national liabilities cap.  

With respect to asset size, the total assets of TDGUS account for approximately 2.1% of 
the total assets of all U.S. bank and thrift holding companies (“U.S. holding company assets”), 
and the total assets of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of U.S. holding company assets.38  
The total assets of TDBNA account for approximately 1.8% of the total assets of all U.S. insured 
depository institutions (“U.S. bank assets”).39  The total assets of First Horizon Bank account for 
approximately 0.4% of U.S. bank assets.40  On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the 
Proposed Transaction, the total assets of TDGUS would amount to approximately 2.4% of U.S. 
holding company assets, while the total assets of TDBNA would amount to approximately 2.2% 

                                                 
34 See Capital One Order at 36. 

35 See Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020); Goldman Sachs Bank USA, FRB Order No. 2016-03 
(March 21, 2016). 

36 12 U.S.C. § 1843(i)(8). 

37 12 U.S.C. § 1852. 

38 As of December 31, 2021, total assets of all U.S. bank and thrift holding companies are $25,237 billion. Source: 
SNL Financial.   

39 Total assets of TDBNA based on Call Report data as of December 31, 2021.  Total assets of FDIC-insured banks 
and thrifts are $23,719 billion.  See FDIC Statistics at a Glance (as of December 31, 2021) available at 
https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-glance/2021dec/industry.pdf.  

40 Total assets of First Horizon Bank based on Call Report data as of December 31, 2021.  Total U.S. bank assets as 
of December 31, 2021. 

organization would offset any potential risks" resulting from the proposed transaction.14 The
Board has previously noted that diversification of revenue and funding sources resulting from a
combination, as well as the application of the Board's tailored regulatory and supervisory
frameworks to the resulting combined organization, can serve as "financial-stability-enhancing
features" of the transactions. 3 5

The following analysis of the Board's systemic risk factors demonstrates that the
Proposed Transaction would not result in greater or more concentrated risks to the stability of the
U.S. financial system. Moreover, the Proposed Transaction would not result in any significant
increase in any of the metrics used by federal banking agencies to evaluate the systemic footprint
of the combined organization.

1. Size

When considering the size of a resulting organization for purposes of the Financial
Stability Standard, the analysis may be informed by the asset size of the institutions as well as
other aspects of the BHC Act's requirements, including the 10% national deposit cap for certain
interstate acquisitions3 6 and the 10% national liabilities cap. 3 7 Although the Proposed
Transaction will increase the size of the Applicant's operations, the size of the resulting
organization following consummation of the Proposed Transaction does not significantly
increase the risk that the Applicant poses to the U.S. financial system, and would not approach
either the national deposit cap or the national liabilities cap.

With respect to asset size, the total assets of TDGUS account for approximately 2.1% of
the total assets of all U.S. bank and thrift holding companies ("U.S. holding company assets"),
and the total assets of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of U.S. holding company assets. 3 8

The total assets of TDBNA account for approximately 1.8% of the total assets of all U.S. insured
depository institutions ("U.S. bank assets"). 39 The total assets of First Horizon Bank account for
approximately 0.4% of U.S. bank assets. 4 0 On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the
Proposed Transaction, the total assets of TDGUS would amount to approximately 2.4% of U.S.
holding company assets, while the total assets of TDBNA would amount to approximately 2.2%

34 See Capital One Order at 36.

1 See Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020); Goldman Sachs Bank USA, FRB Order No. 2016-03
(March 21, 2016).

36 12 U.S.C. § 1843(i)(8).

3 12 U.S.C. § 1852.

38 As of December 31, 2021, total assets of all U.S. bank and thrift holding companies are $25,237 billion. Source:
SNL Financial.

3 Total assets of TDBNA based on Call Report data as of December 31, 2021. Total assets of FDIC-insured banks
and thrifts are $23,719 billion. See FDIC Statistics at a Glance (as of December 31, 2021) available at
https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-glance/202 1 dec/industry.pdf.

40 Total assets of First Horizon Bank based on Call Report data as of December 31, 2021. Total U.S. bank assets as
of December 31, 2021.
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of U.S. bank assets.41  Based on total consolidated assets, the combined organization would be 
only approximately one-fifth of the average total consolidated asset size of the four largest U.S. 
banking organizations.42  

With respect to deposit size, the combined organization would not approach the national 
deposit cap.  The total domestic deposits of TDGUS account for approximately 2.2% of 
nationwide deposits.43  The total domestic deposits of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of 
nationwide deposits.44  On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the Proposed 
Transaction, the total deposits of the combined organization would amount to approximately 
2.6% of total nationwide deposits.45   

With respect to liabilities, the combined organization would not approach the national 
liabilities cap.  The total liabilities of TDGUS account for approximately 2.2% of aggregate 
financial sector liabilities.46  The total liabilities of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of 
aggregate financial sector liabilities.47  On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the 
Proposed Transaction, the total liabilities of the combined organization would amount to 
approximately 2.5% of the aggregate U.S. financial sector liabilities.48   

                                                 
41 If the total assets of TDB’s combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total assets of the 

combined organization (including the total assets of the New York Branch of approximately $46.3 billion, based 
on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.6% of U.S. holding company assets (even 
without including the total assets of all other U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations for 
purposes of this calculation). 

42 This calculation is based on the average of the total consolidated assets of the four largest bank holding companies 
as of December 31, 2021. The total consolidated assets of the largest bank holding companies as of such date are: 
JPMorgan Chase – $3.74 trillion; Bank of America – $3.17 trillion; Citigroup – $2.29 trillion; and Wells Fargo – 
$1.95 trillion. 

43 Total deposits of TDGUS based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021. Total domestic deposits of FDIC-
insured banks and thrifts are $18,189 billion (as of December 31, 2021) available at 
https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-glance/2021dec/industry.pdf.   

44 Total deposits of FHN based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021.  Total nationwide deposits as of 
December 31, 2021. 

45 If the total deposits of TDB’s combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total deposits of the 
combined organization (including the total deposits of the New York Branch of approximately $41.4 billion, 
based on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.8% of nationwide deposits (even 
without including the total deposits of all other U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations for 
purposes of this calculation). 

This percentage is also significantly less than the nationwide deposit concentrations of various bank holding 
companies in the United States classified as GSIBs, for example (as of December 31, 2021): Bank of America – 
11.35%; Citigroup – 7.29%; JPMorgan Chase – 13.54%; and Wells Fargo – 8.15%. 

46 On June 17, 2021, the Board stated that the aggregate financial sector liabilities for purposes of Section 622 of the 
Dodd-Frank Act was equal to $21,787,962,476,000 for the period from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. See 
Announcement of Financial Sector Liabilities, 86 Fed. Reg. 32267 (June 17, 2021).   

47 Total liabilities of FHN based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021.  

48 If the total liabilities of TDB’s combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total liabilities of 
the combined organization (including the total liabilities of the New York Branch of approximately $46.3 billion, 
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only approximately one-fifth of the average total consolidated asset size of the four largest U.S.
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With respect to deposit size, the combined organization would not approach the national
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nationwide deposits. 43 The total domestic deposits of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of
nationwide deposits. 44 On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the Proposed
Transaction, the total deposits of the combined organization would amount to approximately
2.6% of total nationwide deposits.45

With respect to liabilities, the combined organization would not approach the national
liabilities cap. The total liabilities of TDGUS account for approximately 2.2% of aggregate
financial sector liabilities.4 6 The total liabilities of FHN account for approximately 0.4% of
aggregate financial sector liabilities.47 On a pro forma basis, following consummation of the
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approximately 2.5% of the aggregate U.S. financial sector liabilities.4 8

41 If the total assets of TDB's combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total assets of the
combined organization (including the total assets of the New York Branch of approximately $46.3 billion, based
on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.6% of U.S. holding company assets (even
without including the total assets of all other U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations for
purposes of this calculation).

42 This calculation is based on the average of the total consolidated assets of the four largest bank holding companies
as of December 31, 2021. The total consolidated assets of the largest bank holding companies as of such date are:
JPMorgan Chase - $3.74 trillion; Bank of America - $3.17 trillion; Citigroup - $2.29 trillion; and Wells Fargo -
$1.95 trillion.

43 Total deposits of TDGUS based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021. Total domestic deposits of FDIC-
insured banks and thrifts are $18,189 billion (as of December 31, 2021) available at
https://www.fdic.gov/analysis/quarterly-banking-profile/statistics-at-a-glance/2021dec/industry.pdf.

4 Total deposits of FHN based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021. Total nationwide deposits as of
December 31, 2021.

45 If the total deposits of TDB's combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total deposits of the
combined organization (including the total deposits of the New York Branch of approximately $41.4 billion,
based on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.8% of nationwide deposits (even
without including the total deposits of all other U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banking organizations for
purposes of this calculation).

This percentage is also significantly less than the nationwide deposit concentrations of various bank holding
companies in the United States classified as GSIBs, for example (as of December 31, 2021): Bank of America -
11.35%; Citigroup - 7.29%; JPMorgan Chase - 13.54%; and Wells Fargo - 8.15%.

46 On June 17, 2021, the Board stated that the aggregate financial sector liabilities for purposes of Section 622 of the
Dodd-Frank Act was equal to $21,787,962,476,000 for the period from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. See
Announcement of Financial Sector Liabilities, 86 Fed. Reg. 32267 (June 17, 2021).

47 Total liabilities of FHN based on FR Y-9C data as of December 31, 2021.

48 If the total liabilities of TDB's combined U.S. operations were included in this calculation, the total liabilities of
the combined organization (including the total liabilities of the New York Branch of approximately $46.3 billion,
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In addition, when the pro forma asset size of TDGUS is measured using the total 
exposures of TDGUS and FHN, as defined for purposes of the size indicators section of the 
Federal Reserve FR Y-15 report, it demonstrates that the Proposed Transaction would not result 
in financial stability concerns as measured by the size factor.  In evaluating a bank holding 
company’s total exposures, the relevant measures include its total derivatives, securities 
financing transactions, other on-balance sheet exposures and other off-balance sheet exposures.  
Based on TDGUS’s Form FR Y-15 report as of December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, 
the combined company would have total exposures (before regulatory deductions) of $654.4 
billion, which is only 2.6% of the total exposures reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 
form.49   

The combined organization’s “size” systemic indicator score, as calculated under the 
Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart H of the Board’s 
Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and four points under Method 
2, each as compared to TDGUS’s systemic indicator scores as of December 31, 2021. 

Accordingly, these numbers suggest that the size of the organization resulting from the 
Proposed Transaction would not pose any separate discernible or increased risk to the financial 
stability of the U.S. financial system.   

2. Substitutability 

When considering the substitutability of a resulting organization for purposes of the 
Financial Stability Standard, the analysis may be informed by whether the parties to the 
transaction engage in any activities that are critical to the functioning of the U.S. financial 
system and whether there would be adequate substitute providers that could quickly perform 
such activities should the combined organization suddenly be unable to do so as a result of 
severe financial distress. 

Neither the Applicant nor FHN engages in any activities that are critical to the 
functioning of the U.S. financial system or provides services that are available from only a small 
number of providers.  Indeed, to the contrary, both organizations primarily offer traditional 
banking products and services for which there are numerous providers in their respective markets 
of each of their products and services that could continue to provide such products and services 
should the combined organization be unable to do so as a result of severe financial distress.  

                                                 
based on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.7% of the aggregate U.S. financial 
sector liabilities. 

This percentage is also significantly less than the nationwide financial sector liability concentrations of various bank 
holding companies in the United States classified as GSIBs, for example (as of December 31, 2021): Bank of 
America – 13.31%; Citigroup – 9.59%; JPMorgan Chase – 15.83%; and Wells Fargo – 8.07%. 

49 The pro forma total exposures of the combined company were calculated by adding the total exposures of such 
activities reported on TDGUS’s FR Y-15 report (as of December 31, 2021) and estimated data for FHN.  The 
combined organization’s total exposures would also be only a small portion of such total exposures of the non-
custodial U.S. GSIBs as of such date: JPMorgan Chase – $4.62 trillion, Bank of America – $3.68 trillion, 
Citigroup – $2.99 trillion, Wells Fargo – $2.34 trillion, Goldman Sachs – $1.92 trillion, and Morgan Stanley – 
$1.50 trillion.   

In addition, when the pro forma asset size of TDGUS is measured using the total
exposures of TDGUS and FHN, as defined for purposes of the size indicators section of the
Federal Reserve FR Y- 15 report, it demonstrates that the Proposed Transaction would not result
in financial stability concerns as measured by the size factor. In evaluating a bank holding
company's total exposures, the relevant measures include its total derivatives, securities
financing transactions, other on-balance sheet exposures and other off-balance sheet exposures.
Based on TDGUS's Form FR Y-15 report as of December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN,
the combined company would have total exposures (before regulatory deductions) of $654.4
billion, which is only 2.6% of the total exposures reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15
form.49

The combined organization's "size" systemic indicator score, as calculated under the
Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart H of the Board's
Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and four points under Method
2, each as compared to TDGUS's systemic indicator scores as of December 31, 2021.

Accordingly, these numbers suggest that the size of the organization resulting from the
Proposed Transaction would not pose any separate discernible or increased risk to the financial
stability of the U.S. financial system.

2. Substitutability

When considering the substitutability of a resulting organization for purposes of the
Financial Stability Standard, the analysis may be informed by whether the parties to the
transaction engage in any activities that are critical to the functioning of the U.S. financial
system and whether there would be adequate substitute providers that could quickly perform
such activities should the combined organization suddenly be unable to do so as a result of
severe financial distress.

Neither the Applicant nor FHN engages in any activities that are critical to the
functioning of the U.S. financial system or provides services that are available from only a small
number of providers. Indeed, to the contrary, both organizations primarily offer traditional
banking products and services for which there are numerous providers in their respective markets
of each of their products and services that could continue to provide such products and services
should the combined organization be unable to do so as a result of severe financial distress.

based on its most recent report on Form FFIEC 002) would amount to only 2.7% of the aggregate U.S. financial
sector liabilities.

This percentage is also significantly less than the nationwide financial sector liability concentrations of various bank
holding companies in the United States classified as GSIBs, for example (as of December 31, 2021): Bank of
America - 13.31%; Citigroup - 9.59%; JPMorgan Chase - 15.83%; and Wells Fargo - 8.07%.

49 The pro forma total exposures of the combined company were calculated by adding the total exposures of such
activities reported on TDGUS's FR Y-15 report (as of December 31, 2021) and estimated data for FHN. The
combined organization's total exposures would also be only a small portion of such total exposures of the non-
custodial U.S. GSIBs as of such date: JPMorgan Chase - $4.62 trillion, Bank of America - $3.68 trillion,
Citigroup - $2.99 trillion, Wells Fargo - $2.34 trillion, Goldman Sachs - $1.92 trillion, and Morgan Stanley -
$1.50 trillion.
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Both the Applicant and FHN provide products and services that are widely recognized to 
be unconcentrated.  With respect to U.S. banking activities, TD, through its U.S. depository 
institution subsidiaries TDBNA and TDBUSA, provides a wide range of commercial, retail, and 
small business banking, as well as asset management products and services to individual, 
corporate and institutional clients.  FHN provides retail and commercial banking, specialized 
commercial lending, commercial leasing and equipment financing, brokerage, wealth 
management, capital markets services and other financial products and services to individual 
consumers, small and medium-sized enterprises, and large corporations.  These activities of both 
banks take place in a highly competitive environment with many banks and other financial 
institutions providing the same services both in local and regional markets and on a national 
basis.50 

In evaluating the substitutability of the combined organization under the Financial 
Stability Standard, the relevant measures include the combined organization’s total payments 
activity, amount of assets under custody and underwriting activity. Based on TDGUS’s FR Y-15 
report (as of December 31, 2021) and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would 
have total payments activity of $10.8 trillion, total assets under custody of $41.9 billion and total 
underwriting activity of $110.3 billion, which are each only a small fraction of these activities in 
the U.S. financial system.  The combined organization would account for approximately 0.7% of 
payments activities, less than 0.1% of assets under custody, and 2.5% of underwriting activities 
of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 form.51  Further, the combined 
organization’s “substitutability” systemic indicator score, as calculated under the Method 1 GSIB 
surcharge scoring methodology of Subpart H of the Board’s Regulation Q, would increase by 
only three points as compared to TDGUS’s systemic indicator score as of December 31, 2021.  
As indicated by these data, the combined organization would have a small share on a nationwide 
basis, and numerous competitors would remain. 

Accordingly, following the consummation of the Proposed Transaction, the combined 
organization’s market share of any activity would not be substantial enough to cause significant 
disruption in the activity if the combined organization were to experience distress, due to the 

                                                 
50 For example, the Board has noted that there are numerous competitors in the United States that offer retail and 

commercial deposit products; consumer and commercial loan products; mortgage lending; commercial lease 
financing and related services; asset-based lending; student lending; small business lending; loan servicing for 
third-party investors; private bank and trust services; payments processing; cash management and treasury 
services; securities brokerage and underwriting; insurance agency and brokerage; capital markets services; 
investment advisory; asset management; wealth management; investment and mergers and acquisition advisory 
services; capital markets; investment banking services; trust operations and fiduciary services; risk-management 
and asset management services; community development investment; payments; merchant services; and treasury 
management services.  See, e.g., The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., FRB Order 2021-4 (May 14, 2021); 
BB&T Corporation, FRB Order 2019-16 (November 19, 2019). 

51 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.  
The respective total payments activity, total assets under custody and total underwriting activity reported by the 
non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were as follows: JPMorgan Chase 
– $500.43 trillion, $34.01 trillion and $768.14 billion; Bank of America – $156.94 trillion, $4.26 trillion and 
$654.13 billion; Citigroup – $194.77 trillion, $21.29 trillion and $554.48 billion; Wells Fargo – $58.62 trillion, 
$3.49 trillion and $258.06 billion; Goldman Sachs – $14.74 trillion, $1.65 trillion and $473.47 billion; and 
Morgan Stanley – $15.12 trillion, $3.83 trillion and $481.75 billion.  

Both the Applicant and FHN provide products and services that are widely recognized to
be unconcentrated. With respect to U.S. banking activities, TD, through its U.S. depository
institution subsidiaries TDBNA and TDBUSA, provides a wide range of commercial, retail, and
small business banking, as well as asset management products and services to individual,
corporate and institutional clients. FHN provides retail and commercial banking, specialized
commercial lending, commercial leasing and equipment financing, brokerage, wealth
management, capital markets services and other financial products and services to individual
consumers, small and medium-sized enterprises, and large corporations. These activities of both
banks take place in a highly competitive environment with many banks and other financial
institutions providing the same services both in local and regional markets and on a national
basis.o

In evaluating the substitutability of the combined organization under the Financial
Stability Standard, the relevant measures include the combined organization's total payments
activity, amount of assets under custody and underwriting activity. Based on TDGUS's FR Y- 15
report (as of December 31, 2021) and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would
have total payments activity of $10.8 trillion, total assets under custody of $41.9 billion and total
underwriting activity of $110.3 billion, which are each only a small fraction of these activities in
the U.S. financial system. The combined organization would account for approximately 0.7% of
payments activities, less than 0. 1% of assets under custody, and 2.5o% of underwriting activities
of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 form. 1 Further, the combined
organization's "substitutability" systemic indicator score, as calculated under the Method 1 GSIB
surcharge scoring methodology of Subpart H of the Board's Regulation Q, would increase by
only three points as compared to TDGUS's systemic indicator score as of December 31, 2021.
As indicated by these data, the combined organization would have a small share on a nationwide
basis, and numerous competitors would remain.

Accordingly, following the consummation of the Proposed Transaction, the combined
organization's market share of any activity would not be substantial enough to cause significant
disruption in the activity if the combined organization were to experience distress, due to the

50 For example, the Board has noted that there are numerous competitors in the United States that offer retail and
commercial deposit products; consumer and commercial loan products; mortgage lending; commercial lease
financing and related services; asset-based lending; student lending; small business lending; loan servicing for
third-party investors; private bank and trust services; payments processing; cash management and treasury
services; securities brokerage and underwriting; insurance agency and brokerage; capital markets services;
investment advisory; asset management; wealth management; investment and mergers and acquisition advisory
services; capital markets; investment banking services; trust operations and fiduciary services; risk-management
and asset management services; community development investment; payments; merchant services; and treasury
management services. See, e.g., The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., FRB Order 2021-4 (May 14, 2021);
BB&T Corporation, FRB Order 2019-16 (November 19, 2019).

5 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.
The respective total payments activity, total assets under custody and total underwriting activity reported by the
non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were as follows: JPMorgan Chase
- $500.43 trillion, $34.01 trillion and $768.14 billion; Bank of America - $156.94 trillion, $4.26 trillion and
$654.13 billion; Citigroup - $194.77 trillion, $21.29 trillion and $554.48 billion; Wells Fargo - $58.62 trillion,
$3.49 trillion and $258.06 billion; Goldman Sachs - $14.74 trillion, $1.65 trillion and $473.47 billion; and
Morgan Stanley - $15.12 trillion, $3.83 trillion and $481.75 billion.
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availability of numerous substitute providers that could offer each of the business lines of the 
combined organization’s business. 

3. Interconnectedness 

The Proposed Transaction would not materially increase the interconnectedness of the 
U.S. banking or financial system.  The Applicant does not currently, and would not as a result of 
the Proposed Transaction, engage in business activities or participate in markets to a degree that 
would pose significant risk to other institutions, in the event of financial distress of the combined 
entity.  Moreover, the parties together following the Proposed Transaction would not be so 
interconnected with other firms or the markets that the merged entity would pose a significant 
risk to the financial system in the event of financial distress.   

To the contrary, the Applicant and FHN primarily offer retail and commercial banking 
products and services to an array of clients, including retail and small business client, middle-
market and other corporate clients, as well as non-profit and public sector clients. Such products 
and services include retail and commercial lending, depository services, treasury management, 
retail and community banking, mortgage banking, and various other services, such as private 
banking, financial advisory services, investment management, retail brokerage services, 
insurance, trust, custody and fund servicing.   

The two parties do not engage in complex derivatives or credit default swaps activity and 
their derivatives activities would not pose a material financial stability risk. Both the Applicant 
and FHN primarily use derivatives to manage exposure to market risk, including interest rate risk 
and foreign currency risk, and to assist customers with their risk management objectives.  
Accordingly, following the Proposed Transaction, the Applicant would not be so interconnected 
with other firms or markets such that financial distress at the Applicant would pose a significant 
risk to the financial system.   

Similarly, when the interconnectedness of the combined company is measured using the 
interconnectedness indicators of the FR Y-15 report, this measure clearly demonstrates that the 
Proposed Transaction would not result in a material increase in systemic risk under such 
indicators.  In evaluating the combined organization’s interconnectedness, the relevant measures 
include the banking organization's total claims on the financial system, its total liabilities to the 
financial system, the total value of debt and equity securities it issues and the total letters of 
credit outstanding to other financial institutions.  Based on TDGUS’s FR Y-15 report as of 
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would have total intra-
financial system assets of $32.8 billion, total intra-financial system liabilities of $11.1 billion, 
and total securities outstanding of $19.4 billion, which would account for approximately 1.6% of 
total intra-financial system assets, 0.5% of total intra-financial system liabilities, and 0.4% of 
total securities outstanding of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 form.52  

                                                 
52 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs. 

For example, the respective total intra-financial system assets, intra-financial system liabilities and securities 
outstanding reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were 
as follows: JPMorgan Chase – $358.99 billion, $482.19 billion and $858.16 billion; Bank of America – $239.44 
billion, $152.54 billion and $708.80 billion; Citigroup – $211.76 billion, $285.14 billion and $488.49 billion; 
Wells Fargo – $177.15 billion, $118.29 billion and $391.76 billion; Goldman Sachs – $274.76 billion, $105.67 

availability of numerous substitute providers that could offer each of the business lines of the
combined organization's business.

3. Interconnectedness

The Proposed Transaction would not materially increase the interconnectedness of the
U.S. banking or financial system. The Applicant does not currently, and would not as a result of
the Proposed Transaction, engage in business activities or participate in markets to a degree that
would pose significant risk to other institutions, in the event of financial distress of the combined
entity. Moreover, the parties together following the Proposed Transaction would not be so
interconnected with other firms or the markets that the merged entity would pose a significant
risk to the financial system in the event of financial distress.

To the contrary, the Applicant and FHN primarily offer retail and commercial banking
products and services to an array of clients, including retail and small business client, middle-
market and other corporate clients, as well as non-profit and public sector clients. Such products
and services include retail and commercial lending, depository services, treasury management,
retail and community banking, mortgage banking, and various other services, such as private
banking, financial advisory services, investment management, retail brokerage services,
insurance, trust, custody and fund servicing.

The two parties do not engage in complex derivatives or credit default swaps activity and
their derivatives activities would not pose a material financial stability risk. Both the Applicant
and FHN primarily use derivatives to manage exposure to market risk, including interest rate risk
and foreign currency risk, and to assist customers with their risk management objectives.
Accordingly, following the Proposed Transaction, the Applicant would not be so interconnected
with other firms or markets such that financial distress at the Applicant would pose a significant
risk to the financial system.

Similarly, when the interconnectedness of the combined company is measured using the
interconnectedness indicators of the FR Y-15 report, this measure clearly demonstrates that the
Proposed Transaction would not result in a material increase in systemic risk under such
indicators. In evaluating the combined organization's interconnectedness, the relevant measures
include the banking organization's total claims on the financial system, its total liabilities to the
financial system, the total value of debt and equity securities it issues and the total letters of
credit outstanding to other financial institutions. Based on TDGUS's FR Y-15 report as of
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would have total intra-
financial system assets of $32.8 billion, total intra-financial system liabilities of $11.1 billion,
and total securities outstanding of $19.4 billion, which would account for approximately 1.6% of
total intra-financial system assets, 0.5% of total intra-financial system liabilities, and 0.4% of
total securities outstanding of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y- 15 form.52

52 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.
For example, the respective total intra-financial system assets, intra-financial system liabilities and securities
outstanding reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were
as follows: JPMorgan Chase - $358.99 billion, $482.19 billion and $858.16 billion; Bank of America - $239.44
billion, $152.54 billion and $708.80 billion; Citigroup - $211.76 billion, $285.14 billion and $488.49 billion;
Wells Fargo - $177.15 billion, $118.29 billion and $391.76 billion; Goldman Sachs - $274.76 billion, $105.67
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Further, the combined organization’s “interconnectedness” systemic indicator score, as 
calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart 
H of the Board’s Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and three 
points under Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS’s systemic indicator scores as of December 
31, 2021. 

4. Complexity and Resolution 

The low level of complexity of the combined entity’s operations would not hinder its 
timely and efficient resolution in the event it were to experience financial distress.  Neither the 
Applicant nor FHN engages in complex activities, such as being a core clearing and settlement 
organization for critical financial markets, which might complicate the resolution process by 
increasing the complexity, costs or timeframes involved in a resolution.  The Proposed 
Transaction does not involve the acquisition or assumption of complex assets or liabilities.   

The combined organization would not have an organizational structure, complex 
interrelationships, or unique structural characteristics that might complicate the resolution 
process by increasing the complexity, costs or timeframes involved in a resolution.  In addition, 
the Applicant and its subsidiary depository institutions have complied with applicable resolution 
planning requirements and have satisfactorily demonstrated to their U.S. banking regulators that 
they have adequately assessed any challenges that their structures and business activities pose to 
an orderly resolution.  Moreover, the organizational structure and operations of the combined 
organization would be centered on a commercial banking business, and in the event of distress, 
the resolution process would be handled under well-established procedures by relevant 
authorities.  Following the Proposed Transaction, approximately 80% of TDGUS’s total assets 
would be held by or through TDBNA.  Accordingly, the vast majority of the combined 
organization's assets would continue to be subject to the well-established resolution processes 
under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.  

Importantly, following the Proposed Transaction, TDGUS will be subject to the Board’s 
total-loss absorbing capacity (“TLAC”) requirement and long-term debt requirements beginning 
in 2023.  TDGUS’s TLAC and long-term debt will enhance financial stability by reducing the 
impact of a potential failure of the combined organization by ensuring that it has sufficient loss-
absorbing capacity on both a “going-concern” and a “gone-concern” basis.  The application of 
the Board’s resolution planning, TLAC and long-term debt requirements to FHN’s current 
operations, which are not currently subject to any of these requirements, significantly improve 
the resolvability and stability of these operations in the event of a severe financial distress. 

When the complexity of the combined organization is measured using the relevant 
indicators of TDGUS’s Form FR Y-15 report and estimated data for FHN, it is also clear that the 
Proposed Transaction would not result in a material increase in systemic risk under this factor.  
In evaluating the combined organization’s complexity, the relevant measures are: a banking 
organization's total notional amount of over-the-counter (“OTC”) derivatives; total amount of 
trading and available-for-sale securities and equity securities with readily determinable fair 
values not held for trading (collectively, “Trading and AFS Securities”); and total illiquid and 

                                                 
billion and $513.04 billion; and Morgan Stanley – $230.91 billion, $53.63 billion and $429.09 billion. 

Further, the combined organization's "interconnectedness" systemic indicator score, as
calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart
H of the Board's Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and three
points under Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS's systemic indicator scores as of December
31, 2021.

4. Complexity and Resolution

The low level of complexity of the combined entity's operations would not hinder its
timely and efficient resolution in the event it were to experience financial distress. Neither the
Applicant nor FHN engages in complex activities, such as being a core clearing and settlement
organization for critical financial markets, which might complicate the resolution process by
increasing the complexity, costs or timeframes involved in a resolution. The Proposed
Transaction does not involve the acquisition or assumption of complex assets or liabilities.

The combined organization would not have an organizational structure, complex
interrelationships, or unique structural characteristics that might complicate the resolution
process by increasing the complexity, costs or timeframes involved in a resolution. In addition,
the Applicant and its subsidiary depository institutions have complied with applicable resolution
planning requirements and have satisfactorily demonstrated to their U.S. banking regulators that
they have adequately assessed any challenges that their structures and business activities pose to
an orderly resolution. Moreover, the organizational structure and operations of the combined
organization would be centered on a commercial banking business, and in the event of distress,
the resolution process would be handled under well-established procedures by relevant
authorities. Following the Proposed Transaction, approximately 80% of TDGUS's total assets
would be held by or through TDBNA. Accordingly, the vast majority of the combined
organization's assets would continue to be subject to the well-established resolution processes
under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.

Importantly, following the Proposed Transaction, TDGUS will be subject to the Board's
total-loss absorbing capacity ("TLAC") requirement and long-term debt requirements beginning
in 2023. TDGUS's TLAC and long-term debt will enhance financial stability by reducing the
impact of a potential failure of the combined organization by ensuring that it has sufficient loss-
absorbing capacity on both a "going-concern" and a "gone-concern" basis. The application of
the Board's resolution planning, TLAC and long-term debt requirements to FHN's current
operations, which are not currently subject to any of these requirements, significantly improve
the resolvability and stability of these operations in the event of a severe financial distress.

When the complexity of the combined organization is measured using the relevant
indicators of TDGUS's Form FR Y-15 report and estimated data for FHN, it is also clear that the
Proposed Transaction would not result in a material increase in systemic risk under this factor.
In evaluating the combined organization's complexity, the relevant measures are: a banking
organization's total notional amount of over-the-counter ("OTC") derivatives; total amount of
trading and available-for-sale securities and equity securities with readily determinable fair
values not held for trading (collectively, "Trading and AFS Securities"); and total illiquid and

billion and $513.04 billion; and Morgan Stanley - $230.91 billion, $53.63 billion and $429.09 billion.
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hard-to-value assets, known as “Level 3 Assets.”  Based on TDGUS’s FR Y-15 report as of 
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined organization would have a pro 
forma total notional amount of OTC derivatives of $360.9 billion, total Trading and AFS 
Securities of $76.14 billion and total Level 3 Assets of $114.9 million, which would account for 
approximately 0.2% of total notional amount of OTC derivatives, 5.8% of total Trading and AFS 
Securities, and 0.1% of the total Level 3 Assets reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 
form.53  Further, the combined organization’s “complexity” systemic indicator score, as 
calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart 
H of the Board’s Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and three 
points under Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS’s systemic indicator scores as of December 
31, 2021. 

As described above, both TDGUS and FHN maintain relatively simple business models 
that, as noted above, are focused primarily on retail and commercial lending and deposit 
products.  Thus, the combined organization will not contribute to the overall complexity of the 
U.S. financial system. 

5. Cross-Border Activity 

As a leading international financial institution, TD, through its U.S. operations, conducts 
more extensive cross-border activities than FHN, but such activities are not so complex or 
extensive as to create difficulties in coordinating any resolution, thereby significantly increasing 
the risk to U.S. financial stability.  Similarly, TD does not engage in the provision of critical 
services whose disruption would impact the macroeconomic condition of the United States by 
disrupting trade or resulting in increased resolution difficulties.  Importantly, TDGUS and 
TDBNA do not have any material operations outside the United States, and their foreign country 
exposure (which is defined as the aggregation of exposure maintained with financial institutions, 
companies or individuals in a given country outside of the United States) is not significant.  
TDBNA had a branch in the Cayman Islands which was closed in December 2016.   

Moreover, the Applicant does not currently expect to expand the cross-border activities 
of TD’s U.S. operations significantly as a result of the Proposed Transaction.  The Board has 
recently determined that, notwithstanding TDB’s significant operations in Canada, an acquisition 
by TDGUS in the United States would not increase financial stability risk where the transaction 
does not have “meaningful effects on [TDB’s] cross-border activities; and would not lead to 
changes in [TDB’s] organizational structure, complexity, or unique characteristics that would 
complicate its resolution.”54  FHN has no material foreign operations and the Proposed 

                                                 
53 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.  

The volumes of these activities (total notional amounts of OTC derivatives, amounts of trading and AFS and 
Level 3 Assets amounts) reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 
2021) were as follows: JPMorgan Chase – $47.97 trillion, $207.99 billion and $17.48 billion; Bank of America – 
$32.22 trillion, $185.10 billion and $10.67 billion; Citigroup – $38.34 trillion, $99.79 billion and $14.75 billion; 
Wells Fargo – $8.90 trillion, $89.04 billion and $19.75 billion; Goldman Sachs – $39.78 trillion, $146.84 billion 
and $24.78 billion; and Morgan Stanley – $31.03 trillion, $117.78 billion and $12.69 billion. 

54 The Toronto-Dominion Bank, FRB Order No. 2020-03 (Sept. 30, 2020). 

hard-to-value assets, known as "Level 3 Assets." Based on TDGUS's FR Y-15 report as of
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined organization would have a pro
forma total notional amount of OTC derivatives of $360.9 billion, total Trading and AFS
Securities of $76.14 billion and total Level 3 Assets of $114.9 million, which would account for
approximately 0.2% of total notional amount of OTC derivatives, 5.8% of total Trading and AFS
Securities, and 0.10% of the total Level 3 Assets reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15
form.53 Further, the combined organization's "complexity" systemic indicator score, as
calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of Subpart
H of the Board's Regulation Q, would increase by only two points under Method 1 and three
points under Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS's systemic indicator scores as of December
31, 2021.

As described above, both TDGUS and FHN maintain relatively simple business models
that, as noted above, are focused primarily on retail and commercial lending and deposit
products. Thus, the combined organization will not contribute to the overall complexity of the
U.S. financial system.

5. Cross-Border Activity

As a leading international financial institution, TD, through its U.S. operations, conducts
more extensive cross-border activities than FHN, but such activities are not so complex or
extensive as to create difficulties in coordinating any resolution, thereby significantly increasing
the risk to U.S. financial stability. Similarly, TD does not engage in the provision of critical
services whose disruption would impact the macroeconomic condition of the United States by
disrupting trade or resulting in increased resolution difficulties. Importantly, TDGUS and
TDBNA do not have any material operations outside the United States, and their foreign country
exposure (which is defined as the aggregation of exposure maintained with financial institutions,
companies or individuals in a given country outside of the United States) is not significant.
TDBNA had a branch in the Cayman Islands which was closed in December 2016.

Moreover, the Applicant does not currently expect to expand the cross-border activities
of TD's U.S. operations significantly as a result of the Proposed Transaction. The Board has
recently determined that, notwithstanding TDB's significant operations in Canada, an acquisition
by TDGUS in the United States would not increase financial stability risk where the transaction
does not have "meaningful effects on [TDB's] cross-border activities; and would not lead to
changes in [TDB's] organizational structure, complexity, or unique characteristics that would
complicate its resolution." 5 4 FHN has no material foreign operations and the Proposed

5 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.
The volumes of these activities (total notional amounts of OTC derivatives, amounts of trading and AFS and
Level 3 Assets amounts) reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31,
2021) were as follows: JPMorgan Chase - $47.97 trillion, $207.99 billion and $17.48 billion; Bank of America -
$32.22 trillion, $185.10 billion and $10.67 billion; Citigroup - $38.34 trillion, $99.79 billion and $14.75 billion;
Wells Fargo - $8.90 trillion, $89.04 billion and $19.75 billion; Goldman Sachs - $39.78 trillion, $146.84 billion
and $24.78 billion; and Morgan Stanley - $31.03 trillion, $117.78 billion and $12.69 billion.

54 The Toronto-Dominion Bank, FRB Order No. 2020-03 (Sept. 30, 2020).
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Transaction would not lead to material changes in the Applicant’s organizational structure or 
complexity, or result in unique characteristics that would complicate its resolution. 

The Applicant also notes that TDB would remain a “qualifying foreign banking 
organization” for purposes of the International Banking Act of 1978 and the Federal Reserve’s 
Regulation K following the Proposed Transaction. 

Therefore, the Proposed Transaction would not involve the acquisition of any cross-
border operations or activities and would not otherwise create difficulties in coordinating any 
resolution that would significantly increase the risk to U.S. financial stability.   

When the cross-border activity of the combined company is measured using the cross-
border indicators of the FR Y-15 report, it is also clear that the Proposed Transaction would not 
result in material systemic risk under such indicators. In evaluating a bank holding company's 
cross-border activity, the relevant measures are a banking organization's total cross-jurisdictional 
claims and its total cross-jurisdictional liabilities. Based on TDGUS’s Form FR Y-15 report as of 
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would have total cross-
jurisdictional claims of $59.0 billion and total cross-jurisdictional liabilities of $13.0 billion, 
which would account for approximately 1.3% of total cross-jurisdictional claims and 0.3% of 
total cross-jurisdictional liabilities of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15 
form.55  Further, the combined organization’s “cross-jurisdictional activity” systemic indicator 
score, as calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of 
Subpart H of the Board’s Regulation Q, would increase by less than one point under each of 
Method 1 and Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS’s systemic indicator scores as of 
December 31, 2021. 

6. Financial Stability Conclusions 

Accordingly, the above-described considerations demonstrate that the Proposed 
Transaction would not pose any separate discernible or increased risk to the financial stability of 
the U.S. financial system.  To the contrary, the Proposed Transaction is expected to provide 
financial stability benefits by enhancing the Applicant’s financial position, as the combined 
organization will maintain the Applicant’s strong capital and liquidity position but with a more 
diversified geographic footprint and product offering.  The Applicant’s expanded East Coast, 
Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast footprint would provide additional streams of stable revenues for 
the combined organization and, importantly, would diversify the company’s sources of stable 
funding, thereby making the combined organization more resilient and better positioned to 
withstand financial distress. 

Further, following the Proposed Transaction, all of the activities of FHN, which currently 
does not qualify as a Category IV (or other higher category) organization, would become subject 

                                                 
55 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.  

The volumes of these activities (total cross-jurisdictional claims and total cross-jurisdictional liabilities) reported 
by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were as follows: JPMorgan 
Chase – $926.22 billion and $833.20 billion; Bank of America – $508.19 billion and $391.78 billion; Citigroup – 
$1.06 trillion and $1.15 trillion; Wells Fargo – $176.25 billion and $58.81 billion; Goldman Sachs – $687.28 
billion and $533.55 billion; and Morgan Stanley – $375.13 billion and $310.05 billion. 

Transaction would not lead to material changes in the Applicant's organizational structure or
complexity, or result in unique characteristics that would complicate its resolution.

The Applicant also notes that TDB would remain a "qualifying foreign banking
organization" for purposes of the International Banking Act of 1978 and the Federal Reserve's
Regulation K following the Proposed Transaction.

Therefore, the Proposed Transaction would not involve the acquisition of any cross-
border operations or activities and would not otherwise create difficulties in coordinating any
resolution that would significantly increase the risk to U.S. financial stability.

When the cross-border activity of the combined company is measured using the cross-
border indicators of the FR Y-15 report, it is also clear that the Proposed Transaction would not
result in material systemic risk under such indicators. In evaluating a bank holding company's
cross-border activity, the relevant measures are a banking organization's total cross-jurisdictional
claims and its total cross-jurisdictional liabilities. Based on TDGUS's Form FR Y-15 report as of
December 31, 2021 and estimated data for FHN, the combined company would have total cross-
jurisdictional claims of $59.0 billion and total cross-jurisdictional liabilities of $13.0 billion,
which would account for approximately 1.3% of total cross-jurisdictional claims and 0.3% of
total cross-jurisdictional liabilities of the total reported by institutions that file the FR Y-15
form.55 Further, the combined organization's "cross-jurisdictional activity" systemic indicator
score, as calculated under the Method 1 and Method 2 GSIB surcharge scoring methodologies of
Subpart H of the Board's Regulation Q, would increase by less than one point under each of
Method 1 and Method 2, each as compared to TDGUS's systemic indicator scores as of
December 31, 2021.

6. Financial Stability Conclusions

Accordingly, the above-described considerations demonstrate that the Proposed
Transaction would not pose any separate discernible or increased risk to the financial stability of
the U.S. financial system. To the contrary, the Proposed Transaction is expected to provide
financial stability benefits by enhancing the Applicant's financial position, as the combined
organization will maintain the Applicant's strong capital and liquidity position but with a more
diversified geographic footprint and product offering. The Applicant's expanded East Coast,
Mid-Atlantic, and Southeast footprint would provide additional streams of stable revenues for
the combined organization and, importantly, would diversify the company's sources of stable
funding, thereby making the combined organization more resilient and better positioned to
withstand financial distress.

Further, following the Proposed Transaction, all of the activities of FHN, which currently
does not qualify as a Category IV (or other higher category) organization, would become subject

5 Such totals are also significantly less than the totals for such indicators reported by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs.
The volumes of these activities (total cross-jurisdictional claims and total cross-jurisdictional liabilities) reported
by the non-custodial U.S. GSIBs on their FR Y-15 reports (as of December 31, 2021) were as follows: JPMorgan
Chase - $926.22 billion and $833.20 billion; Bank of America - $508.19 billion and $391.78 billion; Citigroup -
$1.06 trillion and $1.15 trillion; Wells Fargo - $176.25 billion and $58.81 billion; Goldman Sachs - $687.28
billion and $533.55 billion; and Morgan Stanley - $375.13 billion and $310.05 billion.
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to the Federal Reserve’s stricter prudential and risk management requirements applicable to 
Category III organizations.  The application of the Board’s regulatory and supervisory 
frameworks to FHN’s current operations would serve as financial stability-enhancing features 
that mitigate any financial stability risks resulting from the Proposed Transaction. 

The above-described metrics are similar to the categories of systemic indicators used by 
the Board to identify banking organizations that should be considered GSIBs and to calculate the 
capital surcharge applicable to a GSIB, as well as the general categories of indicators collected in 
the Federal Reserve’s FR Y-15 reports (Banking Organization Systemic Risk Report).56  In 
reviewing financial stability considerations of proposed merger transactions, the Board has 
considered the resulting change in an acquirer’s GSIB score, noting that “[t]he GSIB score is the 
Board’s principal regulatory algorithm for measuring a firm’s systemic footprint, and it includes 
the effects of all five of the quantitative factors mentioned above (size, substitutability, 
interconnectedness, complexity, and cross-border activity).”57 

As of December 31, 2021, TDGUS had a Method 1 GSIB score of only 33.  TDGUS’s 
pro forma Method 1 GSIB score as of the same date, after taking into account the Proposed 
Transaction, would be 42, an increase of only nine points.  Importantly, TDGUS’s pro forma 
Method 1 GSIB score, after taking into account the Proposed Transaction, would remain 88 
points below (and approximately one-third of) the threshold score (130) necessary to be 
considered a GSIB under 12 CFR § 217.402, and would be less than 14% of the average of the 
six U.S. institutions with the highest GSIB scores. Also as of December 31, 2021, TDGUS had a 
Method 2 GSIB score of only 190.  TDGUS’s pro forma Method 2 GSIB score as of the same 
date, after taking into account the Proposed Transaction, would in fact decrease by 13 points to 
177 (due to a proportionately smaller increase short-term wholesale funding relative to the 
increase in average risk-weighted assets resulting in a lower short-term wholesale funding 
metric), and would be less than 30% of the average of the six U.S. institutions with the highest 
GSIB scores.  Further, as noted above, none of the Method 1 or Method 2 component indicator 
scores would increase by more than four points as a result of the Proposed Transaction.58 

Please see Confidential Exhibit 11 for additional information comparing TDGUS’s pro 
forma GSIB score to the GSIBs and other bank holding companies, as well as a snapshot 
summary of the systemic risk factors of the bank holding companies that file FR Y-15 reports, as 
of December 31, 2021.   

                                                 
56 12 CFR § 214.404; Banking Organization System Risk Report-FR Y-15, 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/reportforms/forms/FR_Y-1520201231_i.pdf.  

57 Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020).   

58 The Board has previously indicated that the financial stability considerations of an acquisition by TDGUS should 
be assessed based on the change to the GSIB score of TDGUS resulting from the acquisition.  See The Toronto-
Dominion Bank, FRB Order 2020-04 (Sept. 30, 2020) (“The Board also considered the Global Systemically 
Important Bank (“GSIB”) score of TD Group US Holdings LLC.”).  However, even when measuring the 
incremental effect of the Proposed Transaction on the GSIB score of TDB’s combined U.S. operations, the pro 
forma Method 1 GSIB score of TDB’s U.S. operations would remain 79 points below (and less than 40% of) the 
threshold score (130) necessary to be considered a GSIB under 12 CFR § 217.402.   

to the Federal Reserve's stricter prudential and risk management requirements applicable to
Category III organizations. The application of the Board's regulatory and supervisory
frameworks to FHN's current operations would serve as financial stability-enhancing features
that mitigate any financial stability risks resulting from the Proposed Transaction.

The above-described metrics are similar to the categories of systemic indicators used by
the Board to identify banking organizations that should be considered GSIBs and to calculate the
capital surcharge applicable to a GSIB, as well as the general categories of indicators collected in
the Federal Reserve's FR Y-15 reports (Banking Organization Systemic Risk Report). 56 In
reviewing financial stability considerations of proposed merger transactions, the Board has
considered the resulting change in an acquirer's GSIB score, noting that "[t]he GSIB score is the
Board's principal regulatory algorithm for measuring a firm's systemic footprint, and it includes
the effects of all five of the quantitative factors mentioned above (size, substitutability,
interconnectedness, complexity, and cross-border activity)." 57

As of December 31, 2021, TDGUS had a Method 1 GSIB score of only 33. TDGUS's
pro forma Method 1 GSIB score as of the same date, after taking into account the Proposed
Transaction, would be 42, an increase of only nine points. Importantly, TDGUS's pro forma
Method 1 GSIB score, after taking into account the Proposed Transaction, would remain 88
points below (and approximately one-third of) the threshold score (130) necessary to be
considered a GSIB under 12 CFR § 217.402, and would be less than 14% of the average of the
six U.S. institutions with the highest GSIB scores. Also as of December 31, 2021, TDGUS had a
Method 2 GSIB score of only 190. TDGUS's pro forma Method 2 GSIB score as of the same
date, after taking into account the Proposed Transaction, would in fact decrease by 13 points to
177 (due to a proportionately smaller increase short-term wholesale funding relative to the
increase in average risk-weighted assets resulting in a lower short-term wholesale funding
metric), and would be less than 30% of the average of the six U.S. institutions with the highest
GSIB scores. Further, as noted above, none of the Method 1 or Method 2 component indicator
scores would increase by more than four points as a result of the Proposed Transaction.5 8

Please see Confidential Exhibit 11 for additional information comparing TDGUS's pro
forma GSIB score to the GSIBs and other bank holding companies, as well as a snapshot
summary of the systemic risk factors of the bank holding companies that file FR Y-15 reports, as
of December 31, 2021.

56 12 CFR § 214.404; Banking Organization System Risk Report-FR Y-15,
https://www.federalreserve.gov/reportforms/forms/FR Y-1520201231 i.pdf.

5 Morgan Stanley, FRB Order 2020-05 (Sept. 30, 2020).

5 The Board has previously indicated that the financial stability considerations of an acquisition by TDGUS should
be assessed based on the change to the GSIB score of TDGUS resulting from the acquisition. See The Toronto-
Dominion Bank, FRB Order 2020-04 (Sept. 30, 2020) ("The Board also considered the Global Systemically
Important Bank ("GSIB") score of TD Group US Holdings LLC."). However, even when measuring the
incremental effect of the Proposed Transaction on the GSIB score of TDB's combined U.S. operations, the pro
forma Method 1 GSIB score of TDB's U.S. operations would remain 79 points below (and less than 40% of) the
threshold score (130) necessary to be considered a GSIB under 12 CFR § 217.402.
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H. Public Notice 

Notice of the Application is being published in The News Journal, a daily newspaper of 
general circulation in Wilmington, Delaware, which is the location of the main office of the 
Applicant’s lead bank (TDBNA) and the head office of TDGUS, The Courier Post, a daily 
newspaper of general circulation in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, which is the location of the head 
office of TDBUSH, and The Commercial Appeal, a daily newspaper of general circulation in 
Memphis, Tennessee, which is the location of the main office of FHN and First Horizon Bank.  
The form of newspaper notice with regard to the Application is provided in Public Exhibit 11.  
Affidavits of publication will be submitted to Board and Reserve Bank staff once they are 
received from the newspapers.  

V. CONCLUSION  

The Proposed Transaction merits approval under the relevant statutory criteria. As set 
forth in this Application, the Applicant will have substantial financial resources to operate safely 
and soundly following the Proposed Transaction. Moreover, the combined organization’s 
directors and senior executive officers have the competence, experience and integrity to manage 
the combined organization in a safe and sound manner following the Proposed Transaction.  The 
Proposed Transaction will bring substantial benefits to the customers and communities served by 
the Applicant and First Horizon Bank, and the banks’ CRA records support approval.  The 
Proposed Transaction also does not raise any competitive concerns.  Furthermore, the Proposed 
Transaction does not present a risk to the stability of the U.S. banking or financial system. 
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM FORM FR Y-3 

I. PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

1. Describe the transaction’s purpose. Identify any changes to the business plan of the 
Bank/Bank Holding Company to be acquired or the Resultant Institution. Identify any 
new business lines. 

The purpose of the Proposed Transaction is to effect the Applicant’s acquisition of 
FHN and the subsequent merger of First Horizon Bank into TDBNA.  Through the 
acquisition of FHN, the Applicant seeks to expand its presence in the Southeastern U.S. 
markets in which FHN operates, and to establish a foundation for the Applicant’s further 
expansion into Texas and Georgia.  The Applicant intends to serve existing FHN customers 
through a more expansive branch network and a broader array of products and services.  The 
Applicant has concluded that the combination of their complementary businesses will result 
in a stronger banking organization better able to serve customers and communities on a more 
efficient basis while providing existing customers of both banks access to a broader suite of 
products and services.  

The Proposed Transaction will bring together two purpose-driven organizations with 
a deep commitment to the customers they serve.  The new organization will leverage its scale 
to serve customer needs through a distinctive customer experience.  The Proposed 
Transaction uniquely positions the combined organization to capitalize on market 
opportunities and broaden the channels and customers it serves through expanded 
distribution and product offerings.  Strategic and financial benefits of the Proposed 
Transaction include:  

 Enhanced Scale:  The combined company’s expanded distribution and scale 
positions TD to serve an expanded customer base through a differentiated 
customer-centric brand while driving strong financial performance, with greater 
financial resources to invest in customer product enhancements and technology 
for client experience improvements and to make long-term investments in the 
communities and customers of both organizations. 

 Revenue Growth through Combined Segments and Expanded National Footprint 
Businesses:  The Proposed Transaction will result in strengthened retail card, 
mortgage, wealth, and consumer & business banking businesses for the combined 
organization.  TD will leverage its broad product and service offerings, as well as 
its strong digital capabilities, across the expanded combined customer base and 
will deploy its expertise in SBA, middle market, healthcare, higher education and 
municipal lending.  In addition, FHN’s strengths in commercial banking and 
specialty businesses (including FHN’s specialty banking strengths in asset-based 
lending, mortgage warehouse lending, commercial real estate, equipment finance, 
and fixed income) will complement TD’s existing efforts in these business lines 
(such as its mortgage warehouse product offerings) to build a leading national 
platform.  In addition, customers of both banks will have access to the combined 
organization’s expanded commercial loan capacity, as well as its larger capital 
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organization's expanded commercial loan capacity, as well as its larger capital
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base that will support greater commercial and community development lending 
and investment capacity.  The Proposed Transaction will add scale and 
distribution to TD Securities’ fixed income sales and trading business through 
FHN Financial, and presents the opportunity to extend TD Securities’ capabilities 
and expertise to large corporate customers in FHN’s markets. Furthermore, 
customers of both banks will be well served by the compatibility of FHN’s and 
TD’s shared customer-focused operating philosophies and strong commitment to 
local communities.   

 Enhances Market Competition:  The Proposed Transaction will create a more 
effective competitor in vibrant Southeastern U.S. markets, in which the five-year 
projected population growth in FHN’s footprint is 50% greater than the national 
average.  The combined institution would have a pro forma deposit market share 
of less than 12% in all overlapping Federal Reserve banking markets, with 
minimal HHI increases of 31 points or less in all such overlapping markets.  The 
combined institution would be well below the statutory national and state deposit 
caps, holding less than 3% of the total nationwide deposits and no more than 6% 
of state-wide deposits in any state in which the U.S. branch bank operations of the 
Applicant and FHN overlap, each on a pro forma basis.  The greater scale and 
increased market presence of the Applicant resulting from the Proposed 
Transaction would allow the Applicant to compete more effectively against the 
market leaders in these markets, and would have a pro-competitive impact in the 
states in which the U.S. branch bank operations of the Applicant and FHN 
overlap. 

The business strategy and operations of the combined organization will not differ 
materially from the business strategy and operations of the Applicant, and the combined 
organization’s business plan will not change materially from the Applicant’s business plan 
that has been previously reviewed by the Board and Reserve Bank.   

The business and core competencies of both TD and FHN are highly 
complementary, and will allow the combined organization to deploy a broad product set and 
digital capabilities at enhanced scale.  For example, TD offers the scale, product breadth and 
technology to penetrate consumer and business banking markets through its mobile banking, 
retail cards, auto finance loans, mortgage and home equity loans, complementing FHN’s 
large and loyal client base.  TD’s strong consumer product suite and legendary customer 
service model, including its leading digital capabilities, longer store hours, and easy-to-
access account opening processes, will greatly benefit FHN’s retail customers.  TD’s 
dedicated wealth management offerings (including financial planning, private banking, trust 
and estate, investment management and brokerage services) will serve FHN’s existing wealth 
management and brokerage customers, with TD leveraging First Horizon’s capabilities in 
family office services to expand into this offering.  As described above, the Proposed 
Transaction will combine TD’s and FHN’s strengths in commercial banking and specialty 
businesses to build a leading national platform, with First Horizon’s specialty businesses 
expected to be integrated into TD’s specialty offerings.  In addition, customers of both banks 
will have access to the combined organization’s expanded commercial loan capacity, as well 
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as its larger capital base that will support greater commercial and community development 
lending and investment capacity.   

2. Provide the following with respect to the Bank/Bank Holding Company to be acquired: 

a. Total number of shares of each class of stock outstanding; 

As of the date of the Parent Merger Agreement, the authorized capital stock of FHN 
consists of 700,000,000 shares of FHN common stock, and 5,000,000 shares of preferred 
stock, no par value.  As of February 24, 2022, with the exception of exercise, vesting, 
settlement and forfeiture, in each case, since January 31, 2022, as to a de minimis number of 
shares of FHN common stock underlying FHN equity awards, there were (i) 533,961,891 
shares of FHN common stock issued and outstanding, including 986,656 FHN restricted 
shares; (ii) 4,845,010 shares of FHN common stock reserved for issuance upon the exercise 
of outstanding FHN options; (iii) 7,464,276 shares of FHN common stock reserved for 
issuance upon the settlement of outstanding FHN restricted stock units; (iv) 2,076,978 shares 
of FHN common stock (assuming performance goals are satisfied at the target level) or 
3,733,889 shares of FHN common stock (assuming performance goals are satisfied at the 
maximum level) reserved for issuance upon the settlement of outstanding unvested open 
FHN performance-based stock unit awards; (v) 549,519 shares of FHN common stock 
reserved for issuance upon the settlement of vested deferred FHN performance-based stock 
units for which applicable performance goals have been met and deferred director restricted 
stock units, in each case, following the lapse of an applicable holding period; (vi) 8,000 
shares of FHN Series B Preferred Stock; (vii) 5,750 shares of FHN Series C Preferred Stock; 
(viii) 10,000 shares of FHN Series D Preferred Stock; (ix) 1,500 shares of FHN Series E 
Preferred Stock; and (x) 1,500 shares of FHN Series F Preferred Stock.  In addition, 
following the Securities Purchase, there were 4,935.694 shares of FHN Series G Preferred 
Stock issued and outstanding.  

All of the shares of voting common stock of First Horizon Bank are owned by FHN.  
First Horizon Bank has two classes of preferred stock, consisting of (a) 300,000 shares of 
Class A Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, all of which shares are issued and 
outstanding; and (b) 50 shares of Class B Preferred Stock reserved for issuance upon the 
occurrence of certain events, none of which shares are issued and outstanding. 

b. Number of shares of each class now owned or under option by the applicant, by 
subsidiaries of the applicant, by principals of the applicant, by trustees for the 
benefit of the applicant, its subsidiaries, shareholders, and employees as a class, 
or by an escrow arrangement instituted by the applicant; 

As described in Part III.D of the Preliminary Statement, TDB acquired 4,935.694 
shares of FHN Series G Preferred Stock on February 28, 2022, pursuant to the Securities 
Purchase Agreement.59  Other than TDB’s ownership of such shares of FHN Series G 

                                                 
59 Prior to the completion of the Parent Merger, TDB may transfer such shares of FHN Series G Preferred Stock to a 

newly formed Canadian subsidiary of TDB.  In addition, prior to the completion of the Parent Merger, TDB 
expects to transfer such shares of FHN Series G Preferred Stock to TDBUSH, such that TDB’s ownership of such 
FHN Series G Preferred Stock (or the shares of FHN common stock into which shares of FHN Series G Preferred 
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Preferred Stock, to TD’s knowledge, none of TD, its subsidiaries or its or their principals, or 
any trustee for the benefit of TD, its subsidiaries, shareholders, and employees as class, or 
any escrow arrangement instituted by TD, currently own any (i) equity interests of, or hold 
any options to purchase equity of, FHN (other than a de minimis number of shares of FHN 
common stock owned by TDB or its subsidiaries and acquired in the ordinary course of 
business), or (ii) shares of preferred stock of First Horizon Bank.  All of the shares of 
common stock of First Horizon Bank are owned by FHN prior to the consummation of the 
Proposed Transaction.   

c. Number of shares of each class to be acquired by cash purchase; the amount to 
be paid, per share and in total; and the source of funds to be applied to the 
purchase; 

For a description of the number of shares of each class to be acquired by cash 
purchase and the amount to be paid, please refer to Part III.A. of the Preliminary Statement.   

The cash consideration for the Parent Merger will be primarily funded through excess 
capital on TD’s balance sheet.  TD may engage in certain internal financing transactions for 
purposes of deploying its excess capital in connection with the Parent Merger cash 
consideration, including through capital contributions to its subsidiary holding companies.  

In order to offset the reduction in excess capital resulting from the payment of the 
Parent Merger cash consideration, TDB may conduct securities issuances (including equity 
and/or debt securities) in the public or private capital markets prior to the completion of the 
Parent Merger.  The timing and terms of any such capital issuances have yet to be determined 
and will depend on a number of factors, including then-current market conditions.  The 
completion of any such capital issuances is not a condition to the completion of the Parent 
Merger.   

TDBUSH and TDBNA do not intend to enter into any additional financing 
arrangements in order to consummate the Second Step Merger or the Bank Merger. 

d. Number of shares of each class to be acquired by exchange of stock, the 
exchange ratio, and the number and description of each class of the applicant’s 
shares to be exchanged; and 

For a description of the number of shares of each class to be acquired by exchange of 
stock, the exchange ratio, and the number and description of each class of the Applicant’s 
shares to be exchanged, please refer to Part III of the Preliminary Statement.  

e. A copy of the purchase, operating, shareholder, trust or other agreements 
associated with the proposed transaction. Also, provide the expiration dates of 
any contractual arrangement between the parties involved in this application 
and a brief description of any unusual contractual terms, especially those terms 

                                                 
Stock may be converted) will be held through TDB’s intermediate holding company upon FHN becoming a TDB 
U.S. subsidiary, in accordance with the Board’s Regulation YY. 
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not disclosed elsewhere in the application. Note any other circumstances that 
might affect timing of the proposal. 

The Parent Merger Agreement does not contain any unusual contractual terms not 
otherwise described elsewhere in this Application.  For a summary of the principal terms of 
the Proposed Transaction, please refer to Part III of the Preliminary Statement.  As noted 
therein, each party will have the right to terminate the Parent Merger Agreement if the Parent 
Merger has not been completed by February 27, 2023, subject to certain limitations and 
possible extension in certain circumstances.   

A copy of the Parent Merger Agreement is attached as Public Exhibit 1.  A copy of 
the Securities Purchase Agreement is provided in Confidential Exhibit 5, and a copy of the 
Series G Articles of Amendment is provided as Public Exhibit 5. 

3. If the proposed transaction is an acquisition of assets and assumption of liabilities, 
indicate the total price and the source of funds that the applicant intends to use for the 
proposed purchase, and discuss the effect of the transaction on the operations of the 
applicant. 

Not applicable.  The Proposed Transaction is not an acquisition of assets and 
assumption of liabilities. 

4. If the proposed transaction involves the acquisition of an unaffiliated banking operation 
or otherwise represents a change in ownership of established banking operations, 
describe briefly the due diligence review conducted on the target operations by 
Applicant. Indicate the scope of and resources committed to the review, explain any 
significant adverse findings, and describe the corrective action(s) to be taken to address 
those weaknesses. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 8. 

5. Provide a list of all regulatory approvals and filings required for the proposed 
transaction and the status of each filing. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part III.E. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Regulatory Approvals and Notices). 

6. Provide a copy of any findings, orders, approvals, denials or other documentation 
regarding the proposed transaction issued by any regulatory authority. 

A copy of any findings, orders, approvals, denials or other documentation regarding 
the proposed transaction issued by any regulatory authority will be provided to the Board 
upon receipt by the Applicant of any such documentation. 

7. For applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act, if the proposed 
transaction would result in an organization other than a shell one-bank holding 
company, submit a pro forma organization chart showing the applicant’s percentage of 

not disclosed elsewhere in the application. Note any other circumstances that
might affect timing of the proposal.

The Parent Merger Agreement does not contain any unusual contractual terms not
otherwise described elsewhere in this Application. For a summary of the principal terms of
the Proposed Transaction, please refer to Part III of the Preliminary Statement. As noted
therein, each party will have the right to terminate the Parent Merger Agreement if the Parent
Merger has not been completed by February 27, 2023, subject to certain limitations and
possible extension in certain circumstances.

A copy of the Parent Merger Agreement is attached as Public Exhibit 1. A copy of
the Securities Purchase Agreement is provided in Confidential Exhibit 5, and a copy of the
Series G Articles of Amendment is provided as Public Exhibit 5.

3. If the proposed transaction is an acquisition of assets and assumption of liabilities,
indicate the total price and the source of funds that the applicant intends to use for the
proposed purchase, and discuss the effect of the transaction on the operations of the
applicant.

Not applicable. The Proposed Transaction is not an acquisition of assets and
assumption of liabilities.

4. If the proposed transaction involves the acquisition of an unaffiliated banking operation
or otherwise represents a change in ownership of established banking operations,
describe briefly the due diligence review conducted on the target operations by
Applicant. Indicate the scope of and resources committed to the review, explain any
significant adverse findings, and describe the corrective action(s) to be taken to address
those weaknesses.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 8.

5. Provide a list of all regulatory approvals and filings required for the proposed
transaction and the status of each filing.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part III.E. of the Preliminary Statement
(Regulatory Approvals and Notices).

6. Provide a copy of any findings, orders, approvals, denials or other documentation
regarding the proposed transaction issued by any regulatory authority.

A copy of any findings, orders, approvals, denials or other documentation regarding
the proposed transaction issued by any regulatory authority will be provided to the Board
upon receipt by the Applicant of any such documentation.

7. For applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act, if the proposed
transaction would result in an organization other than a shell one-bank holding
company, submit a pro forma organization chart showing the applicant's percentage of
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ownership of all banks and companies, both domestic and foreign, in which it directly 
or indirectly will own or control more than 5 percent of the outstanding voting shares. 

Not applicable.  This Application is not being filed pursuant to Section 3(a)(1) of the 
BHC Act. 

II. FINANCIAL AND MANAGERIAL INFORMATION 

8. a. For an applicant that is not or would not be subject to consolidated capital 
standards following consummation of the proposed transaction, provide parent 
company balance sheet as of the end of the most recent quarter, showing separately 
each principal group of assets, liabilities, and capital accounts; debit and credit 
adjustments (explained by detailed footnotes) reflecting the proposed transaction; and 
the resulting pro forma balance sheet. The pro forma balance sheet should reflect the 
adjustments required under business combination and fair value accounting 
standards; 

Not applicable.  TD is subject to consolidated capital standards, and would continue 
to be after consummation of the Proposed Transaction. 

b. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital standards 
following consummation of the proposed transaction, provide parent company 
and consolidated balance sheets as of the end of the most recent quarter, 
showing separately each principal group of assets, liabilities, and capital 
accounts; debit and credit adjustments (explained by detailed footnotes) 
reflecting the proposed transaction; and the resulting pro forma balance sheets; 
and the financial information provided should be prepared in accordance with 
GAAP, and be in sufficient detail to reflect any: Common equity and preferred 
stock; Other qualifying capital; Long —and short–term debt; Goodwill and all 
other types of intangible assets; Material changes between the date of the 
balance sheet and the date of the application (explained by footnotes).  

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 6. 

c. Provide a broad discussion on the valuation of the target entity and any 
anticipated goodwill and other intangible assets. Also discuss the application of 
fair value and any election to apply push-down accounting adjustments, as 
appropriate. 

TD believes that the Proposed Transaction presents significant growth and value-
creation opportunities for the combined companies and respective shareholders.  The 
purchase price to be paid by TD on the closing date is approximately $13.4 billion in 
aggregate.  This price represents a multiple of approximately 9.8 times FHN’s fully-
synergized earnings, and approximately 2.1 times FHN’s tangible book value at expected 
closing.  TD expects approximately $610 million in pretax synergies (equal to approximately 
33% of FHN’s estimated non-interest expenses) through a combination of technology and 
systems consolidation, and other operational efficiencies. TD expects the Proposed 
Transaction to be immediately accretive to its adjusted earnings per share and over 10% 

ownership of all banks and companies, both domestic and foreign, in which it directly
or indirectly will own or control more than 5 percent of the outstanding voting shares.

Not applicable. This Application is not being filed pursuant to Section 3(a)(1) of the
BHC Act.

. FINANCIAL AND MANAGERIAL INFORMATION

8. a. For an applicant that is not or would not be subject to consolidated capital
standards following consummation of the proposed transaction, provide parent
company balance sheet as of the end of the most recent quarter, showing separately
each principal group of assets, liabilities, and capital accounts; debit and credit
adjustments (explained by detailed footnotes) reflecting the proposed transaction; and
the resulting pro forma balance sheet. The pro forma balance sheet should reflect the
adjustments required under business combination and fair value accounting
standards;

Not applicable. TD is subject to consolidated capital standards, and would continue
to be after consummation of the Proposed Transaction.

b. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital standards
following consummation of the proposed transaction, provide parent company
and consolidated balance sheets as of the end of the most recent quarter,
showing separately each principal group of assets, liabilities, and capital
accounts; debit and credit adjustments (explained by detailed footnotes)
reflecting the proposed transaction; and the resulting pro forma balance sheets;
and the financial information provided should be prepared in accordance with
GAAP, and be in sufficient detail to reflect any: Common equity and preferred
stock; Other qualifying capital; Long -and short-term debt; Goodwill and all
other types of intangible assets; Material changes between the date of the
balance sheet and the date of the application (explained by footnotes).

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 6.

c. Provide a broad discussion on the valuation of the target entity and any
anticipated goodwill and other intangible assets. Also discuss the application of
fair value and any election to apply push-down accounting adjustments, as
appropriate.

TD believes that the Proposed Transaction presents significant growth and value-
creation opportunities for the combined companies and respective shareholders. The
purchase price to be paid by TD on the closing date is approximately $13.4 billion in
aggregate. This price represents a multiple of approximately 9.8 times FHN's fully-
synergized earnings, and approximately 2.1 times FHN's tangible book value at expected
closing. TD expects approximately $610 million in pretax synergies (equal to approximately
33% of FHN's estimated non-interest expenses) through a combination of technology and
systems consolidation, and other operational efficiencies. TD expects the Proposed
Transaction to be immediately accretive to its adjusted earnings per share and over 10%
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accretive to its adjusted earnings per share in 2023 on a fully-synergized basis when fully 
integrated, assuming a transaction completion date of November 1, 2022.  The valuation of 
the target was arrived at after careful consideration by the Applicant along with its outside 
financial advisers.    

For additional information regarding accounting adjustments, please refer to 
Confidential Exhibit 6. 

9. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital requirements under 
Regulation Q (12 CFR part 217) following consummation of the proposed transaction, 
provide a breakdown of the organization’s existing and pro forma risk-weighted assets 
as of the end of the most recent quarter, showing each principal group of on and off-
balance sheet assets and the relevant risk-weight. Also, identify the existing and pro 
forma components of common equity tier 1, additional tier 1 and tier 2 capital pursuant 
to the capital adequacy regulations as of the end of the most recent quarter, and 
provide calculations of applicant’s existing and pro forma common equity tier 1 capital, 
tier 1 capital, total capital, and leverage ratios pursuant to the capital adequacy 
regulations. If applicable, also provide the applicant’s existing and pro forma 
supplementary leverage ratio pursuant to the capital adequacy regulations. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 6. 

10. Provide for the applicant and any other Bank(s)/Bank Holding Company(ies) that 
would result from the proposal: 

a. A description of any plans (in connection with the proposed transaction, or 
otherwise) to issue, incur, or assume additional common equity, preferred stock, 
other qualifying capital, and/or debt. Specify the amount, purpose, name and 
location of the issuer and/or lender; provide a copy of any loan agreement, loan 
commitment letter from the lender, or other underlying agreement which 
provides the interest rate, maturity, collateral, and proposed amortization 
schedule; and discuss what resources would be used to service any debt or 
capital instruments arising from the proposed transaction; and 

For the response to this item, please refer to the Applicant’s response to item 2.c.   

b. Cash flow projections under the following limited circumstances; 

i. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital standards 
following consummation of the proposed transaction and that would incur or 
assume any debt in the proposal such that parent company long term debt 
would exceed 30 percent of parent company equity capital, provide cash flow 
projections for the parent company for each of the next three years, along 
with supporting schedules for each material cash receipt and disbursement. 
If an applicant projects that dividends or other payments from subsidiary 
banks will be used to service parent company debt and/or other obligations, 
provide projections of subsidiary bank(s) assets, earnings, and dividends, as 
well as common equity tier 1, additional tier 1, total capital, and leverage 

accretive to its adjusted earnings per share in 2023 on a fully-synergized basis when fully
integrated, assuming a transaction completion date of November 1, 2022. The valuation of
the target was arrived at after careful consideration by the Applicant along with its outside
financial advisers.

For additional information regarding accounting adjustments, please refer to
Confidential Exhibit 6.

9. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital requirements under
Regulation Q (12 CFR part 217) following consummation of the proposed transaction,
provide a breakdown of the organization's existing and pro forma risk-weighted assets
as of the end of the most recent quarter, showing each principal group of on and off-
balance sheet assets and the relevant risk-weight. Also, identify the existing and pro
forma components of common equity tier 1, additional tier 1 and tier 2 capital pursuant
to the capital adequacy regulations as of the end of the most recent quarter, and
provide calculations of applicant's existing and pro forma common equity tier 1 capital,
tier 1 capital, total capital, and leverage ratios pursuant to the capital adequacy
regulations. If applicable, also provide the applicant's existing and pro forma
supplementary leverage ratio pursuant to the capital adequacy regulations.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 6.

10. Provide for the applicant and any other Bank(s)/Bank Holding Company(ies) that
would result from the proposal:

a. A description of any plans (in connection with the proposed transaction, or
otherwise) to issue, incur, or assume additional common equity, preferred stock,
other qualifying capital, and/or debt. Specify the amount, purpose, name and
location of the issuer and/or lender; provide a copy of any loan agreement, loan
commitment letter from the lender, or other underlying agreement which
provides the interest rate, maturity, collateral, and proposed amortization
schedule; and discuss what resources would be used to service any debt or
capital instruments arising from the proposed transaction; and

For the response to this item, please refer to the Applicant's response to item 2.c.

b. Cash flow projections under the following limited circumstances;

i. For an applicant that is or would be subject to consolidated capital standards
following consummation of the proposed transaction and that would incur or
assume any debt in the proposal such that parent company long term debt
would exceed 30 percent of parent company equity capital, provide cash flow
projections for the parent company for each of the next three years, along
with supporting schedules for each material cash receipt and disbursement.
If an applicant projects that dividends or other payments from subsidiary
banks will be used to service parent company debt and/or other obligations,
provide projections of subsidiary bank(s) assets, earnings, and dividends, as
well as common equity tier 1, additional tier 1, total capital, and leverage
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ratios (including the supplementary leverage ratio, if applicable) pursuant to 
the capital adequacy regulations. If the combined assets of the subsidiary 
banks exceed the asset threshold of the Board's Small Bank Holding 
Company Policy Statement, subsidiary bank data may be shown on an 
aggregate basis; 

Not applicable.  The Applicant will not incur or assume any debt or trust preferred 
securities in the Proposed Transaction such that the Applicant’s long-term debt would exceed 
30% of the Applicant’s equity capital.   

ii. For an applicant that is not or would not be subject to consolidated capital 
standards following consummation of the proposed transaction and that 
would incur or assume any debt or other obligations in the proposal such 
that parent company debt would exceed 30 percent of parent company equity 
capital, provide cash flow projections for the parent company for each of the 
next twelve years, along with supporting schedules for each material cash 
receipt and disbursement. These projections must clearly demonstrate the 
ability of the parent company to reduce the debt to equity ratio to 30 percent 
or less within twelve years of consummation and must take into account the 
schedule of principal reduction required by the parent company’s 
creditor(s). Include projections of subsidiary bank(s) assets, earnings, 
dividends, and other payments to affiliates, as well as common equity tier 1 
capital, tier 1 capital, total capital and leverage ratios. Explain the methods 
and assumptions utilized in the projections, and support all assumptions 
which deviate from historical performance. 

Not applicable.  The Applicant is subject to consolidated capital standards, and would 
continue to be after consummation of the Proposed Transaction. 

c. If the proposed transaction results in a change in ownership of the company 
(e.g., due to an exchange of stock), provide a current and pro forma 
shareholders list; 

The Parent Merger will not result in a change in ownership of TDB, TDGUS or 
TDBUSH.  In the event that TDB elects to effect the Second Step Merger, the existing 
shareholders of FHN preferred stock will become holders of TDBUSH preferred stock, as 
described in Part III to the Preliminary Statement. 

d. If the subject transaction will be funded in whole, or in part, through the 
issuance of additional stock instruments, describe the current status of the stock 
raising efforts. Provide copies of the prospectus, private placement 
memorandum, and other documents associated with the capital raise. In 
addition, provide copies of any stock commitments, subscription agreements, or 
escrow account statements evidencing capital raised. Before submitting a final 
application, please contact the appropriate Federal Reserve Bank to discuss the 
timing considerations of the capital raising efforts with regard to submission of 
the application. 

ratios (including the supplementary leverage ratio, if applicable) pursuant to
the capital adequacy regulations. If the combined assets of the subsidiary
banks exceed the asset threshold of the Board's Small Bank Holding
Company Policy Statement, subsidiary bank data may be shown on an
aggregate basis;

Not applicable. The Applicant will not incur or assume any debt or trust preferred
securities in the Proposed Transaction such that the Applicant's long-term debt would exceed
30% of the Applicant's equity capital.

ii. For an applicant that is not or would not be subject to consolidated capital
standards following consummation of the proposed transaction and that
would incur or assume any debt or other obligations in the proposal such
that parent company debt would exceed 30 percent of parent company equity
capital, provide cash flow projections for the parent company for each of the
next twelve years, along with supporting schedules for each material cash
receipt and disbursement. These projections must clearly demonstrate the
ability of the parent company to reduce the debt to equity ratio to 30 percent
or less within twelve years of consummation and must take into account the
schedule of principal reduction required by the parent company's
creditor(s). Include projections of subsidiary bank(s) assets, earnings,
dividends, and other payments to affiliates, as well as common equity tier 1
capital, tier 1 capital, total capital and leverage ratios. Explain the methods
and assumptions utilized in the projections, and support all assumptions
which deviate from historical performance.

Not applicable. The Applicant is subject to consolidated capital standards, and would
continue to be after consummation of the Proposed Transaction.

c. If the proposed transaction results in a change in ownership of the company
(e.g., due to an exchange of stock), provide a current and pro forma
shareholders list;

The Parent Merger will not result in a change in ownership of TDB, TDGUS or
TDBUSH. In the event that TDB elects to effect the Second Step Merger, the existing
shareholders of FHN preferred stock will become holders of TDBUSH preferred stock, as
described in Part III to the Preliminary Statement.

d. If the subject transaction will be funded in whole, or in part, through the
issuance of additional stock instruments, describe the current status of the stock
raising efforts. Provide copies of the prospectus, private placement
memorandum, and other documents associated with the capital raise. In
addition, provide copies of any stock commitments, subscription agreements, or
escrow account statements evidencing capital raised. Before submitting a final
application, please contact the appropriate Federal Reserve Bank to discuss the
timing considerations of the capital raising efforts with regard to submission of
the application.
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For the response to this item, please refer to the Applicant’s response to item 2.c.   

11. For applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act, provide for the 
applicant and the Bank a list of principals (including changes or additions to this list to 
reflect consummation of the transaction), providing information with respect to each as 
follows: 

a. Name and address (City and State/Country). If the principal’s country of 
citizenship is different from his or her country of residence, then state the 
country of citizenship; 

b. Title or positions with Applicant and the Bank; 

c. Number and percentage of each class of shares of Applicant and Bank owned, 
controlled, or held with power to vote by this individual; 

d. Principal occupation if other than with Applicant or Bank;  

e. Percentage of direct or indirect ownership, if such ownership represents 10 
percent or more of any class of shares, or positions held in any other depository 
institution or depository institution holding company. Give the name and 
location of such other depository institution or depository institution holding 
company. (Information that has been collected or updated within the past 12 
months may be submitted, unless Applicant has reason to believe that such 
information is incorrect.);  

f. Interagency Biographical and Financial Reports (IBFRs) are required for 
certain individuals. Consult with the appropriate Reserve Bank for guidance on 
who should provide an IBFR. See SR 15-8 Name Check Process for Domestic 
and International Applications for more details; and 

g. If the principal is a corporation or partnership, provide financial statements 
(balance sheets and income statements) for the two most recent fiscal years and 
the most recent quarter end. Discuss any negative trends in the financial 
statements. 

Not applicable.  This Application is not being filed pursuant to Section 3(a)(1) of the 
BHC Act. 

12. For applications filed pursuant to sections 3(a)(3) or 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, list any 
changes in management or other principal relationships for the applicant and any other 
Bank(s)/Bank Holding Company(ies) that would result from the proposal. For any 
existing or proposed principal of the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding Company 
that is also a principal of any other depository institution or depository institution 
holding company, provide the following information: 

a. Name, address, and title or position with Applicant, Bank/Bank Holding 
Company, and any other depository institution or depository institution holding 

For the response to this item, please refer to the Applicant's response to item 2.c.

11. For applications filed pursuant to section 3(a)(1) of the BHC Act, provide for the
applicant and the Bank a list of principals (including changes or additions to this list to
reflect consummation of the transaction), providing information with respect to each as
follows:

a. Name and address (City and State/Country). If the principal's country of
citizenship is different from his or her country of residence, then state the
country of citizenship;

b. Title or positions with Applicant and the Bank;

c. Number and percentage of each class of shares of Applicant and Bank owned,
controlled, or held with power to vote by this individual;

d. Principal occupation if other than with Applicant or Bank;

e. Percentage of direct or indirect ownership, if such ownership represents 10
percent or more of any class of shares, or positions held in any other depository
institution or depository institution holding company. Give the name and
location of such other depository institution or depository institution holding
company. (Information that has been collected or updated within the past 12
months may be submitted, unless Applicant has reason to believe that such
information is incorrect.);

f. Interagency Biographical and Financial Reports (IBFRs) are required for
certain individuals. Consult with the appropriate Reserve Bank for guidance on
who should provide an IBFR. See SR 15-8 Name Check Process for Domestic
and International Applications for more details; and

g. If the principal is a corporation or partnership, provide financial statements
(balance sheets and income statements) for the two most recent fiscal years and
the most recent quarter end. Discuss any negative trends in the financial
statements.

Not applicable. This Application is not being filed pursuant to Section 3(a)(1) of the
BHC Act.

12. For applications filed pursuant to sections 3(a)(3) or 3(a)(5) of the BHC Act, list any
changes in management or other principal relationships for the applicant and any other
Bank(s)/Bank Holding Company(ies) that would result from the proposal. For any
existing or proposed principal of the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding Company
that is also a principal of any other depository institution or depository institution
holding company, provide the following information:

a. Name, address, and title or position with Applicant, Bank/Bank Holding
Company, and any other depository institution or depository institution holding
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company (give the name and location of the other depository institution or 
depository institution holding company); 

b. Number and percentage of each class of shares of the applicant and the 
Bank/Bank Holding Company owned, controlled, or held with power to vote by 
this individual; 

c. Principal occupation if other than with the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding 
Company; and 

d. Percentage of direct or indirect ownership held in the other depository 
institution or depository institution holding company if such ownership 
represents 10 percent of more of any class of shares. (Information that has been 
collected or updated within the past 12 months may be submitted, unless the 
applicant has reason to believe that such information is incorrect; and 

e. For any new (to applicant) principal shareholders, directors, or senior executive 
officer, provide an IBFR including completion of all required financial 
information. 

The Proposed Transaction will not result in changes to the compositions of the boards 
of directors, or to the list of officers, of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, or TDBNA, except that 
Mr. D. Bryan Jordan, FHN’s President and Chief Executive Officer, is expected to join the 
boards of directors of each of TDGUS, TDBUSH and TDBNA as a director and chair 
following the Parent Merger.  Mr. Jordan will also join TDB as Vice Chair and as a member 
of TDB’s senior executive team.  Mr. Jordan is well known to the Federal Reserve, having 
been President and Chief Executive Officer and a director of FHN and First Horizon Bank 
since 2008, as well as Chairman of the board of FHN and First Horizon Bank from 2012 to 
the closing of FHN’s merger with IBERIABANK Corporation, upon which Mr. Jordan 
ceased to be Chairman of the board of FHN but continued to be President and Chief 
Executive Officer. In addition, Mr. Jordan serves on the Federal Reserve Board’s Federal 
Advisory Council and previously served on the board of directors of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis.  Accordingly, the Applicant respectfully requests a waiver from the 
request to submit an IBFR for Mr. Jordan. 

None of the existing or proposed principals of TDGUS, TDBUSH or TDBNA is also 
a principal of any other depository institution or depository institution holding company. 

For additional information regarding TD’s current directors and management, please 
see Confidential Exhibit 7.   

13. If the consolidated assets of the resulting organization are less than the asset threshold 
of the Board's Small Bank Holding Company Policy Statement for each principal of the 
applicant who either would retain personal indebtedness or act as guarantor for any 
debt that was incurred in the acquisition of shares of the applicant or the Bank/Bank 
Holding Company, provide the following: 

company (give the name and location of the other depository institution or
depository institution holding company);

b. Number and percentage of each class of shares of the applicant and the
Bank/Bank Holding Company owned, controlled, or held with power to vote by
this individual;

c. Principal occupation if other than with the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding
Company; and

d. Percentage of direct or indirect ownership held in the other depository
institution or depository institution holding company if such ownership
represents 10 percent of more of any class of shares. (Information that has been
collected or updated within the past 12 months may be submitted, unless the
applicant has reason to believe that such information is incorrect; and

e. For any new (to applicant) principal shareholders, directors, or senior executive
officer, provide an IBFR including completion of all required financial
information.

The Proposed Transaction will not result in changes to the compositions of the boards
of directors, or to the list of officers, of TDB, TDGUS, TDBUSH, or TDBNA, except that
Mr. D. Bryan Jordan, FHN's President and Chief Executive Officer, is expected to join the
boards of directors of each of TDGUS, TDBUSH and TDBNA as a director and chair
following the Parent Merger. Mr. Jordan will also join TDB as Vice Chair and as a member
of TDB's senior executive team. Mr. Jordan is well known to the Federal Reserve, having
been President and Chief Executive Officer and a director of FHN and First Horizon Bank
since 2008, as well as Chairman of the board of FHN and First Horizon Bank from 2012 to
the closing of FHN's merger with IBERIABANK Corporation, upon which Mr. Jordan
ceased to be Chairman of the board of FHN but continued to be President and Chief
Executive Officer. In addition, Mr. Jordan serves on the Federal Reserve Board's Federal
Advisory Council and previously served on the board of directors of the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis. Accordingly, the Applicant respectfully requests a waiver from the
request to submit an IBFR for Mr. Jordan.

None of the existing or proposed principals of TDGUS, TDBUSH or TDBNA is also
a principal of any other depository institution or depository institution holding company.

For additional information regarding TD's current directors and management, please
see Confidential Exhibit 7.

13. If the consolidated assets of the resulting organization are less than the asset threshold
of the Board's Small Bank Holding Company Policy Statement for each principal of the
applicant who either would retain personal indebtedness or act as guarantor for any
debt that was incurred in the acquisition of shares of the applicant or the Bank/Bank
Holding Company, provide the following:
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a. Name of borrower and title, position, or other designation that makes the 
borrower a principal of the applicant; 

b. Amount of personal indebtedness to be retained; 

c. A description of the terms of the borrowing, the name and location of the lender, 
and a copy of any related loan agreement or loan commitment letter from the 
lender; 

d. Statement of net worth as of a date within three months of the applicant’s final 
filing of the application. The statement of net worth should be in sufficient detail 
to indicate each principal group of assets and liabilities of the reporting 
principal, and the basis for the valuation of assets (provide supporting 
documentation, as appropriate). In addition to debts and liabilities, the reporting 
principal should state on a separate schedule, any endorsed, guaranteed, or 
otherwise indirect or contingent liability for the obligation of others; and 

e. Statement of most current year’s income. In addition to indicating each 
principal source of annual income, the reporting principal should list annual 
fixed obligations arising from amortization and other debt servicing. (If the most 
current year’s statement is not representative of the future, the reporting 
principal should submit a pro forma income statement and discuss the 
significant changes and the basis for those changes.) 

Not applicable.  

14. Describe any litigation or investigation by local, state, or federal authorities involving 
the applicant or any of its subsidiaries or the target or any of its subsidiaries that is 
currently pending or was resolved within the last two years. 

On August 20, 2020, TDBNA entered into a Consent Order (the “Consent Order”) 
with the CFPB with respect to certain of TDBNA’s enrollment practices for its optional 
overdraft product called Debit Card Advance and certain of its reporting practices in relation 
to specialty consumer reporting agencies.  The Consent Order resolves the CFPB’s 
investigation into TDBNA.  TDBNA did not admit to any wrongdoing and disagrees with the 
CFPB’s conclusions but has cooperated fully and agreed to engage in certain remedial 
activities to resolve the matter.  For a list of other litigation or investigations by governmental 
authorities involving the Applicant or its subsidiaries, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 12.   

The Applicant and its subsidiaries are subject to various litigation and regulatory 
matters that arise in the ordinary course of its business.  Civil claims that are material to The 
Toronto-Dominion Bank on a consolidated basis are described in the TD Bank Group 
Reports; Report to Shareholders.60  The material disclosed claims from the fourth quarter of 
2021 that involve the Applicant include the TD Ameritrade Stockholder Litigation.  The 

                                                 
60 For a copy of The Toronto-Dominion Bank’s most recent annual Report to Shareholders and accompanying 

disclosure of litigation matters, please refer to pages 206 to 208 of the following: 
https://www.td.com/document/PDF/ar2021/ar2021-Complete-Report.pdf   

a. Name of borrower and title, position, or other designation that makes the
borrower a principal of the applicant;

b. Amount of personal indebtedness to be retained;

c. A description of the terms of the borrowing, the name and location of the lender,
and a copy of any related loan agreement or loan commitment letter from the
lender;

d. Statement of net worth as of a date within three months of the applicant's final
filing of the application. The statement of net worth should be in sufficient detail
to indicate each principal group of assets and liabilities of the reporting
principal, and the basis for the valuation of assets (provide supporting
documentation, as appropriate). In addition to debts and liabilities, the reporting
principal should state on a separate schedule, any endorsed, guaranteed, or
otherwise indirect or contingent liability for the obligation of others; and

e. Statement of most current year's income. In addition to indicating each
principal source of annual income, the reporting principal should list annual
fixed obligations arising from amortization and other debt servicing. (If the most
current year's statement is not representative of the future, the reporting
principal should submit a pro forma income statement and discuss the
significant changes and the basis for those changes.)

Not applicable.

14. Describe any litigation or investigation by local, state, or federal authorities involving
the applicant or any of its subsidiaries or the target or any of its subsidiaries that is
currently pending or was resolved within the last two years.

On August 20, 2020, TDBNA entered into a Consent Order (the "Consent Order")
with the CFPB with respect to certain of TDBNA's enrollment practices for its optional
overdraft product called Debit Card Advance and certain of its reporting practices in relation
to specialty consumer reporting agencies. The Consent Order resolves the CFPB's
investigation into TDBNA. TDBNA did not admit to any wrongdoing and disagrees with the
CFPB's conclusions but has cooperated fully and agreed to engage in certain remedial
activities to resolve the matter. For a list of other litigation or investigations by governmental
authorities involving the Applicant or its subsidiaries, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 12.

The Applicant and its subsidiaries are subject to various litigation and regulatory
matters that arise in the ordinary course of its business. Civil claims that are material to The
Toronto-Dominion Bank on a consolidated basis are described in the TD Bank Group
Reports; Report to Shareholders. 6 0 The material disclosed claims from the fourth quarter of
2021 that involve the Applicant include the TD Ameritrade Stockholder Litigation. The

60 For a copy of The Toronto-Dominion Bank's most recent annual Report to Shareholders and accompanying
disclosure of litigation matters, please refer to pages 206 to 208 of the following:
https://www.td.com/document/PDF/ar202 1/ar2021-Cornplete-Report.pdf
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Applicant is also involved in civil litigation matters in the ordinary course of business that 
are not considered material to its business. 

FHN and its subsidiaries are similarly subject to various pending and threatened 
legal actions that arise in the normal course of business.  For information regarding certain 
other litigation or investigations by governmental authorities involving FHN or its 
subsidiaries, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 13. 

Both the Applicant and FHN note that it can be years before litigation and regulatory 
matters are resolved, particularly where matters are in early stages, where there may be 
significant factual or legal issues to be resolved, or where there may be uncertainty as to the 
outcome of pending motions, appeals or proceedings.  In addition, the Applicant and FHN 
note that each is subject to legal restrictions on its ability to disclose confidential supervisory 
information, confidential investigative information, and other confidential information that is 
considered the property of regulatory agencies.  The Applicant and FHN respectfully request 
that Board staff seek information directly from the other applicable regulatory agencies 
regarding any governmental inquiries as to which the Applicant and FHN may not be legally 
permitted to share information in this Application. 

III. COMPETITION 

15. Discuss the effects of the proposed transaction on competition considering the 
structural criteria specified in the Board’s Rules Regarding Delegation of Authority 
(section 265.11c(11)(v)). The applicant may be required to provide additional 
information if Federal Reserve staff determines that the proposal exceeds existing 
competitive guidelines. Also, if divestiture of all or any portion of any bank or 
nonbanking company constitutes part of this proposal, discuss in detail the specifics and 
timing of such divestiture. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.A. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Competition) and the exhibits referenced therein.  The Applicant does not currently expect 
the Proposed Transaction to involve divestiture of all or any portion of any bank or 
nonbanking company. 

16. If the proposal involves the acquisition of nonbank operations under sections 4(c)(8) 
and 4(j) of the Bank Holding Company Act, a Form FR Y-4 should be submitted in 
connection with FR Y-3 filing. At a minimum, the information related to the nonbank 
operations should include the following: 

a. A description of the proposed activity(ies); 

b. The name and location of Applicant’s and Bank’s direct or indirect subsidiaries 
that engage in the proposed activity(ies); 

c. Identification of the geographic and product markets in which competition 
would be affected by the proposal; 

Applicant is also involved in civil litigation matters in the ordinary course of business that
are not considered material to its business.

FHN and its subsidiaries are similarly subject to various pending and threatened
legal actions that arise in the normal course of business. For information regarding certain
other litigation or investigations by governmental authorities involving FHN or its
subsidiaries, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 13.

Both the Applicant and FHN note that it can be years before litigation and regulatory
matters are resolved, particularly where matters are in early stages, where there may be
significant factual or legal issues to be resolved, or where there may be uncertainty as to the
outcome of pending motions, appeals or proceedings. In addition, the Applicant and FHN
note that each is subject to legal restrictions on its ability to disclose confidential supervisory
information, confidential investigative information, and other confidential information that is
considered the property of regulatory agencies. The Applicant and FHN respectfully request
that Board staff seek information directly from the other applicable regulatory agencies
regarding any governmental inquiries as to which the Applicant and FHN may not be legally
permitted to share information in this Application.

III. COMPETITION

15. Discuss the effects of the proposed transaction on competition considering the
structural criteria specified in the Board's Rules Regarding Delegation of Authority
(section 265.11c(11)(v)). The applicant may be required to provide additional
information if Federal Reserve staff determines that the proposal exceeds existing
competitive guidelines. Also, if divestiture of all or any portion of any bank or
nonbanking company constitutes part of this proposal, discuss in detail the specifics and
timing of such divestiture.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.A. of the Preliminary Statement
(Competition) and the exhibits referenced therein. The Applicant does not currently expect
the Proposed Transaction to involve divestiture of all or any portion of any bank or
nonbanking company.

16. If the proposal involves the acquisition of nonbank operations under sections 4(c)(8)
and 4(j) of the Bank Holding Company Act, a Form FR Y-4 should be submitted in
connection with FR Y-3 filing. At a minimum, the information related to the nonbank
operations should include the following:

a. A description of the proposed activity(ies);

b. The name and location of Applicant's and Bank's direct or indirect subsidiaries
that engage in the proposed activity(ies);

c. Identification of the geographic and product markets in which competition
would be affected by the proposal;
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d. A description of the effect of the proposal on competition in the relevant 
markets; and 

e. A list of major competitors in each affected market.  

In addition, Applicant should identify any other nonbank operations to be acquired, with 
brief descriptions of the activities provided. A list of major competitors in each affected 
market. 

Not applicable.   

17. In an application in which any principal of the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding 
Company is also a principal of any other insured depository institution or depository 
institution holding company, give the name and location of each office of such other 
institution that is located within the relevant banking market of the Bank/Bank Holding 
Company, and give the approximate road miles by the most accessible and traveled 
route between those offices and each of the offices of Bank/Bank Holding Company. 

None of the principals of TDGUS, TDBUSH, TDBNA, FHN or First Horizon Bank 
are principals of any other depository institution or depository institution holding company 
that is not affiliated with the Applicant or FHN. 

IV. CONVENIENCE AND NEEDS 

18.  Describe how the proposal would assist in meeting the convenience and needs of the 
community(ies) to be served, including but not limited to the following: 

a. Summarize efforts undertaken or contemplated by the applicant to ascertain 
and address the needs of the community(ies) to be served, including community 
outreach activities, as a result of the proposal. 

b. For the combining institutions, list any significant anticipated changes in 
services or products offered by the depository subsidiary (ies) of the applicant or 
target that would result from the consummation of the transaction. 

c. To the extent that any products or services of the depository subsidiary (ies) of 
the applicant or target would be offered in replacement of any products or 
services to be discontinued, indicate what these are and how they would assist in 
meeting the convenience and needs of the communities affected by the 
transaction. 

d. Discuss any enhancements in products or services expected to result from the 
transaction. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.C. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Convenience and Needs of the Community).   

d. A description of the effect of the proposal on competition in the relevant
markets; and

e. A list of major competitors in each affected market.

In addition, Applicant should identify any other nonbank operations to be acquired, with
brief descriptions of the activities provided. A list of major competitors in each affected
market.

Not applicable.

17. In an application in which any principal of the applicant or the Bank/Bank Holding
Company is also a principal of any other insured depository institution or depository
institution holding company, give the name and location of each office of such other
institution that is located within the relevant banking market of the Bank/Bank Holding
Company, and give the approximate road miles by the most accessible and traveled
route between those offices and each of the offices of Bank/Bank Holding Company.

None of the principals of TDGUS, TDBUSH, TDBNA, FHN or First Horizon Bank
are principals of any other depository institution or depository institution holding company
that is not affiliated with the Applicant or FHN.

IV. CONVENIENCE AND NEEDS

18. Describe how the proposal would assist in meeting the convenience and needs of the
community(ies) to be served, including but not limited to the following:

a. Summarize efforts undertaken or contemplated by the applicant to ascertain
and address the needs of the community(ies) to be served, including community
outreach activities, as a result of the proposal.

b. For the combining institutions, list any significant anticipated changes in
services or products offered by the depository subsidiary (ies) of the applicant or
target that would result from the consummation of the transaction.

c. To the extent that any products or services of the depository subsidiary (ies) of
the applicant or target would be offered in replacement of any products or
services to be discontinued, indicate what these are and how they would assist in
meeting the convenience and needs of the communities affected by the
transaction.

d. Discuss any enhancements in products or services expected to result from the
transaction.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.C. of the Preliminary Statement
(Convenience and Needs of the Community).
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19. Describe how the applicant and resultant institution, including its depository subsidiary 
(ies) would assist in meeting the existing and anticipated needs of its community(ies) 
under the applicable criteria of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) and its 
implementing regulations, including the needs of low- and moderate income 
geographies and individuals. This discussion should include, but not necessarily be 
limited to, a description of the following: 

a. The significant current and anticipated programs, products, and activities, 
including lending, investments, and services, as appropriate, of the depository 
subsidiary (ies) of the applicant and the resultant institution. 

b. The anticipated CRA assessment areas of the depository subsidiary(ies) of the 
combined institution. If assessment areas of the depository subsidiary(ies) of the 
resultant institution would not include any portion of the current assessment 
area of that subsidiary, describe the excluded areas. 

c. The plans for administering the CRA program for the depository subsidiary 
(ies) of the resultant institution following the transaction. 

d. The plans for administering the CRA program for the depository subsidiary 
(ies) of the resultant institution following the transaction. For a subsidiary of the 
applicant or target that has received a CRA composite rating of “needs to 
improve” or “substantial noncompliance” institution-wide or, where applicable, 
in a state or multi-state Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), or has received an 
evaluation of less than satisfactory performance in an MSA or in the nonMSA 
portion of a state in which the applicant is expanding as a result of the 
transaction, describe the specific actions, if any, that have been taken to address 
the deficiencies in the institution’s CRA performance record since the rating. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.D. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Community Reinvestment Act Performance) and the exhibits referenced therein.   

20. List all offices of the depository subsidiary (ies) of the applicant or target that (a) will be 
established or retained as branches, including the main office, of the target’s depository 
subsidiary (ies), (b) are approved but unopened branch(es) of the target’s depository 
subsidiary (ies), including the date the current federal and state agencies granted 
approval(s), and (c) are existing branches that will be closed or consolidated as a result 
of the proposal (to the extent the information is available) and indicate the effect on the 
branch customers served. For each branch, list the popular name, street address, city, 
county, state, and zip code specifying any that are in low- and moderate-income 
geographies. 

(a) For a list of TDBNA’s main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 3.  
For a list of First Horizon Bank’s main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 4.   

(b) First Horizon Bank does not currently have any approved but unopened 
branches (other than a contemplated branch relocation).  

19. Describe how the applicant and resultant institution, including its depository subsidiary
(ies) would assist in meeting the existing and anticipated needs of its community(ies)
under the applicable criteria of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) and its
implementing regulations, including the needs of low- and moderate income
geographies and individuals. This discussion should include, but not necessarily be
limited to, a description of the following:

a. The significant current and anticipated programs, products, and activities,
including lending, investments, and services, as appropriate, of the depository
subsidiary (ies) of the applicant and the resultant institution.

b. The anticipated CRA assessment areas of the depository subsidiary(ies) of the
combined institution. If assessment areas of the depository subsidiary(ies) of the
resultant institution would not include any portion of the current assessment
area of that subsidiary, describe the excluded areas.

c. The plans for administering the CRA program for the depository subsidiary
(ies) of the resultant institution following the transaction.

d. The plans for administering the CRA program for the depository subsidiary
(ies) of the resultant institution following the transaction. For a subsidiary of the
applicant or target that has received a CRA composite rating of "needs to
improve" or "substantial noncompliance" institution-wide or, where applicable,
in a state or multi-state Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), or has received an
evaluation of less than satisfactory performance in an MSA or in the nonMSA
portion of a state in which the applicant is expanding as a result of the
transaction, describe the specific actions, if any, that have been taken to address
the deficiencies in the institution's CRA performance record since the rating.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part TV.D. of the Preliminary Statement
(Community Reinvestment Act Performance) and the exhibits referenced therein.

20. List all offices of the depository subsidiary (ies) of the applicant or target that (a) will be
established or retained as branches, including the main office, of the target's depository
subsidiary (ies), (b) are approved but unopened branch(es) of the target's depository
subsidiary (ies), including the date the current federal and state agencies granted
approval(s), and (c) are existing branches that will be closed or consolidated as a result
of the proposal (to the extent the information is available) and indicate the effect on the
branch customers served. For each branch, list the popular name, street address, city,
county, state, and zip code specifying any that are in low- and moderate-income
geographies.

(a) For a list of TDBNA's main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 3.
For a list of First Horizon Bank's main office and branches, please see Public Exhibit 4.

(b) First Horizon Bank does not currently have any approved but unopened
branches (other than a contemplated branch relocation).
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Set forth below are the locations of TDBNA’s approved but unopened branches: 

POP. NAME ADDRESS CITY COUNTY STATE ZIP 
INCOME 

DES. 

Navy Yard 1299 First Street SE Washington -- DC 20003 Middle 

Lely 
6917 Collier Blvd., 

Suite 702 
Naples Collier FL 34114 Moderate 

Southbank 1326 Prudential Dr. Jacksonville Duval FL 32207 Middle 

Normandy Blvd 5665 Normandy Blvd. Jacksonville Duval FL 32205 Moderate 

Bloomingdale / 
Fish Hawk 

2170 Bloomingdale 
Ave. 

Valrico Hillsborough FL 33596 Upper 

Land O’Lakes 22711 State Road 54 Land O’ Lakes Pasco FL 34369 Upper 

Durbin Park 215 Harper Lane Saint Johns Saint Johns FL 32259 Upper 

Sarasota - 
Lakewood 

Ranch 

6588 University 
Parkway 

Sarasota Sarasota FL 34202 Upper 

Mitchell 
Hammock 

Mitchell Hammock 
Road 

Oviedo Seminole FL 32765 Upper 

Villages East - 
Lady Lakes 

574 U.S. 27, Suite 623 Lady Lakes Sumter FL 32159 Middle 

East Boston 36 Maverick Square East Boston Suffolk MA 02128 Moderate 

Canal & 
Lafayette (Relo.) 

250 Canal Street New York New York NY 10013 Upper 

City Hall (Relo.) 287 Broadway New York New York NY 10007 Upper 

North Charleston 
– Rivers Ave 

7250 Rivers Ave. North Charleston Charleston SC 29406 Low 

Arlington 3028 Wilson Blvd. Arlington Arlington VA 22201 Upper 

 

(c) The Applicant does not expect the Proposed Transaction to result in any 
transaction-related branch closures.  Prior to the Proposed Transaction, First Horizon Bank 
and TDBNA expect to continue to engage in ordinary course branch management, with such 
ordinary course branch management conducted in accordance with federal law, applicable 
regulatory guidance, and the parties’ respective branch closing policies.   

V. INTERSTATE BANKING 

21. If the transaction involves the acquisition of a bank located in a State other than the 
home State of the applicant, please provide the following information, as applicable: 

Set forth below are the locations of TDBNA's approved but unopened branches:

INCOMVE
Pop. NAME ADDRESS CITY COUNTY STATE ZIP DES.

DES.

Navy Yard 1299 First Street SE Washington -- DC 20003 Middle

Lely 6917 Collier Blvd., Naples Collier FL 34114 Moderate
Suite 702

Southbank 1326 Prudential Dr. Jacksonville Duval FL 32207 Middle

Normandy Blvd 5665 Normandy Blvd. Jacksonville Duval FL 32205 Moderate

Bloomingdale / 2170 Bloomingdale Valrico Hillsborough FL 33596 Upper
Fish Hawk Ave.

Land O'Lakes 22711 State Road 54 Land 0' Lakes Pasco FL 34369 Upper

Durbin Park 215 Harper Lane Saint Johns Saint Johns FL 32259 Upper

Sarasota - 6588 University
Lakewood Parkway Sarasota Sarasota FL 34202 Upper

Ranch

Mitchell Mitchell Hammock Oviedo Seminole FL 32765 Upper
Hammock Road

Villages East - 574 U.S. 27, Suite 623 Lady Lakes Sumter FL 32159 Middle
Lady Lakes

East Boston 36 Maverick Square East Boston Suffolk MA 02128 Moderate

Canal & 250 Canal Street New York New York NY 10013 Upper
Lafayette (Relo.)

City Hall (Relo.) 287 Broadway New York New York NY 10007 Upper

North Charleston 7250 Rivers Ave. North Charleston Charleston SC 29406 Low
- Rivers Ave

Arlington 3028 Wilson Blvd. Arlington Arlington VA 22201 Upper

(c) The Applicant does not expect the Proposed Transaction to result in any
transaction-related branch closures. Prior to the Proposed Transaction, First Horizon Bank
and TDBNA expect to continue to engage in ordinary course branch management, with such
ordinary course branch management conducted in accordance with federal law, applicable
regulatory guidance, and the parties' respective branch closing policies.

V. INTERSTATE BANKING

21. If the transaction involves the acquisition of a bank located in a State other than the
home State of the applicant, please provide the following information, as applicable:
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a. Identify any host state(s) involved with this transaction that require the target to 
be in operation for a minimum number of years and discuss compliance with 
this age requirement. 

b. Discuss compliance with nationwide and statewide deposit concentration limits 
to the transaction. 

c. Discuss compliance with state-imposed deposit caps. 

d. Discuss compliance with community reinvestment laws. 

e. Discuss any other restrictions that the host state(s) seek to apply (including state 
antitrust restrictions). 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.F. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Interstate Banking and Deposit Cap Analysis).   

VI. FINANCIAL STABILITY 

If either the acquirer or the target’s total assets exceeds $10 billion as of the most recent 
quarter for which data is available, address the following questions: 

22. If either the acquirer or the target conducts any cross-border activities, please describe 
the nature of these activities and the amounts of cross-border assets and liabilities as of 
the most recent quarter for which data is available. 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.G. of the Preliminary Statement 
(Financial Stability Considerations) and the exhibits referenced therein. 

23. For each financial service below, if the dollar volume related to the service provided 
either by the acquirer or the target exceeds $1 billion, please report the annual volume 
over the past 12 months (otherwise, do not report). 

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 14. 

a. Identify any host state(s) involved with this transaction that require the target to
be in operation for a minimum number of years and discuss compliance with
this age requirement.

b. Discuss compliance with nationwide and statewide deposit concentration limits
to the transaction.

c. Discuss compliance with state-imposed deposit caps.

d. Discuss compliance with community reinvestment laws.

e. Discuss any other restrictions that the host state(s) seek to apply (including state
antitrust restrictions).

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.F. of the Preliminary Statement
(Interstate Banking and Deposit Cap Analysis).

VI. FINANCIAL STABILITY

If either the acquirer or the target's total assets exceeds $10 billion as of the most recent
quarter for which data is available, address the following questions:

22. If either the acquirer or the target conducts any cross-border activities, please describe
the nature of these activities and the amounts of cross-border assets and liabilities as of
the most recent quarter for which data is available.

For the response to this Item, please refer to Part IV.G. of the Preliminary Statement
(Financial Stability Considerations) and the exhibits referenced therein.

23. For each financial service below, if the dollar volume related to the service provided
either by the acquirer or the target exceeds $1 billion, please report the annual volume
over the past 12 months (otherwise, do not report).

For the response to this Item, please refer to Confidential Exhibit 14.
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AGREEMENT AND PLAN OF MERGER

AGREEMENT AND PLAN OF MERGER, dated as of February 27, 2022 (this “Agreement”), by and among The Toronto-
Dominion Bank, a Canadian chartered bank (“Parent”), First Horizon Corporation, a Tennessee corporation (“Company”), and
TD Bank US Holding Company, a Delaware corporation and an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Parent (“Holdco”) and
Falcon Holdings Acquisition Co., a Delaware corporation and a direct subsidiary of Holdco (“Merger Sub” and together with
Parent and Holdco, “Parent Parties”).

RECITALS

A. The Boards of Directors of each of Parent, Holdco, Merger Sub and Company have determined that it is in the best interests of
their respective companies and, in the case of Holdco, Merger Sub and Company, their shareholders, to consummate the strategic
business combination transaction provided for in this Agreement, pursuant to which Merger Sub will, subject to the terms and
conditions set forth herein, merge with and into Company (the “Merger”), so that Company is the surviving corporation in the
Merger (hereinafter sometimes referred to in such capacity as the “Surviving Corporation”), and, following the Merger as set forth
herein, the Surviving Corporation may, at Parent’s election and subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, merge with and
into Holdco (the “Second Step Merger”), so that Holdco is the surviving corporation in the Second Step Merger;

B. In furtherance thereof, the respective Boards of Directors of Parent, Holdco, Merger Sub and Company have approved the
Merger and adopted this Agreement and Company has resolved to submit this Agreement to its shareholders for approval and to
recommend that its shareholders approve this Agreement;

C. At a date and time following the Closing as determined by Parent, First Horizon Bank, a Tennessee state-chartered bank and
wholly owned subsidiary of Company (“Company Bank”) will, subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein and in the Bank
Merger Agreement, merge with and into TD Bank, National Association, a national banking association and wholly owned
subsidiary of Holdco (“Parent Bank” and such merger, the “Bank Merger” and together with the Merger and the Second Step
Merger, the “Mergers”), so that Parent Bank is the surviving bank in the Bank Merger (hereinafter sometimes referred to in such
capacity as the “Surviving Bank”);

D. As an inducement to and condition of Company’s willingness to enter into this agreement, concurrently with the entry of the
parties into this Agreement, Parent and Company have entered into a Securities Purchase Agreement (the “Series G Convertible
Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement” ), pursuant to which Parent is acquiring $493,569,450 aggregate liquidation preference
(such payment, the “Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Payment”) of Company’s Perpetual Convertible Preferred Stock,
Series G (the “Series G Convertible Preferred Stock”); and

E. In this Agreement, the parties desire to make certain representations, warranties and agreements in connection with the Merger
and also to prescribe certain conditions to the Merger.
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, representations, warranties and agreements contained in this
Agreement, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE I

THE MERGER

Section 1.1 The Merger. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, in accordance with the Delaware General
Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) and the Tennessee Business Corporation Act (the “TBCA”), at the Effective Time, Merger Sub
shall merge with and into Company. Company shall be the Surviving Corporation in the Merger, and shall continue its corporate
existence under the laws of the State of Tennessee. Upon consummation of the Merger, the separate corporate existence of
Merger Sub shall terminate.

Section 1.2 Closing. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the closing of the Merger (the “Closing”) will take
place by electronic exchange of documents at 10:00 a.m., New York City time, on the third (3 ) business day following the date
on which all of the conditions set forth in Article VII hereof have been satisfied or waived (other than those conditions that by their
nature can only be satisfied at the Closing, but subject to the satisfaction or waiver thereof) unless another date, time or place is
agreed to in writing by Parent and Company; provided that if the foregoing would otherwise require the Closing to occur five (5)
business days or less from the end of a month, then the Closing shall instead occur on the first (1 ) business day of the immediately
following month. The date on which the Closing occurs is referred to in this Agreement as the “Closing Date”.

Section 1.3 Effective Time. On or (if agreed by Company and Parent) prior to the Closing Date, Parent and Company,
respectively, shall cause to be filed a certificate of merger with the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware (the “Delaware
Secretary”) and articles of merger with the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessee (the “Tennessee Secretary”) with respect
to the Merger (collectively, the “Certificates of Merger”). The Merger shall become effective at such time specified in the
Certificates of Merger in accordance with the relevant provisions of the DGCL and TBCA, or at such other time as shall be
provided by applicable law (such time, the “Effective Time”).

Section 1.4 Effects of the Merger. At and after the Effective Time, the Merger shall have the effects set forth in the applicable
provisions of the DGCL, the TBCA and this Agreement.

Section 1.5 Conversion of Company Common Stock. At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger and without any action on the
part of Parent, Holdco, Company or the holder of any securities of Parent, Holdco or Company:

(a)Each share of the common stock, par value $0.625 per share, of Company issued and outstanding immediately prior to the
Effective Time (the “Company Common Stock”) (except for shares of Company Common Stock owned by Company, Parent, TD
Group Holdings US LLC (“TDGUS”) or Holdco (in each case other than shares of Company Common Stock (i) held in trust
accounts, managed accounts, mutual funds and the like, or otherwise held in a
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fiduciary or agency capacity or (ii) held, directly or indirectly, in respect of a debt previously contracted (collectively, the
“Exception Shares”))) shall be converted into the right to receive from Holdco (or, at the election of Parent, Merger Sub) an
amount in cash equal to the sum of $25.00, without interest (the “Base Per Share Merger Consideration”), and the Additional Per
Share Consideration, if any (together, the “Merger Consideration”). For purposes of this Agreement, “Additional Per Share
Consideration” shall be payable if (and only if) the Effective Time occurs after the date that is nine (9) months after the date hereof
and shall be an amount in cash equal to $0.0017808 per share of Company Common Stock (other than the Exception Shares) for
each day during the period commencing on, and including, the date that is nine (9) months after the date hereof, and ending on, and
including, the day immediately prior to the Closing Date.

(b)All of the shares of Company Common Stock converted into the right to receive the Merger Consideration pursuant to this
Article I shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time, and
each certificate (each, an “Old Certificate”, it being understood that any reference herein to “Old Certificate” shall be deemed to
include reference to book-entry account statements relating to the ownership of shares of Company Common Stock) previously
representing any such shares of Company Common Stock shall thereafter represent only the right to receive the Merger
Consideration which the shares of Company Common Stock represented by such Old Certificate have been converted into the
right to receive pursuant to this Section 1.5 and Section 2.2, without any interest thereon.

(c)Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, at the Effective Time, all shares of Company Common Stock that
are owned by (i) Company (in each case other than the Exception Shares) shall be cancelled and shall cease to exist and neither
the Merger Consideration nor any other consideration shall be delivered in exchange therefor and (ii) Parent, TDGUS or Holdco
(in each case other than the Exception Shares) shall be converted into such number and type of shares of the Surviving
Corporation as is agreed by Parent, TDGUS or Holdco, as applicable, and the Surviving Corporation, and, upon such conversion,
each such share of Company Common Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to
exist.

Section 1.6 Surviving Corporation Common Stock. At the Effective Time, each share of the common stock of Merger Sub issued
and outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time shall be converted into and become an issued and outstanding share of
common stock of the Surviving Corporation.

Section 1.7 Company Preferred Stock.

(a)At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger and without any action on the part of Parent, Holdco, Merger Sub, Company or
the holder of any securities of such companies:

(i)each share of Company’s 6.625% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series B (the “Series B
Preferred Stock”) shall remain issued and outstanding;
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each day during the period commencing on, and including, the date that is nine (9) months after the date hereof, and ending on, and
including, the day immediately prior to the Closing Date.

(b)All of the shares of Company Common Stock converted into the right to receive the Merger Consideration pursuant to this
Article I shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time, and
each certificate (each, an "Old Certificate", it being understood that any reference herein to "Old Certificate" shall be deemed to
include reference to book-entry account statements relating to the ownership of shares of Company Common Stock) previously
representing any such shares of Company Common Stock shall thereafter represent only the right to receive the Merger
Consideration which the shares of Company Common Stock represented by such Old Certificate have been converted into the
right to receive pursuant to this Section 1.5 and Section 2.2, without any interest thereon.

(c)Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, at the Effective Time, all shares of Company Common Stock that
are owned by (i) Company (in each case other than the Exception Shares) shall be cancelled and shall cease to exist and neither
the Merger Consideration nor any other consideration shall be delivered in exchange therefor and (ii) Parent, TDGUS or Holdco
(in each case other than the Exception Shares) shall be converted into such number and type of shares of the Surviving
Corporation as is agreed by Parent, TDGUS or Holdco, as applicable, and the Surviving Corporation, and, upon such conversion,
each such share of Company Common Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to
exist.

Section 1.6 Surviving Corpoation Common Stock. At the Effective Time, each share of the common stock of Merger Sub issued
and outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time shall be converted into and become an issued and outstanding share of
common stock of the Surviving Corporation.

Section 1.7 Company Preferred Stock.

(a)At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger and without any action on the part of Parent, Holdco, Merger Sub, Company or
the holder of any securities of such companies:

(i)each share of Company's 6.625% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series B (the "Series B
Preferred Stock") shall remain issued and outstanding;
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(ii)each share of Company’s 6.60% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series C (the “Series C
Preferred Stock”) shall remain issued and outstanding;

(iii)each share of Company’s 6.100% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series D (the “Series D
Preferred Stock”) shall remain issued and outstanding immediately;

(iv)each share of Company’s Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series E (the “Series E Preferred Stock”) shall remain
issued and outstanding; and

(v)each share of Company’s Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series F (the “Series F Preferred Stock” and together
with the Series B Preferred Stock, the Series C Preferred Stock, the Series D Preferred Stock, the Series E Preferred Stock and
the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock, the “Company Preferred Stock”) shall remain issued and outstanding.

(b)At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger and without any action on the part of the holder of any of the following securities,
each share of Series G Convertible Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time shall
automatically be converted into such number of common shares of the Surviving Corporation as have a value at the Effective Time
equal to $100,000 and, upon such conversion, the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall
automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time.

Section 1.8 Treatment of Company Equity Awards.

(a)Company Options. At the Effective Time, each outstanding option to purchase shares of Company Common Stock (a
“Company Option”) under the Stock Plans, whether vested or unvested, shall, automatically and without any required action on
the part of the holder thereof, be cancelled and shall only entitle the holder of such Company Option to receive (without interest),
as soon as reasonably practicable after the Effective Time (but in any event no later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective
Time), an amount in cash equal to (i) the number of shares of Company Common Stock subject to such Company Option
immediately prior to the Effective Time multiplied by (ii) the excess, if any, of (A) the Merger Consideration over (B) the exercise
price per share of Company Common Stock of such Company Option, less applicable Taxes required to be withheld with respect
to such payment. For the avoidance of doubt, any Company Option which has an exercise price per share of Company Common
Stock that is greater than or equal to the Merger Consideration shall be cancelled at the Effective Time for no consideration or
payment.

(b)Company Restricted Shares.

(i)At the Effective Time, each outstanding restricted stock award (a “Company Restricted Share”) under the Stock Plans that will
become vested at the Effective Time in accordance with its terms shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of
the holder thereof, be cancelled and shall only entitle the holder of such Company Restricted Share to receive (without interest), as
soon as practicable after
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the Effective Time (but in any event no later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective Time), an amount in cash equal to (x)
the number of shares of Company Common Stock subject to such Company Restricted Share immediately prior to the Effective
Time multiplied by (y) the Merger Consideration, less applicable Taxes required to be withheld with respect to such payment.

(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company Restricted Share under the Stock Plans that will not become vested at the
Effective Time in accordance with its terms shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions
applicable to such Company Restricted Share immediately prior to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon a
qualifying termination of employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or applicable award agreement), except that such
Company Restricted Share shall be in respect of a number of Parent Common Shares that is equal to (x) number of shares of
Company Common Stock subject to such Company Restricted Share immediately prior to the Effective Time multiplied by (y) the
Exchange Ratio.

(c)Company RSUs.

(i)At the Effective Time, each outstanding restricted stock unit (a “Company RSU”) under the Stock Plans that will become vested
at the Effective Time in accordance with its terms shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder
thereof, be cancelled and shall only entitle the holder of such Company RSU to receive (without interest), as soon as practicable
after the Effective Time (but in any event no later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective Time), an amount in cash equal to
(x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock subject to such Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time
multiplied by (y) the Merger Consideration, less applicable Taxes required to be withheld with respect to such payment; provided,
that, with respect to any Company RSU that constitutes nonqualified deferred compensation subject to Section 409A of the Code
and that is not permitted to be paid at the Effective Time without triggering a Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code, such
payment shall be made at the earliest time permitted under the applicable Stock Plan and award agreement that will not trigger a
Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code.

(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company RSU under the Stock Plans that will not become vested at the Effective Time
in accordance with its terms shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such
Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of
employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or applicable award agreement) except that such Company RSU shall be in
respect of a number of Parent Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying
such Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time, multiplied by (y) the Exchange Ratio.

(d)Company DCUs. At the Effective Time, each outstanding deferred cash unit (a “Company DCU”) under the Company Benefit
Plans shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such Company DCU
immediately prior
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the Effective Time (but in any event no later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective Time), an amount in cash equal to (x)
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(x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock subject to such Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time
multipliedby (y) the Merger Consideration, less applicable Taxes required to be withheld with respect to such payment; provided,
that, with respect to any Company RSU that constitutes nonqualified deferred compensation subject to Section 409A of the Code
and that is not permitted to be paid at the Effective Time without triggering a Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code, such
payment shall be made at the earliest time permitted under the applicable Stock Plan and award agreement that will not trigger a
Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code.

(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company RSU under the Stock Plans that will not become vested at the Effective Time
in accordance with its terms shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such
Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of
employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or applicable award agreement) except that such Company RSU shall be in
respect of a number of Parent Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying
such Company RSU immediately prior to the Effective Time, multiplied by (y) the Exchange Ratio.

(d)Company DCUs. At the Effective Time, each outstanding deferred cash unit (a "Company DCU") under the Company Benefit
Plans shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such Company DCU
immediately prior
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to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable
Company Benefit Plan or applicable award agreement).

(e)Company PSUs.

(i)At the Effective Time, each outstanding performance-based stock unit (each, a “Company PSU”) granted under the Stock Plans
for which the applicable performance period is not complete (each, an “Open Performance Company PSU”) shall, automatically
and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and
conditions applicable to such Open Performance Company PSU immediately prior to the Effective Time (including any accelerated
vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or applicable award agreement),
except that such Open Performance Company PSU shall no longer be subject to performance-based vesting conditions, and such
Open Performance Company PSU shall be in respect of a number of Parent Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of
shares of Company Common Stock underlying such Open Performance Company PSU immediately prior to the Effective Time,
assuming achievement of applicable performance goals at target level, multiplied by (y) the Exchange Ratio.

(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company PSU granted under the Stock Plans for which the applicable performance
period is complete but remains subject to service-based vesting conditions (each, a “Closed Performance Company PSU”) shall,
automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the
same terms and conditions applicable to such Closed Performance Company PSU immediately prior to the Effective Time
(including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or
applicable award agreement), except that such Closed Performance Company PSU shall be in respect of a number of Parent
Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying such Closed Performance
Company PSU immediately prior to the Effective Time, based on achievement of applicable performance goals at the higher of
target performance and actual performance as reasonably determined by the compensation committee of the Company Board (the
“Company Compensation Committee” ) in accordance with the terms of the applicable award agreement, multiplied by (y) the
Exchange Ratio.

(iii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company PSU granted under the Stock Plans that is subject to a deferral arrangement
(a “Deferred Company PSU”) shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be assumed
by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such Deferred Company PSU immediately prior to
the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable
Stock Plan or applicable award agreement), except that such Deferred Company PSU shall be in respect of a number of Parent
Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying such Deferred Company PSU
immediately prior to the Effective Time, assuming achievement of applicable performance goals at target level, multiplied by (y) the
Exchange Ratio.
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to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable
Company Benefit Plan or applicable award agreement).

(e)Company PSUs.

(i)At the Effective Time, each outstanding performance-based stock unit (each, a "Company PSU") granted under the Stock Plans
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(including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or
applicable award agreement), except that such Closed Performance Company PSU shall be in respect of a number of Parent
Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying such Closed Performance
Company PSU immediately prior to the Effective Time, based on achievement of applicable performance goals at the higher of
target performance and actual performance as reasonably determined by the compensation committee of the Company Board (the
"Company Compensation Committee"_) in accordance with the terms of the applicable award agreement, multiplied by (y) the
Exchange Ratio.

(m)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company PSU granted under the Stock Plans that is subject to a deferral arrangement
(a "Deferred Company PSU") shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be assumed
by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such Deferred Company PSU immediately prior to
the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable
Stock Plan or applicable award agreement), except that such Deferred Company PSU shall be in respect of a number of Parent
Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying such Deferred Company PSU
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(f)Company LTI Units. At the Effective Time, each outstanding performance-based long term incentive unit (each, a “Company LTI
Unit”) granted under the Stock Plans shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be
assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions applicable to such Company LTI Unit immediately prior to
the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable
Stock Plan or applicable award agreement), except that such Company LTI Unit shall no longer be subject to performance-based
vesting conditions and shall only entitle the holder of such Company LTI Unit to receive an amount in cash equal to (i) the number
of Company LTI Units that would be earned based on target performance through the Effective Time multiplied by (ii) the
designated per unit value of such award; provided, that any Company LTI Unit for which the applicable performance period is
complete but remains subject to service-based vesting conditions shall instead convert based on achievement of applicable
performance goals at the higher of target performance and actual performance as reasonably determined by the Company
Compensation Committee in accordance with the terms of the applicable award agreement.

(g)Director RSUs. At the Effective Time, each Company RSU held by a current or former non-employee director of Company (a
“Director RSU”), whether vested or unvested, shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder
thereof, be cancelled and shall only entitle the holder of such Director RSU to receive (without interest), as soon as reasonably
practicable after the Effective Time (but in any event no later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective Time), an amount in
cash equal to (i) the number of shares of Company Common Stock subject to such Director RSU immediately prior to the
Effective Time multiplied by (ii) the Merger Consideration; provided, that, with respect to any Director RSUs that constitute
nonqualified deferred compensation subject to Section 409A of the Code (the “Deferred Director RSUs”) and that are not
permitted to be paid at the Effective Time without triggering a Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code, such payment shall
be made at the earliest time permitted under the applicable Stock Plan and award agreement that will not trigger a Tax or penalty
under Section 409A of the Code.

(h)Company Phantom Awards.

(i)At the Effective Time, each outstanding cash-based award measured by reference to a share of Company Common Stock (a
“Company Phantom Award”) under the Stock Plans that will become vested at the Effective Time in accordance with its terms
shall, automatically and without any required action on the part of the holder thereof, be cancelled and shall only entitle the holder
of such Company Phantom Award to receive (without interest), as soon as practicable after the Effective Time (but in any event no
later than three (3) Business Days after the Effective Time), an amount in cash equal to (x) the number of shares of Company
Common Stock subject to such Company Phantom Award immediately prior to the Effective Time multiplied by (y) the Merger
Consideration, less applicable Taxes required to be withheld with respect to such payment; provided, that, with respect to any
Company Phantom Award that constitutes nonqualified deferred compensation subject to Section 409A of the Code and that is
not permitted to be paid at the Effective Time without triggering a Tax or penalty under Section 409A of the Code, such payment
shall be made at the earliest time permitted under the applicable Stock Plan and award agreement that will not trigger a Tax or
penalty under Section 409A of the Code.
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(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company Phantom Award under the Stock Plans that will not become vested at the
Effective Time in accordance with its terms shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions
applicable to such Company Phantom Award immediately prior to the Effective Time (including any accelerated vesting upon
qualifying terminations of employment as set forth in the applicable Stock Plan or applicable award agreement) except that such
Company Phantom Award shall be in respect of a number of Parent Common Shares that is equal to (x) the number of shares of
Company Common Stock underlying such Company Phantom Award immediately prior to the Effective Time, multiplied by (y) the
Exchange Ratio.

(i)Any dividend equivalent rights associated with any Company Restricted Share, Company RSU, Company PSU, Director RSU
or Company Phantom Award (collectively, the “Company Dividend Equivalents”) (i) credited in the form of additional Company
Restricted Shares, Company RSUs, Company PSUs, Director RSUs or Company Phantom Awards, as applicable, shall be
treated in the same manner as the award to which such dividend equivalent rights relate in accordance with this Section 1.8 and (ii)
credited in the form of cash shall be paid at the same time or times the award to which such dividend equivalent rights relate is paid
or settled in accordance with this Section 1.8, in each case, consistent with the terms of the applicable Stock Plan immediately
prior to the Effective Time.

(j)At or prior to the Effective Time, the Company and the Company Board (and the Company Compensation Committee), as
applicable, shall adopt any resolutions and take any actions that are necessary to effectuate the treatment of Company Options,
Company Restricted Shares, Company RSUs, Company DCUs, Company PSUs, Company LTI Units, Director RSUs, Company
Phantom Awards and Company Dividend Equivalents (collectively, the “Company Equity Awards”) pursuant to Section 1.8(a)
through Section 1.8(i).

(k)Notwithstanding anything in Section 1.8(a) through Section 1.8(i) to the contrary, but subject to Section 7.1(a), to the extent the
terms of any Company Equity Award (i) granted on or after the date of this Agreement and not in violation of this Agreement or (ii)
mutually agreed by the Parties and a holder of any Company Equity Award expressly provide for treatment in connection with the
occurrence of the Effective Time that is different from the treatment prescribed by this Section 1.8, then in each case of clause (i)
and (ii), the terms of such Company Equity Award, as applicable or so agreed by the Parties and such holder, shall control (and the
applicable provisions of this Section 1.8 shall not apply).

(l)At Parent’s election, the Surviving Corporation will enter into an agreement with Parent and/or one or more of Parent’s affiliates
pursuant to which the Surviving Corporation will reimburse directly or indirectly Parent for expenses associated with the obligations
assumed by Parent pursuant to Section 1.8.

Section 1.9 Certificate of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Surviving Corporation. The certificate of incorporation and bylaws of
the Surviving Corporation shall by virtue of the Merger be amended to be identical to the certificate of incorporation and bylaws of
Merger Sub as in effect immediately prior to the Effective Time (in each case except that the name of the Surviving Corporation
shall be “First Horizon Corporation”), until duly amended in accordance with the respective terms thereof and applicable law.
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(ii)At the Effective Time, each outstanding Company Phantom Award under the Stock Plans that will not become vested at the
Effective Time in accordance with its terms shall be assumed by Parent and will be subject to the same terms and conditions
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terms of any Company Equity Award (i) granted on or after the date of this Agreement and not in violation of this Agreement or (ii)
mutually agreed by the Parties and a holder of any Company Equity Award expressly provide for treatment in connection with the
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and (ii), the terms of such Company Equity Award, as applicable or so agreed by the Parties and such holder, shall control (and the
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Merger Sub as in effect immediately prior to the Effective Time (in each case except that the name of the Surviving Corporation
shall be "First Horizon Corporation"), until duly amended in accordance with the respective terms thereof and applicable law.
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Section 1.10 Second Step Merger.

(a)On a date following the Closing Date to be determined by Parent in its sole discretion, Holdco and the Surviving Corporation,
respectively, may (if Parent so elects) cause to be filed a certificate of merger with the Delaware Secretary and articles of merger
with the Tennessee Secretary with respect to the Second Step Merger (collectively, the “Second Step Certificates of Merger”).
The Second Step Merger shall become effective at such time specified in the Second Step Certificates of Merger in accordance
with the relevant provisions of the DGCL and TBCA, or at such other time as shall be provided by applicable law (such time, the
“Second Step Effective Time”).

(b)Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, in accordance with the DGCL and the TBCA, at the Second Step
Effective Time, the Surviving Corporation shall merge with and into Holdco. Holdco shall be the surviving corporation in the
Second Step Merger, and shall continue its corporate existence under the laws of the State of Delaware. Upon consummation of
the Second Step Merger, the separate corporate existence of the Surviving Corporation shall terminate.

(c)At and after the Second Step Effective Time, the Second Step Merger shall have the effects set forth in the applicable
provisions of the DGCL, the TBCA and this Agreement.

(d)At the Second Step Effective Time, by virtue of the Second Step Merger and without any action on the part of Parent, Holdco,
Surviving Corporation or the holder of any securities of Parent, Holdco or Surviving Corporation, each share of common stock of
the Surviving Corporation that is issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time, shall automatically
be cancelled and retired for no consideration and shall cease to exist.

(e)The shares of Holdco stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time shall not be affected by
the Second Step Merger, and, accordingly, each share of Holdco stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second
Step Effective Time shall, at and after the Second Step Effective Time, remain issued and outstanding.

(f)At the Second Step Effective Time, by virtue of the Second Step Merger and without any action on the part of Parent, Holdco,
Merger Sub, Company or the holder of any securities of such companies:

(i)each share of Company’s Series B Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time
shall automatically be converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares of Holdco having powers, preferences
and special rights that are not materially less favorable than the Series B Preferred Stock (all shares of each such newly created
series, collectively, the “New Holdco Series B Preferred Shares”) and, upon such conversion, the Series B Preferred Stock shall
no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time;
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(ii)each share of Company’s Series C Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time
shall automatically be converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares of Holdco having powers, preferences
and special rights that are not materially less favorable than the Series C Preferred Stock (all shares of each such newly created
series, collectively, the “New Holdco Series C Preferred Shares”) and, upon such conversion, the Series C Preferred Stock shall
no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time;

(iii)each share of Company’s Series D Preferred Stock issued and outstanding prior to the Second Step Effective Time shall
automatically be converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares of Holdco having powers, preferences and
special rights that are identical to the powers, preferences and special rights of the Series D Preferred Stock (all shares of each
such newly created series, collectively, the “New Holdco Series D Preferred Shares”) and, upon such conversion, the Series D
Preferred Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time;

(iv)each share of Company’s Series E Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time
shall automatically be converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares of Holdco having terms that are not
materially less favorable than those of the Series E Preferred Stock (all shares of each such newly created series, collectively, the
“New Holdco Series E Preferred Shares”) and, upon such conversion, the Series E Preferred Stock shall no longer be outstanding
and shall automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time; and

(v)each share of Company’s Series F Preferred Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time
shall automatically be converted into a share of a newly created series of preferred shares of Holdco having terms that are not
materially less favorable than those of the Series F Preferred Stock (all shares of each such newly created series, collectively, the
“New Holdco Series F Preferred Shares”, and together with the New Holdco Series B Preferred Shares, the New Holdco Series
C Preferred Shares, the New Holdco Series D Preferred Shares and the New Holdco Series E Preferred Shares, the “New
Holdco Preferred Shares”) and, upon such conversion, the Series F Preferred Stock shall no longer be outstanding and shall
automatically be cancelled and shall cease to exist as of the Effective Time.

(g)The certificate of incorporation and bylaws of the Surviving Corporation shall be the certificate of incorporation and bylaws of
Holdco as in effect immediately prior to the Second Step Effective Time, until duly amended in accordance with the respective
terms thereof and applicable law.

Section 1.11Bank Merger. At such time as Parent determines after the Effective Time, Company Bank shall merge with and into
Parent Bank. Parent Bank shall be the Surviving Bank in the Bank Merger and, following the Bank Merger, the separate corporate
existence of Company Bank shall terminate. The parties to this Agreement agree that the Bank Merger shall become effective at
such date and time following the Effective Time as Parent shall specify as provided for in the Bank Merger Agreement in
accordance with applicable law. The
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Bank Merger shall be implemented pursuant to an agreement and plan of merger (the “Bank Merger Agreement”) entered into by
Parent Bank and Company Bank on the date of this Agreement. Company, as the sole voting shareholder of Company Bank, and
Holdco, as sole shareholder of Parent Bank, shall each approve the Bank Merger Agreement. Company shall cause Company
Bank, and Holdco shall cause Parent Bank, to execute such certificates or articles of merger and such other documents and
certificates as are necessary to effectuate the Bank Merger. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, no
covenant or other provision hereof shall be construed as enabling Parent to exercise control over Company or any of its affiliates
prior to the Effective Time.

ARTICLE II

DELIVERY OF MERGER CONSIDERATION

Section 2.1 Exchange Agent. At or prior to the Effective Time, Parent shall deposit, or shall cause to be deposited by Holdco or
Merger Sub, with a bank or trust company designated by Parent and reasonably acceptable to Company (the “Exchange Agent”),
for the benefit of the holders of Old Certificates, for exchange in accordance with this Article II, cash in an amount sufficient to
allow the Exchange Agent to make all payments required pursuant to this Article II (the “Exchange Fund”). The Exchange Agent
shall invest any cash included in the Exchange Fund as directed by Parent, provided that no such investment or losses thereon shall
affect the amount of Merger Consideration payable to the holders of Old Certificates. Any interest and other income resulting from
such investments shall be paid to Parent or Holdco, or as otherwise directed by Parent.

Section 2.2 Exchange Procedures.

(a)As promptly as practicable after the Effective Time, but in no event later than five (5) business days thereafter, Parent shall cause
the Exchange Agent to mail to each person who was, immediately prior to the Effective Time, a holder of record of one or more
Old Certificates representing shares of Company Common Stock, a form of letter of transmittal (which shall specify that delivery
shall be effected, and risk of loss and title to the Old Certificates shall pass, only upon proper delivery of the Old Certificates to the
Exchange Agent) and instructions for use in effecting the surrender of the Old Certificates in exchange for the consideration for
which such person may be entitled pursuant to Section 1.5 and this Article II. Upon proper surrender of an Old Certificate or Old
Certificates for exchange and cancellation to the Exchange Agent, together with such properly completed letter of transmittal, duly
executed, the holder of such Old Certificate or Old Certificates shall be entitled to receive in exchange therefor, a check
representing the amount of cash to which such holder is entitled pursuant to Section 1.5 and this Article II, and the Old Certificate
or Old Certificates so surrendered shall forthwith be cancelled. No interest will be paid or accrued with respect to any Merger
Consideration to be delivered upon surrender of Old Certificates. Until surrendered as contemplated by this Section 2.2, each Old
Certificate shall be deemed at any time after the Effective Time to represent only the right to receive, upon surrender, the Merger
Consideration.

(b)After the Effective Time, there shall be no transfers on the stock transfer books of Company of the shares of Company
Common Stock that were issued and outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time.
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(c)Any portion of the Exchange Fund that remains unclaimed by the holders of Company Common Stock for one (1) year after the
Effective Time shall be paid to the Surviving Corporation. Any former holders of Company Common Stock who have not
theretofore exchanged their Old Certificates pursuant to this Article II shall thereafter look only to the Surviving Corporation for
payment of the Merger Consideration, without any interest thereon. Notwithstanding the foregoing, none of Parent, Company, the
Surviving Corporation, the Exchange Agent or any other person shall be liable to any former holder of shares of Company
Common Stock for any amount delivered in good faith to a public official pursuant to applicable abandoned property, escheat or
similar laws.

(d)Parent shall be entitled to deduct and withhold, or cause its Subsidiaries, including Holdco or Merger Sub, or the Exchange
Agent to deduct and withhold, from the Merger Consideration or any other amounts otherwise payable pursuant to this Agreement
to any holder of Company Common Stock or Company Equity Awards (or any amounts payable pursuant to Section 8.2) such
amounts as it is required to deduct and withhold with respect to the making of such payment under the Code or any provision of
state, local or foreign Tax law. If Parent determines that it or any of its Subsidiaries is required to deduct or withhold any amount
from any payment to be made pursuant to this Agreement (in each case other than in respect of deductions or withholding arising in
connection with payments treated as compensation for applicable tax purposes), Parent shall provide notice to Company of
Parent’s intent to deduct or withhold such amount and the basis for such deduction or withholding at least fifteen (15) days before
any such deduction or withholding is made to the extent reasonably practicable, or shall otherwise provide such notice as promptly
as reasonably practicable, and Parent shall reasonably cooperate with Company in order to eliminate or to reduce any such
deduction or withholding, including providing a reasonable opportunity for Company to provide forms or other evidence that
would mitigate, reduce or eliminate such deduction or withholding. To the extent that amounts are so deducted and withheld, such
deducted and withheld amounts shall be treated for all purposes of this Agreement as having been paid to the Person in respect of
which such deduction and withholding was made.

(e)In the event any Old Certificate shall have been lost, stolen or destroyed, upon the making of an affidavit of that fact by the
person claiming such Old Certificate to be lost, stolen or destroyed and, if required by Parent, the posting by such person of a
bond in such amount as Parent may determine is reasonably necessary as indemnity against any claim that may be made against it
with respect to such Old Certificate, the Exchange Agent will issue in exchange for such lost, stolen or destroyed Old Certificate
the Merger Consideration.

ARTICLE III

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF COMPANY

Except (i) as disclosed in the disclosure schedule delivered by Company to Parent concurrently herewith (the “Company
Disclosure Schedule” ) (it being understood that (a) no item is required to be set forth as an exception to a representation or
warranty if its absence would not result in the related representation or warranty being deemed materially untrue or incorrect, (b)
the mere inclusion of an item in the Company Disclosure Schedule as an exception to a representation or warranty shall not be
deemed an admission by Company that such item represents a material exception or fact, event or circumstance or that such item
would have a
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Material Adverse Effect and (c) any disclosures made with respect to a section of this Article III shall be deemed to qualify (1) any
other section of this Article III specifically referenced or cross-referenced and (2) other sections of this Article III to the extent it is
reasonably apparent on its face (notwithstanding the absence of a specific cross reference) from a reading of the disclosure that
such disclosure applies to such other sections) or (ii) as disclosed in any Company Reports filed with or furnished to the SEC by
Company since January 1, 2020 and prior to the date hereof (but disregarding risk factor disclosures contained under the heading
“Risk Factors,” or disclosures of risks set forth in any “forward-looking statements” disclaimer or any other statements that are
similarly non-specific or cautionary, predictive or forward-looking in nature), Company hereby represents and warrants to Parent
as follows:

Section 3.1 Corporate Organization.

(a)Company is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Tennessee, is a
bank holding company duly registered under the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, as amended (the “BHC Act”) and has
elected to be treated as a financial holding company under the BHC Act. Company has the corporate power and authority to own,
lease or operate all of its properties and assets and to carry on its business as it is now being conducted in all material respects.
Company is duly licensed or qualified to do business and in good standing in each jurisdiction in which the nature of the business
conducted by it or the character or location of the properties and assets owned, leased or operated by it makes such licensing,
qualification or standing necessary, except where the failure to be so licensed or qualified or to be in good standing would not,
either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company. True and complete copies of the restated
charter of Company (the “Company Charter”) and the amended and restated bylaws of Company (the “Company Bylaws”), in
each case, as in effect as of the date of this Agreement, have previously been made available by Company to Parent.

(b)Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, each Subsidiary of
Company (a “Company Subsidiary”) (i) is duly organized and validly existing under the laws of its jurisdiction of organization, (ii) is
duly licensed or qualified to do business and, where such concept is recognized under applicable law, in good standing in all
jurisdictions (whether federal, state, local or foreign) where its ownership, leasing or operation of property or the conduct of its
business requires it to be so licensed or qualified or in good standing and (iii) has all requisite corporate power and authority to
own, lease or operate its properties and assets and to carry on its business as now conducted. There are no restrictions on the
ability of Company or any Subsidiary of Company to pay dividends or distributions except, in the case of Company or a
Subsidiary that is a regulated entity, for restrictions on dividends or distributions generally applicable to all similarly regulated
entities. Company Bank is a state member bank duly organized, validly existing and chartered under the laws of the State of
Tennessee, and is the only depository institution subsidiary (within the meaning of the BHC Act) of Company. The deposit
accounts of Company Bank are insured by the FDIC through the Deposit Insurance Fund (as defined in Section 3(y) of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act of 1950) to the fullest extent permitted by law, all premiums and assessments required to be paid in
connection therewith have been paid when due, and no proceedings for the termination of such insurance are pending or
threatened. Section 3.1(b) of the Company Disclosure Schedule sets forth a true, correct and complete list of each Company
Subsidiary and any other person in which Company or any Company Subsidiary beneficially
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owns as principal one percent (1%) or more of such person’s voting securities, in each case of the date hereof, including the
jurisdiction of incorporation or organization of each Company Subsidiary. There is no person whose results of operations, cash
flows, changes in shareholders’ equity or financial position are consolidated in the financial statements of Company other than the
Company Subsidiaries.

Section 3.2 Capitalization.

(a)The authorized capital stock of Company consists of 700,000,000 shares of Company Common Stock and 5,000,000 shares
of preferred stock, no par value. As of February 24, 2022, with the exception of exercise, vesting, settlement and forfeiture, in
each case, since January 31, 2022, as to a de minimis number of shares of Company Common Stock underlying Company Equity
Awards, there were (i) 533,961,891 shares of Company Common Stock issued and outstanding, including 986,656 Company
Restricted Shares; (ii) 4,845,010 shares of Company Common Stock reserved for issuance upon the exercise of outstanding
Company Options; (iii) 7,464,276 shares of Company Common Stock reserved for issuance upon the settlement of outstanding
Company RSUs (inclusive of Director RSUs other than Deferred Director RSUs); (iv) 2,076,978 shares of Company Common
Stock (assuming performance goals are satisfied at the target level) or 3,733,889 shares of Company Common Stock (assuming
performance goals are satisfied at the maximum level) reserved for issuance upon the settlement of outstanding unvested Open
Performance Company PSU Awards; (v) 549,519 shares of Company Common Stock reserved for issuance upon the settlement
of vested Deferred Company PSUs for which applicable performance goals have been met and Deferred Director RSUs, in each
case, following the lapse of an applicable holding period; (vi) 8,000 shares of Series B Preferred Stock; (vii) 5,750 shares of
Series C Preferred Stock; (viii) 10,000 shares of Series D Preferred Stock; (ix) 1,500 shares of Series E Preferred Stock; and (x)
1,500 shares of Series F Preferred Stock. As of the execution and delivery of this Agreement, there are no shares of Series G
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stock appreciation rights, phantom units, scrip, rights to subscribe to, preemptive rights, anti-dilutive rights, rights of first refusal or
similar rights, puts, calls, commitments or agreements of any character relating to, or securities or rights convertible or
exchangeable into or exercisable for, shares of capital stock or other voting or equity securities of or ownership interest in
Company, or contracts, commitments, understandings or arrangements by which Company may become bound to issue additional
shares of its capital stock or other equity or voting securities of or ownership interests in Company or that otherwise obligate
Company to issue, transfer, sell, purchase, redeem or otherwise acquire, any of the foregoing (collectively, “Company Securities”).
Other than the Company Equity Awards, no equity-based awards (including any cash awards where the amount of payment is
determined in whole or in part based on the price of any capital stock of Company or any of its Subsidiaries) are outstanding.
There are no voting trusts, shareholder agreements, proxies or other agreements in effect to which Company or any of its
Subsidiaries is a party with respect to the voting or transfer of Company Common Stock, capital stock or other voting or equity
securities or ownership interests of Company or granting any shareholder or other person any registration rights.

(b)Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, Company owns,
directly or indirectly, all of the issued and outstanding shares of capital stock or other equity ownership interests of each of the
Company Subsidiaries, free and clear of any Liens, and all of such shares or equity ownership interests are duly authorized and
validly issued and are fully paid, nonassessable (except, with respect to Subsidiaries that are depository institutions, as provided
under any provision of applicable state law comparable to 12 U.S.C. § 55) and free of preemptive rights, with no personal liability
attaching to the ownership thereof.

Section 3.3 Authority; No Violation.

(a)Company has full corporate power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and, subject to the shareholder and
other actions described below, to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby. The execution and delivery of this Agreement
and the consummation of the Merger have been duly and validly approved by the Board of Directors of Company. The Board of
Directors of Company has determined that the Merger, on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, is advisable and in
the best interests of Company and its shareholders, has adopted and approved this Agreement and the transactions contemplated
hereby (including the Merger), and has directed that this Agreement be submitted to Company’s shareholders, for approval at a
meeting of such shareholders and has adopted a resolution to the foregoing effect. Except for the approval of this Agreement by
the affirmative vote of a majority of all the votes entitled to be cast on such matter by the holders of Company Common Stock (the
“Requisite Company Vote”), and subject to the adoption and approval of the Bank Merger Agreement by Company as Company
Bank’s sole voting shareholder, no other corporate proceedings on the part of Company are necessary to approve this Agreement
or to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, including the Merger, the Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger,
(other than the submission to the shareholders of Company of an advisory (non-binding) vote on the compensation that may be
paid or become payable to Company’s named executive officers that is based on or otherwise related to the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement). This Agreement has been duly and validly executed and delivered by Company and (assuming
due authorization, execution and delivery by Parent) constitutes a valid and binding obligation of Company, enforceable against
Company in accordance with its terms (except in all
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cases as such enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, moratorium, reorganization or similar laws of general
applicability affecting the rights of creditors generally and the availability of equitable remedies (the “Enforceability Exceptions”)).

(b)Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by Company, nor the consummation by Company of the transactions
contemplated hereby (including the Merger, the Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger), nor compliance by Company with
any of the terms or provisions hereof, will (i) violate any provision of the Company Charter or the Company Bylaws or (ii)
assuming that the consents and approvals referred to in Section 3.4 are duly obtained, (x) violate any law, statute, code, ordinance,
rule, regulation, judgment, order, writ, decree or injunction applicable to Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their
respective properties or assets or (y) violate, conflict with, result in a breach of any provision of or the loss of any benefit under,
constitute a default (or an event which, with notice or lapse of time, or both, would constitute a default) under, result in the
termination of or a right of termination or cancellation under, accelerate the performance required by, or result in the creation of any
Lien upon any of the respective properties or assets of Company or any of its Subsidiaries under, any of the terms, conditions or
provisions of any note, bond, mortgage, indenture, deed of trust, license, lease, agreement or other instrument or obligation to
which Company or any of its Subsidiaries is a party, or by which they or any of their respective properties or assets may be bound,
except (in the case of clauses (x) and (y) above) for such violations, conflicts, breaches, defaults, terminations, cancellations,
accelerations or creations that, either individually or in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

Section 3.4 Consents and Approvals. Except for (a) the filing of the applications, filings or notices to or with the Governmental
Entities, Regulatory Agencies and SROs listed in Annex A and approval of or non-objection to such applications, filings and
notices, (b) the filing with the SEC of a proxy statement in definitive form relating to the meeting of Company’s shareholders to be
held in connection with this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby (including any amendments or supplements
thereto, the “Proxy Statement”), and (c) the filing of the Certificates of Merger with the Delaware Secretary and the Tennessee
Secretary pursuant to the DGCL and the TBCA, no consents or approvals of or filings or registrations with any Governmental
Entity are necessary in connection with (i) the execution and delivery by Company of this Agreement or (ii) the consummation by
Company of the Merger, the Second Step Merger and the other transactions contemplated hereby (including the Bank Merger).
As of the date hereof, Company has no knowledge of any reason related to the Company or its Subsidiaries why the necessary
regulatory approvals and consents will not be received to permit consummation of the Mergers on a timely basis (including any
reason why the relevant statutory factors related to such approvals and consents will not be satisfied).

Section 3.5 Reports. Company and each of its Subsidiaries have timely filed (or furnished) all reports, forms, correspondence,
registrations and statements, together with any amendments required to be made with respect thereto, that they were required to
file (or furnish, as applicable) since January 1, 2020 with any Regulatory Agencies including any report, form, correspondence,
registration or statement required to be filed (or furnished, as applicable) pursuant to the laws, rules or regulations of the United
States, any state, any foreign entity or any Regulatory Agency, and have paid all fees and assessments due and payable in
connection therewith, except where the failure to file (or furnish, as applicable) such report, form, correspondence, registration or
statement or to pay such fees and assessments, either individually
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or in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company. Subject to Section 9.14, (a) except for normal
examinations conducted by a Regulatory Agency in the ordinary course of business of Company and its Subsidiaries, no
Regulatory Agency has initiated or has pending any proceeding or, to the knowledge of Company, investigation into the business or
operations of Company or any of its Subsidiaries since January 1, 2020, except where such proceedings or investigations would
not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, and (b) there (i) is no unresolved violation,
criticism, or exception by any Regulatory Agency with respect to any report or statement relating to any examinations or
inspections of Company or any of its Subsidiaries and (ii) have been no formal or informal inquiries by, or disagreements or
disputes with, any Regulatory Agency with respect to the business, operations, policies or procedures of Company or any of its
Subsidiaries since January 1, 2020 in each case, which would have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse
Effect on Company.

Section 3.6 Financial Statements.

(a)The financial statements of Company and its Subsidiaries included (or incorporated by reference) in the Company Reports
(including the related notes, where applicable) (i) have been prepared from, and are in accordance with, the books and records of
Company and its Subsidiaries in all material respects, (ii) fairly present in all material respects the consolidated statements of
income, consolidated statements of comprehensive income, consolidated statements of cash flows, consolidated statements of
equity and consolidated statements of condition of Company and its Subsidiaries for the respective fiscal periods or as of the
respective dates therein set forth (subject in the case of unaudited statements to year-end audit adjustments normal in nature and
amount), (iii) complied, as of their respective dates of filing with the SEC, in all material respects with applicable accounting
requirements and with the published rules and regulations of the SEC with respect thereto and (iv) have been prepared in
accordance with GAAP consistently applied during the periods involved, except, in each case, as indicated in such statements or in
the notes thereto. Since January 1, 2020, no independent public accounting firm of Company has resigned (or informed Company
that it intends to resign) or been dismissed as independent public accountants of Company as a result of or in connection with any
disagreements with Company on a matter of accounting principles or practices, financial statement disclosure or auditing scope or
procedure.

(b)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, neither Company nor
any of its Subsidiaries has any liability of any nature whatsoever (whether absolute, accrued, contingent or otherwise and whether
due or to become due), except for those liabilities that are reflected or reserved against on the consolidated balance sheet of
Company included in its Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2021 (including any notes
thereto) and for liabilities incurred in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice since September 30, 2021, or in
connection with this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby.

(c)The records, systems, controls, data and information of Company and its Subsidiaries are recorded, stored, maintained and
operated under means (including any electronic, mechanical or photographic process, whether computerized or not) that are under
the exclusive ownership of Company or its Subsidiaries or accountants (including all means of access thereto and therefrom),
except for any non-exclusive ownership that would not have a
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Material Adverse Effect on Company. Company (x) has implemented and maintains disclosure controls and procedures (as
defined in Rule 13a-15(e) of the Exchange Act) to ensure that material information relating to Company, including its Subsidiaries,
is made known to the chief executive officer and the chief financial officer of Company by others within those entities as
appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosures and to make the certifications required by the Exchange Act
and Sections 302 and 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the “Sarbanes-Oxley Act”) and (y) has disclosed, based on its
most recent evaluation prior to the date hereof, to Company’s outside auditors and the audit committee of Company’s Board of
Directors (i) any significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial
reporting (as defined in Rule 13a-15(f) of the Exchange Act) which are reasonably likely to adversely affect Company’s ability to
record, process, summarize and report financial information and (ii) to the knowledge of Company, any fraud, whether or not
material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in Company’s internal controls over financial
reporting. To the knowledge of Company, any such disclosures were made in writing by management to Company’s auditors and
audit committee. To the knowledge of Company, there is no reason to believe that Company’s outside auditors and its chief
executive officer and chief financial officer will not be able to give the certifications and attestations required pursuant to the rules
and regulations adopted pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, without qualification, when next due.

(d)Since January 1, 2020, (i) neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries, nor, to the knowledge of Company, any director, officer,
auditor, accountant or representative of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, has received or otherwise had or obtained knowledge
of any material complaint, allegation, assertion or claim, whether written or oral, regarding the accounting or auditing practices,
procedures, methodologies or methods (including with respect to loan loss reserves, write-downs, charge-offs and accruals) of
Company or any of its Subsidiaries or their respective internal accounting controls, including any material complaint, allegation,
assertion or claim that Company or any of its Subsidiaries has engaged in questionable accounting or auditing practices and (ii) no
employee of or attorney representing Company or any of its Subsidiaries, whether or not employed by Company or any of its
Subsidiaries, has reported evidence of a material violation of securities laws or banking laws, breach of fiduciary duty or similar
violation by Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their respective officers, directors, employees or agents to the Board of
Directors of Company or any committee thereof or the Board of Directors or similar governing body of any Company Subsidiary
or any committee thereof, or to the knowledge of Company, to any director or officer of Company or any Company Subsidiary.

Section 3.7 Broker’s Fees. With the exception of the engagement of Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, neither Company nor any
Company Subsidiary nor any of their respective officers or directors has employed any broker, finder or financial advisor or
incurred any liability for any broker’s fees, commissions or finder’s fees in connection with the Merger or related transactions
contemplated by this Agreement. Prior to the date hereof, Company has disclosed to Parent the aggregate fees provided for in
connection with the engagement by Company of
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contemplated by this Agreement. Prior to the date hereof, Company has disclosed to Parent the aggregate fees provided for in
connection with the engagement by Company of
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Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC related to the Merger and the other transactions contemplated hereunder.

Section 3.8 Absence of Certain Changes or Events.

(a)Since December 31, 2020, there has not been any effect, change, event, circumstance, condition, occurrence or development
that has had or would have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

(b)Since December 31, 2020 through the date of this Agreement, Company and its Subsidiaries have carried on their respective
businesses in all material respects in the ordinary course.

Section 3.9 Legal and Regulatory Proceedings.

(a)Except as would not reasonably be expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on
Company, neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to any, and there are no outstanding or pending or, to the
knowledge of Company, threatened, legal, administrative, arbitral or other proceedings, claims, actions or governmental or
regulatory investigations of any nature against Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any of their current or former directors or
executive officers or challenging the validity or propriety of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

(b)Except as would not reasonably be expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on
Company, there is no injunction, order, judgment, decree, or regulatory restriction imposed upon Company, any of its Subsidiaries
or the assets of Company or any of its Subsidiaries (or that, upon consummation of the Mergers, would apply to the Surviving
Corporation or any of its affiliates).

Section 3.10 Taxes and Tax Returns. Each of Company and its Subsidiaries has duly and timely filed (including all applicable
extensions) all income and other material Tax Returns in all jurisdictions in which Tax Returns are required to be filed by it, and all
such Tax Returns are true, correct and complete in all material respects. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is the
beneficiary of any extension of time within which to file any material Tax Return (other than extensions to file Tax Returns
automatically obtained in the ordinary course). All income and other material Taxes of Company and its Subsidiaries (whether or
not shown on any Tax Returns) that are due have been fully and timely paid. Each of Company and its Subsidiaries has withheld
and paid all material Taxes required to have been withheld and paid in connection with amounts paid or owing to any employee,
creditor, shareholder, independent contractor or other third party. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has granted any
extension or waiver of the limitation period applicable to any material Tax that remains in effect. In the last six (6) years, no written
claim has been made by a Governmental Entity in a jurisdiction in which Company or any of its Subsidiaries (as applicable) does
not file Tax Returns that Company or such Subsidiary (as applicable) is or may be subject to taxation by, or required to file Tax
Returns in, that jurisdiction. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has received written notice of assessment or proposed
assessment in connection with any material amount of Taxes, and there are no threatened in writing or pending disputes, claims,
audits, examinations or other proceedings regarding any material Tax of Company and its Subsidiaries
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or the assets of Company and its Subsidiaries. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to or is bound by any Tax
sharing, allocation or indemnification agreement or arrangement (other than such an agreement or arrangement exclusively between
or among Company and its Subsidiaries or pursuant to agreements which both (1) were not primarily related to Taxes and (2)
were entered into in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice). Since January 1, 2016, neither Company nor
any of its Subsidiaries (A) has been a member of an affiliated group filing a consolidated federal income Tax Return (other than a
group the common parent of which was Company or any of its Subsidiaries) or (B) has any liability for the Taxes of any person
(other than Company or any of its Subsidiaries) under Treasury Regulation Section 1.1502-6 (or any similar provision of state,
local or foreign law), as a transferee or successor, by contract or otherwise (other than pursuant to agreements which both (1)
were not primarily related to Taxes and (2) were entered into in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice).
Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has been, within the past two (2) years a “distributing corporation” or a “controlled
corporation” (within the meaning of Section 355(a)(1)(A) of the Code) in a distribution of stock intending to qualify for tax-free
treatment under Section 355 of the Code. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has participated in a “listed transaction”
within the meaning of Treasury Regulation Section 1.6011-4(b)(1). No private letter rulings, closing agreements, technical advice
memoranda or similar agreements or rulings have been entered into with or issued by any Governmental Entity within the three (3)
year period immediately preceding the date of this Agreement with respect to Company or any of its Subsidiaries that would bind
Company or any of its Subsidiaries in any taxable period (or portion thereof) after the Closing Date. Neither Company nor any of
its Subsidiaries owns any “bank owned life insurance” policies or “company owned life insurance” policies for which any death
benefit payments would be subject to U.S. federal income taxation. Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has elected to
defer any “applicable employment taxes” (as defined in Section 2302(d)(1) of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act (the “CARES Act”)) pursuant to Section 2302 of the CARES Act. Nothing in this Section 3.10 or otherwise in this
Agreement shall be construed as a representation or warranty with respect to the amount, value or availability in any Tax period (or
portion thereof) beginning after the Closing Date of any net operating loss, capital loss, Tax credit, Tax basis or other Tax asset or
attribute of Company or any of its Subsidiaries. It is agreed and understood that no representation or warranty is made by
Company, any of its Subsidiaries or its Affiliates in respect of Tax matters in any section of this Agreement, other than this Section
3.10 and relevant parts of Section 3.11.

Section 3.11 Employee Benefits.

(a)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, each Company
Benefit Plan has been established, operated and administered in accordance with its terms and the requirements of all applicable
laws, including ERISA and the Code. Section 3.11(a) of the Company Disclosure Schedule sets forth a complete and accurate list
of each material Company Benefit Plan. For purposes of this Agreement, the term “Company Benefit Plans” means all employee
benefit plans (as defined in Section 3(3) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”)),
whether or not subject to ERISA, and all equity or equity-based, bonus or incentive, deferred compensation, retiree medical or life
insurance, supplemental retirement, severance, termination, change in control, retention, employment, welfare, insurance, medical,
fringe or other benefit plans, programs, agreements, contracts, policies, arrangements or remuneration of any kind with
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respect to which Company or any Subsidiary or any trade or business, whether or not incorporated, which together with Company
would be deemed a “single employer” within the meaning of Section 4001 of ERISA (a “Company ERISA Affiliate”), is a party or
has any current or future obligation or that are maintained, contributed to or sponsored by Company or any of its Subsidiaries or
any Company ERISA Affiliate for the benefit of any current or former employee, officer, director or independent contractor of
Company or any of its Subsidiaries or any Company ERISA Affiliate, excluding, in each case, any “multiemployer plan” within the
meaning of Section 4001(a)(3) of ERISA (a “Multiemployer Plan”).

(b)Company has made available to Parent true, correct and complete copies of each material Company Benefit Plan (or, in the
case of any unwritten material Company Benefit Plan, a description thereof) and the following related documents, to the extent
applicable: (i) all summary plan descriptions, amendments, modifications or material supplements, (ii) the most recent annual report
(Form 5500) filed with the Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”), (iii) the most recently received IRS determination letter, (iv) the
most recently prepared actuarial report and (v) any related trust agreement or other funding instrument.

(c)The IRS has issued a favorable determination letter or opinion with respect to each Company Benefit Plan that is intended to be
qualified under Section 401(a) of the Code (the “Company Qualified Plans”) and the related trust, which letter or opinion has not
been revoked (nor has revocation been threatened), and, to the knowledge of Company, there are no existing circumstances and
no events have occurred that would reasonably be expected to adversely affect the qualified status of any Company Qualified Plan
or the related trust.

(d)Except as would not result in any material liability to Company and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, with respect to each
Company Benefit Plan that is subject to Section 302 or Title IV of ERISA or Section 412, 430 or 4971 of the Code: (i) the
minimum funding standard under Section 302 of ERISA and Sections 412 and 430 of the Code has been satisfied and no waiver
of any minimum funding standard or any extension of any amortization period has been requested or granted, (ii) no such plan is in
“at-risk” status for purposes of Section 430 of the Code, (iii) the present value of accrued benefits under such Company Benefit
Plan, based upon the actuarial assumptions used for funding purposes in the most recent actuarial report prepared by such
Company Benefit Plan’s actuary with respect to such Company Benefit Plan, did not, as of its latest valuation date, exceed the then
current fair market value of the assets of such Company Benefit Plan allocable to such accrued benefits, (iv) no reportable event
within the meaning of Section 4043(c) of ERISA for which the 30-day notice requirement has not been waived has occurred, (v)
all premiums to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (the “PBGC”) have been timely paid in full, (vi) no liability (other than
for premiums to the PBGC) under Title IV of ERISA has been or is expected to be incurred by Company or any of its Subsidiaries
and (vii) the PBGC has not instituted proceedings to terminate any such Company Benefit Plan.

(e)None of Company and its Subsidiaries nor any Company ERISA Affiliate has, at any time during the last six (6) years,
contributed to or been obligated to contribute to a Multiemployer Plan or a plan that has two (2) or more contributing sponsors at
least two (2) of whom are not under common control, within the meaning of Section 4063 of ERISA (a “Multiple Employer Plan”),
and none of Company and its Subsidiaries nor any Company ERISA Affiliate has incurred any liability that has not been satisfied in
full to a Multiemployer Plan or
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Multiple Employer Plan as a result of a complete or partial withdrawal (as those terms are defined in Part I of Subtitle E of Title IV
of ERISA) from a Multiemployer Plan or Multiple Employer Plan.

(f)Except as would not result in any material liability to Company and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, no Company Benefit Plan
provides for any post-employment or post-retirement health or medical or life insurance benefits for retired, former or current
employees or beneficiaries or dependents thereof, except as required by Section 4980B of the Code.

(g)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, all contributions
required to be made to any Company Benefit Plan by applicable law or by any plan document or other contractual undertaking,
and all premiums due or payable with respect to insurance policies funding any Company Benefit Plan, for any prior period, have
been timely made or paid in full or, to the extent not required to be previously made or paid, have been fully reflected on the books
and records of Company.

(h)There are no pending or threatened claims (other than claims for benefits in the ordinary course), lawsuits or arbitrations which
have been asserted or instituted, and, to Company’s knowledge, no set of circumstances exists which may reasonably give rise to a
claim or lawsuit, against the Company Benefit Plans, any fiduciaries thereof with respect to their duties to the Company Benefit
Plans or the assets of any of the trusts under any of the Company Benefit Plans that would reasonably be expected to result in any
liability of Company or any of its Subsidiaries in an amount that would be material to Company and its Subsidiaries, taken as a
whole.

(i)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, none of Company and
its Subsidiaries nor any Company ERISA Affiliate nor, to Company’s knowledge, any fiduciary, has engaged in any “prohibited
transaction” (as defined in Section 4975 of the Code or Section 406 of ERISA) which would reasonably be expected to subject
any of the Company Benefit Plans or their related trusts, Company, any of its Subsidiaries or any Company ERISA Affiliate to any
material Tax or penalty imposed under Section 4975 of the Code or Section 502 of ERISA.

(j)Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement nor the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby will (either
alone or in conjunction with any other event) result in, cause the acceleration of vesting, exercisability, funding or delivery of, or
increase in the amount or value of, any payment, right or other benefit to any current or former employee, officer, director or other
service provider of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, or result in any limitation on the right of Company or any of its Subsidiaries
to amend, merge, terminate or receive a reversion of assets from any Company Benefit Plan or related trust on or after the
Effective Time. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no amount paid or payable (whether in cash, in property, or in the
form of benefits) by Company or any of its Subsidiaries in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby (either solely as a
result thereof or as a result of such transactions in conjunction with any other event) will be an “excess parachute payment” within
the meaning of Section 280G of the Code.
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(k)No Company Benefit Plan provides for the gross-up or reimbursement of Taxes under Section 409A or 4999 of the Code, or
otherwise.

(l)No Company Benefit Plan is maintained for the benefit of any current or former employee, officer, director or other service
provider of Company or any of its Subsidiaries who, while employed or engaged by Company or any of its Subsidiaries, primarily
resides or provides services (or resided or provided services) outside of the United States.

(m)There are no pending or, to the knowledge of Company, threatened unfair labor practice claims or charges against Company or
any of its Subsidiaries. Since January 1, 2020, there have been no strikes, lockouts, concerted slowdowns or work stoppages or
other labor disputes involving Company or any of its Subsidiaries. Neither Company or any of its Subsidiaries is party to, bound
by, or negotiating any collective bargaining or similar agreement with any union, works council or other labor organization. Since
January 1, 2020, there have been no pending or, to the knowledge of Company, threatened organizing efforts by any union or
other group seeking to represent any current or former employees of Company or any of its Subsidiaries.

(n)Since January 1, 2020, neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has conducted any “plant closing” or “mass layoff” (each as
defined by the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act of 1988) or any similar group layoff of employees requiring
notice to a Governmental Entity pursuant to applicable state, local or foreign law, or implemented any material early retirement, exit
incentive, or other group separation program, nor as to each of the foregoing has Company nor any of its Subsidiaries planned or
announced any such action or program for the future.

(o)Since January 1, 2020, (i) to the knowledge of Company, no executive officer or director of Company or any of its Subsidiaries
has been the subject of a pending allegation of sexual harassment or sexual assault and (ii) neither Company nor any of its
Subsidiaries has entered into any settlement agreements related to allegations of sexual harassment or other sexual misconduct by
any executive officer or director of Company.

Section 3.12 SEC Reports. An accurate and complete copy of each final registration statement, prospectus, report, schedule and
definitive proxy statement filed with or furnished to the SEC, as the case may be, since January 1, 2020 by Company pursuant to
the Securities Act or the Exchange Act (the “Company Reports”) is publicly available, and no such Company Report or
communication, as of the date thereof (and, in the case of registration statements and proxy statements, on the dates of
effectiveness and the dates of the relevant meetings, respectively), contained any untrue statement of a material fact or omitted to
state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary in order to make the statements therein, in light of the
circumstances in which they were made, not misleading, except that information filed or furnished as of a later date (but before the
date of this Agreement) shall be deemed to modify information as of an earlier date. As of their respective dates, all Company
Reports filed or furnished under the Securities Act and the Exchange Act complied in all material respects with the published rules
and regulations of the SEC with respect thereto. As of the date of this Agreement, no executive officer of Company has failed in
any respect to make the certifications required of him or her under Section 302 or 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. As of the date
of
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this Agreement, there are no outstanding comments from, or unresolved issues raised by, the SEC with respect to any of the
Company Reports.

Section 3.13 Compliance with Applicable Law.

(a)Company and each of its Subsidiaries hold, and have at all times since January 1, 2020, held, all licenses, registrations,
franchises, certificates, variances, permits, charters and authorizations necessary for the lawful conduct of their respective
businesses and ownership of their respective properties, rights and assets under and pursuant to each (and have paid all fees and
assessments due and payable in connection therewith), except where neither the cost of failure to hold nor the cost of obtaining and
holding such license, registration, franchise, certificate, variance, permit, charter or authorization (nor the failure to pay any fees or
assessments) would, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, and, to the knowledge of
Company, no suspension or cancellation of any such necessary license, registration, franchise, certificate, variance, permit, charter
or authorization is threatened.

(b)Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, Company and each of
its Subsidiaries have complied with and are not in default or violation under any applicable law, statute, order, rule, regulation,
policy and/or guideline of any Governmental Entity relating to Company or any of its Subsidiaries, including (i) all applicable laws
and regulations (and publicly posted policies) relating to the privacy and security of data or information that constitutes personal
data, personally identifiable information, or personal information under applicable law or regulation (such information, “Personal
Data”) and (ii) the USA PATRIOT Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation B, the Fair
Housing Act, the Community Reinvestment Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the Truth in Lending Act and Regulation Z, the
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, any regulations promulgated by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the
Interagency Policy Statement on Retail Sales of Nondeposit Investment Products, the SAFE Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008, the
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and Regulation X, Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, any and all sanctions or
regulations enforced by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of Treasury and any other law,
policy or guideline relating to bank secrecy, discriminatory lending, financing or leasing practices, consumer protection, money
laundering prevention, foreign assets control, U.S. sanctions laws and regulations, Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve
Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (as amended) and the National Flood Insurance Act of
1968 and the implementing regulations thereunder, the CARES Act, Pandemic Measures, and all agency requirements relating to
the origination, sale and servicing of mortgage and consumer loans. Company and its Subsidiaries have established and maintain a
system of internal controls designed to ensure compliance by Company and its Subsidiaries with applicable financial recordkeeping
and reporting requirements of applicable money laundering prevention laws in jurisdictions where Company and its Subsidiaries
conduct business.

(c)Company Bank has, and at all times during the past three (3) years has had, a Community Reinvestment Act rating no lower
than “Satisfactory”.
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(d)Company maintains a written information privacy and security program and takes commercially reasonable measures to protect
the privacy, confidentiality, integrity, availability and security of all hardware, software, databases, systems, networks, websites,
applications and other information technology assets and equipment (collectively, “IT Assets”) and Personal Data used in its
business against any (i) loss or misuse of Personal Data, (ii) unauthorized access or unlawful operations performed upon such IT
Assets or Personal Data or (iii) other act or omission that compromises the security or confidentiality of the IT Assets or Personal
Data (clauses (i) through (iii), a “Security Breach”). To the knowledge of Company, since January 1, 2020, Company has not
experienced any Security Breach that would, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company. To the
knowledge of Company, there are no data security or other technological vulnerabilities, viruses, malware or other corruptants with
respect to the IT Assets owned by and used in Company’s business that, individually or in the aggregate, would have a Material
Adverse Effect on Company.

(e)Without limitation, none of Company, or any of its Subsidiaries, or to the knowledge of Company, any director, officer,
employee, agent or other person acting on behalf of Company or any of its Subsidiaries has, directly or indirectly, (i) used any
funds of Company or any of its Subsidiaries for unlawful contributions, unlawful gifts, unlawful entertainment or other expenses
relating to political activity, (ii) made any unlawful payment to foreign or domestic governmental officials or employees or to foreign
or domestic political parties or campaigns from funds of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, (iii) violated any provision that would
result in the violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any similar law, (iv) established or maintained
any unlawful fund of monies or other assets of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, (v) made any fraudulent entry on the books or
records of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or (vi) made any unlawful bribe, unlawful rebate, unlawful payoff, unlawful influence
payment, unlawful kickback or other unlawful payment to any person, private or public, regardless of form, whether in money,
property or services, to obtain favorable treatment in securing business, to obtain special concessions for Company or any of its
Subsidiaries, to pay for favorable treatment for business secured or to pay for special concessions already obtained for Company
or any of its Subsidiaries, or is currently subject to any United States sanctions administered by the Office of Foreign Assets
Control of the United States Treasury Department, except, in each case, as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have
a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

(f)As of the date hereof, each of Company and Company Bank is “well-capitalized” (as such term is defined in the relevant
regulation of the institution’s primary federal regulator) and, as of the date hereof, to the knowledge of Company, neither Company
nor any of its Subsidiaries is aware of any fact, event or circumstance that would result in Company and Company Bank not being
“well-capitalized” within one year from the date of this Agreement.

(g)Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, (i) Company and each
of its Subsidiaries have properly administered all accounts for which it acts as a fiduciary, including accounts for which it serves as
a trustee, agent, custodian, personal representative, guardian, conservator or investment advisor, in accordance with the terms of
the governing documents and applicable state, federal and foreign law; and (ii) none of Company, any of its Subsidiaries, or any of
its or its Subsidiaries’ directors, officers or employees, has committed any breach of trust or fiduciary duty with respect to any such
fiduciary account, and the accountings for each such fiduciary
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account are true, correct and complete and accurately reflect the assets and results of such fiduciary account.

Section 3.14 Certain Contracts.

(a)Except as set forth in Section 3.14(a) of the Company Disclosure Schedule or as filed with any Company Reports, as of the
date hereof, neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is a party to or bound by any contract, arrangement, commitment or
understanding (whether written or oral), but excluding any Company Benefit Plan:

(i)which is a “material contract” (as such term is defined in Item 601(b)(10) of Regulation S-K of the SEC);

(ii)which contains a non-compete or client or customer non-solicitation requirement, in each case, that materially restricts the
conduct of any line of business by Company or any of its Subsidiaries or upon consummation of the Mergers will materially restrict
the ability of the Surviving Corporation or any of its affiliates to engage in any line of business or in any geographic region;

(iii)which is a collective bargaining agreement or similar agreement with any union, works council or other labor organization;

(iv)any of the benefits of or obligations under which will arise or be increased or accelerated by the occurrence of the execution
and delivery of this Agreement, receipt of the Requisite Company Vote or the announcement or consummation of any of the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement, or under which a right of cancellation or termination will arise as a result thereof, or
the value of any of the benefits of which will be calculated on the basis of any of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement,
where such increase or acceleration of benefits or obligations, right of cancellation or termination, or change in calculation of value
of benefits would, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company;

(v)(A) that relates to the incurrence of indebtedness by Company or any of its Subsidiaries, including any sale and leaseback
transactions, capitalized leases and other similar financing arrangements (other than deposit liabilities, trade payables, federal funds
purchased, advances and loans from the Federal Home Loan Bank and securities sold under agreements to repurchase, in each
case, incurred in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice), (B) that provides for the guarantee, support,
assumption, endorsement or material indemnification by Company or any of its Subsidiaries of, or any similar commitment by
Company or any of its Subsidiaries with respect to, the obligations, liabilities or indebtedness of any other person, in the case of
each of clauses (A) and (B), in the principal amount of $50,000,000.00 or more, but, in each case, excluding any indebtedness
disclosed in any Company Report(s) filed since January 1, 2021 or entered into in the ordinary course of business or (C) that
relates to the incurrence of indebtedness (or guarantees thereof) and have terms that require Company to maintain a listing on a
stock exchange or reporting obligations under the Exchange Act (or provide substantially similar disclosure to holders of such
debt);
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(vi)that grants any material right of first refusal, right of first offer or similar right with respect to any material assets, rights or
properties of Company or its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole;

(vii)which creates future payment obligations in excess of $5,000,000.00 per annum (other than any such contracts which are
terminable by Company or any of its Subsidiaries on ninety (90) days or less notice without any required payment (other than the
payment of any outstanding obligation at the time of termination) or other conditions, other than the condition of notice), other than
with respect to indebtedness disclosed in any Company Report(s) filed since January 1, 2021 or leases or other agreements
entered into in the ordinary course of business;

(viii)that is a settlement, consent or similar agreement and contains any material continuing obligations of Company or any of its
Subsidiaries;

(ix)that relates to the acquisition or disposition of any person, business or asset and under which Company or its Subsidiaries have
or may have a material obligation or liability;

(x)for the purchase of materials, supplies, goods, services, equipment or other assets by Company or its Subsidiaries that provides
for annual payments of $5,000,000.00 or more;

(xi)that relates to any material joint venture, partnership, limited liability company agreement or other similar agreement or
arrangement; or

(xii)that relates to material Intellectual Property or material IT Assets, other than (A) non-exclusive in-licenses to commercially
available software or (B) non-exclusive out-licenses to customers in the ordinary course of business.

Each contract, arrangement, commitment or understanding of the type described in this Section 3.14(a), whether or not set forth in
the Company Disclosure Schedule, is referred to herein as a “Material Contract.” Company has made available to Parent true,
correct and complete copies of each Material Contract in effect as of the date hereof.

(b)(i) Each Material Contract is valid and binding on Company or one of its Subsidiaries, as applicable, and in full force and effect,
except as, either individually or in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, (ii) Company and each of
its Subsidiaries have in all material respects complied with and performed all obligations required to be complied with or performed
by any of them to date under each Material Contract, except where such noncompliance or nonperformance, either individually or
in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, (iii) to the knowledge of Company, each third-party
counterparty to each Material Contract has in all material respects complied with and performed all obligations required to be
complied with and performed by it to date under such Material Contract, except where such noncompliance or nonperformance,
either individually or in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company, (iv) neither Company nor any of its
Subsidiaries has knowledge of, or has received notice of, any violation of any Material Contract by any of the other parties thereto
which would have, either individually or in
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the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company and (v) no event or condition exists which constitutes or, after notice or
lapse of time or both, will constitute, a material breach or default on the part of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or, to the
knowledge of Company, any other party thereto, of or under any such Material Contract, except where such breach or default,
either individually or in the aggregate, would not have a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

Section 3.15 Actions by Regulatory Agencies. Subject to Section 9.14, neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries is subject to
any cease-and-desist or other order or enforcement action issued by, or is a party to any written agreement, consent agreement or
memorandum of understanding with, or is a party to any commitment letter or similar undertaking to, or is subject to any order or
directive by, or has been ordered to pay any civil money penalty by, or has been since January 1, 2020, a recipient of any
supervisory letter from, or since January 1, 2020, has adopted any policies, procedures or board resolutions at the request or
suggestion of, any Regulatory Agency or other Governmental Entity that currently restricts in any material respect or would
reasonably be expected to restrict in any material respect the conduct of its business or that in any material manner relates to its
capital adequacy, its ability to pay dividends, its credit or risk management policies, its management, its business or its ability to
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby in a timely manner (each, whether or not set forth in the Company Disclosure
Schedule, a “Company Regulatory Agreement”), nor has Company or any of its Subsidiaries been advised in writing, or to
Company’s knowledge, orally, since January 1, 2020, by any Regulatory Agency or other Governmental Entity that it is
considering issuing, initiating, ordering or requesting any such Company Regulatory Agreement.

Section 3.16 Environmental Matters. Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect
on Company, Company and its Subsidiaries are in compliance, and have complied since January 1, 2020, with any Environmental
Laws. There are no legal, administrative, arbitral or other proceedings, claims or actions or, to the knowledge of Company, any
private environmental investigations or remediation activities or governmental investigations of any nature seeking to impose, or that
could reasonably be expected to result in the imposition, on Company or any of its Subsidiaries of any liability or obligation arising
under any Environmental Law pending or threatened against Company, which liability or obligation would have, either individually
or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company. To the knowledge of Company, there is no reasonable basis for any
such proceeding, claim, action or governmental investigation that would impose any liability or obligation that would have, either
individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company. Company is not subject to any agreement, order,
judgment, decree, letter agreement or memorandum of agreement by or with any court, Governmental Entity, Regulatory Agency
or other third party imposing any liability or obligation with respect to the foregoing that would have, either individually or in the
aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

Section 3.17 Investment Securities and Commodities. Each of Company and its Subsidiaries has good title in all material respects
to all securities and commodities owned by it (except those sold under repurchase agreements) which are material to Company’s
business on a consolidated basis, free and clear of any Lien, except to the extent such securities or commodities are pledged in the
ordinary course of business to secure obligations of Company or its
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or other third party imposing any liability or obligation with respect to the foregoing that would have, either individually or in the
aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

Section 3.17 Investment Securities and Commodities. Each of Company and its Subsidiaries has good title in all material respects
to all securities and commodities owned by it (except those sold under repurchase agreements) which are material to Company's
business on a consolidated basis, free and clear of any Lien, except to the extent such securities or commodities are pledged in the
ordinary course of business to secure obligations of Company or its
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Subsidiaries. Such securities and commodities are valued on the books of Company in accordance with GAAP in all material
respects.

Section 3.18 Real Property. Except as would not reasonably be expected, either individually or in the aggregate, to have a
Material Adverse Effect on Company, Company or a Company Subsidiary (a) has good and marketable title to all the real
property reflected in the latest audited balance sheet included in the Company Reports as being owned by Company or a
Company Subsidiary or acquired after the date thereof (except properties sold or otherwise disposed of since the date thereof in
the ordinary course of business) (the “Company Owned Properties”), free and clear of all Liens, except Permitted Encumbrances
and (b) is the lessee of all leasehold estates reflected in the latest audited financial statements included in such Company Reports or
acquired after the date thereof (except for leases that have expired by their terms since the date thereof) (such leasehold estates,
collectively with the Company Owned Properties, the “Company Real Property”), free and clear of all Liens, except for Permitted
Encumbrances, and is in possession of the properties purported to be leased thereunder, and each such lease is valid without
default thereunder by the lessee or, to the knowledge of Company, the lessor. There are no pending or, to the knowledge of
Company, threatened condemnation proceedings against the Company Real Property.

Section 3.19 Intellectual Property. Company and each of its Subsidiaries owns (in each case, free and clear of any material Liens
(other than Permitted Encumbrances)), all Intellectual Property owned or purported to be owned by Company and its Subsidiaries
which is material to the conduct of its business as currently conducted. Except as would not have, either individually or in the
aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company: (i) the operation of Company’s and its Subsidiaries’ businesses does not
infringe, misappropriate or otherwise violate the rights other than patents, and to the knowledge of the Company, any patents, of
any third person; (ii) since January 1, 2020, Company has not received any written communication alleging from any Person that
Company or any of its Subsidiaries has infringed, misappropriated or otherwise violated the Intellectual Property rights of such
person; (iii) to the knowledge of Company, no person is challenging, infringing on or otherwise violating any right of Company or
any of its Subsidiaries with respect to any Intellectual Property owned by Company or its Subsidiaries; (iv) since January 1, 2020,
neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has received any written notice of any pending claim contesting or challenging the
ownership or validity of any Intellectual Property owned by Company or any Company Subsidiary; (v) the Intellectual Property
registrations and applications that are, in each case, owned by Company and its Subsidiaries, are subsisting and unexpired, and, to
the knowledge of Company, valid and enforceable; and (vi) Company and its Subsidiaries have taken commercially reasonable
actions to avoid the abandonment, cancellation or unenforceability of all Intellectual Property owned by Company and its
Subsidiaries.

Section 3.20 Related Party Transactions. As of the date hereof, except as set forth in any Company Reports, there are no
transactions or series of related transactions, agreements, arrangements or understandings, nor are there any currently proposed
transactions or series of related transactions, between Company or any of its Subsidiaries, on the one hand, and any current or
former director or “executive officer” (as defined in Rule 3b-7 under the Exchange Act) of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or
any person who beneficially owns (as defined in Rules 13d-3 and 13d-5 of the Exchange Act) five percent (5%) or more of the
outstanding Company Common Stock (or any of such person’s immediate family members or affiliates)
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(other than Subsidiaries of Company) on the other hand, of the type required to be reported in any Company Report pursuant to
Item 404 of Regulation S-K promulgated under the Exchange Act.

Section 3.21 State Takeover Laws. The Board of Directors of Company has approved this Agreement and the transactions
contemplated hereby and has taken all such other necessary actions as required to render inapplicable to such agreements and
transactions the provisions of any potentially applicable takeover laws of any state, including any “moratorium,” “control share,”
“fair price,” “takeover” or “interested shareholder” law or any similar provisions of the organizational documents of Parent, Holdco
or Merger Sub (collectively, with any similar provisions of the Company Charter or Company Bylaws, “Takeover Statutes”). In
accordance with Section 48-23-102 of the TBCA, no appraisal or dissenters’ rights will be available to the holders of Company
Common Stock or Company Preferred Stock in connection with the Merger.

Section 3.22 Opinion. Prior to the execution of this Agreement, Company has received an opinion (which if initially rendered
orally, has been or will be confirmed by written opinion of the same date) from Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, to the effect that as of
the date thereof and subject to the various assumptions made, procedures followed, matters considered, and the qualifications and
limitations on the scope of review undertaken by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC as set forth in its written opinion, the Base Per Share
Merger Consideration is fair from a financial point of view to Company. Such opinion has not been amended or rescinded as of the
date of this Agreement.

Section 3.23 Company Information. The information relating to Company and its Subsidiaries included in (a) the Proxy Statement
on the date it (or any amendment or supplement thereto) is first mailed to holders of Company Common Stock or at the time of the
Company Meeting, and (b) the documents and financial statements of Company incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement
or any amendment or supplement thereto or (c) any other document filed with any other Regulatory Agency in connection
herewith, will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
therein, in light of the circumstances in which they are made, not misleading. The portions of the Proxy Statement relating to
Company and its Subsidiaries and other portions within the reasonable control of Company will comply in all material respects with
the provisions of the Exchange Act and the rules and regulations thereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no representation or
warranty is made by Company with respect to statements made or incorporated by reference therein based on information
provided or supplied by or on behalf of Parent or its Subsidiaries for inclusion in the Proxy Statement.

Section 3.24 Loan Portfolio.

(a)As of the date hereof, except as set forth in Section 3.24(a) of the Company Disclosure Schedule, neither Company nor any of
its Subsidiaries is a party to any written or oral loan, loan agreement, note or borrowing arrangement (including leases, credit
enhancements, commitments, guarantees and interest-bearing assets) (collectively, “Loans”) in which Company or any Company
Subsidiary is a creditor that, as of December 31, 2021, had an outstanding balance of $5,000,000.00 or more and under the
terms of which the obligor was, as of December 31, 2021, over ninety (90) days or more delinquent in payment of principal or
interest. Set forth in Section 3.24(a) of the Company Disclosure Schedule is a true, correct and
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complete list of (A) all the Loans of Company and its Subsidiaries that, as of December 31, 2021, had an outstanding balance of
$5,000,000.00 or more and were classified by Company as “Other Loans Specially Mentioned,” “Special Mention,”
“Substandard,” “Doubtful,” “Loss,” “Classified,” “Criticized,” “Credit Risk Assets,” “Concerned Loans,” “Watch List” or words of
similar import, together with the principal amount of and accrued and unpaid interest on each such Loan and the identity of the
borrower thereunder, together with the aggregate principal amount of and accrued and unpaid interest on such Loans, by category
of Loan (e.g., commercial, consumer, etc.) and (B) each asset of Company or any of its Subsidiaries that, as of November 30,
2021, is classified as “Other Real Estate Owned” and the book value thereof.

(b)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, each Loan of
Company or any of its Subsidiaries (i) is evidenced by notes, agreements or other evidences of indebtedness that are true, genuine
and what they purport to be, (ii) to the extent carried on the books and records of Company and its Subsidiaries as secured
Loans, has been secured by valid charges, mortgages, pledges, security interests, restrictions, claims, liens or encumbrances, as
applicable, which have been perfected and (iii) is the legal, valid and binding obligation of the obligor named therein, enforceable in
accordance with its terms, subject to the Enforceability Exceptions.

(c)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, each outstanding(c)Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, each outstanding
Loan of Company or any of its Subsidiaries (including Loans held for resale to investors) was solicited and originated, and is and
has been administered and, where applicable, serviced, and the relevant Loan files are being maintained, in all material respects in
accordance with the relevant notes or other credit or security documents, the written underwriting standards of Company and its
Subsidiaries (and, in the case of Loans held for resale to investors, the underwriting standards, if any, of the applicable investors)
and with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and rules.

(d)Section 3.24(d) of the Company Disclosure Schedule contains a complete and accurate list of all extensions of credit as of
November 30, 2021, by Company Bank and its Subsidiaries to any directors, executive officers and principal shareholders (as
such terms are defined in Regulation O of the Federal Reserve Board (12 C.F.R. Part 215)) of Company Bank, and each such
extension of credit is and was made in compliance in all material respects with all applicable laws.

(e)Except as disclosed in Section 3.24(e) of the Company Disclosure Schedule, there are no extensions of credit by Company
Bank or its Subsidiaries to any employee, officer, director (as such terms are defined in Regulation O of the Federal Reserve
Board (12 C.F.R. Part 215)) or other affiliate of Company Bank on which the borrower is paying a rate other than that reflected in
the note or the relevant credit agreement or on which the borrower is paying a rate that was below market at the time the
extensions of credit were made.

Section 3.25 Insurance. Except as would not reasonably be expected, either individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material
Adverse Effect on Company, (a) Company and its Subsidiaries are insured with reputable insurers against such risks and in such
amounts as the management of Company reasonably has determined to be prudent and consistent with industry practice, and
Company and its Subsidiaries are in compliance in all material respects with their insurance policies and are not in default under any
of the terms thereof, (b) each such
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policy is outstanding and in full force and effect and, except for policies insuring against potential liabilities of current or former
officers, directors and employees of Company and its Subsidiaries, Company or the relevant Subsidiary thereof is the sole
beneficiary of such policies, (c) all premiums and other payments due under any such policy have been paid, and all claims
thereunder have been filed in due and timely fashion, (d) there is no claim for coverage by Company or any of its Subsidiaries
pending under any insurance policy as to which coverage has been questioned, denied or disputed by the underwriters of such
insurance policy and (e) neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries has received notice of any threatened termination of, material
premium increase with respect to, or material alteration of coverage under, any insurance policies.

Section 3.26 Investment Advisor Subsidiaries.

(a)Certain Subsidiaries of Company are registered, licensed or qualified, or are required to be registered, licensed or qualified, in
connection with the provision of investment management, investment advisory or sub-advisory services (Company and each such
Subsidiary, a “Company Advisory Subsidiary”). Each Company Advisory Subsidiary is registered as an investment adviser under
the Investment Advisers Act and has operated since January 1, 2020 and is currently operating in compliance with all laws
applicable to it or its business and has all registrations, permits, licenses, exemptions, orders and approvals required for the
operation of its business or ownership of its properties and assets substantially as presently conducted, except, in each case, as
would not reasonably be expected, either individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

(b)The accounts of each advisory client of Company or its Subsidiaries, for purposes of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as
amended (the “Investment Advisers Act”), that are subject to ERISA and/or Section 4975 of the Code have been managed by the
applicable Company Advisory Subsidiary in compliance with the applicable requirements of ERISA and Section 4975 of the
Code, except as would not reasonably be expected, either individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect on
Company.

(c)None of the Company Advisory Subsidiaries nor any person “associated” (as defined in the Investment Advisers Act) with any
Company Advisory Subsidiaries is ineligible pursuant to Section 203 of the Investment Advisers Act to serve as an investment
advisor or as a person associated with a registered investment advisor, except as would not reasonably be expected, either
individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect on Company.

Section 3.27 Insurance Subsidiaries.

(a)Except as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect on Company,
(i) since January 1, 2020, at the time each agent, representative, producer, reinsurance intermediary, wholesaler, third-party
administrator, distributor, broker, employee or other person authorized to sell, produce, manage or administer products on behalf
of any Company Subsidiary (“Company Agent”) wrote, sold, produced, managed, administered or procured business for a
Company Subsidiary, such Company Agent was, at the time Company Agent wrote or sold business, duly licensed for the type of
activity and business written, sold, produced, managed, administered or produced to the
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extent required by applicable law, (ii) no Company Agent has been since January 1, 2020, or is currently, in violation (or with or
without notice or lapse of time or both, would be in violation) of any law, rule or regulation applicable to such Company Agent’s
writing, sale, management, administration or production of insurance business for any Company Insurance Subsidiary (as defined
below) and (iii) each Company Agent was appointed by Company or a Company Insurance Subsidiary in compliance with
applicable insurance laws, rules and regulations and all processes and procedures undertaken with respect to such Company
Agent were undertaken in compliance with applicable insurance laws, rules and regulations. “Company Insurance Subsidiary”
means each Subsidiary of Company through which insurance operations is conducted.

(b)Except as would not reasonably be expected, individually or in the aggregate, to have a Material Adverse Effect on Company,
(i) since January 1, 2020, Company and the Company Insurance Subsidiaries have made all required notices, submissions, reports
or other filings under applicable insurance holding company statutes, (ii) all contracts, agreements, arrangements and transactions in
effect between any Company Insurance Subsidiary and any affiliate are in compliance in all material respects with the requirements
of all applicable insurance holding company statutes and (iii) each Company Insurance Subsidiary has operated and otherwise
been in compliance with all applicable insurance laws, rules and regulations.

Section 3.28 Broker-Dealer and Other SEC-Regulated Subsidiaries.

(a)Company has certain Subsidiaries that are registered, licensed or qualified, or are required to be registered, licensed or
qualified, as a broker-dealer (each, a “Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiary”), or as a municipal securities dealer or municipal
advisor, in each case in accordance with any regulatory or legal requirement applicable to such Company Subsidiary (together with
Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiaries, the “Company SEC-Registered Subsidiaries”). Except as would not reasonably be
expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company: (i) each Company SEC-
Registered Subsidiary is duly registered under the Exchange Act as a broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer or municipal
advisor, as applicable, with the SEC and is in compliance with the applicable provisions of the Exchange Act, including applicable
net capital requirements and customer protection requirements thereof; (ii) each Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiary is a member
in good standing with FINRA and any other applicable SRO and in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations of FINRA
and any such SRO of which it is a member or which otherwise has authority over it; (iii) each other Company SEC-Registered
Subsidiary is a member in good standing, as required, with the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (“MSRB”) and any other
applicable SRO and in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations of MSRB and any such SRO of which it is a member
or which otherwise has authority over it; (iv) each Company SEC-Registered Subsidiary (and each registered representative
thereof) is duly registered, licensed or qualified as required, under, and in compliance with, the applicable laws of all jurisdictions in
which it is required to be so registered and each such registration, license or qualification is in full force and effect and in good
standing; (v) Company Bank qualifies for the exceptions from the definitions of “broker” and “dealer” under Sections 3(a)(4)(B)
and 3(a)(5)(C) of the Exchange Act and regulations thereunder with respect to any brokerage or dealing activities conducted by
Company Bank or a division thereof; and (vi) there is no action, suit, proceeding or investigation pending or, to the knowledge of
Company, threatened that
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Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiaries, the "Company SEC-Registered Subsidiaries"). Except as would not reasonably be
expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Company: (i) each Company SEC-
Registered Subsidiary is duly registered under the Exchange Act as a broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer or municipal
advisor, as applicable, with the SEC and is in compliance with the applicable provisions of the Exchange Act, including applicable
net capital requirements and customer protection requirements thereof; (ii) each Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiary is a member
in good standing with FINRA and any other applicable SRO and in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations of FINRA
and any such SRO of which it is a member or which otherwise has authority over it; (iii) each other Company SEC-Registered
Subsidiary is a member in good standing, as required, with the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board ("MSRB") and any other
applicable SRO and in compliance with all applicable rules and regulations of MSRB and any such SRO of which it is a member
or which otherwise has authority over it; (iv) each Company SEC-Registered Subsidiary (and each registered representative
thereof) is duly registered, licensed or qualified as required, under, and in compliance with, the applicable laws of all jurisdictions in
which it is required to be so registered and each such registration, license or qualification is in full force and effect and in good
standing; (v) Company Bank qualifies for the exceptions from the definitions of "broker" and "dealer" under Sections 3(a)(4)(B)
and 3(a)(5)(C) of the Exchange Act and regulations thereunder with respect to any brokerage or dealing activities conducted by
Company Bank or a division thereof; and (vi) there is no action, suit, proceeding or investigation pending or, to the knowledge of
Company, threatened that
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would reasonably be likely to lead to the revocation, amendment, failure to renew, limitation, suspension or restriction of any such
registrations, licenses, exceptions and qualifications.

(b)Except as would not reasonably be expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on
Company, (i) none of the Company SEC-Registered Subsidiaries nor any “associated person” thereof (A) is or has been ineligible
to serve as a broker-dealer or an associated person of a broker-dealer under Section 15(b) of the Exchange Act, (B) is subject to
a “statutory disqualification” as defined in Section 3(a)(39) of the Exchange Act or (C) is subject to a disqualification that would be
a basis for censure, limitations on the activities, functions or operations of, or suspension or revocation of the registration of any
Company Broker-Dealer Subsidiary as broker-dealer, municipal securities dealer, government securities broker, government
securities dealer or municipal advisor under Section 15, Section 15B or Section 15C of the Exchange Act or any rule of any SRO
and (ii) there is no action, suit, proceeding or investigation pending or, to the knowledge of Company, threatened, that is
reasonably likely to result in any such person being deemed ineligible as described in clause (A), subject to a “statutory
disqualification” as described in clause (B) or subject to a disqualification as described in clause (C).

Section 3.29 Risk Management Instruments. Except as would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse
Effect on Company, all interest rate swaps, caps, floors, option agreements, futures and forward contracts and other similar
derivative transactions and risk management arrangements, whether entered into for the account of Company or any of its
Subsidiaries or for the account of a customer of Company or any of its Subsidiaries, were entered into in the ordinary course of
business and in accordance with applicable rules, regulations and policies of any Governmental Entity and with counterparties
reasonably believed to be financially responsible at the time and are legal, valid and binding obligations of Company or one its
Subsidiaries enforceable in accordance with their terms (except as may be limited by the Enforceability Exceptions). Except as
would not have, either individually or in the aggregate, a Material Adverse Effect on Company, Company and each of its
Subsidiaries has duly performed in all material respects all of its material obligations thereunder to the extent that such obligations to
perform have accrued, and, to the knowledge of Company, there are no material breaches, violations or defaults or bona fide
allegations or assertions of such by any party thereunder.

Section 3.30 No Other Representations or Warranties.

(a)Except for the representations and warranties made by Company in this Article III, neither Company nor any other person
makes any express or implied representation or warranty with respect to Company, its Subsidiaries, or their respective businesses,
operations, assets, liabilities, conditions (financial or otherwise) or prospects, and Company hereby disclaims any such other
representations or warranties, and Parent and Holdco acknowledge the same. In particular, without limiting the foregoing
disclaimer, neither Company nor any other person makes or has made any representation or warranty to Parent or any of its
affiliates or representatives with respect to (i) any financial projection, forecast, estimate, budget or prospective information relating
to Company, any of its Subsidiaries or their respective businesses or (ii) except for the representations and warranties made by
Company in this Article III, any oral or written information presented to Parent or any of its affiliates or representatives in
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the course of their due diligence investigation of Company, the negotiation of this Agreement or in the course of the transactions
contemplated hereby.

(b)Company acknowledges and agrees that neither Parent nor any other person on behalf of Parent has made or is making, and
Company has not relied upon, any express or implied representation or warranty other than those contained in Article IV.

ARTICLE IV

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF PARENT PARTIES

Except (i) as disclosed in the disclosure schedule delivered by Parent Parties to Company prior to the execution hereof (the
“Parent Disclosure Schedule”) (it being understood that (a) no item is required to be set forth as an exception to a representation
or warranty if its absence would not result in the related representation or warranty being deemed untrue or incorrect, (b) the mere
inclusion of an item in the Parent Disclosure Schedule as an exception to a representation or warranty shall not be deemed an
admission by Parent Parties that such item represents a material exception or fact, event or circumstance or that such item would
reasonably be expected to result in a Material Adverse Effect and (c) any disclosures made with respect to a section of this Article
IV shall be deemed to qualify (1) any other section of this Article IV specifically referenced or cross-referenced and (2) other
sections of this Article IV to the extent it is reasonably apparent on its face (notwithstanding the absence of a specific cross
reference) from a reading of the disclosure that such disclosure applies to such other sections or (ii) as disclosed in reports filed
with or furnished to the SEC by Parent since January 1, 2020 and prior to the date hereof (but disregarding risk factor disclosures
contained under the heading “Risk Factors,” or disclosures of risks set forth in any “forward-looking statements” disclaimer or any
other statements that are similarly non-specific or cautionary, predictive or forward-looking in nature), Parent Parties hereby
represent and warrant to Company as follows:

Section 4.1 Corporate Organization. Parent is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing as a Schedule I bank under the
Bank Act (Canada), is a bank holding company duly registered under the BHC Act and has elected to be treated as a financial
holding company under the BHC Act. Holdco is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws
of the State of Delaware. Each Parent Party has the corporate power and authority to own, lease or operate all of its properties
and assets and to carry on its business as it is now being conducted in all material respects. Each Parent Party is duly licensed or
qualified to do business and in good standing in each jurisdiction in which the nature of the business conducted by it or the
character or location of the properties and assets owned, leased or operated by it makes such licensing, qualification or standing
necessary, except where the failure to be so licensed or qualified or to be in good standing would not, either individually or in the
aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent. A true and complete copy of Parent’s,
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Holdco’s, TDGUS’ and Merger Sub’s Constituent Documents, as in effect as of the date of this Agreement, have been previously
been made available by Parent to Company.

Section 4.2 Capitalization. The authorized capital of Parent consists of an unlimited number of common shares and an unlimited
number of Class A first preferred shares.

Section 4.3 Authority; No Violation.

(a)Each Parent Party has full corporate power and authority to execute and deliver this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated hereby. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the consummation of the Merger have been
duly and validly approved by the Board of Directors of each Parent Party. The Board of Directors of each Parent Party has
determined that the Merger, on the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement, is in the best interests of such company and its
shareholders, has adopted and approved this Agreement and Holdco has directed that this Agreement be submitted to its sole
stockholder for approval and has adopted a resolution of the foregoing effect. Except for such stockholder approval, no other
corporate proceedings on the part of any Parent Party are necessary to approve this Agreement or to consummate the transactions
contemplated hereby. This Agreement has been duly and validly executed and delivered by each Parent Party and (assuming due
authorization, execution and delivery by Company) constitutes a valid and binding obligation of each Parent Party, enforceable
against such Parent Party in accordance with its terms (except in all cases as such enforceability may be limited by the
Enforceability Exceptions).

(b)Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by each Parent Party, nor the consummation by each Parent Party of the
transactions contemplated hereby (including the Merger, the Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger), nor compliance by each
Parent Party with any of the terms or provisions hereof, will (i) violate any provision of the organizational documents of any Parent
Party, as applicable or (ii) assuming that the consents and approvals referred to in Section 4.4 are duly obtained, (x) violate any
law, statute, code, ordinance, rule, regulation, judgment, order, writ, decree or injunction applicable to any Parent Parties or any of
their Subsidiaries or any of their respective properties or assets or (y) violate, conflict with, result in a breach of any provision of or
the loss of any benefit under, constitute a default (or an event which, with notice or lapse of time, or both, would constitute a
default) under, result in the termination of or a right of termination or cancellation under, accelerate the performance required by, or
result in the creation of any Lien upon any of the respective properties or assets of any Parent Party or any of their Subsidiaries
under, any of the terms, conditions or provisions of any note, bond, mortgage, indenture, deed of trust, license, lease, agreement or
other instrument or obligation to which any Parent Party or any of their Subsidiaries is a party, or by which they or any of their
respective properties or assets may be bound, except (in the case of clauses (x) and (y) above) for such violations, conflicts,
breaches, defaults, terminations, cancellations, accelerations or creations that either individually or in the aggregate would not have
a Material Adverse Effect on Parent.

Section 4.4 Consents and Approvals. Except for (a) the filing of the applications, filings or notices to or with the Governmental
Entities, Regulatory Agencies and SROs listed in Annex A and approval of or non-objection to such applications, filings and
notices, (b) the filing with the SEC of the Proxy Statement, and (c) the filing of the Certificates of Merger with the Tennessee
Secretary pursuant to the TBCA and Delaware Secretary pursuant
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to the DGCL, no consents or approvals of or filings or registrations with any Governmental Entity are necessary in connection with
(i) the execution and delivery by each of Parent Party of this Agreement or (ii) the consummation by each Parent Party of the
Merger, the Second Step Merger and the other transactions contemplated hereby (including the Bank Merger). As of the date
hereof, Parent Parties have no knowledge of any reason related to Parent or its Subsidiaries why the necessary regulatory
approvals and consents will not be received to permit consummation of the Mergers on a timely basis (including any reason why
the relevant statutory factors related to such approvals and consents will not be satisfied).

Section 4.5 Broker’s Fees. None of Parent, Holdco or any of their respective Subsidiaries, nor any of their respective officers or
directors, has employed any broker, finder or financial advisor or incurred any liability for any broker’s fees, commissions or
finder’s fees in connection with the Merger or related transactions contemplated by this Agreement, other than J.P. Morgan
Securities LLC.

Section 4.6 Legal and Regulatory Proceedings.

(a)Except as would not reasonably be expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on
Parent, neither Parent, Holdco nor any of their Subsidiaries is a party to any, and there are no outstanding or pending or, to the
knowledge of Parent, threatened, legal, administrative, arbitral or other proceedings, claims, actions or governmental or regulatory
investigations of any nature against Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries or any of their current or former directors or
executive officers or challenging the validity or propriety of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

(b)Except as would not reasonably be expected to, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on
Parent, there is no injunction, order, judgment, decree, or regulatory restriction imposed upon Parent, Holdco, any of their
Subsidiaries or their assets.

Section 4.7 Compliance with Applicable Law.

(a)Parent, Holdco and each of their Subsidiaries hold, and have at all times since January 1, 2020, held, all licenses, registrations,
franchises, certificates, variances, permits charters and authorizations necessary for the lawful conduct of their respective
businesses and ownership of their respective properties, rights and assets under and pursuant to each (and have paid all fees and
assessments due and payable in connection therewith), except where neither the cost of failure to hold nor the cost of obtaining and
holding such license, registration, franchise, certificate, variance, permit, charter or authorization (nor the failure to pay any fees or
assessments) would, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent, and, to the knowledge of
Parent, no suspension or cancellation of any such necessary license, registration, franchise, certificate, variance, permit, charter or
authorization is threatened.

(b)Except as would not, either individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent, Parent, Holdco and each
of their Subsidiaries have complied with and are not in default or violation under any applicable law, statute, order, rule, regulation,
policy and/or guideline of any Governmental Entity relating to Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, including (i) all applicable
laws and regulations (and publicly posted policies)
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relating to the privacy and security of Personal Data and (ii) the USA PATRIOT Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act and Regulation B, the Fair Housing Act, the Community Reinvestment Act, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, the
Truth in Lending Act and Regulation Z, the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, the Electronic
Fund Transfer Act, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, any regulations promulgated by the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the Interagency Policy Statement on Retail Sales of Nondeposit Investment Products, the
SAFE Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act and Regulation X, Title V of the Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act, any and all sanctions or regulations enforced by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States
Department of Treasury and any other law, policy or guideline relating to bank secrecy, discriminatory lending, financing or leasing
practices, consumer protection, money laundering prevention, foreign assets control, U.S. sanctions laws and regulations, Sections
23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (as amended) and
the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and the implementing regulations thereunder, the CARES Act, Pandemic Measures and
all agency requirements relating to the origination, sale and servicing of mortgage and consumer loans. Parent, Holdco and their
Subsidiaries have established and maintain a system of internal controls designed to ensure compliance by Parent, Holdco and their
Subsidiaries with applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements of applicable money laundering prevention laws in
jurisdictions where Parent, Holdco and their Subsidiaries conduct business.

(c)Parent Bank has, and at all times during the past three (3) years has had, a Community Reinvestment Act rating no lower than
“Outstanding”.

(d)As of the date hereof, there is no dispute or other proceeding pending between Parent or Parent Bank or any of their
Subsidiaries and any community groups relating to Parent or Parent Bank, and, to the knowledge of Parent, no such dispute or
other proceeding has been threatened, in each case, that could reasonably be expected to materially delay the receipt of, or impair
the ability to obtain, all of the Requisite Regulatory Approvals.

(e)None of Parent, Holdco, or any of their Subsidiaries, or to the knowledge of Parent, any director, officer, employee, agent or
other person acting on behalf of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries has, directly or indirectly, (i) used any funds of Parent,
Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries for unlawful contributions, unlawful gifts, unlawful entertainment or other expenses relating to
political activity, (ii) made any unlawful payment to foreign or domestic governmental officials or employees or to foreign or
domestic political parties or campaigns from funds of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, (iii) violated any provision that
would result in the violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any similar law, (iv) established or
maintained any unlawful fund of monies or other assets of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, (v) made any fraudulent
entry on the books or records of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries or (vi) made any unlawful bribe, unlawful rebate,
unlawful payoff, unlawful influence payment, unlawful kickback or other unlawful payment to any person, private or public,
regardless of form, whether in money, property or services, to obtain favorable treatment in securing business, to obtain special
concessions for Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, to pay for favorable treatment for business secured or to pay for
special concessions already obtained for Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, or is currently subject to any United States
sanctions administered by the
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Subsidiaries with applicable financial recordkeeping and reporting requirements of applicable money laundering prevention laws in
jurisdictions where Parent, Holdco and their Subsidiaries conduct business.
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"Outstanding".

(d)As of the date hereof, there is no dispute or other proceeding pending between Parent or Parent Bank or any of their
Subsidiaries and any community groups relating to Parent or Parent Bank, and, to the knowledge of Parent, no such dispute or
other proceeding has been threatened, in each case, that could reasonably be expected to materially delay the receipt of, or impair
the ability to obtain, all of the Requisite Regulatory Approvals.

(e)None of Parent, Holdco, or any of their Subsidiaries, or to the knowledge of Parent, any director, officer, employee, agent or
other person acting on behalf of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries has, directly or indirectly, (i) used any funds of Parent,
Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries for unlawful contributions, unlawful gifts, unlawful entertainment or other expenses relating to
political activity, (ii) made any unlawful payment to foreign or domestic governmental officials or employees or to foreign or
domestic political parties or campaigns from funds of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, (iii) violated any provision that
would result in the violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, as amended, or any similar law, (iv) established or
maintained any unlawful fund of monies or other assets of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, (v) made any fraudulent
entry on the books or records of Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries or (vi) made any unlawful bribe, unlawful rebate,
unlawful payoff, unlawful influence payment, unlawful kickback or other unlawful payment to any person, private or public,
regardless of form, whether in money, property or services, to obtain favorable treatment in securing business, to obtain special
concessions for Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, to pay for favorable treatment for business secured or to pay for
special concessions already obtained for Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries, or is currently subject to any United States
sanctions administered by the
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Office of Foreign Assets Control of the United States Treasury Department, except, in each case, as would not, either individually
or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent.

(f)As of the date hereof, each of TDGUS and Parent Bank is “well-capitalized” (as such term is defined in the relevant regulation
of the institution’s primary federal regulator) and, as of the date hereof, to the knowledge of Parent, neither Parent nor any of its
Subsidiaries is aware of any fact, event or circumstance that would result in TDGUS and Parent Bank not being “well-capitalized”
within one year from the date of this Agreement.

Section 4.8 Actions by Regulatory Agencies. Subject to Section 9.14, neither Parent, Holdco nor any of their Subsidiaries is
subject to any cease-and-desist or other order or enforcement action issued by, or is a party to any written agreement, consent
agreement or memorandum of understanding with, or is a party to any commitment letter or similar undertaking to, or is subject to
any order or directive by, or has been ordered to pay any civil money penalty by, or has been since January 1, 2020, a recipient of
any supervisory letter from, or since January 1, 2020, has adopted any policies, procedures or board resolutions at the request or
suggestion of, any Regulatory Agency or other Governmental Entity that currently restricts in any material respect or would
reasonably be expected to restrict in any material respect the conduct of its business or that in any material manner relates to its
capital adequacy, its ability to pay dividends, its credit or risk management policies, its management, its business or its ability to
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby in a timely manner (each, whether or not set forth in the Parent Disclosure
Schedule, a “Parent Regulatory Agreement”), nor has Parent, Holdco or any of their Subsidiaries been advised in writing, or to
Parent’s knowledge, orally, since January 1, 2020, by any Regulatory Agency or other Governmental Entity that it is considering
issuing, initiating, ordering or requesting any such Parent Regulatory Agreement.

Section 4.9 Parent Information. The information relating to Parent and its Subsidiaries that is provided by Parent or its
representatives for inclusion in (a) the Proxy Statement, on the date it (or any amendment or supplement thereto) is first mailed to
holders of Company Common Stock or at the time of the Company Meeting, (b) the documents and financial statements of Parent
incorporated by reference in the Proxy Statement or any amendment or supplement thereto or (c) any other document filed with
any other Regulatory Agency in connection herewith, will not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a
material fact necessary to make the statements therein, in light of the circumstances in which they are made, not misleading. The
portions of the Proxy Statement relating to Parent and its Subsidiaries and other portions within the reasonable control of Parent
will comply in all material respects with the provisions of the Exchange Act and the rules and regulations thereunder.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no representation or warranty is made by Parent with respect to statements made or incorporated
by reference therein based on information provided or supplied by or on behalf of Company or its Subsidiaries for inclusion in the
Proxy Statement.

Section 4.10 Availability of Funds. As of the date of this Agreement, Parent has sufficient funds or access thereto, and Parent will
at the Closing have immediately available funds in cash, to pay when due all amounts payable by it hereunder and to fulfill its
obligations hereunder. Parent acknowledges that the obligations of Parent under this Agreement are not contingent upon or subject
to any conditions regarding Parent’s, its Affiliates’, or any other
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Person’s ability to obtain financing or otherwise to raise capital for the consummation of the Transactions, including the payment of
the Merger Consideration.

Section 4.11 No Other Representations or Warranties.

(a)Except for the representations and warranties made by each Parent Party in this Article IV, no Parent Party nor any other
person makes any express or implied representation or warranty with respect to Parent Parties, their respective Subsidiaries, or
their respective businesses, operations, assets, liabilities, conditions (financial or otherwise) or prospects, and each Parent Party
hereby disclaims any such other representations or warranties and Company acknowledges the same. In particular, without limiting
the foregoing disclaimer, no Parent Party nor any other person makes or has made any representation or warranty to Company or
any of its affiliates or representatives with respect to (i) any financial projection, forecast, estimate, budget or prospective
information relating to Parent, any of its Subsidiaries or their respective businesses or (ii) except for the representations and
warranties made by Parent Parties in this Article IV, any oral or written information presented to Company or any of its affiliates or
representatives in the course of their due diligence investigation of Parent Parties, the negotiation of this Agreement or in the course
of the transactions contemplated hereby.

(b)Each Parent Party acknowledges and agrees that neither Company nor any other person has made or is making, and Parent
and Holdco have not relied on, any express or implied representation or warranty other than those contained in Article III.

ARTICLE V

COVENANTS RELATING TO CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

Section 5.1 Conduct of Business Prior to the Effective Time. During the period from the date of this Agreement to the Effective
Time or earlier termination of this Agreement, except as (i) expressly contemplated or permitted by this Agreement (including as set
forth in the Company Disclosure Schedule), (ii) required by law, (iii) may be necessary or commercially reasonable in response to
a Pandemic or Pandemic Measures, subject to Company providing Parent with advance notice in respect of any such action
(unless it is not reasonably practicable under the circumstances to provide such prior notice, in which case Company shall provide
notice to Parent as soon as reasonably practicable) or (iv) consented to in writing by Parent (such consent not to be unreasonably
withheld, conditioned or delayed), Company shall, and shall cause each of its Subsidiaries to, (A) conduct its business in the
ordinary course in all material respects and (B) use reasonable best efforts to maintain and preserve intact its business organization,
employees and advantageous business relationships.

Section 5.2 Company Forbearances. During the period from the date of this Agreement to the Effective Time or earlier termination
of this Agreement, except as set forth in the Company Disclosure Schedule, as expressly contemplated or permitted by this
Agreement or as required by law, Company shall not, and shall not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, without
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the prior written consent of Parent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed):

(a)other than in the ordinary course of business, incur any indebtedness for borrowed money (other than indebtedness of Company
or any of its wholly-owned Subsidiaries to Company or any of its wholly-owned Subsidiaries, or assume, guarantee, endorse or
otherwise as an accommodation become responsible for the obligations of any other individual, corporation or other entity (it being
understood and agreed that incurrence of indebtedness in the ordinary course of business shall include the creation of deposit
liabilities, issuances of letters of credit and commercial paper, purchases of federal funds, borrowings from the Federal Home Loan
Bank, sales of certificates of deposit, entry into repurchase agreements and satisfaction of legal requirements in the exercise of trust
powers, in each case, on terms and in amounts consistent with past practice);

(b)

(i)adjust, split, combine or reclassify any capital stock;

(ii)make, declare, pay or set a record date for any dividend, or any other distribution on, or directly or indirectly redeem, purchase
or otherwise acquire, any shares of its capital stock or other equity or voting securities or any securities or obligations convertible
(whether currently convertible or convertible only after the passage of time or the occurrence of certain events) or exchangeable
into or exercisable for any shares of its capital stock or other equity or voting securities, including any securities of Company or
Company Subsidiary, except (A) regular quarterly cash dividends by Company at a rate not in excess of $0.15 per share of
Company Common Stock, (B) dividends paid by any of the Company Subsidiaries to Company or any of its wholly-owned
Subsidiaries, (C) dividends provided for and paid on Company Preferred Stock in accordance with the terms of such Company
Preferred Stock and (D) the acceptance of shares of Company Common Stock as payment for the exercise price of Company
Options or for withholding Taxes incurred in connection with the exercise of Company Options or the vesting or settlement of other
Company Equity Awards, in each case, in accordance with past practice and the terms of the applicable Stock Plans and award
agreements thereunder;

(iii)grant any stock options, restricted stock units, performance stock units, phantom stock units, restricted shares or other equity-
based awards or interests, or grant any person any right to acquire (or any right to payment the amount of which is determined in
whole or in part based on the value of) any securities of Company or any Company Subsidiary; or

(iv)issue, sell, transfer, encumber or otherwise permit to become outstanding any shares of capital stock or voting securities or
equity interests or securities convertible (whether currently convertible or convertible only after the passage of time of the
occurrence of certain events) or exchangeable into, or exercisable for, any shares of its capital stock or other equity or voting
securities, including any securities of Company or any Company Subsidiary, or any options, warrants, or other rights of any kind to
acquire any shares of capital stock or other equity or voting securities, including any securities of Company or any Company
Subsidiary, except pursuant to the exercise of Company
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Options or the settlement of other Company Equity Awards, in each case, which are outstanding as of the date hereof, in
accordance with their terms as in effect as of the date hereof;

(c)sell, transfer, mortgage, encumber, abandon, allow to lapse, license, lease or otherwise dispose of any of its material properties,
rights or assets or any business to any individual, corporation or other entity other than a wholly-owned Subsidiary, or cancel,
release or assign any indebtedness to any such person or any claims held by any such person, in each case, other than in the
ordinary course of business or pursuant to contracts or agreements in force at the date of this Agreement and set forth on Section
5.2(c) of the Company Disclosure Schedule;

(d)except for foreclosure or acquisitions of control in a fiduciary or similar capacity or in satisfaction of debts previously contracted
in good faith in the ordinary course of business, make any material investment in or acquisition of (whether by purchase of stock or
securities, contributions to capital, property transfers, merger or consolidation, formation of a joint venture or otherwise) any other
person or the property or assets of any other person, in each case, other than a wholly-owned Company Subsidiary;

(e)in each case, except for transactions in the ordinary course of business, (i) terminate, materially amend, or waive any material
provision of, any Material Contract, or make any change in any instrument or agreement governing the terms of any of its
securities, other than normal renewals of contracts without material adverse changes of terms with respect to Company or its
Subsidiaries or (ii) enter into (or thereafter terminate, materially amend, or waive any material provision of) any contract that would
constitute an Material Contract if it were in effect on the date of this Agreement, except entry into any contract to replace a
Material Contract that Company does not reasonably expect will materially reduce the expected business or economic benefits to,
or impose additional material obligations on, Company and its Subsidiaries under such contract;

(f)except as required under applicable law or the terms of any Company Benefit Plan existing as of the date hereof, as applicable:
(i) enter into, establish, adopt, amend or terminate any Company Benefit Plan, or any arrangement that would be a Company
Benefit Plan if in effect on the date hereof, other than routine administrative amendments that would not materially increase the
benefits provided thereunder or the cost thereof to Company and its Subsidiaries, (ii) increase the compensation or benefits
payable to any current or former employee, officer, director or individual consultant, other than increases to current employees and
officers (w) in connection with a promotion or change in responsibilities permitted under clause (viii) of this Section 5.2(f) and to a
level consistent with similarly situated peer employees, (x) in base salary or wages or target annual cash bonus opportunity that is in
the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice and with respect to an employee who is not an “executive officer” (as
defined in Rule 3b-7 promulgated under the Exchange Act) as set forth on Section 5.2(f)(ii)(x) of the Company Disclosure
Schedule, (y) the payment of incentive compensation for completed performance periods based upon corporate performance, the
performance of such employee and, if applicable, such employee’s business or (z) changes in health and welfare benefits that are
generally applicable to all Company employees in the ordinary course, in each case determined in accordance with the terms of the
applicable Company Benefit Plan and in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice, (iii)
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pay or award, or commit to pay or award, any bonuses or incentive compensation to any current or former employee, officer,
director or individual consultant, other than contemplated by clause (ii)(z) above, (iv) accelerate the payment, vesting or funding of
or under any Company Benefit Plan or of any compensation or benefit, (v) grant to any current or former employee, officer,
director or individual consultant any right to reimbursement, indemnification or payment for any Taxes, including any Taxes incurred
under Section 409A or 4999 of the Code, (vi) with respect to any Company Benefit Plan, (x) fund any rabbi trust or similar
arrangement or in any other way secure the payment of compensation or benefits under any Company Benefit Plan or (y) except
as may be required by GAAP, change any actuarial or other assumption used to calculate the funding obligations with respect to
such Company Benefit Plan or change the manner in which contributions are made or the basis on which contributions are
calculated with respect to such Company Benefit Plan, in each case, except in the ordinary course of business consistent with past
practice, (vii) terminate the employment or services of any “executive officer” (as defined in Rule 3b-7 promulgated under the
Exchange Act), other than for cause or (viii) hire any employee, or promote any employee to a position of “executive officer” (as
defined in Rule 3b-7 promulgated under the Exchange Act);

(g)enter into, establish or adopt any collective bargaining or similar agreement with any union, works council, or other labor
organization, or recognize any union, works council, or other labor organization as the representative of any of the employees of
Company or any of its Subsidiaries;

(h)settle any material claim, suit, action or proceeding, except for such settlements involving monetary remedies not in excess of
$5,000,000.00 individually or $10,000,000.00 in the aggregate (in each case excluding payment of any net insurance proceeds)
and that would not impose any material restriction on, or create any adverse precedent that would be material to, the business of it
or its Subsidiaries or the Surviving Corporation after consummation of the Mergers;

(i)amend its charter, its bylaws or comparable governing documents of its Subsidiaries that are “significant subsidiaries” within the
meaning of Rule 1-02 of Regulation S-X of the SEC;

(j)materially restructure or materially change its investment securities, wholesale funding, BOLI or derivatives portfolios or its
interest rate exposure, through purchases, sales or otherwise, or the manner in which any such portfolio is classified or reported;

(k)implement or adopt any change in its accounting principles, practices or methods, other than as may be required by GAAP;

(l)enter into any material new line of business or, other than in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice, change
in any material respect its lending, investment, underwriting, risk and asset liability management and other banking and operating,
securitization and servicing policies (including any change in the maximum ratio or similar limits as a percentage of its capital
exposure applicable with respect to its loan portfolio or any segment thereof), except as required by applicable law, regulation or
policies imposed by any Governmental Entity and ordinary course changes to policies or practices in response to changes in the
market for similar items;
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(k)implement or adopt any change in its accounting principles, practices or methods, other than as may be required by GAAP;

(1)enter into any material new line of business or, other than in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice, change
in any material respect its lending, investment, underwriting, risk and asset liability management and other banking and operating,
securitization and servicing policies (including any change in the maximum ratio or similar limits as a percentage of its capital
exposure applicable with respect to its loan portfolio or any segment thereof), except as required by applicable law, regulation or
policies imposed by any Governmental Entity and ordinary course changes to policies or practices in response to changes in the
market for similar items;
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(m)(i) make, change or revoke any Tax election, (ii) change an annual Tax accounting period, (iii) adopt or change any Tax
accounting method, (iv) file any amended Tax Return, (v) enter into any closing agreement with respect to Taxes, (vi) settle any Tax
claim, audit, assessment or dispute or surrender any right to claim a refund of Taxes, (vii) initiate any voluntary disclosure with, or
request any ruling from, any Governmental Entity or (viii) incur any material amount of Tax outside of the ordinary course of
business;

(n)merge or consolidate itself or any of its Subsidiaries with any other person, or restructure, reorganize or completely or partially
liquidate or dissolve it or any of its Subsidiaries;

(o)make any loans or extensions of credit, except in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice, or new loans or
extensions of credit in excess of $150,000,000.00 in a single transaction or renewals of loans or extensions of credit in excess of
$150,000,000.00, in each case, except pursuant to existing commitments;

(p)make application for the opening, relocation or closing of any, or open, relocate or close any, branch or automated banking
facility of Company Bank, other than those pending or planned as of the date of this Agreement set forth in Section 5.2(p) of the
Company Disclosure Schedule;

(q)incur any capital expenditures or any obligations or liabilities in respect thereof, except (i) as may be required pursuant to any
Material Contract, (ii) any other capital expenditures not to exceed $50,000,000.00 in the aggregate or (iii) capital expenditures
necessary for safety and soundness purposes;

(r)make any material adverse change to the security or operation of the IT Assets used in its business or its posted privacy policies,
except as required by applicable law;

(s)take any action that is intended or expected to result in any of the conditions to the Merger set forth in Section 7.1 or Section
7.2 not being satisfied;

(t)knowingly take any action (including a business acquisition, sale or other strategic transaction) that would reasonably be
expected to prevent, impede or delay the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, including the Merger, or impair
Company’s ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement or consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, including
the Merger, on a timely basis; or

(u)agree to take, make any commitment to take, or adopt any resolutions of its Board of Directors or similar governing body in
support of, any of the actions prohibited by this Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 Parent Forbearances. During the period from the date of this Agreement to the Effective Time or earlier termination of
this Agreement, except as set forth in the Parent Disclosure Schedule, as expressly contemplated or permitted by this Agreement
or as required by law, Parent shall not, and shall not permit any of its Subsidiaries to, without the prior
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written consent of Company (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed):

(a)amend the Constituent Documents of Parent or any of its Subsidiaries in a manner that would impair Parent’s or Holdco’s ability
to perform its obligations under this Agreement or consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, including the Merger and the
Bank Merger, on a timely basis;

(b)take any action that is intended or expected to result in any of the conditions to the Merger set forth in Section 7.1 or Section
7.2 not being satisfied;

(c)knowingly take any action (including a business acquisition, sale or other strategic transaction) that would reasonably be
expected to prevent, materially impede or materially delay the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, including the
Merger, or materially impair Parent’s or Holdco’s ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement or consummate the
transactions contemplated hereby, including the Merger, on a timely basis; or

(d)agree to take, make any commitment to take, or adopt any resolutions of its Board of Directors or similar governing body in
support of, any of the actions prohibited by this Section 5.3.

ARTICLE VI

ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS

Section 6.1 Regulatory Matters.

(a)Promptly after (and, in any event, within forty-five (45) days of) the date of this Agreement, Company shall prepare and file with
the SEC the Proxy Statement. Company shall provide Parent with a reasonable period of time to review the Proxy Statement and
any amendments thereto prior to filing and shall reasonably consider any comments from Parent. Company shall use its reasonable
best efforts to clear for mailing the preliminary Proxy Statement and, subject to the immediately preceding sentence, Company shall
promptly file and distribute to the shareholders of Company any supplement or amendment to the Proxy Statement that Company
has reasonably determined, after consultation with outside counsel, is required by applicable law.

(b)The parties hereto shall, and shall cause their respective Subsidiaries to, cooperate and use their reasonable best efforts to (i)
take, or cause to be taken, all actions necessary, proper or advisable to consummate and make effective as promptly as
practicable the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (ii) promptly prepare and file all necessary documentation, to effect
all applications, notices, petitions, registrations and any other filings set forth on Annex A (the “Requisite Regulatory Approvals”),
and to make such filings within thirty (30) days of the date of this Agreement (subject to the timely receipt by Parent of all
necessary information from Company and Company Subsidiaries as Parent may reasonably request for the preparation of such
filings), (iii) promptly prepare all documentation (including in response to information requests from Regulatory Agencies and
Governmental Entities), and make all
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filings, (iv) obtain as promptly as practicable all permits, consents, approvals, waivers and any other authorizations of all third
parties, Regulatory Agencies and Governmental Entities (and the expiration or termination of all statutory waiting periods in respect
thereof) in each case which are necessary or advisable to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (including
the Mergers) as timely as possible, and (v) comply with the terms and conditions of all such permits, consents, approvals and
authorizations of all such Regulatory Agencies and Governmental Entities. Parent and Company shall have the right to review in
advance, and, to the extent practicable, each will consult the other on, in each case, subject to applicable laws relating to the
exchange of information, all the information relating to Company or Parent, as the case may be, and any of their respective
Subsidiaries, which appears in any filing made with, or written materials submitted to, any third party or any Regulatory Agency or
Governmental Entity in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. In exercising the foregoing right, each of
the parties hereto shall act reasonably and as promptly as practicable. The parties hereto agree that they will consult with each
other with respect to obtaining all permits, consents, approvals and authorizations of all third parties, Regulatory Agencies and
Governmental Entities necessary or advisable to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and each party will
keep the other apprised of the status of matters relating to completion of the transactions contemplated in this Agreement, and each
party shall consult with the other in advance of any meeting or conference with any Regulatory Agency or Governmental Entity in
connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and, to the extent permitted by such Regulatory Agency or
Governmental Entity, give the other party and/or its counsel the opportunity to attend and participate in such meetings and
conferences; provided, that each party shall promptly advise the other party with respect to substantive matters that are addressed
in any meeting or conference with any Regulatory Agency or Governmental Entity in connection with or affecting the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement which the other party does not attend or participate in, to the extent permitted by such Regulatory
Agency or Governmental Entity and subject to applicable law and Section 9.14.

(c)In furtherance and not in limitation of the foregoing, each party shall use its reasonable best efforts to avoid the entry of, or to
have vacated, lifted, reversed or overturned any decree, judgment, injunction or other order, whether temporary, preliminary or
permanent, that would restrain, prevent or delay the Closing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this Agreement
shall be deemed to require Parent, Holdco, Company or their respective Subsidiaries (and Company and its Subsidiaries shall not
be permitted without the prior written consent of Parent) to take any action, or commit to take any action, or agree to any
condition or restriction, in connection with obtaining the foregoing permits, consents, approvals and authorizations of Governmental
Entities and Regulatory Agencies that would have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole
(measured on a pro forma basis after giving effect to the transactions contemplated hereby, including the Merger and the Bank
Merger) (a “Materially Burdensome Regulatory Condition”).

(d)Parent, Holdco and Company shall, upon request, furnish each other with all information concerning themselves, their
Subsidiaries, directors, officers and shareholders and such other matters as may be reasonably necessary or advisable in
connection with the Requisite Regulatory Approvals, the Proxy Statement or any other statement, filing, notice or application made
by or on behalf of Parent, Holdco and Company or any of their respective Subsidiaries to any Governmental Entity in connection
with the Merger, the Bank Merger and the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement.
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(e)Parent, Holdco and Company shall promptly advise each other upon receiving any communication from any Governmental
Entity whose consent or approval is required for consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement that causes
such party to believe that there is a reasonable likelihood that any Requisite Regulatory Approval will not be obtained, or that the
receipt of any such approval will be materially delayed.

Section 6.2 Access to Information.

(a)To the extent permitted by applicable laws and as may be reasonable in light of Pandemic Measures, for the purposes of
verifying the representations and warranties of Company and preparing for the Merger, the Second Step Merger, the Bank Merger
and the other matters contemplated by this Agreement, Company shall, and shall cause each of its Subsidiaries to, afford to the
officers, employees, accountants, counsel, advisors and other representatives of Parent and Holdco, access upon prior reasonable
notice, during normal business hours during the period prior to the Effective Time, to all its properties, books, contracts,
commitments, personnel, information technology systems, and records, and each shall cooperate with Parent and Holdco in
preparing to execute after the Effective Time the conversion or consolidation of systems and business operations generally, and,
during such period, Company shall, and shall cause its Subsidiaries to, make available to Parent and Holdco (i) a copy of each
report, schedule, registration statement and other document filed or received by it during such period pursuant to the requirements
of federal securities laws or federal or state banking laws (other than reports or documents that Company is not permitted to
disclose in accordance with Section 9.14 or otherwise under applicable law) and (ii) all other information concerning its business,
properties, information technology systems and personnel as Parent or Holdco may reasonably request. Parent shall use
commercially reasonable efforts to minimize any interference with Company’s regular business operations during any such access.
Neither Company nor any of its Subsidiaries shall be required to provide access to or to disclose information where such access or
disclosure would violate or prejudice the rights of Company’s customers, jeopardize the attorney-client privilege of the institution in
possession or control of such information (after giving due consideration to the existence of any common interest, joint defense or
similar agreement between the parties) or contravene any law, rule, regulation, order, judgment, decree, fiduciary duty or binding
agreement entered into prior to the date of this Agreement. The parties hereto will make appropriate substitute disclosure
arrangements under circumstances in which the restrictions of the preceding sentence apply.

(b)Parent and Holdco shall hold all information furnished by or on behalf of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or representatives
pursuant to Section 6.2(a) in confidence to the extent required by, and in accordance with, the provisions of the confidentiality
letter agreement, dated February 1, 2022, by and between Parent and Company (the “Confidentiality Agreement”).

(c)No investigation by any party or their respective representatives shall affect or be deemed to modify or waive the
representations and warranties of the other set forth in this Agreement.

(d)Nothing contained in this Agreement shall give either Parent or Company, directly or indirectly, the right to control or direct the
operations of the other party prior to the Effective Time. Prior to the Effective Time, each party shall exercise, consistent with the
terms
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and conditions of this Agreement, complete control and supervision over its and its Subsidiaries’ respective operations.

Section 6.3 Company Shareholder Approval.

(a)Company shall call, give notice of, convene and hold a meeting of its shareholders (the “Company Meeting”) as soon as
reasonably practicable after the Proxy Statement is mailed (and in no event later than forty (40) days after such mailing) for the
purpose of obtaining (a) the Requisite Company Vote required in connection with this Agreement and the Merger, and (b) if so
desired and agreed by Parent, a vote upon other matters of the type customarily brought before a meeting of shareholders in
connection with the approval of a merger agreement or the transactions contemplated thereby. Company (and its Board of
Directors) shall use its reasonable best efforts to obtain from the shareholders of Company the Requisite Company Vote, including
by communicating to its shareholders its recommendation (and including such recommendation in the Proxy Statement) that they
adopt and approve this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby (the “Company Board Recommendation”).

(b)Company and its Board of Directors shall not (i) withhold, withdraw, modify or qualify in a manner adverse to the other party
the Company Board Recommendation, (ii) fail to make the Company Board Recommendation in the Proxy Statement, (iii) adopt,
approve, recommend or endorse an Acquisition Proposal or publicly announce an intention to adopt, approve, recommend or
endorse an Acquisition Proposal, (iv) fail to publicly and without qualification (A) recommend against any Acquisition Proposal or
(B) reaffirm the Company Board Recommendation within ten (10) business days (or such fewer number of days as remains prior
to the Company Meeting after an Acquisition Proposal is made public or any request by the other party to do so) or (v) publicly
propose to do any of the foregoing (any of the foregoing described in clauses (i) through (v), a “Recommendation Change”).

(c)Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, subject to Section 8.1 and Section 8.2, prior to the receipt of the
Requisite Company Vote, the Board of Directors of Company may submit this Agreement to its shareholders without
recommendation, in which event the Board of Directors of Company may communicate the basis for its lack of recommendation to
its shareholders in the Proxy Statement or an appropriate amendment or supplement thereto to the extent required by law
(although the resolutions approving this Agreement as of the date hereof may not be rescinded or amended), if (i)(A) the Board of
Directors of Company has received after the date hereof a bona fide Acquisition Proposal which did not result from a breach of
Section 6.13(a), which it believes in good faith, after receiving the advice of its outside counsel and its financial advisors, constitutes
a Superior Proposal (in which event, subject to compliance with the entirety of this Section 6.3(c) and prior to the receipt of the
Requisite Company Vote, the Board of Directors of Company may cause Company to terminate this Agreement pursuant to
Section 8.1(g) in order to enter into an Alternative Acquisition Agreement with respect to such Superior Proposal) or (B) an
Intervening Event has occurred, and (ii) the Board of Directors of Company, after receiving the advice of its outside counsel and its
financial advisors, determines in good faith that failure to take such actions would be inconsistent with its fiduciary duties under
applicable law, in each case, if, but only if, (1) Company has complied in all material respects with Section 6.13(a), (2) Company
delivers to Parent at least three (3) business days’ prior written notice of its intention to take such action, and furnishes to Parent a
reasonable description of the events or circumstances giving rise to its determination to
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take such action (including, in the event such action is taken in response to an Acquisition Proposal, the identity of the person
making such Acquisition Proposal, a copy of the proposed transaction agreement(s) and all other documents relating to such
Acquisition Proposal), (3) prior to taking such action, Company negotiates, and causes its financial, legal, and other advisors to
negotiate, in good faith with Parent, during the three (3) business day period following Company’s delivery of the notice referred to
in such sub-clause (2) above (to the extent Parent desires to so negotiate) any revision to the terms of this Agreement that Parent
desires to propose, and (4) after the conclusion of such three (3) business day period, the Board of Directors of Company
determines in good faith, after giving effect to all of the adjustments or revisions (if any) which may be offered by Parent pursuant
to sub-clause (3) above, that, in the case of actions described in clause (i)(A) above, such Acquisition Proposal continues to
constitute a Superior Proposal and in case of actions described in either clause (i)(A) or clause (i)(B) above, it nevertheless would
be inconsistent with its fiduciary duties under applicable law to make or continue to make the recommendation to the shareholders
of Company (it being agreed that, if such actions are being taken in response to an Acquisition Proposal, in the event that,
following delivery of the notice referred to in sub-clause (2) above, there is any material revision to the terms of such Acquisition
Proposal, including any revision in price or other improvement in economic terms, the three (3) business day period during which
the parties agree to negotiate in good faith shall be extended, if applicable, to ensure that at least two (2) business days remain to
negotiate subsequent to the time Company notifies Parent of any such material revision (it being understood that there may be
multiple extensions)).

(d)Notwithstanding any Recommendation Change, unless this Agreement has been terminated, the Company Meeting shall be
convened and this Agreement shall be submitted to the shareholders of Company at such meeting for the purpose of the
shareholders of Company considering and voting on approval of this Agreement and any other matters required to be approved by
the shareholders of Company in order to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. Additionally, unless this
Agreement has been terminated, Company shall not submit to or for a vote of its shareholders any Acquisition Proposal.

(e)Company shall adjourn or postpone the Company Meeting if (i) as of the date of such meeting there are insufficient shares of
Company Common Stock represented (either in person or by proxy) to constitute the quorum necessary to conduct the business
of such meeting, (ii) as of the date of such meeting Company has not received proxies representing a sufficient number of shares
necessary for the approval of this Agreement by the shareholders of Company, or (iii) required by applicable law in order to
ensure that any required supplement or amendment to the Proxy Statement Company was required to provide to its shareholders
by applicable law is provided to the holders of Company Common Stock a reasonable amount of time prior to such meeting;
provided, that, in the case of clauses (i) and (ii) but not clause (iii), without the prior written consent of Parent, Company shall not
adjourn or postpone the Company Meeting for more than seven (7) business days in the case of any individual adjournment or
postponement or more than twenty (20) business days in the aggregate.

Section 6.4 Legal Conditions to Merger. Subject in all respects to Section 6.1 of this Agreement, each of Company and Parent
shall, and shall cause its Subsidiaries to, use its or their reasonable best efforts (a) to take, or cause to be taken, all actions
necessary, proper or advisable to comply promptly with all legal requirements that may be imposed on such party or its
Subsidiaries with respect to the Merger and the Bank Merger and, subject to the conditions set
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forth in Article VII hereof, to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and (b) to obtain (and to cooperate
with the other party to obtain) any material consent, authorization, order or approval of, or any exemption by, any Regulatory
Agency, Governmental Entity and any other third party that is required to be obtained by Company or Parent or any of their
respective Subsidiaries in connection with the Merger, the Bank Merger and the other transactions contemplated by this
Agreement; provided, that with respect to any such third party consents, in no event shall Company or its Subsidiaries be required
to (and, without the consent of Parent, shall not) make or agree to make any payments to any third party, concede or agree to
concede anything of monetary or economic value, amend or otherwise modify any contract to which it is a party to or bound or
commence, defend or participate in any action, in each case in connection with obtaining such third party consents.

Section 6.5 Stock Exchange Delisting. Company shall cooperate with Parent and use reasonable best efforts to take, or cause to
be taken, all actions, and do or cause to be done all things, reasonably necessary, proper or advisable on its part under applicable
Laws and rules and policies of the New York Stock Exchange to enable the delisting of the Company Common Stock and
Company Preferred Stock (other than the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock) from the New York Stock Exchange and the
deregistration of the Company Common Stock and such Company Preferred Stock under the Exchange Act as promptly as
practicable after the Effective Time. In connection therewith, Company shall promptly provide such information that may be
reasonably requested by Parent (including with respect to the holders of such Company Preferred Stock (or depositary shares in
respect thereof) to the extent reasonably available). Company shall also provide such other approvals or instructions under the
applicable depositary agreements with respect to the Company Preferred Stock that may be reasonably requested by Parent in
connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

Section 6.6 Employee Benefit Plans.

(a)During the period commencing at the Effective Time and ending on the earlier of (x) the first anniversary of the Effective Time
and (y) December 31, 2023 (the “Continuation Period”), Parent shall cause the Surviving Corporation to provide (i) each
employee of Company or any of its Subsidiaries as of the Effective Time who remains employed by Parent or any of its affiliates
(including the Surviving Corporation and its Subsidiaries) following the Effective Time (a “Continuing Employee”) with an annual
base salary or base wage rate and a target annual cash bonus opportunity that are, in each case, no less than that provided to such
employee by Company and its Subsidiaries immediately prior to the Effective Time, (ii) each Continuing Employee with an annual
long-term equity-based incentive opportunity (excluding any merit, transaction-related, retention, recognition, discretionary or other
one-time or special grant or award) that is substantially comparable to that provided to such employees by Company and
Subsidiaries immediately prior to the Effective Time and (iii) the Continuing Employees with other employee benefits (excluding
deferred compensation, change-in-control, retention or transaction-related benefits and defined benefit pension and post-
retirement welfare benefits) that are substantially comparable in the aggregate to those (subject to the same exclusions as the
foregoing) provided to such employees by Company and its Subsidiaries immediately prior to the Effective Time. During the
Continuation Period (and, for such longer period, to the extent required by the terms of the applicable Company Benefit Plan),
Parent shall continue to maintain or cause to be maintained, without amendment, Company’s severance policies and plans
applicable to Continuing Employees immediately prior to the
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Effective Time as set forth on Section 6.6(a) of the Company Disclosure Schedule (the “Company Severance Plans”), and shall
provide, or cause to be provided, to each Continuing Employee whose employment is terminated during the Continuation Period
without “cause”, as such term is defined or concept is used for purposes of the applicable Company Severance Plan, or who
otherwise experiences a severance-qualifying termination under the applicable Company Severance Plan, with the severance
benefits specified in the applicable Company Severance Plan.

(b)With respect to any employee benefit plans of Parent or its Subsidiaries in which any employees of Company or its Subsidiaries
become eligible to participate on or after the Effective Time (the “New Plans”), Parent shall or shall cause the Surviving
Corporation to: (i) use commercially reasonable efforts to (A) waive all pre-existing condition limitations, exclusions and waiting
periods with respect to participation and coverage requirements applicable to each such employee and his or her eligible
dependents under any New Plans, except to the extent such pre-existing condition limitations, exclusions or waiting periods would
apply under the analogous Company Benefit Plan, and (B) provide each such employee and his or her eligible dependents with
credit for the plan year in which the Effective Time occurs for any co-payments or deductibles paid prior to the Effective Time
under a Company Benefit Plan (to the same extent that such credit was given under the analogous Company Benefit Plan prior to
the Effective Time) in satisfying any applicable deductible or out-of-pocket requirements under any New Plans for the plan year in
which the Effective Time occurs; and (ii) recognize all service of each such employee with Company and its Subsidiaries (and their
respective predecessors, if applicable) for purposes of vesting under and eligibility to participate in each applicable New Plan;
provided, that the foregoing service recognition shall not apply (A) to the extent it would result in duplication of benefits for the
same period of services, (B) for purposes of any defined benefit pension plan or benefit plan that provides retiree welfare benefits,
(C) for newly-established employee benefit plans sponsored or maintained by Parent or any of its affiliates for which similarly-
situated employees of Parent and its affiliates do not receive past service credit, (D) where such period of service was not
recognized or credited with Company and its Subsidiaries prior to the Effective Time, or (E) to any benefit plan that is a frozen plan
or provides grandfathered benefits.

(c)If requested by Parent in writing at least ten (10) business days prior to the Closing Date, Company shall cause any 401(k) plan
sponsored or maintained by Company or any of its affiliates (each, a “Company 401(k) Plan”) to be terminated effective
immediately prior to the Closing Date and contingent upon the occurrence of the Closing. In the event that Parent requests that any
Company 401(k) Plan be terminated, (i) Company shall provide Parent with evidence that such plan has been terminated (the form
and substance of which shall be subject to reasonable review and comment by Parent) not later than the day immediately
preceding the Closing Date and (ii) prior to the Closing Date and thereafter (as applicable), Company and Parent shall take any
and all action as may be required, including amendments to each Company 401(k) Plan and/or the corresponding 401(k) plan
sponsored or maintained by Parent or one of its Subsidiaries (the “Parent 401(k) Plan”), to permit each Continuing Employee to
make rollover contributions of “eligible rollover distributions” (within the meaning of Section 401(a)(31) of the Code, including of
loans) in cash or notes (in the case of loans) in an amount equal to the eligible rollover distribution portion of the account balance
distributable to such Continuing Employee from such Company 401(k) Plan to the corresponding Parent 401(k) Plan upon receipt
of a favorable IRS determination letter with respect to the termination of such Company 401(k) Plan. If Parent requests
termination of the Company 401(k) Plan prior to the
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Effective Time, the Continuing Employees shall be eligible to participate, effective as of the Effective Time, in the Parent 401(k)
Plan and, for the avoidance of doubt, would be eligible to receive the same employer matching contributions as provided to
participants in the Parent 401(k) Plan generally (in each case subject to the terms and conditions of such Parent 401(k) Plan).

(d)Parent hereby acknowledges that the transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall constitute a “change in control,”
“change of control” or term or concept of similar import of Company and its Subsidiaries under the terms of the Company Benefit
Plans. From and after the Effective Time, Parent and the Surviving Corporation shall honor all obligations and rights under the
Company Benefit Plans in accordance with their terms (provided, however, that Parent shall maintain the Company Benefit Plans
listed on Section 6.6(d) of the Company Disclosure Schedule, in each case, for the period set forth on Section 6.6(d) of the
Company Disclosure Schedule and in accordance with the terms of each such Company Benefit Plan as in effect immediately prior
to the Effective Time).

(e)Nothing in this Agreement shall confer upon any current or former employee, officer, director, individual independent contractor
or consultant of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or affiliates any right to employment or service or to continue in the employ or
service of the Surviving Corporation, Company, or any Subsidiary or affiliate thereof, or shall interfere with or restrict in any way
the rights of the Surviving Corporation, Company, Parent or any Subsidiary or affiliate thereof to discharge or terminate the
services of any employee, officer, director or consultant of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or affiliates at any time for any
reason whatsoever, with or without cause. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to (i) establish, amend or modify any
Company Benefit Plan, New Plan or any other benefit or employment plan, program, agreement or arrangement or (ii) alter or limit
the ability of the Surviving Corporation or any of its Subsidiaries or affiliates to amend, modify or terminate any particular
Company Benefit Plan, New Plan or any other benefit or employment plan, program, agreement or arrangement after the Effective
Time. Without limiting the generality of the final sentence of Section 9.11 and subject, in all respects, to the rights given to holders
of Company Equity Awards as set forth in the third sentence of Section 9.11, nothing in this Agreement, express or implied, is
intended to or shall confer upon any person, other than the parties hereto, including any current or former employee, officer,
director or consultant of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or affiliates, any right, benefit or remedy of any nature whatsoever
under or by reason of this Agreement.

Section 6.7 Indemnification; Directors’ and Officers’ Insurance.

(a)From and after the Effective Time, Parent shall cause the Surviving Corporation to indemnify and hold harmless and advance
expenses as incurred, in each case, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Company Charter, the Company Bylaws
and the governing or organizational documents of any Company Subsidiary, each present and former director, officer or employee
of Company or any of its Subsidiaries (in each case, when acting in such capacity) (collectively, the “Company Indemnified
Parties”) against any costs or expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees), judgments, fines, losses, damages or liabilities
incurred in connection with any threatened or actual claim, action, suit, proceeding or investigation, whether civil, criminal,
administrative or investigative, whether arising before or after the Effective Time, arising out of, or pertaining to, the fact that such
person is or was a director, officer or employee
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of Company or any of its Subsidiaries or is or was serving at the request of Company or any of its Subsidiaries as a director or
officer of another person and pertaining to matters, acts or omissions existing or occurring at or prior to the Effective Time,
including matters, acts or omissions occurring in connection with the approval of this Agreement and the transactions contemplated
by this Agreement; provided, that in the case of advancement of expenses, any Company Indemnified Party to whom expenses are
advanced provides an undertaking to repay such advances if it is ultimately determined that such Company Indemnified Party is not
entitled to indemnification. The Surviving Corporation shall reasonably cooperate with the Company Indemnified Parties, and the
Company Indemnified Parties shall reasonably cooperate with the Surviving Corporation, in the defense of any such claim, action,
suit, proceeding or investigation. Without limiting the indemnification and other rights provided in this clause (a), all rights to
indemnification and all limitations on liability existing in favor of the Company Indemnified Parties as provided in any indemnification
agreement in existence on the date of this Agreement shall survive the Merger and shall continue in full force and effect to the fullest
extent permitted by law, and shall be honored by the Surviving Corporation and its Subsidiaries or their respective successors as if
they were the indemnifying party thereunder, without any amendment thereto.

(b)For a period of six (6) years after the Effective Time, the Surviving Corporation shall cause to be maintained in effect the current
policies of directors’ and officers’ liability insurance maintained by Company (provided, that the Surviving Corporation may
substitute therefor policies with a substantially comparable insurer of at least the same coverage and amounts containing terms and
conditions that are no less advantageous to the Company Indemnified Parties) with respect to claims against the present and
former officers and directors of Company or any of its Subsidiaries arising from facts or events which occurred at or before the
Effective Time (including the approval of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement); provided, however, that the Surviving
Corporation shall not be obligated to expend, on an annual basis, an amount in excess of 300% of the current annual premium paid
as of the date hereof by Company for such insurance (the “Premium Cap”), and if such premiums for such insurance would at any
time exceed the Premium Cap, then the Surviving Corporation shall cause to be maintained policies of insurance which, in the
Surviving Corporation’s good faith determination, provide the maximum coverage available at an annual premium equal to the
Premium Cap. In lieu of the foregoing, Parent (or Company, in consultation with, but only upon the consent, of Parent) may (and at
the request of Parent, Company shall use its reasonable best efforts to) obtain at or prior to the Effective Time a six (6)-year “tail”
policy under Company’s existing directors’ and officers’ insurance policy providing equivalent coverage to that described in the
preceding sentence if and to the extent that the same may be obtained for an amount that, in the aggregate, does not exceed the
Premium Cap.

(c)The obligations of the Surviving Corporation under this Section 6.7 shall not be terminated or modified after the Effective Time
in a manner so as to adversely affect any Company Indemnified Party or any other person entitled to the benefit of this Section 6.7
without the prior written consent of the affected Company Indemnified Party or affected person.

(d)The provisions of this Section 6.7 shall survive the Effective Time and are intended to be for the benefit of, and shall be
enforceable by, each Company Indemnified Party and his or her heirs and representatives. If the Surviving Corporation, or any of
its successors or assigns, consolidates with or merges into any other entity and is not the continuing or surviving entity of such
consolidation or merger, transfers all or substantially all its assets or deposits to
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any other entity or engages in any similar transaction, then in each case, the Surviving Corporation will cause proper provision to
be made so that the successors and assigns of the Surviving Corporation will expressly assume the obligations set forth in this
Section 6.7.

Section 6.8 Additional Agreements. In case at any time after the Effective Time any further action is necessary or desirable to carry
out the purposes of this Agreement (including any merger between a Subsidiary of Parent, on the one hand, and a Subsidiary of
Company, on the other hand) or to vest the Surviving Corporation with full title to all properties, assets, rights, approvals,
immunities and franchises of any of the parties to the Merger, the Second Step Merger or Bank Merger, the proper officers and
directors of each party to this Agreement and their respective Subsidiaries shall take all such necessary action as may be
reasonably requested by Parent.

Section 6.9 Advice of Changes. Each of Parent and Company shall promptly advise the other of any effect, fact, change, event,
circumstance, condition, occurrence or development (i) that has had or would have, either individually or in the aggregate, a
Material Adverse Effect on such first party or (ii) that such first party believes would or would reasonably be expected to cause or
constitute a material breach of any of its representations, warranties, obligations, covenants or agreements contained in this
Agreement or that reasonably could be expected to give rise, individually or in the aggregate, to the failure of a condition in Article
VII; provided, that any failure to give notice in accordance with the foregoing with respect to any breach shall not be deemed to
constitute a violation of this Section 6.9, provide a basis for terminating this Agreement or constitute the failure of any condition set
forth in Section 7.2 or Section 7.3 to be satisfied, or otherwise constitute a breach of this Agreement by the party failing to give
such notice, in each case unless the underlying breach would independently result in a failure of the conditions set forth in Section
7.2 or Section 7.3 to be satisfied; and provided, further, that the delivery of any notice pursuant to this Section 6.9 shall not cure
any breach of, or noncompliance with, any other provision of this Agreement or limit the remedies available to the party receiving
such notice.

Section 6.10 Shareholder Litigation. Each party shall give the other party prompt notice of any shareholder litigation against such
party or its directors or officers relating to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. Company shall (i) give Parent the
opportunity to participate (at Parent’s expense) in the defense or settlement of any such litigation, (ii) give Parent a reasonable
opportunity to review and comment on all filings or responses to be made by Company in connection with any such litigation, and
will in good faith take such comments into account and (iii) not agree to settle any such litigation without Parent’s prior written
consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed; provided, that Parent shall not be obligated to
consent to any settlement which does not include a full release of Parent and its affiliates or which imposes an injunction or other
equitable relief after the Effective Time upon the Surviving Corporation or any of its affiliates.

Section 6.11 Commitments to the Community. Prior to the Closing Date, Company shall establish a new charitable foundation
incorporating the name “TD” or “Toronto-Dominion” (with such name to be selected by Parent) (the “New Foundation”) under the
laws of the State of Delaware, focused on community support in the Memphis, Tennessee metro area and the other markets in
which Falcon Bank operates as of the date hereof, subject to the guidelines and requirements set forth in Annex B. The initial
bylaws of the New Foundation shall be
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consistent with Annex B in a form to be mutually agreed by Company and Parent (each acting reasonably); provided¸ that any
changes to such bylaws shall require the prior approval of Parent. The New Foundation shall provide Parent with reports
periodically (but not less than semi-annually) regarding the New Foundation’s activities, contributions and grants (including the
identity of the recipients thereof). Company hereby commits to contribute to the New Foundation an amount in cash equal to
$40,000,000. Such contribution will be made by the Surviving Corporation on the Closing Date (and immediately following the
Merger). Prior to the Closing, Company will not amend, supplement or modify the bylaws or other organizational documents of
Company’s existing foundations without the prior written consent of Parent. The Surviving Corporation, as the sole member of the
existing foundations, will have the right to replace directors or trustees of Company’s existing foundations. Except for the New
Foundation, prior to the Closing, Company shall not, and shall not permit any of its subsidiaries to, establish any other charitable
foundations.

Section 6.12 Operations of Parent Bank. Parent intends to maintain significant business, employment and community engagement
in the Memphis, Tennessee metro area following the Closing.

Section 6.13 Acquisition Proposals.

(a)Company shall not, and shall cause its Subsidiaries not to, and shall use its reasonable best efforts to cause its and their officers,
directors, employees, agents, advisors and representatives (collectively, “Representatives”) not to, directly or indirectly, initiate,
solicit, knowingly encourage or knowingly facilitate any inquiries or proposals with respect to any Acquisition Proposal, engage or
participate in any negotiations with any person concerning any Acquisition Proposal, provide any confidential or nonpublic
information or data to, or have or participate in any discussions with, any person relating to any Acquisition Proposal (except to
notify a person that has made or, to the knowledge of such party, is making any inquiries with respect to, or is considering making,
an Acquisition Proposal, of the existence of the provisions of this Section 6.13) or unless this Agreement has been terminated in
accordance with its terms, approve or enter into any term sheet, letter of intent, commitment, memorandum of understanding,
agreement in principle, acquisition agreement, merger agreement or other similar agreement (whether written or oral, binding or
nonbinding) (other than an Acceptable Confidentiality Agreement entered into in accordance with this Section 6.13) in connection
with or relating to any Acquisition Proposal (any such agreement, an “Alternative Acquisition Agreement”). Notwithstanding the
foregoing, in the event that after the date of this Agreement and prior to the receipt of the Requisite Company Vote, Company
receives an unsolicited bona fide written Acquisition Proposal that did not result from or arise in connection with a breach of this
Section 6.13(a), Company may, and may permit its Subsidiaries and its and its Subsidiaries’ Representatives to, furnish or cause to
be furnished confidential or nonpublic information or data and participate in such negotiations or discussions with the person
making the Acquisition Proposal if the Board of Directors of Company concludes in good faith (after receiving the advice of its
outside counsel, and with respect to financial matters, its financial advisors) that failure to take such actions would be inconsistent
with its fiduciary duties under applicable law; provided, that, prior to furnishing any confidential or nonpublic information permitted
to be provided pursuant to this sentence, Company shall have provided such information to Parent and shall have entered into a
confidentiality agreement with the person making such Acquisition Proposal on terms no less favorable to Company than the
Confidentiality Agreement
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(“Acceptable Confidentiality Agreement”), which confidentiality agreement shall not provide such person with any exclusive right to
negotiate with Company. Company will, and will cause its Representatives to, immediately cease and cause to be terminated any
activities, discussions, or negotiations conducted before the date of this Agreement with any person other than Parent with respect
to any Acquisition Proposal. Company will promptly (within twenty-four (24) hours) advise Parent following receipt of any
Acquisition Proposal or any inquiry which could reasonably be expected to lead to an Acquisition Proposal and the substance
thereof (including the material terms and conditions of and the identity of the person making such inquiry or Acquisition Proposal),
will provide Parent with an unredacted copy of any such Acquisition Proposal and any draft agreements, proposals or other
materials received in connection with any such inquiry or Acquisition Proposal, and will keep Parent apprised of any related
developments, discussions and negotiations on a current basis, including any amendments to or revisions of the material terms of
such inquiry or Acquisition Proposal. Company shall use its reasonable best efforts to enforce any existing confidentiality or
standstill agreements to which it or any of its Subsidiaries is a party in accordance with the terms thereof.

(b)As used in this Agreement, “Acquisition Proposal” shall mean, other than the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, any
offer, proposal or inquiry relating to, or any third-party indication of interest in, (i) any acquisition or purchase, direct or indirect, of
twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the consolidated assets of Company and its Subsidiaries or twenty-five percent (25%) or
more of any class of equity or voting securities of Company or its Subsidiaries whose assets, individually or in the aggregate,
constitute twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the consolidated assets of Company, (ii) any tender offer (including a self-tender
offer) or exchange offer that, if consummated, would result in such third party beneficially owning twenty-five percent (25%) or
more of any class of equity or voting securities of Company or its Subsidiaries whose assets, individually or in the aggregate,
constitute twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the consolidated assets of Company or (iii) a merger, consolidation, share
exchange, business combination, reorganization, recapitalization, liquidation, dissolution or other similar transaction involving
Company or its Subsidiaries whose assets, individually or in the aggregate, constitute twenty-five percent (25%) or more of the
consolidated assets of Company.

(c)As used in this Agreement, “Superior Proposal” means a bona fide written Acquisition Proposal that the Board of Directors of
Company determines, in good faith, after taking into account all legal, financial, regulatory and other aspects of such proposal
(including the amount, form and timing of payment of consideration, the financing thereof, any associated break-up or termination
fees, including those provided for in this Agreement, expense reimbursement provisions and all conditions to consummation) and
the person making the proposal, and after consulting with its financial advisor (which shall be a nationally recognized investment
banking firm) and outside legal counsel, is (i) more favorable from a financial point of view to Company’s shareholders than the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement (taking into account any proposal by Parent to amend the terms of this Agreement
pursuant to Section 6.3(c)) and (ii) reasonably likely to be timely consummated on the terms set forth therein; provided, however,
that for purposes of this definition of Superior Proposal, references to “twenty-five percent (25%)” in the definition of Acquisition
Proposal shall be deemed to be references to “fifty percent (50%).”
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(d)Nothing contained in this Agreement shall prevent Company or its Board of Directors from complying with Rule 14d-9 and
Rule 14e-2 under the Exchange Act or Item 1012(a) of Regulation M-A with respect to an Acquisition Proposal or from making
any legally required disclosure to Company’s shareholders; provided, that such rules will in no way eliminate or modify the effect
that any action pursuant to such rules would otherwise have under this Agreement.

Section 6.14 Public Announcements. Company and Parent agree that the initial press release with respect to the execution and
delivery of this Agreement shall be a release mutually agreed to by the parties and that, to the extent practicable, subsequent
releases shall be mutually agreed. Thereafter, each of the parties agrees that no public release or announcement or statement
concerning this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby shall be issued by any party without the prior written consent
of the other party (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed), except (i) as required by applicable
law or the rules or regulations of any applicable Governmental Entity or stock exchange to which the relevant party is subject, in
which case the party required to make the release or announcement shall consult with the other party about, and allow the other
party reasonable time to comment on, such release or announcement in advance of such issuance or (ii) for such releases,
announcements or statements that are consistent with other such releases, announcement or statements made after the date of this
Agreement in compliance with this Section 6.14. Parent shall consult in good faith with Company on communications with
community groups relating to the transactions contemplated hereby, which communications shall be led by Parent with such
assistance from Company as may be reasonably requested.

Section 6.15 Change of Method. Parent shall be empowered, at any time prior to the Effective Time, to change the method or
structure of effecting the combination of Company and Parent (including the provisions of Article I), and, if and to the extent
requested by Parent, Company shall agree to enter into such amendments to this Agreement as Parent may reasonably request in
order to give effect to such restructuring; provided, however, that no such change shall (i) alter or change the Merger
Consideration, (ii) reasonably be expected (in the sole discretion of Parent exercised in good faith) to have a non-de minimis
adverse tax or other economic consequence to Company or any of its Subsidiaries as compared to the method or structure of
effecting such combination as reflected herein, (iii) require a vote by or approval of the holders of Company Common Stock or (iv)
materially impede or delay the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement in a timely manner. The parties
agree to reflect any such change in an appropriate amendment to this Agreement executed by both parties in accordance with
Section 9.1.

Section 6.16 Takeover Statutes. Neither Company nor its Board of Directors shall take any action that would cause any Takeover
Statute to become applicable to this Agreement, the Merger, the Second Step Merger, the Bank Merger or any of the other
transactions contemplated hereby, and each shall take all necessary steps to exempt (or ensure the continued exemption of) the
Merger, the Second Step Merger, the Bank Merger and the other transactions contemplated hereby from any applicable Takeover
Statute now or hereafter in effect. If any Takeover Statute may become, or may purport to be, applicable to the transactions
contemplated hereby, each party and the members of their respective board of directors will grant such approvals and take such
actions within its control as are necessary so that the transactions contemplated by this Agreement may be consummated as
promptly as practicable on the terms
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contemplated hereby and otherwise act to eliminate or minimize the effects of any Takeover Statute on any of the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement, including, if necessary, challenging the validity or applicability of any such Takeover Statute.

Section 6.17 Treatment of Company Indebtedness. In connection with the Second Step Merger and/or Bank Merger, the due and
punctual performance and observance of the covenants to be performed by Company or Company Bank, as applicable, under the
indentures set forth on Section 6.17 of the Company Disclosure Schedule shall be assumed, as applicable, by Holdco (in
connection with the Second Step Merger or, at Parent’s election, in connection with the Bank Merger, if the Bank Merger occurs
prior to the Second Step Merger (if any)) or Parent Bank (in connection with the Bank Merger) , along with the due and punctual
payment of the principal of (and premium, if any) and interest on, the notes governed thereby (or, if permitted pursuant to the terms
thereof, at Parent’s election, retained by the Surviving Corporation). In connection therewith, prior to the Effective Time,
Company, Parent and Holdco shall cooperate and use reasonable best efforts to execute and deliver any supplemental indentures,
officer’s certificates or other documents, and the parties hereto shall cooperate and use reasonable best efforts to provide any
opinion of counsel to the trustee thereof, required to make such assumption effective as of the Second Step Effective Time or
effective time of the Bank Merger, as applicable.

Section 6.18 Exemption from Liability Under Section 16(b). Prior to the Effective Time, Parent and Company shall each take such
steps as may be necessary or appropriate to cause any disposition of shares of Company Common Stock, shares of Company
Preferred Stock or conversion of any derivative securities in respect of such shares of Company Common Stock or Company
Preferred Stock in connection with the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement to be exempt under Rule
16b-3 promulgated under the Exchange Act.

Section 6.19 Dividend Reinvestment. Company shall take all necessary action to terminate any dividend reinvestment plans and
stock purchase plans effective as soon as possible after the date of this Agreement (taking into account any Company dividends
that have been declared but not yet paid as of the date hereof). In addition, upon the effective termination of any dividend
reinvestment plan, each participant’s account will continue to be maintained with Company’s transfer agent in accordance with the
terms of such plan.

Section 6.20 Advisory Contract Consents. Company shall cause each Company Advisory Subsidiary to use reasonable best
efforts to send to each Advisory Client (as defined below) a consent request (which consent request, to the extent permitted under
applicable law and the applicable advisory contract, shall be in the form of a negative consent request) to assignment of the
applicable contract for investment services provided in its capacity as an Company Advisory Subsidiary to any person (each such
person, an “Advisory Client” and such each contract, an “Advisory Contract”), to the extent required by law, which request shall
be sent in a reasonably timely manner following the date hereof. Company agrees to cause each to use
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payment of the principal of (and premium, if any) and interest on, the notes governed thereby (or, if permitted pursuant to the terms
thereof, at Parent's election, retained by the Surviving Corporation). In connection therewith, prior to the Effective Time,
Company, Parent and Holdco shall cooperate and use reasonable best efforts to execute and deliver any supplemental indentures,
officer's certificates or other documents, and the parties hereto shall cooperate and use reasonable best efforts to provide any
opinion of counsel to the trustee thereof, required to make such assumption effective as of the Second Step Effective Time or
effective time of the Bank Merger, as applicable.

Section 6.18 Exemption from Liability Under Section 16(b). Prior to the Effective Time, Parent and Company shall each take such
steps as may be necessary or appropriate to cause any disposition of shares of Company Common Stock, shares of Company
Preferred Stock or conversion of any derivative securities in respect of such shares of Company Common Stock or Company
Preferred Stock in connection with the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement to be exempt under Rule
16b-3 promulgated under the Exchange Act.

Section 6.19 Dividend Reinvestment. Company shall take all necessary action to terminate any dividend reinvestment plans and
stock purchase plans effective as soon as possible after the date of this Agreement (taking into account any Company dividends
that have been declared but not yet paid as of the date hereof). In addition, upon the effective termination of any dividend
reinvestment plan, each participant's account will continue to be maintained with Company's transfer agent in accordance with the
terms of such plan.

Section 6.20 Advisory Contract Consents. Company shall cause each Company Advisory Subsidiary to use reasonable best
efforts to send to each Advisory Client (as defined below) a consent request (which consent request, to the extent permitted under
applicable law and the applicable advisory contract, shall be in the form of a negative consent request) to assignment of the
applicable contract for investment services provided in its capacity as an Company Advisory Subsidiary to any person (each such
person, an "Advisory Client" and such each contract, an "Advisory Contract"), to the extent required by law, which request shall
be sent in a reasonably timely manner following the date hereof Company agrees to cause each to use
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reasonable best efforts to obtain the consents of each Advisory Client to any assignment of the applicable Advisory Contract, to
take effect upon the Closing.

ARTICLE VII

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT

Section 7.1 Conditions to Each Party’s Obligation to Effect the Merger. The respective obligations of the parties to effect the
Merger shall be subject to the satisfaction at or prior to the Effective Time of the following conditions:

(a)Shareholder Approval. The Requisite Company Vote shall have been obtained.

(b)Regulatory Approvals. (i) The Requisite Regulatory Approvals shall have been obtained and shall remain in full force and effect
and all statutory waiting periods in respect thereof shall have expired or been terminated and (ii) no such Requisite Regulatory
Approval shall have resulted in the imposition of any Materially Burdensome Regulatory Condition.

(c)No Injunctions or Restraints; Illegality. No order, injunction or decree issued by any court or Governmental Entity of competent
jurisdiction or other legal restraint or prohibition preventing the consummation of the Mergers or any of the other transactions
contemplated by this Agreement shall be in effect. No law, statute, rule, regulation, order, injunction or decree shall have been
enacted, entered, promulgated or enforced by any Governmental Entity which prohibits or makes illegal consummation of the
Mergers or any of the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

Section 7.2 Conditions to Obligations of Parent Parties. The obligation of Parent Parties to effect the Merger is also subject to the
satisfaction, or waiver by Parent Parties, at or prior to the Effective Time, of the following conditions:

(a)Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Company set forth in Section 3.2(a), and Section 3.8(a)
(in each case after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct (other than, in the case of Section 3.2(a), such
failures to be true and correct as are de minimis), in each case, as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as
though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in
which case as of such earlier date), and the representations and warranties of Company set forth in Section 3.1(a), Section 3.1(b)
(but only with respect to Company Bank), Section 3.2(b) (but only with respect to Company Bank) and Section 3.3(a) (in each
case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct in all material respects as of the date of this Agreement
and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties
speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date). All other representations and warranties of Company set forth in
this Agreement (read without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such
representations or warranties but, in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct in all
respects as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the
extent such representations and
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reasonable best efforts to obtain the consents of each Advisory Client to any assignment of the applicable Advisory Contract, to
take effect upon the Closing.

ARTICLE VII

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT

Section 7.1 Conditions to Each Party's Obligation to Effect the Merger. The respective obligations of the parties to effect the

Merger shall be subject to the satisfaction at or prior to the Effective Time of the following conditions:

(a)Shareholder Approval. The Requisite Company Vote shall have been obtained.

(b)Regulatory Approvals. (i) The Requisite Regulatory Approvals shall have been obtained and shall remain in full force and effect
and all statutory waiting periods in respect thereof shall have expired or been terminated and (ii) no such Requisite Regulatory
Approval shall have resulted in the imposition of any Materially Burdensome Regulatory Condition.

(c)No Injunctions or Restraints: Illegality. No order, injunction or decree issued by any court or Governmental Entity of competent
jurisdiction or other legal restraint or prohibition preventing the consummation of the Mergers or any of the other transactions
contemplated by this Agreement shall be in effect. No law, statute, rule, regulation, order, injunction or decree shall have been
enacted, entered, promulgated or enforced by any Governmental Entity which prohibits or makes illegal consummation of the
Mergers or any of the other transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

Section 7.2 Conditions to Obligations of Parent Parties. The obligation of Parent Parties to effect the Merger is also subject to the
satisfaction, or waiver by Parent Parties, at or prior to the Effective Time, of the following conditions:

(a)Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Company set forth in Section 3.2(a), and Section 3.8(a)
(in each case after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct (other than, in the case of Section 3.2(a), such
failures to be true and correct as are de minimis), in each case, as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as
though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in
which case as of such earlier date), and the representations and warranties of Company set forth in Section 3.1 (a), Section 3.1 (b)
(but only with respect to Company Bank), Section 3.2(b) (but only with respect to Company Bank) and Section 3.3(a) (in each
case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct in all material respects as of the date of this Agreement
and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties
speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date). All other representations and warranties of Company set forth in
this Agreement (read without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such
representations or warranties but, in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article III) shall be true and correct in all
respects as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the
extent such representations and
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warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date); provided, however, that for purposes of this sentence,
such representations and warranties shall be deemed to be true and correct unless the failure or failures of such representations and
warranties to be so true and correct, either individually or in the aggregate, and without giving effect to any qualification as to
materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such representations or warranties, has had or would have a Material Adverse
Effect on Company or the Surviving Corporation. Parent shall have received a certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed
on behalf of Company by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial Officer of Company to the foregoing effect.

(b)Performance of Obligations of Company. Company shall have performed in all material respects the obligations, covenants and
agreements required to be performed by it under this Agreement at or prior to the Closing Date, and Parent shall have received a
certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Company by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial
Officer of Company to such effect.

Section 7.3 Conditions to Obligations of Company. The obligation of Company to effect the Merger is also subject to the
satisfaction, or waiver by Company, at or prior to the Effective Time, of the following conditions:

(a)Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Parent Parties set forth in Section 4.1 and Section
4.3(a) (in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article IV) shall be true and correct in all material respects as of the date of
this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such
representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date). All other representations and
warranties of Parent Parties set forth in this Agreement (read without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material
Adverse Effect set forth in such representations or warranties but, in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article IV) shall
be true and correct in all respects as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the
Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier
date); provided, however, that for purposes of this sentence, such representations and warranties shall be deemed to be true and
correct unless the failure or failures of such representations and warranties to be so true and correct, either individually or in the
aggregate, and without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such representations
or warranties, has had or would have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent. Company shall have received a certificate dated as of
the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Parent by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial Officer of Parent to the
foregoing effect.

(b)Performance of Obligations of Parent Parties. Each Parent Party shall have performed in all material respects the obligations,
covenants and agreements required to be performed by it under this Agreement at or prior to the Closing Date, and Company shall
have received a certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Parent by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief
Financial Officer of Parent.
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warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date); provided, however, that for purposes of this sentence,
such representations and warranties shall be deemed to be true and correct unless the failure or failures of such representations and
warranties to be so true and correct, either individually or in the aggregate, and without giving effect to any qualification as to
materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such representations or warranties, has had or would have a Material Adverse
Effect on Company or the Surviving Corporation. Parent shall have received a certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed
on behalf of Company by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial Officer of Company to the foregoing effect.

(b)Perfornance of Obligations of Company. Company shall have performed in all material respects the obligations, covenants and
agreements required to be performed by it under this Agreement at or prior to the Closing Date, and Parent shall have received a
certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Company by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial
Officer of Company to such effect.

Section 7.3 Conditions to Obligations of Company. The obligation of Company to effect the Merger is also subject to the
satisfaction, or waiver by Company, at or prior to the Effective Time, of the following conditions:

(a)Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Parent Parties set forth in Section 4.1 and Section
4.3(a) (in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article IV) shall be true and correct in all material respects as of the date of
this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the Closing Date (except to the extent such
representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier date). All other representations and
warranties of Parent Parties set forth in this Agreement (read without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material
Adverse Effect set forth in such representations or warranties but, in each case, after giving effect to the lead-in to Article IV) shall
be true and correct in all respects as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date as though made on and as of the
Closing Date (except to the extent such representations and warranties speak as of an earlier date, in which case as of such earlier
date); provided, however, that for purposes of this sentence, such representations and warranties shall be deemed to be true and
correct unless the failure or failures of such representations and warranties to be so true and correct, either individually or in the
aggregate, and without giving effect to any qualification as to materiality or Material Adverse Effect set forth in such representations
or warranties, has had or would have a Material Adverse Effect on Parent. Company shall have received a certificate dated as of
the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Parent by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief Financial Officer of Parent to the
foregoing effect.

(b)Perfonnance of Obligations of Parent Parties. Each Parent Party shall have performed in all material respects the obligations,
covenants and agreements required to be performed by it under this Agreement at or prior to the Closing Date, and Company shall
have received a certificate dated as of the Closing Date and signed on behalf of Parent by the Chief Executive Officer or the Chief
Financial Officer of Parent.
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ARTICLE VIII

TERMINATION AND AMENDMENT

Section 8.1 Termination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the Effective Time, whether before or after receipt
of the Requisite Company Vote:

(a)by mutual written consent of Parent and Company;

(b)by either Parent or Company if any Governmental Entity that must grant a Requisite Regulatory Approval has denied approval
of the Merger, the Second Step Merger or the Bank Merger and such denial has become final and nonappealable or any
Governmental Entity of competent jurisdiction shall have issued a final and nonappealable order, injunction, decree or other legal
restraint or prohibition permanently enjoining or otherwise prohibiting or making illegal the consummation of the Merger, the
Second Step Merger or the Bank Merger, unless the failure to obtain a Requisite Regulatory Approval shall be due to the failure of
the party seeking to terminate this Agreement to perform or observe the obligations, covenants and agreements of such party set
forth herein;

(c)by either Parent or Company if the Merger shall not have been consummated on or before the twelve (12) month anniversary of
the date of this Agreement (the “Termination Date”), unless the failure of the Closing to occur by such date shall be due to the
failure of the party seeking to terminate this Agreement to perform or observe the obligations, covenants and agreements of such
party set forth herein; provided, that, at the option of either party (if such party would be permitted to terminate this Agreement
pursuant to this Section 8.1(c)), the Termination Date may be extended, by giving written notice to the other party, for one three
(3)-month period if the Requisite Regulatory Approvals have not yet been obtained;

(d)by either Parent or Company (provided, that the terminating party is not then in material breach of any representation, warranty,
obligation, covenant or other agreement contained herein) if there shall have been a breach of any of the obligations, covenants or
agreements or any of the representations or warranties (or any such representation or warranty shall cease to be true) set forth in
this Agreement on the part of Company, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Parent, in the case of a termination by Company,
which breach or failure to be true, either individually or in the aggregate with all other breaches by such party (or failures of such
representations or warranties to be true), would constitute, if occurring or continuing on the Closing Date, the failure of a condition
set forth in Section 7.2, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Section 7.3, in the case of a termination by Company, and which
is not cured within forty-five (45) days following written notice to Company, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Parent, in
the case of a termination by Company, or by its nature or timing cannot be cured during such period (or such fewer days as remain
prior to the Termination Date);

(e)by Parent, if (i) Company or the Board of Directors of Company shall have made a Recommendation Change or (ii) Company
or the Board of Directors of Company shall have willfully breached its obligations under Section 6.3 or Section 6.12 in any
material respect;
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ARTICLE VIII

TERMINATION AND AMENDMENT

Section 8.1 Temination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the Effective Time, whether before or after receipt
of the Requisite Company Vote:

(a)by mutual written consent of Parent and Company;

(b)by either Parent or Company if any Governmental Entity that must grant a Requisite Regulatory Approval has denied approval
of the Merger, the Second Step Merger or the Bank Merger and such denial has become final and nonappealable or any
Governmental Entity of competent jurisdiction shall have issued a final and nonappealable order, injunction, decree or other legal
restraint or prohibition permanently enjoining or otherwise prohibiting or making illegal the consummation of the Merger, the
Second Step Merger or the Bank Merger, unless the failure to obtain a Requisite Regulatory Approval shall be due to the failure of
the party seeking to terminate this Agreement to perform or observe the obligations, covenants and agreements of such party set
forth herein;

(c)by either Parent or Company if the Merger shall not have been consummated on or before the twelve (12) month anniversary of
the date of this Agreement (the "Termination Date"), unless the failure of the Closing to occur by such date shall be due to the
failure of the party seeking to terminate this Agreement to perform or observe the obligations, covenants and agreements of such
party set forth herein; provided, that, at the option of either party (if such party would be permitted to terminate this Agreement
pursuant to this Section 8.1 (c)), the Termination Date may be extended, by giving written notice to the other party, for one three
(3)-month period if the Requisite Regulatory Approvals have not yet been obtained;

(d)by either Parent or Company (provi , that the terminating party is not then in material breach of any representation, warranty,
obligation, covenant or other agreement contained herein) if there shall have been a breach of any of the obligations, covenants or
agreements or any of the representations or warranties (or any such representation or warranty shall cease to be true) set forth in
this Agreement on the part of Company, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Parent, in the case of a termination by Company,
which breach or failure to be true, either individually or in the aggregate with all other breaches by such party (or failures of such
representations or warranties to be true), would constitute, if occurring or continuing on the Closing Date, the failure of a condition
set forth in Section 7.2, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Section 7.3, in the case of a termination by Company, and which
is not cured within forty-five (45) days following written notice to Company, in the case of a termination by Parent, or Parent, in
the case of a termination by Company, or by its nature or timing cannot be cured during such period (or such fewer days as remain
prior to the Termination Date);

(e)by Parent, if (i) Company or the Board of Directors of Company shall have made a Recommendation Change or (ii) Company
or the Board of Directors of Company shall have willfully breached its obligations under Section 6.3 or Section 6.12 in any
material respect;
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(f)by either Company or Parent, if the Requisite Company Vote shall not have been obtained upon a vote thereon taken at the
Company Meeting (including any adjournment or postponement thereof); or

(g)prior to the time the Requisite Company Vote is obtained, by Company in order to enter into an Alternative Acquisition
Agreement with respect to a Superior Proposal if the Board of Directors of Company authorizes Company to enter into an
Alternative Acquisition Agreement in response to a Superior Proposal, to the extent permitted by and in accordance with Section
6.3; provided, that concurrently with such termination, Company pays, or causes to be paid, to Parent, in immediately available
funds the Termination Fee pursuant to Section 8.2.

(h)(i) by the Company, if Parent shall not have paid to the Company the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Payment within five
(5) business days of the date the Articles of Amendment (as defined in the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement) have become effective, with the filing thereof accepted by the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessee or (ii) by
Parent, if the Company has not filed the Articles of Amendment (as defined in the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement) with the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessee (and such filing has not become effective) within five (5) business
days of the date hereof, in each case pursuant to the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement.

The party desiring to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section 8.1 (other than clause (a)) shall give written notice of such
termination to the other party in accordance with Section 9.5, specifying the provision or provisions hereof pursuant to which such
termination is effected.

Section 8.2 Effect of Termination.

(a)In the event of termination of this Agreement by either Parent or Company as provided in Section 8.1, this Agreement shall
forthwith become void and have no effect, and none of Parent, Holdco, Company, any of their respective Subsidiaries or any of
the officers or directors of any of them shall have any liability of any nature whatsoever hereunder, or in connection with the
transactions contemplated hereby, except that (i) Section 6.2(b) (Confidentiality), Section 6.14 (Public Announcements), this
Section 8.2 and Article IX (other than Section 9.12) shall survive any termination of this Agreement and (ii) notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, neither Parent nor Company shall be relieved or released from any liabilities
or damages arising out of its fraud or its willful and material breach of any provision of this Agreement. “Willful and material
breach” shall mean a material breach of, or material failure to perform any of the covenants or other agreements contained in, this
Agreement that is a consequence of an act or failure to act by the breaching or non-performing party with actual knowledge that
such party’s act or failure to act would, or would reasonably be expected to, result in or constitute such breach of or such failure of
performance under this Agreement.

(b)In the event that after the date of this Agreement and prior to the termination of this Agreement, a bona fide Acquisition
Proposal shall have been communicated to or otherwise made known to the Board of Directors of Company or senior
management of Company or shall have been made directly to the shareholders of Company or any person shall
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(f)by either Company or Parent, if the Requisite Company Vote shall not have been obtained upon a vote thereon taken at the
Company Meeting (including any adjournment or postponement thereof); or

(g)prior to the time the Requisite Company Vote is obtained, by Company in order to enter into an Alternative Acquisition
Agreement with respect to a Superior Proposal if the Board of Directors of Company authorizes Company to enter into an
Alternative Acquisition Agreement in response to a Superior Proposal, to the extent permitted by and in accordance with Section
6.3; provided, that concurrently with such termination, Company pays, or causes to be paid, to Parent, in immediately available
funds the Termination Fee pursuant to Section 8.2.

(h)(i) by the Company, if Parent shall not have paid to the Company the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Payment within five
(5) business days of the date the Articles of Amendment (as defined in the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement) have become effective, with the filing thereof accepted by the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessee or (ii) by
Parent, if the Company has not filed the Articles of Amendment (as defined in the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase
Agreement) with the Secretary of State of the State of Tennessee (and such filing has not become effective) within five (5) business
days of the date hereof, in each case pursuant to the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement.

The party desiring to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section 8.1 (other than clause (a)) shall give written notice of such
terination to the other party in accordance with Section 9.5, specifying the provision or provisions hereof pursuant to which such
termination is effected.

Section 8.2 Effect of Termination.

(a)In the event of termination of this Agreement by either Parent or Company as provided in Section 8.1, this Agreement shall
forthwith become void and have no effect, and none of Parent, Holdco, Company, any of their respective Subsidiaries or any of
the officers or directors of any of them shall have any liability of any nature whatsoever hereunder, or in connection with the
transactions contemplated hereby, except that (i) Section 6.2(b) (Confidentiality), Section 6.14 (Public Announcements), this
Section 8.2 and Article IX (other than Section 9.12) shall survive any termination of this Agreement and (ii) notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, neither Parent nor Company shall be relieved or released from any liabilities
or damages arising out of its fraud or its willful and material breach of any provision of this Agreement. "Willful and material
breach" shall mean a material breach of, or material failure to perform any of the covenants or other agreements contained in, this
Agreement that is a consequence of an act or failure to act by the breaching or non-performing party with actual knowledge that
such party's act or failure to act would, or would reasonably be expected to, result in or constitute such breach of or such failure of
performance under this Agreement.

(b)In the event that after the date of this Agreement and prior to the termination of this Agreement, a bonafide Acquisition
Proposal shall have been communicated to or otherwise made known to the Board of Directors of Company or senior
management of Company or shall have been made directly to the shareholders of Company or any person shall
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have publicly announced (and not withdrawn at least two (2) business days prior to the Company Meeting) an Acquisition
Proposal, in each case, with respect to Company, and (A)(x) thereafter this Agreement is terminated by either Parent or Company
pursuant to Section 8.1(c) without the Requisite Company Vote having been obtained (and all other conditions set forth in Section
7.1 and Section 7.3 were satisfied or were capable of being satisfied prior to such termination) or (y) thereafter this Agreement is
terminated by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(d) as a result of a willful and material breach or (z) thereafter this Agreement is
terminated by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(f) and (B) prior to the date that is twelve (12) months after the date of
such termination, Company enters into a definitive agreement or consummates a transaction with respect to an Acquisition
Proposal (whether or not the same Acquisition Proposal as that referred to above), then Company shall, on the earlier of the date
it enters into such definitive agreement and the date of consummation of such transaction, pay Parent, by wire transfer of same-day
funds, a fee equal to $435,500,000 (the “Termination Fee”); provided, the Termination Fee shall be reduced by an amount equal
to the difference between (1) the aggregate proceeds to be received (upon consummation of a Superior Proposal) by Parent with
respect to the shares of Company Common Stock resulting from the conversion of the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock held
by Parent and (2) $493,569,450; provided, further that for purposes of this Section 8.2(b), all references in the definition of
Acquisition Proposal to “twenty-five percent (25%)” shall instead refer to “fifty percent (50%)”.

(c)In the event that this Agreement is terminated by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(e), then Company shall pay Parent, by wire
transfer of same-day funds, the Termination Fee within two (2) business days of the date of termination.

(d)In the event that this Agreement is terminated by Company pursuant to Section 8.1(g), then Company shall pay Parent, by wire
transfer of same-day funds, the Termination Fee concurrently with such termination.

(e)Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, but without limiting the right of any party to recover liabilities or
damages arising out of the other party’s fraud or willful and material breach of any provision of this Agreement, in no event shall
Company be required to pay the Termination Fee more than once. The payment of the Termination Fee as set forth above shall be
consideration for the disposition by Parent of its rights under this Agreement

(f)If this Agreement is terminated (1) by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(b) in the event of any final nonappealable
order, injunction, decree or other legal restraint relating to Company or its affiliates and not a Requisite Regulatory Approval; (2)
by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(f) or (3) by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(h), then no later than two (2) business
days after submission of documentation therefor, Company shall pay Parent an amount equal to $25,000,000 to reimburse Parent
and its affiliates for fees and expenses (including all fees and expenses of counsel, accountants, investment banking firms and other
financial advisors, experts and consultants) incurred or accrued in connection with or related to the transactions contemplated by
this Agreement. Any expense reimbursement paid by Company shall be credited against (and therefore reduce the amount of) any
Termination Fee that is payable by Company in connection with such termination or that subsequently becomes payable.
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have publicly announced (and not withdrawn at least two (2) business days prior to the Company Meeting) an Acquisition
Proposal, in each case, with respect to Company, and (A)(x) thereafter this Agreement is terminated by either Parent or Company
pursuant to Section 8.1(c) without the Requisite Company Vote having been obtained (and all other conditions set forth in Section
7.1 and Section 7.3 were satisfied or were capable of being satisfied prior to such termination) or (y) thereafter this Agreement is
terminated by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1 (d) as a result of a willful and material breach or (z) thereafter this Agreement is
terminated by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(f) and (B) prior to the date that is twelve (12) months after the date of
such termination, Company enters into a definitive agreement or consummates a transaction with respect to an Acquisition
Proposal (whether or not the same Acquisition Proposal as that referred to above), then Company shall, on the earlier of the date
it enters into such definitive agreement and the date of consummation of such transaction, pay Parent, by wire transfer of same-day
funds, a fee equal to $435,500,000 (the "Termination Fee"); provided, the Termination Fee shall be reduced by an amount equal
to the difference between (1) the aggregate proceeds to be received (upon consummation of a Superior Proposal) by Parent with
respect to the shares of Company Common Stock resulting from the conversion of the Series G Convertible Preferred Stock held
by Parent and (2) $493,569,450; provided, further that for purposes of this Section 8.2(b), all references in the definition of
Acquisition Proposal to "twenty-five percent (25%)" shall instead refer to "fifty percent (50%)".

(c)In the event that this Agreement is terminated by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(e), then Company shall pay Parent, by wire
transfer of same-day funds, the Termination Fee within two (2) business days of the date of termination.

(d)ln the event that this Agreement is terminated by Company pursuant to Section 8.1(2), then Company shall pay Parent, by wire
transfer of same-day funds, the Termination Fee concurrently with such termination.

(e)Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, but without limiting the right of any party to recover liabilities or
damages arising out of the other party's fraud or willful and material breach of any provision of this Agreement, in no event shall
Company be required to pay the Termination Fee more than once. The payment of the Termination Fee as set forth above shall be
consideration for the disposition by Parent of its rights under this Agreement

(f)If this Agreement is terminated (1) by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(b) in the event of any final nonappealable
order, injunction, decree or other legal restraint relating to Company or its affiliates and not a Requisite Regulatory Approval; (2)
by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(f) or (3) by Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(h), then no later than two (2) business
days after submission of documentation therefor, Company shall pay Parent an amount equal to $25,000,000 to reimburse Parent
and its affiliates for fees and expenses (including all fees and expenses of counsel, accountants, investment banking firms and other
financial advisors, experts and consultants) incurred or accrued in connection with or related to the transactions contemplated by
this Agreement. Any expense reimbursement paid by Company shall be credited against (and therefore reduce the amount of) any
Termination Fee that is payable by Company in connection with such termination or that subsequently becomes payable.
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(g)If this Agreement is terminated (1) by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(b) in the event of failure to receive a
Requisite Regulatory Approval or any final nonappealable order, injunction, decree or other legal restraint that relates to a
Requisite Regulatory Approval; (2) by Company or Parent pursuant to Section 8.1(c) at a time when the closing conditions in
Section 7.1(b) and/or Section 7.1(c) (to the extent any such order, injunction, decree, law, statute, rule or regulation relates to a
Requisite Regulatory Approval) have not been satisfied; provided, that if a breach of this Agreement by Company led to either of
such conditions not being satisfied, then Parent shall have no reimbursement obligations under this clause (g); or (3) by Company
pursuant to Section 8.1(h), then no later than two (2) business days after submission of documentation therefor, Parent shall pay
Company an amount equal to $25,000,000 to reimburse Company and its affiliates for fees and expenses (including all fees and
expenses of counsel, accountants, investment banking firms and other financial advisors, experts and consultants) incurred or
accrued in connection with or related to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.

(h)Each of Parent and Company acknowledges that the agreements contained in this Section 8.2 are an integral part of the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement, and that, without these agreements, the other party would not enter into this
Agreement; accordingly, if Company fails promptly to pay the Termination Fee (or if Company or Parent fail to pay any expense
reimbursement) due pursuant to this Section 8.2, and, in order to obtain such payment, the other party commences a suit which
results in a judgment for the first party to pay the Termination Fee, expense reimbursement or any portion thereof, as applicable,
such first party shall pay the costs and expenses of such other party (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) in
connection with such suit. In addition, such first party shall pay interest on such overdue amounts at a rate per annum equal to the
“prime rate” published in the Wall Street Journal on the date on which such payment was required to be made for the period
commencing as of the date that such overdue amount was originally required to be paid and ending on the date that such overdue
amount is actually paid in full. The Termination Fee (and any related amounts payable by Company pursuant to this Section
8.2(h)), except in the case of fraud, shall be the sole remedy of Parent in the event of a termination of this Agreement in
accordance with this Article VIII pursuant to which the Termination Fee is payable by Company.

ARTICLE IX

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Section 9.1 Amendment. Subject to compliance with applicable law, this Agreement may be amended by the parties hereto at any
time before or after the receipt of the Requisite Company Vote; provided, however, that after receipt of the Requisite Company
Vote, there may not be, without further approval of the shareholders of Company any amendment of this Agreement that requires
such further approval under applicable law. This Agreement may not be amended, modified or supplemented in any manner,
whether by course of conduct or otherwise, except by an instrument in writing signed on behalf of each of the parties hereto.

Section 9.2 Extension; Waiver. At any time prior to the Effective Time, each of the parties hereto may, to the extent legally allowed,
(a) extend the time for the performance of any of the obligations or other acts of the other parties hereto, (b) waive any
inaccuracies in the representations and warranties of the other parties contained in this Agreement or in any
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certificate delivered by such other party pursuant hereto and (c) waive compliance with any of the agreements or satisfaction of any
conditions for its benefit contained in this Agreement; provided, however, that after receipt of the Requisite Company Vote, there
may not be, without further approval of the shareholders of Company, any extension or waiver of this Agreement or any portion
thereof that requires such further approval under applicable law. Any agreement on the part of a party hereto to any such extension
or waiver shall be valid only if set forth in a written instrument signed on behalf of such party, but such extension or waiver or failure
to insist on strict compliance with an obligation, covenant, agreement or condition shall not operate as a waiver of, or estoppel with
respect to, any subsequent or other failure.

Section 9.3 Nonsurvival of Representations, Warranties and Agreements. None of the representations, warranties, obligations,
covenants and agreements in this Agreement (or in any certificate delivered pursuant to this Agreement) shall survive the Effective
Time, except for Section 6.7 and for those other obligations, covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement which by their
terms apply in whole or in part after the Effective Time.

Section 9.4 Expenses. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, all costs and expenses incurred in connection
with this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby shall be paid by the party incurring such expense.

Section 9.5 Notices. All notices and other communications hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed given if delivered
personally, by e-mail transmission (with confirmation), mailed by registered or certified mail (return receipt requested) or delivered
by an express courier (with confirmation) to the parties at the following addresses (or at such other address for a party as shall be
specified by like notice):

(a)if to Company, to:

First Horizon Corporation
165 Madison Avenue, 23th floor,
Memphis, TN 38103

Attention: D. Bryan Jordan
Tammy LoCascio
Charles Tuggle, Jr.
Email: [redacted]
[redacted]
[redacted]

With a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to:
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Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
125 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004

Attention: H. Rodgin Cohen
Mitchell S. Eitel
Stephen M. Salley
Email: [redacted]
[redacted]
[redacted]
and

(b)if to Parent Parties, to:

The Toronto-Dominion Bank
66 Wellington Street West
21st Floor, TD Tower
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5K 1A2
Attention: Barbara Hooper
Renu Gupta
Email: [redacted]
[redacted]

With a copy (which shall not constitute notice) to:

The Toronto-Dominion Bank
66 Wellington Street West
4th Floor, TD Tower
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5K 1A2
Attention: Norie Campbell
Kashif Zaman
Email: [redacted]
[redacted]
and:

Simpson Thacher and Bartlett LLP
425 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Attention: Lee Meyerson
Ravi Purushotham
Email: [redacted]
[redacted]

Section 9.6 Interpretation. The parties have participated jointly in negotiating and drafting this Agreement. In the event that an
ambiguity or a question of intent or interpretation arises, this Agreement shall be construed as if drafted jointly by the parties, and
no
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presumption or burden of proof shall arise favoring or disfavoring any party by virtue of the authorship of any provision of this
Agreement. When a reference is made in this Agreement to Articles, Sections, Annexes, or Schedules, such reference shall be to
an Article or Section of or Annex or Schedule to this Agreement unless otherwise indicated. The table of contents and headings
contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes only and shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this
Agreement. Whenever the words “include,” “includes” or “including” are used in this Agreement, they shall be deemed to be
followed by the words “without limitation.” The word “or” shall not be exclusive. References to “the date hereof” shall mean the
date of this Agreement. As used in this Agreement, the “knowledge” of Company means the actual knowledge of any of the
officers of Company listed on Section 9.6 of the Company Disclosure Schedule, and the “knowledge” of Parent means the actual
knowledge of any of the officers of Parent listed on Section 9.6 of the Parent Disclosure Schedule. As used in this Agreement, (i)
the term “person” means any individual, corporation (including not-for-profit), general or limited partnership, limited liability
company, joint venture, estate, trust, association, organization, Governmental Entity or other entity of any kind or nature, (ii) an
“affiliate” of a specified person is any person that directly or indirectly controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with,
such specified person, and for these purposes “control” means “control” for purposes of the BHC Act and the regulations and
formal written guidance of the Federal Reserve Board and (iii) the term “made available” means any document or other information
that was (a) provided by one party or its representatives to the other party and its representatives prior to the date hereof, (b)
included in the virtual data room of a party prior to the date hereof or (c) filed or furnished by a party with the SEC and publicly
available on EDGAR at least one (1) day prior to the date hereof, (iv) “business day” means any day other than a Saturday, a
Sunday or a day on which banks in New York, New York or Toronto, Canada are authorized by law or executive order to be
closed, (v) the “transaction contemplated hereby” and “transactions contemplated by this Agreement” shall include the Merger, the
Second Step Merger and the Bank Merger and (vi) all references to “dollars” or “$” are to United States dollars. The Company
Disclosure Schedule and the Parent Disclosure Schedule, as well as all other schedules and all exhibits hereto, shall be deemed
part of this Agreement and included in any reference to this Agreement. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall require any
party or person to take any action in violation of applicable law.

Section 9.7 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts (including by pdf or other electronic means), all of
which shall be considered one and the same agreement and shall become effective when counterparts have been signed by each of
the parties and delivered to the other parties, it being understood that all parties need not sign the same counterpart.

Section 9.8 Entire Agreement. This Agreement (including the documents and instruments referred to herein) together with the
Confidentiality Agreement constitutes the entire agreement among the parties and supersedes all prior agreements and
understandings, both written and oral, among the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof.

Section 9.9 Governing Law; Jurisdiction.

(a)This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware applicable to
agreements made and to be performed entirely within the State of Delaware, without regard to any applicable conflicts of lawagreements made and to be performed entirely within the State of Delaware, without regard to any applicable conflicts of law
principles (except
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that matters relating to the fiduciary duty of the Board of Directors of Company shall be subject to the laws of the State of
Tennessee).

(b)Each party agrees that it will bring any action or proceeding in respect of any claim arising out of or related to this Agreement or
the transactions contemplated hereby exclusively in the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware and any state appellate court
therefrom within the State of Delaware or, if the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware declines to accept jurisdiction over a
particular matter, any federal or state court of competent jurisdiction located in the State of Delaware (the “Chosen Courts”), and,
solely in connection with claims arising under this Agreement or the transactions that are the subject of this Agreement, (i)
irrevocably submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Chosen Courts, (ii) waives any objection to laying venue in any such action
or proceeding in the Chosen Courts, (iii) waives any objection that the Chosen Courts are an inconvenient forum or do not have
jurisdiction over any party and (iv) agrees that service of process upon such party in any such action or proceeding will be effective
if notice is given in accordance with Section 9.5.

Section 9.10 Waiver of Jury Trial. EACH PARTY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT ANY CONTROVERSY
WHICH MAY ARISE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IS LIKELY TO INVOLVE COMPLICATED AND DIFFICULT
ISSUES, AND THEREFORE EACH SUCH PARTY HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVES, TO
THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW AT THE TIME OF INSTITUTION OF THE APPLICABLE LITIGATION, ANY
RIGHT SUCH PARTY MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY LITIGATION DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR THE TRANSACTIONS
CONTEMPLATED BY THIS AGREEMENT. EACH PARTY CERTIFIES AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT: (I) NO
REPRESENTATIVE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF ANY OTHER PARTY HAS REPRESENTED, EXPRESSLY OR
OTHERWISE, THAT SUCH OTHER PARTY WOULD NOT, IN THE EVENT OF LITIGATION, SEEK TO ENFORCE
THE FOREGOING WAIVER, (II) EACH PARTY UNDERSTANDS AND HAS CONSIDERED THE IMPLICATIONS OF
THIS WAIVER, (III) EACH PARTY MAKES THIS WAIVER VOLUNTARILY, AND (IV) EACH PARTY HAS BEEN
INDUCED TO ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY, AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE MUTUAL WAIVERS AND
CERTIFICATIONS IN THIS SECTION 9.10.

Section 9.11 Assignment; Third-Party Beneficiaries. Neither this Agreement nor any of the rights, interests or obligations hereunder
shall be assigned by any of the parties hereto (whether by operation of law or otherwise) without the prior written consent of the
other party. Any purported assignment in contravention hereof shall be null and void. Subject to the preceding sentence, this
Agreement will be binding upon, inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties and their respective successors and
assigns. Except as otherwise specifically provided in Section 1.8, which is intended to benefit each holder of Company Equity
Awards and his or her heirs and representatives and except as otherwise specifically provided in Section 6.7, which is intended to
benefit each Company Indemnified Party and his or her heirs and representatives, this Agreement (including the documents and
instruments referred to herein) is not intended to and does not confer upon any person other than the parties hereto any rights or
remedies hereunder, including the right to rely upon the representations and warranties set forth in this Agreement. The
representations and warranties in this Agreement are the product of negotiations among the parties hereto and are for the sole
benefit of the parties. Any
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inaccuracies in such representations and warranties are subject to waiver by the parties hereto in accordance herewith without
notice or liability to any other person. In some instances, the representations and warranties in this Agreement may represent an
allocation among the parties hereto of risks associated with particular matters regardless of the knowledge of any of the parties
hereto. Consequently, persons other than the parties may not rely upon the representations and warranties in this Agreement as
characterizations of actual facts or circumstances as of the date of this Agreement or as of any other date.

Section 9.12 Specific Performance. The parties hereto agree that irreparable damage would occur if any provision of this
Agreement were not performed in accordance with the terms hereof and, accordingly, that the parties shall be entitled an injunction
or injunctions to prevent breaches or threatened breaches of this Agreement or to enforce specifically the performance of the terms
and provisions hereof (including the parties’ obligation to consummate the Merger), in addition to any other remedy to which they
are entitled at law or in equity. Each of the parties hereby further waives (a) any defense in any action for specific performance that
a remedy at law would be adequate and (b) any requirement under any law to post security or a bond as a prerequisite to
obtaining equitable relief.

Section 9.13 Severability. Whenever possible, each provision or portion of any provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted in
such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any provision or portion of any provision of this Agreement is
held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect under any applicable law or rule in any jurisdiction, such invalidity, illegality
or unenforceability shall not affect any other provision or portion of any provision in such jurisdiction, and this Agreement shall be
reformed, construed and enforced in such jurisdiction such that the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision or portion thereof
shall be interpreted to be only so broad as is enforceable.

Section 9.14 Confidential Supervisory Information. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, no disclosure,
representation or warranty shall be made (or other action taken) pursuant to this Agreement that would involve the disclosure of
confidential supervisory information (including confidential supervisory information as defined in 12 C.F.R. § 261.2(b) and as
identified in 12 C.F.R. § 309.5(g)(8)) of a Governmental Entity by any party to this Agreement to the extent prohibited by
applicable law. To the extent legally permissible, appropriate substitute disclosures or actions shall be made or taken under
circumstances in which the limitations of the preceding sentence apply.

Section 9.15 Delivery by Facsimile or Electronic Transmission. This Agreement and any signed agreement or instrument entered
into in connection with this Agreement, and any amendments or waivers hereto or thereto, to the extent signed and delivered by
means of a facsimile machine or by e-mail delivery of a “.pdf” format data file, shall be treated in all manner and respects as an
original agreement or instrument and shall be considered to have the same binding legal effect as if it were the original signed
version thereof delivered in person. No party hereto or to any such agreement or instrument shall raise the use of a facsimile
machine or e-mail delivery of a “.pdf” format data file to deliver a signature to this Agreement or any amendment hereto or the fact
that any signature or agreement or instrument was transmitted or communicated through the use of a facsimile machine or e-mail
delivery of a “.pdf” format
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and provisions hereof (including the parties' obligation to consummate the Merger), in addition to any other remedy to which they
are entitled at law or in equity. Each of the parties hereby further waives (a) any defense in any action for specific performance that
a remedy at law would be adequate and (b) any requirement under any law to post security or a bond as a prerequisite to
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machine or e-mail delivery of a ".pdf' format data file to deliver a signature to this Agreement or any amendment hereto or the fact
that any signature or agreement or instrument was transmitted or communicated through the use of a facsimile machine or e-mail
delivery of a ".pdf' format
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data file as a defense to the formation of a contract and each party hereto forever waives any such defense.

Section 9.16 Certain Definitions. As used in this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings set forth below:

“Constituent Documents” means the charter documents, bylaws or similar organizational documents of a corporation and
comparable organizational documents of other entities.

“Environmental Laws” means any federal, state or local law, regulation, order, decree, permit, authorization, common law or
agency requirement relating to: (a) the protection or restoration of the environment, health and safety as it relates to hazardous
substance exposure or natural resource damages, (b) the handling, use, presence, disposal, release or threatened release of, or
exposure to, any hazardous substance or (c) noise, odor, wetlands, indoor air, pollution, contamination or any injury to persons or
property from exposure to any hazardous substance.

“Exchange Act” means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.

“Exchange Ratio” means a fraction, (x) the numerator of which is the Merger Consideration and (y) the denominator of which is
the average closing price, rounded to the nearest cent, per Parent Common Share on the New York Stock Exchange for the
period of ten consecutive trading days immediately preceding (but not including) the Closing Date.

“FDIC” means the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

“Federal Reserve Board” means the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

“FINRA” means the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority.

“GAAP” means U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

“Governmental Entity” means any U.S., Canadian or other non-U.S. federal, state or local governmental or regulatory body, court,
judicial authority, arbitrator, administrative agency, commission or SRO.

“Intellectual Property” means intellectual property rights in any jurisdiction, whether registered or unregistered, in and to: (i) all
trademarks, service marks, brand names, internet domain names, social and mobile media identifiers, logos, symbols, certification
marks, trade dress and other indications of source or origin, the goodwill associated with the foregoing and registrations in any
jurisdiction of, and applications in any jurisdiction to register, the foregoing, including any extension, modification or renewal of any
such registration or application; (ii) inventions, discoveries and ideas, whether patentable or not, in any jurisdiction; patents,
applications for patents (including divisionals, continuations, continuations in part and renewal applications), all improvements
thereto, and any renewals, extensions or reissues thereof, in any jurisdiction; (iii) nonpublic information, trade secrets and know-
how, including processes, technologies, protocols, formulae, prototypes and confidential information and rights
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in any jurisdiction to limit the use or disclosure thereof by any person; (iv) writings and other works, whether copyrightable or not
and whether in published or unpublished works, in any jurisdiction; and registrations or applications for registration of copyrights in
any jurisdiction, and any renewals or extensions thereof; and (v) any similar intellectual property or proprietary rights.

“Intervening Event” means any material event, change, effect, development, condition, circumstance or occurrence arising after the
date of this Agreement that (I) improves or would be reasonably likely to improve the business, financial condition or results of
operations of Company and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, (II) is not known by, nor reasonably foreseeable to, the Board of
Directors of Company as of the date of this Agreement and (III) does not relate to any Acquisition Proposal, the end or reduction
of the Pandemic or the lifting or expiration of the Pandemic Measures; provided, that, for the avoidance of doubt, none of the
following shall be considered or taken into account in determining whether an Intervening Event has occurred: (x) changes in the
trading price or trading volume of the Company Common Stock (it being understood that the underlying cause of such change may
be taken into account to the extent not otherwise excluded by this definition) or (y) the fact alone that Company meets or exceeds
any internal or published forecasts or projections for any period (it being understood that the underlying cause of such over-
performance by Company may be taken into account to the extent not otherwise excluded by this definition).

“Liens” means any liens, claims, title defects, mortgages, pledges, charges, encumbrances and security interests whatsoever.

“Material Adverse Effect” means, with respect to Company, Surviving Corporation or Parent, any effect, change, event,
circumstance, condition, occurrence or development that, either individually or in the aggregate, has had or would reasonably be
expected to have a material adverse effect on (i) the business, properties, assets, liabilities, results of operations or financial
condition of such party and its Subsidiaries taken as a whole (provided, however, that, with respect to this clause (i), Material
Adverse Effect shall not be deemed to include the impact of (A) changes, after the date hereof, in GAAP or applicable regulatory
accounting requirements, (B) changes, after the date hereof, in laws, rules or regulations (including the Pandemic Measures) of
general applicability to companies in the industries in which such party and its Subsidiaries operate, or interpretations thereof by
courts or Governmental Entities, (C) changes, after the date hereof, in global, national or regional political conditions (including the
outbreak of war or acts of terrorism) or in economic or market (including equity, credit and debt markets, as well as changes in
interest rates) conditions affecting the financial services industry generally and not specifically relating to such party or its
Subsidiaries (including any such changes arising out of a Pandemic or any Pandemic Measures), (D) changes, after the date hereof,
resulting from hurricanes, earthquakes, tornados, naturally-occurring floods or other natural disasters or from any outbreak of any
disease or other public health event or public health conditions (including a Pandemic and related Pandemic Measures), (E) public
disclosure of the execution of this Agreement, public disclosure or consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby
(including any effect on a party’s relationships with its customers or employees) or actions expressly required by this Agreement or
that are taken with the prior written consent of the other party in contemplation of the transactions contemplated hereby (it being
understood that this clause (E) shall not apply to a breach of any representation or warranty related to the announcement,
pendency or consummation of the transactions
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contemplated hereby), or (F) a decline in the trading price of a party’s stock in and of itself or the failure, in and of itself, to meet
earnings projections or internal financial forecasts (it being understood that the underlying causes of such decline or failure may be
taken into account in determining whether a Material Adverse Effect has occurred), except to the extent otherwise excepted by
this proviso); except, with respect to subclauses (A), (B), (C), or (D) to the extent that the effects of such change are
disproportionately adverse to the business, properties, assets, liabilities, results of operations or financial condition of such party
and its Subsidiaries, taken as a whole, as compared to other companies in the industry in which such party and its Subsidiaries
operate), or (ii) the ability of such party to timely consummate the transactions contemplated hereby.

“OCC” means the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.

“OSFI” means the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (Canada).

“Pandemic” means any outbreaks, epidemics or pandemics relating to SARS-CoV-2 or Covid-19, or any evolutions or mutations
thereof, or any other viruses (including influenza), and the governmental and other responses thereto.

“Pandemic Measures” means any quarantine, “shelter in place”, “stay at home”, workforce reduction, social distancing, shut down,
closure, sequester or other laws, directives, policies, guidelines or recommendations promulgated by any Governmental Entity,
including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health Organization, in each case, in connection with or in
response to a Pandemic.

“Parent Common Shares” shall mean a common share of Parent.

“Permitted Encumbrances” means (i) statutory Liens securing payments not yet due, (ii) Liens for real property Taxes not yet due
and payable, (iii) easements, rights of way, and other similar encumbrances that do not materially affect the value or use of the
properties or assets subject thereto or affected thereby or otherwise materially impair business operations at such properties (iv)
such imperfections or irregularities of title or Liens as do not materially affect the value or use of the properties or assets subject
thereto or affected thereby or otherwise materially impair business operations at such properties and (v) licenses and similar rights
granted with respect to Intellectual Property.

“Regulatory Agencies” means (a) any U.S. federal or state regulatory authority, (b) the SEC, (c) the Federal Reserve Board, (d)
the FDIC, (e) the OCC, (f) any non-U.S. regulatory authority and (g) any SRO.

“SEC” means the Securities and Exchange Commission.

“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

“SRO” means (x) any “self-regulatory organization” as defined in Section 3(a)(26) of the Exchange Act and (y) any other United
States or foreign securities exchange, futures exchange, commodities exchange or contract market.
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“Stock Plans” means the Company’s First Horizon Corporation 2021 Incentive Plan, First Horizon Corporation Equity
Compensation Plan, First Horizon Corporation 2000 Non-Employee Directors’ Deferred Compensation Stock Option Plan, First
Horizon Corporation 2002 Bank Director and Advisory Board Member Deferral Plan, First Horizon Corporation 1997 Employee
Stock Option Plan, IBERIABANK Corporation 2019 Stock Incentive Plan, IBERIABANK Corporation 2016 Stock Incentive
Plan, Amended and Restated IBERIABANK Corporation 2010 Stock Incentive Plan, Capital Bank Financial Corp. 2013
Omnibus Compensation Plan and FNB United Corp. 2012 Incentive Plan, as each can be amended from time to time.

“Subsidiary” when used with respect to any person, means any corporation, partnership, limited liability company, bank or other
organization, whether incorporated or unincorporated, which is consolidated with such party for financial reporting purposes.

“Tax” or “Taxes” means (i) all federal, state, local, and foreign income, excise, gross receipts, ad valorem, profits, gains, property,
capital, sales, transfer, use, license, payroll, employment, social security, severance, unemployment, withholding, duties, excise,
windfall profits, intangibles, franchise, backup withholding, value added, alternative or add-on minimum, estimated and other taxes,
charges, levies or like assessments or any charge of any kind in the nature of (or similar to) taxes whatsoever together with all
penalties and additions to tax and interest thereon and (ii) any liability for the payment of any amounts of the type described in
clause (i) of this definition as a result of being a member of an affiliated, consolidated, combined or unitary group for any period, as
a result of any tax sharing or tax allocation agreement, arrangement or understanding, or as a result of being liable for another
person’s taxes as a transferee or successor, by contract or otherwise.

“Tax Return” means any return, declaration, report, claim for refund, or information return or statement relating to Taxes, including
any schedule or attachment thereto, and including any amendment thereof, supplied or required to be supplied to a Governmental
Entity.

[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed by their respective officers thereunto
duly authorized as of the date first above written.

FIRST HORIZON CORPORATION

By: /s/ D. Bryan Jordan
Name: D. Bryan Jordan
Title: President and Chief Executive Officer

THE TORONTO-DOMINION BANK

By: /s/ Barbara Hooper
Name: Barbara Hooper
Title: Senior Executive Vice President -

Treasury, Corporate Development,
Strategic Sourcing & Real Estate

TD BANK US HOLDING COMPANY

By: /s/ Leo Salom
Name: Leo Salom
Title: President and CEO

FALCON HOLDINGS ACQUISITION CO.

By: /s/ Barbara Hooper
Name: Barbara Hooper
Title: Secretary

[Signature Page to Agreement and Plan of Merger]
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Simplified Structure Chart
(Proposed Transaction—Post-Parent Merger) 
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The Bank Merger
Assuming Bank Merger Occurs
Following Second Step Merger (if applicable)
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Simplified Structure Chart
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Simplified Structure Chart
(Proposed Transaction—the Bank Merger, after Second Step Merger)
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PUBLIC EXHIBIT 3

LIST OF TDBNA's BRANCHES



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Innis Avenue Branch 703 Main St Poughkeepsie NY 12601 12601-3700 Dutchess County 2006 133334A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Hills Branch 1850 South Rd Wappingers Falls NY 12590 12590-1359 Dutchess County 2006 133337A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Post Office Square Branch 185 Franklin St Boston MA 02110 02110-1511 Suffolk County 1200 129336A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lexington Branch 1840 Massachusetts Ave Lexington MA 02420 02420-5351 Middlesex County 1196 129338A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bedford Branch 175 Great Rd Bedford MA 01730 01730-2730 Middlesex County 1196 129333A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Billerica Branch 449 Boston Rd Billerica MA 01821 01821-2809 Middlesex County 1196 129335A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Arlington Branch 880 Massachusetts Ave Arlington MA 02476 02476-4730 Middlesex County 1196 129332A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Peabody Branch 31 Cross St Peabody MA 01960 01960-1608 Essex County 1192 129341A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palatka West Branch 101 Highway 19 North Palatka FL 32177 32177 Putnam County 383 148239A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pembroke Lakes Store 11825 Pines Blvd Pembroke Pines FL 33026 33026-4121 Broward County 334 148723A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coral Gables/Alhambra Branch 255 Alhambra Cir Coral Gables FL 33134 33134-7411 Miami-Dade County 341 148682A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Milford, Nh Branch 57 South St Milford NH 03055 03055-3736 Hillsborough County 1917 117508A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Amherst Branch 40 Rt 101A Amherst NH 03031 03031-2213 Hillsborough County 1917 117467A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wilton-Lyndeborough Branch 905 Elm St Wilton NH 03086 03086 Hillsborough County 1917 117538A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Anderson North Branch 2918 N Main St Anderson SC 29621 29621-2759 Anderson County 2409 148773A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Anderson South Branch 2808 S Main St Anderson SC 29624 29624-3726 Anderson County 2409 148772A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Travelers Rest Branch 6514B State Park Rd Travelers Rest SC 29690 29690-1694 Greenville County 2428 148846A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Summerville Branch 1900 Old Trolley Rd Summerville SC 29485 29485-8207 Dorchester County 2423 148842A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodland Park Store Branch 1235 McBride Ave Woodland Park NJ 07424 07424-2540 Passaic County 1937 133446A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Queensbury Branch 54 Quaker Rd Queensbury NY 12804 12804-1711 Warren County 2049 007401A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Glens Falls Branch 99 Main St South Glens Falls NY 12803 12803-4805 Saratoga County 2038 002228A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kingsbury Branch 14 Main St Hudson Falls NY 12839 12839-1919 Washington County 2050 012856A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenwich, Ny Branch 146 Main St Greenwich NY 12834 12834-1215 Washington County 2050 016262A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warrensburg Branch 3852 Main St Warrensburg NY 12885 12885-1431 Warren County 2049 018691A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dolson Avenue Branch 156 Dolson Ave # A-B Middletown NY 10940 10940-6568 Orange County 2028 133320A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Broadway Newburgh Branch 800 Broadway Newburgh NY 12550 12550-6512 Orange County 2028 133328A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chester,ny Branch 78 Brookside Ave Chester NY 10918 10918-1059 Orange County 2028 133313A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Springfield, Pa Branch 969 Baltimore Pike Springfield PA 19064 19064-3964 Delaware County 2278 075468A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haverford Branch 401 Lancaster Ave Haverford PA 19041 19041-1514 Montgomery County 2301 089758A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chelsea Branch 457 Broadway Chelsea MA 02150 02150-2902 Suffolk County 1200 129337A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Revere Branch 411 Broadway Revere MA 02151 02151-3030 Suffolk County 1200 129342A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Summer Street Branch 367 Summer St Fitchburg MA 01420 01420-5954 Worcester County 1201 117396A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gardner Branch 90 Pearson Blvd Gardner MA 01440 01440-3322 Worcester County 1201 117387A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westborough Branch 800 Union St Westborough MA 01581 01581-5405 Worcester County 1201 117397A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orleans-Main Street Branch 40 Main St Orleans MA 02653 02653-2441 Barnstable County 1188 116216A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Provincetown-Shank Painter Branch 103 Shank Painter Rd Provincetown MA 02657 02657-1373 Barnstable County 1188 116221A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pocasset Branch 2 Barlows Landing Rd Rt 28 Pocasset MA 02559 02559 Barnstable County 1188 116220A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Andover-Main St Branch 27 Main St #61 Andover MA 01810 01810-4067 Essex County 1192 121123A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Methuen-Broadway Branch 547 Broadway Methuen MA 01844 01844-2051 Essex County 1192 121096A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Andover-Main St. Branch 108 Main St North Andover MA 01845 01845-2420 Essex County 1192 121098A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pleasant Valley Branch 91 Pleasant Valley St Methuen MA 01844 01844-7202 Essex County 1192 121097A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tewksbury Center Branch 995 Main St Tewksbury MA 01876 01876-1843 Middlesex County 1196 121103A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tewksbury Branch 2345 Main St Tewksbury MA 01876 01876-3125 Middlesex County 1196 121099A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Springfield-Main Branch 1441 Main St Springfield MA 01103 01103-1406 Hampden County 1194 117435A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Agawam Branch 40 Springfield St Agawam MA 01001 01001-1522 Hampden County 1194 117421A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Longmeadow Branch 847 Williams St Longmeadow MA 01106 01106-2066 Hampden County 1194 117425A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Forest Park Branch 561 Sumner Ave Springfield MA 01108 01108-2436 Hampden County 1194 117412A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 State Street, Ma Branch 958 State St Springfield MA 01109 01109-3145 Hampden County 1194 117430A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Springfield Branch 1360 Carew St Springfield MA 01104 01104-2068 Hampden County 1194 117409A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chicopee Branch 693 Memorial Dr Chicopee MA 01020 01020-5018 Hampden County 1194 117418A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Longmeadow Branch 465 N Main St East Longmeadow MA 01028 01028-1804 Hampden County 1194 117419A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cooley & Allen Branch 441 Cooley St Springfield MA 01128 01128-1113 Hampden County 1194 117408A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boston-Bay Branch 412 Boston Rd Springfield MA 01109 01109-1228 Hampden County 1194 117424A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Willimansett Branch 153 Meadow St Chicopee MA 01013 01013-2232 Hampden County 1194 117432A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westfield-Main Branch 60 Main St Westfield MA 01085 01085-3111 Hampden County 1194 117431A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Holyoke Branch 50 Holyoke St Holyoke MA 01040 01040-2709 Hampden County 1194 117433A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northampton Branch 175 Main St Northampton MA 01060 01060-3146 Hampshire County 1195 117428A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Riverdale Branch 969 Riverdale St West Springfield MA 01089 01089-4613 Hampden County 1194 117429A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Peabody Branch 635 Lowell St Peabody MA 01960 01960-2320 Essex County 1192 124054A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Peabody Branch 79 Lynnfield St Peabody MA 01960 01960-5201 Essex County 1192 124053A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cabot Street Branch 175 Cabot St Beverly MA 01915 01915-5821 Essex County 1192 124056A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Beverly Branch 55 Dodge St Beverly MA 01915 01915-1705 Essex County 1192 124057A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gloucester-Harbor Loop Branch 2 Harbor Loop Gloucester MA 01930 01930-5004 Essex County 1192 121122A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Foxborough Branch 54 Central St Foxborough MA 02035 02035-2432 Norfolk County 1198 127132A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wrentham Branch 127 S St Wrentham MA 02093 02093-1526 Norfolk County 1198 127131A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Walpole Branch 950 East St Walpole MA 02081 02081-2842 Norfolk County 1198 127130A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Edgell Road Store Branch 900 Edgell Rd # 904 Framingham MA 01701 01701-3101 Middlesex County 1196 121343A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Route 9 Branch 25 Prospect St Framingham MA 01701 01701-6800 Middlesex County 1196 121344A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Street, Ma Branch 420 Franklin St Framingham MA 01702 01702-6216 Middlesex County 1196 121346A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Milford, Ma Branch 196 E Main St Milford MA 01757 01757-2822 Worcester County 1201 121349A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haverhill Main Branch 153 Merrimack St Haverhill MA 01830 01830-6107 Essex County 1192 118235A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Topsfield Branch 16 Main St Topsfield MA 01983 01983-1831 Essex County 1192 117401A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Groveland Branch 280 Main St Groveland MA 01834 01834-1233 Essex County 1192 117391A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Georgetown, Ma Branch 62 Central St Georgetown MA 01833 01833-2407 Essex County 1192 117399A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Central Street Branch 45 Central St Lowell MA 01852 01852-1906 Middlesex County 1196 117413A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Highlands Branch 350 Westford St Lowell MA 01851 01851-2528 Middlesex County 1196 117415A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Drum Hill Branch 41 Drum Hill Rd Chelmsford MA 01824 01824-1503 Middlesex County 1196 117403A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pawtucketville Branch 32 Mammoth Rd Lowell MA 01854 01854-2607 Middlesex County 1196 117414A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ipswich Branch 23 Market St Ipswich MA 01938 01938-2212 Essex County 1192 123043A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rowley Branch 174 Newburyport Turnpike Rowley MA 01969 01969-2014 Essex County 1192 123044A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Athol Branch 2156 Main St Athol MA 01331 01331-3501 Worcester County 1201 117384A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Georgetown, Ct Branch 60 Redding Rd Redding CT 06896 06896-3211 Fairfield County 317 133280A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wallingford-Downtown Branch 2 N Main St Wallingford CT 06492 06492-3710 New Haven County 321 133301A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Highland-Cheshire Branch 595 Highland Ave Cheshire CT 06410 06410-2205 New Haven County 321 133275A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Meriden-East Main St. Branch 733 E Main St Meriden CT 06450 06450-6005 New Haven County 321 133286A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southington-Main St Branch 121 Main St Southington CT 06489 06489-2505 Hartford County 318 123514A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southington-Queen St. Branch 900 Queen St Southington CT 06489 06489-2161 Hartford County 318 12351SA Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plantsville-South End Branch 921 Meriden Waterbury Tpke Plantsville CT 06479 06479-2009 Hartford County 318 124281A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Britain-West Main Branch 655 W Main St New Britain CT 06053 06053-3967 Hartford County 318 124293A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newington, Ct Branch 1133 Main St Newington CT 06111 06111-2917 Hartford County 318 124280A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wethersfield Branch 25 Wells Rd Wethersfield CT 06109 06109-3041 Hartford County 318 124294A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plainville Branch 123 E Main St Plainville CT 06062 06062-1984 Hartford County 318 124281A Moderate

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)
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Staffed! 0,0,1) 1 HaWildl026,,2 2622100 Simi090 CNt 00100st= 1 A 01831074 Cm2a02t2 10'2 10412942 000

61af0e20000,6)1) 1 :iat,0, 002 sa23t70,2,0Cnto,$ 7011 CT 01M2 01852-19W0 -diev,3 Cmtniy 3190 1240102201

R.fd -h 1 1 Hgh-B. W-d t-.0IV,00,008-58 Mide--I01-A2.

Staffed B-th,11 2101od ilEmo 1DmnHl d lilo008,218410 - i-Ct216l7Q AMdl



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Simsbury Branch 714 Hopmeadow St Simsbury CT 06070 06070-2234 Hartford County 318 124286A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hamden Central Branch 2992 Dixwell Ave Hamden CT 06518 06518-3502 New Haven County 321 133283A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Glastonbury-Main Street Branch 2461 Main St Glastonbury CT 06033 06033-2024 Hartford County 318 117841A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Robinwood Branch 1254 W Main St Waterbury CT 06708 06708-3107 New Haven County 321 124291A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wolcott Branch 826 Wolcott Rd Wolcott CT 06716 06716-1919 New Haven County 321 124297A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Watertown Branch 1247 Main St Watertown CT 06795 06795-3107 Litchfield County 319 124291A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Waterbury Plaza Branch 835 Wolcott St Waterbury CT 06705 06705-1315 New Haven County 321 124279A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bristol, Ct Branch 414 Broad St Bristol CT 06010 06010-6636 Hartford County 318 133274A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tampa Central Branch 2307 W Kennedy Blvd Tampa FL 33609 33609-3301 Hillsborough County 357 148732A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hilldale Branch 5201 N Lois Ave Tampa FL 33614 33614-6550 Hillsborough County 357 148732A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lakeside Branch 475 SE Port Saint Lucie Blvd Port Saint Lucie FL 34984 34984-5173 St. Lucie County 385 084554A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Vero Beach Rt. 60 Branch 4100 20th St Vero Beach FL 32960 32960-2415 Indian River County 359 085862A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Babcock Street Branch 4625 Babcock St NE Palm Bay FL 32905 32905-2822 Brevard County 333 088985A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Malabar Road Branch 1159 Malabar Rd NE Palm Bay FL 32907 32907-3257 Brevard County 333 088984A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tierra Verde Branch 1275 Pinellas Bayway Tierra Verde FL 33715 33715-2100 Pinellas County 381 148736A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ellsworth Branch 217 High St Ellsworth ME 04605 04605-1715 Hancock County 1230 118122A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newport Branch 76 Main St Newport ME 04953 04953-3011 Penobscot County 1235 118141A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bangor-Union St. Branch 1067 Union St Bangor ME 04401 04401-3011 Penobscot County 1235 118111A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bangor-Exchange St. Branch 77 Exchange St Bangor ME 04401 04401-6612 Penobscot County 1235 118109A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfield, Me Branch 112 Main St Fairfield ME 04937 04937-1527 Somerset County 1238 118123A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rockland Branch 34 School St Rockland ME 04841 04841-2841 Knox County 1232 118153A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Camden, Me Branch 89 Elm St Camden ME 04843 04843-1941 Knox County 1232 118117A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Waterville Main St. Branch 182 Main St Waterville ME 04901 04901-6649 Kennebec County 1231 118169A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westgate Branch 1410 Congress St Portland ME 04102 04102-2119 Cumberland County 1228 118149A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westbrook Branch 835 Main St Westbrook ME 04092 04092-2801 Cumberland County 1228 118172A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kittery Branch 30 State Rd Kittery ME 03904 03904-1537 York County 1241 118133A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Presque Isle Branch 680 Main St Presque Isle ME 04769 04769-2231 Aroostook County 1227 118152A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Houlton Branch 6 North St Houlton ME 04730 04730-1808 Aroostook County 1227 118131A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Windham Branch 756 Roosevelt Trl Windham ME 04062 04062-5343 Cumberland County 1228 118142A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Portland 449 Forest Ave Branch 449 Forest Ave Portland ME 04101 04101-2029 Cumberland County 1228 118150A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stillwater Ave./Bangor 878 Stillwater Ave Bangor ME 04401 04401-3614 Penobscot County 1235 118110A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farmington, Me Branch 163 Broadway Farmington ME 04938 04938-5909 Franklin County 1229 118125A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kennebunk Branch 56 Portland Rd Kennebunk ME 04043 04043-6657 York County 1241 118132A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Scarborough Branch 4 Hannaford Dr Scarborough ME 04074 04074-9057 Cumberland County 1228 118158A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Market Street, Me Branch 9 Market St South Portland ME 04106 04106-3616 Cumberland County 1228 118163A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northgate Branch 362 Allen Ave Portland ME 04103 04103-3715 Cumberland County 1228 118147A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Alton Branch 92 Main St Alton NH 03809 03809-4621 Belknap County 1912 007959A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lafayette Road Branch 1500 Lafayette Rd Portsmouth NH 03801 03801-5649 Rockingham County 1919 117524A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newington, Nh Branch 2033 Woodbury Ave Newington NH 03801 03801-2804 Rockingham County 1919 117516A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rochester Branch One Old Dover Rd Rochester NH 03867 03867-3460 Strafford County 1920 117528A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Portsmouth Branch 333 State St Portsmouth NH 03801 03801-4036 Rockingham County 1919 117526A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Weare Branch 1361 S Stark Hwy Weare NH 03281 03281-5036 Hillsborough County 1917 117535A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Street, Nh Branch 300 Franklin St Manchester NH 03101 03101-2318 Hillsborough County 1917 118236A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Concord North Main St. Branch 143 N Main St Concord NH 03301 03301-5089 Merrimack County 1918 117474A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Contoocook Branch 884 Main St Contoocook NH 03229 03229-3004 Merrimack County 1918 117477A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hillsboro Branch 11 School St Hillsborough NH 03244 03244-4888 Hillsborough County 1917 117489A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nashua-300 Main Branch 300 Main St Nashua NH 03060 03060-4635 Hillsborough County 1917 117510A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nashua Mall Branch 10 Gusabel Ave Nashua NH 03063 03063-3237 Hillsborough County 1917 117512A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Main Street Branch 293 S Main St Manchester NH 03102 03102-4838 Hillsborough County 1917 117503A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Merrimack Branch 300 Daniel Webster Hwy Merrimack NH 03054 03054-4115 Hillsborough County 1917 117507A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nashua Dw Plaza Branch 225 Daniel Webster Hwy Nashua NH 03060 03060-5536 Hillsborough County 1917 117511A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bristol, Nh Branch 10 N Main St Bristol NH 03222 03222-3512 Grafton County 1916 117471A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dover - Central Branch 353 Central Ave Dover NH 03820 03820-3487 Strafford County 1920 117479A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Weeks Crossing Branch 29 Weeks Ln Dover NH 03820 03820-2500 Strafford County 1920 117480A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newmarket Branch 72 Exeter Rd Newmarket NH 03857 03857-1905 Rockingham County 1919 117517A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bedford-South River Rd Branch 141 S River Rd Bedford NH 03110 03110-6732 Hillsborough County 1917 1174470A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Summit Avenue Branch 800 Summit Ave Union City NJ 07087 07087-5508 Hudson County 1930 133437A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairview Branch 410 Fairview Ave Fairview NJ 07022 07022-1837 Bergen County 1923 133375A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Towers Branch 733 Palisade Ave Cliffside Park NJ 07010 07010-3200 Bergen County 1923 133367A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pan American Branch 4314 Bergenline Ave Union City NJ 07087 07087-5002 Hudson County 1930 133436A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West New York Branch 6137 Bergenline Ave West New York NJ 07093 07093-1520 Hudson County 1930 133444A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Twenty-First Branch 330 21st Ave Paterson NJ 07501 07501-3618 Passaic County 1937 133419A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Paterson Center City Branch 301 Main St Paterson NJ 07505 07505-1855 Passaic County 1937 133418A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Union City Branch 3601 Kennedy Blvd Union City NJ 07087 07087-3990 Hudson County 1930 133412A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cedar Grove Branch 85 Pompton Ave # 107 Cedar Grove NJ 07009 07009-2013 Essex County 1928 133360A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lodi Branch 150 Main St Lodi NJ 07644 07644-1724 Bergen County 1923 135501A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Moorestown Branch 22 W Main St Moorestown NJ 08057 08057-2430 Burlington County 1924 207962A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Berlin, Nj Branch 247 S White Horse Pike Berlin NJ 08009 08009-1901 Camden County 1925 133353A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gloucester Township Branch 1235 Blackwood-Clementon Rd Clementon NJ 08021 08021-5621 Camden County 1925 070654A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ganttown Square Branch 5200 Rt 42 Turnersville NJ 08012 08012-1760 Gloucester County 1929 078797A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harbor Plaza Branch 284 Egg Harbor Rd Sewell NJ 08080 08080-3130 Gloucester County 1929 133432A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Williamstown, Nj Branch 236 Sicklerville Rd Williamstown NJ 08094 08094-1502 Gloucester County 1929 207963A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Holly Ravine Branch 101 Springdale Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08003 08003 Camden County 1925 078790A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brigantine Branch 4200 Harbor Beach Blvd Brigantine NJ 08203 08203-1339 Atlantic County 1922 081448A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northfield Branch 1120 Tilton Rd Northfield NJ 08225 08225-1230 Atlantic County 1922 086861A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marter Avenue Branch 306 Marter Ave Moorestown NJ 08057 08057-3121 Burlington County 1924 089011A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Allendale Branch 63 W Allendale Ave Allendale NJ 07401 07401-1701 Bergen County 1923 142657A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ridgewood Branch 133 Franklin Ave Ridgewood NJ 07450 07450-3225 Bergen County 1923 142695A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Montvale Branch 111 Chestnut Ridge Rd Montvale NJ 07645 07645-1710 Bergen County 1923 142683A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ramsey Office 1100 Lake St Ramsey NJ 07446 07446-1250 Bergen County 1923 142656A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hawthorne Branch 617 Lafayette Ave Hawthorne NJ 07506 07506-2419 Passaic County 1937 142673A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Englewood Cliffs Branch 457 Sylvan Ave Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632 07632-2914 Bergen County 1923 135493A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marion Branch 307 N Main St Marion SC 29571 29571-3027 Marion County 2439 148822A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Broad/Clinton Branch 819 S Broad St Clinton SC 29325 29325-2815 Laurens County 2435 148784A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Harper Branch 508 N Harper St Laurens SC 29360 29360-2338 Laurens County 2435 148818A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Easley Branch 200 S Pendleton St Easley SC 29640 29640-3048 Pickens County 2444 148796A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pickens Branch 333 E Main St Pickens SC 29671 29671-2319 Pickens County 2444 148834A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Summit, SC Branch 5041 Calhoun Memorial Hwy Easley SC 29640 29640-3837 Pickens County 2444 148797A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plantation Point Branch 1320 38th Ave N Myrtle Beach SC 29577 29577-1314 Horry County 2431 148827A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hilton Head Main Branch 62 New Orleans Rd Hilton Head Island SC 29928 29928-4753 Beaufort County 2412 148815A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haywood Road Branch 917 Haywood Rd Greenville SC 29615 29615-3566 Greenville County 2428 148811A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wade Hampton Branch 1450 Wade Hampton Blvd Greenville SC 29609 29609-5046 Greenville County 2428 148807A Middle
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StaffedBc(1) 1 Sid Baty 1,2 M 74 Rophadha St sWate,y CT m70 070-3 NewHaveCy 31 12428a Midle
Staffed Brnh(1) 1 H - Cdidtaeo Bn2002 124Ma W-ate CT 0518 005-3107 noeldCon 311 12283A Udl
Staffed B,a,h(1) 1 atoCtBra h 21 ModSt Glastoab1y 1T 6033 0H03a202 318 0184A Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 :Verod B h t. h 4100 2 0th 0- VWoatt CL 060 3260-2151 Inia River Coty 359 124 1A :Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wakba Road BranW015Ia. Rd NE CT 0716 067-11 Brevrd Col 333 O2297A Middle
Staffed Branch(1) 1 Waeld- e ra, 1247Me,i t Waed cT 67 -9-3107 LofeiatCd o1 1 111A aMiddle

StaffedBranch()1) 1 Wamden,MeBanstch 89E0l St Camenf CE 0670 0843-191 RAaoCo y 132 118117A Up2 r

St,ffed Branch(1) 1 Kiata nchR 30tated Stw ME7 03903 15 YkCoun 1e, ddt241 11813A Midl

Staffd Brnht(1) 1 HuBrantB1, 41No .St Houo CE 0 0 Be00-180 H4stG60 unty 137 131211A Middle

Stafed Branch(1) 1 Tadpa 0-9 Fad Brn 2307W Kaoe dy A Tolan FL 33101 0-209 ltth a d 357 8118730 Middle
S taffed 1,h1 1 Hllidl B,h S201 6N Lda 0-i 6,00 FL 3314 3-14-0 04 1000i 00l 1 357 100732A Lil

Staffed B,anh(1) 1 Ledadngto 47M BranchSid 1 163 e Brodwa bFaio ME 38 38-18-573 Frla Couny 31 0855A Middle
Staffd Brach (1) 1 -aorou rnch 4anar0 d4100 20 r tS ugh M E-B , FL 3301 206-211 C Con 35 08582A Middle

Staffed Brnh0(1) 1 No-kgatBdoot 3 062en1ave $ PI Nl FL 3103 313-202 C-adCounty 333 19817A Midale

Staffad nh,(1) 1 Lfe6,e4dBrnd 11 Lafye3 Rd E Po0 .s NL 307 307-3217 R ingaCo0 y 31 11784A Middle

Staffed B,ah(1) 1 Roet- Brachd 1275Old Doverl R Rade ete N 33715 371-210 Saaor Cou 381 11738 M rat
Staeffd Branch(1) 1 Hlls tr oBranch 2171 0 Hiogh N Hl- ME 3101 021188 Hills Crough.un 1230 110122A MMerate

Staffed Branh0(1) 1 Nahat Malt 76Br,0 3 Nkaht u4023 0393-3011 P iaough Coun 19735 8175 Middle

Staffad nh0(1) 1 Mem0 B h 300Danie0WebstH1M67e c 0 NH 100 03001-11 Hlls.rough.uny 131 I 110111A Middle
Staffed B,a h(1) 1 Sdford-huth totr NH 030 041-1012 Hi kdddl rog n 1917 811 90A md

Staffad nh0(1) 1 F.a. Me4n,c 12 Mel SineAve Unioi -307 037-1527 500HanC.uny 030 110123A :l

Staffed Brach (1) 1 Twe.an -Fit Pstemo 07041 08041-361 P00 i Conty 1232 1 53A Middla
Staffd Banch (1) 1 Unon Ci Bac 3601 nney Bd0Uion2C 0708-30 Hu0 -40u10 123 110117A Mpre

Staffed B,anh(1) 1 waLd,iBn Me mh 1502Main La 102 040214 Bergen=Cond 1231 83509A Middle

Staffd Brach (1) 1 Weri NJ Brah 247 S0White HrePeBi 4100 102--190 Camd Cun0y 025 11143A Middle

Staffed B,h4(1) 1 0a s quaeBranch 5 ,00 Tuervik Ml 00092 08032-2001 C tearl Cony 1228 0713 Middle

St0ed Branch (1) 1 .li4m0 o,4000 30a,4Skel RdWilmsow 0303 00ta-1502 G,u C on y- 129 107133A Miaae

Staffed B,ac1) 1 MaderAa u ea nh 380 Mae,0 v Miaes80 10 M urn6gtoCot 12 I 7 8015 Middle

30f0ed4B,h4(1) 1 1Ram- 1y - 16NLaSt Rame y 37 6 04730-1208 BergenCounY 027 110131A Upidr

StaffedB ranh1) 1 Nglh eW i ,Bra 7 SylvanAve El0nle d C 04062 08632-034 Cegen Co 12 1021493 Middle

30.dB0anch(1) 1 PauthBr 03 Ft 8 r4 ClEnton SC F2101 2311-2815 6LaurensCln 243 11810A Middle

Staffed B,ach (1) 1 Eal anch 007 SlaetaaAn Sasle M 04O 0440-3014 Padsidd 6un( 1231 8487 Mdale

Stffed Brch (1) 1 Fum i, M B,nch 13 Bd041 l Memoka HM M3 0 -0383 Pi Cens.-un( 223 118 7A :Middle

Staffed 0,04)1 1 Kaintano aB-h 06 Phatlal4 R0 KetMEk 04043 04083-007 Votk G.-ty -121 10302 up-w

3040408,4000)1) 1 -00 ghBda0,.h0 040060 S---gh03 M0 02070 041074-9057 C-ted-00001 1200 t 1101580A0(
Staffed Brach(1) 1 Maoesieat.MaBad 96Nedst hfl,neand M 0928 042-316 CeafodCoy 88 813A Middle

30ff01308,40001) 1 N-9-31 1400 30S.4 -ha A-0, ;ME 0210 04103-3715 C-ted-0 0C0001 020 1101400 :M0d14

Staffed 0,4040)) 1 0180 Bdatdh 3284a,0 &0 NH 0300 03004021 Eealtp cddd(0 1912 007959A Middle
30404083,40001) 1 ,Lidayd0 0-000,40- 110 Lidy.11. Rd P.--t00h 0H 0301 0001-1600 R060ddia00n ( 1313y 'l 1173000 ;M0ddl

Staffe 0,001 1 Naoflot N0 8,000 2033 W,xxill0 At. Nael00 NH 33068 0300-20 81 ghen00 1913 817516 Middle
30f040 8,4000) 1) 1 R--dad.h 0,0 004 0000,0 000044t4, NHl 03817 0067-3 sha006000( 0320 1 1173080 806,dee
Staffed 0,4040)) 1 00000108 04.0 3330041802S 00dank,v0 NH 0308 03001-4006 R-410l, 110-0( 193 71706 000w

St0edBranh,(1) 1 W H,4 1m0,B rc 1 Bd,i SC 12609 20-1-5046 Greevlle- ng 1310 I 11730A Middle

Staffed 0,Worki ) 1 Brnceklis t$,4 Nd8b- 30 F,akli. S1 NH 33108 031-2318 Hillataeagh 0o0( 17 8 236 modomw
R.ff.d8,B000)1) 1 --006004 S- M 0,0 :14368,0 6001 Meh 0t-d:H3301 03301-100 e400r4001 0310 1170700 :M0d14

Staffed 0,4040)) 1 00intaxdo,060 00 884a, St Cdh1006k NH 0 032 032-30 adr-ito Coad 1918 1174A0 up-
304040831,40001) '1 Hill-60,B,4a- 1100006 St Hllk 40H006 03200 00-00 fl40-0g000( 1310 1174800 M02d,41

Staffed 0,4010)1 1 Na000-300a0il, 300d 88,00 64800 stkde.N 03000 036-43 Hillabdeagh 0000( 197 81510 L04
30404084000)1 1 N-40001 D,00 G00-610 6400 6NH 03013 0063-3237 Hil60100000(0t31 117312 :M0d14

Staffd 03,4001 1 sdad, Mainstal,tan. 2933$ Win0 St,000a NH 33102 03802-4030 Hlit 0000y 1915113A Middle
3040408,4000)1) 1 .. rl B 011140330 D40,4 W.404141 Otl NH,1 1. 03 PD001-115 Hl-g 40-0t000( 131 1173070 ;M0ddl

Staffed 0,4010)1 1 Ne000400401422 Bamh00 221 Edtia W.al0 084, 648000 NH 03000 030 600 Hillabdeagh00( 191 7 8151- Moderte
30.0f08,4000)1) 1 B0i41, N00,40001 IN 04,03 St Bredi 0322 00222-3512 0,4a000t0( 0316y 1170710 :M0d14

Staffed 0,4040)) 1 00- ,04Jall Bad 3330010 004", Aa8N 0302 03020-3007 08da0oal0000t 1900 11749A modamwt
304040831,40001) 1 00441 01044i03 B,0 20041 Lee 00041 NH 03820 008.20-2100. shl -dy00 1300 1174800 M024,41

St.ffed 0,4000)1 1 N0410o,w aB.d& 720E0W,0d Re0adn.ked NH 03067 03m11k)1 402ghern co.( 199 817517A Middle
30ff01308,40001) 1 :.d.d0-..tlh 004.,020B,40 141 09040 Ri-, R0d 03110 NH - hD 110-2 9, h t 109000000017 11700 0J-

Staffed 0,4040)) 1 00...i, Oatte. a,0 B.- 800,.drdi Ate 00h10( cit 0703 0707-10 8006003 1930 133437* modamwt
3040408,4000)1) 1 .1-a' :44,40410 Fam 04000 Fail4 RJ 070- O702-1-0 84P,0406000(0-3 13373 :M0ddl

Staffed 0,4010)1() 1 00=0 8,4= 733 Palikahja '"" Oile P01ki6 07010 07010-300 B4hion0000(0 1903 U3M7A uphia
3040408,4000)1) 1 1.0,04-0-08140004314 01.101m 0di. 00,000( I07007 070087-1002 H-00600n0(01930 13306-0
Staffed 0,40h 1)1 22aa 6004 YM 8,404 6837 Begoniho0 A.e220 weett NJ 6 07093 0703-1520 8020600003 1930 13346 modamw
3040408,4000)1) 1 -rky Fl-tl 8110 332100 -t0 RJ 071501 07501-3018 pee-w, C001-13 13341009Al
Staffed 0,4010)1 1 048a'060a0d 4 dta City0B1,,001 41P,000ku 075015 075D-1851 Pasodt( 1937 8310L4

30404083,40001) 1 Udim City Bra-0 3101 000040 860i0,00(0 NJ 07007 07007-3300D H-000( -d3130 133012 8M04,4"Staffed 0,40h 1 ) 1 Cad. Gadde 0850 05000060 At0107 Code,,0- NJ 07003 07000-213 Esol o6t( 1908 13380 up-
30404083,40001) 1 -i2Bra-0 :1104,001& 000, RJ 070 0780-72 84.,,0460( 13 1311 Mi0d(.

Staffed 0,4010)1) 1 8000P1008000 thn2 W 84,00 08t00 6i4k 08057 om01-40 B00fl0n00000(0 1904 007060 00hia
30ff01308,40001) 1 0eli,N 618400 2020(49470 S4, Whit 0000 Pik.-30 64,0406i0( R,o.0301wgd C-y- 1333530 Mi0d(4

Staffed 0,4000)) 1 40000010, T00010( aIS-& 8235 84.0d-I,01 Rd Ci0ind0rd6 NJ 08028 02021-128 Can040 G000(0 1901 07%54A Middle
30404083,40001) 1 G.0-0 Sq... Bra-0 120 Pt02 =.,0114 l4 001 :=1217110i C..04,00( 1 07737 :M0d(l

Staffed 0,4010)1) 1 Ref,34,0M 048n00 28004600 Egg01 64 0800 0i80 0GI-Ra10 -00099 830 uphia

Staffed 0,4000)) 1 Hdlly l44, aBmmh 8000o 210 660MCled Hill NJ 0800 02003 Cr040- 6000(0 1901 078700 up-
30404083,40001) 1 Bill010 B,4a- 020400- 080 H.-010 -4 Bi00 -23-1339 0114- 60001 132 08100 M004,4k

Staffed 8,4010)1() 1 Nodhifil =,01 1822000 ad,341 Rd 08225 082211206 -- od0 d 0-0092 08006 uphia
30.0f08,4000)1) 1 840,000048,0 3036 0404,00 A-000 64d 01-7 0017-3121 80,1,000 60001 030 0800110 0J-2

Staffed 8,00)1 1 .1aend.l. Br000 63W .1aend.l. kel NJ10006 07408 07401-1708 lee Chant6,0( 1903 140657A up-w
3040408,4000)1) 1 th,4,-68,00 1:133 F-id, Rigeca 0(-54006 040 0701-2 84P,0406000(0 13 100633 00-2
Staffed 8,4010)1() 1 MalB h,0 181608000adtfRidge Rd 8804 kid 0704 076411710 Be4l,0000( 190n3 840683A l0
30.0f08,4000)1) 1 R02,04el00 100441 -400 L.k 0702 Rj7060--125D 84P,0406000(00-3 1006560 0up,

Staffed 8,4000)1 1 00dai0 -n,0 687 LealOy0 04 8410 0780 07108-213 Pa-h. 064at(0 937 140630 UP-
3040408,4000)1) 1 E.004-0020 1,0 0157 E01-4 Ei,gl G04 iff0l0 h4 700 07632-2014 84P,0406000(0-3 13-003 0ppe1
Staffed 8,4010)1() 1 84000803001 30768,0 880 Mai 20Mad s578 2057140D27 -. 0diaty( 0439 800 Moderate
30ff01308,4,001) 1 Sddh1 B-00Cli-0 8,400 0104140 6110 .0 223 idd ,i .21 2h32-2Lk11 C00,646t0( 0031 1007800 ;M0ddl

Staffed 8,4000)1 1 64084088,,0 H060, Laddids 86 2000 3203-2a.- 600C006( 0431 1-886 modamw
3040408,4,00)1) 1 1-W(4 0,0 200 E P-ladd, St Eeelay SC2-0 :20800-3048 7,0400-1( 0000- 100736 8024,4k
Staffed 8,4010)1() 1 Ie 8n. Ba0 3330E4-,0t ftkonk 86 20678 20071-2313 Pi4006dan(0y004 848360 Middle
30.0f08,4,00)1) 1 .S.-l01SC Bra-, 1001 C.- M0..0dial0 Eeelay tic 22640 29640-3837 7,0440-k( 0000 2. 1007370 Mi0d(4

Staffed 8,-0)1 1 Phaaadkin,0 aPint 8.&32038220086 80M^4 Ekiedd 6 20577 2577-1314 0efC.ol 0431 1-8070 Middle
3040408,4,00)1) 1 10004280140 024e0,4,0 -10 040040 SC 22028Hi-ea 20028-3 84e070f000( C-00212 1008110 :M0d(l

Staffed 8,4010)1() 1 Hay,cl06000006!00 917 His00odd Gdeoi 8 22015 2011-500 Gea01060 040 .8 816 Moderate
30.0f08,4,00)1) 1 Waidt.4,0H..pt.,00 100404010 (00 H:Pbd011 Bil 22a-l. 1-00 20609-5046 Gre-ll.000( 0000ly248 100067 Mi0d(4

h14e-0 Pk. 2 113 2.1--0(2



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mauldin Branch 305 New Neely Ferry Rd Mauldin SC 29662 29662-2641 Greenville County 2428 148823A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Northeast Branch 10000 Two Notch Rd Columbia SC 29223 29223-4382 Richland County 2445 148785A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Forest Drive Branch 4875 Forest Dr Columbia SC 29206 29206-4811 Richland County 2445 148789A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Swansea Branch 200 S Brecon Ave Swansea SC 29160 29160 Lexington County 2437 148844A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Irmo Branch 1265 Lake Murray Blvd Irmo SC 29063 29063-2826 Lexington County 2437 148816A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Barton Branch 424 Main St Barton VT 05822 05822-8829 Orleans County 3044 026476A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Essex Junction Branch 4 Main St Essex Junction VT 05452 05452-3132 Chittenden County 3038 026479A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St. Johnsbury Branch 301 Railroad St Saint Johnsbury VT 05819 05819-1637 Caledonia County 3037 026496A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Winooski Branch 27 E Allen St Winooski VT 05404 05404-2214 Chittenden County 3038 026492A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Montpelier Branch 90 Main St Montpelier VT 05602 05602-3238 Washington County 3046 098802A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodstock, Vt Branch 21 Elm St Woodstock VT 05091 05091-1010 Windsor County 3048 117455A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Barre Branch 36 N Main St Barre VT 05641 05641-4120 Washington County 3046 117541A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brattleboro Branch 215 Main St Brattleboro VT 05301 05301-2852 Windham County 3047 121937A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bellows Falls Branch 2 Church St Bellows Falls VT 05101 05101-1515 Windham County 3047 117450A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bennington Branch 500 Main St Bennington VT 05201 05201-2111 Bennington County 3036 117444A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rutland Branch 89 Merchants Row Rutland VT 05701 05701-5904 Rutland County 3045 117453A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Highgate Plaza Branch 351 Swanton Rd Saint Albans VT 05478 05478-2609 Franklin County 3040 117462A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Great Barrington Branch 271 Main St Great Barrington MA 01230 01230-1748 Berkshire County 1189 093915A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Williamstown, Ma Branch 57 Spring St Williamstown MA 01267 01267-2839 Berkshire County 1189 102982A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Enosburg Branch 427 Main St Enosburg Falls VT 05450 05450-6026 Franklin County 3040 117457A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jaffrey Branch 28 Main St Jaffrey NH 03452 03452-4402 Cheshire County 1914 117493A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rindge Branch 497 US Rt 202 Rindge NH 03461 03461-5650 Cheshire County 1914 117527A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Peterborough Branch 120 Grove St Peterborough NH 03458 03458-1766 Hillsborough County 1917 117523A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 York Branch 127 Long Sands Rd York ME 03909 03909-1148 York County 1241 118174Z Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Little Ferry Branch 225 Main St Little Ferry NJ 07643 07643-1503 Bergen County 1923 135500A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cherry Hill Mall Branch 101 Haddonfield Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08002 08002-4401 Camden County 1925 090017A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bellmawr Branch 180 N Black Horse Pike Bellmawr NJ 08031 08031-1208 Camden County 1925 090018A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marmora Branch 132 S Shore Rd Marmora NJ 08223 08223-1207 Cape May County 1926 091088A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sicklerville Branch 591 Berlin-Cross Keys Rd Sicklerville NJ 08081 08081-9506 Camden County 1925 091093A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lawrence Branch 450 Essex St # 450 Lawrence MA 01840 01840-1214 Essex County 1192 121100A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Broadway Branch 305 S Broadway Lawrence MA 01843 01843-2632 Essex County 1192 121101A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Methuen-Haverhill St. Branch 228 Haverhill St Methuen MA 01844 01844-3468 Essex County 1192 121102A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Melbourne Branch 1025 S Babcock St Melbourne FL 32901 32901-3021 Brevard County 333 088986A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Torrington Commons Branch 215 High St Torrington CT 06790 06790-6301 Litchfield County 319 124288A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Starke Branch 606 W Madison St Starke FL 32091 32091-3011 Bradford County 332 148729A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gateway Branch 8850 Farrow Rd Columbia SC 29203 29203-9727 Richland County 2445 148792A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lexington,sc Branch 575 Columbia Ave Lexington SC 29072 29072-2617 Lexington County 2437 148820A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Citadel Mall Branch 852 Orleans Rd Charleston SC 29407 29407-4844 Charleston County 2415 148781A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orange, Nj Branch 394 Scotland Rd Orange NJ 07050 07050-2219 Essex County 1928 133415A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newark (Springfield Avenue) Branch 356 Springfield Ave Newark NJ 07103 07103-2615 Essex County 1928 133410A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Frenchtown Branch 21 Bridge St Frenchtown NJ 08825 08825-1201 Hunterdon County 1931 133379A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pemberton Branch 68 Elizabeth St Pemberton NJ 08068 08068-1218 Burlington County 1924 133421A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Deptford Branch 1101 Mantua Pike Mantua NJ 08051 08051-1612 Gloucester County 1929 090016A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Main Branch 1501 Main St Columbia SC 29201 29201-5801 Richland County 2445 148786A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Raritan Branch 34 E Somerset St Raritan NJ 08869 08869-2109 Somerset County 1939 114596A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Passaic Branch 155 Jefferson St Passaic NJ 07055 07055-5132 Passaic County 1937 133417A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haledon Branch 418 Belmont Ave Haledon NJ 07508 07508-1316 Passaic County 1937 133385A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wyckoff On Godwin Avenue Branch 292 Godwin Ave Wyckoff NJ 07481 07481-2024 Bergen County 1923 133449A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ringwood Branch 145 Skyline Dr Ringwood NJ 07456 07456-2013 Passaic County 1937 133427A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 State Street Ny Branch 125 State St Albany NY 12207 12207-1686 Albany County 1993 095215A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Margaret Street Branch 136 Margaret St Plattsburgh NY 12901 12901-2927 Clinton County 2002 078553A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenport Branch 177 Fairview Ave Hudson NY 12534 12534-1205 Columbia County 2003 095218A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Peru Branch 2990 Main St Peru NY 12972 12972-2926 Clinton County 2002 006538A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Greenbush Branch 71 Troy Rd East Greenbush NY 12061 12061-1311 Rensselaer County 2034 0952174A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sanford 1237 Main St. Branch 1237 Main St Sanford ME 04073 04073-3646 York County 1241 118155A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgton Branch 176 Main St Bridgton ME 04009 04009-1246 Cumberland County 1228 118114A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maine Mall Branch 250 Maine Mall Rd South Portland ME 04106 04106-2311 Cumberland County 1228 118162A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aiken Main Branch 142 Chesterfield St Aiken SC 29801 29801-4502 Aiken County 2407 148768A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chapin Branch 260 Columbia Ave Chapin SC 29036 29036-9421 Lexington County 2437 148778A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newberry Office Branch 2633 Winnsboro Rd Newberry SC 29108 29108-4077 Newberry County 2441 148832A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Georgetown Main 1031 Front St Georgetown SC 29440 29440-3521 Georgetown County 2427 148803A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake City Branch 133 W Main St Lake City SC 29560 29560-2425 Florence County 2426 148817A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hampton Branch 40 High St Hampton NH 03842 03842-2214 Rockingham County 1919 117487A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Auburn-Great Falls Branch 10 Great Falls Plz Auburn ME 04210 04210-5915 Androscoggin County 1226 118107A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Concord Steeplegate Branch 277 Sheep Davis Rd Concord NH 03301 03301-5747 Merrimack County 1918 117475A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ocean Atrium Branch 1101 Hooper Ave Toms River NJ 08753 08753-8324 Ocean County 1936 091115A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haddonfield Branch 100 N Haddon Ave Haddonfield NJ 08033 08033-2306 Camden County 1925 091094A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Atco Branch 385 White Horse Pike Atco NJ 08004 08004-2228 Camden County 1925 091092A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 1800 Boston Road Branch 1800 Boston Rd Springfield MA 01129 01129-1127 Hampden County 1194 117410A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Whitpain Branch 1799 Swede Rd Blue Bell PA 19422 19422-3523 Montgomery County 2301 094353A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Trooper Branch 2623 W Ridge Pike Trooper PA 19403 19403-1609 Montgomery County 2301 091117A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodruff Road Branch 1216 Woodruff Rd Greenville SC 29607 29607-5736 Greenville County 2428 148806A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Myrtle Beach Main 2003 N Oak St Myrtle Beach SC 29577 29577-3144 Horry County 2431 148828A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wareham Branch 237 Main St Wareham MA 02571 02571-2111 Plymouth County 1199 022798A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Falmouth-Worcester Court Branch 249 Worcester Ct Falmouth MA 02540 02540-3917 Barnstable County 1188 079413A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seabrook Branch 270 Lafayette Rd Seabrook NH 03874 03874-4542 Rockingham County 1919 117443A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hampstead Branch 212 Main St # 220 Hampstead NH 03841 03841-2051 Rockingham County 1919 117440A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Middleton, Ma Branch 232 S Main St Middleton MA 01949 01949-3305 Essex County 1192 117392A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plaistow Branch 47 Plaistow Rd Plaistow NH 03865 03865-2806 Rockingham County 1919 117442A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bradford Branch 860 S Main St Bradford MA 01835 01835-6963 Essex County 1192 117390A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Keene-West Street Branch 194 West St Keene NH 03431 03431-3362 Cheshire County 1914 117495A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Ipswich Branch 564 Turnpike Rd New Ipswich NH 03071 03071-3651 Hillsborough County 1917 117515A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Monroe, Ny Branch 515 State Road 17M Monroe NY 10950 10950-3959 Orange County 2028 133324A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Route 211 Branch 468 Rte 211 E Middletown NY 10940 10940-2202 Orange County 2028 133321A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bolton Landing Branch 4945 Lake Shore Dr Bolton Landing NY 12814 12814-4204 Warren County 2049 001482A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chazy Branch 9679 Rt 9 Chazy NY 12921 12921 Clinton County 2002 009817A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Route 3 Branch 714 State Rt 3 Plattsburgh NY 12901 12901-7431 Clinton County 2002 014140A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Haven Branch 90 Washington Ave North Haven CT 06473 06473-1706 New Haven County 321 133291A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stowe Branch 39 Main St Stowe VT 05672 05672-4651 Lamoille County 3042 117460A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morrisville Branch 20 Morrisville Plz Morrisville VT 05661 05661-8626 Lamoille County 3042 117461A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Milton Branch 175 Route 7 S Milton VT 05468 05468-3605 Chittenden County 3038 117458A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boca Raton/Powerline Branch 21845 Powerline Rd Boca Raton FL 33433 33433-7896 Palm Beach County 379 148679A Upper
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Staffed Brch (1) 1 Sansie aBanth 40 - 2 Se A Fatne RdSC |20- i 29102 Lexingt-o unty 2427 1488A Midd
Staffed Ba ch (1) 1 F Dit.t hs Bran 3 01 t So t o s bui 10 20200 5219-16 Cidhdatdo uty 2445 0789 Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 S- Banch 36 N an td Bat 0511 56429100 Lashigton - un* 37 14884A Middle

Staffed Brth (1) 1 a dsm ' 1atkll 2C LBa U -t Ieltlows0s0013 0101-1515 Witdn mCu 2437 140A MiddlStaffed Branch (1) 1 Great Br-ngton 24 Ma-n St Gret Ba o 0122 0120-2-1829 Oeak Coun 304 021473A MUdlr

Staffed Br,nch(1) 1 EneebJrglioBra h 42Maint Eno Jurails. w 0552 0M00 132 rale.nCot 3408 02459A Middle
Staffed Brnh(1) 1 Rg Je-b Bra &O R497U dd St SindtgH D 1 O 61-5 Cheshire1- d. 194 3 01472 Middl

Staeffd Branch (1) 1 Wi llO atat ch 27 E Adeld St Wilm S 054002 0840-214n d Cty 10 0207 Modlaw
Stafed BanI1) 1 M.rmoratBand 3SO M- SIMdlaa T 0502 08223-27 Wain yC-ty 3046 0902A Middle

Staffed Br,nch(1) 1 Wdek.ntcBa 21 EleSt W#40 awen MA 01M9 01840-toto WiexoCounty 112 120055A La
Staffd Brach (1) 1 Bae -1tn- SOr Hait Mann MA 0561 018Ma-.M68 Essex-4-t Co-tn y 319 101024 Midte
Staffed Brth (1) 1 oWitataon Cmamsa 215 Hait St Tomabto T 0 70301-2 WieldC2ony 307 121937A Middle

Staffed Bach (1) 1 G - Fate Ba h 2 801a, Rd Bolumb Fit VT 0103 29 3-9 7 Ricnd un 1147 A Middle

Staffed Brnch (1) 1 Cadeitl anch 5 Wait st RCadenton ST 0O7 )S2011 Caetigon cou 436 10478 MOerate

Staffd Branch (1) 1 NRddark (.S 3Mnghlad 0Ave NewV 05101 071-25 Eslse Cun.l 30 1928141A Ma

Staffed Brth (1) 1 Pigta ir ancth 351 eesot P aitt cn S 05470 0478-20 2 asicdt County 3 7 1417A Middle
Staffed Branch 1) 0 Wo OGddngt. BGa A2v1 Mat Sat 22t B,erGgod w 01230 01230-214 Been Cn 003 3039A Up

Staffe Bt,h 1 0 -l"ateetBr. Ma 57 Spt St willaeoe M 01207 01207-286 any Cunty 19 102 5 La
Staffed ratth 0) 0 1 dto Banch 47 MEi S 0a Falt V 040 0-026 Clim Couty 300 1154A Maae

Stafed Branc(1) 1 JewarOey rannc 26 Min S R JaffNay SC 04452 098402 Ckitde Coun 1914 148493A Middle
SR.ffed Btath (1) 06fiaeOaC 9 5022O0g0 041 05401-5110 Ch-htita -dt111 -40 1100 0705A
StaffedBanh1) 1 PaeCtit B ah L C 120g tS 050 29h56042 Flton Con 1917 14881A Middle
St.ffed Btath (1) 0 -01 -- 1,t :127 Ldt 1. 04d Rd1 i4 0300 -09-148ol C1OO 024 0181- :Middle

Staffed Btanh (1) 1 Litme Fat alBn 22Greait st Le FPatt ME 0210 07W-1503 dognC1226 11807 U55L0 aw
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chan All Banch 1101 Hadd rld v ChaT Hill N 100002 0 44Om C oun01 1903 090011A Middle

Staffed Branh (1) 1 A anch 38 Wlah iHoo Pike Allta 08031 0801-1208 Cdancony 1925 09010 Middle
Staffed Ba h (1) 1 M ana nch 1320 Sw e Rd laell PA 002 122-323 Mt01 09435A Middle

StHdrac()1 |WarehamBranc 23Mans Warha MA051C27-21lyoh uty 119029AMiddet

StafedBanch(1) 1 40abrk Bac h51 0adiCe0eR Seayaa NH 0874 03881n C gdalCoy 1905 091093A Middle

Staffed Branh (1,) 1 ileto a anchB- 432 0 SMntMilo MA 01040 01940-1214 Eset Couny 132 200A U

Staffed Br,h (1) 1 Mradday 86050 ManSt Badford MA 0103 0184932 Esx Coui,y 1192 110090 LMar
Staffed Ba h (1) 1 mewipadwichBrall 0c B.& 2 t4 Nalpsic NH 0130 010-361 Eis C1917 11102A Midde
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mout 21a-n 105 0 Rtaae, st Maltidd.l FL 1 14002 aael Coiy 233 040981 Mideda
Staffed BIanch (1) 1 Thad Ch..- 9 R1a1Hih1t 216 Ch1 C1 0079 19-301 C ltonfleld Cn 92 01242O17 Midae
StaffedB 1,h,l) 1 Sta 6Hn 0 Maigd, St sonka 320e CT491 311 ewtedw (av y 332 13729A Middle

Staffd Branch (1) 1 Matay Brad 2850 Fmsv Rdl Momsile SC 2203 2203-4727 Lwalld Couny 7461A 0Middle
Staffed B-th1 (1) 0 L57510.s Mdlabia A70106. L..g-o SC 2072 *0072-2017 La*9td.1 CattIy 0437 14802. *00w
St.ffed I-1,t 1 0 C-.da Ral .ta-h 0352 Odead. Rd! Cht-OtS 907 -2.0014- Ch.d=ctt 0..411 240 04714i M-dae111

Staffe 81,100)1 0 -ga. NM BraIddd 304 Sodflald4 at a6 07000 0705(-2219 E-aaty 190f 13-1k*L
St.ffed IBa-hf 0) 1 Nalea* 51ttl 1.4. B-1,o 3- Spndgd.eld OeN.-at G* 7103 071032615 :aE- 04411 034-40A4L
Staffed Brach (1,) 1 Fh at wea ier 21 ModWe ri FRd B8 08021-1201 P.-al County 1930 133379A Middle

Stiffed BIa e 1) 0 s. Bran.h 00 Elad, St P..b... 08001 -68-1218 e.dhtdd C.ty -* 1334MA M-ae
Staffed 81i,h00,1) 0 WatO.a,08M11"d 11010140. Me,td4a Pik 08. 051 0805-1612 31-RelaCatt 199 0001_ Middle
Staffed Btaht(1) 0 --b4ni. Mail B.-t4 1501 Malnt tb Cldnll SC2001 29201-01 Rwl-ad 01t111 12 S 047064AIt
Staffed B11th1.(1) 0 Raided a.- M E soddatst Rate NJ*1 6 880 0880-2103 Sot.t. . ta ly 1939 1049,SA Middle
Staffed B (1 ) 01 Pkaidl Bt-1, :155 jaefe-d St Pad.l !. 705 0705132 Pa-a,C,.. Oat 0337413*7A 4
Staffed 81.,h00)1) 0 ff41a4,ai 01.11 4881a 10 Befidca A"1RWaddrt 07500 07500-1310 Peaii, Cltl 937 t3M05A Middle
Staffed BI1 1 ) 0 X-0111013411 Ottt G- ttd 2- G-d Od 20 -8 741 07-2024 Badlet. 01411 013 143434 000w
Stafed 8101.01 0 Ri.Rakal MBa.- 140 skylitde 011 Rigakki NJ 07400 074582010 Pa. .aty 1937 13-47* *00ew
Stffed BI111 1 0 dtl tae t .11B-0 :126 Stat .- 1 layFY12207 -207-1686 :.b10,0C-dy4-3 095215A 01

Staffed 811.110)1) 0 M-gatesd at atC.h. 108 Meigodat Platist h 1Y 281 12001-22 clindd41 Cot 202 078553A 21
St.ffed Bf1nf 0) 01 1 Gdk.dp.r181B11-1:177 Faim-t*4 Hiat111 i 125.4 1205-1205 ot1-dnl 01111 1004 095218A :Middle

Staffed B11th1.(1) 0 Ped, -113 2330 Maia0 Stpant 1Y 2872 12372-2820 0c11100i011 2002 000538* Middle
Staffed B11nh1 (1) 0 Eat. Gneiatd ha - 11171 0111002 E-a taaff Ge-b 1 12006 12.61-1311 R1.-l-e 011114 203* 0952174A Middl.

Staffed 8111100)1) 0 Sa1110141247 Mai,1 St8. 114 1247 Mi,1 S0 Sadlid ME 04074 W473-364 Yo,, Cl 1 1-455A Middle
Staffed B1 100 0 Bld,..41 dt-hf :176 Mal. t B51t 8-2 840000 0-12461ed0 ... 14 1 04411 0224 11081*4A M-dee1111
Staffed Bt 1)) 0 WhieMal-11 did 2W MaidteMall Rd SOdNifl.al ME 0410 ) 04108-2311 ciaada-ff Couty 121 184 modeamw
St.ffed B11nh1 (1) 0 .-. 1 Malt B-1,f :142 Othed-tld St. -dC15 901 29801-O :.k.0, 411 2407 0407004 :Middle
Staffed B-,h (,1) 0 Chi. Bad.3 2W004.N.Wo4*". 0h.pie1 8 2930 200-21 N213101414237 147064 Middle
Staffed B1h1.1110Needen 0- B-16110301, 203 -lt.-t Rd N.-d,n 50c 29108 29101-077 N-,1C0...4ly 2400 040024 :Middle

Staffed 811111101) 0 1..1 -lo Mi. 8031 Fboid t 4 S .111 50 2044 *94-32 aogaoead4uny 2427 140W3* *Eew
St.ffed B h111 (1) 0 :L.kOil B-1,f 133WMalkti-.Ciy5 291560 2 022 F-1.C 0114111 242 040074 M-ae
Staffed Bi,h 1,) 0 8000111420EaStat14NH542 044-21g-ttnoln county 199 107407* idl
Staffed B11 1)) 0 :A4b..-G..at Fa,811.1Bdan.h tO Gnaet Falt l. *1.. IME 04210 l-210-5915 dd -d111g1 0411 0220 00074y
Staffed 811111101) 0 04no40 a01e4eM10 277 Step 0D4ia8 00100 88N 0301 05301-7a Ma-C Count 1911 10747A M et
Staffed B11nh1 (1) 0 d...*111 8.d.h1 :1101 ff-A-.1 -t L1n Nu1 -*0053 -73-2 0-010111 0330 t 01115A Middle
Staffed B-,h 1,) 0 "04d0113* MB.d 1008304411.41 . 0408d.0 w 08044 08030230 -d C41dP0.ty1 1 091334 *0,a,
Staffed B11 1)) 0 :-08011 38ah5 Whit, R111, Pit, AJ16 004 00422 C.-da C1.-11 -S2 09-02A :Middle

Staffed 811141110)) 0 1000)O Boaden 24 M1.1101800 Bnxio. ff4 Sodold Mal 0112 0112811 271 H-pnoe. 004.4 lSa4 10710 Moamat
Staffed BI1,1 (1) 0 Whitpa- 811111 179 011.2 d Bld, 811 7 042 19422-3523 8411.d e' -0411 2-0 094353A :Middle

Staffed B-cho (1) 0 010111 MB.- 2623 W Rfdw Pike 73addP.1 PA 800 lw1040-10 Matg-.,ey Coun 2300 091-7* Middle
Staffed B1.11,0)0) 0 1W-.14 R-0 111148.3 :1216 W--1t 04G-1Anl. 0C 29007 2et07-5736 nenll C ... ty 2424 04000 0J-1.

Staffed 011141110)) 0 Myde Boad, Main 2003805 N8O14.S040110 90 20577 0577-3140Ee County 2430 148264 LW
Staffed B811,1)) 0 :Wa.h.. B1111110237 M-I St Wa..fl.. MA 02571 -271-11 11111 :ply..0011 0227404 M-ae
Staffed B-cho (1) 0 F4ltOd-WOtO8Cit 0d0andl, 240 W,aot1aa Ct0 FehMa 00540 02500-317 -,113 ony18 079413* Middle
Staffed B11 1)) 0 :1,1.b-k .- 27012-afaye04a Rdfd.edk NH 037 -3741-32 RtltOltafln 01411 0309 00704 M11-3A
Staffed 011141110)) 0 Hanpaeal d""'. 282 Main S #129 Haeod NH 03041 034104058 -g-ioSn County 1919 10740 Middle
Staffed 811,1))1 0 -d .M0lat. Ma 111 :2320 Ma St MidddO 1 MA 0140 :01949-3305 pE- 011 0012 0074424 0011w
Staffed B-.nh (1) 0 71*11011 a...C 47 Pikietae 84 Mai*1 NH 05805 0308-28100 -g-toan count 199 10704 Middle
Staffed B111,1)) 0 B.-nd40Bre,"118000 M.I. st 0B.-1 ;.A 01 0183-963 0Et 0114111 0011 0073304 M-deea1
Staffed Bt-th 1,) 0 Ke-Weat &atneMac 10409 No Wea 0tNH03431 0441-3402 Chaoidie County 1914 17495* Middle.
Staffed I-1,n (1) 0 :N.t p-111.h 11da- 00 T.ndpk. Rd ,11 lp.dh11 8H 0301 -371-361 Hll - gh110 County 037 1175154 :Middle

Staffed B-ch (,1) 0 041W.818.10 0855 State Road1417W Waddo1 NY 80800g 103a-480 St. uny 202f 1343240 *0,a,
Staffed B111, 100 0 ... 4 211 81111. ;468 Ple 211 E Midd-1111 NY 1040 04-220.1, Cotn 2024 04333204 ;Middle

Staffed Bt-th 1). 0 ada ard-0413100 4905120. She OtM141n119N 214 82844204 Wan., County 2049 081404 Middle
Staffed 81 1,0))1 0 h B-h120.111 3070010:Ch-d NY 2421 :12021 Ctiad.11 01i111 2012 0-8074 :Middle

Staffed B-ch (,1) 0 Rdid. 0404113 7844Seeo.803 Platistah0 1 2808 12001 -44 01ndd1 County 202 004040 Middle
Staffed B11 11)) 0 .. 1001,1H.-d 11 B. h09 W-a1t-11 -4 811411411 H-- 0073 00-73-O 1706 Nd,11 004C1114 420 043230 :Middle

Staffed Bt-th 1,) 0 ZOit 80.4 33 Main st st111 ST 05f72 056724fi5l Lanaoia. coonty 3042 10480 *00w
St.ffed 81 1,0)) 0 M.dinkv,il.0111 Ba 20 M.ni-41111, p-It 811111 VT-611 0.601-26 C-n11 -,01 02 117*014 kaddl.

Staffed B-cnh 1,) 0 MAon 81.14 175 Rd.tk7 S aii..1 ST 0514 050-4f05 000411. Couty 303f 174564 Middle
Staffed B11h111) 0 -d-0841101t1m1l1 81111. 2105 Pdedi- B4 01111k111 FL 1333 3343-780 711118111- C ... ty 479 0400734 Upwa
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BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aventura Branch 19125 Biscayne Blvd Aventura FL 33180 33180-2310 Miami-Dade County 341 148678A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Hampton Branch 46 Lafayette Rd North Hampton NH 03862 03862-2404 Rockingham County 1919 117442A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgeport-Lafayette Blvd Branch 1000 Lafayette Blvd Bridgeport CT 06604 06604-4725 Fairfield County 317 133271A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Royal Road Branch 1 Royal Rd Flemington NJ 08822 08822-6001 Hunterdon County 1931 120242A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Main Boulevard Branch 160 NW Main Blvd Lake City FL 32055 32055-3954 Columbia County 340 148703A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Countryside Branch 28100 US Hwy 19 N Clearwater FL 33761 33761-2635 Pinellas County 381 148681A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ashland Branch 361 Pond St Ashland MA 01721 01721-2327 Middlesex County 1196 121347A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Ohio Avenue Branch 535 Ohio Ave S Live Oak FL 32064 32064-3201 Suwannee County 390 148707A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seymour Branch 249 Bank St Seymour CT 06483 06483-2742 New Haven County 321 124285A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Waterbury-Downtown Branch 2 W Main St Waterbury CT 06702 06702-2008 New Haven County 321 124271A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ohio Avenue/Corp Offices Branch 1600 S US Highway 1 Fort Pierce FL 34950 34950-5107 St. Lucie County 385 122418A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Britain-Downtown Branch 178 Main St New Britain CT 06051 06051-2229 Hartford County 318 124265A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Avon Branch 255 W Main St Avon CT 06001 06001-4352 Hartford County 318 124267A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Saint Lucie North Branch 8000 S US #1 Port Saint Lucie FL 34952 34952-2338 St. Lucie County 385 072211A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Killingworth Branch 184 Rt 81 Killingworth CT 06419 06419-1472 Middlesex County 320 124276A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sedgwick Plaza Branch 143 S Main St West Hartford CT 06107 06107-3431 Hartford County 318 124292A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Pleasant Branch 1021 Anna Knapp Ext Mount Pleasant SC 29464 29464-3133 Charleston County 2415 148825A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Conway Branch 1500 3rd Ave Conway SC 29526 29526-5014 Horry County 2431 148793A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Little River Branch 1390 Hwy 17 Little River SC 29566 29566-9219 Horry County 2431 148821A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Surfside Beach Branch 300 Hwy 17 N Surfside Beach SC 29575 29575-6031 Horry County 2431 148843A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Murrells Inlet Branch 3205 S Hwy 17 Business Murrells Inlet SC 29576 29576-7863 Horry County 2431 148826A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wilmington Main Branch 802 S College Rd Wilmington NC 28403 28403-4410 New Hanover County 1730 148764A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hampstead, Nc Branch 15280 US Hwy 17 N Hampstead NC 28443 28443-3314 Pender County 1736 148751A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Salem-N. Broadway Branch 155 N Broadway Salem NH 03079 03079-2184 Rockingham County 1919 121125A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Falmouth Branch 200 US Rt 1 Falmouth ME 04105 04105-1310 Cumberland County 1228 118124A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Hartford Branch 29 Main St East Hartford CT 06118 06118-3209 Hartford County 318 117843A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Colchester Branch 64 Norwich Ave Colchester CT 06415 06415-1202 New London County 322 117842A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgeton Branch 53 S Laurel St Bridgeton NJ 08302 08302-1946 Cumberland County 1927 133356A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Penns Grove Branch 19 S Virginia Ave Penns Grove NJ 08069 08069-1716 Salem County 1938 133422A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Salem, Nj Branch 443 E Broadway Salem NJ 08079 08079-1234 Salem County 1938 133430A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harwich Port Branch 536 Main St Harwich Port MA 02646 02646-1842 Barnstable County 1188 116210A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Dennis Branch 519 Rt 134 South Dennis MA 02660 02660-3005 Barnstable County 1188 116223A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hyannis Mall Branch 226 Falmouth Rd Hyannis MA 02601 02601-2760 Barnstable County 1188 116211A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Centerville Branch 1708 Falmouth Rd Centerville MA 02632 02632-2933 Barnstable County 1188 116203A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brewster Branch 7 Underpass Rd Brewster MA 02631 02631-1810 Barnstable County 1188 116200A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sandwich Branch 119 Rt 6A Sandwich MA 02563 02563-2017 Barnstable County 1188 116222A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Yarmouth Branch 1095 Rt 28 South Yarmouth MA 02664 02664-4457 Barnstable County 1188 116224A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenville Main Branch 102 S Main St Greenville SC 29601 29601-2711 Greenville County 2428 148565A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sumter Highway Branch 7389 Garners Ferry Rd Columbia SC 29209 29209-2110 Richland County 2445 148791A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Andrews Branch 201 S Morgan Ave Andrews SC 29510 29510-2921 Georgetown County 2427 148774A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wolfeboro Branch 36 Center St Wolfeboro NH 03894 03894-4324 Carroll County 1913 081839A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Park Ridge Branch 33 S Kinderkamack Rd Montvale NJ 07645 07645-2112 Bergen County 1923 135502A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hackensack Branch 540 River St Hackensack NJ 07601 07601-5907 Bergen County 1923 142670A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newburyport Branch 51 State St Newburyport MA 01950 01950-6612 Essex County 1192 104542A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodbury Center Branch 59 Main St S Woodbury CT 06798 06798-3404 Litchfield County 319 124296A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Richey Branch 9550 US Hwy 19 Port Richey FL 34668 34668-4664 Pasco County 380 148724A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orlando Sodo Branch 2405 S Orange Ave Orlando FL 32806 32806 Orange County 377 309414A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Camden, Sc Branch 315 E Dekalb St Camden SC 29020 29020-4495 Kershaw County 2433 148777A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfield-Post Road Branch 1643 Post Rd Fairfield CT 06824 06824-5910 Fairfield County 317 133279A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stratford,ct Branch 951 Stratford Ave Stratford CT 06615 06615-6310 Fairfield County 317 133296A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgeport-North End Branch 975 Madison Ave Bridgeport CT 06606 06606-5221 Fairfield County 317 133272A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ocean City Branch 101 E 9th St Ocean City NJ 08226 08226-3445 Cape May County 1926 090826A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Atrium Branch 1701 Marlton Pike E Cherry Hill NJ 08003 08003-2390 Camden County 1925 128432A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cinnaminson Branch 1999 Lenola Rd Cinnaminson NJ 08077 08077-3100 Burlington County 1924 098250A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kings Highway Branch 357 Kings Hwy N Cherry Hill NJ 08034 08034-1013 Camden County 1925 075068A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodbury Branch 490 Mantua Pike Woodbury NJ 08096 08096-2666 Gloucester County 1929 077508A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Absecon Branch 601 White Horse Pike Absecon NJ 08201 08201-2301 Atlantic County 1922 097846A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Washington Township Branch 491 Hurffville Crosskeys Rd Sewell NJ 08080 08080-9369 Gloucester County 1929 072331A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Grove Street Branch 6 Grove St Cherry Hill NJ 08002 08002-2786 Camden County 1925 141777A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Glassboro Branch 700 Delsea Dr N Glassboro NJ 08028 08028-1436 Gloucester County 1929 073808A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mullica Hill Branch 148 N Main St Mullica Hill NJ 08062 08062-2611 Gloucester County 1929 098249A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mt. Holly Branch 510 High St Mount Holly NJ 08060 08060-1052 Burlington County 1924 075224A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marlton East Branch 101 Route 70 E Marlton NJ 08053 08053-1852 Burlington County 1924 207960A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Voorhees Branch 401 Rt 73 Voorhees NJ 08043 08043-9589 Camden County 1925 081957A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Somers Point Branch 399 New Rd Somers Point NJ 08244 08244-2158 Atlantic County 1922 091091A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medford Branch 517 Stokes Rd Medford NJ 08055 08055-2910 Burlington County 1924 143644A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Pine Branch 195 Tuckerton Rd Medford NJ 08055 08055-8858 Burlington County 1924 207961A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lacey/Forked River Branch 106 N Main St Forked River NJ 08731 08731-3630 Ocean County 1936 079246A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Beach Haven Branch 13100 Long Beach Blvd Long Beach Township NJ 08008 08008-2715 Ocean County 1936 079633A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manahawkin Branch 571 E Bay Ave Manahawkin NJ 08050 08050-3324 Ocean County 1936 079245A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fischer Boulevard Branch 849 Fischer Blvd Toms River NJ 08753 08753-3879 Ocean County 1936 097917A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Barnegat Branch 560 N Main St Barnegat NJ 08005 08005-2530 Ocean County 1936 079244A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bayville Branch 430 Rt 9 Bayville NJ 08721 08721-1847 Ocean County 1936 091114A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Center City Branch 1900 Market St Philadelphia PA 19103 19103-3527 Philadelphia County 2306 132927A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lawrence Park Branch 2014 Sproul Rd Broomall PA 19008 19008-2725 Delaware County 2278 091116A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University City Branch 3735 WALNUT ST Philadelphia PA 19104 19104-3602 Philadelphia County 2306 097252A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Whitman Branch 2653 S 5th St Philadelphia PA 19148 19148 Philadelphia County 2306 097253A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newtown Square Branch 3609 Winding Way Newtown Square PA 19073 19073-3820 Delaware County 2278 079768A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Devon Branch 200 W Lancaster Ave Devon PA 19333 19333-1506 Chester County 2270 071834A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chichester Branch 657 Conchester Hwy Boothwyn PA 19061 19061-3147 Delaware County 2278 098252A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tilton Branch 10 Sherwood Dr Tilton NH 03276 03276-5770 Belknap County 1912 117532A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greendale Branch 430 W Boylston St Worcester MA 01606 01606-3224 Worcester County 1201 117385A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Goffstown Branch 3 Elm St Goffstown NH 03045 03045-1902 Hillsborough County 1917 117484A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hudson, Nh Branch 80 Derry St Hudson NH 03051 03051-3705 Hillsborough County 1917 117492A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Epsom Branch 1886 Dover Rd Epsom NH 03234 03234-3234 Merrimack County 1918 117481A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northwood Branch 263 First NH Tpke Northwood NH 03261 03261-3406 Rockingham County 1919 117522A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rice Square Branch 500 Grafton St Worcester MA 01604 01604-4713 Worcester County 1201 015709A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Webster Square Branch 1227 Main St Worcester MA 01603 01603-1817 Worcester County 1201 031140A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Leominster Branch 15 Monument Sq Leominster MA 01453 01453-5711 Worcester County 1201 031141A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shrewsbury-Boston Turnpike Branch 200 Boston Tpke Shrewsbury MA 01545 01545-2500 Worcester County 1201 004746A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Amherst-Triangle St. Branch 243 Triangle St Amherst MA 01002 01002-2144 Hampshire County 1195 006306A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenfield Branch 324 Main St Greenfield MA 01301 01301-3317 Franklin County 1193 083114A Middle
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St.ffed BIlt6 (1) 1 la-11100 H-p- B-1 461--Lll.t R,J 6N.dh H..pt- NH 03862 -362-44. Pi-ii,gh.. COOI ... ty1- 117442A ida.a

Staffd Branch1(1) 1 RoYal Ro e Ban 1 Ryal Rd ;Flemnagton ;T 088Na 088425001 Huter Co N 31 120242A Upia

Staffed 1,-h (1) 1 mad. 0014041 a...l 160 NWN Mai,0B2 La.a city FL 32085 3205"935, --aett C-otly 340 14703. Middle
Staffed 1a1, (1) 1 Coun Ban-h 2810 US H1l9 N Cla ate, FL 3 1 33701-2635 Pinlla Couty 3.1 140681A Middle

Staffad 0Bi--h (1) 1 801100 a...0 301 HOO 3a -telKd MA 11172 01721-2327 Naddlasae Cat11 1196 121347 00Pa,
Staffd Branh (1) 1 Suth Ohi Avenue Bran- 535 Ohio Ave S Ue OFLa 3200-3201 Suwannee.- Couny 30 140707A Middl

Staffed B11n(1) 1 NewBufaiw B B." 2B 18Mk St NewBr0.i CT 01483 0483-22 Salord0un3 3-1 124285A Law

St.ffed 1rah (1) 1 P int Lude01 NOfflihe Bran - 2W f061 Pod S L 00702 09952-2008 611180011 St. Lci1 Co4 3 02711
SR.ff.d B1116 (1) 1 N:.. BII-,-0,10 0B1U,0178 Me. SI la-8,1, -T001 -051-2 H.-03003 313 124260aA00
Staffed 1rah (1) 1 CA y r8 _ 2ancW 0 a03 Ave CCT 0800 0020142 8 Cou 231 I 1427A M aw
Stffed Branch (1) 1 Sid Beach L Ncdh 30 H" 01 N2 ueB1 SC7 L52 525-038 Hot Coun 00241 3S 072211A Middl

Staffed 1 h(1) 1 Kilitoena B ra n 180S81 ed ilmigon CT 0641 2419-1072 NewHanoer Co y 320 14764A Lw
St.ffed Banh(1) 1 EastHa .. dBranch 29Mai St festHad o CT 00107 (108-3201 Ha0od3 un1 318 12422A M eate

Staffed 1rah(1) 1 M o n3t Bt4dgett 0110 121 1t. 60 080 0 32-133 Cha ndea,Coty 3415 835A M w
Staffed 81111 (1) 1 Salem11NJ 13 .00roawa Se07 87- SC e2mu0 1 134730A La

StaffedBrtanch(1) 1 LuthennisBranch 519341101 SoufthDni MA 0660 20 -320 Barntao e un8 3418 11623A Middle

StaffedBranch(01) 1 Cente12illeBranch0 3 10Fa176R SentMil MA00S 02632 0063213 00rnsta0e0 un 0018 1402030 Middle

StaffedBranch(01) 1 SandwichBranch10 11R6ASn20MA056361310011010611 106 07 02573-2017 BIraNef un 116222A838 Middle

Staffed Branch0(1) 1 Granvule010 Man Branch0 102SC M a Greenvill SC 201 296001-2710 60envll Coun0 00042873 140765A Lpot

StafedBranch(1) 1 LtdRera, B0012003 oan Md are SC 251 2951 91 Garto C t u 1736 148754A Middle
Stafed Branch (1) 1 Pa-ide Brach 9 US001 1 9 N S d. aF 0670 67-4 P a un 033 000 1204A Mierat
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aden, Scd1 Ban 3205 E De,Ib S i Ca1 SC 010 20205-13 Kesaw Cou 2433 14087A Mi e
Staffed Bra h(1) 1 Sr d, cta- .i.B c h 2 1 a,o SdW ord CT I015 -618 310 010301e00Coun 3173I 117296A M erat

Staffed 1rnh1(1) 1 CinnamisoBrnc .a19L laR Cinnamins 1T 06415 0077 17N00011-3316 B 11u r t32ng1 Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 Walbu- Brand1 40 Mntue W0 8 0 000 0096-166 Gloui1ster C7y 19 050A M rate

Staffed 1111h (1) 1 Glass1ra B.n. 700 S11 0 DrNGls r 0 0 08028 0802-1316 Gls E0 " Cou 11 0134A Up

St11ed Branch (1) 1 Mt. Hl Bran0 5 11ihS1on ol l 8 000 0060-120 Burington C12 10754A M000t
Staffed 1rah (1 ) 1 04110 ch180110 4- M01 Rt 73V 4 08043-9589 064a m64d111 dn ou 1125 01628A Middle

Staffed Brah(1) 1 MBid-Bnch 51Ss0 Rd M..1111dS B 108055 06 210 r itCon . o ty 1924 113321A Up r

Sted81nch (1) 1 La0 yok Rivr B ranch 1 0NMainSt Foiied Rier0 02632 08 71-363 Oean Couny 1936 119203A Middl

Stffed Branch (1) 1 Ma,Njwi Branh 571 iE Bady Ave. Maaawi !.7 08009005-2 O1a Couny 193 079245AMdl

Staffed 1rah (1 ) 1 0m P0 t rah 0 1in S t ameat MA 028 08005-2530 Oan46SCou2 1188 11620 Middle
Staffed Brah(1) 1 CeterD an 1 113900 Phlde lpiaPA 0213 09103-3207 PhladelpiaC n 23 11622A Upidr
Staffed 1111nh(1) 1 Un,,ivrs Ci Banh 3735WAL2 N Phildehi PA 1918 1913457 PlatlhiCenou y 1182 I10252A

StaffedBranch101) 1 0Ne1ownSquareBran10 3609WidiW NeownSqula r PA 19073 219073-3820 Delaware0001nty0 100960A Up01r

StaffedBranch(01) 1 Chid110estrBach1 67ConchllelstH Bath01n PA 10610 1061-2110 Delware ty 227848 8 0082521Up 1

StafedB111(1) 1 Gr- ndaleBr1nc 201 600ylstonSt We 11 MA 103060 20210-3232 WIcester0un3 01 117705A ;Middle
Staffed Bach(1) 1 Hudson0NhBranch 80Der0St Hudson NH 0301 03051-334 Hellstroughl u 1913 01820 Middle

Staffed 1r11(1) 1 No0,.i00Bran 21 163FirstHTpke9008N 07008 0261- O6R5h0 7 B a Co 109 116722A Middle

Staffed 8111h1(1) 1 Webster uaBr 127Mai0ns WRtster MA4 010 01603182 acstte110 y 010 1004 id311Mi e

Staffed 11-1, 1)1)1 MiiB i 00463010004 310D tG - l 0000 CT 0870 087061-40 04606l0 Ctt .10 124208 M.AUide

St1d813Brch (1) 1 Sw sbuy-BB tonTurnpikeBrand02006astoTpk Shrembu MA 034 081320 W711cster u n0 14074A Middle
Staffed 1r11(1) 1 80N10delBra 23024Maite Greenid MA 113010 01133 1 Frlin Colly 1193 08 4A Middle
Stffo d 111110)1) 1 Branches.0 1 31nto1 S 5 002 02-340N 10 d0 33 14077 0id110
Staffed 01111101) 1 -114-0800110 8803048 100 CT 0802 082131 11P4=61200a011ad. ea 317. 133200 M00w

Staffed011)) 1 Faidaaa001-5ROW0E.. 11110 P7Rdato RdOo3C 0880 -04-Sa2U Faidid0-ndy 317 1332740 0020w1
Staffed 8111 111 1 Stra-,d380B100 ti 951 S I010f0 IT 00220 -122 13 0101i1010111 000 00006 ty217-2

Staffed 111110)(1) 1 0101a...0 8170117,Pke86Ced 0 Hl8t1 NJ 08003 0800)3009 Cr31 Coot 1000 195-284A 40w
001813811 1I) 1 Cim..ihii-0 0111100 8S0 Lar.I. 02a Na11111 DBF0077 007-3100 B.ai,a-l0 000010ty004 098250A 00i,e1

Staffed 11110)1 1 '611361H4q.1.y1100 357 Kin30 Ha,o N8081 'I 08634 8034-1013 13413- C-ndty 1000 075008 Middle
Staffed 81111101) 1 1W -1, 3 81.110 2090 M.-O Pik. Na1100 !..9 0000 000-16S6 C..n11 0003900 077000 0M0110

Staffed 111110)1)F 1 40A 1101110 -n801 Whils 8011 Pik0 Atae-0 NJ 0820 0821-200 08 o801 3 1002 09786A 00,16mw1

Staffed 11110)1 1 0100 ste'd108 001000 0600 8G- 80Cq Hl 08002 6802-2786 001-13- C-ntT210 141777A Middle
Staffed 81111)1 1 G0113-18.-0 700D0G Det. D, N111 Gea 000283 GBD28-1436 G1...a1t 00003 -90 070-S0 00iPa1
Staffed 111110)1 1 0311800111i1100 18 NMai,,t 00ai0084 80l 08062 088062-2611 T92966 00%110 1000820 0w
00181381B11101) 1 Mt.001H. 01 0 0. :10 High St M200 H.01y Na 00603 Galial)1052 01611000060 07524A 034 ..
Staffed 111100)1) 1 0081108E00111100 80180006 708 E81 Me- 08683 3501002 B.riNto'11 000113 1004 207%.8 Middle
Staffed 81111101)F 1 01-.1,810 B.01 01Rt73 = i0,11 -0003 GB043-9500 0121 C2t3 00 0810570 Midd1

Staffed 111110)1) 1 001S-0110110 300n Sr. 3N N-0,1 Pa. 0824 0824-158 080002302 091008 Mi,dle
Staffed 81111101) 1 ea-d032B-110a 07 610-13 Hd201 Na 0000 00005-00 B.ai,g- C.. 00001 600 140804A 00w
Staffed 0111100)1) 1 00a671Pi0111100 80195 0 8 T082,02 Rd 0dm8685 o805-8a8 003r1N1111 Cx,t 1004 2079580 UPa,
Staffed 81111)1 1 :L.-yT-llll 00010110 100360N,001 St3:F...d1Ni-r 00731 GB731-3630 0.-1 c ... l0030 0702460 Midd:
Staffed 01111)1 1 ae6003061 a.-10 83100 L"0 0860004 001s303110 Sao 118000p NJ"" 08-2715 O-na Cooll 10315 07633A Mi,dle
Staffed 81111101) 1 M-h.-l60i 01110 571 E800 Bdtlly, 80 000050 0000-332 0-11 c ... 16030 070240 :Middl

Staffed 01110)1 1 Fia1,6.r4B-".101E11. 4981601 0004888 L8= 08753 08753-3B79 Oaaa.10001138 136 007817 Middle
Staffed 81111)1 1 .80e,at1 8100-061,0Sa 0NMa St11 B-a. 00 00000-030 0.- 10 . 00t 003 070244A :Middl

Staffed 01111)1 1 0l310e601110 4n 308209 8.ti06 NJ0n 082 68721-18417 O-na Cooly 1036, 091118 Middle
Staffed 81111101) 1 001011 080 190 101et 70,OOlp, 70A 1010 113-327 Phile-phi., c-lt3 033 13007A 000w
Staffed 01110)1 1 00010111747811110 214 Spto-t Rd aAoI 80100 100225 C,.t1043 23 011040
Staffed 81111101) 1 - -ity1,3 City 01100 3735 WALNUT ST Philade0lpi PA 109134 1913-3-0 :Phladelphia C-lt3 0300 097252A
Staffed 0111110)) 1 006,8011100B106 2M236S5061 St126 , Phldepi 1014 104 I-S6161 0101138phi 0301,y 0N97253A Middle
Staffed 81111101) 1 -61 Sq...13B..01000303 Wi-9IO WI

3  
:PA010011 7 10073 100173-3820e-e 0 -01003 0273 i 0707600 000w

Staffed 01110)1 1 04001111110 2006W 801011600 0011 PA 13 S1001 00616100113 C d230 0718380 UPa,
Staffed 81111)1 1 Ghi0011 81100 00h:67 C-tlake 00,, B-t,.10A 7 6 061 19DE313147 0De01e1 Col02273 098252A 00011Pa
Staffed 01111)1 1 T0001110 800610 ,0 Sh.i-c Dr 113276 03278-'77 -- p000011y8T112 11532A Middle
Staffed 81111101) 1 G011103 B1800 :430 W KOVOlOt lat .A3111 G01606 031606-322. W - -- el ty3 -23 1173100 :Middl

Staffed 0111100)) 1 G08100d1010110 3816 El.811 St Gf-5N3045 0304511902 Hi-gh0000 00003 1017 11748. Middle
Staffed 8111110)1 1 Ha.0 0,,0010 N0h00 00201 AD 0300 .d-:N1 0301-3705 0 h 161000003 0017 117432A ;Middl

Staffed 0111110)1 1 E0w6 01110 87086182N Ei,a-1 NH 11240-3.3 cloo, 0T9818 11788 400w

Staffed 0111100)) 1 8ite0301..0110 00 Gflaa,06 Wee St 01804 61001713 WH0t0ar c-ot 1201 07700 Middle
Staffed Btr-h (1) 1 W.bLat 630-10100 12270M.,0S W-idarl 8 0110 031 88 W031-lt003 021 031140A :Middl

Staffed 01111)1 1 -ocaainaae B.n 10 W5 e -111 111Sq Ladanatlorl O 11453 010171T01111003 201 0148 0016111
Staffed Btr-h (1) 1 :Sh-ab.,B0-..l0 T-pk.8 S...0 :200 S_10 Tpk. She-100 80080 8520 W,31 -1t03 -23 080746A :Middl

Staffed 01110)1 1 Anahaea-T1.1 SL11B110 24383111 Tr110600 st 102 H1ieni,a-r06 Cooldy 1100 003080 UPa,
Staffed Btr-h (1) 1 G-afi.ld B1, -0 Mealt Gie.-d1 MA 0D1301 :01301-3317 1-kta, 00003 013 080S114A Mida.

01iTe-1 Pd. d 113 2013322
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TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sturbridge Branch 178 Main St Sturbridge MA 01566 01566-1258 Worcester County 1201 014784A Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Granville Drive Thru Branch 100 Quaker St Granville NY 12832 12832-4824 Washington County 2050 017767A Middle

Drive-in (2) 2 Glens Falls , Ny Drive Thru Branch 28 Maple St Glens Falls NY 12801 12801-3606 Warren County 2049 006424A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Long Branch 101 Parker Rd West Long Branch NJ 07764 07764-1009 Monmouth County 1934 114002A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Monmouth Regional Branch 500 Shrewsbury Ave Tinton Falls NJ 07724 07724-4906 Monmouth County 1934 113997A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coltsville Branch 660 Merrill Rd Pittsfield MA 01201 01201-3710 Berkshire County 1189 093920A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Street Branch 99 West St Pittsfield MA 01201 01201-5846 Berkshire County 1189 092369A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Willow Street Branch 1255 S Willow St Manchester NH 03103 03103-4032 Hillsborough County 1917 117504A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Conway Branch 2561 Main St North Conway NH 03860 03860 Carroll County 1913 117519A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mt. Valley Mall Branch 1249 Eastman Rd North Conway NH 03860 03860 Carroll County 1913 117518A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bedford-Route 101 Branch 184 Rt 101 Bedford NH 03110 03110-5415 Hillsborough County 1917 117469A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manchester Center Branch 58 Bonnet St Manchester Center VT 05255 05255-8920 Bennington County 3036 117452A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burlington, Vt Branch 111 Main St Burlington VT 05401 05401-8409 Chittenden County 3038 121936A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Burlington Branch 1855 Williston Rd South Burlington VT 05403 05403-6070 Chittenden County 3038 097172A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Williston Branch 2300 St George Rd Williston VT 05495 05495-7433 Chittenden County 3038 074019A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shelburne Branch 5112 Shelburne Rd Shelburne VT 05482 05482-6698 Chittenden County 3038 026489A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seventy-Ninth St. Branch 7815 Kennedy Blvd North Bergen NJ 07047 07047-4136 Hudson County 1930 133411A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Temple Terrace Branch 9400 N 56th St Temple Terrace FL 33617 33617-5506 Hillsborough County 357 148735A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wareham-Remote Drive Up Branch 242 Main St Wareham MA 02571 02571-2114 Plymouth County 1199 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Jervis Branch 205 E Main St Port Jervis NY 12771 12771-2207 Orange County 2028 133332A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Washingtonville Branch 21 E Main St Washingtonville NY 10992 10992-1510 Orange County 2028 133343A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Monticello Branch 463 Broadway Monticello NY 12701 12701-1723 Sullivan County 2045 133325A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warwick, Ny Branch 51 Main St Warwick NY 10990 10990-1330 Orange County 2028 133342A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 School St. Montpelier Branch 9 School St Montpelier VT 05602 05602-2911 Washington County 3046 098802A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Smyrna Branch 1811 State Rd 44 New Smyrna Beach FL 32168 32168-8340 Volusia County 393 100403A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Augusta Branch 101 Western Ave Augusta ME 04330 04330-7230 Kennebec County 1231 118108A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lewiston 790 Lisbon St. Branch 790 Lisbon St Lewiston ME 04240 04240-6634 Androscoggin County 1226 118134A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gray Branch 23 Portland Rd Gray ME 04039 04039-9431 Cumberland County 1228 118130A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fort Kent Branch 62 W Main St Fort Kent ME 04743 04743-1244 Aroostook County 1227 118129A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lincoln Branch 32 Goding Ave Lincoln ME 04457 04457-1323 Penobscot County 1235 118137A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Caribou Branch 14 Sweden St Caribou ME 04736 04736-2124 Aroostook County 1227 118118A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Yarmouth Branch 730 US Rt 1 Yarmouth ME 04096 04096-6922 Cumberland County 1228 118173A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oxford Branch 1586 Main St Oxford ME 04270 04270-3319 Oxford County 1234 118145A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clinton Branch 1705 Rt 31 Clinton NJ 08809 08809 Hunterdon County 1931 114577A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Titusville Branch 201 Cheney Hwy Titusville FL 32780 32780-6602 Brevard County 333 098157A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stratham Branch 28 Portsmouth Ave Stratham NH 03885 03885-2550 Rockingham County 1919 117530A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Saco Branch 4 Scammon St Saco ME 04072 04072-5122 York County 1241 118154A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bryan Dairy Branch 8040 Bryan Dairy Rd Largo FL 33777 33777-1446 Pinellas County 381 148706A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marlborough Branch 133 E Main St Marlborough MA 01752 01752-2630 Middlesex County 1196 121359A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Niskayuna Branch 2301 Nott St E Niskayuna NY 12309 12309-4302 Schenectady County 2039 103943A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sudbury Branch 407 Boston Post Rd Sudbury MA 01776 01776-3041 Middlesex County 1196 121352A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Red Bank Branch 89 W Front St Red Bank NJ 07701 07701-1621 Monmouth County 1934 114000A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bay Street Branch 70 Bay St Manchester NH 03104 03104-3006 Hillsborough County 1917 117500A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Four Seasons Branch 201 Wren Dr Hendersonville NC 28792 28792-2760 Henderson County 1710 148752A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hammonton Square Branch 97 S White Horse Pike Hammonton NJ 08037 08037-1872 Atlantic County 1922 103395A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stratford, Nj Branch 55 S White Horse Pike Stratford NJ 08084 08084-1520 Camden County 1925 121127A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Needham Branch 95 Highland Ave Needham MA 02494 02494-3005 Norfolk County 1198 121351A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hooksett Branch 1323 Hooksett Rd Hooksett NH 03106 03106-1888 Merrimack County 1918 117491A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Longwood Office 2675 W State Rd 434 Longwood FL 32779 32779-4444 Seminole County 388 148708A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westwood Branch 336 Old Hook Rd Westwood NJ 07675 07675-3229 Bergen County 1923 142703A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Hadley Branch 460 Newton St South Hadley MA 01075 01075-2332 Hampshire County 1195 117437A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maximo Branch 3655 50th Ave S Saint Petersburg FL 33711 33711-4526 Pinellas County 381 148727A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parkway Branch 401 William Hilton Pkwy Hilton Head Island SC 29926 29926-2418 Beaufort County 2412 148814A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Collegeville Branch 498 Second Ave Collegeville PA 19426 19426-2656 Montgomery County 2301 098254A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Media Branch 42 E Baltimore Ave Media PA 19063 19063-3701 Delaware County 2278 103312A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Londonderry Branch 62 Nashua Rd Londonderry NH 03053 03053-3421 Rockingham County 1919 121124A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stafford Branch 591 Rt 72 W Manahawkin NJ 08050 08050-2821 Ocean County 1936 106042A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Guaranty Building Branch 370 Main St Worcester MA 01608 01608-1723 Worcester County 1201 121935A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Latham Branch 1 Old Loudon Rd Latham NY 12110 12110-5234 Albany County 1993 103350A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Central Avenue Branch 1256 Central Ave Albany NY 12205 12205-5201 Albany County 1993 103216A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Berlin, Ct Branch 1127 Farmington Ave Berlin CT 06037 06037-2241 Hartford County 318 124268A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gilford Branch 1402 Lake Shore Rd Gilford NH 03249 03249-2249 Belknap County 1912 117482A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burnsville Branch 600 W US Hwy 19E Byp Burnsville NC 28714 28714-7152 Yancey County 1765 148746A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Philadelphia Lehigh Branch 701 W Lehigh Ave Philadelphia PA 19133 19133-2243 Philadelphia County 2306 208417A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mechanicville Branch 5 Park Plz Mechanicville NY 12118 12118-1520 Saratoga County 2038 111132A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cottman & Bustleton Branch 2231 Cottman Ave Philadelphia PA 19149 19149-1204 Philadelphia County 2306 133471A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orange City Volusia Ave Branch 2240 S Volusia Ave Orange City FL 32763 32763-7614 Volusia County 393 136926A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hamilton Square Branch 1130 Whitehorse Hamilton Sq Rd Hamilton NJ 08690 08690-3708 Mercer County 1932 106915A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ewing Branch 1620 N Olden Ave Ewing NJ 08638 08638-3206 Mercer County 1932 111613A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brick Plaza Branch 1049 Cedarbridge Ave Brick NJ 08723 08723-4048 Ocean County 1936 111611A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Penn Branch 1490 S Valley Forge Rd Lansdale PA 19446 19446-4719 Montgomery County 2301 108208A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manchester Branch 2570 Rt 37 Manchester Township NJ 08759 08759-6505 Ocean County 1936 114580A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Vero Beach US 1 Branch 1238 US Hwy 1 Vero Beach FL 32960 32960-5730 Indian River County 359 114583A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Atlantic City Branch 15 N Pennsylvania Ave Atlantic City NJ 08401 08401-4730 Atlantic County 1922 111985A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Camden, Nj Branch 501 Mickle Blvd Camden NJ 08103 08103-1117 Camden County 1925 111612A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sebastian Branch 13633 US Hwy One Sebastian FL 32958 32958-3230 Indian River County 359 111831A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Delran Branch 1050 S Chester Ave Delran NJ 08075 08075-9701 Burlington County 1924 114933A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Freehold Road Branch 600 W Main St Freehold NJ 07728 07728-2527 Monmouth County 1934 113562A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 English Creek Branch 3002 English Creek Ave Egg Harbor Township NJ 08234 08234-5242 Atlantic County 1922 111614A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Merritt Island Branch 250 E Merritt Island Causeway Merritt Island FL 32952 32952-3637 Brevard County 333 114059A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Evesboro Branch 225 Greentree Rd Marlton NJ 08053 08053-9404 Burlington County 1924 103412A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Florence Branch 684 Pamplico Hwy Florence SC 29505 29505-6014 Florence County 2426 148800A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 90 West Office 2844 W US Hwy 90 Lake City FL 32055 32055-4756 Columbia County 340 148705A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brandon Branch 1018 W Lumsden Rd Brandon FL 33511 33511-6245 Hillsborough County 357 148680A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ludlow-Center St. Branch 549 Center St Ludlow MA 01056 01056-2733 Hampden County 1194 117434A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Attleborough Branch 2 N Washington St North Attleboro MA 02760 02760-1606 Bristol County 1190 127129A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Interstate Branch 1 Interstate Shop Ctr Ramsey NJ 07446 07446-1130 Bergen County 1923 142676A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Salem-Lorng Ave Branch 600 Loring Ave Salem MA 01970 01970-4264 Essex County 1192 123046A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Blue Bell Branch 3051 Walton Rd Plymouth Meeting PA 19462 19462-2344 Montgomery County 2301 098253A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brunswick-Tibbetts Drive Branch 10 Tibbetts Dr Brunswick ME 04011 04011-2680 Cumberland County 1228 118116A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jackson Branch 7 N County Line Rd Jackson NJ 08527 08527-1250 Ocean County 1936 106910A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mahwah Route 17 Branch 375 Rt 17 Mahwah NJ 07430 07430-2128 Bergen County 1923 133527A Upper
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Staffed ,nh(1) 1 Wtil ndgra n - 178 me, st PrRaLdg 

B 0 017 0156-102509 o touny 1201 14782 uidal,

St,se (2 2 1r1 1FallStreetBanh 2Ma a S G ,a Falls 0 1203 12001-3602 0l u n 19 0004A Middle

StHd rnc 1 1 Mancheder On C- Bran, 58 BonnSt G-1 Ma11rCntr255 
5255.-9200 BennnCuny3301752A 

Middle.
Staffed Brh (1) 1 WeahuntoBrnc 155W Plkst,Rd WthBu 3-i ng D77O14 07-41009 C.thn C-t l3038 1172A !Middle

Staffed Branh (1) 1 m ple T la l Banch 900 S N t- a , A T a let Falls L 072 4 07 74-4 06 Hll- 0 ou g 0 un417 1934 5997A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 POal i B-nh ff0 M in Rd POIld M 01208 01201-3710 Omngie C4.4 108 0939020A :Mi0

Staffed Br,h (1) 1 Wn Ban 463 w aet st Polataiod MA 01201 01201-1723 Balahivs .. n 1 19 09M9A
Staffed Brnh(1) 1 -gulW . S-t Bran 101 SW, Aug S u4sts ME 3103 03103-730 n ghun 017 117900A Middle
Stafed Brach(1) 1 Grilf4oay lnch . 231 Giy ME MO NH 03960 3860 Cumo a co unty 1913 117519A middse

St _drnh(1 1 Lin. al,lBra &G igv Licl ME E-57 R5-12 PeoboCon 1235:a. -Dl 118137A Middl

Staffed Brnch (1) 1 YBoufm-Raotn 1017 US40 R100 t1 a dhO6 NH 0C110umand 0004 127 11739A UpOs,
Staffed Br h (1) 1 CinhnB., Cards, 1045Rt10 ff04d8008 Cl-to , T 0921 O0925-2 Hn.ro C 3 11452A Up

Staffed Branh6(1) 1 Sditmnc a8om 111 A, v Sat0h9 N 05401 03401-2550 Rfaindam 0ouny 303 11930A Uposa
9Stifed9Br h(1) 1 B n,Di6,Ba 8040B a18 aWi Rd 9 o BFii- 0 03 0 7-446 PilasC o ty 30 971720A Upid

Staffed Brnch (1) 1 Wilkayun Br,n 2301 ot St ENistn. 2 0595 05495-7433 Shed y, 0 un 3039 070l9A UpOs
Staffed Brach (1) 1 S--or NJ-B-h :5112 Slhite Ha Pike=S8a 8 VO4 N 2O-151 Cadn Couy 99 122411A Middl

Staffed Branch (1) 1 SW ry-Niad 336 ld y 042 Nao 107475 0767-432 Bergn Couny 1930 134173 Middle
9tf0ed0Brac h(1) 1 :Ta..ll v a n ch, 940N9 0dv Se -I0.Tlle FL 102 317-506 Mlotg h 00 ty 357 10925 Upidr

Staffed Bach0(1) 1 Wote- B rva NpashuaR 242Lod,o W del N 0358 02571-2114 RF ingh.m uy 1199 Mideaw

St0dB r h(,4 1)) 1 7n3a.lvnB ra 2020.04. 56 EtAv8 P 12771 127-2201 ObDnyC0Ony 129 14342A Middle

Staffed Branch)1) 1 WashigdorBncil 10 La 2 R Glfo42 WNHi w09 03249-292 10l2-ka10 Coa on 12 1 A33.3A Middle
9St0fed Brnh (1) 1 PhilaDEia L413 B-n.0 701 W Leig Ave2708 e2701-1723 PhiladelpCy 206 13 7A9 L80

Staffed Bach)1) 1 W-m Bk, ey Bra n 51 Moa SPA 11914 191-1330 iad aC 206 133047A Middle
91fi002 B,0h4(1) i 1 -1021 El 01, M- 80D, 0 91&8D 41,S ff44101, T 0102. 0902-91 W-hing-14,4-1 932 490602 ;Middl

Staffed Branh,(1) 1 NaSyurBn 811 Wihe Ham44 NRd Ha t0n.F60 .869-3408 MearCoun1 393 10613A Middle

St.fifd Brach (1) 1 Bi PI.94*0080 B1mn01 Ben.ch :104 A f73 04330-7230 O an. Couny 191 11018A Middle

Staffed Brnch (1) 1 Moana 790Lisix. a B .nc . 790 Rt 37 Miter ME 0240 9 240-950 An - Cou, 122 1C.14 M

91t00d Brch (1) i 1 A08antic C23 Penslvan Aviy ffnt4400 4 0431 Atl42ic County 122 1101900 L0

StaedBanc(1 1 Mstanranh 1MUS qOe Snda F 298 0395-33 Indanir-Coun.ty 35: 113AMiddle

Staffed Branch)1) 1 F4 9 R Bn0 600 W Min St FahKadt ME 04743 047437822 M uk Cuy 1227 1129A Middle

St0fed Bra1, (1) 1 Mem land n8 S2EMem0 Is1 an d47 CM sL7-1323 B a Cun.y 123 11097A ;Middle

Staffed Brnch (1) 1 Brando1Branc 84 Wd6 l RdBmd0 ME 04730 04738-M124 Hll rogk 000n41 1227 8160 Middle

91000d Brch (1) 1 No D, Ae0 rouh 72NW0i1 St NoD f 4h 90 0760 026- B.ri Coun 1 022 110173A Up r

Staffed Branch (1) 1 0AmLn8,0 n 0 Lon AvM eSal Soe ME 01270 0327073319sexCoun, 112 123146A Middle
91fi0s2 B1,(1) 1 0,-1-6,0 8101Ft31 01h-2 0800. 0309 H-48*8444024,171 1 114770 000.8
Staffed Bach(1) 1 3ru c- Te18 0 e B 0 10ibbey80r Brswic M 011a760 016-2802 Cum8an nty 1 1333 0 157A Middle
910002d B,s,h (1) 1 :1 th. 68088 :28720.-h0 9A--h0. INH 0381 -- 550 R-442,44000.0448y 091 1179900 000.
Staffed 63,801) 1 00000Bms4 4 S -on.1 St00at ME 04072 06072-144 7040,1 1l 241 11944aa

9100fs2 8,0,401) 1 6,-0 00,8 6,0, 8040 6,00 00,8 ff0 la. FL 44777 -77-14,U 7,8-1024818 3.1 1*01702 000.8

StaffedBranch(1) 1 M.,tsaohoeBr an 135R t MahRxih A 0172 017 30 Bitn u 0 i 1923 1357A U era

i1n Bra ,01) 1 ak.y- 0844 20 1 St8F0Ni- - NY 72300 8230-302
Staffed 03,801) 1 S.D.8,0.n. 407 8 o st0,86 Rd148 02dw 01772 0177334 -disas a sy l0 198S 1 2134 *up-

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 8y 026....,4 708003 244010 NH 03104 03804-3006 HlilabPe,,9001 7 10l17 l1750A Modaraw
91f0f28,0,80)1) 1 See .....-, 1802s,04 20 D., H1d.408-11 :N0 29792 28792-760 H-e-824241 0710 147520 0440,0

Staffed 03,801) 1 000. ., . timoe d , 9719908 Wi0d,0is 2100 H.-,Wn w 00037 0037-8872 lo.4Ou 922 10395* *2w

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 140ell0es,B - 9504 1*3 tfed10. Asi 02404. 02494,3005 -40k 004f 1198 821351A *2Os,
91fi0828,0,80)1) 1 :028s00 B,8 :132304008 H-k-08 Rd 038tIN.08 06-1888 080.0 .81 091 117*91 000.8
Staffed 03,801) 1 [889442700 26750W State 00 404 [8484 FL 3277 0378-44 Saedla _ .008 1042 *8w
9100828,0,40)1) 1 W.-A4 .80,40 330014d4H44002 0.w -0 \U 07271 0787-3220 Be8, 004n17 1923 1*2703A 000.8
Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 80140 Hadley 600,4 400 N -400 St0.228 sii,HalyM 01075 01875-2332 H8.0.,shiie 1 - t11 117437* Middle
91f0f28,0,80)1) 1 :0000.6,0,80D 1, 8 A- til-rt0--b., ;FL 44781 -418-128 7p, 1418 31 1*0t i -727A 000.

Staffed 03,801) 1 P04. 36,44 W0 Hll, HHP, M" 208i..80 Heed ased! 10 2S926 *92D-2418 Bea49l., 24 12 1-844 modsaaw
9100828,0,40)1) 1 B-1802 1 ,001- 4090-444 -glaaill 7A 7028 80422-26564003041 234 09825*A 000.8

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 MWia0,0_ 42f 000., Batsme ff62 medi PA69063 190163-708 Calasaia18,0. 2278S 803414 *Pe,
91.0i28,0,80)1) 1 1L. - , B.- D2 88044 600040 [2-2,7 INH 0303 0303-21 R4424400.024817091-9 12112*A :Middl

Staffed 03,801) 1 889048,04 0451 072W. -nofei, n* 00010m 085D-2828 0-n0 ,0 1938 10444 modsaaw
9100828,0,40)1) 1 G-i-ty41 B.l,0,B1,0--. 37 St11 W0 .4 , ff0 01208 :01608-1723 0.188ste-87 24 121999
Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 L0*60,0,4 Bm8 Old[2080 [0s0on Rd 62110 12810-20 .. a,00o1 109, 3 l035.* *Os,

91.0i28,0,80)1) 1 Oa-,2-.20,48-0SO .2 - 00A,4 Alt., NY 72201 805-5201 =1080, 093 1092120 :M0ddl

Staffed 03,801) 1 00:400210,827 F-il&gb . ss, fttCT 00037 00837-481, 8041 318 -12464 Middle

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 02,tleile K,04 2009901S H-y 16200.p B ito NG 28714 *0714-112 Y0-y081 178o8n744 Middle
91fi082 8,0,801) 1 :Phil.d.lph, [L0h06088 7010 [-401 W LldghlpA-,:PA* 7933 89133-243 Ph==82 0171 230 2001701[A

Staffed 0,0480)1) 1 MoPOa-lo80,4 B.-07 5 Pa. " =m NY12118 12181528 D0o0411 2038 111344 Middle
91f0828,0,40)1) 1 :000., . 013-12. 0,0,80:223104C 01*. :Philadlphiao :PA 794;4-4 Phle-phi. 00C7.34 133*71A :M0ddl

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 60086 1 C 4s d.ai A. 04i-O224008 V,aia*AV' 0,.9 cit a 32723 03712 81 OoIaia00,1 393 l36926A MoOeraw

91fi082 8,0,80)1 1 S0q,.94,0,04 B. 113.0W.h-848., -18 8 41 2 Rd 08290 080-3708 ff012470932 108919 ;m0ddl

Staffed 03,80)1)B. 16219,14 2014*0 N02 OW. 0000N 38 0028-29 o2,041 1932 111613* Modeto
91f0828,0,40)1) 1 :B,i.k71P2.0B-h81 8495-200.0*88,01 08723 0823-048 0,0040..4,17 199 111 :M0ddl

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 NOOpe-,04 1,001
80
0gE [80K*64214073 440e041 3180206 up

91fi082 8,0,80)1) 1 M.-hasts,0B10, :2170 Rt37 ff0-s0te,r- hiflp 500879 0879-05 0-04024,17109921190 0M40,0

Staffed 0,0480)1) 1 Va. EoaPhUS100B.- 8006380H"1 7008004 FL 32608 320-3 Indian -ea1 os 359 14A3*[0
91fif0828,0,401) 1 Ad-ti., Gity B,-4 12 N08110, 020yl- *1 1,01 9088 02-4730 0A10i802441 192-1980y2
Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 Ca-ane, Nj8,0.n& 501 888M 2 0.2,7 00103 00803-1117 00tdd-4 00,1 198144[8
91fi082 8,0,80)1) 1 -sti48,nB6,08 -540 0880 0..08020 FL 4409 32 a-323. i,i. 8,40, 024818 359 111110A Mi0dle

Staffed 0,0480)1) 1 03100,00 88 1501S OlaaaA. 0104s w 00071 00719708 84fliNt0n 018111 1924 11933* Middle
91fif0828,0,401) 1 -8084 41R 4,04 B0.-3,9 DD004 W* 0anS hd7728 07728-527 0440.241G24817I194 1199820 000.

Staffed 0,0,80)1) 1 60911ah Caek 8,60h 3002249142000k040.0Eg ft
6 

0., 70os00,hip 00204 0020-42 Affe-co,40 1922 8112142 Middle
91fi082 8,0,80)1) 1 M-O le-d0,0,0.- 2502E0M.00 . Od-,2048:M.m f88181044:FL 449 3202-3637 8020802441 333 1140590 :M0ddl

Staffed 0,0480)1) 1 22810.004 225. Gaas-o 82 Ma7ttan 0 013 8o53-40 8,fliNt0n 018111 1924 10384 *2w'
91fif0828,0,401) 1 11441 Fl...88 68,8 P20.mpl. 048 Fl. 8 0- !.50S 2905014 72,0844024,17L 2422 14s8300A 000.8

Staffed 0,80)) 1 o92 ftm4841 U$o 204.40,6 [000 -ait 3205 3205-756 0,1-tass08oPnty 340 18705A Middle
91fi082 8,0,80)1 1 .6,04028 h 6,048 W08 [40 .,8 R,00d B.dFL 4411 3311-0241 1 282 041 357 1-6800 ;M0ddl

Staffed 03,80)1 1 [-- -200 EL B,044 10 00-89, SI [MA10 02 015o 01056177 H-p0.n8C004817l194 1174342 Middle
91f0828,0,40)1) 1 N-21Ad* -. 814840,0.-02 N0.hi.gt.1 St N230*0.140. ff 02710 02760-1606 e12 411- 17 t140 1271290 000.

Staffed 0,80)) 1 firlesdal8,011. 1 n,Oats*Stp0Ct, Ra0.so8 07440 07440-11M0 Beliai, 08411 1923 8422742 *2Os,
91fi082 8,0,801) 1 m-0 . . B.- *D0,84 600 A2110- 000. ff4 01070 08070-2ild 78880241 0144- 1290420 Mi0dle

Staffed 03,80)) 1 2'a 0210,am- 3851 994246 M1F401 mas0im989 1D602 11602-204 02 o900,00 t1 2301 09253A Middle

Staffed 0,80)) 1 3840500ara- 71 N0411[, 02nt -001 HO 00527 0527-1250 0-.o C rl,y 1936 l%491* Middle
R.fi08d 8,0,801) 1 ;M.-h4R.-8 8 B7, ;371818D7 ff00000 1 0743 07-30-128 B.,De0,1 092 y 3 1 49927A 000.8

ii,le-l P.D.0531122.1



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carmel Branch 96 Gleneida Ave Carmel NY 10512 10512-1231 Putnam County 2032 133311A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rocky Hill Branch 632 Cromwell Ave Rocky Hill CT 06067 06067-1843 Hartford County 318 124284A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Point Pleasant Branch 3301 Bridge Ave Point Pleasant NJ 08742 08742-2859 Ocean County 1936 112158A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Airpark Branch 720 NW 57th Ave Miami FL 33126 33126-2002 Miami-Dade County 341 148710A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hillsdale Branch 450 Hillsdale Ave Hillsdale NJ 07642 07642-2713 Bergen County 1923 142674A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Paramus On Forest Avenue Branch 275 Forest Ave Paramus NJ 07652 07652-5426 Bergen County 1923 142689A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Melbourne 3125 W New Haven Ave Melbourne FL 32904 32904-3567 Brevard County 333 114060A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morrisville (Falls Twp) Branch 346 W Trenton Ave Morrisville PA 19067 19067-2041 Bucks County 2264 113889A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Doylestown Branch 577 N Main St Doylestown PA 18901 18901-3922 Bucks County 2264 114930A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Valley Forge Branch 100 Swedesford Rd Devon PA 19333 19333-1143 Chester County 2270 114459A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Thornblade Branch 6 Elmshorn Dr Greer SC 29650 29650-4571 Greenville County 2428 148812A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 NW 43rd Street Branch 600 NW 43rd St Gainesville FL 32607 32607-6113 Alachua County 329 148690A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crystal River Branch 1000 SE US Hwy 19 Crystal River FL 34429 34429-4816 Citrus County 337 148685A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kirkman Road Branch 4675 S Kirkman Rd Orlando FL 32811 32811-2832 Orange County 377 148721A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carrollwood Branch 10821 N Dale Mabry Hwy Tampa FL 33618 33618-4141 Hillsborough County 357 148730A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hartford Branch 203 Trumbull St Hartford CT 06103 06103-2212 Hartford County 318 133285A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Tinton Falls Branch 4057 Asbury Ave Tinton Falls NJ 07753 07753-7700 Monmouth County 1934 114001A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hendersonville (South Main) Branch 535 Greenville Hwy Hendersonville NC 28792 28792-5755 Henderson County 1710 148753A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newton Centre Branch 1197 Centre St Newton MA 02459 02459-1533 Middlesex County 1196 129340A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wellesley Rt9 Branch 999 Worcester St Wellesley MA 02482 02482-3706 Norfolk County 1198 129343A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Orange Branch 1101 Dunlawton Ave Port Orange FL 32127 32127-4745 Volusia County 393 121016A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burnt Tavern Branch 989 Burnt Tavern Rd Brick NJ 08724 08724-2014 Ocean County 1936 114457A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jenkintown Branch 710 Old York Rd Jenkintown PA 19046 19046-2833 Montgomery County 2301 116743A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Golden Crest Bank 2283 Rt 33 Hamilton NJ 08690 08690-1717 Mercer County 1932 114463A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rittenhouse Square Branch 1726 Walnut St Philadelphia PA 19103 19103-6101 Philadelphia County 2306 116194A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boynton Beach Branch 1601 W Boynton Beach Blvd Boynton Beach FL 33436 33436-4605 Palm Beach County 379 134428A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Naamans Branch 2502 Marsh Rd Wilmington DE 19810 19810-1641 New Castle County 327 132110A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flourtown Branch 1240 Bethlehem Pike Flourtown PA 19031 19031-2028 Montgomery County 2301 117371A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Glastonbury Main Street Drive-Thru Branch 105 Welles St Glastonbury CT 06033 06033-4615 Hartford County 318 118402A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harmony Road Branch 207 Harmony Rd Middletown NJ 07748 07748-1714 Monmouth County 1934 117362A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roosevelt Boulevard Branch 2520 Grant Ave Philadelphia PA 19114 19114-2201 Philadelphia County 2306 117294A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bensalem/Hulmeville Branch 3933 Hulmeville Rd Bensalem PA 19020 19020-3824 Bucks County 2264 117363A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bensalem/Street Road Branch 2751 St Rd Bensalem PA 19020 19020-2810 Bucks County 2264 117364A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wayne Preakness Branch 187 Berdan Ave Wayne NJ 07470 07470-3216 Passaic County 1937 142700A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gate Parkway Branch 9715 Gate Pkwy N Jacksonville FL 32246 32246-8221 Duval County/City of Jacksonville 344 148699A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ocala Branch 2437 SE 17th St Ocala FL 34471 34471-9105 Marion County 370 148715A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ocean Township Branch 802 W Park Ave Ocean NJ 07712 07712-8527 Monmouth County 1934 117611A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Route 273 Branch 82 Christiana Rd New Castle DE 19720 19720-3118 New Castle County 327 117636A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Quakerbridge Branch 3470 Quakerbridge Rd Mercerville NJ 08619 08619-1204 Mercer County 1932 114462A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Springfield Na Branch 540 Morris Ave Springfield NJ 07081 07081-1017 Union County 1941 117376A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Hanover Branch 50 River Rd East Hanover NJ 07936 07936-3536 Morris County 1935 118337A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Levittown Branch 624 S Oxford Valley Rd Fairless Hills PA 19030 19030-3902 Bucks County 2264 114931A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aston Branch 5025 Pennell Rd Aston PA 19014 19014-1869 Delaware County 2278 117911A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Asheville Branch 200 College St Asheville NC 28801 28801-3005 Buncombe County 1676 148742A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Monroe Branch 162 Prospect Plains Rd Monroe Township NJ 08831 08831-3714 Middlesex County 1933 115010A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodbridge, Nj Branch 900 Saint George Ave Woodbridge NJ 07095 07095-2520 Middlesex County 1933 117587A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rahway Branch 1071 Saint Georges Ave Rahway NJ 07065 07065-2660 Union County 1941 117912A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aberdeen Branch 1045 Hwy 34 Aberdeen NJ 07747 07747-2195 Monmouth County 1934 114456A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Lakes Branch 768 Franklin Ave Franklin Lakes NJ 07417 07417-1335 Bergen County 1923 142669A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maywood Branch 560 Maywood Ave Maywood NJ 07607 07607-1315 Bergen County 1923 142681A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boynton Beach/Woolbright Store Branch 578 E Woolbright Rd Boynton Beach FL 33435 33435-6033 Palm Beach County 379 148716A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Winter Garden Branch 12200 W Colonial Dr Winter Garden FL 34787 34787-4125 Orange County 377 148738A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Willow Grove Branch 2900 W Moreland Rd Willow Grove PA 19090 19090-3051 Montgomery County 2301 113712A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Derry Branch 35 Manchester Rd Derry NH 03038 03038-3064 Rockingham County 1919 121104A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tega Cay Branch 100 Stone Village Dr Fort Mill SC 29708 29708-6479 York County 2451 148801A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St. Augustine/Lewis Point Branch 2501 US 1 S Saint Augustine FL 32086 32086-6195 St. Johns County 384 148242A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woburn On Montvale Branch 280 Montvale Ave Woburn MA 01801 01801-4650 Middlesex County 1196 129345A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Governors Square 1001 E Songsmith Dr Bear DE 19701 19701-1194 New Castle County 327 118734A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodhaven Road Branch 3930 Woodhaven Rd Philadelphia PA 19154 19154-2834 Philadelphia County 2306 118082A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Talleyville Branch 4010 Concord Pike Wilmington DE 19803 19803-1718 New Castle County 327 116785A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Summit Branch 27 Summit Ave Summit NJ 07901 07901-3545 Union County 1941 117293A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgewater Branch 452 Union Ave Bridgewater NJ 08807 08807-3171 Somerset County 1939 117365A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Randolph Branch 535 Rt 10 Randolph NJ 07869 07869-2010 Morris County 1935 118336A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Galloway Branch 347 E Jimmie Leeds Rd Galloway NJ 08205 08205-4119 Atlantic County 1922 118700A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Haddon Heights Branch 500 White Horse Pike Haddon Heights NJ 08035 08035-1720 Camden County 1925 115767A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Olive Branch 56 Flanders Bartley Rd Flanders NJ 07836 07836-4730 Morris County 1935 118699A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mandarin Branch 10304 San Jose Blvd Jacksonville FL 32257 32257-6205 Duval County/City of Jacksonville 344 148694A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Winter Haven Branch 901 Cypress Gardens Blvd Winter Haven FL 33880 33880-4637 Polk County 382 119776A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Britain, PA Branch 499 W Butler Ave Chalfont PA 18914 18914-2227 Bucks County 2264 107060A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Feasterville Branch 701 E Street Rd Feasterville PA 19053 19053-7700 Bucks County 2264 120011A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warwick, PA Branch 2155 York Rd Jamison PA 18929 18929-1681 Bucks County 2264 117629A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morris Plains Branch 324 Speedwell Ave Morris Plains NJ 07950 07950-2124 Morris County 1935 118471A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rancocas Branch 580 Rancocas Rd Mount Holly NJ 08060 08060-5615 Burlington County 1924 120618A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Upper Southampton Branch 1110 Street Rd Southampton PA 18966 18966-4229 Bucks County 2264 120163A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newtown North Branch 1 West Rd Newtown PA 18940 18940-4300 Bucks County 2264 117910A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Howell Branch 4280 US Hwy 9 Howell NJ 07731 07731-3352 Monmouth County 1934 118081A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Eatontown Branch 175 Wyckoff Rd Eatontown NJ 07724 07724-1868 Monmouth County 1934 117612A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fanwood Branch 580 North Ave Fanwood NJ 07023 07023-1322 Union County 1941 120528A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chatham, Nj Branch 425 Main St Chatham NJ 07928 07928-2105 Morris County 1935 120412A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clark Branch 1010 Raritan Rd Clark NJ 07066 07066-1307 Union County 1941 120619A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Chester Branch 701 E Market St West Chester PA 19382 19382-4838 Chester County 2270 133474A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Macdade Mall Branch 2600 MacDade Blvd Holmes PA 19043 19043-1300 Delaware County 2278 111674A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Apollo Beach Branch 6176 N US Hwy 41 Apollo Beach FL 33572 33572-1806 Hillsborough County 357 148675A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sevens Springs Branch 8928 Old Country Rd 54 New Port Richey FL 34653 34653-6425 Pasco County 380 148712A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Worth Road Branch 5899 Lake Worth Rd Greenacres FL 33463 33463-3209 Palm Beach County 379 132993A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cape May Court House Branch 409 N Route 9 Cape May Court House NJ 08210 08210-1960 Cape May County 1926 119161A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pompton Lakes Branch 1 Wanaque Ave Pompton Lakes NJ 07442 07442-2023 Passaic County 1937 142694A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfield Branch 436 Hollywood Ave Fairfield NJ 07004 07004-2428 Essex County 1928 142666A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Weaverville Branch 150 Weaver Blvd Weaverville NC 28787 28787-8345 Buncombe County 1676 148763A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nutley (Franklin Ave) Branch 277 Franklin Ave Nutley NJ 07110 07110-2712 Essex County 1928 135503A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cranford Branch 465 South Ave E Cranford NJ 07016 07016-3201 Union County 1941 120785A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warminster Branch 450 York Rd Warminster PA 18974 18974-4509 Bucks County 2264 120215A Middle
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Staffed amthe t1 1 . Ca..tt . 9t6 GamdJa flea Cadmal NY1521t1-21Po!0 lel 2032 13331t. uip-
Utffed Bttf 6 () 1 R-ey Hill B.-td -3 C-11eal lA- R-dy Hill CT 00-67 -67-3 Ht-etdt -00 1 124284A uOp-
mtffed! Bmm,hS 1) 1 POet Ploadadt Bda- 3301 Btd, lAm Poimt PlaaaamiIf 08742 W8742-E0M) odem, Cmad 1936 120158. 44i,a
Staffd Brhtf (1) 1 : Ba 720 NW 57th fle ;Miami FL 03126 0126-2002 Miami-Dde Coun 341 140710A Mam

Staffed Bmtho (1) 1 HillacelaaeS 470 HillIaale mIti U4 07642 07642-713 Betdaed Cdd.ly 1903 -14404 4w
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Patm- On Fdat Avene Bmncht 275 Fet fle Parau 76 07652-M26 Bergen Coun 1923 142689A Upiar
Staed Bandh(1) 1 WaR M.Ser 3125Wnch60NW t GaillmeaA F 32607 026074113 MachuaCounty 33 160A Middle
StaHed Branch (1n)1 BMl5 (3Fal5e l) G i.tle lmy Heelle NC 2792 28725 He eno 0 1710 Iy 213A Middl

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oumatavem Band 677 B M em d Br.c Wstm, PA 181 74-21 Oan Couny 204 164457A Middle
StaffedBrancl) 6eA 19333 19331-2143 Moteeun 0270 1144593A Uplar
Staffed Banch (1) 1 HRad Emh 6 Elthondt 0 Stidt 2004 0750 45714 aemaleCoty 1934 1468162 Midd
Staffed Banh(1) 1 *Ns l eletoBnh ff00 NW B m St FL 03607 10260-3173 Bu.sCoun 22. 34 11036A Middle

Staffed Bath (1) 1 Wte eerea ansBon 17B00e4anA0 yte 7 FL 0 0-216 Pille cCou 3ty 140630 Uppwr
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ra Bnch 24776 17t St OBa4 FL 7t-1 72t1-t9 Madon Coy 370 14701A Mprad

Staffed Branch(1) 1 ctKed Cmhs 0821 N Da MNbry Cs TaE 3361 319141 Nige e Cotu 357 14736A pi
Staffed Brac(1) 1 SHeldaBh 2OMosAve Spined CT 07081 07-103 U0-22 HoCy 314 133276A Middle

Staffed Brtanh (1) 1 $m6dge ,t Fll. B.- 4007 Sat fAe rm Fallg 4 07750 07753-070 Middha fey 1934 164587A Middle
Staffed Bran1 (1) 1 SttuteleS (aintAuMs)ti3 ae. y H-a-le NC 286 432-1795 S dtotunty 30 14753A Middle

StafedBratch(1) 1 Talle ateS410CookePik nton ME 02403 02403-1718 N e 3277 CttNttM 11785A6 U9.pi,r
Staffed Bran(1) 1 Wallow1yB -M7Eime W asRd wallay - 082-3706 Atl11iCouny 194 19343A Up-r
Staffed Brtanh (1) 1 M otO aatnh 7101 Ddlemwa Ale Rat Fd a173 0326747 Muaom Couny 393 118019 Mdeak
Staffed Branch (1) 1 iter HaentBranh 39r0d1 CesrG ns4 B Wider Hn FL 0724 0804631 ol Cou 633 11976A Middl

Staffed Brach (1) 1 Feasdtl Bnch 710 E Stet Rd Fdiert PA 19040 1903-700 udsgl e Cou 2346 120431A Midd
Staffd Branch (1) 1 Modi Ptain Bnch 22-03d33 Aains 0 08160 07t90-1717 Moms COnl 1932 114471A Up-r
Staffed Bath (1) 1 Rhudtm Spem n 1720 Wel0tr Solaelpha PA 19103 1963-0101 Bladolpinmadt 2304 11663A Miw
Staffed Branh(1) 1 H-oelBnch 42, t1601W y BH 08ml B- FL 36 0731-3352 M thCo3 134081 U

StaHed~~~~~~~~~1 Brnc c1 1. Fany Brn387o9v FM003 003-3 no on 120528A Upddr

Staffed Bach (1) 1 Nmael Banh M0an Rd WClt 190706 100-t30 Uid Couna flet 320 126104 Middle

Staffed Brah 1) 1 MaaeMBOh 20Madi.ePik Foles- PA 731 1903-100 Delawammty 122 1173716A Up-

Staffed Branh (1) 1 vasSpnnsMale S8e2 ld e 745 Welle t 02 GleWhy CT 353 65033615 PasfimJ una 311 114 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hm y Head Ho0e B2n7 H409 N Rte 9 iddlaety C u 07741 l771-1714 CaMay Cel 19634 117362A Middle

Staffed Bach (1) 1 Faiteld B0649 aa3H 272ld ee Faideld,ia PA 19114 0701-2428 Elsdelim Cny 2346 117266 Middle
Staffed Bran1 (1) 1 Nudey(FnlinAe)ran3 2FlinAe NuRdtey P 020 020-32 Esex Con 0264 117363A Middle

Staffed Bath (1) 1 ainsrBrah 4 d 2771 St W atler PA 13904 1840509 BudsCoun" 2264 167314 Midl

SRffed rae1 () 1 waye Pmak,maa Brad& 187 et Wayt 11-77 0770-3216 -- iw c- 6 14000 00i0a
Staffed Btmt:h 1,) 1 Rdt Pamemyt0tat0 9715 Itot Pl,"yN jackeddllea R 24 32246021 D-1e Cdtleet~ty of dedim-tillo 344 140694 Middle
St.ffed Bta6of(1) 1 -1.l B-1,o 243734 17th St 0.l. :FL 34071 3441-905 Idaetd Cm,tmy 370 1407136 up-0
Staffed Bmth (1) 1 Odom, Tedshipt imma,t 802W Pae fle cdaa,84 07712 07712-074 -. 0..tUO ftly 1934 11761t. Middle
Staffed 1t3et1, 1) 1 Rd-t 273 datd. 0t2 C-btad.t 82 NRA C.ad. 4DE 7320 19720-3118 Noe aaeCee 0 117636A idl
Staffe 2ttS1 1 400aedaOa 3470 0daka5daq Rct Medde401l. )860013 0561-12N4 Maotftt 192 1464 Middle
St.ffed Rteol1) 1 lSpridgF.1d N. B-1,e SOO Me.e flda atitg d G4 7081 071381-1017 Utdt Ce..tly 6341 1173766 :Middle
Staffed Bmth (1) 1 Eaet Hmaer Bm,at w0180 i.0 E;9M., U4 073 73-6 MetO flety 1935 143304 up-w
St.ffed Bta6tf(1) 1 11-ll1o Btaeh 044616;1Val, Rd lFaid.. Hilla PA 7330 .4303-3002 -B-t Ce- 2164 114S31A ;Middle

Staffed Btmt1, 1,) 1 048 adate 5025 Poe.t.l1 Rd PAto 4 10014 16014-1063 Oaemat fite 2278 11791t. 44i,a
St.ffed Bta6of(1) 1 -eflea Bra-f :200 C &lg 9 ;lelONC 2801 :28801-3005 C-et04fety 666-47426 00-0
Staffed Bmth (1) 1 Mddtde am-fl 762 -aopadt Paids Rfd ad,deo Ttalp U4 0863 08831-3714 eMddtaam, fleet 1933 1-010 Viddaeak,
St.ffed Btf 6 () -1 W-Ibt3dC., Nj 6B,a- 300 S.it aGafle Weld,dm, 0 7047 0703-27203 idde- -ett63 117570 Middl.
Staffed Btmt:h 1,) 1 Rffaam B-hef 1071 Same Ga.eoRo fle saiaffq4 07007 07085-2660 Umm,c fleety 194 117914 Middle
Staffed 1t3-1, (1) 1 Xm-,ae B-1t, Admd- Ge0 laae0 7747 07767-197 ldtte lety634 114766 0-0
Stafed OtEet1 1 F-1,11,t Lomas Otatm 708 Fmidoi. fle F-mi lms Ue 4 07417 07417-1037 e lu 903 1426194 up-w
Stffed 1t3et1, Il) 1 My- .d . 80i 000 ffaeedfl! Mdayt-ed0 070 077-II -etfeel 33 1406816 0i'a8
Staffed Btmt:h 1,) 1 Boydam,t eadheWdeelleigltSt slom 0 sm6704EWddib,g6, Rd 86809 8e00 R 03437 33056033 Palmt .ea. feml 379 14001Wk Mdkoew
St.ffed Btattf(1) 1 :Witd.tGmc.t ateS. :12200 W fle ... 0 , ;Wi.., Redt :FL 0387 -387-127 oradgia f.lety 377 -4738A :Middle

Staffed Bmth (1) 1 wil-7t toe OtaeS 200W M-W.Odd wil WIR tem PA 1800 10030307 Mdmtddnta flomae 2301 11714 Middle
Staffed Btattf(1) 1 D0e, Btat.h 37 M.-Wete, 32 :ttyNH 033 -33-0 lteekpaft fle.l 6313 12114-MdA
Staffed Btm:heS,l) 1 TaoCtatrae1d s00tOamvil" DaO F.1Mill SC 29708 6768-673 Vofifcmdy 2N51 14001 44i,a,
St.ffed Btattf(1) 1 1St. fe aeti-aL.-t Pelt -tte 24 61 5 d0.idt gA-itm Fl- 0380 3061679 1 d:St. fleetl- y 3134 1402426 Middle

Staffed Bmth (1) 1 Wob.mt C)d Modteale radh 200 Mdntm lee A"Wdladd, MA 01001 01001667 Mddtaam, fleety 11965 12907 Mi,dl
Staffed Bttf 6 () 1 Rd-d,t 60-ate 1307 4 d.tat,id, Bt0a.t DE :19701 19701-1-4 :N.. C...e fl.ety 327 118734A :Middle
Staffed Btmm:h 1,) 1 wd,,edae t=a ateS 3330 Wedchat Rd Pli,loia P4A814 910-0 P-ledalpi,adty 2346 110084 44i,a
St.ffed Btef 1)U 1 Ba.a..lI QttS410 C.-tt Pik. Wil-d-Oe 0DE 73603 7103wi718 N-et.. C... fetly 327 1167636 up-0
Staffed Bmth (,1) 1 -aemt a.acdn 27 $uedtm fle 50m880t U 07001 0701-374 68mm0 flety 1- 1172934 up-w
Staffed Bta6ef(1) 1 Bri,.dgae, Btt 472- Ut,etfle Bndaat W4360 807-3171 sm,mmtctCtt63 117236 Middle
Staffed Btmm:h 1,) 1 Ra.d.1,,h aB-ho 63021 Rt0 04 07063,Ed" 0780-2010 Metys fleetl 1937 1-331Wk 44i,a
St.ffed Btef 1)U 1 SGllee-y Bdate 0374E Jim-tl Leadt, Rd .aee 40207 07110 Aitt =ety 6322 1107006 0040

Staffed Bmtht (,1) 1 Hadideigt BrRndh Sol64 00Nto1 Heto FR =06 ,, Uell 4410837 08435172 fadam, flety 125 11S77A up-w
Staffed Btef 6 () 1 Mm,tt Oili. OtetelS0 Flmtat- 603day8 Rctt H-m 0730 07-47313 l00 fleetly 637110639A up-0
Staffed Btmm:h 1,) 1 Madoy aB.te 10304 Satoe E8W04 jackenllea R 3227 3257-607 D-1e Cduemylit of daeim-illo 344 1409. .4"4w,a
Staffed 1t3-1, (1) 1 Widta, H-e Btat, 3901 ct-e Glame- 014 Wi..,t HOW. :FL 060 38-137 P.1, fle-ty 3132 119776A 0040

Staffed Bmtht (1l) 1 NRA aOm.P4OaIr 0W04 lechade P184 134-27801Cel 2264 1070004 Middle
Staffed 1t3-1, (1) 1 F Brad.h liU Ette 701 tad 02 lFamd-atel 04 73073 7903-7700 B.-t fletl 2214 1200116 :Middle
Staffed Btmdth (1) 1 26064i., PA aded. 2655 ytttt ff4 m1411 PA 102 1301 8000 fleen 224 1176294 Middle
Staffed 1t3-1, (1) 1 Mettl Pmlt- B.-t 036 Spmatl-leem lm- Plit- !D07705 0707-124 4- flety,33 1104716 0Up,,
Staffed Bmtht (1l) 1 Rfan-oa Wed.0 780 Rae-e Rd wleet kelly, U4 0806 080-617 B,fliNton Cm,t 1924 12QS104 up-w
Staffed 1t3e-1, (1) 1 Up,at -otim.tp.. Btat- 1110 St,al Rd PeAee 14706 8061-220 8B.- flety 2214 1201636 :Middle

Staffed Btmddh 1,) 1 Naeadded t- BMto 12600 WeaWa" PA 10440 18904300 8000 flee. 224 1179104 44i,a
St.ffed Bta6ef(1) 1 H-eel B-dth 4202 Hey R, H.tl I4 7731 :07731-3372 M.,dtht flety 633 110616 0UP
Staffed Btmdth (1l) 1 Saamn.00 Btt075 wy0eORd EOttot U4 07724 07724-1668 -aeetOet1" 740 934 11614 -W

St.ffed Btef 6 () 1 Faeddc .... 0 7580 N-e flAm Ra,Oee G7023 -723-13- dtdd fleetly 631 1207266 up-O
Staffed Bmddh l1) 1 Cilhatm., Nj Smte 425 Maln St fihathnOt0 07628 07928-2105 Metti (Id.ty 1937 120414 44i,a
St.ffed Btef 1)U 1 Cla .t-hf 1010 80241084R cl-t -4006 071366-1307 Utdd fleety 631 1206136 :Middle

Staffed Bmtht (,1) 1 264 h-,ete Wte.. 7614E Madmta St 2680sictaa PA 1982 16382-468 Chmalatfe,l 2276 130374 Middle
Staffed Btef 6 () 1 M-d. M11 6B.0- :2600 M-eed. Ble,d 1H.I-a 14A 7343 191343-130D Oeleeeat -ett 2278 116746 up-O
Staffed Bmddheel1) 1 488416 Bmda0 0BIZ3 6178 N yS H,6941 A6pdl8o0 Bad 0 3572 02772-100 Hitl-gh6 744, 357 146034 Medkoaw
St.ffed 13ao-1, 1) 1 .Se-a Spt... at a;8928 ld fleetl, 627 Ne:Pe=i.fle FL 0363 037827 Padd Gdty 310 147126 ;Middle

Staffed 08mdth (1) 1 61482610008844164 7899 SEWLke 268008 RdReHo FL 02460 03f-09 Palme .. a0 Glo. 379 1322634 vddaeak,
Staffed Btof 6 () 1 Mal By fl- H.-e 080000 413N RmdaSCaaMye8kee 4 3010 321-6 Ma

y C
Ma-Uty62 161A :Middle

Staffed Bmddh66,1) 1 POtpto -040080648 1 WatddaeAvW P610l6 Lak00 0 07442 67402-2023 PaRale flel 937 14269eJ, 44i,a
St.ffed Bta6ef(1) 1 F.Aitd B-1t, 436 1-1.11-ed fleFitrmld 04003 0704-28 -e fetmy 6341426666 004-

Staffed 08m00h (1l) 1 260408676 WR-MRe 8004 18040 wNC wa lk 26787 2617734 B"edl fleety 167 147034 Middle
Staffed 13-6f (1) 1 N.day (Ftenki,nlkm) 08000 :277 Ft-tlidle Nutlay D4 7110 07110-712 -00 fleetly 638537036Mdl
Staffed Bmddh66,1) 1 Cmrtod BmOtA 46556 f . ECtanldad 0 07016 60f-o0 6800 fleety 194100034 44i,a
Staffed 13-6f (1) 1 W-n-ole Btmth 400 Irk R4 W.ama 147874 78041-20 B032 fletl 2264t 1202136 Middl.
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BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Broad Branch 2201 S Broad St Philadelphia PA 19148 19148-2916 Philadelphia County 2306 120844A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Plalinfield Branch 2473 Plainfield Ave South Plainfield NJ 07080 07080-3530 Middlesex County 1933 120413A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Vineland Branch 3850 S Delsea Dr Vineland NJ 08360 08360-7464 Cumberland County 1927 121463A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 King Of Prussia Branch 100 E Dekalb Pike King of Prussia PA 19406 19406-2115 Montgomery County 2301 120843A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Royersford Branch 991 S Township Line Rd Royersford PA 19468 19468-1823 Montgomery County 2301 121956A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 64th & Third Avenue Branch 1110 3rd Ave New York NY 10065 10065-6606 New York County 2023 121068A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chadds Ford Branch 214 Wilmington W Chester Pike Chadds Ford PA 19317 19317-9038 Delaware County 2278 120564A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Wickham Road Branch 4551 N Wickham Rd Melbourne FL 32935 32935-7101 Brevard County 333 121693A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fair Lawn Branch 1403 Saddle River Rd Fair Lawn NJ 07410 07410-5925 Bergen County 1923 142667A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Metuchen Branch 70 Middlesex Ave Metuchen NJ 08840 08840-1118 Middlesex County 1933 121460A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin/Beekman Branch 3221 Route 27 Franklin Park NJ 08823 08823 Somerset County 1939 121461A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Willingboro Branch 13 Levitt Pkwy Willingboro NJ 08046 08046-1436 Burlington County 1924 121464A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 43rd & 3rd Branch 685 3rd Ave New York NY 10017 10017-4024 New York County 2023 122041A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Garden City Branch 855 Franklin Ave Garden City NY 11530 11530-4548 Nassau County 2022 122299A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Massapequa Branch 4126 Merrick Rd Massapequa NY 11758 11758-6013 Nassau County 2022 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Patchogue Branch 251 E Main St Patchogue NY 11772 11772-3105 Suffolk County 2044 121982A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farmingville Branch 949 Horseblock Rd Farmingville NY 11738 11738-1228 Suffolk County 2044 121981A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St Lucie West Branch 1660 SW Saint Lucie W Blvd Port Saint Lucie FL 34986 34986-2107 St. Lucie County 385 122418A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Neptune Branch 2200 Rt 66 Neptune NJ 07753 07753-4062 Monmouth County 1934 122331A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wyckoff Branch 8 Wyckoff Ave Wyckoff NJ 07481 07481-3121 Bergen County 1923 142704A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Placid Branch 1 US 27 N 621 E Lake Placid FL 33852 33852 Highlands County 356 123355A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Indian Harbor Beach Branch 325 E Eau Gallie Blvd Satellite Beach FL 32937 32937-4836 Brevard County 333 123352A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deland Branch 351 E New York Ave DeLand FL 32724 32724-5509 Volusia County 393 123456A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Laurel/Ark Road Branch 201 Ark Rd Mount Laurel NJ 08054 08054-6310 Burlington County 1924 120875A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deptford Branch 1470 Clements Bridge Rd Woodbury NJ 08096 08096-3006 Gloucester County 1929 121599A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 85th and Third Avenue Branch 1504 3rd Ave New York NY 10028 10028-2102 New York County 2023 122228A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hygeia Branch 101 Hygeia Dr Newark DE 19713 19713-2048 New Castle County 327 123849A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Old Bridge Branch 3024 Rt 516 Old Bridge NJ 08857 08857-2369 Middlesex County 1933 118967A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Society Hill Branch 200 Lombard St Philadelphia PA 19147 19147-1605 Philadelphia County 2306 123383A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Spring Lake Heights Branch 555 Warren Ave Spring Lake NJ 07762 07762-2054 Monmouth County 1934 122328A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Brunswick Branch 70 Bayard St New Brunswick NJ 08901 08901-2113 Middlesex County 1933 124012A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Thorndale Branch 3821 W Lincoln Hwy Downingtown PA 19335 19335-2216 Chester County 2270 123010A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Conshohocken Branch 502 W Ridge Pike Conshohocken PA 19428 19428-1225 Montgomery County 2301 124177A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lionville Branch 553 W Uwchlan Ave Exton PA 19341 19341-1563 Chester County 2270 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Brunswick Branch 765 Rt 18 East Brunswick NJ 08816 08816-4904 Middlesex County 1933 120409A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bloomfield Branch 1476 Broad St Bloomfield NJ 07003 07003-3026 Essex County 1928 142659A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nutley Branch 575 Kingsland St Nutley NJ 07110 07110-1052 Essex County 1928 142687A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Paramus Mall Branch 102 S Paramus Rd Paramus NJ 07652 07652-1233 Bergen County 1923 102690A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brookline, Ma Branch 1641 Beacon St Brookline MA 02445 02445-4505 Norfolk County 1198 121338A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Park Avenue Branch 295 Park Ave Worcester MA 01609 01609-1846 Worcester County 1201 105083A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 94th and Broadway Branch 2521 Broadway New York NY 10025 10025-6947 New York County 2023 120812A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morganton Branch 401 S Sterling St Morganton NC 28655 28655-3572 Burke County 1677 148757A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Skyland Branch 1890 Hendersonville Rd Asheville NC 28803 28803-2399 Buncombe County 1676 148741A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 74th & Broadway Branch 2109 Broadway New York NY 10023 10023-2106 New York County 2023 121640A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Windsor Branch 74 Princeton-Hightstown Rd East Windsor NJ 08520 08520-1934 Mercer County 1932 122329A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Union Branch 2265 Morris Ave Union NJ 07083 07083-5910 Union County 1941 122330A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Northport Branch 517 Larkfield Rd East Northport NY 11731 11731-4208 Suffolk County 2044 123927A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 31st & Park Branch 460 Park Ave S New York NY 10016 10016-7315 New York County 2023 314542A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 77th and 2nd Branch 1470 2nd Ave New York NY 10075 10075-2203 New York County 2023 123850A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Caldwell Branch 600 Passaic Ave West Caldwell NJ 07006 07006-6706 Essex County 1928 142701A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fort Lee Branch 1400 Palisade Ave Fort Lee NJ 07024 07024-5211 Bergen County 1923 142668A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Budd Lake Branch 392 Rt 46 W Hackettstown NJ 07840 07840-4950 Morris County 1935 123070A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 68th and Broadway Branch 1995 Broadway New York NY 10023 10023-5882 New York County 2023 123851A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Red Lion Branch 9996 Haldeman Ave Philadelphia PA 19115 19115-1727 Philadelphia County 2306 124015A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hillsborough Branch 380 Route 206 Hillsborough NJ 08844 08844-4636 Somerset County 1939 121458A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pearl River Branch 105 E Central Ave Pearl River NY 10965 10965-2325 Rockland County 2036 123863A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Massapequa East Branch 5555 Merrick Rd Massapequa NY 11758 11758-6215 Nassau County 2022 124059A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Long Beach Branch 550 Long Beach Blvd Long Beach NY 11561 11561-2235 Nassau County 2022 124124A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Frankford Avenue Branch 6635 Frankford Ave Philadelphia PA 19135 19135-2541 Philadelphia County 2306 124014A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Trenton Branch 50 E State St Trenton NJ 08608 08608-1715 Mercer County 1932 124178A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sheepshead Bay Branch 2700 Coney Island Ave Brooklyn NY 11235 11235-5006 Kings 2016 124123A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Merrick Branch 2260 Merrick Rd Merrick NY 11566 11566-4739 Nassau County 2022 124136A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 14th and 5th Branch 90 5th Ave New York NY 10011 10011-7629 New York County 2023 122040A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Upper Darby Branch 2200 Garrett Rd Drexel Hill PA 19026 19026-1132 Delaware County 2278 124122A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Havertown Branch 120 W Eagle Rd Havertown PA 19083 19083-1110 Delaware County 2278 124142A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Edison/Stony Road Branch 1906 Lincoln Hwy Edison NJ 08817 08817-3213 Middlesex County 1933 122416A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Astoria Branch 3104 Ditmars Blvd Astoria NY 11105 11105-2306 Queens 2033 123632A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Floral Park Branch 372 Jericho Tpke Floral Park NY 11001 11001-2235 Nassau County 2022 123857A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Scotch Plains Branch 245 Park Ave Scotch Plains NJ 07076 07076-1056 Union County 1941 124139A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Meadow Branch 2549 Hempstead Tpke East Meadow NY 11554 11554-2135 Nassau County 2022 124204A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Vineland Branch 1167 E Chestnut Ave Vineland NJ 08360 08360-5001 Cumberland County 1927 124215A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hatboro Branch 256 S York Rd Hatboro PA 19040 19040-3328 Montgomery County 2301 124062A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Middle Village Branch 7955 Metropolitan Ave Middle Village NY 11379 11379-2938 Queens 2033 124033A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Caesar's Bay Branch 1630 Shore Pkwy Brooklyn NY 11214 11214-6404 Kings 2016 124421A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ridley Branch 131 MacDade Blvd Folsom PA 19033 19033-2809 Delaware County 2278 124212A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Quakertown Branch 49 N West End Blvd Quakertown PA 18951 18951-1133 Bucks County 2264 124904A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Berkeley Heights Branch 331 Springfield Ave Berkeley Heights NJ 07922 07922-1262 Union County 1941 122308A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parsippany Branch 9 Waterview Blvd Parsippany NJ 07054 07054-1219 Morris County 1935 123382A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brooklyn Heights Branch 211 Montague St Brooklyn NY 11201 11201-3602 Kings 2016 123071A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hicksville Branch 225 N Broadway Hicksville NY 11801 11801-2900 Nassau County 2022 123858A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Avenue U Branch 1602 Ave U Brooklyn NY 11229 11229-3810 Kings 2016 124154A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oceanside Branch 247 Long Beach Rd Oceanside NY 11572 11572-2225 Nassau County 2022 124214A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Lakeland Branch 4400 S Florida Ave Lakeland FL 33813 33813-2118 Polk County 382 125339A Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Marlboro Branch 46 Route 520 Englishtown NJ 07726 07726-8217 Monmouth County 1934 121021A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 42nd & 9th Times Square Branch 582-586 9th Ave New York NY 10036 10036-3701 New York County 2023 123979A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 White Plains (Mamaroneck) Branch 285 Mamaroneck Ave White Plains NY 10605 10605-1439 Westchester County 2052 124901A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oaklyn Branch 1130 White Horse Pike Oaklyn NJ 08107 08107-1037 Camden County 1925 124965A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bridgewater Regional Branch 560 Route 22 Bridgewater NJ 08807 08807-2405 Somerset County 1939 123011A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pine Hills 2 Market Xing Plymouth MA 02360 02360-7736 Plymouth County 1199 124718A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pequannock Branch 115 Jackson Ave Pompton Plains NJ 07444 07444-1466 Morris County 1935 142693A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Corley Mill Road Branch 4320 Sunset Blvd Lexington SC 29072 29072-9248 Lexington County 2437 148819A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Beville Nova Branch 1590 S Nova Rd Daytona Beach FL 32114 32114-5816 Volusia County 393 123527A Middle
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Staffed amm:(1)1, SmAT,0 nnac! 2201 S ""d8St Ptiflace(, PA 19148 5 ) Mode

Staffed Bah (1) 1 Kth P intad B-h 23 P1 aiike Sthn Pnoffia A 10670 1067D -3153 Midao u 1930 120413A Middl
Staffed Brach(1) 1 Vlam Banc 385ev DidPe Vinlnd 080 0830-7436 BOrladoCo 1927 12143A Middle

Staffd Bhanc (1) 1 Kn, Ci-ak Bah 855 0nki Ae 1G DO E a9406 n i0 130 Nas6 oCog 2301 12023A Updd

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stale Watd Bmc 9919 SWmaip Lie Rd Roanaadi Pe 1946 98-103 St.Lce Cou, 2301 1218A Middle

Staffed Bah (1) 1 W-4t ra nhA 8Wyc-.Ave Wy B.01 01-3101 Bergen=C.o6 203 12108A Upper
Staffed Branh,(1) 1 InMFoOdBBear, 24EEaaie Sag.w Ctanda a oed PA 197 39317-36 BoardCoun 23 120352A Mpde
Staffd Branch (1) 1 8th W&hir Ane B9nh 1 3 Avk N FL 300 30035-2101 N.- Yo,my - 333 12223A UpOn
StafedBranch(1) 1 FdA1g, mnh 143 0 4 t Rd Ol, 07410 07410-525 mitodd, y 1933 1426867A MAp

Staeffd Branch (1) 1 Sang 8ke H70 W,da.n ASang.- L 09940 07762-111 Mmout 0oun 1933 12180A Middle

StaHe,d Branh (1) 1 Thmdle BmncI81WLni w&aigonP 93 13521 hse on 20131AM m

Staffed Brac1) 1 LinvlleBmanch0 55 W21 0 anA2 E,ki, PPA 089334-3 08esterCoun 1939 I2 Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 WIl eld Branch 137 Bm Pik BIn eld 07003 07003-302-136 Es C0 y 10 12146A M

Staffed Brach (1) 1 43m3,Ml Brah 102 SiPammus RdAP oramus 07 1074524 Bee ,ou 123 12290A Upr
Staffed Bah (1) 1 Pa,.AvenuB4nch 2955 -k1n 5P, A W s MA 11530 01609-1 W sterun 20 120290A L-

Staffed Brach(1) 1 UnionBmc hm. 45 Mods Rd m0aasim w 11708 1175013 nioon 2021 Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 Pet-a 8l l B.n- 251 Pasa1ic A Wan..t Cl 11706 01772310 00650 E on- 924 1201080A Unr

Staffed Brach (1) 1 Famd,Rlie Bgnh 105 EPCnt9l i Rd eir 106 1173-1225 SMk Coty 204 121981A Middle
Staeffd Branch (1) 1 TLnton Wea 80 E"G SWte Sat LTn0 W608 :8 -1 MFL e0r1Cou0 3S 102418A :Mial

Staffed B,8ch,61) 1 Merdck BSnch6, 2 Rd Memak 07766 015664039 asmu Coua 2934 120331A UpOle8r

Stafed Bach (1) 1 :ppeDaryBncf h 000 e0 Rd DmxeHl 90261 -1321 Dm,en 0y 273 1*2704A Up r
Staffed Brach (1) 1 Edison Roadt ran 16 27Nl21n I-e PHdani FL 33812 83050 Midhlas Omy 353 12355A Middle

Staffed Bah (1) 1 1loala Bah 3760802 6 Fjam94 S.tIa 0100 FL 3 01-235 Nas.uCoun, 333 13850A Middle

Staffed Brch (1) 1 Jasl Mea- 3516n N 9 m Tpke Eal-m,d M 32 724 1515109 Naseu Coun, 2022 124504 Middle

Staffd Branch (1) 1 Hatom- ranch20 S-Y Rd Haf0 2 P 940 004-310 Molnme- Cun 201 12075A 000dl
Staffed Branh0(1) 1 Oafin8m,8nc 1470SharePy ff4oWa Bd 8000y 1121w1114 Kins 1901 1221599A Mpe

Staffed Bah (1) 1 Bake ,.nBhna 4Wtd Qu80do2 PA 18951 18951-133 Bu8mksCounD210 20263 124004A 00Om3
Staffed B,8h,(1) 1 ffipanB h 101HmB Peampny 7 1901 0701-219 MomsCou 123A9 Middle

Staffed Brh (1) 1 :ic, 5N,B 324 01510 Old 008 0101 1801d-290 NasuCon 0 11867A M0me

Stafed 0,anch)1) 1 o*as Hill Bran8 200 LonBed Rd Oiaidelpha PA 19147 1917-1805 Plalupha C0n, 02 1242143A M
-dre-in(2 21 1 MaWbg 1anc46Rt2 Ei s1 Lte 07710 07762-17 Mfmou tCounty 1934 12023A Up0d

Staffed B,8h,(1) 1 Whitn-eans(Maa- 70nB)Brnd 85 n Wh ePnai w )801 001113 WAtddlcharau 20 12481A Up0r

Staffed Bnmhof (1) 1 lTmna.l. B.n.hn :381W Li3-n9y D.nngt,91 7PA 39331 30335-216 Chmn1,Cm0,my07 1310 08
Staffed B,8h,(1) 1 Cr,e teRegiam nc 0h2 Ridge ,8 Bdhehoe PA 10420 1942 0-1225 S ome tCoty 0139 1237A Upn0a

St.ff,d 13-6,f (1) 1 Li. B.-- 8,3W -1.200, Ekka*, PA 39343 :19341-1563 0fCh.-,C..n'y 0070 00003e
Staffed Brach(1) 1 EquaaanoBann, 70982 10 E1cn EmtonPains 08746 0-818406 Mimooy 933 12049A Middle
Staffed Bnh (1) 1 :vlln1dBn 15e-SN -B d D1-1d4a1c FL 07003 073-30256 VolusiCoun C393 1*2659A Midle

Staffed 0,8hes1) 1 Nu0.8 B.n& 5758Ki.galand 8t00W, w 07110 071-1OS2 E- 00dy 1900 142117* APw
Staff,d 13-6,f (1) 1 ... 800MelB038,0 i02S 78P.800 Rd8,0 P= 070=75-38,800,910 060 00Stafe!08061 1 1t00040. 88,85 194 l Rfial t B-n 8,0t1 MA 02445 0244-SO5 811U0 19123394 *70e,
Stffed 1,,f Pa1) 1 - B7mn0808,8h 207820*0 828,da81 -f 01600 :0109-l96 W80kkaGn0nty 0001 1050030A0

Staffed Bmm:h (1) 1 94th 8an88004dw098Wan& 2521 0B000 N-8302 800 1005 1002S-09147 Nee Ymi,Cm,ety 003 12081- *70w
R.aff,nd 13-6f (1) 1 .,g-811 t- . ;D SO 551t19S mfOentm, N0 066 0053570 80,ka 0Cm,nly 167 1*0757A 8n018

Staffed 0,8,h16))1 0984,,119 94t1018f44f811 0 89 28 0329 .3o,04oo1 167 100741 *70
St.ffed Bn,hf (1) 1 74th &0808408 B,.h3f :21090040 B..d- 00-Y. : 30023 30023-306 N-, 0020 000,19 003 101940 00003
Staffed Bmm:h (1) 1 EmdWinatuallne-1 74 Pmxt0,

0
td.Hgtdame Rd Ent0 Nimlad, w 08520 08520-1930 Manna00, 1mn 932 1229* Mnnaanaw

Staff.d 13-6,f (1) 1 0,im, B,8f 2065800 M.M. U,n, w 0.7003 0O7083-5910 0,000,- 104y 1 12230A :Mi018

Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 En,88N09t8040,0m11 517120*8 Ok*0001,W RdEa0ofna 11-0 11731-09 uW Cm*60,1 2.4 ID2397* Middle
St.ffed Bn,hf (1) 1 -tb &P800,8, :400 Park*- S 80N0000 80 30010 300106-7315 N-0, 00200k1 0003 3-ASO 00003
Stafed 2,8,S 1 1 77th6a.92.90Bm, 1470 2,4*d Am82 N-0Ym 10975 10075-223 8088 Y020 m,et 003 128509 *78w

Stffd 8,80,h (1) 1 -at288180.11 Bne-O 000O Paka.i.3 Weat 82 1d.4011 w 0.700 07006-701E. 70-,00, 1008 1*2701A i0003

Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 nt Le 8,801 14007881ism*. P018 I-a 07024 07024-1OI Bandon Coman190 10049455 *p,,.,
St.ffed 8n,8,0 (1) 1 :0id44.8,80,3S. 302 ad8 98W900 W0 07940 07840-95D ff000 00R,10 -S 1030700 0000

Staffed B,80h6)1) 1 684and8Ema"ay2Wan& 19950099 8088002 N-0Ym 1093 10023-5182 8088 0020 m, 003 12851A *70w
R.aff,d 8,806 (1) 1 :.80 10, Bmn.hf 30968848,08, n0 :Phl101, 7PA 39316 31-1727 Phi,ladelphia 0Caty 0336" 104S-000

Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 Hlland"l9,8nan" 300 RoOe 2"7 Hid6=809 808w4 08044-4836 snama,t co 1900 121594 Middle
Rtaff.d 8,8,06)1) 1 1780,0 Riw,8, m.h1OS E0Can-8*r! 78088 8 3015 310065-2325 2oka40030036 1031630 0000

Staffed B,8,06)1) 1 M-_m030 80am ,8m- 055588,44. Rd 88008001178 11758025 2oHo0019002 12359* Mnnaanaw
SRaff.d 8,806 (1) 1 L.,3*088330,0 :550-g.h3 9 U0908g Bean :1151 316-236 80800.00000,y000 12412*4Adl
Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 7,8edd,4*A00088,8m1160357,8edd0,4*08 Phflank,oi, PA 19135 19135-2.01 Phladelphia Contd9 0306 124810 Micdle
R.aff.d 8n,8,061) 1 3,Tmt.n B.n8t5D Stn,St0 0.n, W0 1.60a 0808-1715 :M.-0,C..n1 1932 1041710 M018,8

Staffed B,8,h6)1) 1 9tae,,ahmed8ta8,8.n1 2709 Cdtmy Island9*A" 8ld,3980 11235 11235-5000 nga9 0018 123* Middle
R-ffdB,.,h (1) 1 k88.00n83. -008,04Rd ff8, :0 11 366156-739 8080k.0000,ty 0000 104196 0000

Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 14*099 5th ,81m6 9508 80880020 wk 10011 10011-7829 808800200C0019 003 120.. *70e,

Staffed 0,8,:6)1) 1 -809,008,0. 1208 K 84 8Ea8090R1 PA 103 1083-1110 0808,8001 0270 124140 70
R.aff,d8,13-6 (1) 1 -- ,0308n R080838,4 1096) L-in , Ediann,00 :w 0110 117 -31213 Wid00*08k 00,0133 1000160 :Middle
Staffed 0,m,16)1) 1 *01808, B.nt1 31944,804 *8100 Bta0A" 11105 11108-230 *ueen. 0033 126320 Middle

R.aff.d8Bn,hf (1) 1 Fimal P-Bm,8 :302 38,360 0768 Ima8 Pa, 80 31001 1003-235 8080,80000, 003 1031570 ;Middl

Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 90101 am-, 180 295 Parl,3 A0.1 s 18tnR Plin 07076 07076-1055 6nkmi 00001 191 12139* Middle
R.aff,d8,13-6 (1) 1 M20.-89..n.ht3 2S9 H-m.038d Tpk. Ee* ff840 80 1594 3165-36 N.80000000,19000 12420* :Middle
Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 Eeat Vnelan8Sna,,1 11678068he*ne*3A Vineland w 0830 03360-5OOt C..-.nd401 1907 12421A Middle
Rtaff.d8,Bnmh (1) 1 Hmt.. Bm-8,30203088 .80, 7- 390* H-0000-4 3321 M= -- nty08 0021-03 1040600 :Middl

Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 Middle5K0 8ilmBa,8 7955888tma,4ita*08 Middle Village80 11373 11378-29 0088 0033 124833* *700
Rtaff.d8,13-6 (1) 1 a08B8 y 800n.h331130 Shl, B7Idy 0800 0 1214 310140499 1knO 0016 104010 :Middle
Staffed 0,8,16)1) 1 ff14my 8,801 1318848886894d"dPlRdam PA 1033 19033-2009 MAe 00001 028 12412o*a,
Rtaff.d8,Bnmh (1) 1 :0.~B00,,8343 dN ... 0End4B4. 0Q8*0 PA 30951 :18951-1133 8030001 Cm,6* 124.9*A 8018,8
Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 Barkele, Rolne0snann 3319Springfield 8.20emo8nffHaigh8a 8w 07922 07320-1262 600001 194 120N0 *70w
Rtaff.d8,13-6 (1) 1 Pm78,8,n78300,6 38d8806 P.a,8,any, :W 07094 0709M9-l19 8,0000m,10 -S 1033100 MR1,11

Staffed 0,8,h6)1) 1 B10000Imighte 8,0t4 211 880.We89 8000"0 11201 11201-3802 lO09 0016 120012 *70e,
Rtaff.d8,Bnmh (1) 1 Hi4t,la08332000090-,11. B.nn -10 N3i-1 w1180-900 8080,8000, 003 1031510 8M1,8
Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 *008801 003 80080120 11M-81nga021 145* 88
R.aff,d 8,806)(1) 1 -nkid.03,1 24n :7109818 0Ln004 B-0 3d . .!1570 31672-226 8080880000,19000 12421*A :Middle

Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 0914012-a*099nd8,11- 4000Florida 1-al8lan4 R 338113 3313-2118 Pnik08-ty 302 1-339* *70e,
Dn0-in (0) 0 .88M,100,,3 460082 -. 1610 S0 0nlh.:7720 0772t-217 ff000030001 C.uny- 1010010 0000

Staffed 0,8,06)1) 1 42nd6&031T0mine00,8m,8m.h 082-56803 808002 N.N-0m 10036 10030-701 80880Y20000019 2003 1289A *700
R.aff,d 8,806)(1) 1 :Whim1Pl.ink Mfa0,oeo B38,1 :2aS8,8,,1 M...m 820878,3 Pai 3OO 060 305-1439 W-heae80,8 0050- 1040910 00003
Staffed 0,8,h6)1) 1 080108818,1 1130 Winne H- 8Pike Oakyo w 08107 01011037 Camoden oo91 12495*A Middle
R.aff.d8Bn,hf (1) 1 B,,.. R8,01,,i 0 03080002h0 :Bd,-.0, w 001307 08807-2405 timn.-t 0010 t- 1030110 0000
Staffed 0,8,06)1) 1 71im HOW1 2 Madinat0Xin Ply.mdhO MA 02309D 02360-7736 P19ndOtn00 11 99 12410 Middle
Rtaff.d 8,8,6)(1) 1 Pa783083,03B038,111503Je,a, *08an Ple-88183 w0 07444 -7466Ol 80,000,1 1036- 14-63Mdl
Staffed 0,8,6)1 1 Core8, Mill8Rad,Bdam 4320 00,888 094 -04998 0 20172 29072-2a LmOtginn -nty1 .437 1-K89A U7Pe,
St.ff.d8Bn,hf (1) 1 N.001 Bnann8,4 15-6000 081883 N-R .- B. FL 1.114 -214-I5816088.,9 3 123527A Middl.

.. 0,king*8,8,38
33n6e-1 P.O.77 13 U0302



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Drive-in (2) 2 West Palm Branch 2130 Centre Park West Dr West Palm Beach FL 33409 33409-6411 Palm Beach County 379 132990A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Delray Beach Branch 4975 Linton Blvd Delray Beach FL 33445 33445-6609 Palm Beach County 379 132994A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rutherfordton Branch 340 Charlotte Rd Rutherfordton NC 28139 28139-2916 Rutherford County 1746 148758A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Orange Branch 425 Pleasant Valley Way West Orange NJ 07052 07052-2919 Essex County 1928 142702A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wall Branch 1840 Old Mill Rd Wall NJ 07719 07719-3614 Monmouth County 1934 122037A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kings Highway (Brooklyn) Branch 1122-1126 Kings Hwy Brooklyn NY 11229 11229-1001 Kings 2016 124179A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Prospect Park Branch 210-212 Prospect Park SW Brooklyn NY 11218 11218-1505 Kings 2016 124420A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Astoria-Steinway Branch 3190 Steinway St Astoria NY 11103 11103-3909 Queens 2033 124587A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Commack Branch 6190 Jericho Tpke Commack NY 11725 11725-2813 Suffolk County 2044 124721A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island/Hylan Branch 1540 Hylan Blvd Staten Island NY 10305 10305-1924 Richmond 2035 125105A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Horsham Branch 929 Horsham Rd Horsham PA 19044 19044-1210 Montgomery County 2301 123926A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Princeton Branch 883 State Rd Princeton NJ 08540 08540-1436 Mercer County 1932 120616A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plainview Branch 500 Old Country Rd Plainview NY 11803 11803-4904 Nassau County 2022 124713A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boca Federal Branch 2301 N Federal Hwy Boca Raton FL 33431 33431-7711 Palm Beach County 379 137038A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island/Richmond Branch 1837 Richmond Ave Staten Island NY 10314 10314-3909 Richmond 2035 124390A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westbury Branch 6060 Brush Hollow Rd Westbury NY 11590 11590-1702 Nassau County 2022 124720A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bergenfield Branch 126 N Washington Ave Bergenfield NJ 07621 07621-1738 Bergen County 1923 142658A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clifton Branch 1188 Clifton Ave Clifton NJ 07013 07013-3622 Passaic County 1937 142660A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bensonhurst Branch 2173 86th St Brooklyn NY 11214 11214-3205 Kings 2016 124698A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Skippack Branch 4309 Skippack Pike Skippack PA 19473 19473-2031 Montgomery County 2301 124905A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westtown Branch 1159 Wilmington Pike West Chester PA 19382 19382-7217 Chester County 2270 124173A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Glen Rock 23-40 Maple Ave Fair Lawn NJ 07410 07410-1583 Bergen County 1923 142664A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Brunswick/Ryders Lane Branch 286 Milltown Rd East Brunswick NJ 08816 08816-2256 Middlesex County 1933 124315A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Auburndale Branch 19641 Northern Blvd Flushing NY 11358 11358-3036 Queens 2033 124712A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Forest Hills/Queens Boulevard Branch 108-36/50 Queens Blvd Forest Hills NY 11375 11375 Queens 2033 125945A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Hyde Park Branch 110 Hillside Ave New Hyde Park NY 11040 11040-2508 Nassau County 2022 126077A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 36Th & 7Th Branch 469 7th Ave New York NY 10018 10018-7605 New York County 2023 127404A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island/Victory Branch 1818 Victory Blvd Staten Island NY 10314 10314-3512 Richmond 2035 126917A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Forest Hills/Metropolitan Ave Branch 10110 Metropolitan Ave Forest Hills NY 11375 11375-6641 Queens 2033 125774A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Edison/Oak Tree Branch 2064 Oak Tree Rd Edison NJ 08820 08820-2012 Middlesex County 1933 121128A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fordham Road Branch 640 E Fordham Rd Bronx NY 10458 10458-5019 Bronx 1995 124632A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Suffern Branch 61 Rt 59 Suffern NY 10901 10901-4906 Rockland County 2036 133339A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bethpage Branch 145 Stewart Ave Bethpage NY 11714 11714-5317 Nassau County 2022 126559A Middle

Drive-in (2) 2 Broad and Sansom Branch 121 S Broad St Philadelphia PA 19107 19107-4533 Philadelphia County 2306 123457A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harleysville Branch 325 Main St Harleysville PA 19438 19438-2419 Montgomery County 2301 124719A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greer Branch 516 W Wade Hampton Blvd Greer SC 29650 29650-1445 Greenville County 2428 148811A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairview Road Branch 640 Fairview Rd Simpsonville SC 29680 29680-6708 Greenville County 2428 148840A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Livingston Branch 185 S Livingston Ave Livingston NJ 07039 07039-4001 Essex County 1928 142678A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rockaway Branch 326 Mount Hope Ave Dover NJ 07801 07801-1808 Morris County 1935 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 125th Street/Harlem Branch 300 W 125th St New York NY 10027 10027-3606 New York County 2023 126822A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Queens/Ridgewood Branch 6266 Fresh Pond Rd Ridgewood NY 11385 11385-2622 Queens 2033 126927A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 43rd & 6th Branch 1120 Ave of the Americas New York NY 10036 10036-6700 New York County 2023 124539A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Old Bridge Route 9 Branch 1398 Hwy 9 N Old Bridge NJ 08857 08857-2861 Middlesex County 1933 125771A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roselle Branch 37 Saint George Ave Roselle NJ 07203 07203-2916 Union County 1941 125773A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Union Chestnut Branch 570 Chestnut St Union NJ 07083 07083-9314 Union County 1941 126851A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Huntington Station Branch 1040 E Jericho Tpke Huntington Station NY 11746 11746-7510 Suffolk County 2044 155708A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mamaroneck Branch 1521 E Boston Post Rd Mamaroneck NY 10543 10543-4243 Westchester County 2052 127049A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pennsauken Branch 4920 N Crescent Blvd Pennsauken NJ 08109 08109-2130 Camden County 1925 127050A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Kisco Branch 193 E Main St Mount Kisco NY 10549 10549-2924 Westchester County 2052 127054A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Chester Branch 250 Boston Post Rd Port Chester NY 10573 10573-4702 Westchester County 2052 127470A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 15th & JFK Branch 1500 John F Kennedy Blvd Philadelphia PA 19102 19102-1710 Philadelphia County 2306 128642A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dover Branch 758 N DuPont Hwy Dover DE 19901 19901-3939 Kent County 326 128534A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stony Point Branch 82 S Liberty Dr Stony Point NY 10980 10980-2413 Rockland County 2036 127715A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hazlet Branch 16 Bethany Rd Hazlet NJ 07730 07730-1607 Monmouth County 1934 128175A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roxbury Branch 240 Route 10 Succasunna NJ 07876 07876-1308 Morris County 1935 125342A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jackson Heights/Downtown Branch 7314 37th Ave Jackson Heights NY 11372 11372-6327 Queens 2033 129243A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hoboken Branch 47 Newark St Hoboken NJ 07030 07030-5604 Hudson County 1930 142675A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hackensack/Ct House Branch 111 River St Hackensack NJ 07601 07601-7111 Bergen County 1923 142671A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manassas/Digges Road Branch 8401 Digges Rd Manassas VA 20110 20110-8307 City Of Manassas 3012 129163A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hatfield Branch 1500 Cowpath Rd Hatfield PA 19440 19440-3101 Montgomery County 2301 124032A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wildwood Branch 340 W Rio Grande Ave Wildwood NJ 08260 08260-1522 Cape May County 1926 131058A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hauppauge Branch 425 Rt 347 Hauppauge NY 11788 11788-2517 Suffolk County 2044 128535A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wellington Branch 12280 South Shore Blvd West Palm Beach FL 33414 33414-6388 Palm Beach County 379 132212A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chinatown Branch 155 Canal St New York NY 10013 10013-4511 New York County 2023 125238A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Eustis Branch 2601 S Bay St Eustis FL 32726 32726-6366 Lake County 363 132225A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dupont Circle Branch 1753 Connecticut Ave NW Washington DC 20009 20009-1108 District Of Columbia 325 129364A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ridgewood-Downtown Branch 5801 Myrtle Ave Ridgewood NY 11385 11385-5037 Queens 2033 132623A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Palm Beach Branch 316 Northlake Blvd North Palm Beach FL 33408 33408-5421 Palm Beach County 379 132991A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dyker Heights Branch 1301 65th St Brooklyn NY 11219 11219-5617 Kings 2016 132821A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bethlehem Branch 2712 Easton Ave Bethlehem PA 18017 18017-4202 Northampton County 2303 129371A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Montclair Branch 233 Bloomfield Ave Montclair NJ 07042 07042-3647 Essex County 1928 142682A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wayne Valley Road Branch 281 Valley Rd Wayne NJ 07470 07470-3950 Passaic County 1937 142699A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Piscataway Regional Branch 1060 Stelton Rd # 1068 Piscataway NJ 08854 08854-4316 Middlesex County 1933 124541A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Montgomeryville Branch 918 Bethlehem Pike Montgomeryville PA 18936 18936-9603 Montgomery County 2301 132968A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Paoli Branch 131 W Lancaster Ave Paoli PA 19301 19301-1740 Chester County 2270 132966A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 42nd & Park Branch 125 Park Ave New York NY 10017 10017-5529 New York County 2023 128536A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Norwalk Main Avenue Branch 380 Main Ave Norwalk CT 06851 06851-1553 Fairfield County 317 129372A Middle

Drive-in (2) 2 Lower Macungie Branch 5980 Hamilton Blvd Allentown PA 18106 18106-9795 Lehigh County 2294 129428A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 109th And Broadway Branch 2831 Broadway New York NY 10025 10025-2245 New York County 2023 120812A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Secaucus Branch 1262 Paterson Plank Rd Secaucus NJ 07094 07094-3227 Hudson County 1930 142697A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfield/Black Rock Trnpk Branch 1715 Black Rock Turnpike Fairfield CT 06825 06825-4247 Fairfield County 317 129368A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farmingdale II Branch 90 Broadhollow Rd Farmingdale NY 11735 11735-4801 Suffolk County 2044 133668A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Smithtown Branch 714 Smithtown Bypass Smithtown NY 11787 11787-5004 Suffolk County 2044 128588A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mineola Branch 540 Jericho Tpke Mineola NY 11501 11501-1104 Nassau County 2022 128967A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Exton Branch 180 E Lincoln Hwy Exton PA 19341 19341-2724 Chester County 2270 129761A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island-Eltingville Branch 4401 Amboy Rd Staten Island NY 10312 10312-3857 Richmond 2035 129762A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island-Huguenot Branch 929 Huguenot Ave Staten Island NY 10312 10312-4312 Richmond 2035 129762A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Langhorne Branch 2040 E Lincoln Hwy Langhorne PA 19047 19047-3036 Bucks County 2264 132315A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farmingdale Branch 2025 Broadhollow Rd Farmingdale NY 11735 11735-1412 Suffolk County 2044 132507A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Norwood Branch 435 Livingston St Norwood NJ 07648 07648-1311 Bergen County 1923 142686A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clifton/Downtown Branch 276 Clifton Ave Clifton NJ 07011 07011-1828 Passaic County 1937 133369A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gorham Branch 95 Main St Gorham ME 04038 04038-1303 Cumberland County 1228 129325A Middle
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Sted (2) 2 Weat ON, Banch 230 Cahe Val,e Wot D, West Orang B; FL 33 7 305-2919 Essex Cou y 379 142702A Updla

fod B7,sf 6 1 1 Dday - dad,.heof 417 18nks,0Dena, Be.&, FL 3344 34-h.0. 711end114 - c ... ty 37- 132-A4 .33dda1

Staffed B,c(1) 1 Rtod-S EinwyB 340 Stddate Rd RsodJka NG 2873 28321116 h-d30 Q ons 
46 1458 Middle

Staffed B, (1) 1 Wat onBan B8,8 4 Sei V1csyet 
07862 0705-2919 MerrCoun 1932 14276A Up-r

Staffed Bn,h (1) 1 w a a lB r 120 Old Mill Rd waea HU 07719 0771BF33 14 Md'ond ha C ny 1934 122037A Middle

Staffed Branh(1) 1 CKi Higoh B.kiyn Bda- 1122-112iAe Cinon 1 011229 1229-101 P e 11 141710A Uptr
Staffed B,anh1(1) 1 Sapa N,Br ada 210-212 Sic Pad SW BS"ka P 11211 11218-1M5 Sge u 2016 124905A Upis

stiad8111111 1 4111-nan-ye 11e173130 Stalej7 1 St NYed ii- 110 11103-3909 0111503 257 Middl

Stafed Brance(1) 1 GlendRdk 240e Ae Fair Lw 17105 117258-13 sBergenotoy 234 124266 Middle
Stffed Branch (1) 1 newHydPad Branch 110 Hyle, 67 SAvew Hy d! Pa 10305 10305-1-2 Nasiu-Coud 203 12607A :Middle

Staffed Branh1) 1 Sthaesla to r 92 181 iodvd SttenIsan 104 104-1210 Ri mod y o ty 2391 12691 Middle

St.ffad Bran (1) 1 EdisonIaTeeBn d 20SOakTr- Rd Edo 03 08820-1432 Middbmx1 nty 1933 120616A Up0

Staffed Brch (1) 1 ftemire 1R 5 0Se Om 109y Rd N113404 RkladConty 2022 124713A Middle

reffd n (1) 1 o Fdat Sand, 2301 S B rad l Hey Phladelphi7 PA 131 -1-7711 Phladhi11C ny 379 13703A Up da

Staffed Bra,h (1) 1 11rter Br . 16 W aeded HAmpto SaBel S 10314 10314-09 Reille 205 1241 39U pi
St.ffad Bran (1) 1 LiinstonBrnch1,3 B H1 d 15Sivso nAve Uvingston 7039 Na070 0 ssexCouny 202 1247208 Ups
Staffed Branch (1) 1 12r50Striede 12ff 30 Wshiton ee owlid 1U 0721 07621-17306 N 0dYo1 1923 126533 Middle
SReff.d BI1711(1) 1 - d11117177 111103h31 0611 Chha 0it.I7013 071313-3-2 pea-w117 01111716t1117 11426100 07-9

Staffed Branh(1) 1 HuntingtnSionB ran 2173 ff11 h St aunNto nSt 11214 11214-705 Sueg n 2016 125798 Middle

Steffd Branch(1) 1 Penn0 uke 117117 4920NCre1 ntBIvd Pannuken 08109-21 Cd ecoun 2305 124330A Middle

Staffed Branch161) 1 Wester 811h 1150 WilBoston Pike W Chester 19342 1032-77 sthe Consthy 2271 12473A Mueat
Stffed Branh(1) 1 HalelRa1nc 23- MC pa d Felt 1Maple - :0749 140-31 Motge5u 1 123 12402A 07dd

Staffed Brc(t1) 1 Hautsgerad d edr L4e .. 251 MiH e 1886 111-22 Sufoasun 01144 1933 12435A Middl
St.ffed Brah(1) 1 Chinato.1Brand 195 CN.11lSt i FewYo NY 115 713130311 N 7 Yo un 2033 12472A M R te

Staffed Brch6(1) 1 Fdti Hlk)eBrs 1753Cd-onnectt-3A CaeNss gton D 1207 11375 Q- 2033 12934A Upwr
Stffed Bran6 (1) 1 No6HyL 6116 7111 110 Hillad Ns P1lm Bach NY 1104 310-21 P1lm 11a0 2022 121077A Middle

Staffed Branh(1) 1 4thlhemBanch 271toAe Bealkhe PA 180 180171202 Nodamtonon 2023 1271A Middl
St.ffd Branch (1) 1 Sae, Valley d Branh 2818 Vlley R Nd 617ted NY 10314 70314-3512 Pasic. n t 23S 12617A Up-r

Staffed Branch (1) 1 F2nd Hark Branch 8h-7 125 MPahdieda Avw Fohoat Hlls N 11375 11375441 NQ-o u 2033 I 12536 Up

Staffed BaEh (1) 1 m 84106a11 Rd Sas 0703 0705-3227 an ut 1930 12697A up r

SaedBrnh1 1 Midknla !B na- WOJEchotpe Mina.N 1150 11 1-1 Na Cu22186AMdl

Stffed Branh (1) 1 Statnd 87an-E1 Bc1 Ri 5 R Saen11 n NY 10901 70907-90 Ricd 2036 133339A Upr
Staffed Branc61) 1 L487home Branch 1SoalnH A. anth,ae PA 11714 11714-17 -3se6 Buco 2022 132559A Middle

td ra1ch(2) 2 81 11117 S.-nd 817 121 S No10Brand 4 L ingstonSt Ph 11107 -0-533 0 4l8a g 233 123*57A Up
Staffed Branh1) 1 eodes Baanh 925 Main St H=dam ME 138 1m38-219 Cum9danConty 1 124719A Middle

W Rk ffi d Braches 1) 1 :G., 871& 5110W9121111had118114d17117;C 03 29650-5 Gre11. 0110 2029 14 1079
Staffed 871171161) 1 Faitm.1 Rdad Bannh6 640 Faimtee Rd! susedaki.1 60 09)80 *98018-43 G-ae".l 011171 242 148.43 Middle

luffod 8711)1 1 Li119111i 1776115,-d17511 *da-h 1-d'ss,1 Nu 0 7039 073941 et 1111 1121 1*2671A 07097
Staffedasa a-78 1)1 811198774 3

5
147

1
12

4  
6e Nj 070 03183 3sd 1171 Middle

SR.ff.d B710,1(1) 1 :125t, -H.11H..1 871177763900 1250 SI N.1311 NY 110021 70921-3601 N01117100C1771t203 1288220 MUddl.
Staffed 871171161) 1 Onees(Ridg1estski3 B.-40 8288 Fheh 6d4 Rd Ridg1eakkal NY 1185 11385-282W11e7 2033 126927A Middle

Sleffod 87176)(1) 1 .43711i 1177 1720*11 1116 -h. 17-111a N-YR.1 NY :10036 709336-109D13101171 2023 -12459 0709

Staffad B-d, 6)1 1 x Bri8dg
1
e Rdade Stand, 131M8fH, 9 014ldBri9g Nu 8080 om05-N80 544d655011710933 12771A Mddakts

SR.ff.d 87117161) 1 Hsa11l.108..dh7 :37Sent _-17o R-11 de. Nj 0G7203 0703-116 ud1701171 134Y1 1257730Mdl
Staffed 871171161) 1 units ChostndtMBrand] 570 ColsdIt St U6kx, NU 07083 071113-8314 unkss 01111 104 128851A Middle

Sleffod 87176)(1) 1 :H111n1its Sdam111 8Br74 13306E J-h.1 Tpk. H-antg, Shnin,7 NY !11146 11746-1519 3174011171 2.* 1507080 Middl

Staffad 8711786)) 1 a-.411ek87&a.. 1518661*84 ts atR Mlaandden NY 10543 10543-243 Wes=-ettOet 2052 127049* *66ss
SR.ff.d 87117161) 1 61a -- -a nd! 8717649209 N711711 8111 B011111d1 Nu 33109 33109-2139 01127117012 12750Mdl
Stafed 871711)1 1 Mo,nd1 Ki38a1dd 796 El -7 S811t471 NY 104904-24 Wellse et2052 1270533 .- daw

SReffed 87 11)1 1 60 Clseake 81117 250 B-d111 711s7 Rd 7113 Ch-Ol NY 110573 70573-0 -. 577st70,10 2052 1127*70A 83317111

Staffed 87117h161) 1 15t,40 &FKBad.st 1 SOOJohnF -ad B6714k8ei Philadelphia PA 19102 19102-1710 -Walphi. Cn1071 2306 1--42 *66ss
SR.ff.d 87117161) 1 :3N7714 7 - - H.611id ey 011020110 9901-3939 161 01.i17Y 326 12853*A 0709

Staffed 871171161) 1 SkYny P0,18167 11h 287017 667 Libert D,sa53tN 101180 10o)10-213 -. d c-dd- 20315 12775* *u6p
St.ff,dj 87117761) 1 H-dte 811777 16 8e6100 Hdl17739 0730-1607 M671111011171 1..ty3* 1281730Midl
Staffed 87178)1 1 811kb11Y811144 23410 o s11=.a. Nu 07B76 07876-1308 Mdasdty 10135 1254is*s0
SReff.d 87117161) 1 1Je-4ad H.ig- -d7111711 8117777 :7314 37th111 N1Y1517001 931372 713721327 011--711 2033 12a2430 :Middle

Staffed 871171161) 1 thd_k0 8780. 41 47Reseal*6,-1410 NU 07031 070130-56N3 811402001171 1931 142675* 990w
R.eff.d 8717761) 1 .11--s007e-1 H.-11s 8111176dI 111 -r S :H1e-.-.7 Nu 07607 :07601-7111 .- 1e,7 011117101113 1*2671A 83311111

Staffed 87117061) 1 m.akdds1q;'. Pinf1ed81ada.d 8401 DiN
0

8ff Rd M171111e8 VA 28110 281007 ci7tyaMades41 3012 19163* mdloraw0
Rteff.d 87117161) 1 H-111d1B011,7 1MO007717110111 Hetffien7 11144 7-40-3101 531nk,11707Cn11ntY 230 1240520 :Middle

Staffed 87117116)) 1 wlclkaxs! 81144!, 34008 9134 P. 8 Gessk,1AWiW3dd NU 0M68 08-15* 01109 May 0111171 1926 131053 mddlasaw
R.eff.d 87117761) 1 :1111.79e 8111141" 42511- He1.p,.0 

9  
NY -117111 11178-2517 91ti 00171k2- 128550 Middle

Staffed 87117061) 1 Walli,gidn Eseenho 12283Sca1.1Sho, Blvd Wele7as6F 33414 33414-1381 Pa11n,01..1011111 379 132212 Middle
Rteff.d 87117161) 1 06G1h167m14 755 1 Canal St 901311 9.3 100137013-511 90117110011771 2023 1252580 8111111

Staffed 871711)1 1 6111338117an. 2601S ay St6Ede8 FL 3372 332-6 take a 01717033 1225* *66w
Sleffod 87117761) 1 -111C9..0 ....11 In7:1753 G..d.di..t11 *A N09 :DC5191 0000 :20DOY 0t0110 00Di 111d1Of1C. 11 32S5 12936*A 0709
Staffed 87170)1 1 Ridgessaxi-l--801611 8117n. 01101 Mynta Ake NY

1
806 11385 1185037 Quesk 2033 132623A mdloraw0

R.eff.d 87 161 1 fth1Ral.7B11 ..1 Bda- B. 811777 31Paid,61 1 91361118117 :FL 33408 3308-5421 P.11. 8014 011171 371 132.10 :Middle

Staffed 8711716)1 1 Z., eha Wan.58116 730185-9 St B-ldyn NY 11219 11218-517 Mnlga 2016 1328216 Middle

Sleffod 87117761) 1 Bathl.end1 87117762712101711 E0.a0d0. Bad-d*P 11107 181317-0 9113111707111771 2333 1253710Aidl
Staffed 87170)1 1 hA.nW.i, 81144 233 Sh-do4lde 6867m144i7 Nu 07042 07042317 Ese11 01111111 198 -14242 m3dandw

Steffodh 8711))1 i:e 110111181116271 011101 091d Nu :07479 07470-395-1151170111 1933 1*26"'A 07097
Staffed 87117116)) 1 Pmwatsaara, Region59al B-h 7800 -te8n 82800 #12M18 NU 05 )811 SMdee0111 933 1245416 Middle
R.eff.d 87117761) 1 :81ddd1 l.111 8174 39111 B11s.0 Pike rym119 1 l.111 PA 111936 7191-63611177 0170233 13211680 :Middle

Staffed 87117061) 1 N01 8117a4 13109171120 W01 On. 1930 1830A . S1-174 Chaska-111 223-0 1328033 Middle
Rteff.d 87117161) 1 -4d47 8177 7-Ba-:2561 Rer, 901311 Y.. N110017 701317-5529 9011710001771 2023 128556 0709

Staffed 871711)1 1 Nddsalk8 Manltns *8Wa87174 38006Win7*.8Nddsalk CT 080!R 851-1553 F.iftl,d.n111 317 1293-2 Middle

Dr1-n, (2) 2 : lae-g0 B-117i1 1176 580311111171d Bl.111 :PA 1106 181069-795 L06116011un71 22-1 129*28A 0709
Staffed 87117061) 1 1090947 AndtBNStan.817 2331 8118ad81 SeN340Y 18025 10025-.845 See 71111 0011111 2023 120812 *66p
Rteff.d 87117161) 1 -- a8777B08117761262 Pead- Pl.n11k Rd S--ade Nu 070 ;79=27 113201701930 1*26.7A 0709

Staffed 871711)1 1 F.Ifi./laae4 Ronk Trdn, Ban.4 7715 Uads 867T-piko18 Fai.wi CT 8015 80544,eR 011 317 1293833 Middle
Sleffod 87117761) 1 1Fe-ngd.l.11 11811741 198711121111113 Fannin,7d..1 NY !11735 1173-801 ti-3k-nt77y 2.4 1336680 :Middle

Staffed 8711706)) 1 111187011181176 7141111n67011 8,kova 8. -W1130115 187 t13~06 11716001111 234 -t 4 1 843 Middle
R.eff.d 87 161 1 U.81218 4 B.d.161071 1Min.l. NY :11501 714-10N1111101111 2022 1289670 Middle

StaffedW 8717161 1IP: 60107 aPA14 186117739611769347 1-01-40e6
0
111 2271 1297816 Middle

Sleffod 87117761) 1 :Steandlel.1-d-EltingAll.11 871777 44- 15111 9111107 StateW.d Ny 10312 :10312-3857 R1411- d 2035 1250620 0709

Staffed 8711706)) 1 11111e7 14474s.-H4 t 1 81110 929 11491107117 Ake Sladen 1slan4 570312 10312-4312 Rittdd 2035 19712 *6602
R.eff.d 87117161) 1 :L1177r6n.18111177 23067717 E e L111177710h. :PA 111047 7937-3031 B.'a1 0111771 2264 132313 :Middle

Staffed 87117116)) 1 F.-Ntdo1
1

1 81114 2858Bnnedlank1Rdl F-iN7
1

d.l. NY 1725 1173S-1412 Sufllkk ud,lt 2044 132502* Middle
Sleffod 87117761) 1 N.-111 B.d71741435 Lim,gandn11 S191'014 Nu 07547 07647-7311 8090701171 1112y 3 1426860 0i097
Staffed 8711706)) 1 C1897*110110e71111 Bandh4 278E18*e 0667 Cits Nu 0717 0701 1-128 Paas111Cdadl710 937 U3M9A mdloraw4
R.eff.d 87117161) 1 ;G.1109111187117776 s 1.11171 3011 6333 dd381303 01111 d-71171101111711 122912-3 Middl.

77n01e-1 6 11173 20731 272



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clinton Branch 8912 Woodyard Rd Clinton MD 20735 20735-4204 Prince George's County 1217 133568A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Carrollton, Md Branch 8211 Annapolis Rd Hyattsville MD 20784 20784-3016 Prince George's County 1217 133569A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tyson Corner Branch 2070 Chain Bridge Rd Vienna VA 22182 22182-2536 Fairfax County 2924 133826A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seneca Branch 104 Mill Rd Seneca SC 29672 29672-2314 Oconee County 2442 148839A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Arlington Branch 454 Ridge Rd North Arlington NJ 07031 07031-5316 Bergen County 1923 142685A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westport/Downtown Office Branch 185 Main St Westport CT 06880 06880-3204 Fairfield County 317 133888A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stamford Downtown Branch 1625 Summer St Stamford CT 06905 06905-5113 Fairfield County 317 128230A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carolina Forest Branch 4100 Postal Way Myrtle Beach SC 29579 29579-3287 Horry County 2431 148794A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Tampa 1001 S Dale Mabry Hwy Tampa FL 33629 33629-5004 Hillsborough County 357 148731A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Whitehouse Branch 350 State Highway 22 W Whitehouse Station NJ 08889 08889 Hunterdon County 1931 123314A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manassas/Liberia Branch 9800 Liberia Ave Manassas VA 20110 20110-5836 City Of Manassas 3012 129493A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ortley Beach Branch 4000 Rt 37 E Seaside Heights NJ 08751 08751-1663 Ocean County 1936 129039A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Augusta Road Branch 2303 Augusta St Greenville SC 29605 29605-1744 Greenville County 2428 148808A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Washington Branch 475 Port Washington Blvd Port Washington NY 11050 11050-4290 Nassau County 2022 134059A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenwich,ct Branch 3 Pickwick Plz Greenwich CT 06830 06830-5538 Fairfield County 317 134063A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lauderhill Branch 7345 W Oakland Park Blvd Fort Lauderdale FL 33319 33319-7109 Broward County 334 134067A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deerfield Beach Branch 3325 W Hillsboro Blvd Deerfield Beach FL 33442 33442-9423 Broward County 334 134070A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jupiter Store Branch 2301 W Indiantown Rd Jupiter FL 33458 33458-5896 Palm Beach County 379 134071A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Margate Store Branch 490 N State Rd 7 Margate FL 33063 33063-4588 Broward County 334 134072A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Radnor Branch 200 N Radnor Chester Rd Radnor PA 19087 19087-5106 Delaware County 2278 133966A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mansfield, Ma Branch 280 School St Mansfield MA 02048 02048-1841 Bristol County 1190 134193A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Milfort, Ct Branch 1361 Boston Post Rd Milford CT 06460 06460-2755 New Haven County 321 134205A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 19th And Tilghman Branch 1828 W Tilghman St Allentown PA 18104 18104-4160 Lehigh County 2294 134206A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dale City Branch 13630 Foulger Sq Woodbridge VA 22192 22192-4246 Prince William County 2968 129162A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seven Corners Branch 6198 Arlington Blvd Falls Church VA 22044 22044-3407 Fairfax County 2924 129166A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Frazer Branch 101 Lancaster Ave Frazer PA 19355 19355-2122 Chester County 2270 129370A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westhampton Beach Branch 115 Montauk Hwy Westhampton Beach NY 11978 11978-1703 Suffolk County 2044 132280A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Englewood Branch 9 E Demarest Ave Englewood NJ 07631 07631-2505 Bergen County 1923 142663A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gaithersburg Branch 810 W Diamond Ave Gaithersburg MD 20878 20878-1413 Montgomery County 1216 134279A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bayside Branch 21610 Northern Blvd Bayside NY 11361 11361-3459 Queens 2033 124660A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jackson Heights Branch 7005 Northern Blvd Jackson Heights NY 11372 11372-1044 Queens 2033 124661A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Park Slope Branch 269 5th Ave Brooklyn NY 11215 11215-1909 Kings 2016 128968A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Valley Stream Branch 275 W Merrick Rd Valley Stream NY 11580 11580-5523 Nassau County 2022 132970A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 City Hall Branch 258 Broadway New York NY 10007 10007-2315 New York County 2023 134418A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 2 Wall Street Branch 2 Wall St New York NY 10005 10005-2001 New York County 2023 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Elmwood Park Market Branch 600 Market St Elmwood Park NJ 07407 07407-3110 Bergen County 1923 142662A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenbook Branch 1000 N Washington Ave Green Brook NJ 08812 08812-2620 Somerset County 1939 134534A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Holmdel Branch 670 S Laurel Ave Holmdel NJ 07733 07733-1209 Monmouth County 1934 134536A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Street Branch 405 Franklin St Braintree MA 02184 02184-5515 Norfolk County 1198 129211A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shiland Branch 2609 Mills Park Dr Rock Hill SC 29732 29732-8599 York County 2451 148837A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roseland Branch 47 Eisenhower Pkwy Roseland NJ 07068 07068-1607 Essex County 1928 142696A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Montville NJ Branch 159 Changebridge Rd Montville NJ 07045 07045-9595 Morris County 1935 127548A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Phillipsburg Branch 1321 Route 22 Phillipsburg NJ 08865 08865 Warren County 1942 134671A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Thornwood Branch 241 Marble Ave Thornwood NY 10594 10594-1056 Westchester County 2052 134687A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Leesburg Branch 552 E Market St Leesburg VA 20176 20176-4112 Loudoun County 2948 134417A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Norwalk/Westport Branch 437 Westport Ave Norwalk CT 06851 06851-4410 Fairfield County 317 134826A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shelton Branch 820 Bridgeport Ave Shelton CT 06484 06484-4717 Fairfield County 317 134827A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pelham Parkway Branch 640 Pelham Pkwy S Bronx NY 10462 10462-1001 Bronx 1995 134831A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Spartanburg Branch 340 E Main St Spartanburg SC 29302 29302-1987 Spartanburg County 2447 148841A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hockessin Branch 7330 Lancaster Pike Hockessin DE 19707 19707-9264 New Castle County 327 135238A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St. James Store Branch 621 Lake Ave Saint James NY 11780 11780-1924 Suffolk County 2044 135416A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hampton Bays, Ny Branch 191 W Montauk Hwy Hampton Bays NY 11946 11946-2305 Suffolk County 2044 135418A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Whitehall Roma Branch 1603 N Cedar Crest Blvd Allentown PA 18104 18104-2304 Lehigh County 2294 132223A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coral Springs/University Dr. Branch 2660 N University Dr Coral Springs FL 33065 33065-5104 Broward County 334 135555A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jefferson Valley Branch 3660 Lee Rd Jefferson Valley NY 10535 10535-1512 Westchester County 2052 124903A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Palm Beach/Summitt Branch 1031 S Military Trail West Palm Beach FL 33415 33415-4716 Palm Beach County 379 135556A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Darien Branch 55 Boston Post Rd Darien CT 06820 06820-2910 Fairfield County 317 103802A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Georgetown Branch 1611 Wisconsin Ave NW Washington DC 20007 20007-2721 District Of Columbia 325 127585A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newark Branch 105 Mulberry St Newark NJ 07102 07102-4006 Essex County 1928 142684A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wantagh Branch 3222 Sunrise Hwy Wantagh NY 11793 11793-4020 Nassau County 2022 129396A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Germantown Branch 19905 Century Blvd Germantown MD 20874 20874-7120 Montgomery County 1216 135790A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island/Tottenville Branch 126 Page Ave Staten Island NY 10309 10309-2617 Richmond 2035 136112A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New City Branch 275 S Main St New City NY 10956 10956-3328 Rockland County 2036 136113A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roslyn Heights Office Branch 111 Mineola Ave Roslyn Heights NY 11577 11577-1261 Nassau County 2022 132504A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Beach 5th Street Branch 500 Collins Ave Miami Beach FL 33139 33139-6686 Miami-Dade County 341 136361A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morristown Branch 217 South St Morristown NJ 07960 07960-5336 Morris County 1935 136364A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coral Gables/Ponce De Leon Branch 2401 Ponce De Leon Blvd Coral Gables FL 33134 33134-6016 Miami-Dade County 341 136859A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jersey City Branch 125 18th St Jersey City NJ 07310 07310-1242 Hudson County 1930 142677A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kingston, Ny Branch 411 Washington Ave Kingston NY 12401 12401-3713 Ulster County 2048 133477A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Herndon Branch 1264 Elden St Herndon VA 20170 20170-5504 Fairfax County 2924 129164A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Glen Burnie Branch 7926 Crain Hwy S Glen Burnie MD 21061 21061-4931 Anne Arundel County 1203 137033A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Huntingdon Valley Branch 2550 Philmont Ave Huntingdon Valley PA 19006 19006-6238 Montgomery County 2301 137034A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rocky Point Branch 320 Rt 25A Rocky Point NY 11778 11778-8817 Suffolk County 2044 137041A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Corona Branch 9415 Northern Blvd Jackson Heights NY 11372 11372-2033 Queens 2033 124661A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hillcrest Fresh Meadows Branch 16406 Union Tpke Fresh Meadows NY 11366 11366-1237 Queens 2033 137044A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Village Branch 47 3rd Ave # 53 New York NY 10003 10003-5535 New York County 2023 137045A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Branford 1289 Foxon Rd North Branford CT 06471 06471-1289 New Haven County 321 133292A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deerwood Branch 11955 SW 152nd St Miami FL 33177 33177-1605 Miami-Dade County 341 137036A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Scarsdale, Ny Branch 824 Central Park Ave Scarsdale NY 10583 10583-2525 Westchester County 2052 129367A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hialeah Palm Springs Branch 801 W 49th St Hialeah FL 33012 33012-3559 Miami-Dade County 341 137492A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Davie Branch 5943 Stirling Rd Davie FL 33314 33314-7225 Broward County 334 137493A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Riviera Beach Branch 2000 Blue Heron Blvd W Riviera Beach FL 33404 33404-5010 Palm Beach County 379 137494A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newark, De Branch 230 E Delaware Ave Newark DE 19711 19711-4607 New Castle County 327 137497A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Culter Bay Branch 19199 S Dixie Hwy Cutler Bay FL 33157 33157-7703 Miami-Dade County 341 137496A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Alexandria/So Washington Office Branch 119 S Washington St Alexandria VA 22314 22314-3028 City Of Alexandria 2991 132192A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Centreville, Va Office Branch 6200 Multiplex Dr Centreville VA 20121 20121-5324 Fairfax County 2924 132086A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Copley Square Branch 535 Boylston St Boston MA 02116 02116-3720 Suffolk County 1200 137583A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Borough Park Branch 4526 13th Ave Brooklyn NY 11219 11219-2018 Kings 2016 128989A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kew Gardens, Ny Branch 11624 Metropolitan Ave Kew Gardens NY 11415 11415-1017 Queens 2033 132221A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palmer Park Branch 2417 Park Ave Easton PA 18045 18045-2726 Northampton County 2303 132224A Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Tenafly Branch 115 Piermont Rd Tenafly NJ 07670 07670-1023 Bergen County 1923 142698A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Daytona Isb 1060 W International Speedway Blvd Daytona Beach FL 32114 32114-3433 Volusia County 393 137747A Moderate
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Staffed oah (1) 1 mm,eBran 891 W. d Rd Ce ;S 272 2972-234 OnCoun 1217 13-88 mi

Staffed Ban h(1) 1 Nes -tDowt. c Md e rn 1 8Mati Rd Wetp- C 208 207-3016 P aeg o 1217 133888A Up-r

Staffed Branc,h (1) 1 Tyad oet Banch 2070 Pal WheMyBl Rd VSaC 212 2959-287 H Coun 2924 143824 Mpie
StaffedB nh (1) 1 Oe a0 Sadeegt 0875 08751 Sc 29672 2Oa-21Coun 29 129039A UP ate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pam, Wshigon Bmad 454 P Wdga Rd 0nt ABdgtditon 07031 07031-1 Nameu Count 32 142685A Up,.r

Staffed Bratch (1) 1 WalDt ttoren 23 01tS MWt i St wetpt C 008 3 58-5896 P ii C unty 37 13318A Upwr
Staffed Branh (1) 1 Rtatdno anch 20t 1625 S ee r St Rta t'd 085 08075-5113 Faiwarid!e ty 417 13623A Mi
Staeffd Branch (1) 1 Mio,m t t Bah 4100 P-stn Wy Rd Mioa , SC !.17 2057-3287 Hw H C luty 021 1042A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 F0er Banch 1T08 MNaty e, Fard PA 44825 3-521 esaater Conly 2270 129370A Middl
Stffd: itat h _l, 1 Whima"aB-1,t 350 State Hiitta 22 W Wfoa4ta Mttlt N 28 2889 8teld-l clS 893L1 123348 0J-1

Staffed Branch(1) 1 maEneAite B 9o eatAve Eagewaka VA 0618 0761-20 crge Coun 4012 1293A Middem
Staffed Brath (1) 1 -O dy Banch 2820 o.ht 372 B Beyiede N1161 1751-1659 Q s c2 38 12903A Middle

Staffed Brch (1) 1 P81aSoRad ff- 238382e8 St i sC 2205 205-1744 ages 221 1488A -Upmr
Staffed Branh (1) 1 C Hal Banch75t 258 .t Bro dway tN Wo 10--2D N-ka Y y 0002u 134405A Up-

Staffed Brach(1) 1 Ema Pa,ad t Branch 600MatSt Emae ak 08838 08407-k3 BergenCon Fd C317 142662 Mide
StaffedBranh (1) 1 Holmderi adl 70 Saurel Ae HolmdL 0733 033-7109 Mmou 0Co1 13 134067A 00ddl
Staffed Brch (1) 1 ShladBranch 3325 9llatDi Rtla FL 3342 33442-923 Y on1 24 138287 Midle

Staffed BIanh (1) 1 Jpit i Ba h 2301W aaltie Rd epit i FL 119708 19707-9N C P ount 379 1340712A Up-

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maral St. mUnve 480 N Uters 8d Cora S 3065 33883418 Broard C36tan= y 334 135555A Moddle
Staffed Branch (1) 1 WatP B Branh 0D3N Rd Claet Rd Ret, e 1l5 1 87-5106 Ptlealm 0a-C y 0278 13986A La1
Staffed Brac(1) 1 afietldg M 818 288Sun1SHt Wnt. 127 02938-1 41 Nda8 Couny 119 134193A Upm
StaffedBranch(1) 1 oteo. y ets Bran, t1381 1in PAeRd RmilynCeights87-26 Neas u 0 6 0-C 320 134280A Middl

Staffed Branh(1 1 1 i dtTla, B - 1828W Tighmad St M ton PA 18104 186-516 M sCoh 2293 134 A Mid

StaffedBtanh (1) 1 Daa Ci Banc 131830 th,,St Je1r Cg 01 22102-4221 p.- Wlta t y 23 14267A Mp

Staffed Brch (1) 1 semt Co an sm-t(19M nt H ha n VA 284 207-4 Faifae C nty 2924 12916 4 Lidl
Staffed Bach (1) 1 FHu- Pt aleBa121 PLmt ee, PA 19006 18306238 Motgee,c un 2270 1370A Mpdl

Staffed Branch (1) 1 WaaBranham 882315 Nohaatc, 1y wsa it s 8 0 N 11878 11978-1703 skCot 203 1 13228A Miate

Staffed Branh (1) 1 Eatia Branch 4 3E et -a 5Ned- 1 00731 0703-505 Btge, YoC 8n 2023 18378 A M dd

Staffed Branch (1) 1 theta Bla n 1. 8109 W 1D52 AnS Miaki FL 22878 88877-1413 Ma-ad e Couny 1342739A Moe

Staffed Branh (1) 1 Hidalea al Spring NiBnatch. Stlv H.iam FL I012 31351-59 Miai-adCun 2033 124802A Midte

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jera B B2 u dR a BeahF 7L5 Nadman Bo 88 Pmo 11372 2033 12484A Modeate

Staffed Brach (1) 1 Clr4 BalBanch 29 St 248 H:SCutler BF 11215 11215-103 Ma -d 201 128968A up r
Staffed Brach(1) 1 valystla aceB 275 Mape d Cenlm,trem VA 21188 1118-5523 Faiaxuomty 2022 132986 Middle

Staffed Ba-n (1) 1 ;rt HalBl r h258 B13dtAv Nrat Y 110007 10-2315 Nags,k 2023 1834218A Law
Staffed Brah (1) 1 2 Wal e a rt a 2 Wat St NEasto PA 1805 1805-206 Noh amto Co uy 2023 Up er
SAffed1 B,ath (1) 0 Et18-0 P-l -ae Bm-htt 880 RaVt St El-84 8 P- 07407 0747-311D B.tSge, Cet..tty 8303 1828822 :Middle

Staffed Bm-hte (1) 1 3eatmAkot 01021 1000 N Wee,iiRRt 8A" Geae, Bmo8 wJ 8812 08812-22220 s . . me ttetty 199 1345344 2202
Staffed BIanch (1) 1 Da mons 10 670 W tmatinaa B- ch FL 077 33 Voi C733-IdO oun G-ty 8393 1346A Miaae

StWorki 1 F-M. Soot B - 488 F- St aincteah MA 81s C292es Mi
Stffed Blatdhn (0) 1 Shl B04 l,1822808 MitIk P-l t82 ftS 93 283-8, Ill Cel 220 4437 2t
Staffed Bm-h15(1) 1 88883aaitt82 47 Eiattleatad Pkat RoaaKild w 8788 0708-1607 Ease4 Cadtty 192 14219Bik 268e
Stiffed B htI (1) 1 10,1Silta NJ Bli,h0 158 -- Cf-1aOldS Rd-Sltit 72 0782-59S 1-k.e C lyS -S 1275412 00221
Staffed Bmmhto (1) 1 fotM,taoUlq at"" 131 88282 p7htnipe8le N 8885 0888 WaE -ott 92 13l7- 22P02
SAffed1 Bm-hd (0) 1 Th-4144B.-11 241 -att 844 fl1at4 N0504 1050-1056 29=e12'LoyCIIt 2052 14872 0022

Staffed Bm-h10(1) 1 ee0821, Bmatth 822288802e St ea,ut 88 22178 221764112 22 ol28 134417 L-t
St.ffad B htI (1) 61 N.-da-.,adP.d 814l,0437 -W.ke3t -1,et cT -8St oot5-l4 Fr=Zt Cll 317 1341262 :Middle

Staffed BmamS (1) 1 Sh.8081 - BBdti 82880844 Slet.S CT 38488 08484-411 Fairmaid! Ceesty 317 138278 Mit
SAffed1 Blah (1) 1 Petl- P,d-eay B-htl 040 P.1m ik, ok 041 36 10462-OOl Bm-4 33 1410Atla

Staffed B1m-10(1) 1 sPa-aqt 0B402 3408818 E0141 -C 2tB2382 22302-19137 Bpa-at-t Ctdt 2"47 14.1 22.02m
Stiffed B hdf (1) i 1 8181j H.- ti 7330 1-a ...- Pitk. 91 ek84m DE 189707 18707-9264 :Neat Caede Ce... 327 1352312 00221
Staffed Btar1 1 8jam1aes0t B. 821 Lak4e8 "$ait jaasN 11188 1171124 840W048 288, 4 13018 Mit
SAffed1 Bm-hd (1) 1 H.m1pta, Bae,, Ny B-1t,I 1I2881W - H,tt H..pt-tl 8484 N11828 11826-305 58-k-41 204 134112 M -ltl

Staffed Bm-he (1) 1 soatt, Whimhalt 8080 statl 1603 Nods,02.8 22and24 BilMa -P 18188 18188-238 146 -lety 2294 132238 Mit
Staffed Br-hdf (0) l -014 D,tgttlllt 81.8118 266N - -illity D, 058 Sp-g FL 3306 33-11104 Bat! C-1, 332 1359592 :Middle

Staffed Br-1S (1) 1 Jeffama,mla 4881a- 382102 L68e8 Rdaa NY 105 35 10535-1512 Wa,,,mWaa 014d6 2052 124038 22602
SAffed1 Bm-hd (0) 1 tWad P.t. B.-S.ft11 1 Br-h1 1831 S MitiatO T,il We 22 .01. B8a.2 FL 3315 334154716 :Pat -28 c4411 371 1459562A41

Staffed Bm-he (1) 1 0480 a-f Poe8 Rd6010888 Cae T 0882 0888-81 Fairfa,[ -0116 317 133888 2260
Stiffed Br-hI (0) 6 - B.-tgattt :1l21611 Wik-ki,j1 A.a NW W.khi,t-tt0 20 20D07-721 Ojtdil ofCtG.-bi. 329 12719 00-1
Staffed Bm,,,,h(1( Nadk 08 .&al05 t8mtety$t N-d,8 N 07102 07102-4006 EsaeR6 192-8 142644At
Staffa,d Bm-h0(0) 1 :W..,h8118 322 S-.48 H,51 Wede,h N 111783 11783-4028) NA-ka. 04.- 2002 123462 00p-
Staffed Bm-h 4(1) 1 3a-t4144 Bta82 18885 CowAy 884 Gomm-808t W) 22874 22874712204t0tt0l6 121 1352904US Modtemw

Staffed Br-h0(0) 1 :Stateadaatt B-ht 120 Ped.Al Steate, l4e4d2 N10308 10308-217--82t 2039 1366122 002-
Staffed Br-S 1, N-aaty6 B.-82 275 6 Mal.s N- 0My Nlo083 103"8-328 -444t Caty 2038 13813 22602

Stafe 8481 () :881t fetfleOfla 8412 II f1814 28 0211 aiO:NY 11S77 :11577-121 N-ka.1 041,820 134298 :Middle

Staffed Bm-he5)l 1 _068a0518t86042 80tOsAmeMO482F 33133 331368888f MA202016 4 331 Mil
Staffed 84810(0) 1 1M4lti-tt Bm-4 :21733-10 St i282 -- 07868 07o00-6 12,a0rk1 8339 - 136348 00p-

Staffed Br1, (1) 1 0-1a 32amkP-18 821028.2115 2821 702ave114 aaitd CdOee 8888 R 33104 34-8218l MA2La o 016 346 13858598 22602
SAffed1 8B481 (0) 1 :Jea, Gity 014 l,0:l2S18th St 241888 Cily NJ7318 07310-1-2 1911448830 1828772 0022

Staffed Bm-h 4(1l 1 K88Nyal2411 Waadhiie0 8w8gew10 N 10401 12401-13 tea008/28 130478A M8oate
Staffed Br-h10(1) 1 H. 81- 12 d02- St ia12 H.- 22178 2017-5.0 F.ii4 41822 1982t

Staffed Bm,,,,h(1 1 3a.84mdi1B..0 732804 C.. Sla Gla. Bmdli. MO 21886 21061-4931 flem8-dal00omoy 1283 1370338 Mil
Staffa,d Bm-h0(0) 1 Htii -jgdlay B.-t8 :2550 Phl.- Al- H.-g-10 Vall8e 0 18006 18-8238 = -t4leV4ty 2300 147082 00221

Staffed Bm-h 4(1) 1 840A8 741at 01488 322 82S8 Rk1 P-8 N 1188 11178817 818006 284 13781 Mil
Staffed Br-h10(0) 1 0 m-hiii 014.1 -51 N-he,ll 80 24114915 tk :Y11372 11372-033 51412033 1246862A M -2la

Staffed Bm,,,,h(1 1 tll,,aa F19ma 4 140 1648826 8 3648 FTpke 66d N 18 11388-1237 Mlet 03 13784 26602
9148a4814810 (0) 01 41 Vllage4 B-h 247 31248. N-a S N - 110003 IO03-5535 Nat Y-0416 2003 1147049 0022
Staffed Bm-he (1) 1 82B84101 1289788 NF- 0Rd10 -SwodCT 38471 08471-1289 aa ae8Cett 326 133298 Mil
Staffed Br-h10(0) 1 -ele Z1418 11-8 SW 1-2dI Ed 4-1:FL 33177 "3177-105 i-jlLl 0C.-5 346 1370962 0022
Staffed Bm,,,,h (1) 1 84clala Ny 81me,0 822 CoOa1 PaRl A"e 00284i NY 013 101882525 _ Wekkttesstt 04o.6 2052 1298278 26602
9148a2814810 (0) 1 Hi-44 Pall Spli 61B 1 88122l0820ff St Hi-h8 :FL 33012 :3112-3598 Mdi-C8... 0 11 340 1474922 MSI41
Staffed Bm-he (1) 1 sm-t 5118 94l318 8828RdMA FL 314 331-2 Baaa.a,d 0mady 334 1374938 Mile.
Staffed Br-h10(0) 1 tRM.mOalf ff-4. 8 .2D01O ff02. Ham -W Rr,i-a m.h841 FL 330 3304-5-1 :Pat, 848 ctty 379 137898 M -2la

Staffed Br1, 6(1( 1 Nia We.&81l0 2380 DeaeA. N-d,o DE 18716 187111881 a.48a0l8 327 1374978 MOdemwt
St.ffa,d Bm-h0(0) 1 .1m, 84y6B l, 181 0199DA ff tt -1t., Bay FL 3317 -517-7703 ldatL ye 51 340 1474962022
Staffed Bm-heS(1 1 -o82d4802w85i9 Bmm,481t, Ito Washiamix,5 Maide 88 22314 M212-82 Z =/tdaadm 2996 13198 26602
Stiffed Br-h10(0) 1 V.ttltt -4 B-hil 6tt200 M.ltip84ak D, ce,lawl,V 20121 :20121-53'2F " "'Y048 222 1320162 :Middle

Staffed Br1, 6(1( 1 006ay Sq.. Easo,,o 5n aw-1et a-0t W, 82118 02116-37m 81,401116 1288 137043 26602
9148f82814810 (0) l . , Park1B-h :4526 13th 844 OlSIeN 1218 1121-8-dl Og 0618621
Staffed Bm-he (1) 1 KeaaM8., N, Bmt8,t, 11624 Metmptal 848 68 Gameam N 11415 1141-1017 81282033 13221 Mil
Staffed Br-h10(0) 1 Pal-,a Peo,14182 2217 P-14 E.- 0PA 1802 4S 6-45-2726 N.fSt-p-G-tyI6 2383 1322282 0022
Di1.t (2) 2 'Reefly Sm..8 115 Pi.- Rd Tanally N07878 07878-1823 semean 00411 1 142691FA 26602

9148f82814810 (0) 1 D.. a 1-52 W18lt14 Spa8at4 014- 04 ke,h88 FL 1.114 32114-33 VSIIl 1- .16 333 137747A M -e1a

W.,ki.g6 8tallOe
7i,-a Po o11I3 2.1--0l2



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Babylon Branch 1361 Deer Park Ave North Babylon NY 11703 11703-1617 Suffolk County 2044 137740A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medford L.i. Branch 1806 Medford Ave Medford NY 11763 11763-3640 Suffolk County 2044 137742A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 18th Avenue & 67th St Branch 6628 18th Ave Brooklyn NY 11204 11204-4314 Kings 2016 137743A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 City Avenue Branch 4020 City Line Ave Philadelphia PA 19131 19131-1707 Philadelphia County 2306 137745A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hasbrouck Heights Branch 109 Blvd Hasbrouck Heights NJ 07604 07604-1705 Bergen County 1923 142672A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Denville Store Branch 298 E Main St Denville NJ 07834 07834-2643 Morris County 1935 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Weston South Branch 4475 Weston Rd Weston FL 33331 33331-3199 Broward County 334 137795A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Doral Branch 3885 NW 107th Ave Doral FL 33178 33178-4292 Miami-Dade County 341 137977A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Flushing Branch 5650 Main St Flushing NY 11355 11355-5046 Queens 2033 142100A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hollis Branch 18810 Hillside Ave Hollis NY 11423 11423-1936 Queens 2033 137979A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tamarac Branch 7001 W Commercial Blvd Tamarac FL 33319 33319-2121 Broward County 334 141896A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bel Air Branch 115 Baltimore Pike Bel Air MD 21014 21014-4120 Harford County 1213 138052A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Essex Branch 1800 Eastern Blvd Essex MD 21221 21221-1300 Baltimore County 1204 142098A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wesley Chapel Branch 26649 Silver Maple Pkwy Wesley Chapel FL 33544 33544-6326 Pasco County 380 148737A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gateway Commons Branch 1475 E Osceola Pkwy Kissimmee FL 34744 34744-1604 Osceola County 378 148700A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Curry Ford Branch 1701 S Semoran Blvd Orlando FL 32822 32822-2952 Orange County 377 148718A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Leicester Hwy Branch 335 New Leicester Hwy Asheville NC 28806 28806-2046 Buncombe County 1676 148743A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brighton Branch 391 Market St Brighton MA 02135 02135-2754 Suffolk County 1200 139234A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Epping Crossing Branch 16 Fresh River Rd Epping NH 03042 03042-2222 Rockingham County 1919 139305A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bayonne Store Branch 1066 Broadway Bayonne NJ 07002 07002-4155 Hudson County 1930 142705A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Flushing Branch 3819 Main St Flushing NY 11354 11354-5517 Queens 2033 142100A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Juno Beach Branch 12679 US Hwy 1 Juno Beach FL 33408 33408-2401 Palm Beach County 379 139462A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cana & Lafayette (Chinatown Ii) Branch 254 Canal St New York NY 10013 10013-3501 New York County 2023 139463A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Rutherford Branch 71 Union Ave East Rutherford NJ 07073 07073-2009 Bergen County 1923 142706A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 James Island Branch 504 Folly Rd Charleston SC 29412 29412-3002 Charleston County 2415 148780A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bluffton Hwy 278 Branch 1021 Fording Island Rd Bluffton SC 29910 29910-6505 Beaufort County 2412 148775A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Silver Springs Branch 3132 Briggs Chaney Rd Silver Spring MD 20904 20904-7581 Montgomery County 1216 135551A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lakewood Branch 1601 Madison Ave Lakewood NJ 08701 08701-1249 Ocean County 1936 134828A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warren Branch 63 Mountain Blvd Warren NJ 07059 07059-5678 Somerset County 1939 134535A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tuckerton Branch 448 Route 9 S Little Egg Harbor NJ 08087 08087-2226 Ocean County 1936 135791A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin/Route 23 Branch 382 State Rt 23 Franklin NJ 07416 07416-2118 Sussex County 1940 137120A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodbridge/Dumfries Branch 16714 Jefferson Davis Hwy Dumfries VA 22026 22026-2115 Prince William County 2968 129264A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Alexandria Van Dorn Branch 557 S Van Dorn St Alexandria VA 22304 22304-4611 City Of Alexandria 2991 129167A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Vienna Branch 308 Maple Ave E Vienna VA 22180 22180-4716 Fairfax County 2924 134830A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Reston Branch 1750 N Hampton Ave Reston VA 20194 20194-1818 Fairfax County 2924 133965A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chestnut Hill Branch 8600 Germantown Ave Philadelphia PA 19118 19118-2841 Philadelphia County 2306 132964A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morris Park Branch 1864 Williamsbridge Rd Bronx NY 10461 10461-6206 Bronx 1995 134060A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 50th and Broadway Branch 1619 Broadway New York NY 10019 10019-7412 New York County 2023 134207A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Square Branch 690 Hempstead Tpke Franklin Square NY 11010 11010-4325 Nassau County 2022 137043A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Elmhurst Branch 7801 Queens Blvd Elmhurst NY 11373 11373-3744 Queens 2033 137046A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bay Bridge Branch 8206 5th Ave Brooklyn NY 11209 11209-4509 Kings 2016 133967A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sunset Park Branch 987 4th Ave Brooklyn NY 11232 11232-2905 Kings 2016 134295A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Westbury Ii Branch 999 Old Country Rd Westbury NY 11590 11590-5620 Nassau County 2022 133669A Middle

Drive-in (2) 2 Port Salerno Branch 5300 SE Federal Hwy Stuart FL 34997 34997-6607 Martin County 371 135277A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Schuylerville/Throgsneck Branch 3755 E Tremont Ave Bronx NY 10465 10465-2432 Bronx 1995 134062A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jamesburg Branch 230 Forsgate Dr Jamesburg NJ 08831 08831-1375 Middlesex County 1933 141776A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Miami Biscayne Branch 12620 Biscayne Blvd North Miami FL 33181 33181-2525 Miami-Dade County 341 141779A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shirley Branch 530 William Floyd Pkwy Shirley NY 11967 11967-3444 Suffolk County 2044 132506A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boca Palmetto Branch 1371 W Palmetto Park Rd Boca Raton FL 33486 33486-3312 Palm Beach County 379 146498A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Providence Branch 80 South St New Providence NJ 07974 07974-2929 Union County 1941 142096A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kissimmee Branch 120 S John Young Pkwy Kissimmee FL 34741 34741-5461 Osceola County 378 148207A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oakland, Nj Branch 160 Ramapo Valley Rd Oakland NJ 07436 07436-2524 Bergen County 1923 142688A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fashion Square Branch 2633 E Colonial Dr Orlando FL 32803 32803-5022 Orange County 377 148719A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ft. Lauderdale 17th Street Branch 1215 SE 17th St Fort Lauderdale FL 33316 33316-1705 Broward County 334 143111A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Haven Chapel Branch 994 Chapel St New Haven CT 06510 06510-2515 New Haven County 321 143112A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfax City Bevan Branch 11098 Fairfax Blvd Fairfax VA 22030 22030-5046 Fairfax County 2924 143113A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Branford Branch 1003 W Main St Branford CT 06405 06405-3429 New Haven County 321 143144A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clarendon Wilson Blvd Branch 3101 Wilson Blvd Arlington VA 22201 22201-4443 Arlington County 2902 143115A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Annapolis Bestgate Branch 2103 Commerce Park Dr Annapolis MD 21401 21401-2912 Anne Arundel County 1203 143116A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Haven/Foxon Blvd Branch 466 Foxon Blvd New Haven CT 06513 06513-2329 New Haven County 321 143118A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Td Bank, National Association 2035 Limestone Rd Wilmington DE 19808 19808-5529 New Castle County 327 123455A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kean Branch 995 Morris Ave Union NJ 07083 07083-7120 Union County 1941 143409A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Altamonte Mall Branch 514 E Altamonte Dr Altamonte Springs FL 32701 32701-4704 Seminole County 388 148674A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 7th and I Street Branch 901 7th St NW Washington DC 20001 20001-3881 District Of Columbia 325 138708A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Buckwalter Branch 110 Buckwalter Pkwy Bluffton SC 29910 29910-4114 Beaufort County 2412 148776A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Larchmont Village Branch 107 Chatsworth Ave Larchmont NY 10538 10538-2923 Westchester County 2052 129366A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pelham Branch 301 5th Ave Pelham NY 10803 10803-1203 Westchester County 2052 132888A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 62nd and Broadway Branch 1873 Broadway New York NY 10023 10023-7501 New York County 2023 142101A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 14th & F Branch 605 14th St NW Washington DC 20005 20005-2007 District Of Columbia 325 144030A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 53rd & 3rd Branch 880 3rd Ave New York NY 10022 10022-4730 New York County 2023 144053A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Laurel, Md Branch 14401 Baltimore Ave Laurel MD 20707 20707-4921 Prince George's County 1217 133116A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Arlington Lee Highway Branch 5510 Lee Hwy Arlington VA 22207 22207-1615 Arlington County 2902 144087A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Great Neck Branch 2 Great Neck Rd Great Neck NY 11021 11021-3305 Nassau County 2022 144128A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tequesta Branch 215 S US Hwy 1 Tequesta FL 33469 33469-2706 Palm Beach County 379 146056A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coconut Creek Branch 6700 N State Road 7 Coconut Creek FL 33073 33073-4335 Broward County 334 146055A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ossining Branch 174 S Highland Ave Ossining NY 10562 10562-6105 Westchester County 2052 146175A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rego Park Branch 9525 Queens Blvd Rego Park NY 11374 11374-4511 Queens 2033 146216A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sunny Isles Branch 16830 Collins Ave Sunny Isles Beach FL 33160 33160-4203 Miami-Dade County 341 146218A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Staten Island/Forest & Crystal Branch 1600 Forest Ave Staten Island NY 10302 10302-2228 Richmond 2035 146235A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tom's River - Lakewood South Branch 2338 Lakewood Rd Toms River NJ 08755 08755-1220 Ocean County 1936 1465236A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Ronkonkoma Branch 474 Portion Rd Lake Ronkonkoma NY 11779 11779-4564 Suffolk County 2044 130803A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 49th and Madison Branch 444 Madison Ave New York NY 10022 10022-6903 New York County 2023 146497A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hanover Township Branch 3759 Bath Pike Bethlehem PA 18017 18017-9006 Northampton County 2303 146499A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cochituate-Wayland Branch 57 Main St Wayland MA 01778 01778-4907 Middlesex County 1196 146622A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ft. Lauderdale/Sunrise Blvd Branch 1701 E Sunrise Blvd Fort Lauderdale FL 33304 33304-3066 Broward County 334 146634A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 USC Bluffton Branch 13 University Pkwy Bluffton SC 29909 29909-6229 Beaufort County 2412 148813A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Midwood/Avenue J Branch 1104 Ave J Brooklyn NY 11230 11230-3610 Kings 2016 146792A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Lakes North/Red Palmetto Branch 16200 NW 57th Ave Miami Lakes FL 33014 33014-6714 Miami-Dade County 341 146795A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Queens Village Store Branch 21432 Jamaica Ave Queens Village NY 11428 11428-1727 Queens 2033 146952A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 57th & Broadway Branch 224 W 57th St New York NY 10019 10019-3212 New York County 2023 147009A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carroll Garden Branch 340 Court St Brooklyn NY 11231 11231-4334 Kings 2016 147010A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kingsbridge Branch 281 W 230th St Bronx NY 10463 10463-5142 Bronx 1995 147011A Middle
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StahffedBranch(1) 1 Wt600Ci L6ev ;hld lhi ;P 113 113-107 Philadelphi.CYy 204 137745A Middle
Staffed Branh(1) 1 Be L.. i Branch 115B MlorePike Ny 114 21143 120 Haord16Counly 213 13742A Ud-

Stahffed B,a,ch (1) 1 1d, es e & l t ran h 69 SlverMap62e18t, Pk. Wa e C l 1124 112 -2314 Ps u06 148737A Mpo
Staffed Bah (1) 1 Bigh ton B4020 C3 tSLt Bnh -1onp MA 1131 !0131-170 Pfladehia C1 00 139234A M -erate

Staffed Bath (1) 1 yontorer H nch E - 106 Bd Blaeonne f.11d N 07004 07004-1705 Buan uny 1930 14705A6 Middl
Staffed Branc, (1) 1 Doill S.eahBa 2..6 St Juo BeIla N 0 Ot. 3h0-2643 Palm10 Co nty 37 U5p-
Stahffed! Branh (1) 1 BlumotH6678 an.- -1rdi eRon a 33331 333310505 Beafd CoundY 334 13775A Upi,r
Staffd Branch (1) 1 Lak 3ew5 BW 1 0onI FL 0171 0871-122 Mia-D- C0o y 346 134828A Law

Staed Brach (1) 1 tud rFnhi 8.6 Rot0 SI VUaIea Eg Har NY 11005 1135-146 Oaa C33 101A Moaerate

Staffed Branch() 1 VenBr anh 100IOaH Ae E 1n nNY 11423 11423-7136 Fa t y 2034 i 134830A Updlr

Stahffed Brach (1) 1 ChestnutBr 800G1W CemaetAl B Piada P 3eP190 33310-2121 Biadelp iC Y 334 1329 Middle

Staffd Branch (1) 1 50t at B r113 119 Bad a Pi 1 A, 0 2 1014 21014-412D 0H014 C-un 6213 134207A Up-

Staffed 1rah1(1) 1 Elmhu rtBrh 1800 EanBed Elmh t ME 21221 2121-1306 Q s o e204 1420M0 Middle
Staffed Blch (1) 1 Waes rhpan ch 230640 SFol 0ame kbr W0831 38831-0320 Midd0 x y 133 140737A 00e01

Stahffed Brc1a,h1) 1 Shiaaey Co h 13 147 i6 aFl Pk Shid.y 11 So444-10t4 ok C2tt0 144700A -Middle

Staffd Branch (1) 1 New Providen1 1 0S St,NeProv4d-2 FL 33822 0797-2929 Union Cony 37 7406A LW,
Staffed Brnth (1) 1 Li,,tio, ty Bvan 33F oaa LoVt A 346001110 NC 20306 2200-2046 F20i10x unt 6624 1W43 Middeak,

Staffd Bah 1) 6 New4A 
oonlv 304 Foxon BSd New Hn 0135 513-2329 New6Haven 200 633118A M0rte

Stafed Branh (1) 6 1 t 16K Bra nche, 0 Eping H 03042 03042-720 Un , Co y 619 13905A Middle

Stafed Branch (1) 1 7 6 0 11nd6 Ittd.y 8W0as11to N072 20 -315 Disric11 Co0liy 630 64708A Uc10

Staffed Bath (1) 1 La t la e BaNch B . 101 0t A Larchn NY 11005 11304-311 Wscet u 2033 129600 UP14

Staffed Branch (1) 6 62nd1an B ro00 ay8Br 1273 US o y w Yod 10 F2L 30 10-01 N10 Yo cun.t1 371 134120A Up-r

Stahffed Branhh1) 6 53rd &L3rdBra 8Chi 3rd 2 Cave New, Y.o 1003 10613-30l Ne)Yot un 2023 1303A UPitr

Staffed 8nh (1) 1 MingtonLeeHighwayBr71 Utnc 5 1 H Mingto Nj 7073 07-73 200M ito Coul 03 14 7A Up
Staffed 1rah (1) 1 Tequesta B-alnt 21 S6 US06 04 C1Tiauesta sc *412 269-3 6 Palmta Couty 241 1446056 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 6 1sinin Branch 1701Highland AveOssinin 22012 20010-105 Wescte24e052 I1 0 0iddl
Staffed Branch(1) 6 Sunny6slesBranch 31.0CoinsAve S Ie sBeach FL 210 3310403S Mii -ae Coun621 135218A Midle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 LIsea l Ri - 814 d u1601 t n21aked, RTo NJ 06701 08751-1240 04an Couly 1936 134020 Ml
Staffed 1rah (1) 1 W9t aWnd in 0 Moain 81a w NJ 07000 070-10703 s t 9 13451o* u60
Staffed Brnh (1) 1 13 ituate-WaylandB 57MainSt WOa MA11 06000 017 90721 Mi dd oox y 6036 633221 0 04A U

Staffed 815h,,16)1) 6 -WaoMW.ut23 8*14 302 *0*00 M23 71han1klin 07416 07*10-1110 So.ss C-et 60401200 064414w

Staffed Br h (1) 1 USCBlumonBr h 0167143UnJeriePk BlDn S 209 22021-2115 Beaufo i.Con - 24 1 12326A :Middle
Staffed 8)13 ,) 6 iod.W h 484 .. 11 080 00$140 Van01600 A-..0 0* 2230)4 W34-4011 City OlA.-nd,4,. 2996 1291-0 8141014,

Staffed Branh (1) 1 MiNamiB Lakes N3208 11w5 Ave1111m L* 2102 2214-714 Meiami-Dad C 34 1 1430A Up1
Staffed 8110,,h16)1) 6 R0*1W. 16 BhOS 175 301*0 010 th,*o 2010 20804A.-1818 Fai,fa. Cooly 2024 133%5A* Middle

St.ffed B810 1) 6 401 ff11-8Rl11B16 -0000100 G-. - 0 :Pllpha161 7 1311 161-21 :Phladelphia C-y 030 1326*A 0060
Staffed 101116)1l) 6 8611870184110 100W Wllas0tid9o R4 an. NY 1 1040-20 B-1 6M5 134080 *66w
Staffed 1r1n (1) 1 57th &. Boaday Ba1, 41W0 57th4S New NY 10016 10019-3412 N.Yo- ny 103 63420 A Up6
Staffe 815161 6 001 03241 S, 11. 00.6 P.adteei Yoke 71han1klia 01 NY 11010 1101*25 Na0o Cooly 202 137043* Middle
St.fe 8110E 11)) 1 El-at101B-11, 7801 00001086 6E0.h.1 NY ---- -- 11373 11373-37- 00011 00-33 637046 :Middl

staffed 81613 ,) 6 80080460514m16 02815.*A" 18-1dylN 11200 1122034100 Mnga0 201 t33967A 8od10148

Stahffed Branch (1) 1 Ksbe ranc11 h 2814WS 2300 St0-. NY 11432 1123-204 61100 995 140A Middle

Stiffed B,ah,g16)1) 6 9B O0 -ty Rd Weelea, NY 111 11501020 22 13iM Middle
D1-4.1(2) 2 :ft Sa.. 0011 811165300 SE F-011 H.y 6S03 FL 3330 S4037-607 80010611 371 6352700 0060

Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 sPa~4tol0064lgatO6 aB.n. 3711501410111*0 an.e NY 103465 1045-2432 B-l M99 13408- Middle
St.ffed 811111 (1) 61 J.-b.,,0 B1, 23070146,1 D000,1 SJ031 -81 1375 14177 Cot6036A06 00414
Staffed B,ah,,h16)1) 6 With 8,4a, 8i,,00 51406 12000 ffiaya 600 Wm068*0,a 33188 338125 -i-O8d Coolly 346 141779* LO-
St.ffed B h110 )) 1 IShidey B-h11116 330 li.110l711"27001Sh6620y NY 16 11907-4 & - -ty611 004-30060 :Middl

Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 0048110 814t0 Bm8371 W PalOlo 643104 8 aoa- FL 330 30-1 co00 80066d33644900 *66w
St.ffed B h110 )) 6 :N.0 P-id...1 814111 S0 0001, St Near 700411- NU 07074 07974-22 011 .. 11 001-01 1*2(96A 0060
Staffed B,h,h101116)- -1) 6 $1110081 6 0Joh. Yo,,, Pk h001ha. R 04748 04041-0461- (kCa too 378 140200* LP,
St.ffed 811111 (6) 1 Oak6-d, Nj)B1 ,1 :1t0 R000060 Valley 00 0061-d! -0731 074315.4 B-10011001110y0-3 1*2688A 0060

Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 Nat,ion401 St.. B. 1 2633 E60100o,h0l038110 FL 3203 333102 0 Coo 307 14409* *66w
St.ffed B11h11)1 6 t -d- L020 17d &.CIl t 81,1 1215 0E617t66 703 F.d O I :FL 3338 6 33316O 80000B C-ol 1-16361A 0060
Stiffed B,ah,,h16)1) 6 N000 041100 0801 B14,,Ph 00440h 133 WOO Rfee 00 06110 W651(-2515 G00441Coly 3261462 Middle
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 F70- City 0001 B101 11098 Fair810 70,0da0 0*203 221330-3041 fe0,000 2-,1 140 3013A Mcd1.

Staffed 81613 ,) 6 afn 8168410 1003 W Meln t 0ahhlOe C 06405 00405-0420 -n HoS Cooly 326 1t.6404 Middle
Staffed B h110 )) 1 -011006,011080 1 ;3101 Wil-1110 Blt,d11 -g* 2240- 1 4220-443 -61100111-11 02- 1*311SA 0060

Staffed B,ah,,h116)6 04001 80513410 a a llon B 1_ 2803001046411 .- 120, PakD8atdaM 21408 21001-2912 -nda4l113 C noty 6203 1-4610 4i,a,
St.ffed 811111 (6) 10 N - S het R60 0 8148010 41 B1016 N00001 C-, 00583 -613-329 N-o a - cooly 301 1 1*3011" 00014
Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 R!48406. -044 *4004 20350000*11004R WNIOW DE 10000 10000-1120 Wo 2aad. Cooll 327 12355* Middle
Staffed B h110 )) 1 00011 11 9300 000 01101 NJ 0700 0h72312 011011000.11 601 1*3.90A Middl

Staffed B,ah,,h16)1) 6 AheY18416.de 0 Ma14. 0140481 E -- dD,Adahote SWings a 3370 3301-4704 8--ol Cooll 380 14460- Middle
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 -700112 I St-O 81111 Ot 09167d St =NW 60561 1 0016001 20201-3801 Diti, C11 i.00, 301307000 0060

Staffed 81613 ,) 6 800640064110 810. 806 1 t ko 61,f001 meY 2001 Mi01. 14M l3a40f00 Coll 2421400 Middle
Staffed 11-1,1)6) 1 -&-000t Vill.84111 .8B-h601UT0Gh *0.rhLA- 1-h- NY 105383 10338-023 Wa-h-10016,1 00526123366 0060
Staffed B11011161) 6 746406141106 301 *0 Path.. NY 10003 108001203 60001060800 Coody 2052 132100 46,'e,
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 00110 011 810400 B101 18738004000 N.Y- 10 :Y10023 10223-7501 N.Y 000611 003 1*2001A 0060

Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 846714110 001BnW 14.0 00 SW WsshiNtP, 00 26005 452007D" Dis-6 0& Col-b 321 14410 466w
Staffed 11-1,1)6)1 -cSB. 6 33430100 000000 N-Y.00. NY 10022 10222-732 N-Y -t 000 061000144030 00601
Staffed B11011161) 6 64 ah001416 8440 80e0-*0 ea14 84o 2D07 20007-028 -00000*0 Co.o. 627 1336100 Middle
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 10111401 Lea higt,,ay 814111 3510. Lee thop 6,1,01 V* 22200 -07-1615 Adimg-o 00..11102902 6640800 0060

Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 0404880*6B,0d0 2 Gtededl, Rd60 G-t00Noc, NY 11008 1101-3 5 Noosoo cooll 2022 1200 Middle
Staffed 11-1,1)6)6 1 3030q.aa8141111 :215SUS Hop I T-ada FL 336 33460-2701 :POl 8000600111 371 16056A :Middl

Staffed B11011161) 6 0606110101144B61466 N0State0Roa7 Cs,etl 01-44 R 33073 3373-335 B,-ad! Condy 314 14405* 466,a,
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 -msi, 81111 :174S ffigh0- *00 0-0 1111 NY10562 10562-105 Wa-h-1001611 0t 052 6460730 :Middl

Staffed 81613 ,) 6 0040 Per3181110 0025060011 5hY 8004 8004 NY 11374 11374-1 Q.-al 2013 14210 466w
Staffed 11-1,1)6) 1 So.ly ,l- 81111 1830011*0 C.1110i-0 8011 : - - B-FL 33 1 4--.203 Mi-i-D.d. Co..lly 341 0482000 m4d-
Staffed B11011161) 6 State. IlahWCohed & C"ptal B14mh 8000 700ad A"0 681dansta14 NY 10302 1002-222 M011421 1M235* 466e,
Staffed 11011 (6) 1 T-111Ri-0,1- L-aOOd 6-1681411062306 L.-03 04 00000001 NJ 0673 -505-122D 000101100314630360 :Middl

Staffed 81613 ,) 6 -k Rho* 6400006018110 474. 010 Lakeo Rd1eo,o 310a1 NY 1100 11000-4164 Sofko y2044 130OW3* Middle
Staffed 11-1,1)6) 1 4_h0120148411 00 Mei -. aI.ot i0 N0 004 NY 10022 100322-0003 N-Y -t 002610003 146*.7A
Staffed B-ch1116)) 6 001100110611p6014110 3710604t Mek 1.1A... PA 10010 10017-0000 N-aah0ptah Coolly 2303 14499* 46601,
St.ffed 011-116)6) 1 -hrh-da001-60 1 0141106 300,10 .- 4*1 ff4 0.-1778 0078-400 8,2*0 Co1-064620060
Staffed 13-th11i1) 6 7 Leal.nJWWWnai.10 668*10 87016010 86 S.nn Rat 64l FL 3330 334-3066 Blol oly314 14614 MIddl
Staffed B0h110 )) 1 OUSCO -. B0-1h1 1 813011 -0it1 Pkop 80301 00 000 2906-229 8200Col 402 040030 :Middl

Staffed B-ch1106)) 6 MkWPVdA..-10 6106 880*00 6000311sam NY 11230 11230-3010 6M10 06 10092 0006148
St.ffed 011111 (6) 1 -0 L.k.0 N.-Red!4 Re.aft. B141 :16200 06051000 8,0- -OO :FL 3304 3314-0784 Mi-i-oD- Co..lly 341 0467330 0060
Staffed 1-th16)1) 6 Doeas Villaeo v 80100410 2143300,60 j.-l. Q - vllo NY 11420 11420-1-0 Qosoo 2014 1445W Middle
Staffed 11-1,1)6) 1 -31, . B - y B-h84.41. 226551 S NooYo Ny 10080 10031-3212 N-0Y- -ty11 000 147000 '0060
Staffed B-ch1106)) 1 00*210411'd1614110 3400 06 Cold1 NY am 112 38 11231-434 ffn110 206 14010 46601,
St.ffed 011111 (6) 1 Xi,bg 814111 28160W30- St B.11 NY 1063 -643--4 8011 033 1047011A Middl.

W.,ki.g401101h,e0
-- 01P- 061.111 IS 2.13322



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Babylon, NY Branch 701 W Montauk Hwy West Babylon NY 11704 11704-8219 Suffolk County 2044 147014A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fresh Pond-Cambridge Branch 235 Alewife Brook Pkwy Cambridge MA 02138 02138-1101 Middlesex County 1196 147022A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Widener University Branch 1410 Providence Ave Chester PA 19013 19013-5715 Delaware County 2278 147060A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Metropole Branch 1489 P St NW Washington DC 20005 20005-1907 District Of Columbia 325 147238A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sayville Branch 188 N Main St Sayville NY 11782 11782-2510 Suffolk County 2044 147243A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Barrington, Ri Branch 231 County Rd Barrington RI 02806 02806-4512 Bristol County 2401 147176A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Liberty Corner Branch 154 Liberty Corner Rd Warren NJ 07059 07059-6794 Somerset County 1939 147264A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Syosset Store Branch 540 Jericho Tpke Syosset NY 11791 11791-4520 Nassau County 2022 147265A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bay Shore Branch 479 Montauk Hwy Bay Shore NY 11706 11706-8500 Suffolk County 2044 147266A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Homestead Branch 2495 NE 8th St Homestead FL 33033 33033-5353 Miami-Dade County 341 147319A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wilmington Branch 300 Delaware Ave Wilmington DE 19801 19801-1607 New Castle County 327 115881A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Okeechobee Branch 4646 Okeechobee Blvd Haverhill FL 33417 33417-4624 Palm Beach County 379 134069A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Richboro Branch 1060 2nd St Pike Richboro PA 18954 18954-1805 Bucks County 2264 124742A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Old Brookville Branch 319 Glen Head Rd Glen Head NY 11545 11545-1928 Nassau County 2022 129169A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hollywood Branch 5171 Sheridan St Hollywood FL 33021 33021-2832 Broward County 334 147527A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Winter Street Branch 24 Winter St Boston MA 02108 02108-4704 Suffolk County 1200 147535A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Acton Branch 408 Massachusetts Ave Acton MA 01720 01720-3744 Middlesex County 1196 147540A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Providence Branch 440 Pawtucket Ave Rumford RI 02916 02916-2135 Providence County 2404 147581A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gloucester City Store Branch 101 S Broadway Gloucester City NJ 08030 08030-1544 Camden County 1925 144040A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tenleytown Branch 4849 Wisconsin Ave NW Washington DC 20016 20016-4611 District Of Columbia 325 135451A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hempstead Branch 252 Peninsula Blvd Hempstead NY 11550 11550-4913 Nassau County 2022 147693A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenwich & 8th Avenue Branch 122 Greenwich Ave New York NY 10011 10011-7704 New York County 2023 147722A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 67th & 1st Avenue Branch 1240 1 Ave New York NY 10065 10065-6309 New York County 2023 147724A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Delray Beach Fifth Avenue Branch 969 SE 5th Ave Delray Beach FL 33483 33483-5108 Palm Beach County 379 147725A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harvard Square Branch 1270 Massachusetts Ave Cambridge MA 02138 02138-3827 Middlesex County 1196 147747A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Johnston Ri Store Branch 1547 Atwood Ave Johnston RI 02919 02919-3232 Providence County 2404 147761A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Huntington Village Branch 410 New York Ave Huntington NY 11743 11743-3448 Suffolk County 2044 147799A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Central Square Branch 617 Massachusetts Ave Cambridge MA 02139 02139-3301 Middlesex County 1196 147795A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Richmond Hill Branch 11925 Liberty Ave South Richmond Hill NY 11418 11418-2001 Queens 2033 147792A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rockville Centre Store Branch 290 Merrick Rd Rockville Centre NY 11570 11570-5324 Nassau County 2022 147808A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lawrence,ny Branch 490 Rockaway Tpke Lawrence NY 11559 11559-1045 Nassau County 2022 130804A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pembroke Pines University Branch 7999 Pines Blvd Pembroke Pines FL 33024 33024-6917 Broward County 334 148139A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Melrose, Ma Branch 476 Main St Melrose MA 02176 02176-3842 Middlesex County 1196 148147A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Bird Road Branch 11201 SW 40th St Miami FL 33165 33165-4418 Miami-Dade County 341 148146A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Whitestone Branch 14808 Cross Island Pkwy Whitestone NY 11357 11357 Queens 2033 148148A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ozone Park Branch 9717 Rockaway Blvd Ozone Park NY 11417 11417-1614 Queens 2033 148149A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Shady Grove/Gaithersburg Branch 15830 Shady Grove Rd Gaithersburg MD 20877 20877-1402 Montgomery County 1216 148380A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fort Lauderdale Cypress Creek Branch 665 NW 62nd St Fort Lauderdale FL 33309 33309-6125 Broward County 334 148382A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jamaica Queens Branch 15050 Hillside Ave Jamaica NY 11432 11432-3320 Queens 2033 148383A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Providence Store Branch 180 Westminster St Providence RI 02903 02903-1918 Providence County 2404 148428A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Silver Spring City Place Branch 8661 Colesville Rd Silver Spring MD 20910 20910-3924 Montgomery County 1216 148513A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Howard Beach Branch 16202 Crossbay Blvd Howard Beach NY 11414 11414-3443 Queens 2033 148637A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Royal Palm Beach Okeechobee Branch 10149 Okeechobee Blvd Royal Palm Beach FL 33411 33411-1404 Palm Beach County 379 148668A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Gardens Northeast Branch 1500 NE Miami Gardens Dr North Miami Beach FL 33179 33179-4831 Miami-Dade County 341 148905A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Middletown,ct Branch 911 Washington St Middletown CT 06457 06457-2908 Middlesex County 320 133288A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Portland-1 Portland Sq Branch 1 Portland Sq Portland ME 04101 04101-4057 Cumberland County 1228 210922A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flemington Branch 288 Hwy 202 31 Flemington NJ 08822 08822-3703 Hunterdon County 1931 114597A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brooklyn College Store Branch 1623 Flatbush Ave Brooklyn NY 11210 11210-3259 Kings 2016 149015A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lexington-Countryside Branch 419 Lowell St Lexington MA 02420 02420 Middlesex County 1196 149016A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Shores Branch 9005 Biscayne Blvd Miami Shores FL 33138 33138-3221 Miami-Dade County 341 149019A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boca Raton-Mission Bay Plazabranch 20435 SR 7 441 Boca Raton FL 33498 33498 Palm Beach County 379 149020A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marlton Branch 336 W Rt 70 Marlton NJ 08053 08053-1636 Burlington County 1924 207959A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northport Branch 647 Main St Northport NY 11768 11768-1956 Suffolk County 2044 124202A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Marine Park Branch 2944 Gravesend Neck Rd Brooklyn NY 11229 11229-5007 Kings 2016 149300A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bowie, Md Store Branch 4319 Collington Rd Bowie MD 20716 20716-2258 Prince George's County 1217 149301A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Beach-Lincoln Rd Branch 350 Lincoln Rd Miami Beach FL 33139 33139-3103 Miami-Dade County 341 149316A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 20th & 6th Branch 655 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10010 10010-5107 New York County 2023 149322A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairfax Turnpike Branch 9504 Main St Fairfax VA 22031 22031-4031 Fairfax County 2924 149692A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rehoboth Beach, De Branch 34980 Midway Outlet Dr Rehoboth Beach DE 19971 19971-8585 Sussex County 328 149693A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lighthouse Point Store Branch 3600 N Federal Hwy Lighthouse Point FL 33064 33064-6651 Broward County 334 149685A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Worth Military Branch 7007 S Military Trl Lake Worth Beach FL 33463 33463 Palm Beach County 379 149686A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Warwick, Ri Branch 2625 W Shore Rd Warwick RI 02889 02889-8107 Kent County 2402 149689A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Olney Branch 18108 Town Center Dr Olney MD 20832 20832-1480 Montgomery County 1216 149739A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenpoint Store 765 Manhattan Ave Brooklyn NY 11222 11222-2909 Kings 2016 149740A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 72nd & 3rd Branch 1230 3rd Ave New York NY 10021 10021-4321 New York County 2023 149741A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roxborough Branch 5501 Ridge Ave Philadelphia PA 19128 19128-2725 Philadelphia County 2306 149742A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southside Bethlehem Branch 520 Wyandotte St Bethlehem PA 18015 18015-1526 Northampton County 2303 149750A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Weymouth Store 754 Main St Weymouth MA 02190 02190-1651 Norfolk County 1198 149883A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Roxbury Ma Store Branch 1833 Centre St West Roxbury MA 02132 02132-1946 Suffolk County 1200 149884A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Massapequa Store Branch 1354 Hicksville Rd Massapequa NY 11758 11758-1219 Nassau County 2022 150051A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 57th & 3rd Branch 953 3rd Ave New York NY 10022 10022-2008 New York County 2023 150046A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Westchester Branch 8690 SW 24th St Miami FL 33155 33155-2338 Miami-Dade County 341 150047A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Allston Store Branch 1230 Commonwealth Ave Allston MA 02134 02134-4229 Suffolk County 1200 150085A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kew Gardens Hills Store Branch 7602 Main St Kew Gardens Hills NY 11367 11367-3132 Queens 2033 150086A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 158th & Broadway Store Branch 3798 Broadway New York NY 10032 10032-1514 New York County 2023 15087A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cranston Store Branch 176 Phenix Ave # 186 Cranston RI 02920 02920-2920 Providence County 2404 150624A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bird Road/Palmetto Store Branch 7400 SW 40th St Miami FL 33155 33155-6696 Miami-Dade County 341 151013A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manchester-Deming & Hale Branch 180 Deming St Manchester CT 06042 06042-1728 Hartford County 318 151614A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Georgetown Brooklyn Store Branch 2063 Ralph Ave Brooklyn NY 11234 11234-5300 Kings 2016 151615A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Sinai Branch 620 Rt 25A Mount Sinai NY 11766 11766-2067 Suffolk County 2044 151683A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Annandale Branch 7209 Little River Tpke Annandale VA 22003 22003-3309 Fairfax County 2924 147246A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rhode Island Place Branch 905 Rhode Island Ave NE Washington DC 20018 20018-1733 District Of Columbia 325 148150A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Norwich Store Branch 6340 Northern Blvd East Norwich NY 11732 11732-1619 Nassau County 2022 151790A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 19th & 1st Store 329 First Ave New York NY 10003 10003-2911 New York County 2023 151860A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gravesend Store 465 Kings Hwy Brooklyn NY 11223 11223-1803 Kings 2016 151859A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 88th & Broadway Store Branch 2400 Broadway New York NY 10024 10024-1710 New York County 2023 151925A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Old Town Road Branch 4865 Main St Bridgeport CT 06606 06606-1328 Fairfield County 317 133270A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hallandale Beach Store 1626 E Hallandale Beach Blvd Hallandale Beach FL 33009 33009-4610 Broward County 334 151937A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bishops Corner Store 319 N Main St West Hartford CT 06117 06117-2506 Hartford County 318 152559A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Beach Arthur Godfrey Store 930 W 41St St Miami Beach FL 33140 33140-3307 Miami-Dade County 341 152614A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rye Brook Branch 101 S Ridge St Rye Brook NY 10573 10573-2812 Westchester County 2052 152617A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parkchester Store Branch 1866 Westchester Ave Bronx NY 10472 10472-3014 Bronx 1995 152618A Moderate
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Staffed Branth (1) 1 Watt w astre nY MO Jetcho Te Sy1 1179402 Ns1u WCouna 2044 I 147015 Middle
Staffed Brah (1) 1 Ft-eid o tc h. 2 olb. -teeB y Cald FA -7 :0178-14 P edouty 379 147022A Ldal.

Stafed Branch (1) 1 Wiade kileat Bnc 1 PleeideA. ChRadt PH 10013 10135715 Nas27 Cun 20 0470000 Mpoa
Staffed Branh(1) 1 Mstodl Bta c - - PSI NW -higAm, vDC 05 20005-1907 PeniCt Ofun 24bia4 147238A UPd

Staffed Btranh (1) 1 sayeiA t& 1 N Gai, SI sAvieN Yo 1172 1171-7I SUk YCouy 204 14722A3 up-
Staffed Bach (1) 1 JoshnRiBanch 231 CAtyo Johston 19 0 0291-3512 Pm denCou 204 107761A uw
Staffed Brnch(1) 1 LiaSy Cqmamd,n 17 MscusetsA wme M9 70 03-301 Middaeat y 1939 047204A 00m
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sockile Cer S0 Mer.a Tdm Sall C 11791 11570-524 Nastu Coun- 2022 147208A id

S ta ff e d B a c h (1 ) 1 a y S lo t i nta v e, 2 7 0 MBan ck 7 t9i B a P e m bs ta e 1 1 7 0 0 1 170 -4 0 9 1 S U C ny 32 4 1 4 7 1 1 0 M , a m

Stafed Branch 1) 1 WHetdead Btan_h 2095 NE h St Mi.ai.d FL 15 -33-53 3 Miami-Dade Co 341 14731A Midl

Staffed Brach (1) 1 wilioP Bmnch 300 Reay d wilmOie PE 11 1101-1617 Qu 1a14Ay 327 i MhdomB
Staffed Branch (1) 1 FOkameae Byms,h C46 NW62d. StFo uHt aill FL 33417 2517402 Pl Be-ad Cm,n 37 134009A M

Staffed Brath (1) 1 Pwdent ae, 10W et mst St den PA 1f09 10054-18 PUm dCoun 2204 12428A Mpa
Staffed Branch (1) 1 0Bad-11. Pa BSq B319 Gla Head d Pla Hed ME 101 11545-1927 Nau Cunty 2022 219A MJm-

Staffed Branch(1) 1 MieaiomB,h 05171 BScayeB dt Mimhaeo F 33218 M138-322 B,-Dade Coun 334 147270A Upr
Staffed Brnh (1) 1 Wi,a iBea- Ban 24 B S ea FL 210 310-3704 MimiDCun 341 149316A Upr

Staffed Branth (1) 1 Lgth.0ePiSo 400 MFedea H Ugthu Pt 0W 0O70651 BMtAdatse Ceny 13 14750 Upwr
Staffed Brnh (1) 1 W-eel c, 0 Pkt RI 0289 02889 13 7A- Cet .20 149689A Middle

Stafe leSC 1 SidosIs Cuff Stamd, tots6 Blk.4 Glm,-50 City w oo1 0000 003-4Ceta,Cty 1921 04040 Mhdomwt

Staffed Brnh (1) 1 T.etS.e Bt, A40 WiaAi,v B. IN W11i22t20 - 2016-11 Datid Of-bia 3S 13940A Up

Staffed Brath (1) 1 Roxt B nch 252 Ri-eae Phladelphi. P 11104 1128-2713 hiael,Ccouy 2022 147693A Lpe
Staffed Bath (1) 1 WiduStd 7,n BW t 1h G. N-Y.. MA 019 101165 NoYok -ty 2029 147722A Midl

Staffed Brach (1) 1 N7h MI1 a t a Bmnd0 13 HiAe5 N aY. w 10005 1058-039 NasYmCOue 2022 1477240 Up
Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maim Bh F- ut Bid ,,90 S 5th SAt Damiy lFL 303 35108 aI- Bed Cunt 379 107-A Midde

Staffed Brath (1) 1 Kewen m. sHlto 1270 Maeistds A GaebndsHl 1134 1137-302 Qau u 119 14770A Midd

Staffed Bratth (1) 1 .1n.n S,m t.nch 1B-76ent Ave # i CJnshn RI 02910 02019-3232 Pene Counl- 204 107761A Middle

Staffed Branh(1) 1 Mutgiimnc h 6 210 NMoo untoSii w 11743 11743-0467 Su-kun 204 14779A Middle
Staffed Bath (1) 1 Chael Sqas BdlaBnh 017 Whath, dmitond DA 013 01-133 -didOfColumbia 13 1407A Miml

Staffed Branth (1) 1 Bi..d Hil t te 1120 Libtoy ASmth Rldhhaad Hil 110 11410-2001 NuYo 2033 11860A Midd

Staffed Bath (1) 1 88th-illB CBoa StB0 Bddh 200 Ned 411. Co a 10 547 10324 Na Cun 2022 1070A Middl

Staffedl Btm:hS 1) TOM Emsa0tt id 490 Ro,*iduyT* Zttt NY110 150-05 Neaa Cett 022 19000. MhBdad
Staffed Btth (1) 1 eflk Pit.- -ty Bi,,,, 7000 P- Bit,d -- dtuk Pim, FL .. 02 ni024917 B-,et C-mtl 33,t 140S9A Mt-ed

Staffed Bath (1) 1 Hallae. Mac Sta, 26 El Blvd He Bh 20 004 BMd,Smx Canty 119 15137A Middle

Staffed Bratth (1) 1 ,ami Bit ead A.r 120 W 41 S I im e a FL 13310 10-330 Miami-Dade Coun.y940 152614A Middle
Staffedl Btm:hS 1) 1 whiwehmeB Bleed 148f0f Cem,s lemal Pke, whdaioe Nw 11307 11357 Q-att 2033 1022m,02,
Staffed Bath (1) 1 P ter o.Bach 9717 6mteay t B eka P N1417 11417-1014 Qun 199 152618A M-amide
Staffed stt (1) 1 Shy GmWGaithwmbmq aed 1020 tad G d Gdaed,ag Mo 077 00771402 Mmd9mn"ycom, 1216 1404 Middle
Staffed Btath (1 0 Fet La,dal. Cyp..e C.ka Bid..h 665 NW -dt SI :Fe Ld= -1. :FL 033009 -09-6125 B-eal C-ly 9 144120 ;Middle

Stafe Otel 1) -- Jetsc am2tidd 10010 HilsideW Aeei Nw 1123 113230 Q-at 20312430 Mhdmw
Staffed Itateh 01) 1 P.,id....a S-, B-,td Ito We-tm,tdae St Pld-e 0,R 0203 0.903-1918 -vid.-,, C ..tly 2.4d 14S428A M-tte
staffed 13tht (1) 1 Sleetpd "00 it Pl_am-Bdd,0f mi WCulki 02 St- spmtq 'do 00010 20910-324 Mmd9mnaeay Cmy 1216 105190 M,,dmw
Staffed Btath (1) 0 -1a Bea,S Bi,,h 10202 C.,dmys :wt H:11t Ba,N5114 :11414u3 Quaae 2039 140S7A UPpat
Staffadl Btm:hS1) 0 ",ys P.lm 000 .kshus aidt 10140Skshde Ble"d R0yW Paid, Se94,, a -31t 301114 4 Pae m, uy9379 104006 002,,
Staffed Btth (0) 1 Mim -etG-t N.ftla- Bidth 15000NE Metal G--et A, Nmd, Mei-l Bee.h :FL 33170 -079-31 Mi-D,el.4 C..ty 341 1-A03 :Middle

Staffed 13the (1) 1 Middlola,A .- otstl 91Washieghmt St Middlethea, CT 00457 004w-90Mdlteau 320 13328.0 upws
St.ffed Btattf(1) 0 RmAtd1Pd.tJ Sq BidhI 1 Pm-h-, Sq Pmfl-td 140o 04107 1-OSS Co0auCeA02 200220 M_hsde

Staffadl Btm:hS 1) 0 FlB0nt9tet.Ma.t. 2040Fy7202 31 Hmmeltdme w0 08022 0ff22-703 H-0te, Cmuty 1931 14597A Mhdmw
Staffed Btate (1) 1 :B.dkly. -l.g. Slema Bidtd 1023 F....1, Oua BIeI,N1210 :11210-S2S9 ih- 201S 1090130 :Middle

Stafed BtaEl (11 LseiAot-tutyaedo stmad, 419 L0-115 attgtd MO 24 02420 -mdle Cuey 1196 14014 upws
Stffd Btath 1) 0 Me-i Sh.-s B,,e,f 9101 Biea.ta BMdi-ll Shte FL 0133 0131 3-3221 Mi-i-D.ed. C..ty 940 1090190 Jp-at

Staffadl Btm:hS 1) 10 5 sOtda-ttMflat Bay PW,mltmt,0 20430S 5740 "15ai fR0 33400 3340 Pale, .. d, uy9379 1490200 002,,
St.ffed Btate(1) 1 M.'h_, B,atd 933119R 7 Pefthe 00 -3 dm053-l6St B.tlih,mmd, C ... ty -4 20759A UP~,

Staffed 13tht (1) 1 NompWmtd -047 Mai, St wHBAHN 11704 1171ki S,Uk Cmty 204 122000 upws
St.ffed Bttf h () 0 Smdhlf M.,itaPm d,, 2034 B-eu, N2.. Ad.-ekt - 112 :11229-5007 Rt- 2010 109300A Middl
Staffadl Btm:hS 1) 1 Be-m, Mil Sloe, Bided, 4319 Cui1geio. BA amai. MO 00710 00710-0 -dt Gammi% Cume, 1217 14900. Middle
Staffed Btate(1) 1 :Me..l Beef-ll .. d B-M d,9- Lih.1h,, Ad 13-1,, BehFL 33190 04139-3103 Mi-i-,.0Ce..tlI q41 l1031SA up-,

Staffed 13th(F 2l&6.B. W A-tmiAMtt0 f0Oudfthde mea- N-Ymk Nw 10010 '10-107 Ne-svekuCule. 2023 149320 upws
St.ffed Bttf h () 0 .Fa-SdTuPi. Bidt-h 9104 M-l, SI Feibs. -0001 -22 31 Fa.im .,l 29 20 10-20 UPpa
Staffed Btmm:h 1) 1 RaflOmh Ses,,,. DB- aied34900 Mides, 09mW t ettalotaaB, Be E 19971 19971-8585 Su.ae Cut 92f 1496990 Middle
Staffed Btate(1) 1 Lighth.e. Rim, St.s B-ad 9300 N Fedmidl Hey OlJgt. P.,t FL 3300 3--4AS B-ea Cutmy 33d 149MiSA up-
Staffed 13tht (1) 1 1-ale W,,et, Miliflta amt,& 7007 S Milaty Td Let, a m d FL 30403 33ff3Pae Bead Coust 379 149m00 M',dambe
Staffed Bttf h () 0 W-ai. Al Bid-f ;202100 Sh-e R4 W..-i.k 0R1 02800 =20-7O Re.l Otuy 2002 1096190 :Middle

Staffed Btmm:h 1) 1 a.tey am-d 10100 T-e Came,tBt olhasH MA 0002 203-40mtedqmm,'Cey 1, 210 1497390 Middle
Staffed Btte 0) 0 1 Smid.et Stat 765 M.ade, B- ttO, N 11200 11222-90 K- 201S 1097400 UP~,

Staffed 13thl1) 1 72nd & dteeZ 1 M30A. N-auYmk Nw 102 0021-4321 N-usYekuCmty 2023 14940 upws
St.ffed Bttf h () 0 .- ghuf Bidt-f :5501 AdqeO Phl-dlpfli, RA 1213 1912-25 Phl.d.1phit. C-ll 2900 1097420 up-et
Staffed Btmm:h 1) 1 Sadohaido Bethlaesem Bl.eed,dmu S0005405 .ahm.B PA 10015 180111520 Nhatimap0t Comety 2309 1497100 MOd'eate
Staffed Bttt 0) 01 Welete. Sds 750 Bait SI Way.th WA 0210 0210-lAS1 N..dlk 149883090 Aq ;Middle

Staffed 13tht (,1) 1 004 _"ut Ma Stats Bided, 1833 CstotSt wesletytah, 02132 w213-1Hm S,Uk Cmuty 1230 149W.0 Middle
Staffed Btatt(1) 0 Ne.dh M--aqu SIdl. Bid-d 13S4 411d,.l Ad M.ammpeu Nw IIlSI 11758-1219 Na-au C-uIl 2022 13010 UPpet
Staffed Bmm:hl)1) 1 570S03h]Wam:1, 933,-,1W" N-eB Nw 1002 1002-2004 N.uYmk Cmdety 22 15041m02,
St.ffed Bttt 0) 01 Me,- W.hetam Bt.-f 0090500 24thl Stdee FL -3S 3513 Mi-i-,l.4 C.utly q- 13040Middle

Staffed 13thl 1 1 -nitO StBided 1.2 Chatesem.sA.tWWM 02104 02104229 S,Uk Cmty 1230 M5A5 Melsdba
Staffed Btattf( ) 0 -e Said.t. Hll -l B..td :7002 M-l, SI Bee Hifot w1 NY11311 11307-319 Quesee 2039 1300100 up-e
Staffed Bmm:hl)1) 1 ISft & Stead-am atmd,t, 3798 15-damyH N- Y.& wN 10032 10032-1114 N-uYmk Cmdety 2029 150270 Mhdmw
Staffed 1t3t6 (1) 1 Cit-tt SIdla Bid,,h :106-i h uA- 2100 Rilo - 220 02.20-22 P--teu C.uty 2.4d 1300200Midl
Staffed 13thel1) 1 N.Rmal/P.1medc,oSt. B.n. 7400 SW 40thSt Miami FL 33155 33155-mff0 -ntLsdCuty 040 15101i30 Apw
St.ffed 1t3t6 (1) 0 :M.n.h-e--eti S Hal. mid.h 100( D..itg SI :a,, CT "402 :'042-1721 Ha-tt Cu-ly 310 136100 :Middle
Staffed Bmm:hS )1) 1 Gd,~ett flaedHn Aloe Bided, 2003 Balph At" wtleN 11204 11204-30 ndg. 20)16 1516150k Middle
Staffed 1t3t6 (1) 1 M.-l Sitei B-eh 029121 .. dunt Si.ia N ;11110 11100-067Sfdku, 2.4 1310690A Middle

Staffed 13-eth (,1) 1 -bHha de. o 709H 1-fiff Tll Ahmadato V 22003 20339 aleCuty2924 1472440 Md
Staffed 1t3t6 (1) 0 iRh..e bald Plate Bid-hf 9035 Rh.d. l.nad ONE W-efi,gim, 00C 200011 20118173 Dieat-OOdC.1-ia 929 1401100 M_eed
Staffed Bmm:h 1i) 1 a BSN-td ft.t B.ntd, ff040 NIhdOse Be East Nowed, wY 11732 1173-1619 N_a Cuety 2022 1517S00 upm,,
St.ffed 1t3t6 (1) 1 1.hdhfi 0111 Set 90 F-delA- N.Y.d,C N 100 10003-2911 NeeheOout 2029 1310600A m a0,
Staffed 13-eth (1) 1 -ddtBst Stt 405 Kies ty smIdkye w 11223 110-03IIe2011 15185 MlsdI
Staffed 13-6t (l) 0 Stl,sO B-e,a SIt. Bm-h,f 2400 B.td.dy :N-sY.. w 10024 1013-171D N.dY.-Cu,,ty 2029 13123 up-0
Staffed Bmm:hS 1) 1 X4 T-s Bmal aid.d 4001 Male St thimopd GT hamf0 0600-1328 PstB Cdty 317 193270 Mhdmw
Staffed 13-6e (1) 1 H.leldale Be-t, SIdme :1020E Hallandale B-ath Bitd Hal.a-tI. B.at, :FL 3300 3309410 B-tel C.mty 33d 13197 Middle

Staffed 13-eth (1) 1 Witeo-,uestls SI9AN MaileSt wostl.,[fm,1 CT 011 1 oti117-) Hltemcl Cumety 310 15590 upws
Staffed 13-6t (l) 1 Me..l Be.alaO, -my SEda 93000101SI Idle B:thFL n'1d ---.- 30 C.eaoeeOuly 941 132100 up-0
Staffed Bmm:hS 1) 1 RByt BIkmd, 1010 Bhdge St 

5
H Ia 10173 10570--B Weedde,ts C-ndy 2012 1526170 002,,

St.ffed 13-6e (1) 1 -,d. tmeBt-lilthdt W-h-mle,t B-l NT 1047 -072-3014 B-l 1399 1320100 M-ste

Pa-1ml dit11 S 2013222



BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plantation Brookhaven Store Branch 1800 N Pine Island Rd Plantation FL 33322 33322-5202 Broward County 334 152641A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Long Island City Store 2131 46th Ave Long Island City NY 11101 11101-4701 Queens 2033 152700A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sunnyside Store 4101 Queens Blvd Sunnyside NY 11104 11104-2801 Queens 2033 152737A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maspeth, Ny Branch 7355 Grand Ave Maspeth NY 11378 11378-1523 Queens 2033 152797A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brickell Store Branch 1103 Brickell Ave Miami FL 33131 33131-3101 Miami-Dade County 341 152815A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Freehold Store Branch 3300 Rt 9 Freehold NJ 07728 07728-8246 Monmouth County 1934 153262A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rockville Pike Store Branch 12003 Rockville Pike Rockville MD 20852 20852-1603 Montgomery County 1216 153263A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plantation 441 Branch 1 N State Rd 7 Plantation FL 33317 33317-3103 Broward County 334 153264A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Quincy Store Branch 516 Adams St Quincy MA 02169 02169-1321 Norfolk County 1198 153265A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Florham Park Branch 177 Columbia Tpke Florham Park NJ 07932 07932-1350 Morris County 1935 153336A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pembroke Pines West Branch 14836 Pines Blvd Pembroke Pines FL 33027 33027-1222 Broward County 334 153407A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deerfield Store Branch 1011 S Federal Hwy Deerfield Beach FL 33441 33441-7032 Broward County 334 154838A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pawtucket Branch 430 Central Ave Pawtucket RI 02861 02861-1953 Providence County 2404 153421A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Miami Beach Store Branch 1190 NE 163rd St North Miami Beach FL 33162 33162-4516 Miami-Dade County 341 153417A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Faneuil Hall Store Branch 1 Union St Boston MA 02108 02108-2408 Suffolk County 1200 153433A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kendall West/Hammocks Branch 14995 SW 88th St Miami FL 33196 33196-1417 Miami-Dade County 341 153434A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Beltsville Branch 10916 Baltimore Ave Beltsville MD 20705 20705-2160 Prince George's County 1217 153445A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Point Pleasant Beach Branch 232 Richmond Ave Point Pleasant Beach NJ 08742 08742-2545 Ocean County 1936 153585A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Brooklyn Branch 2-4 Flatbush Ave Brooklyn NY 11217 11217 Kings 2016 153651A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 96th & 3rd Store Branch 1709 3rd Ave New York NY 10128 10128-2503 New York County 2023 153652A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 56th & 1st Ave Store Branch 1031 1st Ave New York NY 10022 10022-2901 New York County 2023 153754A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 32nd and 2nd Avenue Store Branch 576 2nd Ave New York NY 10016 10016-6307 New York County 2023 153755A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Old City Branch 399 Market St Philadelphia PA 19106 19106-2117 Philadelphia County 2306 153823A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burlington Center Branch 186 Cambridge St Burlington MA 01803 01803-2919 Middlesex County 1196 153880A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marine Park Flatbush Branch 2195 Flatbush Ave Brooklyn NY 11234 11234-4327 Kings 2016 153927A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Islip Store Branch 6 E Main St East Islip NY 11730 11730 Suffolk County 2044 153928A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clinton Hill Branch 490 Myrtle Ave Brooklyn NY 11205 11205-3067 Kings 2016 153946A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 The Hub Branch 371 E 149th St Bronx NY 10455 10455-3902 Bronx 1995 153978A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 250 Cambridge Street Boston Store 250 Cambridge St Boston MA 02114 02114-3136 Suffolk County 1200 154101A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bedford Stuyvesant Branch 957 Marcy Ave Brooklyn NY 11216 11216-2307 Kings 2016 154115A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aramingo Branch 2267 E Butler St Philadelphia PA 19137 19137-1009 Philadelphia County 2306 154149A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wallingford-North Colony Road Branch 928 N Colony Rd Wallingford CT 06492 06492-2411 New Haven County 321 133299A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Vernon Store Branch 229 E Sandford Blvd Mount Vernon NY 10550 10550-4623 Westchester County 2052 152617A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 45th & Lexington Branch 451 Lexington Ave New York NY 10017 10017-3948 New York County 2023 154230A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 23rd & Lexington Store Branch 131 E 23rd St New York NY 10010 10010-4510 New York County 2023 154295A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deer Park Store Branch 2178 Deer Park Ave Deer Park NY 11729 11729-1307 Suffolk County 2044 154297A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 37th & Broadway Branch 1375 Broadway New York NY 10018 10018-7001 New York County 2023 154408A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 20th & K Street Branch 2000 K St NW Washington DC 20006 20006-1809 District Of Columbia 325 154409A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Port Jefferson Station Store Branch 86 Nesconset Hwy Port Jefferson Station NY 11776 11776-2627 Suffolk County 2044 147801A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Little Neck Branch 24405 Northern Blvd Little Neck NY 11362 11362-1163 Queens 2033 154650A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crown Heights Branch 1715 Bedford Ave Brooklyn NY 11225 11225-2601 Kings 2016 154683A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chambers And Greenwhich Branch 166 Chambers St New York NY 10007 10007-1007 New York County 2023 154687A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Wantagh Branch 1200 Wantagh Ave Wantagh NY 11793 11793-2202 Nassau County 2022 154780A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 54th & 8th Branch 910 8th Ave New York NY 10019 10019-5152 New York County 2023 154781A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 1st & 2nd Branch 21 E 1st St New York NY 10003 10003-9489 New York County 2023 154806A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Belmont 307 Trapelo Rd Belmont MA 02478 02478-1855 Middlesex County 1196 154865A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Yonkers Central Park Store Branch 1820 Central Park Ave Yonkers NY 10710 10710-2818 Westchester County 2052 154899A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 John & Broadway Branch 182 Broadway New York NY 10038 10038-2526 New York County 2023 153434A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 39th & 3rd Branch 593 3rd Ave New York NY 10016 10016-2711 New York County 2023 155290A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 117th & 3rd Branch 2144 3rd Ave New York NY 10035 10035-4708 New York County 2023 155374A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plainview East Branch 1100 Old Country Rd Plainview NY 11803 11803-5070 Nassau County 2022 172054A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Philadelphia Levick Street Branch 6304 Roosevelt Blvd Philadelphia PA 19149 19149-2931 Philadelphia County 2306 172058A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fulton And Pearl Branch 40 Fulton St New York NY 10038 10038-1850 New York County 2023 155855A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Baltimore - Canton Crossing Branch 3603 Boston St Baltimore MD 21224 21224-5751 Baltimore County 1204 155854A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Woodmont Branch 7628 Old Georgetown Rd Bethesda MD 20814 20814-6124 Montgomery County 1216 155993A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 23rd & Broadway Branch 950 Broadway New York NY 10010 10010-6010 New York County 2023 156043A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 85th & Madison Branch 1133 Madison Ave New York NY 10028 10028-0413 New York County 2023 156042A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 23rd Street & 7th Ave Branch 202 W 23rd St New York NY 10011 10011-2301 New York County 2023 156047A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 207th & Broadway Branch 4941 Broadway New York NY 10034 10034-2303 New York County 2023 155349A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Kendall Drive Branch 11480 N Kendall Dr Miami FL 33176 33176-1006 Miami-Dade County 341 149302A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 32nd & 6th Branch 885 6th Ave New York NY 10001 10001-3523 New York County 2023 154782A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 56th & Madison 555 Madison Ave New York NY 10022 10022-3301 New York County 2023 167291A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Wisconsin Avenue Branch 8101 Wisconsin Ave Bethesda MD 20814 20814-3623 Montgomery County 1216 167309A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Naples, FL Branch 375 5th Ave S Naples FL 34102 34102-6549 Collier County 339 167543A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Winter Park Village Branch 810 N Orlando Ave Winter Park FL 32789 32789-2922 Orange County 377 148740A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rockefeller Center Branch 1290 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10104 10104-0101 New York County 2023 133326A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Canarsie Branch 9013 Flatlands Ave Brooklyn NY 11236 11236-3615 Kings 2016 151926A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bohemia Brookhaven Store Branch 3560 Veterans Memorial Hwy Bohemia NY 11716 11716-1007 Suffolk County 2044 152587A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Great Falls Branch 9901 Georgetown Pike Great Falls VA 22066 22066-2826 Fairfax County 2924 207299A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boerum Hill Branch 252 Atlantic Ave Brooklyn NY 11201 11201-5715 Kings 2016 168579A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Springfield Old Keene Mill Branch 8310 Old Keene Mill Rd Springfield VA 22152 22152-1640 Fairfax County 2924 151721A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 33rd & 8th Branch 461 8th Ave New York NY 10001 10001-1810 New York County 2023 168735A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Grand & Allen Branch 314 Grand St New York NY 10002 10002-4502 New York County 2023 155358A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nanuet Branch 104 Market St E Nanuet NY 10954 10954 Rockland County 2036 133338A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rock Hill Main Branch 331 E Main St Rock Hill SC 29730 29730-5371 York County 2451 155854A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Charlton And Varick Branch 175 Varick St New York NY 10014 10014-4604 New York County 2023 155767A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hewlett Branch 1 Veterans Memorial Plaza Hewlett NY 11557 11557 Nassau County 2022 172055A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Calle Ocho Branch 1208 SW 8th St Miami FL 33135 33135-4004 Miami-Dade County 341 172373A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hollywood-441 401 S State Rd 7 Hollywood FL 33023 33023-6719 Broward County 334 172374A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Prospect Heights Branch 482 Bergen St # 484 Brooklyn NY 11217 11217-2402 Kings 2016 172439A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pelham Bay Branch 1765 Crosby Ave Bronx NY 10461 10461-4901 Bronx 1995 172440A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 124th and Lenox 100 W 125th St New York NY 10027 10027-4403 New York County 2023 172441A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jericho Branch 391 Jericho Tpke Jericho NY 11753 11753-1304 Nassau County 2022 172451A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Melville Branch 1144 Walt Whitman Rd Melville NY 11747 11747-3006 Suffolk County 2044 172452A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Grand Concourse Branch 148 E Fordham Rd Bronx NY 10468 10468-5408 Bronx 1995 172457A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newark-Market Street Branch 418-428 Market St Newark NJ 07105 07105-2236 Essex County 1928 172613A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rutland Drive Up 33 Evelyn St Rutland VT 05701 05701 Rutland County 3045 117448A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flushing Murray Hill Branch 15038 Northern Blvd Flushing NY 11354 11354-4950 Queens 2033 172686A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenlawn Branch 460 Pulaski Rd Greenlawn NY 11740 11740-1619 Suffolk County 2044 172721A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Auburn-Southbridge Street 460 Southbridge St Auburn MA 01501 01501-2442 Worcester County 1201 095972A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Allendale-4th Street 3900 4th St N Saint Petersburg FL 33703 33703-6117 Pinellas County 381 148713A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Waltham 751 Main St Waltham MA 02451 02451-0620 Middlesex County 1196 121356A Middle
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Staffed Branh(1) 1 ted St Bad0 a 1800 N Re alad Rd Reedod FL 31 3341-702 Broard Cany 334 154838A Middle
Staffd Branch (1) 1 No, Mii c Sore 211 NE1 *6r S-d Ctt Ny 11101 31-7516 Miam-d C0 23 1523700A ui
Stafed Banch (1) 1 PointPleant BieRc Branch 232 cold ve Poit P B. a 4N2 111 114-215 Ouan C033 152737A Middle

Staffd Branch (1) 1 9 d Stor B r7351 3rd Aveded NY 11378 11378-1523 Na Y un2 1532 Updr

Staffed Brch(1) 1 E l iStoae Brand 1103 ainS1 Ea ip FL 33131 31313101 Suf-ok n 1204 15285A Midd
Staffd Branch (1) 0 Fde Hb Ba h 371 1th S t BI d Nu 07213 1 -302 Bon th G 1993 15352 A Law

Staffed Branch1(1) 1 Wall Pike Siod ony 1 12003 Ronyd pW Rdfll.r CD 292 20852-13 avgmenyC .. ny 216 153263A Middle

Staffd Banh (1) 1 Pit i gton Branh 41 LN3t onR27 AveNew FL 33117 117-348101 Nu Yo un3 153240 C-1A U

Staffed Branch (1) 1 "1r"Pa Stor Bdnld 2178 erP16*ad1d51 st Drt PaS12 162-1307 Suff5k .y 1153295A Middle
St88e2 Blanch (1) 1 Flth. &PK Branch :0171 K-bSt NTW Washi NJ 0732 07032-1359 Dis1050OdClub 033 159336A 001

Staffed Blan(1) 1 LniteN Pranc W24 405 133 PdemBd 3Peec Pitks R 33021 132-1163 Qunsa58 2o0t 334 15467A Upi

Staffed Brnh(1) 1 Plmont B.- 130Trellos Beln t 02 4281 0278-1853 MddB- nC t 1 634 154836A MIIddl

Staed Bran,h (1) 1 = d f61 558an21N 33Ave Newe Yo0 1-" AL 3102 01013 Nde 0g3 153174 lAa

StaHed Branh(1) 1 N-itiore-Cantonr.inBanc 363osoS Batmr MD 2122 21224i..I-- -516 BM re..Cuny 310 15584A :Mlaw

Staffed Brach (1) 1 Fdedil &ll Stda Branoh 9 B1o5 N1 1501 M0 1 02108-240 NoYo uny 1203 15M33A Upi
Staffd Bach (1) 1 Miamiend. l l a h 114335-80 eda St Miami FL 3136 3316-10416 Mi i-Dade Coun 341 1430A3* Uddl

Staffed Bran5h (1) 1 8thaiso 5 55q1f Mais A 8NWYll Mo *005 00212- Po Gao. un Co20 167295A lAddra

Staffd ra3nh (1) 1 Na es8FL 8ra -h 23 Sil-vd 2d N PI- t 3- NJ 33142r Cou2-n 0a80 4 1339 15355A Midl

Staffed 85anh1(1) 1 RokeelerterB-and 29 0RvuofAme aeok NY 1117 51171 N2016 135365A Upir
StaffedBach(1) 1 : d0t H llBranch 3152Atlan. AveBr 1121 10121-5103 Ng d d -ty 201 153652A Up r

Staffed Branch(1) 01i a 5 1.5 A. 503*2 10001-2810 NA"N-Y.N Yod und 2023 15A Upwr
Staffd ra3nh (1) 1 Na2nu.tBranc 104Mrket2 E Nanet NY 10015 I210-6307 N-31R ko 203 153755A Up-r

Staffed 85851h (1) 1 cid An Vad 333n871V9 33 Sad"at Pwilacloia P 113 51002114 N--oia C 2306 1535767A Upir
Staffd Branh (1) 1 -nlle. OAdrac 1I 5808S8th SMim FL 01503 0103-31393 Midai-Da 513Y 153880A 07ea
Staffed Branch(1) 1 Mopc tH eightUad 25ert#*05*88 addkyiN 11232 1124-43*2 Sn 2014 1523927A Upw
Staffd Branch (1) 0 .14th and0 h L6ax 100 1251St 0Ew Yop NY 01 32 11 3 N8-kYo-ny 2*2 153208A Middle

Staffed Branh591) 0 Me aole0"Ba l 1 Wa*tWhitmanRd NY 11235 11*05-316 Sfk u 2016 1534 Middle

StaffBd ah (1) 1 Ne0801de tSte e375c 4 14th 128MarkeSt NY0125 71-05236 Esxu 19283 1533780
Staffed Bran5h (1) 1 2luhin ud ay Hll 15 250 mi de Bv Fl8u n M 3114 1 13 S.950k Qu s 120 1706 updl

StHeBanh()1 ubmSothagetee40 utb-gstAuu7M150 010-42W cstr u:057AMiddle

Staffd Branch (1) 0 18town Wal8m 37 Main St W1lthm NY 1215 01210-2303 056 Middle

Worin Bae

Stffed 881010 43808871 2287 EaBde,S& Phllspii Pa, 50131 58537-103 -laIdeothi,ady14 2306 15445* lAddleraw

RO.f8 13-6it (1) 1 :w111g-N-170 0110008 R.dS3 320 N08153 -ny1111 CT 833 0042-11 N-s HaYan001* 301 1332900 :Mi3dle

Stffed 858050)1) 0 MoUlt 30801530st8803 220 Saalfd12 84.00 088 NY 550 10550148*3 Ws3sst1514-2052 152617 lAdderal

Slaff8d 13-6iS (1) 0 -5h L..5id,.n1 ..- f :451 -ing-001 *15 Y..15 NY 110011 :I0D17-3948 N-Y-Cd-0011 003 11542300 0008
Staffed 8585150)1) 1 2315-.gt. 5td.*8B5853 1314E235700 N-80Y.rk NY 58310 5lo10-510 Ne5-1tC..s4 2023 15425* *2iw
R.aff.d 81316)(1) 1 Da., P.dk St..8B.d& :2170.38a.,5Padk8 3881787 Ny ;11120 :11729-5307 51f5k01 2 152-7 M15858
Staffed 858050) 1) 0 37th & 880848"8Bm81806137581502d78 N-8 008 NY 57810 10M18-7001 NeelSYdk1Cos- 2023 15444 upws
Slaff8d 158-16)(1) 0 230& Stei Ban588185 ;200(0dtW W-8himg-0 30C 00005 201060tO 3111 10118008aidO 305di -15435 843858

Staffe 855501 0 POIJOO 3*001 35tof 881557 86 Neadd,sot 08a, Pw Jff- soo1 0101 NY 5117 11786-22 8.Wffk ty24 147831 Middle
5t.ff.d 85 161) 1 :Lif0l. N-1 B.-h5 240560N0dh..1BINd1038dNa-k NY 11302 :11302-51103 35.-n5 03 154500 0008
Staffed 858050) 1) 0 Caded Halo- 8185317158Bdf5057*80 addoldy, NY 51225 11M-20 119a 2014 15483* Middle
Slaff8d 1-516)(1) 0 he n Iadai .080525058811i 150816Ch-S :N-Y..5 NY10001 10207-1007 2805101

3
003 1540170A08

Staffed 8150)1)h NOM WW"hf0580 12M Wantagh15 A"35*gd NY 51703 110320 8851o- 22 1547843 2280
R.aff.d 158516)(1) 1 :.th &4tth 858155 3100d211 N800Y,7 NY 10010 10213-515 N- .d G171d1- 003 1547810 0008
Staffed 8158550)(1) 0 1 0 &2.5d8Wan 25450lat31 IN Y.& NY 580 0-8480 Nee Ydk -ty 003 1548343 2400
Slaff8d 158516)(1) 0 31- 32370800 T-1.101 Rd2 0247 02755 32 8 0---S1 15130 1541450 M130l8

Staffed 1581550)1 0 oke C0-400153Padk71ft.5B. 180 OsI 1 dk A" 4058 NY 50710 5071 181 weatodeasid, 018- 2052 15455* 24280
R.aff.d 158516)(1) 1 11150d &08 858a31 55-:12 -a8088 N-Y. 0171NY 100353 100-210 N- .d 01Gd1- 003 15-3* 0008
Stafed 81555)1 0 305*3758& 30 M3nd!* 8"080081 NY 57816 1781-715 Nee5 Y01 085 003 1550934 upw
Raffed 1586511 0 :1511018 357 Ban.3 :21431*1 N- 0150 NY 1035 103-00 N-Y01.dk8- 003 15-7*410
Staffed 855613,h() 0 w oaEa Bda51588*50 1 IM Old C-try Rd plaidYada8 NY 18E03 5183070 Na- Cd.dlo4 2002 1705.3 Middle
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TD BANK, N.A. BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Concord 1112 Main St Concord MA 01742 01742-3200 Middlesex County 1196 153311A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Naples Park Branch 877 91st Ave N Naples FL 34108 34108-2401 Collier County 339 207138A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bernardsville Branch 70 Morristown Rd Bernardsville NJ 07924 07924-2369 Somerset County 1939 133350A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flager/Fontainbleau Branch 9201 W Flagler St Miami FL 33174 33174-2406 Miami-Dade County 341 207426A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palm Springs 2735 10th Ave N Palm Springs FL 33461 33461-3184 Palm Beach County 379 207435A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 West Miami Gardens 8711 NW 186th St Hialeah FL 33018 33018 Miami-Dade County 341 207473A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Princeton Nassau Branch 255 Nassau St Princeton NJ 08540 08540-4619 Mercer County 1932 207482A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Worth-Dixie Branch 130 N Dixie Hwy Lake Worth Beach FL 33460 33460-6810 Palm Beach County 379 207496A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 McLean Branch 6260 Old Dominion Dr McLean VA 22101 22101-4217 Fairfax County 2924 207502A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Little River Turnpike Branch 6566 Little River Tpke Alexandria VA 22312 22312-1443 Fairfax County 2924 207506A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fresh Meadows Branch 17530 Horace Harding Expy Fresh Meadows NY 11365 11365 Queens 2033 207457A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sawgrass 12391 W Sunrise Blvd Plantation FL 33323 33323-2230 Broward County 334 154727A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southern Artery 476 Southern Artery Quincy MA 02169 02169-4614 Norfolk County 1198 207541A Middle

Drive-in (2) 2 North Quincy 323 Hancock St Quincy MA 02171 02171-2405 Norfolk County 1198 207540A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bird Pointe Branch 14717 SW 42nd St Miami FL 33185 33185-3981 Miami-Dade County 341 207631A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Dixie & Ludlum Branch 6601 S Dixie Hwy Miami FL 33143 33143-7919 Miami-Dade County 341 207698A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roslindale Branch 930 American Legion Hwy Roslindale MA 02131 02131 Suffolk County 1200 207759A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Whiting Street Branch 12 Whiting St Hingham MA 02043 02043-3821 Plymouth County 1199 207758A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Boston 306 W Broadway Boston MA 02127 02127-1931 Suffolk County 1200 189903A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burlington District Branch 2200 District Ave Burlington MA 01803 01803-5074 Middlesex County 1196 123459A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boylston St & Kilmarnock St Branch 1333 Boylston St Boston MA 02215 02215-3909 Suffolk County 1200 208317A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Norwood Branch 143 Nahatan St Norwood MA 02062 02062-4253 Norfolk County 1198 208318A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Elwood Branch 1941 Jericho Tpke Elwood NY 11731 11731-6208 Suffolk County 2044 208322A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Middletown Branch 553 W Main Rd Middletown RI 02842 02842-6310 Newport County 2403 208335A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Providence Branch 1923 Mineral Spring Ave North Providence RI 02904 02904-3722 Providence County 2404 208366A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Avenue Branch 720 Franklin Ave Franklin Square NY 11010 11010-1111 Nassau County 2022 208341A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oakland Park Branch 3785 N Federal Hwy Oakland Park FL 33308 33308 Broward County 334 208354A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palmetto Bay Branch 14395 S Dixie Hwy Palmetto Bay FL 33176 33176-7225 Miami-Dade County 341 208386A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boca Raton Clint Moore Branch 1801 Clint Moore Rd Boca Raton FL 33487 33487-2752 Palm Beach County 379 2018455A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cheltenham Branch 2431 W Cheltenham Ave Wyncote PA 19095 19095-2945 Montgomery County 2301 134829A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pompano Beach Branch 1175 S Federal Hwy Pompano Beach FL 33062 33062-7066 Broward County 334 208476A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clearwater Branch 2689 Gulf To Bay Blvd Clearwater FL 33759 33759-4950 Pinellas County 381 208745A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stuart-South Federal 989 SE Federal Hwy Stuart FL 34994 34994-3734 Martin County 371 087623A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Five Points Branch 2006 Devine St Columbia SC 29205 29205-2213 Richland County 2445 208873A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sarasota Main Branch 3450 Clark Rd Sarasota FL 34231 34231-8406 Sarasota County 387 208981A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tarpon Springs Branch 40916 US Hwy 19 N Tarpon Springs FL 34689 34689-5446 Pinellas County 381 209028A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palm Beach Lakes Branch 1841 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd West Palm Beach FL 33401 33401-2001 Palm Beach County 379 209147A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tyrone Square Branch 2208 66th St N Saint Petersburg FL 33710 33710-3909 Pinellas County 381 209531A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Co Op City Branch 500 Baychester Ave Bronx NY 10475 10475-4566 Bronx 1995 209530A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Beach - Alton Road Branch 1570 Alton Rd Miami Beach FL 33139 33139-3401 Miami-Dade County 341 210108A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bushwick Branch 20 Graham Ave Brooklyn NY 11206 11206-4200 Kings 2016 213393A Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ormond Beach Branch 1280 W Granada Blvd Ormond Beach FL 32174 32174-5950 Volusia County 393 208637A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chantilly Branch 13900 Lee Jackson Memorial Hwy Chantilly VA 20151 20151-3202 Fairfax County 2924 210797A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Estero Branch 8660 Corkscrew Rd Estero FL 33928 33928-3209 Lee County 364 210899A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Nona Branch 13044 Narcoossee Rd Orlando FL 32832 32832-6925 Orange County 377 212366A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 TD Bank Sun City Ruskin 3726 Sun City Center Blvd Sun City Center FL 33573 33573-7082 Hillsborough County 357 212393A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Naples Main Branch 3906 Tamiami Trail N Naples FL 34103 34103-3506 Collier County 339 212397A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Middletown Branch 804 Kohl Ave Middletown DE 19709 19709-4703 New Castle County 327 212411A Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Mount Pleasant 1135 Muhlenbergia Dr Mount Pleasant SC 29466 29466-8405 Charleston County 2415 212833A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 One Vanderbilt Branch 1 Vanderbilt Ave New York NY 10017 10017-3852 New York County 2023 213187A

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Univeristy Point Orlando Branch 11871 University Blvd Orlando FL 32817 32817-2129 Orange County 377 209530A Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 East Bay Street Branch 586 E Bay St Charleston SC 29403 29403-6346 Charleston County 2415 212412A Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Julington Creek 12689 San Jose Blvd Jacksonville FL 32223 Duval County 344 213328A Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flatbush 949 Flatbush Avenue Brooklyn NY 11226 Kings County 2016 213605A Moderate
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BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

Staffed Branch (1) 1 23rd Street Branch 2001 E 23rd St Chattanooga TN 37404 37404-5807 Hamilton County 2550 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 25th Street Branch 85 25th St NW Cleveland TN 37311 37311-3830 Bradley County 2523 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 41st Street Branch 400 Arthur Godfrey Rd Miami Beach FL 33140 33140-3516 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 70th Street Branch 6985 Fern Loop Shreveport LA 71105 71105-4158 Caddo Parish 1132 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Abbott-Martin Branch 2115 Abbott Martin Rd Nashville TN 37215 37215-2615 Davidson County 2536 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Acadian Village Branch 3555 Perkins Rd Baton Rouge LA 70808 70808-2262 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Advance Branch 5361 US Hwy 158 Advance NC 27006 27006-6907 Davie County 1695 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Airline-Pecue Branch 12920 Airline Hwy Baton Rouge LA 70817 70817-5107 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Airport Road Branch 775 Airport Rd N Naples FL 34104 34104-6104 Collier County 339 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Alcoa Branch 112 S Hall Rd Alcoa TN 37701 37701-2602 Blount County 2522 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Altamonte Branch 520 W SR 436 Altamonte Springs FL 32714 32714-4045 Seminole County 388 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Apopka Branch 1420 W Orange Blossom Trl Apopka FL 32712 32712-2637 Orange County 377 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Archdale Branch 10108 S Main St Archdale NC 27263 27263-3134 Randolph County 1741 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Arlington Branch 11610 Highway 70 Arlington TN 38002 38002-8581 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Asheville Highway Branch 503 Asheville Hwy Greeneville TN 37743 37743-4669 Greene County 2547 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Auburn Road Branch 1790 E Venice Ave Venice FL 34292 34292-3191 Sarasota County 387 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Aventura Branch 18841 NE 29th Ave Aventura FL 33180 33180-2826 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Barrow Street Branch 706 Barrow St Houma LA 70360 70360-4702 Terrebonne Parish 1178 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bartlett Main Branch 6891 Summer Ave Bartlett TN 38133 38133 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bartlett Stage Branch 5931 Stage Rd Bartlett TN 38134 38134-4521 Shelby County 2596 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bearden Branch 4805 Kingston Pike Knoxville TN 37919 37919-5110 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bellevue Branch 8160 Sawyer Brown Rd Nashville TN 37221 37221-1402 Davidson County 2536 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Belmont Branch 6440 W Wilkinson Blvd Belmont NC 28012 28012-2858 Gaston County 1701 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Beltway NW Branch 8910 W Sam Houston Pkwy N Houston TX 77040 77040-5319 Harris County 2713 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bentonville Branch 706 S Walton Blvd Bentonville AR 72712 72712-5751 Benton County 98 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Berclair Branch 4330 Summer Ave Memphis TN 38122 38122-4000 Shelby County 2596 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bethesda Point Branch 1611 S Miami Blvd Durham NC 27703 27703-5627 Durham County 1697 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Big Pine Key Branch 30480 Overseas Hwy Big Pine Key FL 33043 33043-3421 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Binghampton Branch 2504 Poplar Ave Memphis TN 38112 38112-3716 Shelby County 2596 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Biscayne Blvd. Branch 200 S Biscayne Blvd Miami FL 33131 33131-2310 Miami-Dade County 341 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boiling Springs Branch 3090 Boiling Springs Rd Boiling Springs SC 29316 29316-6006 Spartanburg County 2447 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Boone Branch 325 Leola St Boone NC 28607 28607-5390 Watauga County 1760 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bradenton Branch 5310 E State Rd 64 Bradenton FL 34208 34208-5500 Manatee County 369 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Breaux Bridge Branch 1410 Rees St Breaux Bridge LA 70517 70517-4300 St. Martin Parish 1173 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brentwood Branch 202 Franklin Rd Brentwood TN 37027 37027-5209 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brickell Branch 1101 Brickell Ave Miami FL 33131 33131-3006 Miami-Dade County 341 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Broadmoor 5121 Johnston St Lafayette LA 70503 70503-5157 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brookhaven Branch 2221 Johnson Ferry Rd NE Atlanta GA 30319 30319-2203 DeKalb County 440 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Brooks Grande Plaza Branch 8100 Health Center Blvd Bonita Springs FL 34135 34135-8179 Lee County 364 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Broussard Branch 1100 E Main St Broussard LA 70518 70518-5078 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Bryant Branch 5111 Hwy 5 N Bryant AR 72022 72022-9090 Saline County 157 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Buckhead Center 2970 Peachtree Rd NW Atlanta GA 30305 30305-2192 Fulton County 456 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burlington Branch 121 Kirkwood St Knoxville TN 37914 37914-4022 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Burlington Main Branch 445 S Main St Burlington NC 27215 27215-5838 Alamance County 1666 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Campbell Station Branch 11685 Parkside Dr Farragut TN 37934 37934-2660 Knox County 2564 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cape Parkway Branch 506 Cape Coral Pkwy E Cape Coral FL 33904 33904-8544 Lee County 364 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carencro Branch 805 Veterans Dr Carencro LA 70520 70520-3702 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Carlyss Branch 4494 Hwy 27 S Sulphur LA 70665 70665-7993 Calcasieu Parish 1133 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cary Branch 3685 SW Cary Pkwy Cary NC 27513 27513-8913 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cason Lane Branch 154 Cason Ln Murfreesboro TN 37128 37128-4838 Rutherford County 2592 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cedar Bluff Branch 324 N Cedar Bluff Rd Knoxville TN 37923 37923-4539 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Drive-in (2) 2 Center Street Drive-In 412 W Center St Kingsport TN 37660 37660-3656 Sullivan County 2599 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Century Center 2987 Clairmont Rd NE Atlanta GA 30329 30329-4448 DeKalb County 440 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Charlotte SouthPark Branch 6816 Morrison Blvd Charlotte NC 28211 28211-5586 Mecklenburg County 1725 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Charlotte Uptown Branch 301 S McDowell St Charlotte NC 28204 28204-2655 Mecklenburg County 1725

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Chattanooga Main Branch 701 Market St Chattanooga TN 37402 37402-4828 Hamilton County 2550 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cheriton Branch 21263 Lankford Hwy Cheriton VA 23310 23310 Northampton County 2958 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 China Grove Branch 200 N Main St China Grove NC 28023 28023-2530 Rowan County 1745 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Church Street Branch 808 Church St Murfreesboro TN 37130 37130-2827 Rutherford County 2592 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cities Services Branch 4100 Maplewood Dr Sulphur LA 70663 70663-6410 Calcasieu Parish 1133 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 City Center Branch 599 9th St N Naples FL 34102 34102-5623 Collier County 339 Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Claiborne Drive-Up 6309 S Claiborne Ave New Orleans LA 70125 70125-4107 Orleans Parish 1159 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Clemmons Branch 6290 Towncenter Dr Clemmons NC 27012 27012-9376 Forsyth County 1699 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cleveland Main Branch 3870 Keith St NW Cleveland TN 37312 37312-4336 Bradley County 2523 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 College Park Branch 1901 Edgewater Dr Orlando FL 32804 32804-5826 Orange County 377 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 College Pointe Branch 9101 College Pointe Ct Fort Myers FL 33919 33919-3245 Lee County 364 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Collierville Main Branch 1182 W Poplar Ave Collierville TN 38017 38017-3196 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Collinsville Branch 3000 Virginia Ave Collinsville VA 24078 24078-2276 Henry County 2939 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Colonial Crossings Branch 4670 Summerlin Rd Fort Myers FL 33919 33919-1063 Lee County 364 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Colonial Heights Branch 4301 Fort Henry Dr Kingsport TN 37663 37663-2229 Sullivan County 2599 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Hatcher Lane Branch 1404 S James Campbell Blvd Columbia TN 38401 38401-5183 Maury County 2577 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Main Branch 200 W 7th St Columbia TN 38401 38401-3234 Maury County 2577 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Main Street Branch 1320 Main St Columbia SC 29201 29201-3204 Richland County 2445 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Columbia Main Street Drive Thru 1340 Sumter St Columbia SC 29201 29201-3324 Richland County 2445 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Concord Hills Branch 7901 Concord Hills Dr Brentwood TN 37027 37027-8836 Davidson County 2536 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cookeville Main Branch 345 S Jefferson Ave Cookeville TN 38501 38501-3492 Putnam County 2588 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cool Springs Branch 7082 Bakers Bridge Ave Franklin TN 37067 37067-1617 Williamson County 2611 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coral Gables Branch 2109 Ponce De Leon Blvd Coral Gables FL 33134 33134-5211 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cornelius Branch 8231 Magnolia Estates Dr Cornelius NC 28031 28031-8280 Mecklenburg County 1725 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Country Club Road Branch 4701 Country Club Rd Winston-Salem NC 27104 27104-3521 Forsyth County 1699 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Coursey Branch 14150 Coursey Blvd Baton Rouge LA 70817 70817-1313 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Covington Branch 70470 Hwy 21 Covington LA 70433 70433-8102 St. Tammany Parish 1175 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crestline Village Branch 100 Euclid Ave Birmingham AL 35213 35213-2907 Jefferson County 64 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Croasdaile Branch 1821 Hillandale Rd Durham NC 27705 27705-2659 Durham County 1697 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crossings Branch 3230 Peoples St Johnson City TN 37604 37604-4142 Washington County 2607 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crosstown Branch 1338 Union Ave Memphis TN 38104 38104-3531 Shelby County 2596 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crowley Branch 576 N Parkerson Ave Crowley LA 70526 70526-4364 Acadia Parish 1124 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Crumpler Place 7430 Goodman Rd Olive Branch MS 38654 38654-2003 De Soto County 1543 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Cumberland Branch 3625 Cumberland Blvd SE Atlanta GA 30339 30339-3361 Cobb County 429 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dadeland Branch 9100 S Dadeland Blvd Miami FL 33156 33156-7814 Miami-Dade County 341 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dahlonega Branch 111 S Chestatee St Dahlonega GA 30533 30533-1262 Lumpkin County 489 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Dandridge Branch 1030 Hwy 92 S Dandridge TN 37725 37725-4878 Jefferson County 2562 Middle
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Staffed Branch (1) 1 Daniels Road Branch 6651 Orion Dr Fort Myers FL 33912 33912-4319 Lee County 364 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Deer Park Branch 1601 Center St Deer Park TX 77536 77536-3507 Harris County 2713 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Del Prado Branch 812 Del Prado Blvd S Cape Coral FL 33990 33990-2669 Lee County 364 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Delray Beach Branch 900 SE 6th Ave Delray Beach FL 33483 33483-5117 Palm Beach County 379 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Donelson Branch 2621 Lebanon Pike Nashville TN 37214 37214-2424 Davidson County 2536 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Doral Banking Center Branch 3275 NW 87th Ave Miami FL 33172 33172-1209 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Douglas Road Branch 102 NW 37th Ave Miami FL 33125 33125-4826 Miami-Dade County 341 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Asheboro Branch 101 Sunset Ave Asheboro NC 27203 27203-5607 Randolph County 1741 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Baton Rouge 171 3rd St Baton Rouge LA 70801 70801-1302 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Birmingham Branch 2025 3rd Ave N Birmingham AL 35203 35203-3323 Jefferson County 64 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Fort Myers Branch 2247 1st St Fort Myers FL 33901 33901-2943 Lee County 364 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Greenville Branch 110 E Court St Greenville SC 29601 29601-4904 Greenville County 2428 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Hickory Office 25 3rd St NW Hickory NC 28601 28601-6134 Catawba County 1683 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Huntsville Branch 400 Meridian St N Huntsville AL 35801 35801-4721 Madison County 72 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Jacksonville 135 W Bay St Jacksonville FL 32202 32202-3805 Duval County/City of Jacksonville 344 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Jonesboro Branch 420 S Main St Jonesboro AR 72401 72401-2963 Craighead County 110 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Lenoir Branch 707 College Ave SW Lenoir NC 28645 28645-5446 Caldwell County 1679 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Mobile Branch 64 N Royal St Mobile AL 36602 36602-3804 Mobile County 76 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Orlando Branch 60 N Court Ave Orlando FL 32801 32801-2417 Orange County 377 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown St Petersburg Branch 500 4th St N Saint Petersburg FL 33701 33701-2302 Pinellas County 381 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown Tampa Branch 201 N Franklin St Tampa FL 33602 33602-5162 Hillsborough County 357 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Downtown West Branch 1815 Downtown West Blvd Knoxville TN 37919 37919-5415 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Brainerd Branch 7820 E Brainerd Rd Chattanooga TN 37421 37421-3201 Hamilton County 2550 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East End Branch 7741 Asheville Hwy Knoxville TN 37924 37924-3904 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Greeneville Branch 2841 E Andrew Johnson Hwy Greeneville TN 37745 37745-0957 Greene County 2547 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Nashville Branch 965 Woodland St Nashville TN 37206 37206-3753 Davidson County 2536 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Poplar Branch 4990 Poplar Ave Memphis TN 38117 38117-7600 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 East Ridge Branch 5401 Ringgold Rd Chattanooga TN 37412 37412-3127 Hamilton County 2550 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Edwards Mill Branch 3100 Edwards Mill Rd Raleigh NC 27612 27612-5384 Wake County 1757 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Elmwood Branch 5120 Citrus Blvd Harahan LA 70123 70123-2345 Jefferson Parish 1149 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Essen Lane Branch 3700 Essen Ln Baton Rouge LA 70809 70809-2134 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fairhope Branch 22530 US Highway 98 Fairhope AL 36532 36532-8303 Baldwin County 29 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Faith Road Branch 225 Faith Rd Salisbury NC 28146 28146-7005 Rowan County 1745 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Falls River Branch 1151 Falls River Ave Raleigh NC 27614 27614-8515 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farmington Branch 7808 Farmington Blvd Germantown TN 38138 38138-2941 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Farragut Branch 11864 Kingston Pike Farragut TN 37934 37934-3849 Knox County 2564 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 First Stratford Branch 101 S Stratford Rd Winston-Salem NC 27104 27104-4213 Forsyth County 1699 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Flagler Street Branch 44 W Flagler St Miami FL 33130 33130-1808 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Forest Hill Heights Branch 9185 Winchester Rd Germantown TN 38138 38138-8509 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fort Lauderdale Branch 1201 S Andrews Ave Fort Lauderdale FL 33316 33316-1835 Broward County 334 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fountain City Branch 5225 N Broadway St Knoxville TN 37918 37918-2345 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Franklin Main Branch 231 Public Sq Franklin TN 37064 37064-2532 Williamson County 2611 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Fultondale Branch 1301 Decatur Hwy Fultondale AL 35068 35068-1747 Jefferson County 64 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gallatin Main Branch 668 Nashville Pike Gallatin TN 37066 37066-3124 Sumner County 2600 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gastonia Branch 804 S New Hope Rd Gastonia NC 28054 28054-4814 Gaston County 1701 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gatlinburg Branch 960 E Parkway Gatlinburg TN 37738 37738-4910 Sevier County 2595 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Gentilly Branch 3120 Gentilly Blvd New Orleans LA 70122 70122-3854 Orleans Parish 1159 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Germantown Main Branch 7640 Poplar Ave Germantown TN 38138 38138-3927 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Golden Gate Branch 5247 Golden Gate Pkwy Naples FL 34116 34116-7669 Collier County 339 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Graham Branch 227 S Main St Graham NC 27253 27253-3301 Alamance County 1666 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Grand Lake Branch 10323 Gulf Hwy Lake Charles LA 70607 70607-8636 Cameron Parish 1135 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Granite Falls Branch 23 N Main St Granite Falls NC 28630 28630-1401 Caldwell County 1679 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Grassland Branch 2200 Hillsboro Rd Franklin TN 37069 37069-6218 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Green Hills Branch 4014 Hillsboro Pike Nashville TN 37215 37215-2721 Davidson County 2536 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Green Valley Branch 1429 Westover Ter Greensboro NC 27408 27408-2000 Guilford County 1706 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greensboro Branch 1505 Highwoods Blvd Greensboro NC 27410 27410-2047 Guilford County 1706 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Greenway Commons Branch 3810 Richmond Ave Houston TX 77027 77027-5802 Harris County 2713 Upper

Branch - Other (12) 12 Greenway Plaza Branch 11 Greenway Plz Houston TX 77046 77046-1100 Harris County 2713 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Halls Branch 6801 Maynardville Pike Knoxville TN 37918 37918-5310 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hamilton Place Branch 2221 Hamilton Place Blvd Chattanooga TN 37421 37421-6058 Hamilton County 2550 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hardin Valley Branch 10606 Hardin Valley Rd Knoxville TN 37932 37932-1503 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Harrison Avenue Branch 301 Harrison Ave New Orleans LA 70124 70124-3125 Orleans Parish 1159 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hendersonville Branch 429 W Main St Hendersonville TN 37075 37075-3310 Sumner County 2600 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hermitage Tulip Grove Branch 4771 Lebanon Pike Hermitage TN 37076 37076-1601 Davidson County 2536 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hernando Branch 500 E Commerce St Hernando MS 38632 38632-2404 De Soto County 1543 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hialeah Branch 821 W 49th St Hialeah FL 33012 33012-3544 Miami-Dade County 341 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hickory Hill Branch 6595 Kirby Center Cv Memphis TN 38115 38115-4313 Shelby County 2596 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 High Point Branch 2541 Eastchester Dr High Point NC 27265 27265-1448 Guilford County 1706 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Highland-BR Branch 7325 Highland Rd Baton Rouge LA 70808 70808-6610 East Baton Rouge Parish 1140 Upper

Branch - Other (12) 12 Hill Center Branch 211 Franklin Rd Brentwood TN 37027 37027-5581 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hillsborough Central Branch 260 S Churton St Hillsborough NC 27278 27278-2507 Orange County 1733 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Himes Branch 4105 N Himes Ave Tampa FL 33607 33607-6608 Hillsborough County 357 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Homestead Branch 777 N Krome Ave Homestead FL 33030 33030-2417 Miami-Dade County 341 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Hoover Branch 2765 John Hawkins Pkwy Hoover AL 35244 35244-4004 Jefferson County 64 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Horner Blvd Branch 2917 S Horner Blvd Sanford NC 27332 27332-9756 Lee County 1718 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Huffman Mill Branch 503 Huffman Mill Rd Burlington NC 27215 27215-5120 Alamance County 1666 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Indian Lake Branch 216 Indian Lake Blvd Hendersonville TN 37075 37075-6213 Sumner County 2600 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Inglewood Branch 3518 Gallatin Pike Nashville TN 37216 37216-2604 Davidson County 2536 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Islamorada Branch 80900 Overseas Hwy Islamorada FL 33036 33036-3792 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jackson Main Branch 325 Oil Well Rd Jackson TN 38305 38305-7926 Madison County 2574 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jefferson Terrace Branch 1120 Jefferson Ter New Iberia LA 70560 70560-5708 Iberia Parish 1146 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jesup Branch 175 S Macon St Jesup GA 31545 31545-1115 Wayne County 547 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 JFK Branch 4600 John F Kennedy Blvd North Little Rock AR 72116 72116-7311 Pulaski County 154 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Johns Creek Branch 2555 Peachtree Pkwy Cumming GA 30041 30041-7223 Forsyth County 454 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Johnson City Main Branch 2112 N Roan St Johnson City TN 37601 37601-2519 Washington County 2607 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Johnston Street Branch 2602 Johnston St Lafayette LA 70503 70503-3240 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jonesboro Main Branch 1700 E Highland Dr Jonesboro AR 72401 72401-6116 Craighead County 110 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jonesborough Branch 401 W Jackson Blvd Jonesborough TN 37659 37659-1142 Washington County 2607 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Jupiter Branch 1315 W Indiantown Rd Jupiter FL 33458 33458-3907 Palm Beach County 379 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Justice Center Branch 1002 E Lamar Alexander Pkwy Maryville TN 37804 37804-5132 Blount County 2522 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kenner Branch 285 W Esplanade Ave Kenner LA 70065 70065-2488 Jefferson Parish 1149 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Key Biscayne Branch 260 Crandon Blvd # A-51 Key Biscayne FL 33149 33149-1536 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper
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BranchType (select one 

from list)
BranchTypeCode PopularBranchName AddressLine1 AddressLine2 AddressCity AddressState AddressZIP AddressZIP4 BranchCounty(select) AddressCountyID BranchCertificationNumber IncomeDesignation

FIRST HORIZON BANK BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Key Largo Branch 99451 Overseas Hwy Key Largo FL 33037 33037-4257 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Key West Branch 330 Whitehead St Key West FL 33040 33040-6543 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kildaire Farm Branch 1201 Kildaire Farm Rd Cary NC 27511 27511-5523 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kinder Branch 916 5th Ave Kinder LA 70648 70648-3207 Allen Parish 1125 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 King Branch 105 Post Office St King NC 27021 27021-8525 Stokes County 1750 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kingsport Main Branch 235 E Center St Kingsport TN 37660 37660-4303 Sullivan County 2599 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kingston Pike West Branch 9607 Kingston Pike Knoxville TN 37922 37922-2316 Knox County 2564 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Kirby Woods Branch 1845 Kirby Pkwy Memphis TN 38138 38138-3608 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Knoxville Main Branch 800 S Gay St Knoxville TN 37929 37929-9729 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lafayette Office Branch 440 Hwy 52 Byp W Lafayette TN 37083 37083-1730 Macon County 2573 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lake Mary Branch 7090 County Road 46A Lake Mary FL 32746 32746-5224 Seminole County 388 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lakeshore Branch 8019 Desiard St Monroe LA 71203 71203-4939 Ouachita Parish 1160 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Landmark Branch 315 E Robinson St Orlando FL 32801 32801-1912 Orange County 377 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Las Olas 450 E Las Olas Blvd Fort Lauderdale FL 33301 33301-2292 Broward County 334 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Laurelwood Branch 4655 Poplar Ave Memphis TN 38117 38117-4419 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 LaVergne Branch 5211 Murfreesboro Rd La Vergne TN 37086 37086-2715 Rutherford County 2592 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lawrenceburg Branch 101 N Locust Ave Lawrenceburg TN 38464 38464-3758 Lawrence County 2567 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lebanon Main Branch 1615 W Main St Lebanon TN 37087 37087-3138 Wilson County 2612 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Leicester Branch 462 New Leicester Hwy Asheville NC 28806 28806-2121 Buncombe County 1676 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lewisburg Branch 125 1st Ave N Lewisburg TN 37091 37091-3312 Marshall County 2576 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Lighthouse Point Branch 4820 N Federal Hwy Lighthouse Point FL 33064 33064-6514 Broward County 334 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Longwood East Branch 502 N US Hwy 17 92 Longwood FL 32750 32750-4414 Seminole County 388 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Madison Branch 53 Hughes Rd Madison AL 35758 35758-2238 Madison County 72 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Main & Court Branch 260 S Main St Rocky Mount VA 24151 24151-1709 Franklin County 2928 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Main Street Branch 206 N Main St Greeneville TN 37745 37745-3816 Greene County 2547 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maitland Branch 100 E Packwood Ave Maitland FL 32751 32751-5632 Orange County 377 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orwin Manor Branch 600 Wilkinson St Orlando FL 32803 32803-1048 Orange County 377 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mandeville Branch 850 N Causeway Blvd Mandeville LA 70448 70448-4627 St. Tammany Parish 1175 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Manhattan Branch 1720 Manhattan Blvd Harvey LA 70058 70058-3410 Jefferson Parish 1149 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marathon Branch 5601 Overseas Hwy Marathon FL 33050 33050-2714 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marathon Old Town Branch 2348 Overseas Hwy Marathon FL 33050 33050-2232 Monroe County 373 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marco Island Branch 605 Bald Eagle Dr Marco Island FL 34145 34145-2740 Collier County 339 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marietta Branch 709 Canton Rd NE Marietta GA 30060 30060-8971 Cobb County 429 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marlin Branch 4180 Elvis Presley Blvd Memphis TN 38116 38116-5811 Shelby County 2596 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Marrero Branch 1820 Barataria Blvd Marrero LA 70072 70072-4204 Jefferson Parish 1149 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Maryville Main Branch 1820 W Broadway Ave Maryville TN 37801 37801-5512 Blount County 2522 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Matthews Office 2432 McKee Rd Charlotte NC 28270 28270-1263 Mecklenburg County 1725 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mayfair Branch 4700 Whitesburg Dr SW Huntsville AL 35802 35802-1685 Madison County 72 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 McGregor Branch 15280 McGregor Blvd Fort Myers FL 33908 33908-1976 Lee County 364 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 McMillan Road Branch 610 McMillan Rd West Monroe LA 71291 71291-7938 Ouachita Parish 1160 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 McPherson Branch 929 S McPherson Church Rd Fayetteville NC 28303 28303-5368 Cumberland County 1691 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mebane Branch 102 E Washington St Mebane NC 27302 27302-2645 Alamance County 1666 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medical Center Branch 2555 W Holcombe Blvd Houston TX 77030 77030-1903 Harris County 2713 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medical Center Chattanooga Branch 979 E 3rd St Chattanooga TN 37403 37403-2136 Hamilton County 2550 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medical District Branch 918 S Orange Ave Orlando FL 32806 32806-1273 Orange County 377 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Medical Park Branch 2006 S Hawthorne Rd Winston-Salem NC 27103 27103-3030 Forsyth County 1699 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Memorial Boulevard Branch 2400 Memorial Blvd Kingsport TN 37664 37664-3343 Sullivan County 2599 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Memorial City Mall Branch 1000 Memorial City Way Houston TX 77024 77024-2590 Harris County 2713 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Memphis Main Bank 165 Madison Ave Memphis TN 38103 38103-2723 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Merchants Road Branch 502 Merchants Rd Knoxville TN 37912 37912-3803 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Metairie Road Branch 468 Metairie Rd Metairie LA 70005 70005-4331 Jefferson Parish 1149 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Metro Center Branch 2110 Rosa L Parks Blvd Nashville TN 37228 37228-1508 Davidson County 2536 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Miami Lakes Branch 5901 Miami Lakes Dr Miami Lakes FL 33014 33014-2403 Miami-Dade County 341 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mid City Branch 2901 Ryan St Lake Charles LA 70601 70601-8510 Calcasieu Parish 1133 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mid City Canal Street Branch 4011 Canal St New Orleans LA 70119 70119-6020 Orleans Parish 1159 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Midtown Manhattan Branch 444 Madison Avenue, 9th Floor New York NY 10022 10022-6903 New York County 2023

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Midtown Miami Branch 1951 NW 7th Ave Miami FL 33136 33136-1104 Miami-Dade County 341 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Military Trail 1801 N Military Trail Boca Raton FL 33431 33431-1811 Palm Beach County 379 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Millington Branch 5052 Navy Rd Millington TN 38053 38053-2116 Shelby County 2596 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mocksville Yadkinville Road Branch 880 Yadkinville Rd Mocksville NC 27028 27028-2052 Davie County 1695 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mooresville Branch 210 Knob Hill Rd Mooresville NC 28117 28117-5961 Iredell County 1714 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morgan City 1001 7th St Morgan City LA 70380 70380-1905 St. Mary Parish 1174 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morganton Office 201 E Meeting St Morganton NC 28655 28655-3550 Burke County 1677 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morristown College Branch 2329 E Morris Blvd Morristown TN 37813 37813-1942 Hamblen County 2549 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morristown Main Branch 1112 W First North St Morristown TN 37814 37814-4554 Hamblen County 2549 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Morrisville Branch 9632 Chapel Hill Rd Morrisville NC 27560 27560-6903 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Moss Bluff Branch 284 Sam Houston Jones Pkwy Lake Charles LA 70611 70611-5603 Calcasieu Parish 1133 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Moss Branch 2601 Moss St Lafayette LA 70501 70501-1231 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Airy Downtown Branch 255 E Independence Blvd Mount Airy NC 27030 27030-3855 Surry County 1751 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Holly Branch 701 S Main St Mount Holly NC 28120 28120-1557 Gaston County 1701 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mount Pleasant Branch 651 Johnnie Dodds Blvd Mount Pleasant SC 29464 29464-3030 Charleston County 2415 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Mountain Brook Branch 2824 Cahaba Rd Birmingham AL 35223 35223-2306 Jefferson County 64 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Murfreesboro Main Branch 305 W Northfield Blvd Murfreesboro TN 37129 37129-1504 Rutherford County 2592 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nashboro Branch 2360 Murfreesboro Pike Nashville TN 37217 37217-3315 Davidson County 2536 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nashville Main Branch 511 Union St Nashville TN 37219 37219-1733 Davidson County 2536 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nelson Road Branch 4440 Nelson Rd Lake Charles LA 70605 70605-4122 Calcasieu Parish 1133 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 New Market Plaza 1000 S Main St Kernersville NC 27284 27284-8178 Forsyth County 1699 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newport Arkansas Branch 200 Olivia Dr Newport AR 72112 72112-4178 Jackson County 128 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Newport Tennessee Branch 602 Cosby Hwy Newport TN 37821 37821-3414 Cocke County 2532 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nokomis Branch 1099 Tamiami Trl N Nokomis FL 34275 34275-2163 Sarasota County 387 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Nolensville Branch 7220 Nolensville Rd Nolensville TN 37135 37135-9503 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North 58 Branch 4430 Hwy 58 Chattanooga TN 37416 37416-3015 Hamilton County 2550 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Asheville Branch 918 Merrimon Ave Asheville NC 28804 28804-2360 Buncombe County 1676 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Chattanooga Branch 1 Cherokee Blvd Chattanooga TN 37405 37405-3804 Hamilton County 2550 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Highland Branch 2076 N Highland Ave Jackson TN 38305 38305-4921 Madison County 2574 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Lewis Branch 403 N Lewis St New Iberia LA 70563 70563-2013 Iberia Parish 1146 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Naples Branch 2180 Immokalee Rd Naples FL 34110 34110-1421 Collier County 339 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Olive Branch 605 N Olive Ave West Palm Beach FL 33401 33401-4005 Palm Beach County 379 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Ridge Branch 6511 Falls of Neuse Rd Raleigh NC 27615 27615-6814 Wake County 1757 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Roosevelt Branch 3618 N Roosevelt Blvd Key West FL 33040 33040-4226 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Shore Branch 2076 Town Center Blvd Knoxville TN 37922 37922-6677 Knox County 2564 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 North Trenton Branch 1327 N Trenton St Ruston LA 71270 71270-2323 Lincoln Parish 1154 Upper
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FIRST HORIZON BANK BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northgate Branch 2173 Northgate Park Ln Chattanooga TN 37415 37415-6928 Hamilton County 2550 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northgate Mall Branch 1516 N Gregson St Durham NC 27701 27701-1155 Durham County 1697 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Northwest Newton Branch 2675 Northwest Blvd Newton NC 28658 28658-3746 Catawba County 1683 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 O.C. Haley Blvd Branch 1409 Oretha Castle Haley Blvd New Orleans LA 70113 70113-1248 Orleans Parish 1159 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oberlin 2127 Clark Ave Raleigh NC 27605 27605-1605 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ocean Reef Branch 35 Ocean Reef Dr Key Largo FL 33037 33037-5259 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ogburn Station Branch 4306 N Liberty St Winston-Salem NC 27105 27105-2820 Forsyth County 1699 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oil Center Branch 463 Heymann Blvd Lafayette LA 70503 70503-2616 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oliver Road Branch 1300 Oliver Rd Monroe LA 71201 71201-5018 Ouachita Parish 1160 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Onancock Branch 62 Market St Onancock VA 23417 23417-1910 Accomack County 2896 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 One Glenwood Branch 1 Glenwood Ave Raleigh NC 27603 27603-2578 Wake County 1757 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ooltewah Branch 9312 Apison Pike Ooltewah TN 37363 37363-8629 Hamilton County 2550 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Opelousas Branch 428 E Landry St Opelousas LA 70570 70570-6126 St. Landry Parish 1172 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Orange Mound Branch 2284 Lamar Ave Memphis TN 38114 38114-6608 Shelby County 2596 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Oxford Branch 200 Williamsboro St Oxford NC 27565 27565-3331 Granville County 1704 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palm Beach Island Branch 180 Royal Palm Way Palm Beach FL 33480 33480-4215 Palm Beach County 379 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palm Beach Lakes Branch 1645 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd West Palm Beach FL 33401 33401-2204 Palm Beach County 379 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Palmer Ranch Branch 8181 S Tamiami Trail Sarasota FL 34231 34231-6849 Sarasota County 387 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pan American Branch 601 Poydras St New Orleans LA 70130 70130-6001 Orleans Parish 1159 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Park Place Branch 1249 Ridgeway Rd Memphis TN 38119 38119-5316 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parkway Branch 1766 W Lamar Alexander Pkwy Maryville TN 37801 37801-3784 Blount County 2522 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parkway Commons Branch 3038 Columbia Ave Franklin TN 37064 37064-7424 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Parkway Village Branch 3180 S Perkins Rd Memphis TN 38118 38118-4353 Shelby County 2596 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pasadena Branch 777 Pasadena Ave S Saint Petersburg FL 33707 33707-2031 Pinellas County 381 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Patrick County Branch 114 W Blue Ridge St Stuart VA 24171 24171-1579 Patrick County 2963 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Peachtree Corners 200 Scientific Dr Peachtree Corners GA 30092 30092-2904 Gwinnett County 463 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pelham Road Branch 3401 Pelham Rd Greenville SC 29615 29615-4104 Greenville County 2428 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Peters Creek Branch 3151 Peters Creek Pkwy Winston-Salem NC 27127 27127-4713 Forsyth County 1699 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 PGA 2000 PGA Blvd North Palm Beach FL 33408 33408-2722 Palm Beach County 379 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pigeon Forge Branch 3104 Teaster Ln Pigeon Forge TN 37863 37863-3025 Sevier County 2595 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pilot Mountain Branch 616 S Key St Pilot Mountain NC 27041 27041-9600 Surry County 1751 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pine Island Branch 9820 Stringfellow Rd Saint James City FL 33956 33956-3109 Lee County 364 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pine Ridge Branch 1905 Pine Ridge Rd Naples FL 34109 34109-2133 Collier County 339 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pine St Branch 215 N Pine St Spartanburg SC 29302 29302-1665 Spartanburg County 2447 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pinecrest Branch 9579 S Dixie Hwy Pinecrest FL 33156 33156-2802 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pinhook Branch 2200 W Pinhook Rd Lafayette LA 70508 70508-3232 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pittsboro Branch 88 Hillsboro St Pittsboro NC 27312 27312-5891 Chatham County 1684 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Plantation Branch 150 S Pine Island Rd Plantation FL 33324 33324-2665 Broward County 334 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pocahontas Branch 205 E Rice St Pocahontas AR 72455 72455-3453 Randolph County 155 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ponte Vedra Branch 250 A1A N Ponte Vedra Beach FL 32082 32082-1778 St. Johns County 384 Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Poplar Drive-In Branch 315 Poplar Ave Memphis TN 38103 38103-1907 Shelby County 2596 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Poplar-Plaza Branch 3409 Poplar Ave Memphis TN 38111 38111-4654 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Powell Branch 2121 W Emory Rd Powell TN 37849 37849-3704 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Preston Road 8201 Preston Rd Dallas TX 75225 75225-6203 Dallas County 2669 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Providence Branch 401 S Mount Juliet Rd Mount Juliet TN 37122 37122-6359 Wilson County 2612 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Prytania Branch 4909 Prytania St New Orleans LA 70115 70115-4017 Orleans Parish 1159 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Pulaski Heights Branch 5800 R St Little Rock AR 72207 72207-4416 Pulaski County 154 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Raleigh Branch 3225 Austin Peay Hwy Memphis TN 38128 38128-4634 Shelby County 2596 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ramsey Branch 4841 Ramsey St Fayetteville NC 28311 28311-1601 Cumberland County 1691 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Red Bank Branch 3932 Dayton Blvd Chattanooga TN 37415 37415-2716 Hamilton County 2550 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Reidville Road Branch 2680 Reidville Rd Spartanburg SC 29301 29301-3535 Spartanburg County 2447 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Reynolda Road Branch 2801 Reynolda Rd Winston-Salem NC 27106 27106-3101 Forsyth County 1699 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ridgelake Branch 2900 Ridgelake Dr Metairie LA 70002 70002-4923 Jefferson Parish 1149 Upper

Drive-in (2) 2 Ridgelake Drive-Up 3351 N Causeway Blvd Metairie LA 70002 70002-3823 Jefferson Parish 1149 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ringgold Branch 5038 Alabama Hwy Ringgold GA 30736 30736-2434 Catoosa County 419 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Riverview Branch 5112 N Roxboro St Durham NC 27704 27704-1420 Durham County 1697 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Rodney Parham Branch 10901 N Rodney Parham Rd Little Rock AR 72212 72212-4114 Pulaski County 154 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roswell Branch 1010 Mansell Rd Roswell GA 30076 30076-8862 Fulton County 456 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Roxboro South Madison Boulevard Branch 207 S Madison Blvd Roxboro NC 27573 27573-5427 Person County 1738 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Ruston Branch 400 N Vienna St Ruston LA 71270 71270-3868 Lincoln Parish 1154 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 S. Asheville Branch 1751 Hendersonville Rd Asheville NC 28803 28803-3272 Buncombe County 1676 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 S. Tampa Branch 612 S Dale Mabry Hwy Tampa FL 33609 33609-3964 Hillsborough County 357 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sam Ridley Branch 471 Sam Ridley Pkwy W Smyrna TN 37167 37167-5626 Rutherford County 2592 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sarasota Main Branch 783 S Orange Ave Sarasota FL 34236 34236-4702 Sarasota County 387 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Scott Branch 200 Westgate Rd Lafayette LA 70506 70506-2711 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Seagrove Branch 204 E Main St Seagrove NC 27341 27341-8247 Randolph County 1741 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Senatobia Main Branch 207 E Main St Senatobia MS 38668 38668-2141 Tate County 1595 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Settlers Trace Branch 332 Settlers Trace Blvd Lafayette LA 70508 70508-6060 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sevierville Branch 300 E Main St Sevierville TN 37862 37862-3518 Sevier County 2595 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Signal Mountain Branch 1307 Taft Hwy Signal Mountain TN 37377 37377-3207 Hamilton County 2550 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Siler City Branch 300 E Raleigh St Siler City NC 27344 27344-3202 Chatham County 1684 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Six Forks Branch 8816 Six Forks Rd Raleigh NC 27615 27615-2983 Wake County 1757 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Slidell Branch 2060 Gause Blvd E Slidell LA 70461 70461-5431 St. Tammany Parish 1175 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Smith Mountain Lake Branch 13264 Booker T Washington Hwy Hardy VA 24101 24101-3946 Franklin County 2928 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Soddy Daisy Branch 137 Harrison Ln Soddy-Daisy TN 37379 37379-4832 Hamilton County 2550 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Beach 1501 Alton Rd Miami Beach FL 33139 33139-3301 Miami-Dade County 341 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Boston Branch 410 Main St South Boston VA 24592 24592-3222 Halifax County 2936 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Broad Branch 3604 Tennessee Ave Chattanooga TN 37409 37409-1044 Hamilton County 2550 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Grove Branch 7555 Mountain Grove Dr Knoxville TN 37920 37920-6754 Knox County 2564 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Knoxville Branch 4416 Chapman Hwy Knoxville TN 37920 37920-4357 Knox County 2564 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Miami Branch 1515 Sunset Dr Coral Gables FL 33143 33143-5878 Miami-Dade County 341 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 South Square Branch 4235 University Dr Durham NC 27707 27707-2547 Durham County 1697 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southaven Branch 615 Goodman Rd E Southaven MS 38671 38671-9529 De Soto County 1543 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southern Pines Branch 495 Pinehurst Ave Southern Pines NC 28387 28387-7027 Moore County 1728 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Southwood Branch 5844 14th St W Bradenton FL 34207 34207-4005 Manatee County 369 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sparta Branch 469 W Bockman Way Sparta TN 38583 38583-1831 White County 2610 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Spring Hill Branch 4938 Columbia Pike Spring Hill TN 37174 37174-9238 Williamson County 2611 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Springhill Mobile Branch 15 W I65 Service Rd N Mobile AL 36608 36608-1201 Mobile County 76 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St. Bethlehem Branch 2786 Wilma Rudolph Blvd Clarksville TN 37040 37040-5897 Montgomery County 2580 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 St. Charles Branch 3412 Saint Charles Ave New Orleans LA 70115 70115-4536 Orleans Parish 1159 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 State Street Branch 800 State St Bristol TN 37620 37620-2280 Sullivan County 2599 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Statesville Branch 1829 E Broad St Statesville NC 28625 28625-4307 Iredell County 1714 Middle
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FIRST HORIZON BANK BRANCHES

(As of March 5, 2022)

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stonecrest Branch 1115 Stonecrest Blvd Tega Cay SC 29708 29708-6555 York County 2451 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Strada Place 9132 Strada Pl Naples FL 34108 34108-2942 Collier County 339 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Stratford Road Branch 500 S Stratford Rd Winston-Salem NC 27103 27103-1807 Forsyth County 1699 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Sugar Land Branch 5079 Sweetwater Blvd Sugar Land TX 77479 77479-3464 Fort Bend County 2691 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tavernier Branch 91980 Overseas Hwy Tavernier FL 33070 33070-2632 Monroe County 373 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Texas Street Branch 320 Texas St Shreveport LA 71101 71101-3623 Caddo Parish 1132 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 The Village Of Germantown Branch 7820 Walking Horse Cir Germantown TN 38138 38138-2143 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Thompson Lane Branch 635 Thompson Ln Nashville TN 37204 37204-3616 Davidson County 2536

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Thompson/Memorial Branch 123 W Thompson Ln Murfreesboro TN 37129 37129-1223 Rutherford County 2592 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Tower Branch 200 W Congress St Lafayette LA 70501 70501-6873 Lafayette Consolidated Government 1151 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Trenholm Branch 4840 Forest Dr Columbia SC 29206 29206-4810 Richland County 2445 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Triangle Park Branch 2008 E NC Hwy 54 Durham NC 27713 27713-2238 Durham County 1697 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Trinity Branch 8000 Trinity Rd Cordova TN 38018 38018-6204 Shelby County 2596 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Union Grove Branch 1439 W Memorial Hwy Harmony NC 28634 28634-9323 Iredell County 1714 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University Johnson City Branch 1500 W State Of Franklin Rd Johnson City TN 37604 37604-6555 Washington County 2607 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University Knoxville Branch 1832 Cumberland Ave Knoxville TN 37916 37916-3010 Knox County 2564 Low

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University Mall Branch 201 S Estes Dr Chapel Hill NC 27514 27514-7001 Orange County 1733 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University Parkway Branch 2815 University Pkwy Sarasota FL 34243 34243-4201 Manatee County 369 Middle

Staffed Branch (1) 1 University Winston-Salem Branch 225 E Hanes Mill Rd Winston-Salem NC 27105 27105-3614 Forsyth County 1699 Moderate

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Vestavia Branch 613 Montgomery Hwy Vestavia Hills AL 35216 35216-1809 Jefferson County 64 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Veterans Branch 3801 Veterans Memorial Blvd Metairie LA 70002 70002-5601 Jefferson Parish 1149 Upper

Staffed Branch (1) 1 Viewmont Office 1420 2nd St NE Hickory NC 28601 28601-2553 Catawba County 1683 Moderate
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Exhibit 3.1
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT

OF THE
RESTATED CHARTER

OF
FIRST HORIZON CORPORATION

Under Sections 48-16-102 and 48-20-106 of the Tennessee Business Corporation Act
The undersigned, being a duly authorized officer of First Horizon Corporation (the “Corporation”), acting pursuant to Sections 48-
16-102 and 48-20-106 of the Tennessee Business Corporation Act, hereby certifies as follows:
1. The name of the Corporation is FIRST HORIZON CORPORATION.
2. The Restated Charter is hereby amended by the addition of a new section to Article 10 stating the number, designation, relative
rights, preferences and limitations of a new series of preferred stock as fixed by the Board of Directors, which section shall read in
its entirety as follows:

(g) Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series G
(1) Designation and Number of Shares. There is hereby created out of the authorized and unissued shares

of Preferred Stock of the Corporation a series of Preferred Stock designated as the “Perpetual Convertible
Preferred Stock, Series G” (hereinafter called “Series G Preferred Stock”) initially consisting of 4,935.6945
shares. Shares of outstanding Series G Preferred Stock that are redeemed, purchased or otherwise acquired by
the Corporation shall, after such redemption, purchase or acquisition, be cancelled and shall revert to authorized
but unissued shares of Preferred Stock undesignated as to series until such shares are once more designated as
part of a particular series by the Board of Directors. Shares of Series G Preferred Stock that are converted in
accordance with the terms hereof, purchased or otherwise acquired by the Corporation shall be cancelled and
shall revert to authorized but unissued shares of Preferred Stock undesignated as to series.

(2) Standard Provisions. The Standard Provisions contained in Annex G attached hereto are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety and shall be deemed to be a part of this Article 10(g) to the same extent as if
such provisions had been set forth in full herein.

(3) Definitions. The following terms are used in this Article 10(g) (including the Standard Provisions in
Annex G hereto) as defined below:

“Board of Directors” means the Board of Directors of the Corporation or any duly authorized committee
thereof.

“Common Stock” means the common stock, par value $0.625 per share, of the Corporation.
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“Junior Stock” means (A) the Common Stock and (B) any other class or series of capital stock of the
Corporation now or hereafter authorized, issued or outstanding that, by its terms, does not expressly provide that it
ranks pari passu with or senior to the Series G Preferred Stock as to distributions upon the liquidation, dissolution
or winding-up of the Corporation.

“Preferred Stock” means any and all series of preferred stock, having no par value, of the Corporation,
including the Series B, the Series C, the Series D, the Series E, the Series F and the Series G Preferred Stock.

“Series B Preferred Stock” means the 6.625% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred
Stock, Series B, of the Corporation.

“Series C Preferred Stock” means the 6.60% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred
Stock, Series C, of the Corporation.

“Series D Preferred Stock” means the 6.100% Fixed-to-Floating Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred
Stock, Series D, of the Corporation.

“Series E Preferred Stock” means the Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series E, of the
Corporation.

“Series F Preferred Stock” means the Non-Cumulative Perpetual Preferred Stock, Series F, of the
Corporation.

“Series G Liquidation Amount” means $100,000 per share of Series G Preferred Stock.
(4) Certain Voting Matters. Holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock will be entitled to one vote for

each such share on any matter on which holders of Series G Preferred Stock are entitled to vote, including any
action by written consent.

3. The foregoing amendment to the Restated Charter was authorized by the Board of Directors (by duly authorized resolution on
February 27, 2022) and by the Board’s duly authorized senior executive officer on February 27, 2022, without shareholder
approval, as such was not required.
4. The foregoing amendment will be effective upon filing of the Articles of Amendment with the Secretary of State of the State of
Tennessee.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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DATED: February 27, 2022
FIRST HORIZON CORPORATION
By: /s/ Clyde A. Billings, Jr.

Clyde A. Billings, Jr., Corporate Secretary
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DATED: February 27,2022
FIRST HORIZON CORPORATION
By. /s/ Clyde A. Billings, Jr.

Clyde A. Billings, Jr., Corporate Secretary
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ANNEX G
STANDARD PROVISIONS SERIES G

Section 1. General Matters. Each share of Series G Preferred Stock shall be identical in all respects to every other share
of Series G Preferred Stock. The Series G Preferred Stock shall be perpetual, subject to the provisions of Section 5 of these
Standard Provisions that form a part of the Articles of Amendment.

Section 2. Definitions. As used herein with respect to the Series G Preferred Stock:
“Appropriate Federal Banking Agency” means the “appropriate federal banking agency” with respect to the

Corporation as defined in Section 3(q) of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C. § 1813(q)), or any successor
provision.

“Articles of Amendment” means the Articles of Amendment relating to the Series G Preferred Stock, of which
these Standard Provisions form a part, as it may be amended from time to time.

“Business Day” means each weekday that is not a legal holiday in New York, New York and is not a day on which
banking institutions in New York, New York are authorized or obligated by law, regulation or executive order to close.

“Bylaws” means the Bylaws of the Corporation, as may be amended from time to time.
“Conversion Event” means (a) following the termination of the Merger Agreement in accordance with its terms, the

expiration or early termination of the applicable waiting period, if any, under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust
Improvements Act of 1976 (and receipt of any other governmental approvals) to the extent required with respect to any
conversion of the Series G Preferred Stock into Common Stock (“Applicable Conversion Approvals”) or (b) the closing
of the transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement.

“Conversion Rate” means for each share of Series G Preferred Stock, 5,574.136 shares of Common Stock;
provided that the Conversion Rate shall be 4,000 shares of Common Stock for each share of Series G Preferred Stock in
the event the Merger Agreement is terminated (1) pursuant to Section 8.1(b) of the Merger Agreement in the event of
failure to receive a Requisite Regulatory Approval (as defined in the Merger Agreement) or any final nonappealable order,
injunction, decree or other legal restraint that relates to a Requisite Regulatory Approval; (2) pursuant to Section 8.1(c) of
the Merger Agreement at a time when the closing conditions in Section 7.1(c) and/or Section 7.1(d) of the Merger
Agreement (to the extent any such order, injunction, decree, law, statute, rule or regulation relates to a Requisite
Regulatory Approval) have not been satisfied; provided, that a breach of the Merger Agreement by the Corporation has
not led to either of such conditions not being satisfied; or (3) by the Corporation pursuant to Section 8.1(d) of the Merger
Agreement for any breach or failure by Parent (as defined in
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the Merger Agreement), which resulted in, or contributed in a material respect to, the failure to receive a Requisite
Regulatory Approval.

“Liquidation Preference” means, with respect to any class or series of capital stock of the Corporation, the amount
otherwise payable upon such class or series of capital stock in connection with any distribution upon the liquidation,
dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation (assuming no limitation on the assets of the Corporation available for such
distribution), including an amount equal to any declared but unpaid dividends (and in the case of any holder of capital stock
on which dividends accrue on a cumulative basis, an amount equal to any unpaid, accrued, cumulative dividends, whether
or not declared, as applicable).

“Merger Agreement” means that certain Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of February 27, 2022 (as may
be amended, supplemented or modified from time to time), by and among the Corporation, The Toronto-Dominion Bank,
TD Bank US Holding Company and Falcon Holdings Acquisition Co.

“Original Issue Date” means the first date on which any share of Series G Preferred Stock is issued and
outstanding.

“Parity Stock” means any other class or series of capital stock of the Corporation now or hereafter authorized,
issued or outstanding that, by its terms, expressly provides that it ranks pari passu with the Series G Preferred Stock as to
distributions upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation. Each of the Series B Preferred Stock,
Series C Preferred Stock, Series D Preferred Stock, Series E Preferred Stock and Series F Preferred Stock is a Parity
Stock. “Redemption Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 5(b).

“Redemption Depository” has the meaning set forth in Section 5(e).
“Redemption Price” means an amount equal to the Series G Liquidation Amount plus the per share amount of any

declared but unpaid dividends on the Series G Preferred Stock prior to the Redemption Date (but with no amount in
respect of any dividends that have not been declared prior to the Redemption Date).

“Regulatory Capital Treatment Event” means the good faith determination by the Corporation that, as a result of (i)
any amendment to, clarification of, or change in, the laws or regulations of the United States or any political subdivision of
or in the United States that is enacted or becomes effective after the initial issuance of any share of Series G Preferred
Stock, (ii) any proposed change in those laws or regulations that is announced or becomes effective after the initial
issuance of any share of Series G Preferred Stock, or (iii) any official administrative decision or judicial decision or
administrative action or other official pronouncement interpreting or applying those laws or regulations that is announced
after the initial issuance of any share of Series G Preferred Stock, there is more than an insubstantial risk that the
Corporation will not be entitled to treat the full Series G Liquidation Amount of Series G Preferred Stock then outstanding
as “tier I capital” (or its equivalent) for purposes of the capital adequacy
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Stock. "Redemption Date" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(b).

"Redemption Depository" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(e).
"Redemption Price" means an amount equal to the Series G Liquidation Amount plus the per share amount of any

declared but unpaid dividends on the Series G Preferred Stock prior to the Redemption Date (but with no amount in
respect of any dividends that have not been declared prior to the Redemption Date).

"Regulatory Capital Treatment Event" means the good faith determination by the Corporation that, as a result of (i)
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or in the United States that is enacted or becomes effective after the initial issuance of any share of Series G Preferred
Stock, (ii) any proposed change in those laws or regulations that is announced or becomes effective after the initial
issuance of any share of Series G Preferred Stock, or (iii) any official administrative decision or judicial decision or
administrative action or other official pronouncement interpreting or applying those laws or regulations that is announced
after the initial issuance of any share of Series G Preferred Stock, there is more than an insubstantial risk that the
Corporation will not be entitled to treat the full Series G Liquidation Amount of Series G Preferred Stock then outstanding
as "tier I capital" (or its equivalent) for purposes of the capital adequacy
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guidelines of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (or, as and if applicable, the capital adequacy
guidelines or regulations of any successor Appropriate Federal Banking Agency) as then in effect and applicable.

“Restated Charter” means the Restated Charter of the Corporation, as may be amended from time to time.
“Standard Provisions” means these Standard Provisions that form a part of the Articles of Amendment.
“Voting Parity Stock” means, with regard to any matter as to which the holders of Series G Preferred Stock are

entitled to vote as specified in Section 6, any and all series of Parity Stock having voting rights equivalent to those
described in Section 6(c). Each of the Series B Preferred Stock, Series C Preferred Stock, Series D Preferred Stock,
Series E Preferred Stock and Series F Preferred Stock is a Voting Parity Stock.
Section 3. Dividends. Holders of Series G Preferred Stock shall not be entitled to receive any dividends in respect of such

shares; provided that in the event that the Merger Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms but a Conversion Event
has not yet occurred, if the Board of Directors or any duly authorized committee thereof authorizes and declares a dividend on the
Corporation’s Common Stock (a “Common Dividend”), the Board of Directors or such committee shall declare and authorize an
equivalent dividend on any Series G Preferred Stock then outstanding (a “Participating Dividend”) such that (1) the record date
and the payment date for such Participating Dividend occur on the same respective date as the record date and payment date for
such Common Dividend and (2) the kind and amount of consideration payable per share of Series G Preferred Stock in such
Participating Dividend is the same kind and amount of consideration that would be payable in the Common Dividend in respect of
the number of shares of Common Stock that would be issuable upon conversion of a share of Series G Preferred Stock (without
regard to any limitations on convertibility) immediately prior to the record date for such Common Dividend. In the event that a
Conversion Event occurs after the Common Dividend and Participating Dividend have been declared and authorized, the shares of
Common Stock into which such Series G Preferred Stock have been converted shall be entitled to receive the Participating
Dividend on the same payment date that the Series G Preferred Stock would have received such Participating Dividend if the
Conversion Event had not occurred.

Section 4. Liquidation.
(a) Voluntary or Involuntary Liquidation. In the event of any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding-up

of the Corporation, holders of Series G Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive out of assets of the Corporation or proceeds
thereof available for distribution to stockholders of the Corporation, after satisfaction of liabilities or obligations to creditors and
subject to the rights of holders of any securities ranking senior to the Series G Preferred Stock with respect to distributions upon
the voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation, before any distribution of assets is made to
holders of any Junior Stock, a liquidating distribution in an amount equal to (i) the Series G Liquidation Amount plus (ii) the per
share amount of any declared and unpaid dividends on the Series G Preferred Stock prior to the date of payment of such
liquidating distribution (but without any
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amount in respect of dividends that have not been declared prior to such payment date). After payment of the full amount of such
liquidating distribution, the holders of Series G Preferred Stock shall not be entitled to any further participation in any distribution of
assets of the Corporation.

(b) Partial Payment. In any distribution described in Section 4(a), if the assets of the Corporation or proceeds thereof are
not sufficient to pay in full the Liquidation Preference to all holders of Series G Preferred Stock and all Parity Stock, the amounts
paid to the holders of Series G Preferred Stock and to the holders of all Parity Stock shall be paid pro rata in accordance with the
respective aggregate Liquidation Preferences of the Series G Preferred Stock and all other series of Parity Stock.

(c) Residual Distributions. If the Liquidation Preference has been paid in full to all holders of Series G Preferred Stock and
the Liquidation Preference has been paid in full on all Parity Stock, the holders of any Junior Stock shall be entitled to receive all
remaining assets of the Corporation or proceeds thereof according to their respective rights and preferences.

(d) Merger, Consolidation or Other Business Combination. For purposes of this Section 4, the merger, consolidation or
other business combination of the Corporation with or into any other entity, or by another entity with or into the Corporation,
including a merger, consolidation or other business combination in which the holders of Series G Preferred Stock receive cash,
securities or property for their shares, or the sale, lease, exchange or transfer of all or substantially all of the property or assets of
the Corporation (for cash, securities or other property), shall not constitute a liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the
Corporation.

Section 5. Redemption.
(a) Mandatory Redemption; Sinking Fund. The Series G Preferred Stock is perpetual and has no maturity date. The Series

G Preferred Stock is not subject to any mandatory redemption, sinking fund or other similar provisions. The holders of the Series
G Preferred Stock shall not have the right to require the redemption or repurchase of the Series G Preferred Stock.

(b) Optional Redemption. The Corporation may, at its option through a resolution duly adopted by the Board of Directors,
redeem the Series G Preferred Stock at a price per share equal to the Redemption Price (1) in whole or in part, from time to time,
on or after February 28, 2027 or (2) in whole, but not in part, at any time within 90 days following the occurrence of a Regulatory
Capital Treatment Event. The Redemption Price shall be payable to the holders of any shares of Series G Preferred Stock
redeemed on the date fixed for such redemption (the “Redemption Date”) against the surrender of the certificate(s) evidencing such
shares to the Corporation or its agent, if the shares of Series G Preferred Stock are issued in certificated form.

(c) Notice of Redemption. If any shares of Series G Preferred Stock are to be redeemed, a notice of redemption shall be
given by first class mail to the holders of record of Series G Preferred Stock to be redeemed at their respective last addresses
appearing on the books of the Corporation. Such notice shall be mailed at least 30 days and no more than 60 days before the
applicable Redemption Date for such shares. Each such notice of redemption shall include a statement setting forth: (1) the
Redemption Date for such shares of Series G Preferred Stock; (2)
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the number of shares of Series G Preferred Stock to be redeemed and, if less than all the shares held by such holder are to be
redeemed, the number of such shares to be redeemed from such holder; (3) the Redemption Price; and (4) the place or places
where the certificates evidencing shares of Series G Preferred Stock are to be surrendered for payment of the Redemption Price.
Any notice of redemption mailed or otherwise delivered as provided in this Section 5(c) shall be conclusively presumed to have
been duly given, whether or not any holder of Series G Preferred Stock receives such notice. Failure to duly give notice by mail or
otherwise pursuant to this Section 5(c), or any defect in such notice or in the mailing or provision of such notice, to any holder of
shares of Series G Preferred Stock designated for redemption shall not affect the validity of the proceedings for the redemption of
any other shares of Series G Preferred Stock.

(d) Partial Redemption. In case of any redemption of only part of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock at the time
outstanding, the shares of Series G Preferred Stock to be redeemed shall be selected either pro rata, by lot or in such other
manner as the Corporation, through a resolution duly adopted by the Board of Directors, may determine to be fair and equitable.

(e) Effectiveness of Redemption. If notice of redemption has been duly given and if on or before the Redemption Date
specified in such notice. all funds necessary for the redemption have been set aside by the Corporation, separate and apart from its
other assets, in trust for the pro rata benefit of the holders of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock called for redemption, so as
to be and continue to be available therefor, or deposited by the Corporation with a bank or trust company selected by the
Corporation (the “Redemption Depository”) in trust for the pro rata benefit of the holders of the shares called for redemption,
then, notwithstanding that any certificate for any share so called for redemption has not been surrendered for cancellation, on and
after the Redemption Date all shares of Series G Preferred Stock called for redemption shall cease to be outstanding, all dividends
with respect to such shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall cease to accrue after such Redemption Date, and all rights with
respect to such shares shall forthwith on such Redemption Date cease and terminate, except only the right of the holders thereof to
receive the amount payable on such redemption from the Redemption Depository at any time after the applicable Redemption
Date from the funds so deposited, without interest. The Corporation shall be entitled to receive, from time to time, from the
Redemption Depository any interest accrued on such funds, and the holders of any shares called for redemption shall have no
claim to any such interest. Any funds so deposited and unclaimed at the end of two years from the applicable Redemption Date
shall, to the extent permitted by law, be released or repaid to the Corporation, and in the event of such repayment to the
Corporation, the holders of record of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock called for redemption shall thereafter, as unsecured
general creditors of the Corporation, look only to the Corporation for the payment of an amount equivalent to the amount
deposited as stated above for the redemption of such shares, but shall in no event be entitled to any interest.

(f) Limitations Under Applicable Law. If then required under the capital adequacy guidelines or regulations of the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System (or, if and as applicable, the capital adequacy guidelines or regulations of any successor
Appropriate Federal Banking Agency), any redemption of all or part of the Series G Preferred Stock is subject to the receipt by
the Corporation of any required prior approval by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (or such successor
Appropriate Federal Banking Agency).
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Section 6. Voting Rights.
(a) General. Except as provided below or as expressly required by law, the holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock

shall have no voting power, and no right to vote on any matter at any time, either as a separate series or class or together with any
other series or class of shares of capital stock of the Corporation, and shall not be entitled to call a meeting of the holders of any
series or class of capital stock of the Corporation for any purpose, nor shall they be entitled to participate in any meeting of the
holders of the Common Stock. Each holder of Series G Preferred Stock shall have one vote per share on any matter on which
holders of Series G Preferred Stock are entitled to vote, including when acting by written consent.

(b) Supermajority Voting Rights. So long as any shares of Series G Preferred Stock remain outstanding, in addition to any
other vote or consent of stockholders required by law or the Restated Charter, the affirmative vote or consent of the holders of at
least two-thirds of all of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock at the time outstanding and entitled to vote thereon, voting
separately as a single class, shall be required to:

(i) authorize or increase the authorized amount of, or issue any additional shares of, Series G Preferred Stock or
any class or series of capital stock of the Corporation ranking senior to the Series G Preferred Stock with respect to
payment of dividends or as to distributions upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation, or issue any
obligation or security convertible into or evidencing the right to purchase, any such class or series of capital stock of the
Corporation;

(ii) amend the provisions of the Restated Charter or Bylaws so as to significantly and adversely affect the special
powers, preferences, privileges or rights of the Series G Preferred Stock, taken as a whole; or

(iii) consummate a binding share-exchange or reclassification involving the Series G Preferred Stock, or a merger
or consolidation of the Corporation with or into another entity, unless the shares of Series G Preferred Stock (A) remain
outstanding, (B) are converted into or exchanged for preference securities of the surviving entity or any entity controlling
such surviving entity and such new preference securities have terms that are not materially less favorable than those of the
Series G Preferred Stock or (C) in connection with the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement,
are converted into shares of common stock of the surviving entity or any entity controlling such surviving entity;

provided, however, that, for all purposes of this Section 6(b), the authorization, creation and issuance, or an increase in the
authorized or issued amount of, Junior Stock or any series of Preferred Stock, or any securities convertible into or exchangeable
or exercisable for Junior Stock or any series of Preferred Stock, that by its terms expressly provides that it ranks pari passu with
the Series G Preferred Stock with respect to the payment of dividends (whether such dividends are cumulative or non-cumulative)
and as to distributions upon the liquidation, dissolution or winding-up of the Corporation shall not be deemed to significantly and
adversely affect the powers, preferences, privileges or rights of Series G Preferred Stock, and shall not
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require the affirmative vote or consent of, the holders of any outstanding shares of Series G Preferred Stock.
(c) Changes after Provision for Redemption. The voting rights provided in this Section 6 shall not apply if, at or prior to the

time when the act with respect to which such vote or consent would otherwise be required shall be effected, all outstanding shares
of Series G Preferred Stock have been redeemed or called for redemption upon proper notice and sufficient funds have been set
aside in accordance with Section 5(e).

(d) Procedures for Voting and Consents. The rules and procedures for calling and conducting any meeting of the holders of
Series G Preferred Stock (including, without limitation, the fixing of a record date in connection therewith), the solicitation and use
of proxies at such a meeting, the obtaining of written consents and any other aspect or matter with regard to such a meeting or such
consents shall be governed by any rules the Board of Directors, in its discretion, may adopt from time to time, which rules and
procedures shall conform to the requirements of the Restated Charter, the Bylaws, applicable law and any national securities
exchange or other trading facility on which the Series G Preferred Stock is listed or traded at the time. Whether the vote or
consent of the holders of a majority or other portion of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock and any Voting Parity Stock has
been cast or given on any matter on which the holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock are entitled to vote shall be
determined by the Corporation by reference to the respective liquidation preference amounts of the shares of Series G Preferred
Stock and Voting Parity Stock voted or covered by the consent.

Section 7. Conversion.
(a) Upon the occurrence of a Conversion Event, all of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be automatically

converted into shares of Common Stock at the applicable Conversion Rate (provided that in no event will the shares of Series G
Preferred Stock be convertible into shares of Common Stock, whether pursuant to the foregoing provision of this paragraph (a)
and/or paragraph (b) below, representing in the aggregate more than 4.9% of the total issued and outstanding Common Stock
(taking into account the shares of Common Stock resulting from such conversion)); provided further that if the Conversion Event is
the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement, all of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be
treated as provided in the Merger Agreement.

(b) Following termination of the Merger Agreement, if the initial holder (or any direct or indirect subsidiary thereof) of the
shares of Series G Preferred Stock transfers any such shares to an unaffiliated third party, all of such shares of Series G Preferred
Stock shall be automatically converted upon the consummation of such transfer into shares of Common Stock at the applicable
Conversion Rate; provided that if such unaffiliated third party requires any Applicable Conversion Approvals, the conversion shall
automatically occur upon receipt of any such Applicable Conversion Approvals or any transfer to another unaffiliated third party
(subject to any Applicable Conversion Approvals required by any subsequent transferee).

(c) The Corporation shall at all times reserve and keep available out of its authorized and unissued Common Stock, solely
for issuance upon the conversion of shares of Series G Preferred Stock as provided in the Articles of Amendment, free from any
preemptive or other
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the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement, all of the shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be
treated as provided in the Merger Agreement.

(b) Following termination of the Merger Agreement, if the initial holder (or any direct or indirect subsidiary thereof) of the
shares of Series G Preferred Stock transfers any such shares to an unaffiliated third party, all of such shares of Series G Preferred
Stock shall be automatically converted upon the consummation of such transfer into shares of Common Stock at the applicable
Conversion Rate; provided that if such unaffiliated third party requires any Applicable Conversion Approvals, the conversion shall
automatically occur upon receipt of any such Applicable Conversion Approvals or any transfer to another unaffiliated third party
(subject to any Applicable Conversion Approvals required by any subsequent transferee).

(c) The Corporation shall at all times reserve and keep available out of its authorized and unissued Common Stock, solely
for issuance upon the conversion of shares of Series G Preferred Stock as provided in the Articles of Amendment, free from any
preemptive or other
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similar rights, the maximum number of shares of Common Stock as may be issuable upon a Conversion Event.
(d) All shares of Common Stock delivered upon conversion of the Series G Preferred Stock shall be duly authorized,

validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable, free and clear of all liens, claims, security interests and other encumbrances (other
than liens, charges, security interests and other encumbrances created by any holders).

(e) Prior to a Conversion Event, if the Corporation shall (1) subdivide its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a
greater number of shares of Common Stock, (2) issue shares of Common Stock or other securities or property of the Corporation
(or options, warrants or rights to purchase Common Stock or other securities or property of the Corporation) as a dividend or
distribution to all holders thereof, (3) combine its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a smaller number of shares of
Common Stock or (4) issue or exchange, by merger, reclassification or otherwise, its shares of Common Stock for other securities
of the Corporation (or any successor or parent company thereto) (for the avoidance of doubt, excluding the closing of the
transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement in which the shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be treated as set forth
in Section 7(a)), then the Conversion Rate and other terms of the Series G Preferred Stock in effect immediately prior thereto shall
be adjusted so that a holder of any shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive (upon the Conversion Event) a
number and kind of shares of Common Stock or other securities or property that such holder of Series G Preferred Stock would
have owned or been entitled to receive after the happening of any of the events described above had such shares of Series G
Preferred Stock been converted immediately prior to the happening of such event or any record date with respect thereto. An
adjustment so made shall become effective on the date of the dividend payment, subdivision, combination or issuance retroactive
to the record date with respect thereto, if any, for such event. Such adjustments shall be made successively.

Section 8. Preemptive Rights. The holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall have no preemptive rights with
respect to any shares of the Corporation’s capital stock or any of its other securities convertible into or carrying rights or options to
purchase any such capital stock.

Section 9. Record Holders. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Corporation and the transfer agent for the
Series G Preferred Stock may deem and treat the record holder of any share of Series G Preferred Stock as the true and lawful
owner thereof for all purposes, and neither the Corporation nor such transfer agent shall be affected by any notice to the contrary.

Section 10. Notices. All notices or communications in respect of the Series G Preferred Stock shall be sufficiently given if
given in writing and delivered in person or by first class mail or if giving in such other manner as may be permitted herein, in the
Restated Charter or Bylaws or by applicable law. Delivery of a notice or communication to the Company will be effective upon
receipt. Delivery of a notice or communication to holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock will be effective upon, in the case
of personal delivery, receipt or, in the case of mailing, deposit in the mail, postage prepaid.

similar rights, the maximum number of shares of Common Stock as may be issuable upon a Conversion Event.
(d) All shares of Common Stock delivered upon conversion of the Series G Preferred Stock shall be duly authorized,

validly issued, fully paid and non-assessable, free and clear of all liens, claims, security interests and other encumbrances (other
than liens, charges, security interests and other encumbrances created by any holders).

(e) Prior to a Conversion Event, if the Corporation shall (1) subdivide its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a
greater number of shares of Common Stock, (2) issue shares of Common Stock or other securities or property of the Corporation
(or options, warrants or rights to purchase Common Stock or other securities or property of the Corporation) as a dividend or
distribution to all holders thereof, (3) combine its outstanding shares of Common Stock into a smaller number of shares of
Common Stock or (4) issue or exchange, by merger, reclassification or otherwise, its shares of Common Stock for other securities
of the Corporation (or any successor or parent company thereto) (for the avoidance of doubt, excluding the closing of the
transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement in which the shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be treated as set forth
in Section 7(a)), then the Conversion Rate and other terms of the Series G Preferred Stock in effect immediately prior thereto shall
be adjusted so that a holder of any shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall be entitled to receive (upon the Conversion Event) a
number and kind of shares of Common Stock or other securities or property that such holder of Series G Preferred Stock would
have owned or been entitled to receive after the happening of any of the events described above had such shares of Series G
Preferred Stock been converted immediately prior to the happening of such event or any record date with respect thereto. An
adjustment so made shall become effective on the date of the dividend payment, subdivision, combination or issuance retroactive
to the record date with respect thereto, if any, for such event. Such adjustments shall be made successively.

Section 8. Preemptive Rights. The holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock shall have no preemptive rights with
respect to any shares of the Corporation's capital stock or any of its other securities convertible into or carrying rights or options to
purchase any such capital stock.

Section 9. Record Holders. To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Corporation and the transfer agent for the
Series G Preferred Stock may deem and treat the record holder of any share of Series G Preferred Stock as the true and lawful
owner thereof for all purposes, and neither the Corporation nor such transfer agent shall be affected by any notice to the contrary.

Section 10. Notices. All notices or communications in respect of the Series G Preferred Stock shall be sufficiently given if
given in writing and delivered in person or by first class mail or if giving in such other manner as may be permitted herein, in the
Restated Charter or Bylaws or by applicable law. Delivery of a notice or communication to the Company will be effective upon
receipt. Delivery of a notice or communication to holders of shares of Series G Preferred Stock will be effective upon, in the case
of personal delivery, receipt or, in the case of mailing, deposit in the mail, postage prepaid.
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Section 11. Stock Certificates. The Corporation may at its option issue shares of Series G Preferred Stock without
certificates.

Section 12. Other Rights. The Series G Preferred Stock shall not have any powers, preferences, privileges or rights other
than as set forth herein or in the Restated Charter or as provided by applicable law.

12

Section 11. Stock Certificates. The Corporation may at its option issue shares of Series G Preferred Stock without
certificates.

Section 12. Other Rights. The Series G Preferred Stock shall not have any powers, preferences, privileges or rights other
than as set forth herein or in the Restated Charter or as provided by applicable law.
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Pre-Merger Post-Merger Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-Merger (2)

Asheville, NC 11,731,353 1,385 1,415 30 6.77 1.88 8.65

Charleston, SC 23,574,845 1,117 1,121 4 2.27 0.60 2.87

Charlotte, NC-SC 318,959,688 4,353 4,353 0 0.06 0.25 0.32

Columbia, SC 30,014,127 1,900 1,902 2 2.85 0.35 3.20

Fort Myers Area, FL 20,704,996 943 943 0 - 5.32 5.32

Greenville, SC 24,807,056 979 985 6 10.64 0.23 10.86

Hickory, NC 6,284,614 1,714 1,730 16 0.66 11.32 11.98

Jacksonville Area, FL 109,233,399 3,954 3,954 0 0.69 0.16 0.85

Metro New York City, NY-NJ-CT-PA 3,297,274,534 959 959 0 3.06 0.02 3.08

Miami-Fort Lauderdale Area, FL 259,944,889 810 824 14 2.68 2.49 5.17

Naples Area, FL 22,569,906 875 892 17 0.90 9.23 10.13

Orlando Area, FL 80,943,158 1,324 1,335 11 2.09 2.05 4.13

Sarasota Area, FL 28,839,907 970 970 0 0.11 2.32 2.43

Spartanburg, SC 7,311,799 1,194 1,221 27 3.85 3.14 6.98

Tampa Bay Area, FL 139,024,190 1,292 1,294 2 1.43 0.38 1.81

West Palm Beach Area, FL 69,679,368 1,017 1,048 31 6.27 2.30 8.57

Note: 

(1) HHIs calculated using the Federal Reserve baseline deposit weightings: banks (100%), thrifts (50%), savings banks (50%) and credit unions (0%).

Summary of Deposit Market Shares and HHIs for Overlapping Federal Reserve Banking Markets

HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

Federal Reserve Banking Market

Total Market 

Deposits

($000)

Summary of Deposit Market Shares and HHIs for Overlapping Federal Reserve Banking Markets

Total Market
Deposits HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

Federal Reserve Banking Market ($000) Pre-Merger I Post-Mergerl Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-Merger (2)

Asheville, NC 11,731,353 1,385 1,415 30 6.77 1.88 8.65

Charleston, SC 23,574,845 1,117 1,121 4 2.27 0.60 2.87

Charlotte, NC-SC 318,959,688 4,353 4,353 0 0.06 0.25 0.32

Columbia, SC 30,014,127 1,900 1,902 2 2.85 0.35 3.20

Fort Myers Area, FL 20,704,996 943 943 0 - 5.32 5.32

Greenville, SC 24,807,056 979 985 6 10.64 0.23 10.86

Hickory, NC 6,284,614 1,714 1,730 16 0.66 11.32 11.98

Jacksonville Area, FL 109,233,399 3,954 3,954 0 0.69 0.16 0.85

Metro New York City, NY-NJ-CT-PA 3,297,274,534 959 959 0 3.06 0.02 3.08

Miami-Fort Lauderdale Area, FL 259,944,889 810 824 14 2.68 2.49 5.17

Naples Area, FL 22,569,906 875 892 17 0.90 9.23 10.13

Orlando Area, FL 80,943,158 1,324 1,335 11 2.09 2.05 4.13

Sarasota Area, FL 28,839,907 970 970 0 0.11 2.32 2.43

Spartanburg, SC 7,311,799 1,194 1,221 27 3.85 3.14 6.98

Tampa Bay Area, FL 139,024,190 1,292 1,294 2 1.43 0.38 1.81

West Palm Beach Area, FL 69,679,368 1,017 1,048 31 6.27 2.30 8.57

Note:

(1) HHIs calculated using the Federal Reserve baseline deposit weightings: banks (100%), thrifts (50%), savings banks (50%) and credit unions (0%).



Pre-Merger Post-Merger Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-Merger

Broward, FL 72,539,149 1,318 1,327 9 3.74 1.07 4.81

Collier, FL 22,752,159 870 887 17 0.89 9.16 10.05

Duval, FL 102,348,994 4,327 4,327 0 0.74 0.11 0.85

Hillsborough, FL 63,173,156 1,112 1,115 3 1.59 0.47 2.06

Lee, FL 20,604,195 941 941 0 - 5.35 5.35

Miami-Dade, FL 185,995,553 724 737 13 2.28 2.81 5.10

Orange, FL 53,820,644 1,502 1,513 11 1.66 2.54 4.20

Palm Beach, FL 69,605,404 1,016 1,048 32 6.28 2.30 8.58

Pinellas, FL 65,044,791 2,709 2,710 1 1.19 0.36 1.55

Saint Johns, FL 5,874,098 1,518 1,523 5 2.24 1.04 3.28

Sarasota, FL 18,503,017 924 925 1 0.17 2.77 2.95

Seminole, FL 14,279,748 1,094 1,103 9 1.41 2.00 3.42

Buncombe, NC 7,673,041 1,336 1,381 45 7.18 2.87 10.05

Burke, NC 977,480 2,064 2,112 48 4.24 5.21 9.45

New York, NY 2,161,898,611 1,363 1,363 0 0.79 0.03 0.82

Summary of Deposit Market Shares and HHIs for Overlapping Counties

County

Total Market 

Deposits

($000)

HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

Summary of Deposit Market Shares and HHIs for Overlapping Counties

Total Market
Deposits HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

County ($000) Pre-Merger Post-Merger Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-Merger

Broward, FL 72,539,149 1,318 1,327 9 3.74 1.07 4.81

Collier, FL 22,752,159 870 887 17 0.89 9.16 10.05

Duval, FL 102,348,994 4,327 4,327 0 0.74 0.11 0.85

Hillsborough, FL 63,173,156 1,112 1,115 3 1.59 0.47 2.06

Lee, FL 20,604,195 941 941 0 - 5.35 5.35

Miami-Dade, FL 185,995,553 724 737 13 2.28 2.81 5.10

Orange, FL 53,820,644 1,502 1,513 11 1.66 2.54 4.20

Palm Beach, FL 69,605,404 1,016 1,048 32 6.28 2.30 8.58

Pinellas, FL 65,044,791 2,709 2,710 1 1.19 0.36 1.55

Saint Johns, FL 5,874,098 1,518 1,523 5 2.24 1.04 3.28

Sarasota, FL 18,503,017 924 925 1 0.17 2.77 2.95

Seminole, FL 14,279,748 1,094 1,103 9 1.41 2.00 3.42

Buncombe, NC 7,673,041 1,336 1,381 45 7.18 2.87 10.05

Burke, NC 977,480 2,064 2,112 48 4.24 5.21 9.45

New York, NY 2,161,898,611 1,363 1,363 0 0.79 0.03 0.82



Pre-Merger Post-Merger Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-MergerCounty

Total Market 

Deposits

($000)

HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

Charleston, SC 18,864,720 1,192 1,197 5 2.54 0.75 3.29

Greenville, SC 17,114,414 997 1,005 8 10.08 0.33 10.41

Richland, SC 23,366,719 2,325 2,328 3 2.18 0.45 2.62

Spartanburg, SC 5,887,800 1,490 1,532 42 4.78 3.89 8.67

York, SC 4,813,334 1,422 1,462 40 4.27 3.37 7.63

Note: 

(1) HHIs calculated using the Federal Reserve baseline deposit weightings: banks (100%), thrifts (50%), savings banks (50%) and credit unions (0%).

Total Market
Deposits HHI (1) Total Market Share (%)

County ($000) Pre-Merger I Post-Merger Delta Pre-Merger (Buyer) Pre-Merger (Seller) Post-Merger

Charleston, SC 18,864,720 1,192 1,197 5 2.54 0.75 3.29

Greenville, SC 17,114,414 997 1,005 8 10.08 0.33 10.41

Richland, SC 23,366,719 2,325 2,328 3 2.18 0.45 2.62

Spartanburg, SC 5,887,800 1,490 1,532 42 4.78 3.89 8.67

York, SC 4,813,334 1,422 1,462 40 4.27 3.37 7.63

Note:

(1) HHls calculated using the Federal Reserve baseline deposit weightings: banks (100%), thrifts (50%), savings banks (50%) and credit unions (0%).
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Table B.19. TD Group US Holdings LLC
Projected stressed capital ratios, risk-weighted assets, losses, revenues, net income before
taxes, and loan losses
Federal Reserve estimates: Severely adverse scenario

Capital ratios, actual 2020:Q4 and projected
2021:Q1–2023:Q1
Percent

Regulatory ratio Actual
2020:Q4

Stressed capital ratios1

Ending Minimum

Common equity tier 1 capital ratio 17.0 15.3 15.2

Tier 1 capital ratio 17.0 15.3 15.2

Total capital ratio 18.3 16.3 16.3

Tier 1 leverage ratio 8.3 7.5 7.5

Supplementary leverage ratio 9.5 6.8 6.7

1 The capital ratios are calculated using the same capital action assumptions
provided within the Dodd-Frank Act stress test rules. See 12 C.F.R. § 252.56(b).
These projections represent hypothetical estimates that involve an economic
outcome that is more adverse than expected. The minimum capital ratios are
for the period 2021:Q1 to 2023:Q1. Supplementary leverage ratio projections
only include estimates for firms subject to Category I, II, or III standards.

Projected loan losses, by type of loan, 2021:Q1–2023:Q1

Loan type Billions of
dollars

Portfolio loss
rates (percent)1

Loan losses 9.9 5.9

First-lien mortgages, domestic 0.6 2.0

Junior liens and HELOCs, domestic 0.4 5.8

Commercial and industrial2 2.2 7.1

Commercial real estate, domestic 2.3 7.8

Credit cards 2.7 19.7

Other consumer3 0.7 2.7

Other loans4 1.0 3.5

1 Average loan balances used to calculate portfolio loss rates exclude loans held
for sale, loans held for investment under the fair-value option, and Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP) loans and are calculated over nine quarters.

2 Commercial and industrial loans include small- and medium-enterprise loans
and corporate cards.

3 Other consumer loans include student loans and automobile loans.
4 Other loans include international real estate loans.

Risk-weighted assets, actual 2020:Q4 and projected
2023:Q1
Billions of dollars

Item Actual
2020:Q4

Projected
2023:Q1

Risk-weighted assets1 234.2 235.5

1 For each quarter, risk-weighted assets are calculated under the Board’s
standardized capital risk-based approach in 12 C.F.R. pt. 217, subpt. D.

Projected losses, revenue, and net income before taxes
through 2023:Q1

Item Billions of
dollars

Percent of
average assets1

Pre-provision net revenue 5.1 1.0

equals

Net interest income 19.5 3.8

Noninterest income 5.3 1.0

less

Noninterest expense2 19.6 3.9

Other revenue3 0.0

less

Provisions for loan and lease losses 8.4

Credit losses on investment securities
(AFS/HTM)4 0.3

Trading and counterparty losses5 0.0

Other losses/gains6 0.0

equals

Net income before taxes -3.5 -0.7

Memo items
Other comprehensive income7 0.0

Other effects on capital Actual 2020:Q4 2023:Q1

AOCI included in capital (billions of dollars) 0.0 0.0

1 Average assets is the nine-quarter average of total assets.
2 Noninterest expense includes losses from operational-risk events and other

real estate owned (OREO) costs.
3 Other revenue includes one-time income and (expense) items not included in

pre-provision net revenue.
4 For firms that have adopted ASU 2016-13, the Federal Reserve incorporated its

projection of expected credit losses on securities in the allowance for credit
losses.

5 Trading and counterparty losses include mark-to-market and credit valuation
adjustment (CVA) losses and losses arising from the counterparty default
scenario component applied to derivatives, securities lending, and repurchase
agreement activities.

6 Other losses/gains include projected change in fair value of loans held for sale
and loans held for investment measured under the fair-value option, and
goodwill impairment losses.

7 Other comprehensive income is only calculated for firms subject to Category I
or II standards or firms that opt in to including accumulated other
comprehensive income (AOCI) in their calculation of capital.
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Table B.19. TD Group US Holdings LLC
Projected stressed capital ratios, risk-weighted assets, losses, revenues, net income before
taxes, and loan losses
Federal Reserve estimates: Severely adverse scenario

Capital ratios, actual 2020:Q4 and projected Risk-weighted assets, actual 2020:Q4 and projected
2021:Q01-2023:Q01 2023:1
Percent Billions of dollars

Stressed capital ratios' Actual Projected
Regulatory ratio Act04 Ite 2020:04 2023:01

Ending Minimum
Risk-weighted assetse 234.2 235.5

Common equity tier 1 capital ratio 17.0 15.3 15.2
Tier1 cpita raio 1.0 5.3 5.21 For each quarter, risk-weighted assets are calculated under the Board's

Tiera1 capital ratio 17.0 15.3 15.2 standardized capital risk-hased approach in 12 C.FR. pt. 217, suhpt. D.
Total capital ratio 18.3 16.3 16.3
Tier 1 leverage ratio 8.3 7.5 7.5
Supplementary leverage ratio 9.5 6.8 6.7

1 The capital ratios are calculated using the same capital action assumptions P
provided within the Dodd-FrankAct stress test rules. See 12 C.FR. § 252.56(b). t 2 30
These projections represent hypothetical estimates that involve an economic
outcome that is more adverse than expected. The minimum capital ratios are
for the period 2021:01 to 2023:01. Supplementary leverage ratio projections Item Billions of Percent of
only include estimates for firms subject to Category 1, 11, or Ill standards. dollars average assets1

Pre-provision net revenue 5.1 1.0
equals

Net interest income 19.5 3.8
Noninterest income 5.3 1.0

Proj e loa loss by type of lon 201:l 02:Q less

Noninterest expense2  19.6 3.9
Billions of Portfolio loss Other revenue 3  

0.0
Loan type dollars rates (percent)1  

less

Loannlosses 9.9 . Provisions tor loan and lease losses 8.4

First-lien mortgages, domestic 0.6 2.0 Credit losses on investment securities

Junior liens and HELOCs, domestic 0.4 5.8 (AFS/HTM)4qatr

Commercial and industrial2  2.2 7.1 Trading and counterparty losses5  0.0
Commercial real estate, domestic 2.3 7.8Otelos/giS0.

Credit cards 2.7 19.7 equals
Ohrcnue'0727Net income hefore taxes -3.5 -0.7

SOther consumer3 lon0nluesuet.on 7natmbl 2on . 7

MenmActalitejcte

Other loans4  1.0 3.5 Mm tm____________________________________________________ Other comprehensive income7  0.0
Average loan halances used to calculate portfolio loss rates exclude loans held Other effects on capital Acual 2020:04 2023:01

for sale, loans held for investment under the fair-value option, and Paycheck AOCI included in capital (hillions of dollars) 0.0 0.0
Protection Program (PPP) loans and are calculated over nine quarters.

sCommercial and industrial loans include small- and medium-enterprise loans 1 Average assets is the nine-quarter average of total assets.
and corporate cards. 2 Noninterest expense includes losses from operational-risk events and other
Other consumer loans include student loans and automohile loans, real estate owned (ORaO) costs.

4Other loans include international real estate loans. 3Other revenue includes one-time income and (expense) items not included in
pre-provision net revenue.
For firms that have adopted ASU 2016-13, the Federal Reserve incorporated its
projection of expected credit losses on securities in the allowance for credit
losses.
Trading and counterparty losses include mark-to-market and credit valuation
adjustment (CVA) losses and losses arising from the counterparty default
scenario component applied to derivatives, securities lending, and repurchase
agreement activities.
Other losses/gains include projected change in fair value of loans held for sale
and loans held for investment measured under the fair-value option, and
goodwill impairment losses.
Other comprehensive income is only calculated for firms suject to Category I
or i standards or firms that opt in to including accumulated other
comprehensive income (AOCI) in their calculation of capital.
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2021 Stress Test Results
Company-run stress test demonstrates ability to navigate the Fed CCAR Severely Adverse Scenario 
while maintaining capital well above regulatory minimums

Based on Fed Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) Severely Adverse scenario released February 12, 2021 using a flat (static) balance sheet over 9 quarter planning horizon from 1Q21 to 1Q23  1References to peer stress testing data represent the median 2021 CCAR results of 23 

participating firms. 2Company run results utilized Current Expected Credit Loss methodology vs. Fed methodology that sets allowance equal to the next four quarters of forecasted losses. 3Median change in peer results may not equal difference from median starting point to median minimum.

PPNR = Pre-Provision Net Revenue Source: Federal Reserve

2

• Minimum CET1 of 8.5% exceeded regulatory 

minimum by 400 bps

• CET1 decline of 114bps compared to Fed-run 

CCAR peer1 median of 240 bps

• 3.1% loss rate compared to Fed-run CCAR 

peer1 median of 5.9%

• $0.15/share quarterly common dividend

• Utilized CECL2 methodology for allowance & 

losses; drove provision & capital into 1Q21

CCAR Severely Adverse Scenario

Capital Drivers of Change in CET1

FHN

CET1↓ 114bps

Fed-run CCAR Peers 

CET1 ↓ ~240bps3

• Severe global recession with heightened stress 

in commercial real estate and corporate     

debt markets

o Real GDP down 4%

o Unemployment increased to 10.8%

o House prices down 24%

o CRE prices down 40%

o Equity prices down 55%

Results and Key Assumptions
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4Q20 Provision PPNR Dividends Taxes CECL

Phase-in

Assets Other 1Q21

2021 Stress Test Results
Company-run stress test demonstrates ability to navigate the Fed CCAR Severely Adverse Scenario
while maintaining capital well above regulatory minimums

CCAR Severely Adverse Scenario Results and Key Assumptions

Severe global recession with heightened stress * Minimum CET1 of 8.5% exceeded regulatory
in commercial real estate and corporate minimum by 400 bps
debt markets * CET1 decline of 114bps compared to Fed-run
o Real GDP down 4% CCAR peer1 median of 240 bps

o Unemployment increased to 10.8% * 3.1% loss rate compared to Fed-run CCAR

o House prices down 24% peer' median of 5.9%

o CRE prices down 40% * $0.1 5/share quarterly common dividend

o Equity prices down 55% * Utilized CECL 2 methodology for allowance &
losses; drove provision & capital into 1Q21

Capital Drivers of Change in CET1
FHN Fed-run CCAR Peers

CET1 114bps CET1 -240bps3

0.6%

0.5% 0(0.1%) (0.1%)

I (02%)
(2.5%)

4Q20 9Q 4Q20 9Q Regulatory
Actual Minimum Actual Minimum Required

Minimum 4Q20 Provision PPNR Dividends Taxes CECL Assets Other 1Q21
Phase-in

ECET1 NTier1 ETotalCapital

Based on Fed Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) SeverelyAdverse scenario released February 72, 2027 using a flat (static) balance sheet over 9 quarter planning horizon from 1Q21 to 1Q23 'References to peer stress testing data represent the median 2027 CCAR results of 23
participating firms. 

2
Company run results utilized Current Expected Credit Loss methodology vs. Fed methodology that sets allowance equal to the next four quarters of forecasted losses. 

3
Median change in peer results may not equal difference from median starting point to median minimum

PPNR = Pre-Provision Net Revenue Source: Federal Reserve



2021 Stress Test Results
Countercyclical businesses and favorable portfolio mix help First Horizon outperform peers in latest 
stress test

Based on Fed Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) Severely Adverse scenario released February 12, 2021 using a flat (static) balance sheet over 9 quarter planning horizon from 1Q21 to 1Q23  1References to peer stress testing data represent the median 2021 CCAR results 

of 23 participating firms. $ in millions

3

Fixed Income Contribution

• 9-quarter cumulative losses of $1.7B; additional 

pre-tax loss capacity of ~$3.4B to 4.5% CET1 

capital regulatory requirement

• FHN’s portfolio mix contributed to lower losses

o Loans to mortgage companies had relatively 

low loss rates and represented ~9% of

average loans

o Credit card portfolio <0.5% of average loans

Overall Portfolio Loss Rates Lower than CCAR Median

3.1%
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9.6%

6.1%

2.8%

1.8%

1.8%

5.9%

4.0%

5.7%

15.7%

10.2%

7.5%

4.1%

1.6%
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Total Loan Losses

Other Loans

Other Consumer

Credit Cards

Commercial Real Estate

Commercial and Industrial

Junior liens and HELOCs

First-lien Mortgages

Fed-run CCAR Peers FHN

5.9%

1.6%

-0.6%

3.1% 3.3%

0.4%

Fed-run CCAR Peers FHN

Key Stress Test Ratios

Loan Loss 
Rate

PPNR
% Assets

Pre-tax Net Income
% Assets
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2021 Stress Test Results
Countercyclical businesses and favorable portfolio mix help First Horizon outperform peers in latest
stress test

Key Stress Test Ratios Fixed Income Contribution

Fed-run CCAR Peers' m FHN $350 25%
5.9%

$300

1.6%%

$25020

3.1% 3.%$200 15%

$150 10%

-.6% $100
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Loan Loss PPNR Pre-tax Net Income
Rate % Assets % Assets Total PPNR Fixed Income PPNR - Fixed Income PPNR %

Overall Portfolio Loss Rates Lower than CCAR Median

First-lien Mortgages 1.6% 9-quarter cumulative losses of $1.7; additional
1.8%

Junior liens and HELOCs . pre-tax loss capacity of -$3.41 to 4.5% CET1
Commercial and Industrial 7.5% capital regulatory requirement

Commercial Real Estate 61 10.2%

Credit Cards .6/. 157% FHN's mix contributed to lower losses
Other Consumer 5.7 4%

Other Loans U 0 4.0% relatively
Total Loan Losses 3o1% low loss rates and represented -9% of

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 18% average loans
Fed-run CCAR Peers' FHN o Credit card portfolio <0.5% of average loans

Based on Fed Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) SeverelyAdverse scenario released February 12, 2021 using a flat (static) balance sheet over 9 quarter planning horizon from 7Q27 to 7Q23 'References to peer stress testing data represent the median 2021 CCAR results
of 23 participating firms. g in millions
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    First Tennessee Bank  
Community Benefits Agreement 

2018-2022 
 

This Community Benefits Agreement (“Agreement”) articulates First Tennessee Bank’s (“FTB” or “Bank”) 
commitments to our communities for the January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2022 period. The 
Agreement covers the communities we serve across the Bank’s entire footprint in Tennessee, 
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Virginia, Georgia and Texas. It considers feedback 
shared by and collaboration with the National Community Reinvestment Coalition (“NCRC”) and its 
members, FTB’s corporate and regional advisory Community Reinvestment Act (“CRA”) councils, and 
other internal and external sources.  Successful execution of the Agreement will continue FTB’s solid 
performance in community investment with broadened access to relevant and effective products, 
solutions, and services for all members of the communities in our footprint.  
 
The Bank agrees to meet the lending, investment, philanthropy and minority supplier spending 
commitments contained in this Agreement assuming there are sufficient and suitable opportunities, and 
as market conditions and factors affecting the Bank’s capacity to meet them allow.  
 

Mortgage Lending 
The following mortgage lending commitments are for non-FHA originated loans on owner occupied, 1-4 
family properties secured by a first lien on the property.  (FHA loans are excluded because the Bank does 
not offer this product). Baseline amounts for all categories, except LMI Borrower Home Rehab, are the 
sum of legacy First Tennessee Bank’s 2014-2015 average loan volume – for all states except North 
Carolina - over the five year period of the Agreement plus the sum of legacy First Tennessee and legacy 
Capital Banks’ 2017 actual loan volume in North Carolina over the five year period.  The baseline for LMI 
Borrower Home Rehab is based on 2017 actual lending volume for First Tennessee and Capital Banks 
because it better reflects the Banks’ lending model and volume for this category.  See North Carolina 
Addendum on Page 11 for a separate breakdown of our commitments for this state. The new 
commitment amounts are the baseline amounts compounded 5% annually over the five year period of 
the Agreement. 
 
These commitments can overlap with each other.  For example, a home purchase loan to a low to 
moderate income (“LMI”) borrower of color in an LMI census tract can be credited against both 
categories.   
 
Home Purchase 

Baseline home purchase lending to LMI borrowers: $91,942,500 

New commitment: $106,688,474 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)           

Increase: 16% 

Baseline home purchase lending to people of color: $166,752,500 
New commitment: $193,496,693 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 

 

First Tennessee Bank
Community Benefits Agreement

2018-2022

This Community Benefits Agreement ("Agreement") articulates First Tennessee Bank's ("FTB" or "Bank")
commitments to our communities for the January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2022 period. The
Agreement covers the communities we serve across the Bank's entire footprint in Tennessee,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Virginia, Georgia and Texas. It considers feedback
shared by and collaboration with the National Community Reinvestment Coalition ("NCRC") and its
members, FTB's corporate and regional advisory Community Reinvestment Act ("CRA") councils, and
other internal and external sources. Successful execution of the Agreement will continue FTB's solid
performance in community investment with broadened access to relevant and effective products,
solutions, and services for all members of the communities in our footprint.

The Bank agrees to meet the lending, investment, philanthropy and minority supplier spending
commitments contained in this Agreement assuming there are sufficient and suitable opportunities, and
as market conditions and factors affecting the Bank's capacity to meet them allow.

Mortgage Lending
The following mortgage lending commitments are for non-FHA originated loans on owner occupied, 1-4
family properties secured by a first lien on the property. (FHA loans are excluded because the Bank does
not offer this product). Baseline amounts for all categories, except LMI Borrower Home Rehab, are the
sum of legacy First Tennessee Bank's 2014-2015 average loan volume - for all states except North
Carolina - over the five year period of the Agreement plus the sum of legacy First Tennessee and legacy
Capital Banks' 2017 actual loan volume in North Carolina over the five year period. The baseline for LMI
Borrower Home Rehab is based on 2017 actual lending volume for First Tennessee and Capital Banks
because it better reflects the Banks' lending model and volume for this category. See North Carolina
Addendum on Page 11 for a separate breakdown of our commitments for this state. The new
commitment amounts are the baseline amounts compounded 5% annually over the five year period of
the Agreement.

These commitments can overlap with each other. For example, a home purchase loan to a low to
moderate income ("LMI") borrower of color in an LMI census tract can be credited against both
categories.

Home Purchase

Baseline home purchase lending to ILMI borrowers: $91,942,500
New commitment: $106,688,474 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline home purchase lending to people of color: $166,752,500
New commitment: $193,496,693 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%
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Baseline home purchase lending in LMI census tracts: $111,722,500 
New commitment: $129,640,841 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 

Baseline home purchase lending in majority people of color census tracts: $51,842,500 
New commitment: $60,157,133 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Home Rehab/Improvement 

Baseline home rehab/improvement lending to LMI borrowers: $6,295,000 
New commitment: $7,304,608 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Baseline home rehab/improvement lending to people of color: $4,235,000 
New commitment: $4,914,220 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Baseline home rehab/improvement lending in LMI census tracts: $7,352,500 
New commitment: $8,531,713 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Baseline home rehab/improvement lending in majority people of color census tracts: $3,832,500 
New commitment: $4,447,166 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Geographies (Mortgage Lending) 
Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for the above Home Purchase and Home 
Rehab/Improvement lending categories. They are based on FTB’s internal share of the deposits in these 
markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of sufficient and suitable opportunities, market 
conditions, and factors affecting the Bank’s lending capacity. 

 Chattanooga, TN MSA 
 Knoxville, TN MSA 
 Memphis, TN MMSA 
 Nashville, TN MSA 
 Charlotte, NC MSA 
 Raleigh, NC MSA 
 Winston-Salem, NC MSA 
 South Florida 

 
Product Innovation (Mortgage Lending) 

 FTB is converting to Capital Bank’s mortgage lending platform, and adopting its existing 
portfolio affordable home mortgage product.  This product enables creditworthy first-time and 
current homebuyers an affordable entry point to homeownership.  It includes, but is not limited 
to the following key features: 
 
 30-year fixed rate with escrow available (variable rate not offered) 

Baseline home purchase lending in LMI census tracts: $111,722,500
New commitment: $129,640,841 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline home purchase lending in majority people of color census tracts: $51,842,500
New commitment: $60,157,133 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Home Rehab/Improvement

Baseline home rehab/improvement lending to LMI borrowers: $6,295,000
New commitment: $7,304,608 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline home rehab/improvement lending to people of color: $4,235,000
New commitment: $4,914,220 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline home rehab/improvement lending in LMI census tracts: $7,352,500
New commitment: $8,531,713 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline home rehab/improvement lending in majority people of color census tracts: $3,832,500
New commitment: $4,447,166 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Geographies (Mortgage Lending)
Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for the above Home Purchase and Home
Rehab/Improvement lending categories. They are based on FTB's internal share of the deposits in these
markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of sufficient and suitable opportunities, market
conditions, and factors affecting the Bank's lending capacity.

L Chattanooga, TN MSA
LO Knoxville, TN MSA
L Memphis, TN MMSA
LI Nashville, TN MSA
LI Charlotte, NC MSA
LI Raleigh, NC MSA
LI Winston-Salem, NC MSA
LI South Florida

Product Innovation (Mortgage Lending)

J FTB is converting to Capital Bank's mortgage lending platform, and adopting its existing
portfolio affordable home mortgage product. This product enables creditworthy first-time and
current homebuyers an affordable entry point to homeownership. It includes, but is not limited
to the following key features:

* 30-year fixed rate with escrow available (variable rate not offered)
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 Qualifying income less than 80% of the Estimated MSA/MD/non-MSA/MD Median 
Family income based on the subject property location.  

 Independent of CLTV, borrower must contribute minimum of $500 personal funds (no gifts) 
to closing.  

 No private mortgage insurance required. 
 Minimum credit score: 640 
 Max DTI: 43% 
 Maximum LTV: 100% 

Adopting Capital Bank’s mortgage platform also enables legacy FTB to offer government-back 

mortgage loans.  FTB will work with NCRC to explore options and the feasibility to offer other 

innovative and market responsive products. 

 FTB currently partners with non-profit organizations in Memphis and Nashville to offer Individual 
Development Accounts (“IDA”) linked to home purchase down payments with matching funds.  
Expansion of this product to other markets is being explored. It had been placed on temporary 
hold due to the FTB/Capital Bank merger.   

 The Bank is exploring an innovative partnership with an owner/operator of low income multi-
family housing to help tenants establish or improve their credit score and put them on a path 
towards homeownership and traditional banking products and services. Options being explored 
include providing tenants a secured credit from which to make rental payments partially funded 
by the Bank with backing by the owner/operator of the property and IDAs.   

 
Staffing (Mortgage Lending) 

 FTB will ensure adequate resources are available to support the Bank’s mortgage lending strategy. 
The staffing model, including the number, location and role(s) of the loan officers in the 
communities the Bank serves is being evaluated and will vary by market. This evaluation will 
ensure loan officers have individual goals for lending to LMI borrowers and will be compensated in 
a way that does not create a disincentive for working with customers with smaller mortgages, 
such as a higher base salary or compensating based on unit rather than percentage of loans.  

 
Outreach (Mortgage Lending)  

 FTB will formalize a strategy focused on increasing the number of referral relationships with 
organizations that can offer denied mortgage applicants counseling that can help them become 
eligible for lending, as well as with counseling agencies offering first time homebuyer 
counseling.   

 

Small Business Lending 
Except for the Lending to Businesses in LMI Tracts category, baseline amounts are the sum of legacy 
First Tennessee Bank’s 2014-2015 average loan volume – for all states except North Carolina - over the 
five year period of the Agreement plus the sum of legacy First Tennessee and legacy Capital Banks’ 2017 
actual loan volume in North Carolina over the five year period.  The baseline for LMI Tracts is based on 
2017 actual lending volume for First Tennessee and Capital Banks because it better reflects the Banks’ 
lending model and volume for this category.  See North Carolina Addendum on Page 11 for separate 
breakdown of our commitments for this state. The new commitment amounts are the baseline amounts 
compounded 5% annually over the five year period of the Agreement.  
 

* Qualifying income less than 80% of the Estimated MSA/MD/non-MSA/MD Median
Family income based on the subject property location.

* Independent of CLTV, borrower must contribute minimum of $500 personal funds (no gifts)
to closing.

* No private mortgage insurance required.
* Minimum credit score: 640
* Max DTI: 43%
* Maximum LTV: 100%

Adopting Capital Bank's mortgage platform also enables legacy FTB to offer government-back
mortgage loans. FTB will work with NCRC to explore options and the feasibility to offer other
innovative and market responsive products.

LO FTB currently partners with non-profit organizations in Memphis and Nashville to offer Individual
Development Accounts ("IDA") linked to home purchase down payments with matching funds.
Expansion of this product to other markets is being explored. It had been placed on temporary
hold due to the FTB/Capital Bank merger.

LO The Bank is exploring an innovative partnership with an owner/operator of low income multi-
family housing to help tenants establish or improve their credit score and put them on a path
towards homeownership and traditional banking products and services. Options being explored
include providing tenants a secured credit from which to make rental payments partially funded
by the Bank with backing by the owner/operator of the property and IDAs.

Staffing (Mortgage Lending)

LO FTB will ensure adequate resources are available to support the Bank's mortgage lending strategy.
The staffing model, including the number, location and role(s) of the loan officers in the
communities the Bank serves is being evaluated and will vary by market. This evaluation will
ensure loan officers have individual goals for lending to LMI borrowers and will be compensated in
a way that does not create a disincentive for working with customers with smaller mortgages,
such as a higher base salary or compensating based on unit rather than percentage of loans.

Outreach (Mortgage Lending)

* FTB will formalize a strategy focused on increasing the number of referral relationships with
organizations that can offer denied mortgage applicants counseling that can help them become
eligible for lending, as well as with counseling agencies offering first time homebuyer
counseling.

Small Business Lending
Except for the Lending to Businesses in LMI Tracts category, baseline amounts are the sum of legacy
First Tennessee Bank's 2014-2015 average loan volume - for all states except North Carolina - over the
five year period of the Agreement plus the sum of legacy First Tennessee and legacy Capital Banks' 2017
actual loan volume in North Carolina over the five year period. The baseline for LMI Tracts is based on
2017 actual lending volume for First Tennessee and Capital Banks because it better reflects the Banks'
lending model and volume for this category. See North Carolina Addendum on Page 11 for separate
breakdown of our commitments for this state. The new commitment amounts are the baseline amounts
compounded 5% annually over the five year period of the Agreement.
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These commitments can overlap with each other.  For example, a loan to a small business in an LMI 
census tract with annual revenue <= $1 million can be credited against both categories.   
 
Baseline small business lending to businesses in LMI census tracts: $941,930,000 
New commitment: $1,092,999,147 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Baseline small business lending to businesses with <= $1 million in gross annual revenue: $680,952,265 
New commitment: $790,165,134 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
Geographies (Small Business):  
Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for the above Small Business Lending categories. 
They are based on FTB’s internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on 
the supply of sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank’s 
lending capacity. 

 Chattanooga, TN MSA 
 Knoxville, TN MSA 
 Memphis, TN MMSA 
 Nashville, TN MSA 
 Charlotte, NC MSA 
 Raleigh, NC MSA 
 Winston-Salem, NC MSA 
 South Florida 

 
Product innovation (Small Business) 

The Bank is developing a program that offers small business loans to creditworthy borrowers in amounts 

less than $50,000 (i.e., micro loans).  The program envisions a streamlined application, documentation 

and approval process and relaxed underwriting/approval requirements. It may also include partnering 

with an external financial technology firm.  Current plans are to initially offer this program in 

conjunction with FTB’s partnership with the Operation HOPE Inside Small Business programs. 

Development of this program had commenced in 2017 but was temporarily put on hold due to the 

FTB/Capital Bank merger.   

 

Staffing (Small Business) 

FTB will ensure adequate resources are available to support the Bank’s small business lending strategy. 

The staffing model, including the number, location and role(s) of the loan officers in the communities 

the Bank serves is being evaluated and will vary by market.  The evaluation will ensure loan officers will 

have individual goals for lending to small businesses, and will be compensated in a way that does not 

create a disincentive for working with customers with small businesses, such as a higher base salary or 

compensating based on unit rather than percentage of loan.  

 

 Outreach (Small Business) 

 FTB will continue to work with and expand support of Community Development Financial 
Institutions (CDFI) by setting up formal referral relationships from the Bank for businesses denied 

These commitments can overlap with each other. For example, a loan to a small business in an LMI
census tract with annual revenue <= $1 million can be credited against both categories.

Baseline small business lending to businesses in ILMI census tracts: $941,930,000
New commitment: $1,092,999,147 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Baseline small business lending to businesses with <= $1 million in gross annual revenue: $680,952,265
New commitment: $790,165,134 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

Geographies (Small Business):
Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for the above Small Business Lending categories.
They are based on FTB's internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on
the supply of sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank's
lending capacity.

O Chattanooga, TN MSA
J Knoxville, TN MSA
J Memphis, TN MMSA
O Nashville, TN MSA
O Charlotte, NC MSA
J Raleigh, NC MSA
O Winston-Salem, NC MSA
O South Florida

Product innovation (Small Business)
The Bank is developing a program that offers small business loans to creditworthy borrowers in amounts

less than $50,000 (i.e., micro loans). The program envisions a streamlined application, documentation
and approval process and relaxed underwriting/approval requirements. It may also include partnering
with an external financial technology firm. Current plans are to initially offer this program in

conjunction with FTB's partnership with the Operation HOPE Inside Small Business programs.
Development of this program had commenced in 2017 but was temporarily put on hold due to the

FTB/Capital Bank merger.

Staffing (Small Business)
FTB will ensure adequate resources are available to support the Bank's small business lending strategy.
The staffing model, including the number, location and role(s) of the loan officers in the communities
the Bank serves is being evaluated and will vary by market. The evaluation will ensure loan officers will

have individual goals for lending to small businesses, and will be compensated in a way that does not
create a disincentive for working with customers with small businesses, such as a higher base salary or

compensating based on unit rather than percentage of loan.

Outreach (Small Business)

O1 FTB will continue to work with and expand support of Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFI) by setting up formal referral relationships from the Bank for businesses denied
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or not yet ready for traditional bank financing similar to the arrangement the Bank has with 
Pathway Lending in Tennessee.   
 

 Minority Depository Institution Collaboration 

In 2017, the Bank’s CEO participated in the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s Minority 

Depository Institutions (“MDI”) and CDFI Collaboration Roundtable.  This Roundtable provided an 

opportunity to engage in discussions highlighting the opportunities and challenges facing 

institutions focused on serving minority and/or lower-income customers and communities, 

minority and/or women owned businesses, or the underbanked.   

 

Topics and ideas discussed ranged from the basics of banking (e.g., deposit funding, low cost 

investments, loan participations) to some innovative ideas for technical, educational, or resource 

support including: 

 Access to the Bank’s ATM network without fees or service charges 
 Advice regarding BSA processes, controls and compliance 
 Product marketing support 
 Cybersecurity technical assistance 
 Asset liability management technical assistance 
 Providing Board members; executives on loan 
 Volume purchase of equipment  or supplies 

 

The Roundtable helped provide a framework to assist banks interested in pursuing collaboration 

initiatives to connect with other institutions interested in the same types of potential partnering 

arrangements.  First Tennessee Bank is among approximately 40 institutions that have agreed to 

participate in this 2018 initiative.* FTB intends to continue this support beyond 2018. 

* Examples of support of MDIs and CDFIs the last two years has generally been limited to grants and equity-like investments in 

CDFIs in Tennessee and North Carolina, and an equity-like investment in and commercial loan participations with a Memphis 

minority owned bank.  We continue to have dialogue regarding additional support for this bank and recently met with and 

exchanged ideas for supporting a Durham, NC minority owned bank.     

 

Community Development Loans and Investments (CDLI) 

Annual baseline of previous CRA Plan: $100,000,000 
New annual baseline: $288,811,899 (8.1%* of 3-31-17 Tier 1 capital of combined FTB and Capital Bank)  
New commitment: $1,444,059,045 (New annual baseline 2018-2022) 
Increase: 189% (percentage increase over $100,000,000 baseline) 
 
* According to NCRC, achieving this goal will result in FTB being an industry leader in community 
development lending and investing.  

Multifamily Lending 

Baseline multifamily lending (based on 2014 – 2015 average):  $38,640,000 
New commitment:  $44,837,000 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)  
Increase: 16% 
 
The multi-family commitment is based on the average lending volume for both FTB and Capital Bank 

or not yet ready for traditional bank financing similar to the arrangement the Bank has with
Pathway Lending in Tennessee.

O1 Minority Depository Institution Collaboration

In 2017, the Bank's CEO participated in the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency's Minority
Depository Institutions ("MDI") and CDFI Collaboration Roundtable. This Roundtable provided an
opportunity to engage in discussions highlighting the opportunities and challenges facing
institutions focused on serving minority and/or lower-income customers and communities,
minority and/or women owned businesses, or the underbanked.

Topics and ideas discussed ranged from the basics of banking (e.g., deposit funding, low cost
investments, loan participations) to some innovative ideas for technical, educational, or resource

support including:

* Access to the Bank's ATM network without fees or service charges
* Advice regarding BSA processes, controls and compliance
* Product marketing support
* Cybersecurity technical assistance
* Asset liability management technical assistance
* Providing Board members; executives on loan
* Volume purchase of equipment or supplies

The Roundtable helped provide a framework to assist banks interested in pursuing collaboration
initiatives to connect with other institutions interested in the same types of potential partnering

arrangements. First Tennessee Bank is among approximately 40 institutions that have agreed to
participate in this 2018 initiative.* FTB intends to continue this support beyond 2018.

* Examples of support of MDls and CDFls the last two years has generally been limited to grants and equity-like investments in
CDFls in Tennessee and North Carolina, and an equity-like investment in and commercial loan participations with a Memphis

minority owned bank. We continue to have dialogue regarding additional support for this bank and recently met with and
exchanged ideas for supporting a Durham, NC minority owned bank.

Community Development Loans and Investments (CDLI)

Annual baseline of previous CRA Plan: $100,000,000
New annual baseline: $288,811,899 (8.1%* of 3-31-17 Tier 1 capital of combined FTB and Capital Bank)
New commitment: $1,444,059,045 (New annual baseline 2018-2022)
Increase: 189% (percentage increase over $100,000,000 baseline)

* According to NCRC, achieving this goal will result in FTB being an industry leader in community
development lending and investing.

Multifamily Lending

Baseline multifamily lending (based on 2014 - 2015 average): $38,640,000
New commitment: $44,837,000 (baseline compounded 5% annually 2018-2022)
Increase: 16%

The multi-family commitment is based on the average lending volume for both FTB and Capital Bank
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as reported on their respective 2014-2015 HMDA LARs for projects located in LMI census tracts. 
Capital Bank numbers were included due to the nominal volume of FTB loans reported during the 
baseline period. Loans that benefit LMI families will range between 80% - 100% of this commitment.  
 
Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for CDLI and Multi-Family loans. They are based 
on FTB’s internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of 
sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank’s lending and 
investment capacity. 

 Chattanooga, TN MSA 
 Knoxville, TN MSA 
 Memphis, TN MMSA 
 Nashville, TN MSA 
 Charlotte, NC MSA 
 Raleigh, NC MSA 
 Winston-Salem, NC MSA 
 South Florida 

 
Community development and multi-Family loans can overlap with each other.  For example, a 
community development loan that provides multi-family housing for LMI individuals can be credited 
against both categories.   
 
Staffing (CDLI) 

As part of developing the Target Operating Model for the combined FTB/Capital Bank, the Bank has 

enhanced and invested in the infrastructure of its CRA compliance division. Key actions taken or planned 

are as follows: 

 An experienced and proven risk/compliance/audit professional and former OCC commissioned 
national bank examiner assumed leadership for Community Reinvestment Act and Fair Lending 
compliance.  

 The previous CRA leader has transitioned to the role of Community Development Manager (CDM) 
for the Bank’s West Tennessee/Mid-South market. 

 The roles, responsibilities, capabilities and locations of the other five existing CDMs have been 
assessed and the following adjustments have been made:  

 The roles and responsibilities of the CDM position have been expanded and include 
measureable goals relative to the lending commitments contained in this Agreement. 

 The location of the Mid-Atlantic CDM position was moved from Winston-Salem, NC to 
Charlotte, NC and new externally hired CDM is in place. 

 CDM coverage of the Eastern Tennessee Region consists of a large market CDM located in 
Knoxville and a community banking CDM now located in Asheville, NC from Chattanooga 
previously.  The previous CDM model did not differentiate coverage between large and 
community bank markets. 

 The existing Nashville CDM remains in place. 

 The Bank hired CDM for the south Florida market. 

 All CDM positions are full time. 

 

as reported on their respective 2014-2015 HMDA LARs for projects located in LMI census tracts.
Capital Bank numbers were included due to the nominal volume of FTB loans reported during the
baseline period. Loans that benefit LMI families will range between 80% - 100% of this commitment.

Sub-commitments exist for the following geographies for CDLI and Multi-Family loans. They are based
on FTB's internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of
sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank's lending and
investment capacity.

O Chattanooga, TN MSA
J Knoxville, TN MSA
J Memphis, TN MMSA
O Nashville, TN MSA
O Charlotte, NC MSA
J Raleigh, NC MSA
O Winston-Salem, NC MSA
O South Florida

Community development and multi-Family loans can overlap with each other. For example, a
community development loan that provides multi-family housing for LMI individuals can be credited
against both categories.

Staffing (CDLI)

As part of developing the Target Operating Model for the combined FTB/Capital Bank, the Bank has

enhanced and invested in the infrastructure of its CRA compliance division. Key actions taken or planned
are as follows:

J An experienced and proven risk/compliance/audit professional and former OCC commissioned
national bank examiner assumed leadership for Community Reinvestment Act and Fair Lending
compliance.

O The previous CRA leader has transitioned to the role of Community Development Manager (CDM)
for the Bank's West Tennessee/Mid-South market.

O The roles, responsibilities, capabilities and locations of the other five existing CDMs have been
assessed and the following adjustments have been made:

* The roles and responsibilities of the CDM position have been expanded and include
measureable goals relative to the lending commitments contained in this Agreement.

* The location of the Mid-Atlantic CDM position was moved from Winston-Salem, NC to
Charlotte, NC and new externally hired CDM is in place.

* CDM coverage of the Eastern Tennessee Region consists of a large market CDM located in
Knoxville and a community banking CDM now located in Asheville, NC from Chattanooga
previously. The previous CDM model did not differentiate coverage between large and
community bank markets.

O The existing Nashville CDM remains in place.

O The Bank hired CDM for the south Florida market.

O All CDM positions are full time.
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Focal areas (CDLI) 

First Tennessee will continue to: 

 Increase investments in CDFIs and/or similar non-profit organizations, and will continue to offer 
and explore other long term flexible investments and EQ2s. 

 Purchase loans from CDFIs or similar organizations consistent with the above CDL commitments 
and offer low cost deposits to CDFIs. 

 Leverage its Corporate and Market CRA Advisory Councils and NCRC to help find ways to increase 
the ability of nonprofits to develop and preserve affordable housing. This may include offering a 
suite of loans and services including pre-development loans, construction loans, lines of credit or 
bridge loans. 

 Improve the process for which nonprofits apply for community development and philanthropy 
opportunities.  For example, the Bank recently discontinued its internally developed application 
process for grants from the Community Development Fund in favor of the vendor-supplied 
application system used by the First Tennessee Foundation. The vendor system is designed for this 
activity.  It is more user friendly and efficient for the applicants and the Bank.  

 Work with local nonprofits to determine the feasibility to increase investments and support for 
rural communities adjacent to the Bank’s urban assessment areas in Tennessee and Florida. 

 Expand its support of MDIs, CDFIs and women owned depository institutions as described above.   
 Execute its strategy of investing in Low Income Housing Tax Credits and/or providing loans for 

these projects within the Bank’s markets. 
 Execute and expand its adult and small business financial education, counseling and 

empowerment program in partnership with Operation HOPE for the unbanked and underbanked 
segments of our communities.  

 Execute and expand its youth and young adult education program with strategic partners. This 
program is taught by FTB volunteers using Operation HOPE curriculum. 

 Support causes that address blight, improve infrastructure, develop the workforce, increase the 
capacity of non-profit organizations, the digital divide, rural areas, fair housing organizations, and 
healthcare services providers in LMI areas.  This will be achieved directly and indirectly in 
conjunction with the execution of this Agreement and through the Bank’s volunteer activities. 
 

Philanthropy 

Previous Annual Baseline: $3,000,000 
New Annual Baseline: $7,904,278 (Based on .1%** of combined FTB and Capital Bank 3-31-17 assets) 
New Commitment: $39,521,392 (New annual baseline 2018-2022) 
Increase: 164% (increase over $3,000 baseline) 
 
The Bank will meet the Philanthropy commitment through grants from its Community Development 
Fund, the First Tennessee Foundation and the sponsorship Bank’s sponsorship budgets in each market. 
 

** According to NCRC, achieving this goal will result in FTB being an industry leader for its 
philanthropic activities. 

Focal areas (Philanthropy) 

First Tennessee will: 

 Increase support for housing counseling organizations. 

Focal areas (CDLI)

First Tennessee will continue to:

J Increase investments in CDFIs and/or similar non-profit organizations, and will continue to offer
and explore other long term flexible investments and EQ2s.

O Purchase loans from CDFIs or similar organizations consistent with the above CDL commitments
and offer low cost deposits to CDFIs.

O Leverage its Corporate and Market CRA Advisory Councils and NCRC to help find ways to increase
the ability of nonprofits to develop and preserve affordable housing. This may include offering a
suite of loans and services including pre-development loans, construction loans, lines of credit or
bridge loans.

O Improve the process for which nonprofits apply for community development and philanthropy
opportunities. For example, the Bank recently discontinued its internally developed application
process for grants from the Community Development Fund in favor of the vendor-supplied
application system used by the First Tennessee Foundation. The vendor system is designed for this
activity. It is more user friendly and efficient for the applicants and the Bank.

O Work with local nonprofits to determine the feasibility to increase investments and support for
rural communities adjacent to the Bank's urban assessment areas in Tennessee and Florida.

O Expand its support of MDIs, CDFIs and women owned depository institutions as described above.
O Execute its strategy of investing in Low Income Housing Tax Credits and/or providing loans for

these projects within the Bank's markets.
O Execute and expand its adult and small business financial education, counseling and

empowerment program in partnership with Operation HOPE for the unbanked and underbanked
segments of our communities.

O Execute and expand its youth and young adult education program with strategic partners. This
program is taught by FTB volunteers using Operation HOPE curriculum.

O1 Support causes that address blight, improve infrastructure, develop the workforce, increase the
capacity of non-profit organizations, the digital divide, rural areas, fair housing organizations, and
healthcare services providers in LMI areas. This will be achieved directly and indirectly in
conjunction with the execution of this Agreement and through the Bank's volunteer activities.

Philanthropy

Previous Annual Baseline: $3,000,000
New Annual Baseline: $7,904,278 (Based on .1%** of combined FTB and Capital Bank 3-31-17 assets)
New Commitment: $39,521,392 (New annual baseline 2018-2022)
Increase: 164% (increase over $3,000 baseline)

The Bank will meet the Philanthropy commitment through grants from its Community Development
Fund, the First Tennessee Foundation and the sponsorship Bank's sponsorship budgets in each market.

** According to NCRC, achieving this goal will result in FTB being an industry leader for its
philanthropic activities.

Focal areas (Philanthropy)

First Tennessee will:

J Increase support for housing counseling organizations.
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 Continue to sponsor outreach, awareness, education, and/or training on fair lending/fair housing 
by sponsoring a state or local event with fair housing organizations. 

 Consider opportunities to train FTB staff working with qualified Fair Housing organizations. 
 Continue to support financial literacy and capability through our partnership with Operation Hope 

as described above under CDLI Focal Areas. 
 Explore creating financial education materials that are user-friendly for communities with 

individuals with limited English proficiency, specifically Spanish and Creole, as the Bank grows in 
size and reach. 

 Work with NCRC, and continue its efforts with the National Association of Real Estate Brokers and 
community groups on initiatives for increasing African American homeownership. 

 Support a major non-profit capacity-building initiative.  
 Devote a meaningful portion of the Bank’s marketing and public relations budget to community 

development as our efforts to better reach LMI, people of color and women consumers and 
businesses evolve. This will include continuing/increasing:   
 
 Our existing partnership with a Memphis minority owned marketing and public relations 

firm. 
 Our existing partnerships with Knoxville and Chattanooga women owned public relations 

firms. 
 Grants to and participation with non-profit organizations to support or sponsor their 

outreach efforts and events. 
 The number of partnerships with local non-profit organizations, marketing and/or media 

companies that are owned by people of color or women.  This includes exploring the 
feasibility of investing in firms that specialize in reaching these communities, including those 
where English is a second language. 
 

First Tennessee will also continue its practice of initially allocating its annual philanthropic budget based 
on the Bank’s internal share of the deposits in its markets and awarding grants to organizations based 
on need and impact. FTB will continue to generally avoid multi-year grants to allow for a greater 
distribution of funds and flexibility to address needs that arise. 

Branch Distribution and Access-Basic Banking-Consumer Lending 

The following is in response to NCRC’s request to detail FTB’s initiative to achieve physical presence in 

neighborhoods without a physical (i.e., brick and mortar branch) presence: 

FTB recognizes the diminishing role of and consumer demand for brick and mortar branches based on 

decreasing foot traffic and transactions but remains highly committed to continuing to serve LMI and 

minority consumers. To that end, various initiatives are being developed or explored to optimize the 

branch network without opening traditional branches while still providing value and advice to 

communities.  This strategy leverages growing customer preference, including LMI consumers, for 

alternatives to traditional branches.  The Bank will solicit feedback from various non-profit organizations 

to help optimize the execution of this strategy to help ensure it meets the needs of our communities. 

The following summarizes this strategy’s framework: 

Digital Lead Generation 

 New digital lead generation tool allows bankers who are in communities to prioritize customer 
requests for financial advice. 

J Continue to sponsor outreach, awareness, education, and/or training on fair lending/fair housing
by sponsoring a state or local event with fair housing organizations.

O Consider opportunities to train FTB staff working with qualified Fair Housing organizations.
O Continue to support financial literacy and capability through our partnership with Operation Hope

as described above under CDLI Focal Areas.
O Explore creating financial education materials that are user-friendly for communities with

individuals with limited English proficiency, specifically Spanish and Creole, as the Bank grows in
size and reach.

O Work with NCRC, and continue its efforts with the National Association of Real Estate Brokers and
community groups on initiatives for increasing African American homeownership.

O Support a major non-profit capacity-building initiative.
O Devote a meaningful portion of the Bank's marketing and public relations budget to community

development as our efforts to better reach LMI, people of color and women consumers and
businesses evolve. This will include continuing/increasing:

* Our existing partnership with a Memphis minority owned marketing and public relations
firm.

* Our existing partnerships with Knoxville and Chattanooga women owned public relations
firms.

* Grants to and participation with non-profit organizations to support or sponsor their
outreach efforts and events.

* The number of partnerships with local non-profit organizations, marketing and/or media
companies that are owned by people of color or women. This includes exploring the
feasibility of investing in firms that specialize in reaching these communities, including those
where English is a second language.

First Tennessee will also continue its practice of initially allocating its annual philanthropic budget based
on the Bank's internal share of the deposits in its markets and awarding grants to organizations based
on need and impact. FTB will continue to generally avoid multi-year grants to allow for a greater
distribution of funds and flexibility to address needs that arise.

Branch Distribution and Access-Basic Banking-Consumer Lending

The following is in response to NCRC's request to detail FTB's initiative to achieve physical presence in
neighborhoods without a physical (i.e., brick and mortar branch) presence:

FTB recognizes the diminishing role of and consumer demand for brick and mortar branches based on

decreasing foot traffic and transactions but remains highly committed to continuing to serve LMI and
minority consumers. To that end, various initiatives are being developed or explored to optimize the
branch network without opening traditional branches while still providing value and advice to

communities. This strategy leverages growing customer preference, including LMI consumers, for
alternatives to traditional branches. The Bank will solicit feedback from various non-profit organizations
to help optimize the execution of this strategy to help ensure it meets the needs of our communities.

The following summarizes this strategy's framework:

Digital Lead Generation

01 New digital lead generation tool allows bankers who are in communities to prioritize customer
requests for financial advice.
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 Customer information funnels into relationship management tools to provide structure (and 
reporting) of banker interactions with prospects in our communities. 

 The above encourages appropriate value-add callbacks and advice with all customers who request 
information. 

Structured Workforce Management 

 By segmenting time for bankers to leave the branch, bankers can provide more personal advice 
and service where customers live, work, play and worship. 

 Leveraging customer data to balance the in-lobby customer experience with the ability to leave 
the branch and increase engagement. 

Small and Flexible Physical Delivery 

 New, smaller branch archetypes allow for efficient delivery staffed by fully-trained bankers. 
 Exploration of mobile (e.g., tablet) hardware to allow for bankers to provide increased services 

and advice remotely, thus increasing the geographic reach of traditional brick and mortar delivery 
models. 

 Increased ATM functionality for transaction processing allows:  

 More bankers to be utilized in community development. 
 Higher density and more availability of services across all communities. 

Opportunity for Remote Servicing 

 Customer usage data shows that community development activities (i.e., time spent) are inversely 
correlated to service needs of the branch lobby. 

 Productivity will be managed by measuring time spent executing defined financial wellness 
programs such as FT@Work, OnCampus, MyCommunity, First Contact, and Military Coalition. 

 The digital lead generator allows bankers to efficiently manage relationships and respond 
appropriately to a customer request for advice. 

 

Plan Governance 

 FTB will provide semi-annual progress reports on this agreement, using a format mutually agreed 
upon with NCRC. 

 FTB will continue to follow its existing internal and external governance and oversight framework 
for monitoring the effectiveness of and adherence to its CRA plans, strategies and goals, including 
those contained in this Agreement.  This framework is comprised of: 

 
 Senior and executive management Working Groups and Committees 
 Board of Director Committees 
 Regular interaction with Market Presidents and their leadership teams 
 A Corporate CRA Advisory Council comprised of community executives and consumer 

advocates from government, non-profit and private organizations within the Bank’s markets 
 CRA Advisory Councils in each of the Bank’s major markets comprised of community leaders 

and consumer advocates from government, non-profit and private organizations 
 

Please see the Appendix for a list of the above internal working groups and committees, and members 

of the Corporate and Market CRA Advisory Councils.  Due to the Capital Bank merger, community 

leaders from the Mid-Atlantic and South Florida markets will be added to the Corporate Advisory 

O1 Customer information funnels into relationship management tools to provide structure (and
reporting) of banker interactions with prospects in our communities.

Ol The above encourages appropriate value-add callbacks and advice with all customers who request
information.

Structured Workforce Management

0l By segmenting time for bankers to leave the branch, bankers can provide more personal advice
and service where customers live, work, play and worship.

El Leveraging customer data to balance the in-lobby customer experience with the ability to leave
the branch and increase engagement.

Small and Flexible Physical Delivery

El New, smaller branch archetypes allow for efficient delivery staffed by fully-trained bankers.
El Exploration of mobile (e.g., tablet) hardware to allow for bankers to provide increased services

and advice remotely, thus increasing the geographic reach of traditional brick and mortar delivery
models.

El Increased ATM functionality for transaction processing allows:

* More bankers to be utilized in community development.
* Higher density and more availability of services across all communities.

Opportunity for Remote Servicing

El Customer usage data shows that community development activities (i.e., time spent) are inversely
correlated to service needs of the branch lobby.

El Productivity will be managed by measuring time spent executing defined financial wellness
programs such as FT@Work, OnCampus, MyCommunity, First Contact, and Military Coalition.

El The digital lead generator allows bankers to efficiently manage relationships and respond
appropriately to a customer request for advice.

Plan Governance

El FTB will provide semi-annual progress reports on this agreement, using a format mutually agreed
upon with NCRC.

El FTB will continue to follow its existing internal and external governance and oversight framework
for monitoring the effectiveness of and adherence to its CRA plans, strategies and goals, including
those contained in this Agreement. This framework is comprised of:

* Senior and executive management Working Groups and Committees
* Board of Director Committees
* Regular interaction with Market Presidents and their leadership teams
* A Corporate CRA Advisory Council comprised of community executives and consumer

advocates from government, non-profit and private organizations within the Bank's markets
* CRA Advisory Councils in each of the Bank's major markets comprised of community leaders

and consumer advocates from government, non-profit and private organizations

Please see the Appendix for a list of the above internal working groups and committees, and members
of the Corporate and Market CRA Advisory Councils. Due to the Capital Bank merger, community
leaders from the Mid-Atlantic and South Florida markets will be added to the Corporate Advisory
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Council and a Market Advisory Council will be established for South Florida.   

The Bank’s West Tennessee/Mid-South, and two of the three East Tennessee CRA Market Advisory 

Councils include members NCRC member organizations. Given the effectiveness of the existing 

governance framework, NCRC’s request for additional enterprise-wide and market level Community 

Advisory Boards comprised of 50% NCRC members is not currently warranted. However, the Bank 

welcomes an assessment from NCRC regarding the current composition of its Advisory Councils and will 

consider adding additional NCRC members to them.  

Other Commitments 

 FTB commits to maintaining an annual supplier diversity spend of 3% - 6% of annual spend to 
businesses owned by people of color and/or women.  

 The Bank will continue to work with nonprofit organizations to help ensure that Bank staff are 
compliant with the Fair Housing Act, especially as it relates to reasonable accommodation for the 
disabled. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Council and a Market Advisory Council will be established for South Florida.

The Bank's West Tennessee/Mid-South, and two of the three East Tennessee CRA Market Advisory
Councils include members NCRC member organizations. Given the effectiveness of the existing
governance framework, NCRC's request for additional enterprise-wide and market level Community

Advisory Boards comprised of 50% NCRC members is not currently warranted. However, the Bank
welcomes an assessment from NCRC regarding the current composition of its Advisory Councils and will
consider adding additional NCRC members to them.

Other Commitments

LJ FTB commits to maintaining an annual supplier diversity spend of 3% - 6% of annual spend to
businesses owned by people of color and/or women.

L The Bank will continue to work with nonprofit organizations to help ensure that Bank staff are
compliant with the Fair Housing Act, especially as it relates to reasonable accommodation for the
disabled.
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North Carolina Addendum 

FTB agrees to meet the following lending commitments for North Carolina included in the above 

corporate level commitments.  The mortgage lending commitments are for non-FHA originated loans on 

owner occupied, 1-4 family properties secured by a first lien on the property.  FHA loans are excluded 

because the Bank does not offer this product. 

These commitments were derived by applying a 5% compounded annual growth rate to FTB’s and 

Capital Bank’s 2017 actual loan volume – referred to below as the Baseline - for these categories.  The 

Bank used 2017 lending volume because it better represents the Banks’ lending model and volume 

compared to prior periods, especially with respect to legacy Capital Bank’s mortgage lending activities. 

For example, following Capital Bank’s acquisition of Community 1 Bank in 2016, the Bank tightened the 

underwriting criteria and implemented other measures that significantly reduced loan volume.   

As noted earlier, sub-commitments exist for Charlotte, Raleigh and Winston-Salem.  They are based on 

FTB’s internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of 

sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank’s lending 

capacity. 

  Lending Category Baseline 2018-2022 Total 

Commitment 

Home Purchase ($000) ($000) 

LMI Borrower $47,435 $55,043 

People of Color Borrower $77,480 $89,906 

LMI Census Tract Borrower $47,645 $55,286 

Majority People of Color Tract Borrowers $33,880 $39,314 

Home Rehab/Improvement Baseline 
2018-2022 Total 

Commitment 

LMI Borrower $3,375 $3,916 

People of Color Borrower $675 $783 

LMI Census Tract Borrower $2,835 $3,290 

Majority People of Color Tract Borrowers $350 $406 

Small Business 

 

 

Baseline 
2018-2022 Total 

Commitment 

Businesses in LMI Census Tracts $329,510 $382,358 

Businesses < $1 Million Gross Annual Income 

Revenue 

$337,065 $391,124 

 

North Carolina Addendum

FTB agrees to meet the following lending commitments for North Carolina included in the above
corporate level commitments. The mortgage lending commitments are for non-FHA originated loans on

owner occupied, 1-4 family properties secured by a first lien on the property. FHA loans are excluded
because the Bank does not offer this product.

These commitments were derived by applying a 5% compounded annual growth rate to FTB's and

Capital Bank's 2017 actual loan volume - referred to below as the Baseline - for these categories. The
Bank used 2017 lending volume because it better represents the Banks' lending model and volume

compared to prior periods, especially with respect to legacy Capital Bank's mortgage lending activities.
For example, following Capital Bank's acquisition of Community 1 Bank in 2016, the Bank tightened the
underwriting criteria and implemented other measures that significantly reduced loan volume.

As noted earlier, sub-commitments exist for Charlotte, Raleigh and Winston-Salem. They are based on
FTB's internal share of the deposits in these markets and may be adjusted based on the supply of
sufficient and suitable opportunities, market conditions and factors affecting the Bank's lending

capacity.

Lenin Caegr Baeln 20802 Tota

Home Purchase ($000) ($000)

LMI Borrower $47,435 $55,043

People of Color Borrower $77,480 $89,906

LMI Census Tract Borrower $47,645 $55,286

Majority People of Color Tract Borrowers $33,880 $39,314

Home Rehab/Improvement Baseline 2018-2022 Total
Commitment

LMI Borrower $3,375 $3,916

People of Color Borrower $675 $783

LMI Census Tract Borrower $2,835 $3,290

Majority People of Color Tract Borrowers $350 $406

Small Business Baseline 2018-2022 Total
Commitment

Businesses in LMI Census Tracts $329,510 $382,358

Businesses < $1 Million Gross Annual Income $337,065 $391,124
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First Tennessee Bank CRA Plan Governance 

Internal 

The Bank’s existing governance and oversight framework to monitor the effectiveness of and adherence 

to the Bank’s CRA plans, strategies and goals is comprised of the following: 

 Quarterly CRA Working Group meetings 

 Bi-monthly Compliance Risk Working Group meetings 

 Quarterly reporting to the Operational Risk Management Committee 

 Quarterly reporting to the Executive Risk Management Committee 

 Quarterly reporting to the Executive Management Committee 

 Quarterly reporting to the Executive and Risk Committee of the Board of Directors 

 Quarterly reporting to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors 

 Regular interaction with the Bank’s market presidents 
 

External 

The Bank’s Corporate CRA Advisory Council provides additional oversight and guidance.  In addition to 

internal executive management members, there are six external Council members. The external 

members are community executives and consumer advocates from government, non-profit and private 

organizations within the Bank’s major markets. The Council provides input, guidance and 

recommendations regarding the Bank’s community development and CRA framework, performance and 

strategies for serving LMI income individuals, geographies and minorities. This includes offering 

strategies and insights on the most effective methods and innovative products and services for reaching 

and serving the Bank’s LMI and minority communities, and achieving the Bank’s CRA goals.  Council 

meetings are held semi-annually and include subsequent 1:1 sessions with the Bank’s CRA Officer and 

Chief Compliance Officer. Due to the Bank’s expanded market following the merger with Capital Bank, 

external members from the Mid-Atlantic and Florida markets will be added to the Council. 

 

In addition to the above Corporate CRA Advisory Council, the Community Development Managers in 

each major market maintain one or more CRA Advisory Councils. These Councils are comprised of at 

least nine community advocates who represent a broad spectrum in matters that affect the LMI and 

minority communities regarding affordable housing, economic development, community revitalization 

and sustainability, and community services.  They provide a conduit for citizen input into the Bank’s CRA 

strategy and provide advice relative to the needs in these categories.  Meetings are held at least three 

times per year. 
 

Corporate CRA Advisory Council Members 

John Hope Bryant, Atlanta, GA 

Founder, chairman and chief executive officer of nonprofit Operation HOPE, chief executive officer of 

Bryant Group Ventures and The Promise Homes Company, and co-founder of Global Dignity. 

Erik Cole, Nashville, TN 

Director, Office of Mayor Economic Opportunity and Empowerment 

Ruby Bright, Memphis, TN 

First Tennessee Bank CRA Plan Governance

Internal

The Bank's existing governance and oversight framework to monitor the effectiveness of and adherence
to the Bank's CRA plans, strategies and goals is comprised of the following:

* Quarterly CRA Working Group meetings
* Bi-monthly Compliance Risk Working Group meetings
* Quarterly reporting to the Operational Risk Management Committee
* Quarterly reporting to the Executive Risk Management Committee
* Quarterly reporting to the Executive Management Committee
* Quarterly reporting to the Executive and Risk Committee of the Board of Directors
* Quarterly reporting to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
* Regular interaction with the Bank's market presidents

External

The Bank's Corporate CRA Advisory Council provides additional oversight and guidance. In addition to
internal executive management members, there are six external Council members. The external
members are community executives and consumer advocates from government, non-profit and private
organizations within the Bank's major markets. The Council provides input, guidance and
recommendations regarding the Bank's community development and CRA framework, performance and
strategies for serving LMI income individuals, geographies and minorities. This includes offering
strategies and insights on the most effective methods and innovative products and services for reaching
and serving the Bank's LMI and minority communities, and achieving the Bank's CRA goals. Council
meetings are held semi-annually and include subsequent 1:1 sessions with the Bank's CRA Officer and
Chief Compliance Officer. Due to the Bank's expanded market following the merger with Capital Bank,
external members from the Mid-Atlantic and Florida markets will be added to the Council.

In addition to the above Corporate CRA Advisory Council, the Community Development Managers in
each major market maintain one or more CRA Advisory Councils. These Councils are comprised of at
least nine community advocates who represent a broad spectrum in matters that affect the LMI and
minority communities regarding affordable housing, economic development, community revitalization
and sustainability, and community services. They provide a conduit for citizen input into the Bank's CRA
strategy and provide advice relative to the needs in these categories. Meetings are held at least three
times per year.

Corporate CRA Advisory Council Members

John Hope Bryant, Atlanta, GA
Founder, chairman and chief executive officer of nonprofit Operation HOPE, chief executive officer of
Bryant Group Ventures and The Promise Homes Company, and co-founder of Global Dignity.
Erik Cole, Nashville, TN
Director, Office of Mayor Economic Opportunity and Empowerment

Ruby Bright, Memphis, TN
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Executive Director, Women's Foundation for a Greater Memphis 

Alvin Nance, Knoxville, TN 

CEO, LHP Development 

Pierce Ledbetter, Memphis, TN 

CEO, LEDIC Management Group 

Luke Yancy, Memphis, TN 
President and CEO (Retired in 2017), MMBC Continuum 

 

Regional/Market CRA Advisory Council Members 

See separate document. 

 

Executive Director, Women's Foundation for a Greater Memphis

Alvin Nance, Knoxville, TN

CEO, LHP Development
Pierce Ledbetter, Memphis, TN
CEO, LEDIC Management Group

Luke Yancy, Memphis, TN
President and CEO (Retired in 2017), MMBC Continuum

Regional/Market CRA Advisory Council Members

See separate document.
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PUBLIC EXHIBIT 10 

FIRST HORIZON BANK CRA ASSESSMENT AREAS 

  

PUBLIC EXHIBIT 10

FIRST HORIZON BANK CRA ASSESSMENT AREAS



Counties/Parishes

1 Birmingham MSA Jefferson (073); Shelby (117)
2 Huntsville MSA Limestone (083); Madison (089)
3 Mobile-Daphne-Fairhope CSA

Mobile MSA Mobile (097)
Daphne-Fairhope-Foley MSA Baldwin (003)

4 Fayetteville MSA Benton (007); Washington (143)
5 Jonesboro MSA Craighead (031)
6 Little Rock MSA Pulaski (119); Saline (125)
7 AR Non-MSA Jackson (067); Lawrence (075); Randolph (121)

8 Ft Myers-Naples CSA
Ft Myers MSA Lee (071)
Naples MSA Collier (021)

9 Jacksonville MSA Duval (031); St Johns (109)
10 Miami-Key West CSA

Miami-Ft Lauderdale-Palm Beach MSA Miami-Dade (086); Broward (011); Palm Beach (099)
Non-MSA Monroe (087)

11 Orlando-Deltona CSA
Orlando MSA Orange (095); Seminole (117)
Volusia MSA Volusia (127)

12 Sarasota MSA Manatee (081); Sarasota (115) 
13 Tampa MSA Hillsborough (057); Pinellas (103)

14 Atlanta MSA Barrow (013); Cherokee (057); Cobb (067); Dekalb (089); Forsyth (117); Fulton (121); Gwinnett (135)
15 GA Non-MSA Lumpkin (187); Wayne (305)

16 Baton Rouge MSA E Baton Rouge (033)
17 Houma MSA Lafourche (057); Terrebonne (109)
18 Lafayette-Opelousas-Morgan City CSA

Lafayette MSA Acadia (001); Iberia (045); Lafayette (055); St Martin (099); Vermilion (113)
Non-MSAs St Landry (097); St Mary (101)

19 Lake Charles MSA Calcasieu (019); Cameron (023)
20 Monroe-Ruston CSA

Monroe MSA Ouachita (073)
Non-MSA Lincoln (061)

21 New Orleans MSA Jefferson (051); Orleans (071); St Tammany (103)
22 Shreveport MSA Bossier (015); Caddo (017)
23 LA Non-MSA Allen (003)

24 New York MSA New York (061)

25 Asheville MSA Buncombe (021); Madison (115)
26 Charlotte NC-SC MSA Gaston, NC (071); Iredell, NC (097); Mecklenburg, NC (119); Rowan, NC (159); York, SC (091)
27 Fayetteville MSA Cumberland (051)
28 Greensboro-Winston-Salem CSA

Greensboro MSA Guilford (081); Randolph (151); Rockingham (157) add FS-ATM (Madison ATM - NOW CLOSED )
Winston-Salem MSA Davie (059); Forsyth (067); Stokes (169); Yadkin (197)
Burlington MSA Alamance (001)
Non-MSA Surry (171)

29 Hickory MSA Burke (023); Caldwell (027); Catawba (035)
30 Raleigh-Durham CSA

Raleigh MSA Wake (183)
Durham-Chapel Hill MSA Chatham (037); Durham (063); Granville (077); Orange (135); Person (145)

31 NC Non-MSA Lee (105); Moore (125); Richmond (153); Watauga (189); Wilkes (193)

32 Charleston MSA Charleston (019)
33 Columbia MSA Richland (079)
34 Greenville-Spartanburg CSA

Greenville MSA Greenville (045)
Spartanburg MSA Spartanburg (083)

35 Chattanooga-Cleveland Multistate CSA
Chattanooga TN-GA MSA Catoosa, GA (047); Hamilton, TN (065)
Cleveland MSA Bradley (011)
Non-MSA McMinn (107)

36 Clarksville MSA Montgomery (125)
37 Jackson MSA Madison (113)
38 Johnson City-Kingsport CSA

Johnson City MSA Carter (019); Unicoi (171); Washington (179) 
Kingsport-Bristol TN-VA MSA Hawkins (073); Sullivan (163) 

39 Knoxville-Morristown CSA
Knoxville MSA Blount (009); Knox (093); Loudon (105); Roane (145)
Morristown MSA Hamblen (063); Jefferson (089)
Non-MSAs Cocke (029); Sevier (155)

40 Memphis TN-MS-AR MSA Desoto, MS (033); Tate, MS (137); Shelby, TN (157) 
41 Nashville CSA

Nashville MSA Davidson (037); Macon (111); Maury (119); Rutherford (149); Sumner (165); Williamson (187); Wilson (189)
Non-MSAs Lawrence (099); Marshall (117)

42 TN Non-MSA Greene (059); Humphreys (085); Putnam (141); White (185)

43 Dallas MSA Collin (085); Dallas (113); Denton (121)
44 Houston MSA Fort Bend (157); Harris (201)

45 Roanoke MSA Franklin (067)
46 VA Non-MSA Accomack (001); Halifax (083); Henry (089); Northampton (131); Patrick (141); Martinsville City (690)
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VIRGINIA

Assessment Areas
ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

LOUISIANA

FIRST HORIZON ASSESSMENT AREAS

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

SOUTH CAROLINA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

FIRST HORIZON ASSESSMENT AREAS

Assessment Areas Counties/Parishes
ALABAMA

1 Birmingham MSA Jefferson (073); Shelby (117)
2 Huntsville MSA Limestone (083); Madison (089)
3 Mobile-Daphne-Fairhope CSA

Mobile MSA Mobile (097)
Daphne-Fairhope-Foley MSA Baldwin (003)

ARKANSAS

4 Fayetteville MSA Benton (007); Washington (143)

5 Jonesboro MSA Craighead (031)
6 Little Rock MSA Pulaski (119); Saline (125)
7 AR Non-MSA Jackson (067); Lawrence (075); Randolph (121)
FLORIDA

8 Ft Myers-Naples CSA
Ft Myers MSA Lee (071)

Naples MSA Collier (021)
9 Jacksonville MSA Duval (031); St Johns (109)

10 Miami-Key West CSA
Miami-Ft Lauderdale-Palm Beach MSA Miami-Dade (086); Broward (011); Palm Beach (099)
Non-MSA Monroe (087)

11 Orlando-Deltona CSA
Orlando MSA Orange (095); Seminole (117)
Volusia MSA Volusia (127)

12 Sarasota MSA Manatee (081); Sarasota (115)
13 Tampa MSA Hillsborough (057); Pinellas (103)

GEORGIA

14 [Atlanta MSA Barrow (013); Cherokee (057); Cobb (067); Dekalb (089); Forsyth (117); Fulton (121); Gwinnett (135)
15 [GA Non-MSA Lumpkin (187); Wayne (305)

LOUISIANA

16 Baton Rouge MSA E Baton Rouge (033)
17 Houma MSA Lafourche (057); Terrebonne (109)
18 Lafayette-Opelousas-Morgan City CSA

Lafayette MSA Acadia (001); Iberia (045); Lafayette (055); St Martin (099); Vermilion (113)
Non-MSAs St Landry (097); St Mary (101)

19 Lake Charles MSA Calcasieu (019); Cameron (023)
20 Monroe-Ruston CSA

Monroe MSA Ouachita (073)
Non-MSA Lincoln (061)

21 New Orleans MSA Jefferson (051); Orleans (071); St Tammany (103)
22 Shreveport MSA Bossier (015); Caddo (017)
23 LA Non-MSA Allen (003)

NEW YORK

24 New York MSA New York (061)
NORTH CAROLINA

25 Asheville MSA Buncombe (021); Madison (115)
26 Charlotte NC-SC MSA Gaston, NC (071); Iredell, NC (097); Mecklenburg, NC (119); Rowan, NC (159); York, SC (091)
27 Fayetteville MSA Cumberland (051)
28 Greensboro-Winston-Salem CSA

Greensboro MSA Guilford (081); Randolph (151)
Winston-Salem MSA Davie (059); Forsyth (067); Stokes (169); Yadkin (197)
Burlington MSA Alamance (001)

Non-MSA Surry (171)

29 Hickory MSA Burke (023); Caldwell (027); Catawba (035)
30 Raleigh-Durham CSA

Raleigh MSA Wake (183)
Durham-Chapel Hill MSA Chatham (037); Durham (063); Granville (077); Orange (135); Person (145)

31 NC Non-MSA Lee (105); Moore (125); Richmond (153); Watauga (189); Wilkes (193)
SOUTH CAROLINA

32 Charleston MSA Charleston (019)
33 Columbia MSA Richland (079)
34 Greenville-Spartanburg CSA

Greenville MSA Greenville (045)
Spartanburg MSA Spartanburg (083)

TENNESSEE

35 Chattanooga-Cleveland Multistate CSA
Chattanooga TN-GA MSA Catoosa, GA (047); Hamilton, TN (065)
Cleveland MSA Bradley (011)
Non-MSA McMinn (107)

36 Clarksville MSA Montgomery (125)
37 Jackson MSA Madison (113)
38 Johnson City-Kingsport CSA

Johnson City MSA Carter (019); Unicoi (171); Washington (179)
Kingsport-Bristol TN-VA MSA Hawkins (073); Sullivan (163)

39 Knoxville-Morristown CSA
Knoxville MSA Blount (009); Knox (093); Loudon (105); Roane (145)

Morristown MSA Hamblen (063); Jefferson (089)
Non-MSAs Cocke (029); Sevier (155)

40 Memphis TN-MS-AR MSA Desoto, MS (033); Tate, MS (137); Shelby, TN (157)
41 Nashville CSA

Nashville MSA Davidson (037); Macon (111); Maury (119); Rutherford (149); Sumner (165); Williamson (187); Wilson (189)
Non-MSAs Lawrence (099); Marshall (117)

42 TN Non-MSA Greene (059); Humphreys (085); Putnam (141); White (185)
TEXAS

43 Dallas MSA Collin (085); Dallas (113); Denton (121)
44 Houston MSA Fort Bend (157); Harris (201)

VIRGINIA

45 Roanoke MSA Franklin (067)
46 VA Non-MSA Accomack (001); Halifax (083); Henry (089); Northampton (131); Patrick (141); Martinsville City (690)
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR ACQUISITION OF A BANK BY A BANK HOLDING COMPANY AND 

MERGER OF BANK HOLDING COMPANIES 

The Toronto-Dominion Bank, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and its wholly owned 
subsidiaries, TD Group US Holdings LLC, Wilmington, Delaware and TD Bank US Holding 
Company, Cherry Hill, New Jersey (together, the “Applicants”), have applied to the Federal 
Reserve Board for (i) permission to acquire another bank holding company, First Horizon 
Corporation (“FHN”), Memphis, Tennessee, by merging a newly formed subsidiary of TD Bank 
US Holding Company with and into FHN, and thereby acquire control of FHN’s subsidiary 
bank, First Horizon Bank, Memphis, Tennessee (the “Acquisition”), (ii) permission for FHN to 
merge with another bank holding company, TD Bank US Holding Company, Cherry Hill, New 
Jersey, following the Acquisition and (iii) permission for FHN to acquire shares of a bank, TD 
Bank, National Association, Wilmington, Delaware, following the Acquisition.  The Federal 
Reserve Board considers a number of factors in deciding whether to approve the application, 
including the record of performance of banks we own in helping to meet local credit needs.  

You are invited to submit comments in writing on this application to James W. Corkery 
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (“Reserve Bank”), Ten Independence Mall, 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 or via email: comments.applications@phil.frb.org. The comment period 
will not end before April 22, 2022 and may be somewhat longer. The Federal Reserve Board’s 
procedures for processing applications may be found at 12 C.F.R. Part 262. Procedures for 
processing protested applications may be found at 12 C.F.R. 262.25. To obtain a copy of the 
Federal Reserve Board's procedures, or if you need more information about how to submit your 
comments on the application, contact James W. Corkery, Assistant Vice President, at (215) 574-
6416.  The Federal Reserve will consider your comments and any request for a public meeting or 
formal hearing on the application if they are received in writing by the Reserve Bank on or 
before the last day of the comment period. 

The Applicants have also applied to the Tennessee Department of Financial Institutions 
for permission to effect the Acquisition.  Any person wishing to comment on this application 
may file comments in writing with the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, Tennessee Tower, 
26th Floor, 312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37243. Anyone desiring to protest 
this application may do so if such protest is filed in writing within fifteen (15) days of this 
publication or by email to Debra.Grissom@tn.gov or William.Cook@tn.gov. 

NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR ACQUISITION OF A BANK BY A BANK HOLDING COMPANY AND

MERGER OF BANK HOLDING COMPANIES

The Toronto-Dominion Bank, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, and its wholly owned
subsidiaries, TD Group US Holdings LLC, Wilmington, Delaware and TD Bank US Holding
Company, Cherry Hill, New Jersey (together, the "Applicants"), have applied to the Federal
Reserve Board for (i) permission to acquire another bank holding company, First Horizon
Corporation ("FHN"), Memphis, Tennessee, by merging a newly formed subsidiary of TD Bank
US Holding Company with and into FHN, and thereby acquire control of FHN's subsidiary
bank, First Horizon Bank, Memphis, Tennessee (the "Acquisition"), (ii) permission for FHN to
merge with another bank holding company, TD Bank US Holding Company, Cherry Hill, New
Jersey, following the Acquisition and (iii) permission for FHN to acquire shares of a bank, TD
Bank, National Association, Wilmington, Delaware, following the Acquisition. The Federal
Reserve Board considers a number of factors in deciding whether to approve the application,
including the record of performance of banks we own in helping to meet local credit needs.

You are invited to submit comments in writing on this application to James W. Corkery
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia ("Reserve Bank"), Ten Independence Mall,
Philadelphia, PA 19106 or via email: comments.applications@phil.frb.org. The comment period
will not end before April 22, 2022 and may be somewhat longer. The Federal Reserve Board's
procedures for processing applications may be found at 12 C.F.R. Part 262. Procedures for
processing protested applications may be found at 12 C.F.R. 262.25. To obtain a copy of the
Federal Reserve Board's procedures, or if you need more information about how to submit your
comments on the application, contact James W. Corkery, Assistant Vice President, at (215) 574-
6416. The Federal Reserve will consider your comments and any request for a public meeting or
formal hearing on the application if they are received in writing by the Reserve Bank on or
before the last day of the comment period.

The Applicants have also applied to the Tennessee Department of Financial Institutions
for permission to effect the Acquisition. Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file comments in writing with the Commissioner of Financial Institutions, Tennessee Tower,
26th Floor, 312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37243. Anyone desiring to protest
this application may do so if such protest is filed in writing within fifteen (15) days of this
publication or by email to Debra.Grissom@tn.gov or William.Cook@tn.gov.
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